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Abstract 
This project was concerned with the phonology, morphology and syntax of endangered 

language, Ganta. Thus, the investigation was aimed at documentation and description of the 

distributional properties of sound systems, inflectional and derivational strategies of words, and 

also the order of morphological elements and their relationships in a sentence. To this end, the 

total documentation part of the project comprised one hour and two minute video text, for which 

ELAN software was used to annotate linguistic features. The description and distribution of 

phonological shapes were expressed by consonant and vowel phonemes in which an exceptional 

Omotic language sequence of consonant-consonant is observed. Phonological and 

morphophonological processes of the language were discussed in detail. Next to the sound 

systems, word inflections and derivations were analysed on nouns, verbs and adjectives. Here, 

Ganta nouns are inflected for number, gender, definiteness and case. Other than inflectional 

processes, morphological affixes are used to derive nouns into other forms of nouns. Like nouns, 

verbs also express inflection, by which tense, aspect, mode/modality and mood formations are 

expressed in Ganta. The issue of negation and subject agreement markings were discussed after 

inflection strategies of verbs. The processes of verb derivations were described by causative, 

passive, reciprocal, iterative, incho-ative and infinitive marking affixes. The semantic 

classification of adjectives were treated before sections of adjective inflection and derivation. 

Morphology of adverbs that are used to express place, direction, time, manner and frequency 

were described before interjection and ideophone sections. The syntactic structures, in which 

noun, verb, and postpositional phrases of Ganta are firstly treated before clause structures. Word 

order, focus, copula and predicative morphology of the language are described under section of 

clause structures. Next to this section, complex sentence structures including complement, 

adverbial clause, relative clause and coordination were also presented in the last section, next to 

the summary and conclusion of the project.   
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List of morpheme structures 
Conceptual categories of morpheme structures are listed in their alphabet as followː 

Form                                                                 gloss   Allomorph/variant function 
-(y)aʃʃ- 

-a 

-a 

-  

-a 

-  

-  

- ade 

-ade 

- na 

- na 

-and- 

- ntʃtʃa 

- wo 

- yese 

- yi 

- yisi 

- yisu 

- yto 

- yto 

OPT 

ACC 

VH 

ADESS 

IND 

FREQ 

INESS 

POSS 

PROS 

JUSSː1PL 

JUSSː1SG 

POSB 

AGNML 

JUSSː2SG 

JUSSː3MS 

IMPERː2SG 

JUSSː3FM 

JUSSː3PL 

IMPERː2PL 

JUSSː2PL 

- 

-aa, -u, -o 

-u 

-   

-o 

- 

-ga 

iss  

- 

- nno 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- yo, - wo, -u 

- 

- 

- te, - yito 

- 

optative 

third person singular accusative case  

vowel harmony 

adessive 

indicative 

frequantative 

inessive 

possessive 

prospective 

jussive first person plural 

jussive first person singular 

possibility        

agent noun nominalizer 

jussive second person singular 

jussive third person masculine 

imperative second person singular 

jussive third person feminine 

jussive third person plural 

imperative second person plural  

jussive second person plural 

-b ʔa- 

 

NEG 

 

-a , -ʔ , -ukk a, -ontt e -, 

-a re, -dopp-, -ba r e , -b   ), 

-aye, -ya, -dukk-, -dokk-  

negation 

 

-d- 

-e 

PERF 

PRESːCONT.DEC 

-tt- 

-ee 

perfective                                                                                                                                                                                                    

present continuous and declarative  

-e CONT -ee, -tt , -tto, -kka, -  continuous/continuative 

-  

-ee- 

-ga 

-ga 

-ga 

-i 

-i 

-i 

-  

MID 

PA 

ALLA 

ALLAːILLA 

ILLA 

3FMːNOM 

NOM 

EP 

CONV 

- 

-nne, ʃin 

-ko 

- 

- 

- 

-y 

- 

-i, -   

middle 

past tense 

allative 

allative illative 

illative 

third person feminine nominative 

third person masculine nominative  

epenthetic vowel 

converb 

-i- 3FM -si-, - , -yisi, -yis , - , -nn-, 

-ysi 

third person feminine   

-s'- PL -as'-, -aas'-, -tʃ -, -tte, -dd-, -ɗ  

-iɗ ,  -i, -u  

plural 
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 -iti- 2PL -yiti -y t  , -yit , -it , -yti(i), 

-yato, -ytto, -uyti  

second person plural                   

-k- 

 

FOC 

 

-t(t)-, -kk-, -wa(a), -ya(a), -ba, 

-mma, -kko, -tte, -tʃtʃe, -ma, 

-m  , -mma  

focus 

 

-kk- 

-kke 

-kko 

-kk  

-ma 

-mmu 

DIR 

MANN 

COPːFOC 

COND 

ASS 

DUR 

- 

-te, -tstso 

-kkoo, -tte, -ma 

- 

-m , -b   )   

-mmuu, -re 

directional 

manner 

copular focus 

conditional 

assertive 

durative 

-n- 

-kk- 

-nna 

-nna 

-nna 

-nna 

-nna 

-nne 

-nne 

-  

-o 

- - 

-oda 

IMPERF 

REFL 

PERLA 

SUPERES 

INST 

INSTːPERLA 

INSTːSUPERES 

CO 

INCL 

VOC 

NML 

SUBJ 

INFI 

-ʃʃ(i)- 

- 

- 

- 

-nnaa 

- 

- 

woy-, -ʃin, -ne 

-kka(a) 

- , - , -  

-e, -u, -i 

-   

-odaa, - , -kka, -kk  

imperfective 

reflexive 

perlative 

superessive 

instrument 

instrumental perlative 

instrumental superessive 

coordination 

inclusive 

vocative 

nominalizer 

subjunctive 

infinitive 

-oni- 2SG -ne e , -ni-, -one, -eni, -wo  ), 

-ayo  

second person singular             

-ons'- DULːDEF -ens', -ns' dual and definiteness 

-osi- 3MS 

 

-ose e , -se, -yes , -yese, -ese, 

-s-, -y-, - , -si 

third person masculine 

 

-oyi- 

-ɸa 

-ɸa 

-ɸa 

-ɸa 

-r- 

-ra 

ʃina 

so 

so 

-ssi 

-t- 

SUBM 

COMPR 

ELA 

ABL 

ABLːELLA 

POLT 

COM 

PAːHAB 

PLNML 

LOC 

DAT 

INCH 

-yi-, -eyi- 

- 

- 

-ɸu 

- 

- 

-ri- 

-ʃini(i) 

-se 

-n  

- ssu, -issi, -ussu, -ro 

-tt-, -et-, -ot-, - , -  

subject marker 

comparative 

elative 

ablative case/origin marker 

ablative elative 

polite 

comitative  

past habitual 

place nominalizer 

locative 

dative 

inchoative 

-ttam- FUT -ttom-/-tton-, -ade-, -m-,  -mu- future tense 

-te 1SG -oti-, -ti-, -n , -mma,-eti-, first person singular   
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-ote, -ete-, -na(a) 

-tt- 

 

-u 

- - 

3FM.SGːDEF 

 

3PLːACC 

PLPER 

-att- 

 

- 

- 

third person singular feminine 

definiteness  

third person plural accusative 

pluperfect     

-u- 3PL -u-, -ysu, -et , -ett , -suyi-, 

-yisu, -ysuyi 

third person plural 

-untsts

  

-untt  

ORD 

ABNML 

- 

- 

ordinal marker 

abstruct noun  nominalizer 

-unu- 

 

1PL 

 

-nn    , -un , -nuyi-,-yinu, 

-ynu, - na, -yanu, -ini, -yini,  

-oyinu, -aynu 

first person plural                      

 

-s- CAUS -ss-, -ʃ-, -ʃʃ-, -tʃtʃ-, -us-, uss-, 

-tsts-, -atsts-, -utsts-, -h-  

causative 

-utsts- 

-utt- 

-utt- 

INTEN 

PASS 

RECP 

-urutsts-, -utʃtʃ- 

-t-, -tt- 

b , -ga 

intensive 

passive 

reciprocal                                        

-z- 3MSːSG.PLːDEF   -az- third person singular masculine and 

plural (feminine and  masculine) 

definiteness 

Abbreviations 
Gloss       name 

                 High tone 

[ ]            Phonetic representation 

( )            Bracket 

{}           Curly bracket 

/ /             Phonemic 

/               Slash 

||              Pause 

<             Derived from 

   Absence of a break 

~      Nearly happend 

=             Equivalent           

1PL         First person plural 

1SG         First person Singular 

2PL         Second person plural 

2PLːPOSS Second person plural   

               possessive 

2SG         Second person singular 

3FM        Third person feminine 

3FMːNOM  Third person singular  

                 feminine nominative 

3FMːNOM .PL Third person feminine  

                    nominative and plural 

3FMːNOM.FOC  Third person feminine  

                 singular nominative and focus  

3FM.SGːDEF Third person singular  

                      feminine definiteness 

3MS         Third person masculine 

3MSːACC Third person singular  

                  masculine accusative 

3MSːNOM Third person singular  

                  masculine nominative 

3MS 3FM ːNOM Third person singular  

           masculine or feminine nominative 

3MSːACC.FOC Third person singular  

                           masculine and focus 

3MSːSG.PLːDEF Third person singular  

           masculine, and plural definiteness 

3PL         Third person plural 

3PLːACC Third person plural and 

                 accusative 

ABL         Ablative 
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ABLːELA Ablative elative  

ABNML   Abstract noun nominalizer 

ACC        Accusative 

ADESS    Adessive 

Adj           Adjective 

AdjP        Adjective phrase 

Adv          Adverb 

AdvP        Adverb phrase 

Adv-V      Adverb-Verb 

AGNML  Agent noun nominalizer 

ALLA      Allative 

ALLAːILLA Allative illative 

ASS          Assertive 

CAUS       Causative 

CO            Coordinator 

COM         Comitative  

COM ːCO  Comitative coordination 

COMPR     Comparative 

COMPR-Adj  Comparative-Adjective 

COND       Conditional 

CONT        Continuous/Continuative 

CONV        Converb 

COPːFOC   Copular focus 

DAT            Dative 

DEF            Definite 

DEFː3MS   Definite third person    

                    masculine 

DEFː3FM   Definite third person  

                   feminine 

DIR            Directional 

DIST          Distal 

DULːDEF  Dual and definiteness  

DUR           Durative 

ELLA         Ellative 

EP               Epenthetic vowel 

EXPER      Experiential perfect 

FM              Feminine 

FOC            Focus 

FREQ          Frequantative 

FUT            Future tense 

IDEO          Ideophone 

ILLA           Illative 

IMPERF      Imperative 

IMPERː2PL Imperative second person      

                    plural  

IMPERː2SG   Imperative second person    

                    singular 

IMPERF      Imperfective 

INCH            Inchoative 

INCL             Inclusive 

INESS           Inessive 

INFI              Infinitive 

INST             Instrument 

INSTːPERLA   Instrumental perlative 

INSTːSUPERES  Instrumental   

                     superessive 

INTEN         Intensive 

JUSS           Jussive 

JUSSː1PL    Jussive first person plural 

JUSSː2PL   Jussive second person plural 

JUSSː1SG   Jussive first person singular 

JUSSː2SG   Jussive second person  

                     singular 

JUSSː3FM Jussive third person feminine 

JUSSː3MS Jussive third person  

                   masculine   

JUSSː3PL     Jussive third person plural 

LOC             Locative 

lit                  Literally  

M                  Modifier 

MANN         Manner 

MANNːPOT Manner potential 

MED             Medial 

MID              Middle 

M-N              Modifier-Noun 

N                   Noun 

NEG             Negation 

NML            Nominalizer 

NOM            Nominative  

NP                Noun phrase 

O                   Object 

OPT              Optative 

ORD             Ordinal marker 

O-S-V           Object-Subject-Verb 

P                   Preposition 

PA                Past tense 

PAːHAB       Past Habitual 

PASS             Passive 

PER               Perfect 

PERF              Perfective 

PERLA           Perlative 

PL                  Plural 
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PL1                 Plural one 

P L2                        Plural two 

PLNML         Place nominalizer 

PLPER          Pluperfect 

POLT            Polite 

POSB            Possibility            

POSS             Possessive 

PP                  Postposition 

PP-V              Postposition-Verb 

PRES            Present tense 

PRESːCONT.DEC  Present continuous   

                      and declarative 

PRESːCONT.DEC.FOC  Present         

             continuous declarative and focus 

PROS            Prospective 

PROX            Proximal 

QW                Question word 

QW-S-V  Question word-Subject-Verb 

RECP             Reciprocal 

RED               Reduplication 

REFL             Reflexive 

RECːMED     Recognitional medial 

REL               Relative clause 

S                    Subject 

SIMU             Simultaneous                  

S-O-V            Subject-Object-Verb 

St                   Standard comparison 

STM              Stem modification 

SUBESS       Subessive 

SUBJ            Subjunctive 

SUBM          Subject marker 

SUPERES     Superessive 

SUPL            Suppletion 

S-V-QW   Subject-Verb-Question word 

V                      Verb 

V                      Vowel 

V1                                First vowel  

V2                               Second vowel 

V-Adv              Verb-Adverb 

VH                   Vowel harmony 

VL                    Vowel length 

VOC                Vocative 

VP                   Verb phrase 

YNQ                 Yes/No question
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1 Introduction 
The concept of language endangerment has drawn increasing attention since the1990s, 

especially since Krauss (1992, cited in Mufwene 2003). The literature has been augmented by 

works of Crystal (2000), Evan (2008), Mufwene and Vigouroux (2008), and others. In Ethiopia, 

following the opening of the program for Language Documentation and Culture in the 

Department of Linguistics, an increasing number of linguists and researchers have been conducting 

on documentation projects so as to preserve endangered languages. However, languages have 

dramatically been in stat of losing its linguistic features as a result of different factors (see 1.10 

below). Among them, Ganta is one of the endangered languages in Ethiopia. It is the traditional 

language of an agrarian people in South West Ethiopia. According to Selamawit (2004), the 

language is approximately spoken by 12,789 people who live in five kebeles1, roughly at 

latitude of 6º02'N and longitude of 37º34'E. The government lumped this community into Gamo 

tribes in 1994. However, their language is unintelligible to Ganta people. Even if the situation 

needs intelligibility test, the researcher comments it for further investigation. Therefore, the project 

focuses on the documentation and description of phonology, morphology and syntactic aspects 

of Ganta through recording of texts of rituals, ceremonies and procedural activities 

comprehensively involved in the life of the Ganta people. Greetings, spontaneous talks, 

uncontrolled exclamations, directives and utterances become another source of data and were 

collected using audio and video recordings. The documented materials were properly annotated. 

The linguistic analysis was done in line with Payne (1997, 2005), Hirut (2004), Kroger (2006), 

Mulugeta (2008), Dixon (2010), Hellenthal (2010), and others. The researcher speaks Ganta as 

mother tongue. 
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1.1 Omotic language classification 
Ometo is a linguistic group under the Omotic language families that comprise several 

language divisions (Hirut 2005:160). The Ometo cluster contains different language categories. 

As Fleming (1976, cited in Azeb, 1996:112) states, this cluster includes four linguistic sub-

branches namely North, East, West and South, as illustrated in the tree diagram (1). Ometo cluster 

(based on Fleming, 1976, cited in Azeb, 1996:112) 
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1.2 Geographic location  
In the Arbaminch vicinity woreda map, five Ganta kebeles including Shara 

kebele in which Ganta is commonly spoken are found near to Arbaminch town. 

Arbaminch is also situated on Ganta soil, in Meiche (see the map below). 

Source: Ethiopian Mapping Agency (Modified by Achenafi Teklay 
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1.3 People, life and culture 

As it has been seen on the map above, Ganta is located in the Sothern Nations, 

Nationalities and Peoples Region of Ethiopia, in Gamo Gofa zone, close to two Ethiopian 

rift valley lakes, to the South-West of Abaya and to the North-West of Chamo. The 

territory and boundary of Ganta goes up to Koyra (Koorete) people, beyond Nech Sar 

National Park, through two edges of lake Abaya and Chamo. These two sides of the lakes 

are considered as Ganta Lake by surrounding societies. Ganta is approximately found at 

around five hundred five kilometers (505 km) away from Addis Ababa.  The  native  

people  of Ganta  live mainly at six areas (kebeles);  Meiche, Kanchama,  Bonke,  

Ochole,  Afazze  and  Shaara.  These areas vary in distance of 5 to 30 kilometers.  Meiche 

is found 10 kilometers west of the rapidly growing town of Arbaminch. Kanchama 

and Ochole are located in the South-West of Arbaminch town. They are 11 to 15 kilometers 

away from Arbaminch town respectively. Bonke village is located at 20 kilometers of the 

town, west of Meiche village. Afaze is located at 30 kilometers distance in the South-West 

of the town Arbaminch after Bonke Village. Shara is found at 5 kilometers north of 

the town Arbaminch. 

Before 1964, the present Arbaminch town (formerly known as Garo) was under 

practical traditional rule of Meiche. The title of the ruler was Garo kaati (king of Garo). 

Still, the ideal king has been nominated in the name of Garo. But, the practice is not 

functional. The name Garo for today’s Arbaminch was given by Ganta people, which 

means “easy life”. 

The name Ganta means ‘warrior’ or ‘group’ in the language of Ganta. The people 

speak the language Ganta or Gantatstso or Gantate. Therefore, for this research, the word 

Ganta stands for the language of the people and for the antonym of the people. 

The Ganta people have agrarian way of life which is based on mixed agricultural 

production. But in the former times, two Ganta kebeles, Meiche and Kanchama, had been in 

semi-pastoralist activity. Weaving is an economic source for most Ochole kebele. 

Kanchama and Ochole kebeles are located in the low land hot climate areas. They 

cultivate maize, banana and sweet potato. The high land kebeles Bonke, part of Meiche 

and Afazze cultivate ‘teff’, sorghum, sweet potato, tuber potato, barely, maize, ‘enset’ 

(false banana), onion, garlic and other minor vegetables. 

Most of the Ganta people believe in God. Some of them are followers of orthodox 

and protestant church ideologies. Still others are atheists. Above all beliefs, protestant  

doctrine  has put its pressure  on  the  people’s  original  customs,  cultures  and  traditions.  

The  three  well-known protestant  churches  namely  ‘K’alehiwot’,  ‘Mekaneyesus’  and  

‘Hawaryat’  use  Amharic  and Gamo languages for their doctrine preaching. 

Ganta people celebrate cultural practices in different situations and contexts. For 

example, at the time  of  harvesting,  at  the  king  or  local  leader  coronation,  at  the  

‘Maskale’  (New  Year) celebration, at the house building, at the weeding, at the funeral 

ceremony, etc. In other parts of Ethiopian, ‘Maskale’ is the celebration for the ‘foundation 

of True Cross’. But, in Ganta, it is celebrating for welcoming New Year. 

The Ganta people have had a traditional ruling system which to some extent 

looks like the modern political ruling strategy. The people have one traditional king by 

the name ‘kaati’ (king).  This king traditionally nominates delegates at five kebeles. They 

are called ‘maagas’2 by the people. They act as state leaders in their own kebele. They 

                                                 
2
 Local traditional leaders in each kebeles of Ganta 
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control everything because they are traditionally believed to have strong powers which 

protect against natural disasters (like famine, disease, and drought) and death. For example, 

if someone is sick, s/he will be taken to maagas home. The maagas pray   to their traditional 

‘god’ to recover the patient.  In each kebele, maagas have different roles. ‘Gademaaga’ 

(leader of land) works on the issues of earth. Production of crops and cattle rearing are 

covered by him. ‘Toora maaga’ (leader of spear) is concerned about war. 

‘Oge maaga’ (leader of road) acts as a diplomat. Conflicts arising between kebeles 

are solved through Oge maaga. He has the right to discuss and protect people from external 

problems. The king’s and people’s ideas are transferred through him to surrounding 

communities. ‘Ira maaga’ (leader of rain) prays for rain during the cultivation season. 

However, all these traditional ruling systems and habits are performed only rarely in recent 

times. The demise might be caused by the dominance of Christianity and by the influence 

of modernity. 

Not every clan can be nominated as a king or maaga in Ganta culture. There are 

selected clans which have the right to do this. The coronation ceremony is celebrated by 

the community. But king clan cannot be maaga and maaga clan also cannot be king. 

Commonly known Ganta clans are zulési, kálli, boótʃu, ármali, óytʃu, máltʃtʃi, wósu, máylli, 

búyllu, ʔínnʔi, mástti, káʃtti, daári, maálli, and gáduru. 

Ganta performs exogamy. Marriage in the same clan is strictly forbidden. The 

reason is that relationship in the same clan is assumed as brother or sister. Polygamy is 

possible for males, but not for females. 

The Ganta people are surrounded by different ethnic groups. From North to South-

West of the Ganta, Gamo tribes and Gamo speakers are neighbouring communities.  In 

the southern side, Zayse tribes are located. Eastern direction is boarded by Koorete and 

Guji communities, away from Abaya and Chamo rift valley lakes and Nech-Sar National 

Park. These surrounding people differ in culture and language from that of Ganta.  In most 

cases, the Ganta people are able to understand their neighbors, but not vice versa. 

1.4 Why Ganta is endangered? 
The level of Ganta endangerment is discussed in line with Krauss (1992: 4, 

cited in Crystal 2000: 20) and Wurm (1998: 192, cited in Crystal 2000: 21) ideas (see in 

1.10). Ganta is an endangered language as result of many factors. Natural and manmade 

factors have been affecting the language. Linguistic practitioners that have served as oral 

library to preserve their language and culture for the coming generation of Ganta have been 

declining because of natural process, death.  On  the  other  hand,  the  rate  of  acquisition  

by  children  has  been  limited.  The  new generation  of  Ganta  has  not  given  due  

attention  for  their  culture  and  language  because  of modernity and dominant languages. 

In the recent time, youngsters are attracted to other country’s culture or language so as to 

practice. 

Cultural assimilation is observed as another factor. One culture is influenced 

by a dominant culture, and be found to lose its character as result of its members adopting 

new behavior and mores  (Crystal,  2000:  78). Crystal’s idea is applicable to Ganta 

culture. This dominance is resulted from demographic submission in Ganta. Large numbers 

of surrounding people arrive in the community’s territory and swamp the indigenous 

society. This process is mainly observed by case of marriage, religion, and occupation. For 

example, males of Ganta people may marry from surrounding communities who have 

different cultural and linguistic backgrounds. On the other hand, the land of Ganta is fertile 
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when comparing with others. As a result of this, surrounding communities have come for 

daily labor work. In turn these people filter their culture and language on the existing Ganta 

people.  Most Ganta are followers of Christianity as mentioned above. Religions have had 

their influence on the culture and language of Ganta. In the Orthodox Church, the Bible is 

written in Amharic, and preaching is in Amharic with translation into Gamo but not in 

Ganta. In the same way, in the protestant church, the Bible is written in Amharic and is 

being preached by Gamo or Amharic. Furthermore, some of protestant churches Bibles 

have been appearing in Gamo language orthography. Any traditional or cultural or ritual 

practice of the people  is  strictly forbidden  in  the  doctrine  of  protestant  churches.  So  

that  people  have abandoned their original customs and languages by now. A few atheists 

of the Ganta could still practice their customs, traditions, and culture though they are under 

pressure of the religious followers.  

Geographical  proximity  has  had  its  influence  on  the  language  of  Ganta.  

Urbanization has produced the rapidly growing Arbaminch town as magnet to attract 

surrounding   rural communities. Due to better means of transportation and communication, 

the Ganta people have easier access to other communities. Arbaminch town is 

established within the territory of the Ganta. This establishment has invited different 

dominant languages like Amharic and Gamo that have highly threatened the existence of 

Ganta. Both languages are used as language of media in the town and in the Ganta 

kebeles. In shoppings, schools, stations, offices and media, Amharic and Gamo languages 

are dominantly spoken.  The Ganta elders speak Ganta as colloquial language. It is spoken 

in the family but not for the “serious” things in life like work, money, science and 

technology. Different languages such as Guji, Zayse, Koorete, Bayso, Oyda, Gofa, 

Wolaytta, Dawuro and others are means of communications in the town. 

Particularly, the dominance of Gamo languge is strongly affecting the existence of 

Ganta. The reason is that it is treated as mother tongue in all elementary schools. From 

grade 1- 4, all school subjects are taught by this language for Ganta children. From grade 

5-12, Gamo language is also taught as a subject. Adult education manuals and guidebooks 

are written in this language and it is also serving as instructional language for the Ganta 

adult learners. 

The centralization of power resulted in an inevitable loss of autonomy for the 

language and people of Ganta. Central power is been exercised by mainly Gamo tribes. At 

the local level of power, decisions have been implemented by these groups. As a result of 

this, it seems that the Ganta people are no longer in control of their own identity and 

language. 

Even if Ganta morphology and lexical variations were respectively conducted 

by Selemawit (2004) and Hirut (2005), continual shift of language practices and cultural 

acts of Ganta is in a rapid change. Therefore, the research is intended to document and 

describe endangered phonology, morphology and syntactic characteristics of Ganta. To this 

end, the analyzed data included phonological properties, and also morphological 

categories, such as morphemes (free or bound), inflections (case, number, gender and 

tense) and derivations. The open class words  or  content  words  (nouns,  verbs,  

adjectives  and  adverbs)  and  the  closed  class  words (articles, demonstratives, 

quantifiers, conjunctions and postpositions) are deeply described in the body of the project. 

Interjection and ideophones are also treated. In addition to this, syntactic aspects,  

such  as  phrasal  categories  and  clauses  (simple  or  complex)  are  included  so  as  to 

determine syntactic structure of the language. The project has further used some acts of 

corpus materials (procedural activities, rituals and ceremonies) as a source of text data to 

analyze the mentioned aspects of phonology, morphology and syntax. 
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1.5 Objectives 
The general objectives of the documentation are:  

To preserve linguistic aspects of Ganta phonology, morphology and syntax 

Specific objectives are:  

To analyze phonology, morphology and syntactic features of the language 

To document practices of rituals, ceremonies and procedural activities 

1.6 Significance of the study 
The research outcome will support the Ganta people and their endangered 

language. It is helpful for further revitalization projects. Furthermore it may facilitate the 

use of the language of Ganta in schools, churches, offices, in the media, etc. The continued 

use of the mother tongue may increase the self-esteem of the community. It further gives 

the community the chance to express their identity and to demand their linguistic right. 

The research outcome will provide knowledge, cultural background and linguistic 

structures of the language and the people’s life to linguists, anthropologists, sociologists 

and other interested parties. In general, descriptive, theoretical and methodological aspects 

of the research will give good background information to researchers. It will also bridge the 

gaps that have not yet been filled by recent researchers. By doing so, it will contribute to 

linguistic typology Africa in general and Ethiopia in particular. 

1.7 Scope 

The documentation and description project is only be concerned with Ganta and  

the other types of Gamo people are beyond its scope. 

 

1.8 Literature on language death 
… a language is dead is like saying that a person is dead. It 

could be no other way for languages have no existence 

without people. A language dies when nobody speaks it any 

more (Crystal 2000:1). 

The above quote expresses that a language stops existing when its speakers no longer interact 

to each other in that language. Without its speakers, language cannot exist. It is also believed 

that a language is effectively dead when there is only one speaker left, with no number of the 

young generation interested in learning it.  Crystal further commented that everyone should be 

concerned to save languages, because language loss is everyone’s loss. So that it is all 

concerned body’s responsibility to save and transmit languages to the coming generation. 

1.9 Reasons for language death 
Languages have always died. As cultures have risen and fallen, so their languages 

have emerged and disappeared (Crystal 2000: 68).With a significant growth in nation state 

in the twentieth century, with an associated recognition of official languages, there has 

been a significant growth in international and global lingua-francae during the same period. 

These developments have put minority languages under increasing pressure (ibid). The 

last 500 and more years have been marked as period of dramatic decline of languages 
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in the world. As evidence in Brazil in 1500 AD 1,175 languages were spoken but in recent 

years less than 200 languages are alive. 

1.9.1 Natural disaster 
According  to  Crystal  (2000:  70),  ‘many  languages  have  become  endangered,  

moribund,  or extinct as a result of factors which have had a dramatic effect on the physical 

wellbeing of their speakers’. Natural disasters like earthquakes, hurricanes, tsunamis, 

floods, volcanic eruptions, etc, can displace communities from their original environment. 

Famine and drought are other chief factors which can hasten emigration and 

migration. In the Sudan in 1998, the ‘UN World Food Programme’ pointed out the impact 

of famine on parts of people in the Sudan. The famine seriously affected the distribution of 

languages found in several parts of the country (ibid). 

As result of colonization, imported diseases killed a number of people in the 

new world. As Crystal (2000: 70) has pointed out: 

The population of the new world may have been as high as 

      100 million before European contact. Within 200years        

   this had dropped to less than 1 million. 

Apart from disease, desertification has its effect on indigenous people’s 

environment. Desertification reduces the availability of land for producing food crops for 

the local people. As result of this effect, people would move in search for new settlements. 

1.9.2 Political situation 
It is believed that sociopolitical ambitions have become the immediate cause for the 

decrease of languages in some parts of the world. Crystal (2000: 75) has stressed that 

… it is the political, rather than the economic, situation in a country 

which is the immediate cause of the decimation or disappearance of 

a community. … Pacific and Indian Ocean island communities were 

caught up in the invasions and battles of the second World War, with 

language endangerment being one of the outcomes. 

When it comes to Africa, most of the governments would see linguistic diversity as a threat 

to national unity. 

1.9.3 Factors which change people’s culture 
People’s culture can be changed because of many factors. Assimilation processes 

change languages and cultures of a community as result of demographic submersion. The 

learning of dominant languages has put its impact on indigenous communities. The 

language of the dominant culture can infiltrate everywhere by pressure of media. Krauss 

(1992, cited in Crystal 2000: 78) called the role of the media as ‘cultural nerve gas’. The 

reason is that its effect has the power to erode traditional knowledge and practices. 

1.9.4 Attitude of speakers 
A community can have a negative attitude on its language. This feeling might be 

introduced by contact of a more dominant culture that can stigmatize the community in such 

terms as stupid or lazy. The community’s language can be termed as ignorant, backward, 

deformed, and inadequate by its speakers. 

Crystal (2000: 84) has stated that indigenous languages are sometimes viewed by 

their speakers as a sign of backwardness, or as a hindrance to making improvements in 

social standing. So, such attitudes are then reinforced through the introduction of 

external practices which penalize the use of the local language. 
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1.9.5 Deliberate attempt by speakers of one language to crush another 

language 
This action goes with a negative attitude of external language speakers. These 

speakers might have the idea to spread their own language. Colonial history had had 

similar experiences at various points. Crystal (2000:86) termed such actions as 

“language murder” or “linguicide”. 

1.9.6 Colonization and globalization 
Most linguists have  seen colonization wi th connection to  globalization. 

Cf. Mufwene and Vigouroux (2008: 1): 

Languages are affected because colonization and sometimes globalization 

entail the following: population movements; the spread of the migrants’ 

languages and the ensuing contacts of the latter with those of indigenous, 

dominated populations; the emergence of new language repertoires and 

new divisions of labor among the coexistent languages, as well as new 

dynamics of competition and selection among them; and differential 

evolution regarding their vitality. 

The above quote expresses the effect of colonization and globalization on 

indigenous people. Mufwene and Vigouroux have observed two different ways of 

colonization into different trends. The exploitation colonization of Africa has hardly 

contributed directly to the endangerment or extinction of indigenous African languages. 

During exploitation colonization of Africa, the European colonizers were no more 

interested in sharing their languages with the indigenous populations than they were in 

India.  However,  exploitation  colonization  in  most  of  Africa produced  new  indigenous  

urban  vernaculars,  which  have  remained  very  African  despite extensive lexical 

borrowings from the European languages (ibid: 4f.) 

In the same way, trade colonization did not create any threat to indigenous 

languages but the dynamics of language coexistence changed after the trade colonization 

would be replaced by settlement colonization. The linguistic features of Khoisan languages 

have been caused by the settlement   colonization   of   Sothern   Africa   by   both   the   

Bantu   population,   during   their geographical expansion southward, and the Afrikaners 

(ibid: 3). 

Globalization is expressed as the constant cause of the endangerment of indigenous 

languages around the world. The complex socioeconomic system of the world resulted from 

process of globalization. Populations of different localities adapt primarily to local 

socioeconomic and ecological pressure, which affect their culture and language directly. 

 

1.10 Level of language endangerment 

Many language activists and concerned organizations have observed that it is 

problematic to put percentage of endangered languages into absolute figures.  In Crystal 

(2000:  10f.), different figures are observed. Global languages register has estimated up 

to 10,000 languages, others have put it between 500 to7, 000. 

Some scholars have used absolute population figures even if total population makes 

no sense without useful context of a language. Population size alone is not an accurate 

indicator of the language situation. It has been pointed out that a language with 500 to 

1,000 speakers is believed as less endangered.  In  the  Savannah  zone  in  Africa,  a  

language  with  20,000  speakers  is considered as endangered. In relation to fluency even 

a language with millions of speakers may not be safe. In the context of Nigeria, Yoruba, 
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with 20 million speakers, has been called ‘deprived’ because of the way it has come to be 

dominated by English in higher education. In South Africa, Afrikaans has 6 million 

speakers and in Zimbabwe Ndebele has 1.1 million and Shona has 7 million but professed 

the same anxiety (ibid). 

Comparing levels of endangerment is very difficult due to different language 

situations around the world. Krauss (1992: 4, cited in Crystal 2000: 20) argued that 

languages which are no longer being learned as a mother tongue by children are said to be 

‘moribund’. The reason is that such languages   lack   intergenerational   transmission.   

Some   linguists   have   leveled   language endangerment  on  dependent  factors  as  rate  

of  acquisition  by  the  children,  attitude  of  the community and level of impact of other 

dominant languages which may be threaten it. Wurm (1998: 192, cited in Crystal 2000: 21) 

classified five levels of endangerment: 

1.   Potentially endangered languages are socially and economically disadvantaged, 

under pressure from a larger language, and beginning to lose child speakers; 

2.   Endangered languages have few or no children learning the language, and the 

youngest good speakers are young adults; 

3.   Seriously endangered languages have the youngest good speakers age 50 or older; 

4.   Moribund languages have only a handful of good speakers left, mostly very old; 

5.   Extinct languages have no speakers left. 

A language  which  is not  used  at all  by people  and  other  public  situations  

has  been  called ‘deprived’. It  seems  that  this  language  role  can  be  taken  over  by 

dominant  languages  like English. Some languages suffer discourse attrition so much that 

they end up surviving in just one domain. For example, Ge’ez in Ethiopia has been serving 

as a language of liturgy (Crystal 2000:21) 

As structural point of view states that different aspects of endangered 

languages show rapid change in code switching, grammatical features affected as 

inflections and function words from dominant language. In addition, knowledge of 

vocabulary declines with younger people. 

The endangered languages linguistic change is different from ‘healthy’ languages 

in extent, range, rate and quality. Situations of contact with other languages can be 

fostering increased structural diversity (ibid). However, the linguistic features involved 

have changed hardly at all, but the sociopolitical situation has changed irreversibly. 

1.11 Reasons for caring language 
Language  experts  have  assured  that  ethnic  language  is  used  for  identity  

expression  and international  language  for intelligibility.  They have also attached 

language with commercial ideology. ‘Human capital theory’ interprets language as part of 

resources on which people can draw up in order to increase the value of their potential 

contribution to productivity. A cost- benefit analysis of the consequences of being 

multilingual would bring to light a wide range of benefits for individuals, both financial and 

non-financial. An economy influences a language or a language exercises a strong influence 

on the economy (Crystal 2000: 24). Domains in which languages play important economic 

roles are tourism (diversity), arts and local manufacturing industries. 
It is also believed that local languages promote community cohesion and vitality, 

foster pride in a culture and give a community self-confidence. 
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1.11.1 People need diversity 
The concept of human ‘ecology’ in a holistic sense is explained in the literatures as 

‘cultural or biological’ domain that brought a community into mutually reinforcing 

relationship. The distinctive features of human ecology accordingly attempt to link the 

structure and organization of human community to interactions with its localized 

environment. 

In the human ecology, the strongest ecosystems are those which are diverse. In the 

world of languages, we can have different linguistic aspects in general. In line with 

this, monolingual people can historically be multilingual in the sense that their language 

will contain loan-words reflecting the history of its contact with other cultures (Crystal 

2000: 33). English, for example, has borrowed huge numbers of words from over several 

hundred languages, and hundreds of languages have in turn borrowed huge numbers of 

English words. In case of English, an Anglo- Saxon  word  ‘kingly’  co-exists  with  a  

French  word  ‘royal’  and  a  Latin  word  ‘regal’.  Such processes generate diversity to 

lexicon. 

Increasing  uniformity  holds  dangers  for  the  long  term  survival  of  species  

(ibid). Thus, preservation of linguistic diversity is essential for language that lies at the 

heart of what it means to be human. 

1.11.2 Languages express identity 
Language can have the power to express its speaker’s cultural and ethnic 

background. A community’s way of life including rituals, music, painting, craft, etc. 

would be narrated by spoken or written languages.  Crystal (2000: 40) has stated: 

Language … is not only an element of culture itself; it is the basis for 

        all cultural activities. Language is the primary index, or symbol, or      

    register of identity. 

In support of the above quote, Dixon (1997: 135, cited in Crystal 2000: 

40) has added: 

                              Language is the emblem of its speakers. 

The theme of the above quotes clearly suggests that language is a mirror of a 

community’s historical activities and it also has power to tell a community’s origin. 

1.11.3 Languages are repositories of history 
The roles of spoken or written languages become critical to transmit development of 

multiple cultures of a given community to another communty. If language transmission 

breaks down, through language death, there is a serious loss of inherited knowledge (Crystal 

2000: 34). For individual speakers, it is a significant loss, because their personal history has 

gone. 

Native language is like a natural resource which cannot be replaced 

once it removed from the earth (ibid). 

Words and idioms that contain our history can provide us clues about the earlier 

states of mind of its speakers, and kinds of cultural contact the speakers had. So that 

words and idioms become part of the evidence of social history. Steiner (1967: 131, cited 

in Crystal 2000: 35) has stressed that ‘everything forgets, but not a language’.  

A language encapsulates its speakers’ history. It is the archive of history (Emerson 

1844, cited in Crystal 2000: 41). It is true that a language could tell us in spoken or in 

written mode about origins and developments of a nation. 

To know about our ancestry, a language should exist. Linguists have strongly 

argued that ‘once a language is lost, the links with our past are gone’. Hoorde (1998: 8, 
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cited in Crystal 2000: 41) has added that when you lose your language…you exclude 

yourself from your past’. 

Human existence including knowledge content of gods, kings, accounts of victories 

and defeats, stories of legends and heroes would be transmitted to generation through 

language (Crystal 2000: 41). Thus, preserving linguistic practices of a community must be 

underlined. 

1.11.4 Languages contribute to the sum of human knowledge 
Humanity gains so much from each fresh expression of itself in a language. 

The world is a ‘mosaic’ of visions. ‘With each language that disappears, a piece of that 

mosaic is lost’ (Crystal 2000: 45). One story does not make a world view. The world 

view gradually emerges through the accumulation of many sources such as myths and 

legends, traditions, practices and heritage. In support of this idea, the following proverbs 

from two different countries are quoted (Crystal 2000: 44): 

         With each newly learned language you acquire a new soul (Slovakia). 

         A man who knows two languages is worth two men (France). 

In the same manner Emerson (1860, cited in Crystal 2000: 44) explains: 

As many languages as he has, as many friends, as many arts and trades, so 

        Many times is he a man. 

The theme tells that there is much to be learned and enjoyed in practicing other 

languages. Emerson also adds: 

      No man should travel until he has learned the language of the country he        

     visits. Otherwise he voluntarily makes himself a great baby, so helpless and    

      so ridiculous. 

This message further expresses that being monolingual could create a situation 

difficult and a man could be disadvantaged. 

1.11.5 Languages are interesting in themselves 
The more languages we study, the fuller our picture of the human linguistic options 

will be (Crystal 2000: 55). Knowing any aspects of language structures like phonology, 

grammar, vocabulary and discourse will be made an advantageous. 

 

1.12 Concept of phonology, morphology and syntax 

Phonology is a sub field of linguistics which deals with sound systems of language, 

aiming at expressing the distinctive patterns of sound that found in the language and also to 

conclude general natures of sound systems. Phonologists study the sound systems of 

language in different grammatical  categories  or  properties  of  morphology,  as  in  

describing  the  characteristics  of words. 

According to Akmajian and others (2001) morphology is defined as the sub field 

of linguistics that studies the internal structure of words and the relationships among 

words. Crystal (2008) adds that morphology is the branch of grammar which studies the 

structure or form of words, primarily through the use of the morpheme construct. 

Linguists in most cases group words as simple and complex. Words that seem to be 

no way to analyze or break it down are said to be simple. Complex words are made up by 

different building blocks of morphemes (Akmajian and others, 2001).  In addition to these 

groupings, words are also categorized into two classes namely open and closed. The open 

class words belong to the major part of speech classes (nouns, verbs, adjectives and 

adverbs). The closed class words are grammatical or functional classes such as articles, 

demonstratives, quantifiers, conjunctions and prepositions. 
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Syntax is dealing with how words combine to form sentences (Payne 2006). It is 

also pointed out that syntax is the part of grammar that represents a speaker’s knowledge of 

sentences and their structures (Fromkin & others 2007).  Furthermore, Lieber (2009) 

expressed that syntax is concerned with identifying the rules that allow us to combine 

words into phrases and phrases into sentences. 

The rules of syntax combine words into phrases and phrases into sentences. They 

also specify the correct word order for a language and the grammatical relations within 

sentences, such as subject and direct object (Fromkin & others 2007). 

Syntactic categories include both phrasal categories such as NP, VP, AdjP, PP, 

AdvP as well as lexical categories such as noun (N), verb (V), preposition (P), adjective 

(Adj), and adverb (Adv). Each lexical category has a corresponding phrasal category (ibid: 

168). An  important  role  of  the  syntax  is  to  describe  the  relationship  between  the  

meaning  of  a particular group of words and the agreement of those words (ibid: 160). 

Syntacticians are concerned with phrase structure and movement rules, and rules 

concerning the interpretation of anaphors and pronouns. Case marking serves to identify 

the syntactic function of an NP in a sentence. Inflectional markers like tense and 

aspect-affixes identify clauses of certain types, for example, finite or infinitive, conditional 

or subjunctive. Person and number markers often figure in agreement between adjectives 

and the nouns they modify, or between verbs and their subjects or objectives (Lieber 

2009). 

1.13 Review works on Ganta 
Ometo  is  a  language  group  under  the  Omotic  language  family  comprising  

several  related language dialects (Hirut 2005). These belong to four sub-branches. As 

Fleming (1976, cited in Hirut, 2005:161) stated that North Ometo (Wolaitta, Gamo, 

Gofa, Dawuro, Dorze and Oyda), South Ometo (Maale), East Ometo (Zayse, Zergulle, 

Korette, Haro, Ganjule and Kachama) and West Ometo (Chara, Doko, Dollo, Bsketo). 

Ganta is little known and less studied language as a result of many factors. One of the 

most challenging factors has related to linguists’ controversial naming of the language 

and genetic classification. Once up on a time Ganta was named after one of Ganta 

localities. For example, Fleming (1976, cited in Azeb 1996) named after one of the 

village names Kachama (correct spelling is Kanchama) where Ganta is spoken, and 

classified with Zayse, Zargulla and Koyra  Koreete . The Fleming’s genetical 

classification was right by the time, except for naming problem. But, the classification 

had stayed without any challenge until 1994, the time in which Gamo politicians blindly 

lumped Ganta people to the Gamo people without any studied linguistic and cultural 

bases that the two peoples had in common. Following such wrong political action, Ganta 

speaking children were imposed to learn Gamo as their mother tongue even if the 

language is unintelligible to Ganta people. Gamo has been expanding at the expense of 

Ganta. In addition, another subsequent work of Bender (2000) was appeared with self 

contradicting ideas, by which Ganta was categorized under place names, and also under 

dialect. Bender listed Ganta together with the other places where Northwest Ometo 

family is spoken as “...C’enc’a  Dor e village , Gofa: Bayo, Boroda, Marta, Uba, Zhazhi; 

Bsk: Dokko, Dollo, Angila, Mashira, Usnu, Balta or Belts’a, Dafa, Dita, Ganta, Kamba, 

Ocollo”  2000: 7 . While reviewing the works of Siebert and Hoeft  1994, cited in 

Bender 2000: 46), Bender contradictorily categorized Ganta under a dialect of Southeast 
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Ometo family and asserted that “there is said to be a dialect known as Ganta.” In the 

same way, Siebert and Hoeft also repeated the mistake of Fleming and used the term 

Kachama instead of Ganta to express similarity of Ganta with the other languages 

Gat’ame, Harro and Haruro. Surprisingly, the works of Bender and Fleming had stayed 

unchallenged until Selamawit (2004), Hirut (2005) and Wondimu (2010) came up with 

their convincing works, in which the right name Ganta was given instead of village name 

Kachama, and genetically classified under Eastern Ometo groups together with Zayse, 

Zargulla, Koyra (Koreete) and Haro.  

As it has been observed, Ganta is neither protected nor recognized because of 

inconsistent linguistic studies, blind political decision and Gamo dominance. In addition 

to that missionary involvement, geographical proximity, cultural assimilation, 

globalization and modernity are the other factors that contribute to the loss of Ganta. 

Therefore,  the  aim  of  this  project  is  to  document  and  describe  endangered  

phonology, morphology and syntactic aspects of Ganta by using texts (rituals, 

ceremonies and procedural activities) as source of data. 

1.14 Details of the Project 
1.12.1 Ethical aspects of the project 

Ethical aspects are a very sensitive issue in humanities research methodologies. 

Because of this, the researcher handled ethical issues according to the people’s social and 

political contexts. The norms, values and ethics of Ganta are clear for the researcher as 

native speaker of the language or as insider of the research. 

Having consent letters from different concerned bodies was the first step and very 

important to run the project with the Ganta people. For field work, the researcher had a 

permission letter from local and administrative bodies. For this, a support letter was 

taken from the department of linguistics, Addis Ababa University. The letter made a 

smooth way for the next consent letters. Having  this  letter,  the  researcher  went  to  zonal  

administrative  bodies  so  as  to  get  another supportive letter to the local political offices 

of the five kebeles. The reason is that these offices needed consent or supportive letter from 

higher political bodies. So the researcher presented the letter which was written by zonal 

bodies to these offices.  At the five kebeles of Ganta, there are traditionally nominated tribal 

leaders called maagas. These maagas agreed with the researcher about the project work; 

how or why or when the researcher would do what. Generally, the researcher would come 

to agreement in this chained way to smoothen the project work. 

As it has been said, the Ganta people are an agrarian people. Their life is mainly 

based on agricultural products and cattle rearing. The field work trip should be out of their 

cultivation, plantation and harvest time. The convenient time for researcher’s consultants 

would be from September to January. At this time consultants would be free. 

Consultants and the researcher would  talk  more  about  the  project’s  nature,  duration  

of  field  work,  incentives,  about  data collecting materials, trainings and dissemination 

of final work of the project. This programme was intended to clarify about the whole 

nature of the project. 

Every  step  in  this  project  was  done  in  collaboration  with  the  language  

speaker. Some workshops were given for consultants. This program aims to train 

consultants so that they would help me in audio and video recordings. Most people of the 

Ganta do not have an idea about audio and video recordings.  For this reason the 
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researcher would ask them for permission before recording. Some of them did not want to 

be photographed or some of them over acted at the time of recording. Later the researcher 

gave them opportunity to listen to the whole recordings. The researcher intended to work 

with 12 fluent speakers. All these speakers were not selected by the researcher. The 

consultants and the people of Ganta recruited them because the people knew them very well 

in their villages.  Each of these speakers was taken from five scattered kebeles of Gantaː 

Ochole, Afazze, Kanchama, Meiche, and Bonke. In addition, 1 fluent speaker was also 

taken from Shaara kebele.  They were selected according to their ages, sex and education. 

Most of them were adult and farmers because they knew more things about the language. 

And they helped the researcher in telling rituals, ceremonies and procedural activities that 

have been on the verge of disappearing by now. The remaining speakers were professionals 

and educated people because they helped the researcher by giving similar data as that of 

adults did. All these speakers agreed with the researcher about incentive, time of work per 

day, week or month. Publication or dissemination of project outcomes was consulted with 

them. In the following table, the names of consultants are presented according to their age, 

sex, kebele and professions.   

No Name Age Sex Kebele Profession 

1. 

2.  

3. 

4.  

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Bartto Baalla 

Kuzaye Kuwa 

Kaabba Kaasa 

Abebe Abesha 

Bekele Olibo 

Kom ʔe Kotta 

Tulʔa Tukko 

Tujaare Osha 

Mekonnin Buuke 

Negga Markile 

K'emeɗe Maʒo 

Seekko Shinnale 

53 

60 

57 

48 

47 

42 

36 

56 

70 

45 

75 

54 

Male 

Male 

Male 

Male 

Male 

Male 

Male 

Male 

Male 

Male 

Female 

Male 

Kanchama 

Kanchama 

Ochole 

Ochole 

Bonke 

Bonke 

Afazze 

Meiche 

Meiche 

Shaara 

Ochole 

Ochole 

Teacher 

Farmer 

Farmer 

Farmer 

Farmer 

Government worker 

Accountant 

Farmer 

Farmer 

Government worker 

House wife 

Farmer 
 

Generally, the researcher created his field work in collaborative spirit. 

Consultants and fluent speakers of Ganta and the researcher worked together in agreeing 

with project plans. This agreement was inspired the Ganta people’s positive attitude to 

document and preserve their language for the coming generation. In turn, this attitude 

helped the researcher to accomplish his project work time. 

1.14.2 Collected materials 
The project outcomes include a corpus of materials such as digital audio and video 

recordings, different texts that express the people’s life comprehensively. The corpus has 

contained everyday speech. Such speech includes greetings, spontaneous talks, 

uncontrolled exclamations that could be acted for surprise or crying. Directives and 

utterances took place in the social context and in the natural settings. These events mostly 

happen in the local market and meeting situations like: local bars, restaurant, and other 

meeting places. The interviews of people in the market or in the ritual places were 

important too. Conversations of the people in the course of working, walking, enjoying and 

in a time of traditional meeting discussions were collected. 

New Year celebration is another rite among the Ganta people. This celebration has 

practiced is held at the market places by singing different cultural songs. On the 28
th 

of 
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every September, “The Finding of  the  True  Cross”  celebration  takes  place  at  national  

level  in  Ethiopia.  Following this celebration, the Ganta people celebrate their traditional 

New Year. The name of celebration is called soofe. The event happens for three weeks at all 

market days, namely on Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday. At each of these market days, 

the people come out and celebrate by singing and dancing. Some of the speeches and 

rites made at the event are recorded for linguistic analysis. 

Names of animals (wild and domestic), trees, places, food items, parts of the body 

and cultural counting of days and months are helpful to describe linguistic features. With 

the help of the corpus, different linguistic features of Ganta were analyzed. The analyzed 

linguistic  features  include  aspects  of  phonology,  morphology  and  syntax,  and  they  

were annotated and analyzed by language technologies such as ELAN. The actual work of 

this project would be preserved for further revitalization work and for coming generation of 

Ganta. 

Therefore, the expected project outcome included comprehensive documentation 

and description of Ganta phonology, morphology and syntactic aspects that have been 

practiced in day to day life of the people. 

 

1.14.3 Documentation methods 
Qualitative methods of data gathering techniques were applied.  Particularly, 

ethnographic approach of data collection was applied in this project plan. Multimedia 

documentation methods including  audio  and  video  recordings  were  the  researcher’s  

field  work  instruments.  Audio recording was used to capture dynamic aspects of the 

language, Gants and the video recording was used to capture one hour and two minute 

recordings of events that were done at real social contexts and settings. Non-verbal 

communications such as facial expressions, gestures and body postures and movements 

were also captured by t h e  video recording. The images of places, people, and 

consultants were taken for linguistic explanation. The field notes were important 

methodology in the course of linguistic field work. Notes of utterances, discussions, and 

comments, social meetings of the society and discussions with consultants became 

supportive input to the project. To start the project, first video and audio materials were 

tested. Cables, connectors, and adaptors were checked. Sample recording under range of 

condition was taken to check their quality. Such recording was transferred to researcher’s 

laptop computer and he would be sure how to use the relevant processing of software and 

how to burn CD-ROM or DVD backup copies of data. Then, the researcher   would conduct 

linguistic analysis including transcription, translation and annotation with help of different 

softwares. Before getting annotation with the ELAN, the recorded video texts were edited 

by Corel Videostudio Pro X4 software. Thereafter, texts were imported to the ELAN for 

segmentation before they got broken down into words and morphemes for analysis, and for 

free and phonemic translation. The free translation was done in English. 

The data collection was based on different native speakers of Ganta.  In the 

course of data collection time; the researcher worked with male and female native speakers 

and with speakers of different ages, classes, or professions. Furthermore, the researcher 

payed special attention to specialized knowledge of people who might know animals, plants 

and traditional medicines of the people. 

In the first session in the field, the researcher explained to his informants the 

purpose of the project and how to work in each session. Informants were also trained 

about the actual work of the project. Next, the researcher got a grip on the morphological 

properties such as morphemes (free, bound), inflections (case, number, gender, tense) and 
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derivations including  the open class words or content words (nouns, verbs, adjectives, 

adverbs, interjections and ideophones) and the closed class words (articles, demonstratives, 

quantifiers, conjunctions and prepositions). Types of sentences (phrases, clauses and 

complex clause) were transcribed. The researcher also started with word lists of body parts, 

natural surroundings, names of animals (domestic and wild) and places. 

The researcher data organization was started at database of lexical items as soon 

as possible. The researcher started transcribing of items side-by-side in a table on the 

same page of his field notes. The field notes were taken for later corrections and cross-

references. Each session of notes started with the date, time and place and speaker. For 

interlinear glossing, conventions of Leipzig Glossing Rules (2004) were used 

for morpheme-by-morpheme glosses so as to give grammatical and semantic 

information about the properties of words or parts of words. In the body of the 

work, segmented morphemes are separated by hyphens in the example and in 

the gloss parts. Grammatical morphemes are rendered by the abbreviated 

category labels of upper case printed letters. Semi-colon is used for 

unsegmentable object-language element that clearly distinguishes two meanings 

or grammatical properties. But, for an object-language element that expresses 

more than two meanings or grammatical properties by rendering itself into 

several abbreviations were separated by semi-colon and period. Free Unicode, 

IPA fonts, were used in the transcription system.  In the body of the work, phonemic 

transcription was used rather than phonetic counterpart. Lengthening of sounds are 

indicated by doubling the grapheme not by the triangle colon  ː . For the 

consonant and vowel phoneme distributions and descriptions, the researcher used 

slashes // to enclose phonemes. To distinguish allophone from phoneme, square bracket 

[ ] was used for allophones. In the same manner, for minimal pairs and phonological or 

morphophonological illustrations, the square bracket was also used for phonemically 

transcribed situations. Other than square bracket, curly bracket {} was used to enclose 

underlying morphemes in Ganta.  
After field work session, the researcher had made backup copies of his recordings 

as soon as possible. This could be done by two different backups on the external hard 

drives; DVD or CD. The recordings were also labeled by same numbering system. Meta 

data management was important activity in the linguistic project. The project metadata was 

included information about the researcher, the Ganta (language), the place of the Ganta 

people where recordings were made, and other general information about the items the 

researcher was depositing. 

The item metadata was contained about individual recordings or items in the 

project. Participant metadata was contained the people of Ganta, the consultants’ names, 

other names, social status, ages, occupations, education, marital status, language, 

background, and comments. Generally, the field data was organized around ‘tracks’ or 

‘episodes’ within a recording. 

Archiving raw field data was the project plan. The researcher was archived raw 

data because of two reasons. First original field notes could get lost when the researcher 

was come back. Second, archiving would allow Ganta people, linguists, and other 

interested parties about find out, what has been done on the language.  The researcher 

intended to put some of the documented materials’ hard copies in the local school’s 

library and in the department of linguistics even if there is no right place in the country to 

deposit recorded materials. 
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Generally, the work flow of the project was done in the following way. In the first 

place audio materials were imported to audacity and then to ELAN for annotation and free 

translation. In the same way video materials were changed to MPEG4 and imported to 

ELAN.  

1.14.4 Project work plan 
The project was planned for 36 months. The field trip planning went with 

convenient time of the Ganta people. Each year was planned in different phases of the work 

in which the researcher was conducted. The actual work was started in September 1/2013 

and ended in September 1/2016.The first phase of the project plan was writing of 

background information. At this time different theoretical and methodological aspects of 

linguistic books and works were consulted. By consulting other works of documentation 

projects, the researcher started writing of the documentation methods and backgrounds, and 

linguistic theories from September 1/2013-December 30/2013. Then, the discussed 

information was given to the researcher’s supervisor in the department for constructive 

comment. The given feedback by the supervisor was corrected in January 1/2014-15/2014. 

Following correction of comments, the plan was to prepare equipments for the field trips. 

The researcher bought, collected and checked data gathering multimedia and field note 

taking notebooks from January 16/2014-February 30/2014. These materials included audio 

and video recordings, lap-top, digital still camera, and hard external discs. 

Following equipment collection, trainings were given to consultants and assistant 

camera man so as to familiarize them with multimedia materials. The researcher trained 

consultants and one assistant camera man on March 1/2014-5/2014. After this session, 

the researcher went to the field so as to collect data for eight weeks, total of fifty six days. 

The first phase field trip took place in the first two weeks from March 6/2014-20/2014, it 

was for data of phonological and morphological characteristics such as morphemes (free, 

bound), inflections (case, number, gender, tense) and derivations including the open class 

words or content words (nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, interjections and ideophones) 

and the closed class words (articles, demonstratives, quantifiers, conjunctions and 

postpositions). 

Starting from March 21/2014-February 30/2015, the researcher started coding and 

analyzing of collected data by different software ELAN, which was discussed under 

documentation methodology above. 

For three weeks, from March 1/2015-21/2015, types of sentences (phrases, clauses 

and complex clauses) along with parts of sentences (declarative, interrogative, imperative 

and exclamation) have gathered. During this field trip and after it, the researcher 

immediately started coding and analyzing of the collected data. This was held from March 

22/2015-September 30/2015. Linguistic   analysis   including   transcription, translation   

and   annotation   were implemented by language technologies. Free and phonemic 

translation was used by ELAN. The free translation was done in English. 

Finally, in the last three weeks from October 1/2015- October 15/2015, the third 

field trip took place for remedial works. This trip was implemented by consulting the 

projects actual plan and recorded materials so far. Pre-analyzed materials and documents 

were consulted carefully so as to check unrecorded or undocumented phonology, 

morphology and syntactic features in line with the project Plan.  

Totally, t h e  field works took three trips. But ritual of New Year celebration in 

the market w i l l  happen after September 28
th 

every year among the Ganta people at three 

consecutive market places. The researcher went to record the celebration in the last 

week from October 7/2015-15/2015. This time goes with remedial field trip.  Recording 
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of procedural activities took place from October 15/2015-December 30/2015. My project 

metadata included information about the researcher, the Ganta (language under study), 

the place of the Ganta people where recordings were  made,  and  other  general  

information  about  the  items  the  researcher  was  depositing.  

Metadata recording followed in each field trip phases and in every single work time 

seriously. Actually documented material and analyzed works were checked from 

January 1/2016-May 22/2016. Then, it was submitted to the supervisor for feedback on 

May 23/2016. The correction of comments and submission for the department was done on 

October 11/2017. On January 1/2018-15/2018, the researcher prepared himself for 

defense and presentation of actual work. From February 1/2018-May 20/2018 the 

presentation and defense comments would be corrected. On  the  June  1/2018  archiving  

would  take  place  in  local  school  libraries  and  at  the department of linguistics in Addis 

Ababa University. 
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2. Phonology  
 

This chapter is concerned with the description and distribution of 26 consonant, 

and 5 short and 5 long vowel phonemes in Ganta. It reviews currently available data on 

consonant phoneme types in Ganta and other Omotic language literatures, and at the 

same time, discusses some specific types of consonant phonemes not discussed 

anywhere else. In addition to the sound systems, this section also describes phonotactics, 

word syllable structures, phonological processes, morphophonological rules and tone 

systems of Ganta. For such discussions, Selamawit’s  2004  unpublished study has 

served as a starting point for the presentation of data in this work. Selammawit has 

identified a set of 27 consonant phonemes in Ganta. However, some of the previously 

identified consonant phonemes p,   (dʒ) and dz are asserted as allophones of different 

phonemes and others like glottalized bilabial ejective p' are rejected in this study. For 

instance, as in other Omotic languages Koorete/Kor  (Bender, 2000; Binyam, 2008), 

Zayse (Bender, 2000;  Bausi et.al, 2014), Haro (Bender, 2000; Hirut, 2004), Sheko 

(Aklilu, 1988; Hellenthal, 2010), Benchnoon (Bender, 2000), Aroid (Bender, 2000), 

Kefa/South Gonga (Fleming, 1976), Dawro (Alebachew, 2010), Gamo (Taylor, 1994), 

Wolaitta (Bender, 2000 , Mal /Maale (Bender, 2000; Azeb, 2001)  and Mao (Bender 

2000; Baye, 2006), the voiceless bilabial stop /p/ was previously recognized by as 

regular phoneme in the Ganta language. But, this study has asserted the phoneme as n 

allophone of the voiceless bilabial fricative /ɸ/. The phoneme ɸ is realized as [pp] when 

it occurs in word-medial positions, and as a voiceless interdental fricative [f] in loan 

words and after liquids in word-medial positions (for more discussion see section 2.7 

below). As in Ganta, the phoneme ɸ also occurs in Sheko (Aklilu, 1988; Hellenthal, 

2010). Furthermore, Selamawit (2004) has also considered consonant sounds  /dʒ and dz 

as independent phonemes. But, both of them are recognized in this study as allophones 

of /ʒ/ and /z/ respectively. The former /ʒ/ is realized the shape [dʒdʒ] at word-medial 

position after alveolar nasal n and liquid r, whereas the latter /z/ is realized as [dzdz] 

between vowels i—o, or o—o. It also has the same form after the glide y, alveolar nasal 

n and liquid r at word-medial positions (see section 2.7). In fact [dz] is a regular 

consonant phoneme in some other Omotic languages such as, Sheko (Aklilu, 1988; 

Hellenthal, 2010), Benchnoon (Bender, 2000), Yem/Kefoid (Fleming, 1976), Dizi 

(Allan, 1976) and Mao (Bender, 2000; Baye, 2006).  

The bilabial ejective /p'/, which is common in many other Omotic languages 

Sheko, Benchnoon, Yem/Kefoid, Dizi, Haro, Mao, Malo and Dawro was wrongly 

included as distinctive phoneme in Ganta. But in the present analysis, the sound has not 

been indicted in Ganta phonemic inventory. In this case, Ganta shares the same 

characteristic with that South Omotic languages, Aroid because the sound is also absent 

in Aari/Aroid. To the contrary, the voiceless bilabial implosive /ƥ/ is identified as regular 

phoneme in this study in Ganta.  

As in some Nilo-Saharan languages Nera (Thompson, 1976) and Anywa (Lusted, 

1976) and other Omotic languages Sheko (Aklilu 1988; Hellenthal 2010), Yem/Kefoid 

(Fleming, 1976), Aroid (Bender, 2000), Hamer (Lydall, 1976), Dime (Mulugeta, 2008), 

Zayse and Zargulla (Bausi, et. al., 2014), the velar nasal /ŋ/ is recently asserted as 

regular consonant phoneme in Ganta.  
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Apart from phoneme identification, the study has also modified the manner of 

articulation of some phonemes in Ganta. For example, in the Selamawit’s  2004  work, 

/s'/ was considered as alveolar fricative. But, this study has asserted it as alveolar 

affricate.  

To large extent, noticing of nasal plosion may not be clear in Ganta even if such 

process frequently occurs in languages like Sheko (Aklilu 1988; Hellenthal 2010). But in 

the case of Ganta, the nasal plosion has rarely observed in ideophone constructions as in 

ʔ
ɲ
iya ‘call for cow’. 

2.1 Consonant phonemes  
 

In the following chart, consonants are listed according to their phonetic features, 

where the rows and columns respectively use for manner and place of articulation.  
 

Revised consonant phoneme chart 

 Bilabial Alveolar Postalveolar Retroflex Velar Glottal 

Stops Voiceless  t   k ʔ 

Voiced b d   g  

Implosive ƥ ɗ     

Ejective      k'  

Nasals Voiced m n   ŋ  

Fricatives  

 

Voiceless ɸ s ʃ   h 

Voiced  z ʒ    

Affricates  

                   

Voiceless  ts tʃ    

Ejective  s' tʃ     

Glide        w  y    

Liquids lateral  l     

    r   
 
Noteː For affricates and double articulations of  ts and  dz (which are represented by two 

symbols joined by a tie bar), the non-joined equivalent phonemes, ts and dz, are 

respectively used throughout in the body of the work.   ts=ts, and  dz =dz) For 

postalveolar ejective, symbol tʃ /t   is used to represent the phoneme in Ganta. For 

postalveolar glide, grapheme y is also used instead of j. 

2.2 Description of Ganta consonants 

In this section, Ganta consonant phonemes are expressed phonemically and 

phonetically according to the manner of articulation in citation words from example (1) 

to (26). Ganta word structures rarely permit consonants at the word-final position, except 

for some situations. For example, the variant of nominative case marker y will occur at 

the final position of the nouns after vowels so as to mark for nominative case, as in t -y 

‘I’, or     o-y ‘an ox’. Some ideophone constructions can also end in consonant sounds 

in Ganta as in    t ‘uses to assert suddenly heard news like death in conversation’, or 

‘uses to drive goats, hens, etc’. But, any word in Ganta can begin with consonants or 

vowels.  

(1) /t/ voiceless bilabial stop 

tam  [tam ]      ‘fire’ 
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tolkk  [tolkk ] ‘hyena’ 

tu mo [tu mo] ‘garlic’ 

h ta  h ta]        ‘short’ 

 te   te]            ‘sitting  down ’ 

met  [met ]     ‘problem’ 

(2) /k/ voiceless velar stop 

kirbb  [k
h
irbb ] ‘traditional dance of girls’ 

ki ta [k
h
i ta]       ‘message’ 

k ntʃ tʃ e [k ntʃ tʃ e] ‘fork’ 

m kko  m kko]    ‘act of preparing’ 

makk lʔa [makk lʔa] ‘miracle’ 

t kke  t kke]        ‘coffee’ 

Note: As in Hirut’s  2004  Haro, the Ganta voiceless velar consonant k also expresses 

aspiration [k
h
] at word-initial positions when a high front vowel /i/ or /ii/ immediately 

follows the sound.   

(3) /ʔ/ glottal stop  

ʔeel  [ʔeel ]     ‘interest’ 

ʔe ya [ʔe ya]    ‘foolish’ 

ʔeeh  [ʔeeh ]    ‘love’ 

h yʔo  h yʔo]   ‘death’ 

 lʔo   lʔo]         ‘expensive’ 

k nʔa  k nʔa]   ‘narrow’ 

(4) /b/ voiced bilabial stop 

b lla [b lla]      ‘father-in-law’ 

book  [book ]  ‘digging’ 

b to [b to]        ‘forgetting’ 

dubb ʃa [dubb ʃa]  ‘place where old people meet to discuss community’s issue’ 

 rbba   rbba]    ‘Friday’ 

abb  [abb ]       ‘lake’ 

(5) /d/ voiced alveolar stop 

duul ta [duul ta] ‘discussion’ 

dor  [dor ]          ‘sheep’ 

d re [d re]          ‘rich’ 

g de  g de]         ‘land’ 

 rde   rde]          ‘fat’ 

 rdo   rdo]          ‘living/existence’ 

(6) /g/ voiced velar stop 

gi ga [gi ga]       ‘agreement/concord’ 

gindd  [gindd ] ‘beyond’ 

gaw  [gaw ]     ‘stomach’ 

 rge   rge]        ‘uncastrated sheep or goat’ 

b gge  b gge]   ‘short  of cloth ’ 

s ug   s ug ]       ‘anus’ 

(7) /ƥ/ voiceless bilabial implosive 

ƥ ɗɗa [ƥ ɗɗa]   ‘type of grass’ 
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ƥl  [ƥl ]            ‘sperm’ 

ƥ lloso [ƥ lloso] ‘bird species’ 

k  ƥe  k  ƥe]      ‘stick with which fire is taken from stove’ 

 ƥƥa   ƥƥa]       ‘silly, non-sense’ 

ʔ ƥƥa [ʔ ƥƥa]   ‘very narrow container or house’ 

(8) /ɗ/ voiced alveolar implosive 

ɗatt  [ɗatt ]       ‘back’ 

ɗab  [ɗab ]       ‘leave’ 

ɗ ntstsi [ɗ ntstsi] ‘breast’ 

mo ɗe  mo ɗe] ‘fat’ 

w ɗo  w ɗo]     ‘killing’ 

bir ɗɗe  bir ɗɗe]   ‘finger’ 

(9) /k'/  velar ejective 

k' ta [k' ta]      ‘dirty, not tidy’ 

k'iɗ  [k'iɗ ]    ‘teasing, mocking’ 

k' ra [k' ra]    ‘active, sharp’ 

wo k'a   wo k'a]   ‘rotten’ 

mak'k'  [mak'k' ] ‘persuading’ 

li k'o  li k'o]   ‘soft’ 

(10) /m/ voiced bilabial nasal 

m ydo [m ydo]         ‘an ox’ 

m ŋk'k'o [m ŋk k o]  ‘poor’ 

ma tstsi [ma tstsi]    ‘milk’ 

ʔa muk'a [ʔa muk a] ‘very weak in physical appearance’ 

kam  [kam ]             ‘musk’ 

dumm  [dumm ]      ‘isolate/different’ 

(11) /n/ voiced alveolar nasal 

nertʃtʃ  [nertʃtʃ ]    ‘breakfast’ 

n ʃʃo [n ʃʃo]           ‘narrating’ 

narff  (Amharic) [narff ] ‘needle’ 

d nbba  d nbba]    ‘field’ 

labb na  labb na]  ‘exhaustion’ 

 no   no]               ‘heavy’ 

(12) /ŋ/ voiced velar nasal 

 ŋgussu   ŋussu] ‘elder’ 

b ŋga  b ŋga]     ‘barely’ 

s  ŋge  s  ŋe]      ‘act of throwing spear’ 

ʒ ŋge [ʒ ŋge]      ‘branch of tree’ 

g ŋgo  g ŋo]       ‘exile’ 

d ŋga  d ŋa]       ‘old piece of cloth’ 

Noteː ŋ doesn’t come at word-initial position in Ganta. 

(13) /ɸ/ voiceless bilabial fricative 

ɸot  [ɸot ]         ‘vagina’ 

ɸok   [ɸok  ]      ‘peel’ 

ɸog lo [ɸog lo] ‘sweat’ 
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koɸ  [koɸ ]       ‘basket  of dung ’ 

kaɸ  [kaɸ ]       ‘bird’ 

(14) /s/ voiceless alveolar fricative 

s ye [s ye]            ‘hearing’ 

sin  [sin ]            ‘face, fore head’ 

sil  [sil ]              ‘summer’ 

aw ssu  aw ssu]  ‘uncle’ 

aw stto  aw stto] ‘aunt’ 

mi si  mi si]         ‘cow’ 

(15) /  /voiceless postalveolar fricative 

 impull  [ impull ] ‘spleen’ 

 i ʃi [ i ʃi]         ‘stool’ 

 o ʃu [ o ʃu]    ‘snake’ 

m   i  m   i]     ‘satisfaction’ 

   u     u]        ‘drink’ 

bi   [bi  ]        ‘traditional art’ 

(16) /h/ voiceless glottal fricative  

h ta [h ta]         ‘short’ 

har  [har ]        ‘different/another’ 

holl  [holl ]      ‘hole’ 

maah  [maah ] ‘serval’ 

m he   m he]    ‘cattle/money’ 

bil he  bil he]   ‘noon/midday’ 

(17) /z/ voiced alveolar fricative  

zig ne [zig ne]   ‘last time’ 

z mbbere [z mbbere] ‘last year’ 

z ʔa [z ʔa]         ‘crack’ 

ɸazz  [ɸazz ]    ‘tall/long’ 

b zo  b zo]        ‘God’ 

haz  [haz ]        ‘bird species’ 

(18) /ʒ/ voiced postalveolar fricative 

ʒiʔ  [ʒiʔ ]           ‘orphan’ 

ʒiluk   [ʒiluk  ]   ‘green’ 

ʒil  [ʒil ]            ‘anger’ 

ʒu ʃʃe [ʒu ʃʃe]    ‘wondering’ 

moʒ le [moʒ le] ‘type of disease’ 

ku ʒa  ku ʒa]     ‘shadow’ 

(19) /s'/ voiceless alveolar ejective 

s' nddo [s' nddo]  ‘erecting’ 

s' re [s' re]          ‘drought’ 

s' la [s' la]           ‘strong/active’ 

wa s'a  wa s'a]    ‘pair’ 

mars's'  [mars's' ] ‘skirt, edge of cloth’ 

ba s'a  ba s'a]      ‘mustache’ 

(20) /ts/ voiceless alveolar affricate 

tsi tso [tsi tso]      ‘act of cutting tree  technical word ’ 
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tsots  [tsots ]      ‘roach’ 

ts tse [ts tse]       ‘standing up in line  technical word ’ 

su tstsu  su tstsu] ‘blood’ 

its ŋke [its ŋke]    ‘hair’ 

m ntstso  m ntstso] ‘breaking’ 

(21) /t / voiceless postalveolar affricate 

t iit   [t iit  ]      ‘bird species’ 

t  nt a [t  nt a]   ‘dried leaf of ‘enset’/false banana’ 

t  nt e [t  nt e]   ‘fifty cents’ 

ma t t o  ma t t o] ‘woman/wife’ 

m t t a [m t t a]  ‘burning’ 

b nt t o  b nt t o]  ‘respection’ 

(22) /t  / postalveolar ejective 

t  iit  [t  iit ]        ‘early morning’ 

t  eem  [t  eem ] ‘night’ 

t  ol lo [t  ol lo]  ‘gray’ 

gat   nna [gat   nna] ‘newly delivered woman or cow’ 

mat   ra [mat   ra] ‘skirt/edge’ 

b nt  t  o  b nt  t  o] ‘leaf’ 

(23) /w/ bilabial glide 

w ra [w ra]       ‘forest’ 

wogg  [wogg ] ‘Sunday’ 

watsts  [watsts ] ‘water’ 

gaw  [gaw ]    ‘stomach’ 

yew  [yew ]    ‘coming’ 

saw  [saw ]     ‘pleasant smell/odour’ 

(24) /y/ postalveolar glide 

yeeɸ  [yeeɸ ]  ‘crying’ 

yew  [yew ]    ‘coming’ 

yo ga  [yo ga] ‘infant/young’ 

gaay  [gaay ]   ‘market’ 

bey  [bey ]      ‘looking’ 

o ye  o ye]      ‘grass’ 

(25) /l/ alveolar liquid (lateral) 

la ɸa  [la ɸa]    ‘easy/light’ 

l gge  [l gge]    ‘friend’ 

l ŋk'k'e  [l ŋk k e] ‘side of something/lateral’ 

k'ol  [k'ol ]       ‘leather’ 

 la   la]            ‘war’ 

k llo  k llo]      ‘bare’ 

(26) /r/ retroflex 

har  [har ]       ‘different/another’ 

k kkuro  k kkuro] ‘vibrating/shivering’ 

m rmuro  m rmuro] ‘reverse/being in opposite position’ 

hor   [hor ]     ‘gorge’ 

toor   [toor ]   ‘spear’ 
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gur     [gur ]   ‘umbilical cord’ 

 Minimal Pairs 

(27) [ɸ]  [b] 

ɸ la     [ɸ la]    ‘miracle’ 

b la      [b la]     ‘mistake’ 

(28)  ƥ]   b] 
ƥinn     [ƥinn ]  ‘hoockey’ 

binn     [binn ]  ‘let it be warm’ 

(29)  ƥ]   ɸ] 

ƥ le      [ƥ le]    ‘name of game like hockey’ 

ɸ le     [ɸ le]    ‘sole’ 

(30) [t]  [d] 

t ŋa      [t ŋa]    ‘let be great’ 

d ŋa     [d ŋa]   ‘piece of old cloth’ 

tinʔ      [tinʔ ]   ‘stove stone on which kittle or pot stay for cooking’ 

dinʔ     [dinʔ ]  ‘backside of house’ 

(31) [d]  [ɗ] 

d ntstso [d ntstso] ‘cause to harm’ 

ɗ ntstso [ɗ ntstso] ‘cause someone to be childless’ 

(32) [k]  [g] 

k ɸa    [k ɸa]   ‘act of watching/keeping’ 

g ɸa    [g ɸa]   ‘hunger’ 

(33) [k]  [k'] 

k tʃ a   [k tʃ a]   ‘man made hole on the tree  to climb ’ 

k' tʃ a  [k' tʃ a]  ‘rust’ 

k ra    [k ra]     ‘crop  which is immediately grown in the harvested land ’ 

k' ra   [k' ra]    ‘active/sharp’  

(34) [m]  [n] 

gamm  [gamm ] ‘unconscious mind’ 

gann    [gann ]   ‘shoulder’ 

(35)  n]   ŋ] 

k'ane (Amharic) [k'ane]  ‘date’ 

k  ŋe                   k  ŋe]  ‘reporting  of sad issue ’ 

(36) [s]  [ʃ] 

so ge    [so ge] ‘salt’ 

 o ge    [ o ge]  ‘piece of food  which is left after dinning’ 

(37) [s]  [z] 

s le      [s le]     ‘down  ward ’ 

z le      [z le]     ‘symptom of disease  of stomach ’ 

s ntsu  [s ntsu]  ‘name’ 

z ntsu  [z ntsu] ‘crawling’ 

(38) [z]  [ʒ] 

za re    [za re]   ‘neck’ 

ʒa re    [ʒa re]   ‘motive/interest/voracious’ 

(39) [t]  [ts] 
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ti tta      [ti tta]     ‘center of road or something’ 

tsi tstsa [tsi tstsa] ‘disease  of cattle ’ 

(40) [s]  [ts] 

bo sso     bo sso]   ‘respecting’ 

bo tstso  bo tstso] ‘causing to be white’ 

kaass     [kaass ]     ‘playing/game’ 

kaatsts   [kaatsts ] ‘testicle’ 

(41) [s']  [ts] 

s  ns'o    s  ns'o]    ‘absorbing’ 

s  ntso    s  ntso]    ‘making something to be narrow’ 

(42) [ʃ]  [tʃ] 

mii       [mii   ]    ‘property/money’ 

miit t   [miit t  ]  ‘laughing’ 

(43) [ʃ]  [tʃ ] 

 am      [ am ]     ‘buying’ 

t  am     [t  am ]   ‘bitter’ 

(44) [ts]  [tʃ] 

ma tstso  ma tstso] ‘milking’ 

ma t t o   ma t t o]  ‘woman/wife’ 

 tstsi         tstsi]       ‘man’ 

 t t i          t t i]       ‘tooth’ 

(45) [tʃ]  [tʃ ] 

t a t o    [t a t o]   ‘harvesting’ 

t  a t  o    [t  a t  o]   ‘roasting’ 

(46) [s']  [tʃ ] 

s' ntsu   [s' ntsu]  ‘act of throwing  e.g. spear ’ 

t   ntʃu   [t   ntʃu]   ‘munching/eating’ 

(47) [ʃ]  [ʒ] 

 al   [ al ]   ‘wool  of ‘enset’/false banana ’ 

ʒal  [ʒal ]   ‘milk  water part ’ 

(48) [s]  [s'] 

s ntsu  [s ntsu]  ‘name’ 

s  ntsu  [s  ntsu]  ‘narrow’ 

(49) [ʔ]  [h] 

ʔ la      [ʔ la]  ‘big ‘enset’/false banana’ 

h la      [h la]  ‘mistake  

(50) [g]  [k'] 

gu le    [gu le]   ‘cloud’ 

k'u le   [k'u le] ‘dinning material of ceramic ’ 

(51) [l]  [r] 

dol     [dol ]  ‘cassava’ 

dor    [dor ]  ‘sheep’ 

(52) [w]  [y] 

watʃtʃ  [watʃtʃ ]  ‘guessing or predicting of price  of cattle ’ 

yatʃtʃ   [yatʃtʃ ]   ‘standing in a line side by side  of funeral ’ 

say      [say ]      ‘divorced woman’ 
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saw     [saw ]     ‘good/pleasant smell’  

2.3 The distribution of consonant phonemes  

In this section, distributions of Ganta consonant phonemes such as oral stops, 

nasal stops, fricatives, affricates, and approximants are presented in the tables (53), (54), 

(55), (56) and in (57) respectively. Their distribution is observed in word-initial, in 

word-medial, and in word-final positions. Consonant gemination is also observed in the 

tables. 

(53) 

Oral stops 

Sound Word-initial Word-medial Word-final Gemination 

/t/ t ke [t ke] 

‘foot/leg’ 

m ta  m ta] 

‘near’ 

- h tte  h tte] 

‘now’ 

/k/ katʃ    [katʃ  ] 

‘horn’ 

okal  [okal ] 

‘carrying material’ 

- t kke  t kke] 

‘coffee’ 

/b/ baad  [baad ] 

‘mouth’ 

da bura  da bura] 

‘weak’ 

- w bbe  w bbe] 

 ‘not straight’ 

/d/ darbb   [darbb ] 

 ‘drum’ 

bood  [bood ] 

‘weaver’ 

- w rddo  w rddo] 

‘false’ 

/g/ gaw  [gaw ] 

‘stomach’ 

og  [og ] 

‘road’ 

- w gga  w gga] 

 ‘Sunday’ 

/ƥ/ ƥl  [ƥl ] 

 ‘sperm’ 

k  ƥo  k  ƥo] 

‘blinking’ 

- harƥƥ  [harƥƥ ] 

‘trap’ 

/ɗ/ ɗ tte [ɗ tte] 

‘back’ 

mooɗ  [mooɗ ] 

‘diarrhea’ 

- m ɗɗo  m ɗɗo] 

‘fat’ 

/ʔ/ ʔ mbbe [ʔ mbbe] 

‘falling’  

h yʔo  h yʔo] 

‘death’ 

- - 

/k'/ k'ulbb   [k'ulbb ] 

‘pool’ 

k o k'e  k o k'e] 

 ‘blind’ 

- ork'k'  [ork'k' ] 

‘mud’ 

When oral stops occur at the word-initial position, they are followed by short or 

long vowels. In the word-medial position, they occur before and after vowels. Ganta oral 

stops do not frequently occur at the word-final position. But, in the interjection 

construction, some oral stops can occur at the end of the construction. For example, 

interjection that uses for expressing surprise ends in geminated tt at its final position, as 

in    ttǃ in Ganta. Except the glottal ʔ, all oral stops are geminated. 

(54)  

Nasal stops 

Sound Word-initial Word-medial Word-final Gemination 

/m/ meenn  [meenn ]  

‘buffalo’ 

tʃ am  [tʃ am ] 

‘bitter’ 

- ʔ mma 

[ʔ mma] ‘head’ 

/n/ n rffe (Amharic) [n rffe] 

 ‘needle’ 

labb na  labb na] 

‘exhaustion’ 

- gann  [gann ] 

‘meninges’ 

/ŋ/ - s  ŋe  s  ŋe] 

‘throwing spear’ 

- ʒaŋg  [ʒaŋg ] 

‘branch  of tree ’ 
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The nasal stops m and n ocur at word-initial and word-medial positions. The velar 

nasal ŋ occurs only at the word-medial position but not at the word-initial position.  

(55)  

Fricatives 

Sound Word-initial Word-medial Word-final Gemination 

/ɸ/ ɸot  [ɸot ] 

 ‘vagina’ 

kaɸ  [kaɸ ] 

‘bird’ 

- - 

/s/ s ntsu   ntsu] 

‘name’ 

kays  [kays ] 

‘thief’ 

- k  ysse  k  ysse] 

‘isolating’ 

/ʃ/  i ʃi [ i ʃi] 

‘stool’ 

g  o  g  o] 

‘tilling’  

- m   i  m   i] 

‘satisfaction’ 

/h/ hor  [hor ] 

‘gorge’ 

mih na [mih na] 

 ‘weaving  instrument’ 

- - 

/z/ zaƥ  [zaƥ ]   

‘stretcher’ 

bo za  bo za] 

‘la y’ 

- m zze  m zze] 

‘sorghum’ 

/ʒ/ ʒ ŋgare [ʒ ŋgare] 

‘ladder’ 

mu ʒo  mu ʒo] 

‘diffusing’ 

- g nʒʒe  g nʒʒe] 

‘stomach’ 

 

As can be seen in the above, all fricative phonemes can occur in word-initial, and 

in word-medial positions, but not in word-final position. Except for the phonemes h and 

ɸ, all fricatives also occur in gemination. If the phoneme ɸ occurs in gemination, the 

bilabial p is realized, as in izuppu ‘six’  for more see phonological processes below . 

(56)  

Affricates 

Sound Word-initial Word-medial Word-final Gemination 

/s'/ s'o lintte [s'o lintte] 

‘star’ 

m s'e  m s'e] 

 ‘observation’ 

- ɸ ns's'e [ɸ ns's'e] 

‘act of running’ 

/ts/ tsots  [tsots ] 

‘roach’ 

s ntsu  s ntsu] 

‘name’ 

  tstsi   tstsi] 

 ‘a man’ 

/tʃ/ t  ntʃa [t  ntʃa] 

‘dried leaf’ 

mit   [mit  ] 

‘sister’ 

- m t t a  m t t a] 

‘sad’ 

/tʃ / t  eem [t  eem ] 

‘night’ 

mar t  e  mar t  e] 

‘intestine’ 

- b nt  t  o  b nt  t  o] 

‘leaf’ 

 

Affricates ts, t , and t   are found in word-initial, and in word-medial positions, but 

not in word-final position. And they also undergo gemination.  
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(57) 

Approximants  

Sound Word-initial Word-medial Word-final Gemination 

/w/ w rbba [w rbba]  

‘serval (wild cat)’ 

gaw  [gaw ] 

 ‘stomach’ 

- - 

/y/ yew  [yew ]  

‘coming’ 

bey  [bey ]  

‘looking’ 

- ʔeeyy  [ʔeeyy ] 

‘foolish’ 

/l/ la le [la le] 

 ‘thin’ 

mo le  mo le] 

‘straight’ 

- woyll  [woyll ] 

‘sexual intercourse’ 

/r/ - gar  [gar ] 

‘cheap’ 

- - 

 
y and l occur at word-initial and word-medial positions. w appears at word-initial 

and word-medial positions. It does not occur in gemination. r does neither occur at 

word-initial position nor in gemination.  

As it has been observed in Ganta word formation, most word structures do not 

end in consonants. Rather, they end in vowels. But, some ideophone constructions may 

end in l and r. For example, ideophones      ‘used to call cat’ and ʔ     ‘act of 

producing sound (of women), particularly, in the funeral ceremony when men 

performs cultural mourning’ are ended in l and r in Ganta.  
 
Consonant gemination 

Ganta morphophonemic gemination occurs most frequently in post sonorant 

environment. As can be seen in the above tables, except for voiced velar nasal ŋ and 

bilabial glide w, consonant gemination occurs after m, n, l, r, and y. After short and long 

vowels, consonant gemination is also evident, as presented in the table (58) below. 

(58) 

Short 

vowels 

Gemination of consonants Long 

vowels 

Gemination of consonants 

/i/ m tstsi     m tstsi]‘tree/wood’  /ii/ miit t     [miit t  ] ‘laughing’ 

/e/ gemmb  [gemmb ] ‘cheating in work’ /ee/ keetsts  [keetsts ] ‘house’ 

/a/ m t t o    m t t o] ‘sexual intercourse’ /aa/ ma t t o  ma t t o] ‘a woman/wife’ 

/u/ t kke       t kke] ‘coffee’ /uu/ su tstsu   su tstsu] ‘blood’ 

/o/ holl        [holl ] ‘hole’ /oo/ do tstsu   do tstsu] ‘neighbor’ 

 

Contrastive consonant length 

Prolonging a consonant sound in Ganta will produce a distinctive word. 

Therefore, consonant length is phonemic in Ganta. See contrastive length of consonants 

in (59). 

(59) a. t ke        t ke]     ‘foot/leg’ 

      t kke      t kke]   ‘coffee’ 

  b. k ol         k ol ]      ‘leather’ 

      k oll        k oll ]     ‘scarf like cloth which is made by weavers’ 

  c. tam       [tam ]     ‘fire’ 

      tamm    [tamm ] ‘ten times’ 
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Consonant gemination occurs in verb derivational processes when morphological 

affixes those begin initially with vowel segments come to suffix verb roots in Ganta. For 

example, in the converb, middle, infinitive and pluperfect formations, the final consonant 

segment of verb roots respectively occur in gemination in (60a-d). 

(60) a.  s e l-                                 s e ll-                                     s e ll ] 

             ‘look/see’                          look/see-CONV 

                                                 ‘...having looked/seen, ...’ 
 
    b.   t-                                     tt-       dere                          tt  dere] 

              ‘sit’                                      sit-MID  people 

                                                ‘... sat down people...’ 
 
    c.  g k-                                Zays-                g kk-oda      Zays  g kkoda]   

                     ‘arrive’                           Zayse-ADESS   arrive-INFI 

                                                            ‘Up to Zayse...’ 
 

    d.  ma k'-                            ma k'k'-u                                ma k'k'u] 

         ‘be’                                 be-PLPER 

                                                ‘…having been, …’ 

2.4 Vowel phonemes 
In the following chart, Ganta short and long vowel phonemes are presented. 

(61)  

 Short vowels  Long vowels 

 Front Central Back  Front Central Back 

High  i 

  e 

 

 

    a 

          u 

       o 
High ii 

   ee 

 

 

     aa 

         uu 

       oo Mid  Mid 

Low  Low 

 

2.4.1 Distribution of Ganta short and long vowel phonemes 

In the first section, distributions of short and long vowels are respectively 

presented. Following distiribution of vowels, contrastive vowel length is presented before 

description of short and long vowel minimal pairs. 

Distribution of short vowels 

Ganta vowel phonemes are observed in a word-initial, in a word-medial, and in a 

word-final positions. Distribution of Ganta short vowels are presented in the following 

part. 

(62) /i/ high front unrounded vowel 

word-initial 

ib        [ib ]        ‘door’ 

il         [il ]         ‘sound instrument  of horn ’ 

word-medial 

m tʃtʃa [m tʃtʃa]  ‘sad’ 

li k o     [li k o]     ‘soft’ 
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mi ʃʃe   [mi ʃʃe]  ‘material/property/money’             

word-final 

m ssi    [m ssi]    ‘cow’ 

 tstsi      tstsi]     ‘man’ 

 tʃtʃi      tʃtʃi]      ‘tooth’ 

(63) /e/ mid front unrounded vowel 

word-initial 

 ra       [ ra]        ‘wise’ 

 si       [ si]         ‘he’ 

word-medial 

k'es    [k'es ]      ‘elbow’ 

b yo   [b yo]      ‘seeing’ 

k eer   k eer ]     ‘Saturday’ 

word-final 

k nʔe  k nʔe]    ‘narrow’ 

ʃ ʔe    [ʃ ʔe]       ‘morninig’ 

h tte    h tte]      ‘now’ 

(64) /a/ low central unrounded vowel 

word-initial 

aɸ     [aɸ ]     ‘above/sky’ 

 no    [ no]     ‘heavy’ 

aɗ     [aɗ ]     ‘big’ 

word-medial 

b ytstsi [b ytstsi] ‘splitting’ 

ɗ tte     [ɗ tte]      ‘back’ 

l ytstsi  [l ytstsi]  ‘year’ 

word-final 

g ɸa     [g ɸa]     ‘hunger’ 

z ʔa      [z ʔa]      ‘crack’ 

ʔ mma [ʔ mma]  ‘head’ 

woggg  [woggg ] ‘Sunday’ 

(65) /u/ high back rounded vowel 

word-initial 

 ʃʃu        [ ʃʃu]        ‘drinking’ 

 te         [ te]          ‘sitting’ 

word-medial 

s tstsu   [s tstsu]    ‘blood’ 

g ta       [g ta]        ‘tomorrow’ 

word-final 

g mmʔu  g mmʔu] ‘later’ 

g ytstsu   g ytstsu] ‘bitting’ 

l ppu       l ppu]      ‘seven’ 

i  ppu     i  ppu]    ‘six’ 

(66) /o/  mid back rounded vowel 

word-initial 

 ta       [ ta]         ‘pot’ 
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 la       [ la]         ‘war’ 

 rgge   [ rgge]     ‘uncastrated sheep or goat’ 

word-medial 

b ne    [b ne]       ‘winter’ 

b ŋk k a  b ŋk k a] ‘kidnapping/looting’ 

word-final 

babb   [babb ]     ‘frightful’ 

w yllo [w yllo]   ‘sexual intercourse’ 

gaw    [gaw ]      ‘stomach’ 

Distribution of long vowels 

Ganta frequently exhibits vowel length in a word-initial and in a word-medial 

positions. In a word-final position, vowel length is not frequently observed. In some 

speech contexts, for example, for assertion and in a response for call, mid-front vowel 

length is observed, as in ʔeeʔ  /ʔ   ‘sure’, and as in     ‘yes’ respectively.  A low-back 

vowel length is also expressed in assertive speech situations, as in     ‘is 

that/sure/really’. The other vowels can be prolonged in attentive speech situations when 

they occur at the end of word final positions in Ganta. The same situation can also be 

seen in interjection and in ideophone constructions (see chapter 7). Look at the other 

descriptions below.  

(67) /ii/ 

word-initial 

  so      [  so]      ‘her house’ 

  ta       [  ta]      ‘bad’ 

word-medial 

m  si     [m  si]   ‘cow’ 

miitʃtʃ  [miitʃtʃ ] ‘laughing’ 

m  ʃʃe    [m  ʃʃe] ‘material/money’ 

g  ra      [g  ra]    ‘tax’ 

(68) /ee/ 

word-initial 

  so      [  so]      ‘his house’ 

eel        [eel ]      ‘collected water/pool’ 

word-medial 

meer     [meer ]   ‘hough’ 

ge ma    [ge ma]  ‘hidden  for place ’ 

ʔeeyy    [ʔeeyy ]  ‘foolish’ 

yeeɸ     [yeeɸ ]    ‘crying’ 

keetsts  [keetsts ] ‘house’ 

deem    [deem ]   ‘eyelash’ 

tʃ eem    [tʃ eem ]  ‘night’ 

te ra      [te ra]      ‘rape’ 

de ra     [de ra]     ‘edge  of land ’ 

(69) /aa/ 

word-initial 

  la        [  la]         ‘what’ 

  mma   [  mma]    ‘what’ 
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word-medial 

m  tʃtʃo [m  tʃtʃo]  ‘woman/wife’ 

gaay      [gaay ]      ‘market’ 

l  le       [l  le]        ‘thin’ 

g  te      [g  te]       ‘servant’ 

g  le      [g  le]       ‘camel’ 

kaatsts   [kaatsts ]  ‘testicle’ 

g  ra      [g  ra]      ‘fate’ 

(70) /uu/ 

word-initial 

  so       [  so]         ‘their house’ 

word-medial 

s  tstsu [s  tstsu]    ‘blood’ 

d  lata  [d  lata]     ‘discussion’ 

g  le     [g  le]        ‘cloud’ 

b  ra     [b  ra]        ‘common cold’ 

(71) /oo/ 

word-initial 

o tso      [o tso]       ‘work/job’ 

o de       [o de]        ‘who’ 

o ratstsi  [o ratstsi] ‘new’ 

o ʃʃu       [o ʃʃu]      ‘quarrel/dispute’ 

word-medial 

ʃo ʃu       [ʃo ʃu]      ‘snake’ 

bo tstsu  [bo tstsu] ‘white’ 

bo za      [bo  a]     ‘la y’ 

boobb     [boobb ]  ‘potato’ 

bo ra       [bo ra]     ‘bread  traditional ’ 

go ba      [go ba]    ‘intelligent’ 

good       [good ]   ‘chasing’ 

mo le      [mo le]   ‘straight’   

Contrastive vowel length 

In Ganta, like consonants, vowel length is unpredictable distinctive feature. Each 

vowel phoneme exhibits contrastive vowel length so as to express meaning difference in 

the speech context. Look at it in the following descriptions.   

(72) /i/ contrasts with /ii/ 

 so   [ so]   ‘she’ 

  so  [  so]  ‘her house/home’ 

(73) /e/ contrasts with /ee/ 

dem   [dem ]     ‘finding’ 

deem  [deem ]   ‘eyelash’ 

(74) /a/ contrasts with /aa/ 

m tstsi   [m tstsi]    ‘honey bee’ 

m  tstsi  [m  tstsi] ‘milk’ 

(75) /u/ contrasts with /uu/ 
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b lo    [b lo]   ‘type  of vegetation’ 

b  lo  [b  lo] ‘digging of soil  it is act of a bull by its horn or forehead when     

                          it wants to defend another bull ’ 

(76) /o/ contrasts with /oo/ 

d do   [d do]     ‘able to eat or speak  for patient ’ 

do do [do do]   ‘being neighborhood’ 

 Minimal pairs 

Ganta vowel phonemes express minimal pairs with short and long vowels. 

 Minimal pair in short vowels 

(77) [i] [e] 

 ra   [ ra]    ‘rain’ 

 ra  [ ra]    ‘wise’ 

(78) [e] [a] 

 ra  [ ra]    ‘wise’ 

 ra  [ ra]   ‘butter’ 

(79) [i] [a] 

 ra   [ ra]    ‘rain’ 

 ra  [ ra]   ‘butter’ 

(80) [a] [u] 

gar  [gar ] ‘tree species’ 

gur  [gur ] ‘placenta’ 

(81) [o] [u] 

g de [g de] ‘toward there  hori ontal ’ 

g de [g de] ‘miracle’ 

 Minimal pairs in long vowel 

(82) [ii] [ee] 

t  ra          [t  ra]       ‘become dark’ 

te ra        [te ra]       ‘rape’ 

(83) [ee] [aa] 

keetsts    [keetsts ]  ‘house’ 

kaatsts    [kaatsts ] ‘testicle’ 

(84) [ii] [aa] 

g  ra         [g  ra]      ‘tax’ 

g  ra       [g  ra]    ‘fate’ 

(85) [uu] [aa] 

g  le       [g  le]    ‘cloud’ 

g  le       [g  le]     ‘camel’ 

(86) [uu] [oo] 

m  so     [m  so]   ‘cause to eat’ 

m oso      [m oso]   ‘in need of something  nostalgia ’ 
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2.5 Phonotactics 

In this section, Ganta sequential restrictions such as consonant-consonant and 

vowel-consonant combinations are presented. 

2.5.1Consonant-consonant sequence and co-occurrence restriction 

The phonemes ŋ and r do not occur at word-initial position in Ganta. But they can 

occur in word-medial positions. In this section, consonant-consonant sequences including 

stop-consonant, nasal-consonant, glide-consonant, liquid-consonant, fricative-stop, and 

affricate-consonant sequence occurrences are described. 
 

2.5.1.1 Stop-consonant sequence 

Consonat-consonant sequence at the beginning position of word does not 

frequently occur in most Omotic languages. However, the case is expressed in Ganta 

when some word structures form suspected sequences of stop-liquid patterns at their 

initial position. For such reason, not all, but some oral stops t, b, g, k' and ɸ occur in 

pre-consonantal positions, at the beginning of word in Ganta. Some patterns are observed 

before liquids here. For other sequences, still it needs further investigation. For time 

being, look at the following in (87). 

(87) a. tl ma ‘last stage of land ploughing strategy before cultivation’  -before liquid 

   br      ‘infront/before/previously’                                                 -before liquid 

gr      ‘mouse’                                                                               -before liquid 

k'l tʃ a ‘mocking/teasing/jocking’                                                 -before liquid 

k'r     ‘unpleasant taste of something, residue of drinks’             -before liquid 

ƥl      ‘sperm’                                                                                -before liquid 

ɸriɸ tstsi ‘butterfly’                                                                      -before liquid 

On the other hand, the other consonants, except for liquids, never occur in 

sequence with oral stops like stop-nasal, stop-fricative, stop-affricate and stop-glide 

combination. In addition to such sequences, stop-liquid sequences never work for the 

other oral stops like k, d, ɗ and ʔ in Ganta. The reason is that they rarely occur in 

pre-consonantal positions in word structures. On the contrary, all oral stops can occur in 

post-consonantal positions, particularly after nasals, liquids, and glides in word-medial 

positions, as in (88). 

(88) a. tunt          ‘soft part of ‘enset’’                -after nasal 

kuŋk        ‘nose’                                      -after nasal 

boŋk'k'   ‘kidnapping’                            -after nasal 

gond lle   ‘shield’                                    -after nasal 

b.  rbba        ‘Friday’                                   -after liquid 

g lʔa         ‘calf’                                       -after liquid 

 rgge        ‘uncastrated sheep or goat’     -after liquid 

k  rƥik  rƥe ‘ankle’                                   -after liquid 

c. mayɗ       ‘rope type’                                -after glide 

k wʔe       ‘food’                                      -after glide  
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2.5.1.2  Nasal-consonant sequence 

In most cases, nasals occur pre-consonantal in word-medial positions particularly 

before oral stops, fricatives and affricates, as in (89). Bilabial nasal m and alveolar nasal 

n can interchangeably occur before bilabial sounds b or ɸ, as in (89a). But, the bilabial 

nasal rarely occurs before most consonants, except for bilabial sounds b, ɸ and glottal 

stop ʔ in Ganta. Like the bilabial nasal, the velar nasal ŋ occurs before certain 

consonants. Its occurrence is restricted before the velar consonants in Ganta, as in (89c). 

But from the two nasals m and ŋ, the alveolar nasal n can frequently occur before distinct 

consonants in Ganta. Look at examples in (89) below. 

(89) a. d mbba/d nbba      ‘field’                          -before stop 

    g mɸa/g nɸa         ‘body structure’          -before stop 

b. utummʔ                 ‘food type  of ‘enset’  -before stop 

c. d ŋkere                   ‘name of river’            -before stop 

    k ŋk a                     ‘not straight’               -before stop 

d. g nde                      ‘axe’                            -before stop 

 gindd                     ‘latter’                          -before stop 

 tunt                        ‘internal soft part of ‘enset’’ -before stop 

e. d nso                      ‘raising/elevating’      -before fricative 

 w ns's'aɸa              ‘penis’                        -before fricative 

  ns'e                        ‘yelping’                    -before fricative 

f.   nʃo/ ntʃtʃo             ‘winning’                   -before fricative or affricate 

 d n  a/d ndzdza   ‘adult’                        -before fricative or affricate 

g. b lintʃ tʃ o                 ‘testicle’                    -before affricate 

 b ntʃtʃo                  ‘respecting’                -before affricate 

 b ntʃ tʃ o                  ‘leaf’                          -before affricate 

ƥ, ɗ and h are not attested in post-nasal positions in Ganta.  

2.5.1.3 Consonant-nasal sequence 

In contrast, nasals can occur word-medial in post-liquid positions, as in (90). 

(90) a. g rmma               ‘lion’                   -after liquid 

k rnise  Amharic    ‘celling’              -after liquid 

galmm                    ‘tree species’       -after liquid 

k lme                      ‘meninges bone’ -after liquid 

2.5.1.4 Glide-consonant sequence 

In Ganta, like nasals, glides occur word-medial in pre-consonantal position. Stops, 

nasals, fricatives, affricates, and liquids can occur in post-glide position, as in (91). But 

consonant-glide sequences are rarely observed in Ganta. 

(91) a. b yta          ‘mark/sign’   -before oral stop 

m ydo         ‘an ox’          -before oral stop 

k wʔe         ‘food’            -before oral stop 

 wʔe           ‘yelping’       -before oral stop 

b. b wndde     ‘ten birr’       -before nasal 

m yne         ‘boundary’   -before nasal 

k ymme      ‘searching’   -before nasal 

c. k yso           ‘act of theft’                       -before fricative 
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m yso          ‘accompanying someone’ -before fricative 

d. g ytstsu       ‘hitting’       -before affricate  

e. gayll            ‘rib bone’    -before liquid 

 ylle             ‘slave’        -before liquid 

2.5.1.5 Liquid-consonant sequence 

In this sequence, liquids occur before other consonants in word-medial position. 

When segments occur after one another, the sonority sequence is kept constant. Segments 

have an increasing sonority counting from nucleus towards the boundary of the syllable.  

(92) a. k  rƥik  rƥe  ‘ankle’              -before oral stop 

k rdik a       ‘complex’         -before oral stop 

ardd            ‘life/existence’  -before oral stop 

 rbba           ‘Friday’             -before oral stop 

w rbba        ‘tiger’                -before oral stop 

wolk k         ‘power’              -before oral stop 

balgg           ‘summer’          -before oral stop 

g lʔa            ‘calf’                 -before oral stop 

d rk a          ‘big stick  used for security in the night ’ -before oral stop 

galmm         ‘tree species’    -before nasal stop 

b. k ls e            ‘protruding’      -before fricative 

k l  a          ‘unprincipled’   -before fricative 

k  lɸe            ‘preparation of garden for cultivation’  -before fricative 

c. k  rtʃ o           ‘thin stick  used for punishment ’ -before affricate 

The liquids are attested before implosive and voiced oral stops, nasal stop, 

fricatives, and affricates. The sequence of liquid-liquid (r-l or l-r) is not attested in Ganta. 

But, the sequence of other consonant-liquid is observed in a word-medial position as in 

(87). There is no way for liquid-glide sequences in Ganta.  

Alveolar implosive ɗ rarely occurs in pre and post-consonantal positions. 

However, it occurs in post-alveolar glide y in non-sense proper naming strategies in 

Ganta, as in Toyɗ . It frequently occurs in pre and post-vowel position (See vowel 

sequences below).  

Bilabial implosive ƥ may not occur after stops, nasals, fricatives, affricates, and 

glides in Ganta. It occurs after retroflex r, as in     ƥ     ƥe ‘ankle’.  
      

2.5.1.6 Fricative-stop sequence     

Fricative-stop sequence occurs in some of mono-morphemic words, as in (93). 

(93) a. misk te         ‘genital organ’ 

ki tt              ‘dwarf’ 

b  te              ‘urinating’ 

t  te              ‘grass species’ 

gozd             ‘traditionally made ring’ 

d ʒgere         ‘being cool/calm’ 

The reverse sequence, stop-fricative, is also possible in a word-medial position in 

Ganta, as in (94). 

(94) a.  m nso      ‘section of ploughed land’ 
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k nsa       ‘pregnant  of cow, sheep, goat ’ 

m nssa     ‘male  of dog, cat, donkey, mule, horse ’ 

Fricative-glide sequence is possible at word-initial position in some words before 

liquid as in ʒ   ‘anger’. 

Except for nasal stop-fricative sequence, as in (94a), the other oral stop-fricative 

sequence is not possible in Ganta word structure as it has been expressed in (87). In 

addition, fricative-fricative sequence is not also permitted in Ganta word structures.  

2.5.1.7 Consonant-affricate sequence 

Consonant-affricate sequence is possible at word-medial position. In most cases, 

alveolar nasal n and approximants (except bilabial w) occur in pre-affricate positions. 

The other consonants may not occur before affricates. On the contrary, 

affricate-consonant sequence is rare in Ganta. However, in some word structures, 

affricate-liquid and affricate-stop sequences are possible at word-initial positions as in 

s'lo ‘bird type’ and s'ɸ  ‘muscle of leg’. In the name giving strategy, some non-sense 

words can also be produced by affricate-liquid sequence in Ganta. For example, in the 

naming strategy of a dog as in t   . In (95), we can see consonant-affricate sequences in 

word-medial positions. 

(95) a. g lt t i             ‘monkey’                -after liquid 

            dalt  t              ‘grass species’         -after liquid 

            k rtstsi           ‘black’                     -after liquid 

            m rtsts m llo ‘chameleon’            -after liquid 

            mart t            ‘debating’                -after liquid 

b. g ytstsu         ‘hitting’                   -after glide 

b ytstsi          ‘split of wood’         -after glide 

m yt t i          ‘biting’                    -after glide 

c. d nt  t  o          ‘belt like cloth  of woman ’   -after nasal 

            ɗ ntstsi          ‘breast’                    -after nasal 

            m ntstso       ‘breaking’                 -after nasal 

            am ntstso (Amharic)   ‘causing to believe’ -after nasal 

            tʃ  nt  a           ‘wise/active/skillful’                -after nasal 

In the above examples (95a-c), in addition to affricate-consonant sequence, we 

can also see possible occurrences of consonants before geminated consonants in Ganta. 

2.5.1.8 Consonant-consonant-consonant sequence  

Three consonant clusters never occur in Ganta word structures as y k, yt  t  or 

ntt . If three of them may come together as result of morphophonemic process, either the 

initial or the medial segment will delete itself because of phonotactic reasons in Ganta 

(see verb derivation in section (5.2)).   

2.5.1.9 Consonant-high tone long vowel-consonant sequence 

Sequence of bilabial nasal-high tone long vowel-glottal fricative, as in     - 

rarely occurs in Ganta word structures. Since, between m and h, Ganta permits short high 

tone vowel, as in    - ‘cause to turn’. Similarly, between glottal stop and geminated 

fricative consonants, as in ʔe ss- long high tone vowel is also restricted to occur in Gants 

word structure. For such case, the normal word structure allows sequence of ʔ ss- ‘cause 

to stand’.   
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2.5.2 Restriction on vowel-consonant sequence 
 

In this section, vowel-consonant sequence restriction is discussed with some 

consonant segments. 

2.5.2.1Vowel initial occurrence restriction with ʔ 

iʔ, aʔ, eʔ, and oʔ sequences are restricted do not occur at word-initial position. 

The same principle is also observed in Sheko  Hellenthal 2010ː 6  . In word-medial and 

word-final positions, the sequence is allowed. The following sequences are possible, as in 

(96). 

(96) a. ʔi ʔo   ‘shouting’ 

     ma ʔ   ‘after wearing’ 

     maaʔ  ‘cloth’ 

           ganʔ   ‘insulting’ 

           meʔ    ‘let it be broken’ 

           u ʔo    ‘crowing  of cock ’ 

           m ʔo   ‘germinating’ 

           k o ʔe  ‘feeling or sign of disease  of stomach ’ 

2.5.2.2 Vowel initial occurrence restriction with ɗ 

High front i and mid-front e with voiced implosive ɗ (iɗ and eɗ) is not permitted 

at the beginning of a word.  But the combination is possible in word-medial and 

word-final positions, as in (97) 

(97) a.  m ɗe     ‘twisting’  

m ɗo    ‘creature’  

meɗɗ    ‘after creating’ 

mooɗ   ‘diarrhea’ 

With other vowels it is possible, as in (98).  

(98) a. aɗ         ‘big’ 

            ɗɗa     ‘very narrow in physical surface’ 

            ɗɗoro   ‘la y’ 

2.5.2.3 Vowel initial occurrence restriction with ƥ 

 ƥ and eƥ sequences are rare in Ganta at word-initial positions. But the reverse 

sequence is possible, as in ƥ ɗɗa ‘grass species’. With the other vowels, the sequence is 

permitted in word-initial position, as in (99) 

(99) a.  ƥƥa       ‘non-sense’ 

            ƥƥa       ‘narrow  of house or material ’ 

           oƥƥ        ‘place name where big stones are naturally collected’ 

 

2.5.2.4 Vowel initial occurrence restriction with sibilants 

In vowel-affricate sibilant combinations, sequences with ts, t  and t   are possible. 

Look at examples in (100a-c). 

(100)  a. otsts     ‘unfarmed land/virgin’ 

             etstser  ‘li ard’ 

             its        ‘plea’ 

              tstsi     ‘man’ 
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         b.  tʃtʃu    ‘tree species’ 

 ʔetʃ      ‘rabbit’ 

             itʃtʃ      ‘hitting’ 

             atʃtʃ     ‘tooth’ 

             utʃtʃ     ‘clearing dung’ 

c. itʃ tʃ          ‘after hitting’  

            utʃtʃ        ‘after cleaning’  

            etʃ re      ‘rat’ 

             tʃ e         ‘sand’ 

             tʃ tʃ a      ‘mouse’  

Vowel-affricate sibilant combinations in word-initial position are restricted to idz, 

adz, and udz. The sound dz is suspected as allophone of phoneme z (see for detail 

phonological rule below). Rare combinations can be observed in place and person 

naming strategies with idz and udz, as in        ts  ‘place name’ and      o ‘person 

name’. See examples for possible combinations in  101 . 

(101) a. ed d            ‘circle type playing material  of children ’ 

  od d od      ‘hori on of mountain’ 

The vice versa sequence is possible in a word-final positions for dzi and dza but 

not for dzu sequence in (102). 

(102) a. h yd d i   ‘three’ 
    d nd d a  ‘adult’ 

Vowel-fricative sibilant sequence is possible for all fricatives, except for voiced alveolar 

ejective s  and for voiced post-alveolar ʒ. The sequence is restricted to  s ,  s , aʒ and uʒ. 

With other vowels the sequence is possible as in (103a) and (103b). 

(103)  a.  as s                    ‘energy/power’ 
   es    Amharic   ‘chance’ 

    s s oda             ‘to punish’ 

b. iʒ            ‘making fine in constructing or building something, e.g. house’  

  e ʒʒo      ‘let be resembling in behavior’ 

   ʒge        ‘huge in appearance’ 

The vice versa sequence is possible. For example, s'i and s'u can be realized as in 

s  ŋ    o ‘bad smell’ and in s   ss  ‘burning’. Similar manner is also restricted to 

vowel-fricative aʒ and uʒ sequences. Non-sense naming can be given, as in  ʒi ‘tribe 

name’ and uʒ   ‘proper name’. The vice versa sequences are permitted in  104 . 

(104)  a. ʒ ŋgare    ‘ladder’ 

  ʒuuʃʃ       ‘vagabond’ 

  ku ʒa      ‘shadow’ 

2.5.2.5 Vowel-nasal sequenceː vowel initial occurrence with velar nasal ŋ 

Vowel-nasal combination is restricted for  ŋ and eŋ sequences in 

mono-morphemic word. But the sequence is permitted in imperative constructions when 

a word segment m assimilates to ŋ before the imperative marker, as in (105). 

(105) a. im   ‘giving’      iŋ- y                                              [iŋ yi] 

                                                       give-IMPERː2SG 

                                                       ‘giveǃ’ 

            b.  ʔeem  ‘taking’ ʔeeŋ- y                                          [ʔeeŋ yi] 

                                                       take-IMPERː2SG 
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                                                       ‘takeǃ’ 

oŋ is sequenced in rare case in Amharic word  ŋot t a ‘little ‘ijera’’, as in 

[ ŋot t a] 

 

2.5.2.6 Vowel-glide sequence restriction 

iw, ew, uw, ow, iy, ey, and uy sequence is not  permitted in word-initial position 

in Ganta speech context. But some sequences are possible with other vowels as in (106) 

below. 

(106) a. aw       ‘sun’  

      tstsi  ‘catching’ 

    oyd      ‘bench’ 

In vowel-glide sequence, eew, ew, ey, and uy are observed in a word-medial 

position but not in a word-initial position, as in (107) 

(107) a. ʔeew      ‘bringing’ 

    m  tʃtʃi  ‘biting’ 

    n           ‘you’ 

    g  tstsu ‘hitting’ 

Normally, Ganta employs vowel-glide sequence rather than vowel-vowel 

sequences so as to form diphthong like constructions, as in (108). 

(108) a. m  e               ‘eating’ 

    s  e                ‘hearing’ 

    m  tʃtʃi          ‘biting’ 

    b  tstsi          ‘split of wood or land’   

    b  so             ‘selling’    

    k  so             ‘stealing/thefting’ 

        e            ‘challenge/difficult’ 

    g  tstsu         ‘hitting’ 

    gaw               ‘stomach’ 

    k  ʔe            ‘food’ 

In contrast, in a glide-vowel sequence, a high front vowel i and-mid front vowel e 

are not directly followed by bilabial glide w in a word-initial position as wi and we. But, i 

occurs after w as result of a morphophonological process in converb construction, as in 

(109). 

(109) a.  gaw       ‘stomach’       gaw-                                      [ga  ] 

                                                      stomach-CONV 

                                                      ‘having been pregnant’ 

b. aw          ‘sun’              aw-                                        [a  ] 

                                          sun-CONV 

                                          ‘having been sunnier’ 

Mid-front vowel e exhibits pre-bilabial glide w when both of them occur in 

word-medial position, as in  e   ‘coming’. But, in word-final position, e occurs after 

another consonant segment not directly after w. The glottal ʔ occurs between e and w so 

as to preserve the language structure of Ganta, as in    ʔe ‘food’ and ʔ  ʔe ‘yelping’.  

But, long vowels like aa, ii, oo and uu rarely occur before w in word-medial position in 

Ganta.  
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The other vowels a(a), o, and u are immediately occurred after w in 

mono-morphemic words. Look at the following examples in (110). 

(110) a.     ye         ‘challenge/difficult’ 

     waay          ‘ear’ 

       nna  Amharic  ‘capital  of money ’ 

b.   ntta       ‘date/day’ 
  rbba       ‘serval’ 

  ga          ‘tradition/culture’ 

wotsts        ‘running’ 

  bbe        ‘not straight’ 

c.   rdda       ‘case/reason’ 

wurtʃ tʃ        ‘bamboo branch’ 

wud ra       ‘daughter’ 

  tstse       ‘bringing down’ 

  rk k a       ‘dispute’ 

As it has been observed, a high front vowel i is restricted to occur before 

post-alveolar glide y in word-initial position. But in mono-morphemic words it comes 

before y in word-medial position, as in m-  -e ‘eating’. In the morphophonemic process i 

also occurs after y, as in (111). 

(111) a.  s-i                 h m-a-kk-oyi-de 

    she-NOM      go-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF 

               ‘She went.’ 

In word-initial position, e(e), a, o(o) and u(u) are frequently preceded by y. Look 

at the data below. 

(112) a.  yeeɸ       ‘crying’ 

  tstsi     ‘song’ 

yeg la     ‘delivering cow’ 

yew        ‘coming’ 

  da        ‘free’ 

b.   ntʃtʃo  ‘ostrich’ 

  ʃʃi        ‘shy’ 

c.  o ga     ‘infant/young’ 

d.    ʃʃe    ‘wondering’ 

Noteː in a word      e ‘vagabond’ the phoneme initial segment y can be 

interchangeably used in Ganta. y can replace ʒ in dialectical variation, however, 

pronounced strangely. 

2.5.2.7 Long high tone vowel-glide sequence 

Long a high tone vowel sequence before bilabial glide, as in     is not permitted 

in Ganta word structure. But, the short high tone vowel sequence is possible before the 

glide as   .  
 

2.5.2.8 Vowel-liquid sequence restriction 

Like some other consonants, combination of lateral l with vowels or vice versa is 

possible in Ganta. Compare the examples in (113a) and (113b) below. 

(113) a. liiƥ         ‘head’ 

      ɸa        ‘gap/pause’ 
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                   le       ‘thin’ 

                  kko      ‘hen’ 

                loodd     ‘type of disease  of pancreas ’ 

b. il            ‘sound instrument  of horn ’ 

all          ‘on the ground’ 

eel         ‘interest’ 

ul          ‘tree species’ 

ul k a     ‘type of food  of mai e ’ 

  o         ‘dropping’ 

  a         ‘war’ 

Combination of retroflex r with vowels or vowel after r is not allowed in a 

word-initial position in Ganta because r does not appear in a word-initial position. 

However, vowel with r or sequence of r after any vowel is possible, as in (114). 

(114)  a.             ‘rain’ 

               ‘wise’ 

                   bba    ‘Friday’ 

                 urk k    ‘mud’ 

                   dde   ‘fat’ 

                   gge   ‘uncastrated sheep or goat’ 
 

2.5.2.9 Long high tone vowel-consonant-consonant sequence 

Long high tone vowel never occurs before two distinct consonant sounds in Ganta 

as    s or    ts. To occur with different consonant sounds, the long high tone vowel 

reduces itself into its corresponding short high tone vowel as   s or   ts, particularly, 

when word structures undergo morphophonemic process.  

2.6 Word syllable structure 

In this section, syllable structures of nouns are discussed. Verb syllable structures 

are presented under verb morphology (see chapter five).  

(115) a. V.CV                a.ɸ          ‘sky’ 

    VC.CV              rde         ‘fat’ 

    VC.CV.CV        rgube     ‘tobacco smoking material  small one ’ 

(116) b. CV.CV             bal           ‘thresholds’ 

                                          ha           ‘bird species’ 

                 CVV.CV          ka ti         ‘king’ 

                 CVC.CV          goyn        ‘tail’ 

                                          k ŋk'a      ‘not straight/corrugated’ 

                 CV.CV.CV      hig ʃa       ‘evil spirit’ 

                                          bag de     ‘lake’ 

                                          h ʔu o     ‘bird species’ 

                                          miʃ ro       ‘prince’ 

                 CVC.CV.CV    ga g  o   ‘ant species’ 

                                          g rduma  ‘small fox’ 

                                          g rmote    ‘evil eye’ 

                                            y are     ‘sieve’ 
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                 CVC.CVC.CV k  ltʃ ante  ‘belching’ 

                 CVV.CVC.CV s ool nte   ‘star’ 

                 CV.CVC.CV    bob lʔa    ‘tree species’ 

                 CVC.CV.CVC.CV  k  rɓik  rɓe    ‘ankle’ 

Ganta nouns have two or three syllables. Some of them have four syllables. 

Numbers, quantifiers, and adverbs have two or three syllables. Morphemes that are used 

for derivational or inflectional processes contain one or two syllable structures. 

Compounds can have many syllables, as in (117) 

(117)        a.  CVC.CV.CVV.CV     w lʔa-ʃooʃu     ‘snake  green in color ’  

                                                          w lʔa               ‘disease of ‘enset’/false banana’ 

                                                          ʃo ʃu                ‘snake’        

                      CV.CV.CV.VC.CV    ʒiʔ -ʃaatʃtʃa     ‘vegetation species’ 

                                                          ʒiʔ                   ‘orphan’ 

                                                          ʃaatʃtʃ              ‘let it be long live’ 

                      CVC.CV.CVV.CV     m ydo-siiɗe     ‘mushroom species’ 

                                                          m ydo             ‘an ox’ 

                                                          si ɗe  Gamo    ‘nose’ 

                      CVC.CCV.CV.VC.CV t lkko-ʔuutstsu ‘vegetation species’ 

                                                          t lkko              ‘hyena’ 

                                                          ʔu tstsu           “enset’/false banana’   

Pronouns have one vowel or consonant with vowel; mostly it consists of one 

syllable in Ganta (see pronouns in chapter 2).  
 
Word length 

In Ganta, some words consist of polysyllabic as in (118) 

(118) a. CV.CV.CVC.CV         s s'an tstsi    ‘larynx’    

                CV.CV.CVC.CV         ʃ ruʃ ɗɗ      ‘unwanted grass  weed ’ 

2.7 Phonological processes 
 
In this section, common phonological processes such as change of /ɸ/ to [f] or [p], 

affricate realization of the fricative /z/, affricate realization of the fricative /ʒ/, 

homorganic nasal assimilation, fortition (process of sound strengthening), lenition 

(weakening of overall sounds), affricate-affricate merging, assimilation of implosive /ɗ/ 

to liquid and vowel reduction , replacement of stop to glide and vowel reduction, sibilant 

harmony, assimilation of bilabial fricative to affricate, change of /i/ to /y/ and /w/ to /y/ 

are described.  
 
2.7.1 Change of /ɸ/ to [f] or [p] 

As it has been stated under section 2, the phoneme ɸ occurs at word-initial, or 

word-medial positions. But, in some constructions, the phoneme is realized as [f] and [p]. 

First, let us see the occurrence of /ɸ/ in (119), and for [f] and [p] constructions, look at 

examples (120) and (121) respectively. 

           In word-initial                                           In word-medial 

(119) a. ɸatʃtʃ   ‘wide’                                           b.  kaɸ         ‘bird’ 

    ɸog lo ‘sweat’                                               gaɸ         ‘straw of crop’ 
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              ɸot       ‘vagina’                                             g ɸa        ‘hunger’ 

              ɸ lo      ‘achievement’                                   wons  ɸa  ‘penis’   

              ɸ ns s a  ‘rough flour for barely (porridge ’    s'ɸ          ‘muscle of leg’ 

              ɸ ltto    ‘stream of water’ 

              ɸriɸ tstsi ‘butterfly’ 

In loan word, or in word-medial position, /ɸ/ will be voiceless interdental 

fricative [f] when it follows liquids (l or r), as in (120). The rule will have the formː 

/ɸ/→ f]/liquids—#. 

(120) a. gorf na                ‘lung’ 

                narff   Amharic  ‘needle’ 

                k  lfe  Amharic   ‘key’ 

The allophone p is realized as in geminated form at word-medial position after 

bilabial or alveolar nasal consonants, or after a high back or a low back long vowel, as in 

(121). 

(121) a. ʃimppul               ‘omasum’ 

                ʃempp /ʃenpp     ‘life’ 

                g mppa/g nppa  ‘structure of body’ 

                s ompp                  ‘torch/light of fire’ 

                i  ppu                  ‘six’ 

                la ppu                  ‘seven’ 

The allophone p doesn’t contrast with the sounds such as ɸ or f and form near 

minimal pairs. When one pronounce ɸ           e’ as [ɸ   ], [    ], or [    ], she or he 

is uttering the same word, however differently pronounced. As can be seen, phoneme ɸ 

will be the underlying form of the sound in Ganta because it is distributed or articulated 

in the largest environments than that of p or f. In the previous study (Selamawit 2004), 

the sound p was recognized as phoneme. But, in this study the fact shows that p or f is 

allophone of ɸ in Ganta. The reason is that they are not independent phonemes and do 

not belong to other phonemes. Therefore, allophones [ɸ], [p] and [f] are the realizations 

of the same phoneme /ɸ/ in Ganta or they are three actualizations of the same phoneme. 
 

2.7.2 Affricate realization of the fricative /z/ 

The phoneme z occurs at word-initial and word-medial positions. But in some 

cases, it occurs as dz at word-medial position illustrated in (123) and (124). First, let us 

see /z/ distributions in (122a) and (122b). 

(122) a. zoʔ      [zoʔ ]    ‘red’ 

    za re    [za re]   ‘neck’ 

    z gga   [z gga]  ‘bridge’ 

    zall      [zall ]    ‘secret room, which made from bamboo tree’ 

    z bba   [z bba]   ‘short wooden handle of plough’ 

    z ggo   [z ggo]  ‘making partition’  

    z ʔa     [z ʔa]     ‘crack’ 

    zadd    [zadd ]   ‘rib bone’ 

    zoldd  [zoldd  ] ‘spherical shape’ 

    zodd   [zodd ]   ‘wild animal  cat family ’ 

b. az lla     [az lla]     ‘inactive/weak’ 

    gazg  o  [gazg  o] ‘ant species’ 

    bo za      bo za]     ‘la y’ 
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    g za        g za]       ‘stem of ‘enset’/false banana’ 

    g za        g za]       ‘glory’ 

    haz        [haz ]       ‘bird species’ 

    mo zo     mo zo]   ‘guest/strange’ 

    gaz        [gaz ]       ‘walking in mass line’ 

    u ze        u ze]       ‘selfish’ 

      yzare     yzare]  ‘sieve’ 

    ɸ zʔo     [ɸ zʔo]      ‘animal species’ 

But in some environments, /z/ is realized as geminated voiced alveolar affricate 

[dzdz], between a high front vowel i and a mid-back vowel o as shown in (123a), and 

between mid-back vowel o as presente in (123b). [dz] never occurs at a word-initial 

position.  

(123) a. ɸidzdz       [ɸidzdz ]       ‘short  traditional cloth ’  

b. odzdz dzo [odzdz dzo]   ‘hori on of mountain’    

The two rules would have the formː / /→  d d ]/i—o                        i 

                                                                                                     / /→ d d ]/    —o 

                                                                      / /→  d d ]/o—o                       o 

The allophone dzdz also occurs in post-consonantal position, especially after 

glide y, nasal n and liquid r. Normally, in Ganta, affricates occur after a consonant, but 

not before a consonant. Look at examples in (124). 

(124) a. h ydzdzi    h ydzdzi]  ‘three’ 

  d ndzdza   d ndzdza] ‘adult’ 

  derdzdz    [derdzdz ]  ‘divorced man or woman’ 

  m rdzdze  Amharic   m rdzdze] ‘poison’ 

  kardzdz    [kardzdz ]  ‘new house’ 

Based on the analysis, one can infer z as the underlying phoneme and dzdz as 

allophone of z. Since the fact expresses that phoneme z is distributed in the largest 

environments than dzdz. Furthermore, the substitution of one for the other doesn’t create 

a minimal pair and change meaning of a word, though it might be strangely pronounced 

as in  e         e          e           vo  e      o   o   ’. Both of them also 

share non-distincit feature, z is voiced fricative and dz is also voiced alveolar affricate. 
 

2.7.3 Affricate realization of fricative /ʒ/ 

Phoneme /ʒ/ occurs in word-initial and word-medial positions, as in (125a) and 

(125b) respectively.   

(125)  a. ʒi tʃtʃi    [ʒi tʃtʃi]      ‘ring’ 

   ʒi lm lle [ʒi lm lle] ‘rotation’ 

   ʒ mppo  [ʒ mppo]    ‘ring like material that can be put on the spear stick’ 

   ʒ kko     [ʒ kko] ‘type of traditional vaccination by which poisoned blood is    

                               let out’ 

   ʒ ʃʃe      [ʒ ʃʃe] ‘circulating/running’ 

   ʒog       [ʒog ]  ‘tall thin wood used for ‘teff’ trashing or house building’ 

b.  ku ʒa     ku ʒa]    ‘shadow’ 

   mu ʒo    mu ʒo]   ‘diffusing’ 

   d ʒgere  d ʒgere]  ‘being cool/calm’ 
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But in word-medial position, after alveolar nasal n and liquid r, /ʒ/ is realized as 

geminated allophone [dʒdʒ], as in (126)  

                      n 

/ʒ/→ dʒdʒ]/#    —# 

                      r   

(126) a. g ndʒdʒe     g ndʒdʒe]     ‘stomach’ 

  m rdʒdʒola  m rdʒdʒola] ‘mushroom species’  

  t rdʒdʒe     t rdʒdʒe]  ‘standing strongly in a place or position while doing  

                                        something’ 

  g rdʒdʒe    g rdʒdʒe] ‘tree species’ 

Phoneme /ʒ/ and allophone [dʒ] can occur together in a mono-morphemic words. 

In this case, /ʒ/ appears in a word-initial position whereas allophone [dʒ] occurs in the 

word-medial position in geminated form following n or r. Allophone [dʒ] never occurs at 

a word-initial position. See examples in (127). 

(127) a. ʒ ndʒdʒo (Amharic) [ʒ ndʒdʒo]  ‘name of spice’ 

  ʒ ndʒdʒe    [ʒ ndʒdʒe]                   ‘upsetting/tempering’ 

Substituting [ʒ] for the [dʒ] may sound or look strange, but the replacement will 

not bring the meaning change in speech context, as in    ʒʒe       ʒʒe          ʒdʒe]   

‘stomach’ 

2.7.4 Homorganic nasal assimilation 

As result of homorganic nasal rule, a bilabial nasal m becomes alveolar nasal n 

before one of the causative marking allomorph [tsts]. In other words, the bilabial nasal 

partially assimilates to the causative allomorph in order to make Ganta word 

pronounceable. The reason is that Ganta word structures do not permit pattern of mtsts in 

word-medial position. Therefore, when Ganta word morphology brings m and [tsts] 

together in the word-medial position, the homorganic nasal rule immediately changes the 

m to a n so as to make the place of articulation of the n similar to the following marker, 

as in  12  . The formulated rule would have the formː /m/→  n]/—tsts.  

          Verb root               m change in the construction  

(128)  a. k m-                   aɗ  kotʃtʃe                          na ʔ-             k n-tsts-                                          

        ‘embracing’         big container  of porridge  press-CONV fill-CAUS-CONV 

                              ‘...having gently filled a big container, ...’  

In the same process, the bilabial m also appears as velar ŋ before infinitive 

marker -oda. Here, the place of articulation of the velar nasal is assimilated to the place 

of the articulation of the following mid back rounded vowel segment, as in                 

/m/→  ŋ]/—oda. Look at the example in (129). 

            Verb root m change in the construction 
(129) a. h m- 

          ‘go’ 

n   yetstsi ɗ w- -kko                      h ŋ-oda  h -n-e 

our song    lose-CONV-COPːFOC go-INFI  say-IMPERF-PRESːCONTːDEC 

‘...our song is going to be lost...’                                                                     
 

2.7.5 Fortition  

The rule of fortition (process of sound strengthening) changes a voiceless bilabial 

fricative [ɸ] to the geminated voiceless velar [kk] before prospective (-ade-), passive 

(-utt-) and middle (- ) markers. The situation makes strong overall sound of the bilabial 
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fricative by changing it to the velar counterpart, as in [ɸ]→  kk]/—ade/utt/ . Look at 

examples in (130a-c) blow 

 
On the other hand, the rule of fortition also changes a voiceless geminated 

alveolar affricate [tsts] to a voiceless degeminated stop [t] before a middle marker -  in 

the inchoative construction, as in  tsts]→ t]/— . The rule is motivated by the need to 

strengthen the whole sound of [tsts] by changing it to the [t]. In the process, another rule 

deletes a final vowel of an adjectival word when the middle marker suffixes to a stem that 

ends in tstsu, as  u]→ɸ/tsts— . The formulated rule expresses that u is deleted when it 

occurs between a tsts and an  . The reason is that sequence of diverse vowels tsts   are 

not allowed in Ganta word structures. Look at example in (131). 

Adjective                                          inchoative 
(131) a. bo tstsu                                          bo t-                             bo t ]   

       ‘white’                                             white-MID 

                                                         ‘become white’ 
 

2.7.6 Lenition 

Contrary to the fortition (process of sound strengthening), Ganta also expresses 

lenition (weakening of overall sounds). This process has realized when a voiceless glottal 

fricative [h] appears as an approximant [y] before a causative allomorph [-ss-]. The 

formulated rule may have the formː /h/ →  y]/—ss. The situation has happened so as to 

make a word structure pronounceable in Ganta. The reason is that Ganta speakers may 

face difficulty to articulate a sequence hss in the word structure. In the process, a new 

rule deletes a final vowel of a word when the vowel occurs between y and ss, as e→ 

ø/y—ss. For instance, in (93), the final vowel e of the citation word      e ‘midday’ is 

deleted when the causative allomorph suffixed to it.  

          Adverb                                                 causative 
(132) a. bil he                                                bil y-ss-                          bil yss ] 

        ‘midday’                                           mid-day-CAUS-CONV 

                                                            ‘caused to be midday’ 

Glottalization assimilation of [ts] to [s'] is also another phonological process of 

lenition in Ganta. In this case, a voiceless geminated alveolar [tsts] has assimilated to 

glottalized geminated alveolar ejective [s's'] before an infinitive marker -oda and 

negative marker -aʔa as in rule /tsts/→ s's'/—oda/aʔa. Here, the value of the voicing 

feature goes from [-voice] to [-voice] as result of glottalization to the [-voice] feature of 

           Verb root ɸ change in the construction                                      
(130) a. ye ɸ- 

         ‘cry’ 

 

 
 

n -y          h yʔ-u-y-nne                ti   ye kk-ade-s-a                                             

our-NOM die-PLPER-CI-INCL you cry-PROS-3MS-ACC 

b  -tt -k-ini-n-e   

see-CONT-FOC-1PL-IMPERF-PRES-CONTːDEC 

‘…we are asserting that you will cry for us even if we die.’ 

            b.  yɸ- 

    ‘catch’ 

 

damo  a            m y-oda  geed- -nna              yk-utt-                    b ʔa 

salary(Amharic) eat-INFI back-INESS-INSTcatch-PASS-CONV NEG 

‘...it is not to get salary beyond....’ 

c. ʔ ɸ 

   ‘take’ 

b  ʔ kk-      bir ta  

his  take-MID   rifle 

‘...his taken rifle,...’  
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the final consonant segment, as in derivation of   tsts- ‘sing’/y tsts + oda/aʔa→ 

 y s's'oda]/[y s's'aʔa]  ‘to sing/not to sing’. In other words, the infinitive and negative 

markers assimilate to the preceding segment tsts. Look at the example in (133). 

          Verb root                                              infinitive 
(133) a. y tsts-                                               y s's'-oda                      y s's'oda] 

        ‘sing’                                                  sing-INFI 

                                                             ‘to sing’ 

b.  ti    yetstsi     y s's'-aʔa      h -d-   

    your song       sing-NEG     say-PERF-CONV 

    ‘...having said not to sing your song, ...’ 

In the same way as in example (133), the voiceless geminated alveolar sibilant 

[tsts] also glottalizes to a voiceless plain (degeminated) alveolar ejective [s'] before the 

infinitive marker, as in  134 .  tsts]→  s ]/—oda. 

         Verb root                                               infinitive 
(134) a. m tsts-                                               m s'-oda                       [m s'oda] 

        ‘collect  of fire wood ’                      collect (of fire wood)-INFI 

                                                             ‘to collect  of fire wood ’ 

2.7.7 Affricate-affricate merging 

Affricate merging occurs when morphological affixes attach themselves to final 

roots of verb segments in Ganta. In (135a-b), root of voiceless alveolar affricate [ts] 

merges to [tsts] before an imperative -   and converb -  markers. For instance, if 

voiceless alveolar affricate does not merge before the markers, the whole structure of the 

constructed word will not give meaningful sense for the speaker of Ganta. In the same 

way with that of affricate segment, the other non-affricate segments can also express 

sound merging before morphological affixes in Ganta. Therefore, such process is 

analy ed as process of “gemination” or as “consonant prolonging” throughout in the body 

of the work. The following example is illustrated for convenience (for detail information 

see verb derivation in chapter 5). Look at example.  ts]→  tsts]/—  y/ . 

          Verb root                                             imperative 
(135) a. o ts-                                                 o tsts- y                        o tsts yi]   

              ‘do’                                                  do-IMPER 

                                                           ‘you do ǃ’ 

b. k  re       iita-z-a                                   ɗ w-us-                    o tsts-  

    previous bad-M3SːSG.PLːDEF-ACC lose-CAUS-CONV  do-CONV 

    ‘...having done finishing the previous bad  thing , ...’ 
 

2.7.8 Assimilation of implosive /ɗ/ to liquid and vowel reduction  

The voiced alveolar implosive ɗ that occurs at the end of verb root appears as 

liquid r before underlying causative {-s-}. In this case, ɗ of the stop has totally 

assimilated to the causative marker, in forming r. The formulated rule will have the formː 

/ɗ/→  r]/—{-s-}. In other words, the causative marker conditions the final segment ɗ that 

precedes to be r. The reason is that patterns like ɗs are not permitted in Ganta. After such 

assimilation process, another rule changes the underlying causative morpheme {-s-} to its 

causative allomorph [tsts] due to sibilant harmony. A segment reduction rule also reduces 

the long vowel    to the corresponding shorter one   before r in the causative 

construction, as rule /a /→   ]/—[r]. The reason has occurred so as to preserve normal 
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word structure in Ganta. Since, a combination of low central long vowel with distinct 

consonant clusters like     tsts may not be permitted in word-medial position. Look at 

the example in (136). 

         Verb root                                               causative 
(136) a. ba ɗ-                                                  b r-tsts-                        b rtsts]   

        ‘take food to mouth  by hand ’          take food to mouth  by hand -CAUS      

                                                                   ‘cause to take food to mouth  by hand ’ 
     

2.7.9 Replacement of stop to glide and vowel reduction 

Glottal stop ʔ is replaced by the postalveolar glide y in the causative construction. 

In the suffixation process, the causative morpheme {-s-} comes to the preceding glottal 

stop and then glide replaces the stop. If ʔ is not replaced to the y, a word structure will 

end in an impossible sequence ʔs in Ganta. Ganta speakers may face difficulty in 

pronouncing such arrangement. Therefore, the case has occurred so as to make the word 

structure pronounceable. Thereafter, a phonological rule reduces a high tone long vowel 

   to its corresponding shorter one   before the glide. The reason is that a combination of 

high tone long vowel with distinct consonant clusters in word-medial position as     s 

may be not possible word structure. Look at the rulesː /ʔ/→  y], and /a /→   ]/—[y] 

respectively in (137). 

         Verb root                                       causative    
(137) a. ma ʔ-                                         m y-s-                                  m ys]   

              ‘dress/wear’                               dress/wear-CAUS-                                              

                                                                 ‘cause to dress/wear’ 
   
2.7.10 Sibilant harmony  

Sibilants assimilate to the place of preceding sibilants and other consonant 

segments. The following table contains both fricative and affricate Ganta sibilants.  
 
 alveolar postalveolar 

Voiced fricatives z ʒ 

Voiceless fricatives s ʃ 

Ejective affricates s' tʃ' 

Voiceless affricates ts tʃ 
                                  

As in other Omotic languages like Sheko (Aklilu 1988; Hellenthal 2010), Ganta 

also expresses sibilant harmony in the verb derivation strategy. In the process, a voiceless 

alveolar sibilant {-s-} that uses for causative formation has conditioned the final verb root 

sibilants /ʒ/ and /t '/ to [- -] and [-t -] respectively, as ruleː /ʒ/ → [- -]/—{-s-} and /t '/ → 

[-t -]/—{-s-}.Thereafter, a rule of progressive assimilation totally transmits the voiced 

and ejective phonetic features of segment /ʒ/ and /t '/ to the voiceless alveolar sibilant 

{-s-}, in forming the causative allomorph [ ] and [t ] due to sibilant harmony. Therefore, 

it is for this reason that the voiced sound of /ʒ/ and ejective sound of /t '/ exist no longer 

in their places in the causative construction. In other words, a sequence [ʒ ] and [ʒt ] are 

not permitted in Ganta word structure. Look at the following examples in (138a-b) that 

are illustrated for structural gap (for more see causative constructions in section (5.2.1)).   

          Verb root                                         causative     
(138) a. ge ʒ-                                             t      ge  - -                          ma ʔ-ana  

              ‘purify’                                          my   purify-CAUS-CONV wear/dress-1SG 
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                                                        ‘... Shall I dress after purifying?’  

     b. d t  -                                                d t -t -  

              ‘grow’                                            grow-CAUS-CONV 

                                                                     ‘Having caused grow’ 

Sibilant harmony also occurs when a verb root begins with a sibilant segment and 

ends in voiced velar segment /g/ in Ganta. For example, verb roots    - ‘wash’ and 

t     - ‘bray’ begin with fricative / / and affricate /t  / sibilants respectively and both of 

them end in voiced velar [g]. In the causative formation, their voiced final segment totally 

assimilates to [ ] when the underlying causative morpheme {-s-} suffixes to them as /g/ 

→  - -]/—{-s-}, and, at the same time, the underlying causative morpheme partially 

assimilates to the other causative allomorph [- -] as a result of sibilant harmony as /   -s-/ 

→ [   -s-  → [   - -] ‘cause to wash’ and /t     -s-/ → [t     -s-  → [t     - -] ‘cause to 

bray’. 
 

2. 7. 11 Fricativization and sibilant deletion 

In the causative formation, the voiceless velar ejective /k'/ of a verb root has 

changed to the other voiceless fricative causative allomorph [-h-] when the underlying 

causative marking sibilant {-s-} suffixes to it, as ruleː /k'/ →  h]/—{-s-}. In the process, 

the front fricative causative consonant {-s-} causes the middle consonant /k'/ to be back 

consonant. The reason is that [h] is a back consonant and because of this the middle 

consonant /k'/ has totally assimilated to the back [h]. As result of such total progressive 

assimilation, the segment /k'/ exists no longer before the allomorph [h]. The reason is 

that a pattern k'h violates phonotactic rules in Ganta. After such assimilation rule, a new 

rule reduces a high tone long vowel to the corresponding shorter one in the causative 

construction. The rule of vowel reduction will have the formː a → /—[h]. The situation 

has happened so as to ensure phonotactic restriction in Ganta because a pattern of long 

vowel with high tone before glottal fricative as      does not frequently occur in Ganta 

word-medial position. Finally, after assimilation and vowel reduction processes, the 

underlying causative morpheme {-s-} gets deleted in the construction as ruleː {-s-} → ø. 

See the following example in (139a-b).  

         Verb root                                       causative 
(139) a. ma k'-                                       m -h-                                    m h]   

              ‘be/become’                               be/become-CAUS- 

                                                     ‘cause to be/become’ 

b. bar       n     k aala- -a                                m llo       

    simply  our   language-3MSːSG.PLːDEF   valueless  

     m -h-u-dukk-ite 

     be-CAUS-PLPER-NEG-2PL 

    ‘...simply, you do not make our language valueless.’ 
 

2.7.12 Assimilation of bilabial fricative to affricate and vowel insertion  

The final verb root of bilabial fricative /ɸ/ at the end of the verb root appears as a 

voiceless affricate sibilant [ts] before an allomorph of causative marker [utsts]. The case 

has occurred as a result of phonotactic reasons in order to make a word structure 

permissible. In the process, the underlying causative morpheme {-s-} assimilates to the 

preceding consonant /ɸ/, in forming [ts]. Thus, the formulated rule would beː 

/ɸ/→ ts]/—{-s-}. After that, the underlying causative morpheme assimilates to the other 
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causative allomorph [tsts] of affricate sibilant because of sibilant harmony, and, at the 

same time, a segment addition rule inserts [u] before the allomorph, in forming [utsts]. 

The rule would have the formː ø→[u]/—[tsts]. This rule specifies that u has inserted so as 

to separate root segment ts of the verb and the causative marking allomorph tsts when 

both of them come one after the other. See the following illustration in (140a-c) below. 

          Verb root                                     causative 
(140) a.   yɸ-                                          yts-utsts-                      ytsutsts]   

               ‘catching’                                 catch-CAUS- 

                                                    ‘cause to catch’ 

2.7.13 Change of /i/ to /y/ 

The high front vowel /i/ changes to postalveolar glide /y/ when two distinct vowel 

phonemes come together in some Ganta speech situations. For example, the name of 

grandmother of paternal and maternal are formed from two different nouns in Ganta. The 

name of paternal grandmother is formed by combination of two nouns      ‘father’ and 

    o ‘mother’. To the contrary, the name of maternal grandmother is formed by 

complete reduplication process of noun     o ‘mother’. But, in the formation of the two 

names, their second component initial high font vowel /i/ of     o ‘mother’ changes to 

/y/ when each of the formed compound nouns pronounced as a single word, as in 

/ dda+ nddo/→[ ddaynddo]‘grandmother(paternal)’and / nddo+ nddo/→[ nddoynddo] 

‘grandmother (maternal)’. 

Similarly, the nominative morpheme {i} also changes to the other variant of the 

nominative marker [y] when suffixes to distinct phonemes of terminal vowels of nouns, 

as in /m ydo+i/→[m ydoy] ‘an ox’ and /s  ga+i/→[s  gay] ‘a goat’. The reason is that 

two distinct vowel phonemes do not occur one after another in Ganta.  

2.7.14 Change of /w/ to /y/ 

The bilabial glide of initial segment /w/ of an interrogative focus -wa has changed 

to the postalveolar glide /y/ in some speech contexts in Ganta, as in / ode+wa/→[ odeya] 

‘WHO IS IT?’ and / si+wa/→[ siya] ‘IS IT SHE?’ 

 

2.8 Morphophonological rules 

In this section, morphophonological processes like deletion of terminal vowel, 

stop assimilation, subtraction, vowel reduction, sibilant assimilation and terminal vowel 

deletion, fricativization of affricate and glide deletion, glottalization, affricate to affricate 

         b. sir ate                   mesim re                  der  a 

               sir ate (Amharic  mesim re  Amharic  der -z-a 

               custom                  line                            people 3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC 

                yts-utsts-ee-s-i                       bah le (Amharic) mere (Amharic)-kko 

               catch-CAUS-PA-3MS-NOM  culture                  leader-COPːFOC 

    ‘...it was cultural leaders that cooled down the people....’ 

        c.   -ga-ɸa               bizz -y-nne          yts-utsts- -b ari-ʃina                         y tstsi 

             his-ALLA-ABL one-NOM-INCL catch-CAUS-CONV-NEG-PA:HAB song 

             ‘...having been not even a single song has saved from it....’ 
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assimilation, fricativization, vowel harmony, epenthesis, consonant insertion, passive 

insertion, plural insertion, vowel length as morphophonological process, passive insertion 

and  vowel lengthening, continuative insertion and vowel lengthening, and reduplication 

systems of Ganta are presented in detail.  

2.8.1 Deletion of terminal vowel 

Terminal vowel deletion is very common in inflectional and derivational 

processes. Here some examples are given for structural gaps based on former and latter 

processes. The detail examples are given under chapter 4 and 5. For instance, in (141a), 

suffixation of plural marker conditions deletion of terminal vowel   in Ganta. In the 

process, a high tone of the terminal vowel of singular noun appears before the segment /i/ 

of plural morpheme. Similarly, the final vowel of nouns        e ‘educated people’, 

t  ima ‘old’ and gillesebe ‘individual’ are deleted and replaced by the plural marker in 

text (141b). See examples in (141) below 

         Singular                                              plural 

(141) a. dor                                                 dor-iɗ       

        ‘sheep’                                            sheep-PL 

                                                                     ‘sheep’ 

          b.  

 

 

 
                           

mihur n (Amharic)-iɗ    ager (Amharic) tʃ im-iɗ   taawak'i (Amharic) 

educated person-PL        country/local    old-PL    known 

gilleseb (Amharic)-iɗ     ud  -z-u-k-ote 

personality-PL                 all-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC-FOC-1SG 

ha saʔ-us-a-m-e              

speak-CAUS-IND-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC    

I will talk to all scholars, olds and known individuals....’ 
 

In the definiteness formation, terminal vowel /i/ of a noun      ‘people’ is deleted 

when definite marker -(a)z- comes to suffix with the noun. Look at the situation in (142).  

Terminal vowels of cardinal numbers can also be deleted when suffixing with 

frequentative marker -  in Ganta. For example, in (143), the final vowel /u/ of cardinal 

number t     ‘ten’ is deleted before the marker.  
 
 

 

 

2.8.2 Stop assimilation 

Stop and bilabial fricative assimilation is very common in Ganta word derivation. 

In this section, the stop assimilation rule is analyzed here for convenience. But, the latter 

rule is described in chapter 5 (see section (5.2.1)). The stop assimilation frequently occurs 

in Ganta when verb roots undergo causative derivation. For instance, the suffixation of 

(142) a.  h-utt-o-kko                       haym note (Amharic)-ga y -s-e 

              talk-PASS-IND-COP:FOC religion-ALLA                exist-3MS-PRES:CONT.DEC 

                 -az-i                                        ɗ k'ar-e-ra-ʔ  

              people-3MS:SG.PL:DEF-NOM   neglect-PRES:CONT.DEC-POLT-NEG  

              ‘If it is talked, the believers do not ignore....’ 

(143) a.  t  saɸara-ga                              gidd-             t   - -nne 

               my village(Amharic)-INESS    inside-INESS ten-FREQ-INCL 

               ‘In my village around ten groups have slaughtered. ...’ 
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the underlying causative morpheme {-s-} to the stop segment /k/ at the end of a verb root 

expresses the situation. In the process, subsequent rules can be applied before the stop 

segment gets assimilation. In the first rule, the voiceless stop sound at the end of verb 

root has totally assimilates to [s] before the underlying causative sibilant {-s-} that 

follows it due to sibilant harmony in Ganta, as /k/→[s]/—{-s-}. The reason is that except 

for liquids, the other consonants never immediately appear after stops in sequence ks in 

Ganta word structure. The following example (144) is illustrated for convenience (for 

more see stop deletion in section (5.2.1)). 

           Verb root                                         causative 
(144)  a. to k-                                             to s-s- 

  ‘carry’                                            carry-CAUS- 

                                                                     ‘cause to carry’ 
 

2.8.3 Subtraction 

2.8.3.1 Subtraction of the focus marker -k(k)- 

 Focus marker is subtracted in the process of interrogative formation in Ganta (for 

detail see interrogative construction in section (5.5.3)). In the process, person markers 

delete or gain segments in the interrogative formations. For example, in (145a), first 

person singular marker deletes its initial segment o from -oti- and in (145b), segment s is 

added to the third person singular feminine marker -i-, forming -si-. Two examples in 

(145a) and (145b) are given for convenience. 

 2. .3.2  u traction o  h - ‘say’ and contraction 

A verb root   - ‘say’ is ‘suppletive’ verb and used to express nearest future action 

‘is going to’ and continuation ‘is saying’ respectively, in  146a  and  146b), in the same 

speech contexts. It is also used for copulative expression (see more in predicative 

morphology in section (8.2.4)). In the rapid speech context, Ganta speakers drop the verb 

root in the declarative sentences. Imperfective marking element -n- and present 

continuous and declarative marker -e are together attached to   - ‘say’ so as to occur 

contraction process by attaching themselves with the preceding main verb. A terminal 

vowel -e of a person marker segment is changed into a high front vowel i in the main 

verb while occurring suffixation with series of markers -n- and -e, as in (146). 
             Unsubtracted Subtracted 

(146) a. h ŋ-oda-k-ose        -n-e 

          go-INFI-FOC-3MS say-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

                  ‘He is going to go.’ 

b.   amma-se   -n-e 

           what-3MS say-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

                  ‘What is he saying?’ 

a. h ŋ-oda-k-ose-n-e 

go-INFI-FOC-3MSIMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘he is going to go.’ 

b.  amma-se-n-e 

what-3MS-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

  ‘What is he saying?’ 
 

             Statement                                                    

(145) a. h m-a-k-oti-d-e 

  go-IND-FOC-1SG-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

             ‘I went.’ 

b. w s'-a-kk-i-ttam-e 

  run-IND-FOC-3FM-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

  ‘She will run.’ 

interrogative 
h m-a-ti-d-e 

go-IND-1SG-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Did I go?’ 

w s'-a-si-ttam-e 

run-IND-3FM-FUT- PRESːCONT.DEC                                                      

‘Will she run?’ 
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The subtraction of two initial segments /n/ and /a/ of masculine word naʔ  ‘boy’ 

have expressed and suffixed to the preceding nouns when the nouns act as possessive 

modifiers in Ganta. In the process, the final high tone of the word also shifts to the final 

vowel / / of the subtracted segment. For example, a proper name    ʔa occurs before 

word naʔ  ‘boy’ to act as possessor and the word naʔa ‘boy’ will be possessed as /   ʔa 

+ naʔ  /→[  lʔa  ] ‘so  o     ʔ ’. For more, look at example in the text (147) below. 
(147) a

  
k  re        g l- -ʃʃ-i                                                  w -y-ga-nna 

previous enter/get in-CONV-IMPERF-CONV   up-3MS-ALLA-DIR 

y  -s-e-s-i                                                        ŋ  o-            

come-3MS-PRES:CONT.DEC-3MS-NOM   Ankko-boy    Sal  

wolo le-k-oyi-n-e                                                     Boŋke-y          h -y-ga-nna                     

IDEO-FOC-SUBM-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC  Bonke-NOM  this-3MS-ALLA-INST 

Meytʃtʃe-y         y  -s-e-s-i                                                             -      e ʔ  

Meiche-3MS    come-3MS-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-NOM     Kaaza boy   Yelʔ  

wolo le-k-oyi-n-e                                                       h -y-ga-nna 

IDEO-FOC-SUBM-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC    this-3MS-ALLA-INST 

y  -s-e-s-i                                                         h -y-ga-nna  

come-3MS-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-NOM   this-3MS-ALLA-INST    

y  -s-e                                        y  -s-e-s-i                                                       Int t  -         

come-3MS-PRESːCONT.DEC come-3MS-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-NOM  Inchcha-boy 

        wolo le-k-oyi-n-e                                                     y  -kk-a-nna 

Kaar      IDEO-FOC-SUBM-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC  down-DIR-ACC-INST               

y  -s-e-s-i                                                             o-               

come-3MS-PRES:CONT.DEC-3MS-NOM  M rd d o-boy        Abb  

wolo le-k-oyi-n-e                                                     Kanchama-NOM 

IDEO-FOC-SUBM-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC  Kantʃama-y  

‘In the previous, when entering someone who was coming from upward Bonke sung 

‘woll lle’ by respecting Ankko s son Sal . From here, Meiche also sung ‘woll lle’ by 

respecting Kaaza's son Yelʔa. ...from here someone who was coming from here sung 

‘woll lle’ by respecting...Inchcha s son Kaar . Someone who was coming from down 

Kanchama sung ‘woll lle’ by respecting M rd d o s son Abb ....’ 
 
2.8.3.3 Subtraction of person and case markers 

As it has been observed in section 6.1, some special quantifiers like ʔee  -s-i ‘a 

few/little/small’ take series of markers, third person singular masculine marker -s and 

nominative case marker -i, at their final positions to occur in citation form and to derive 

themselves into nominal counterparts in Ganta. To the contrary, the others     ‘all’,      

‘many’, etc. do not take those markers for their citation forms, or for their nominal 

formations. But, in the modifying strategy, those markers undergo subtraction process 

before head word in Ganta. In the situation, a high tone of the citation form quantifier 

shifts to forward on the head word and overlaps with the previous tone of the head. Look 

at example in (148).  

          Citation quantifier                              quantifier before head word                   
(148) a. ʔeer -s-i                                            ʔeere b ra                                    

   little-3MS-NOM                              little money 

  ‘little  one ’                                       ‘little money’ 
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2.8.4 Vowel reduction, sibilant assimilation, and terminal vowel deletion 

In this case, a verb root that has similar form with corresponding noun stem 

exhibits morphophonemic changes. During suffixation of infinitive marker [-kka], long 

vowel of the verb root is reduced to a corresponding short vowel. The final high tone of 

the noun stem is copied and rested on the last segment of infinitive marker when it is 

deleted in the process; otherwise the tonal vowel of the verb root is reduced and placed 

before assimilated sibilants in the infinitive stem. Furthermore, the final sibilant segments 

of the verb roots are assimilated to the place of articulation. For example, in (149a) and 

(149b), the final segment of geminated affricates /tsts/ and /t t / of the verb roots are 

assimilated to non-geminated fricatives [s] and [ ] respectively. The case has happened 

due to the occurrence of infinitive marker [-kka] (which conditions assimilation of /tsts/ 

to [s] or /t t / to [ ]). The reason is that affricate-stop (tsts-kk or t t -kk) sequence is not 

permitted in Ganta. Let us see examples in (149) as follow. 
           Noun stem verb root infinitive formation 

(149)  a. keetsts  ‘house’ keetsts-  ‘build’ ke-s-kk  [keskk ] ‘to build’ 

b. gaat t    ‘grinding’ gaat t -   ‘grind’ ga- -kk  [ga kk ]  ‘to grind’ 

   miit t    ‘laughing’ miit t -   ‘laugh’ mi- -kk  [mi kk ] ‘to laugh’ 

   bi t t i    ‘urine’ bi t t -    ‘urinate’ b - -kka   b  kka]  ‘to urinate’ 

                bu t t u ‘clearing forest’ bu t t - ‘clear forest’ b - -ka    b  kka]‘to clear forest’ 

Vowel reduction, deletion and sibilant assimilation is also possible with 

non-cognate verbs and nouns. The segment reduction is occurred on the nominal stems 

rather than verbal roots. In example (150a), the verb root is different from the 

corresponding nominal    tsts  ‘water’, but the infinitive formation with marker  -kka] 

has occurred with subtracted segments of nominal stem. As can be observed, the first two 

initial segments, glide-short vowel wa- sequence is subtracted from the noun    tsts  

‘water’ and the remaining geminated affricate sibilant /tsts/ of the noun is assimilated to 

non-geminated voiceless fricative [s] before [-kka] so as to preserve the structure of 

language. The high tone final vowel of the noun stem is shifted and rested on the 

infinitive marker.  

          Noun stem                      verb root                     infinitive formation 
(150) a. waatsts                        k t-                              wa-s-kk            [waskk ]  

  ‘water’                         ‘fetch’                          ‘to fetch’ 

Reduction of vowel and sibilant is also possible in the infinitive formation with 

marker [-kka]. In example (151), the first two initial segments ka- might be reduced from 

noun stem    ss   ‘playing’ or from verb root kaaʔ- ‘play’ in order to attach itself with 

sibilant -s- (which is also reduced from middle of the noun segments -ss-). The high tone 

of terminal vowel -  of the cognate nominal segment is again appeared on the infinitive 

morpheme [-   ].  

          Noun stem                              verb root                     infinitive formation 
(151) a. kaass                                  kaaʔ-                           ka-s-kk       [kaskk ] 

        ‘playing’                              ‘play’                           ‘to play’ 
 

2.8.5 Fricativization of affricate and glide deletion 

In the process, the sound of postalveolar ejective /t  / at the end of verb root 

appears as a voiceless postalveolar sibilant [ ], as in (152). The case has occurred when 

the infinitive marker suffixes to the root of the verb. The assimilation rule can be 
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formulated asː /tʃ /→ ʃ]/—[kka]. In this case, a rule of fortition changes the affricate 

sound to the fricative sound so as to ensure phonotactic restriction. The reason is that a 

pattern t  kka is not allowed in a word structure. After such process, a new phonological 

rule deletes postalveolar glide /y/ before the assimilated segment [ ] in the infinitive 

construction, as in ruleː /y/→Ø/—ʃ. The case has happened for phonological reason 

because Ganta word patterns do not tolerate three different consonant clusters like y kka 

in word structures. The series of rules can be have the formː  yt  kka→/ y kka/→ Ø kka 

   kka] 

          Verb root                                            infinitive 
(152) a.  yt  -                                                  -kka                                 kka]   

  ‘ask’                                                 ask-INFI 

                                                           ‘to ask’ 
 

2.8.6 Glottalization assimilation 

As in Sheko (Aklilu 1988; Hellenthal 2010) and Yemsa (Zaugg-Coretti 2010), 

glottalization also occurs in Ganta when morphological affixes attach to verb roots. But, 

in case of Ganta, it frequently occurs in verb stems that have similar roots with nouns. 

Geminated voiceless affricate sibilant /tsts/ has glottalized to the corresponding 

geminated affricate ejective [s's'] when a prototypical infinitive marker -oda suffixes to it. 

In the process, a terminal vowel of nominal is replaced by the infinitive marker. For this 

reason, a high tone of the terminal vowel has shifted to the second segment of the word in 

the infinitive construction. Look at the example below in (153). The rule of glottalization 

assimilation would have the formː /tsts/→ s s ]/—oda 

         Noun stem                      verb root                     infinitive formation 
(153)  a. keetsts                        ke tsts-                       ke s's'-oda         [kees's'oda]   

       ‘house’                         ‘build’                         house-INFI 

                                                                                      ‘to build house’ 

The verb root final sibilant segment /tsts/ has also glottalized to [s's'] before 

converb marker, as in (154). 

           Noun stem                     verb root                   converb formation 

(154) a. keetsts                            ke tsts-                         ke s's'-                  ke s's' ]   
        ‘house’                        ‘build’                         house-CONV 

                                                                         ‘after building house’ 

Glottalization assimilation also occurs before causative allomorph [-uss-]. In this 

case, geminated sibilant /tsts/ has changed to non-geminated [s'] in (155).  

          Noun stem                     verb root                   causative formation 
(155) a. y tstsi                        y tsts-                         y s'-uss-             y s'uss-]                           

        ‘song’                         ‘sing’                           sing-CAUS- 

                                                                         ‘cause to sing’ 

b. m tstsi                        m tsts-                        m s'-uss-             m  s'uss-] 

        ‘tree/wood’                 ‘collect wood’            collect wood-CAUS- 

                                                                         ‘cause to collect fire wood’ 
 

2.8.7 Affricate to affricate assimilation 

Affricate-affricate assimilation is also possible in the infinitive and converb 

constructions with verbs that have similar roots with the nouns in Ganta. Geminated 
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voiceless affricate /t t / has assimilated to the corresponding geminated ejective [t  t  ] 

before infinitive and converb markers respectively, as in (156a) and (156b). 

           Noun stem                     verb root                    infinitive formation 
(156) a. bi t t i                          bi t t -                         bi t  t  -oda            bi t  t  oda]                           

        ‘urine’                          ‘urinate’                      urine-INFI 

                                                                          ‘to urinate’ 

          Noun stem                      verb root                    converb formation 
b.bi tʃtʃi                           bi t t -                         bi tʃ tʃ -                  bi t  t  ]                           

       ‘urine’                           ‘urinate’                      urine-CONV 

                                                                          ‘after urinating’ 
 

2.8.8 Fricativization 

In the Infinitive formation, voiceless affricate sibilant /tsts/ has changed to 

non-geminated voiceless fricative sibilant [s] before an infinitive marking variant [-kka]. 

The process has occurred with a verb root that has similar form with a noun in (157). 

          Noun stem                     verb root                    infinitive formation 
(157) a. y tstsi                        y tsts-                         y -s-kka                y skka] 

        ‘song’                         ‘sing’                           song-INFI 

                                                                         ‘to sing’ 

b. m tstsi                       m tsts-                         m -s-kka               m skka] 

        ‘tree/wood’                ‘collect wood’             collect wood -INFI 

                                                                         ‘to collect fire wood’ 
 

2.8.9 Vowel harmony 

Vowel harmony in Ganta occurs when a suffix -ssi attaches to a word final vowel 

/o/ of nouns in the dative construction. In the process, a high front final vowel /i/ of the 

suffix -ssi is changed to a high back vowel [u], /i/→  u], as in (158). 

(158) a. /dor -ssi/ →  dor ssu] 

sheep-DAT  

‘for sheep’ 

b. /m ydo-ssi/→  m ydossu] 

   m ydo-DAT 

  ‘for ox’ 

Mid back rounded final vowel /o/ of words can also be changed to a high front 

vowel [i] when the suffix -ssi comes to attach with the words in the dative constructions 

in Ganta, as in (159). 

(159) a. /b ʃʃo-ssi/ →  b ʃʃissi] 

b ʃʃo-DAT  

‘for girl’ 

b. /ma tʃtʃo-ssi/→  ma tʃtʃissi] 

   ma tʃtʃo-DAT 

   ‘for wife/woman/female’ 

Vowel harmony can also be observed in Ganta when some negated verbs like 

  -aʔa ‘not know’ occurs with other preceding verb stems so as to form negative 

construction. In the combination, the converb marker -  of the preceding verb is changed 

to / / before the negated verb as in /ɗagg- + r-aʔa-se/→[ɗagg- - r-aʔ -se]→ 
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[ɗagg  raʔ se] ‘he has never stopped.’ In the following text  160 , let us see the 

harmonized forms. 

(160) a. Muns a  e-y         sse   go ba-kko                 ɗ gg- - r-aʔ -se 

                Muns'aaze-NOM again intelligent-COP:FOC leave-CONV-know-NEG-3SG 

                ‘Muns aa e is again intelligent. He has never stopped.’ 

b.  darbb -ra-y-nne               de -tsts-                     ɗ ll- - r-aʔ -se 

    dram-COM-NOM-INCL meet-CAUS-CONV  jump-CON-know-NEG-3MS 

    ‘...he has never jumped in relation to dram....’ 
 

2.8.10 Epenthesis 

Segment insertion rules are motivated by the need to preserve word structures 

when morphophonemic processes take place on the word stems. Insertion of vowel and 

consonant segments are discussed in this section.  
 

2.8.10.1 Vowel insertion 

Phonological rule inserts a vowel [i] before a consonant sound when a word 

begins with consonant segment. For instance, in (161), Ganta speakers insert the [i] at the 

beginning of loan words that begin with /s/ or /r/ so as to adjust words to structures. As a 

rule, the process will have the formː ɸ→ i]/#—. Look at the following example.  

          Word                                     i-insertion 

(161) a.  /sport/ (English)                 [i-sp rtte]                          [isp rtte]      

        ‘sport’                                EP-sport (English) 

                                                         ‘sport’ 

b. /report/ (English)                [i-rip rtte]                         [irip rtte] 

        ‘report’                               EP-report (English) 

                                             ‘report’ 

Vowel insertion can also occurs when demonstrative words suffix with allative 

case marker -ga so as to indicate directions like here, or there.  

    Word                                i-insertion 

(162) a. /h -y-ga/                              h -y-i-ga]                         h yiga] 

this-3MS-ALLA                this-3MS-EP-ALLA 

‘here’                                  ‘here’  

b. /s -y-ga/                             s -y-i-ga]                          s yiga] 

               that-3MS-ALL                  that-3MS-EP-ALLA 

              ‘there’                                 ‘there’ 
 

2.8.11 Consonant insertion 
 
2.8.11.1 Glide insertion between vowels 

Like Sheko  Hellenthal 2010ː 96 , Ganta does not allow a sequence of two 

different vowels. Basically, underlying sequences of V1 V2 occurs as vowel-glide or 

glide-vowel pattern. Therefore, to preserve language structure of Ganta, especially 

post-alveolar glide y occurs between two different vowels. For instance, in (163a-b), the 

verb root s - ‘hear’ takes glide -y- before nominal and infinitival markers and in (163c), 

the verb root   - ‘come’ suffixes with glide -w- before infinitive -oda. Look at the 

following examples in (163). 

(163) a. /s -y-e/            s -y-e]                  s ye] 
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  hear-y-NML 

              ‘hearing’ 

b. /s -y-oda/        s -y-oda]              s yoda] 

        hear-y-INFI 

  ‘to hear’ 

c.  /y -w-oda/      y -w-oda]            y woda] 

  come-w-INFI 

  ‘to come 
 

2.8.12 Passive insertion 

Passive marker t(t) inserts itself after a few words and verb roots. The case occurs 

only with some of the following words (164a-d) to maintain their word structures when 

morphophonemic process takes place in Ganta. In the normal passive constructions, 

passive marker frequently occurs with verb roots but not with citation words like these in 

Ganta (see for more passive construction under section 5.2.2). In (164a-c), the marker has 

occurred after the citation form words and before an imperative marker -   and in (164d), 

it occurs after a verb root and before another passive marking variant -utt-. Look at 

examples in (164). 

         Words                                    t(t)-insertion 

(164) a. /h ls's'o/                              h ls's'o-t- yi]                        h ls's'ot yi] 

        ‘slide’                                 slide-PASS-IMPERː2SG 

                                                         ‘be slideǃ’ 

b. /ʃen /                                  [ʃen -t- yi]                           [ʃen t yi] 

        ‘upsetting’                          upset-PASS-IMPERː2SG 

                                                         ‘be upsetǃ’ 

c. / mo/                                   mo-tt- yi]                             mott yi] 

        ‘need/interest’                    need/interest-PASS-IMPERː2SG 

                                                         ‘be neededǃ’ 

d. /h -/                                    h -t-utt-]                                h tutt-] 

  ‘say’                                   say-PASS1-PASS2- 

                                                         ‘to be said’ 
 
2.8.13 Plural insertion 

Plural marker d occurs on the demonstrative words before series of markers like 

nominative and location in (165a), and before dual number and definite marker [-ens'-] in 

(165b). See below. 

           Demonstrative word           plural insertion 
(165)  a.  /ye/                                    y -d-i-ga]                             y diga] 

          MED                                MED-PL-NOM-ALLA 

                                                         ‘down there’ 

b. /ye/                                   y -d-ens'-i]                            y dens'i] 

          MED                                MED-PL-DULːDEF-NOM 

                                                         ‘The two down ones’ 
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2.8.14 Vowel length as morphophonological process 

Vowel length is used here as morphophonological process in Ganta. The case 

occurs when place nominalizer -so suffixes with possessive personal pronouns so as to 

construct possession. In this process, only the segments of high tone vowels of possessive 

pronouns are prolonged. Look at the examples below in (166). 

            Possessive pronoun              possessive 
(166) a.  /t -/                                     t - -so]                               t  so] 

          ‘I’                                       ‘my house/home’ 

b. / -/                                       - -so]                                   so] 

          ‘he’                                     ‘his house/home’                                          

c. / -/                                        - -so]                                    so] 

          ‘she’                                   ‘her house/home’                                                  

d. /n -/                                    n - -so]                               n  so] 

          ‘you’                                  ‘your house/home’                                                   

e. / -/                                       - -so]                                  so] 

          ‘they’                                 ‘their house/home’                                         

f. /n -/                                    n - -so]                              n  so] 

          ‘we’                                    ‘our house/home’ 

The case does not work for second person plural possessive personal pronoun  t - 

‘you (PL)’. In the possessive formation with the place nominalizer, the optional subject 

case personal pronoun  t  - ‘you’ or its possessive form  t - ‘your’ has used with the 

place nominalizer. Like, other possessive personal pronouns, it does not show vowel 

length in Ganta, as in (167). 

          Pronoun                                 possessive                         possessive 
(167) a.  ti-                                        tin-so                                ti-so                  

        ‘you’                                    you-PLNML                    you-PLNML 

                                                          ‘your house/home’           ‘your house/home’ 

In dative construction, some possessive personal pronouns also express vowel 

length with its second segment of high tone vowels, as in (168). 

          Possessive pronoun                dative 
(168) a.  /t -/                                      t - -ro]                               t  ro] 

               ‘I’                                        ‘for me’                                                           

b. /n -/                                      n - -ro]                              n  ro] 

         ‘you’                                    ‘for you’                                                

c. /n -/                                      n - -ro]                              n  ro] 

         ‘we’                                     ‘for us                                                 

The other possessive personal pronouns do not show vowel length with their 

possessive segments as in (168). Instead, their subject case personal pronouns has agreed 

with the dative marker -ro. In the construction, they add vowel segments like [i] and [u] 

between their segments and dative marker -ro. The case has occurred when all third 

person subject case pronouns  s- ‘she’,  s- ‘he’, and  s - ‘they’ involve in the 

construction of dative case in Ganta. Look at examples in (169). 

          Pronoun                                 dative 
(169) a. / s-/                                        s-i-ro]                                  siro]                                        

  ‘she’                                     ‘for her’                                                     

          b.  / s-/                                       s-u-ro]                                suro] 
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   ‘he’                                      ‘for him’                                                         

c. / s-/                                       s-u-ro]                                suro] 

   ‘they’                                  ‘for them’                                           

But, second person plural possessive pronoun  t - ‘you (PL)’ directly suffixes 

with the dative marker -ro without any segment addition as in (170). 

          Possessive pronoun                dative 
(170) a. / ti-/                                         ti-ro]                                   tiro] 

        ‘you  PL ’                            ‘for you  PL ’                                            

As it has been observed in the above examples (166) and (168), the segments of 

possessive personal pronouns express vowel prolonging when morphological affixes -so 

and -ro suffix onto them in Ganta. The case cannot always work when allative case 

marker -ga that begins with a voiced velar sound suffixes onto the stem of the personal 

pronouns, as in (171). 

          Possessive pronoun                 with allative marker -ga 

(171) a.  /t -/                                       t -ga]                                  t ga] 

         ‘I’                                         ‘toward me’ 

    b.  / -/                                          -ga]                                    ga] 

         ‘he’                                       ‘toward him’ 

          c.  / -/                                           -ga]                                    ga] 

         ‘she’                                      ‘toward her’ 

d. /n -/                                        n -ga]                                n ga] 

         ‘you’                                      ‘toward you’ 

e. /n -/                                        n -ga]                                n ga] 

         ‘we’                                       ‘toward us’ 

f. / ti-/                                          ti-ga]                                 tiga] 

         ‘you  PL ’                              ‘toward you’ 

g. / -/                                           -ga]                                   ga] 

         ‘they’                                     ‘toward them’ 

But, if the other variant of the allative marker -ko that begins with a voiceless 

velar sound suffixes onto the possessive personal pronouns, the vowel segments of the 

possessive personal pronouns that directly suffix with the marker will express length 

change. The case occurs on the all vowel segments, except for second person plural 

pronoun  t - ‘you (PL ’. In the process, the second person plural possessive pronoun does 

not express vowel lengthening when suffixing with the marker, as in (172f). Compare 

example (171) with (172). 

          Possessive pronoun                     with allative marker -ko 

(172) a. /t -/                                            t - -ko]                            t  ko] 

        ‘I’                                              ‘toward me’ 

b. / -/                                              - -ko]                               ko] 

        ‘he’                                           ‘toward him’ 

c. / -/                                              - -ko]                                 ko] 

        ‘she’                                          ‘toward her’ 

d. /n -/                                           n - -ko]                           n  ko]           

         ‘you’                                        ‘toward you’ 

e. /n -/                                          n - -ko]                           n  ko] 

        ‘we’                                          ‘toward us’ 
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f. / ti-/                                            ti-ko]                                tiko] 

        ‘you  PL ’                                ‘toward you’ 

g. / -/                                            - -ko]                                ko] 

        ‘they’                                       ‘toward them’ 
 

2.8.15 Passive insertion and vowel length 

A rule of phonology inserts a passive marker [-t(t)-] between vowel sounds. The 

case happens when verb roots that end in vowel sounds undergo suffixation with a 

morphological affix that begins with vowel sound in Ganta. For instance, in (173), the 

marker is glossed as PASS1 and has inserted after vowel sounds of verb roots, and before 

the other passive (PASS2) marker -utt- so as to preserve normal word structures. The 

reason is that the two distinct vowel sounds never occur together in Ganta word 

structures. The “passive insertion” rule would have the formː ɸ→  t t ]/v1—v2. Therefore, 

the insertion rule is applied to separate two distinct vowel sounds in Ganta. After the 

insertion rule, another rule prolongs the root vowels of the verb before the inserted 

passive marker so as to adjust an actual word with a meaningful structure. If the rule of 

phonology fails prolonging of the vowel sounds in the construction, the structure of the 

word would end in non-sense words as   t tt,   t tt and s t tt. Such sequences of 

phonemes violate phonotactic constraints of Ganta. See the following example in (173). 

          Verb root                                     Passive 

(173) a. /b -/                                           b - -t-utt-]                            b  tutt-] 

        ‘see/look’                                  see/look- -PASS1-PASS2 

                                                                ‘be seen/looked’ 

b. /y -/                                           y - -t-utt-]                           y  tutt-] 

   ‘come’                                      come- -PASS1-PASS2 

                                                    ‘become’ 

c. /s -/                                            s - -t-utt-]                             s  tutt-] 

  ‘listen’                                       listen- -PASS1-PASS2 

                                                    ‘be listened’ 
 

2.8.16 Continuative insertion and vowel length 

A continuative marker -tta inserts itself after verb roots that end in vowel sounds 

when aspect or tense constructions occur with verb roots in Ganta. Thereafter, as in 

(173), a rule of phonology also prolongs the sound of the verb root high tone vowels 

before the continuative marker. In (174), the marker occurs before focus marker -kk- in 

the future tense construction.  

A vowel prolonging cannot always be expressed after a verb root that ends in a 

vowel sound and before the continuative marker in Ganta. For example, in (175), the 

          Verb root 

(174) a. /b -/ 
       ‘see/look’ 

 

b. /y -/ 

‘come’ 

 

c.  /s -/ 
‘listen’ 

 

future tense 
 b - -tta-kk-i-ttam-e] 

see/look- -CONT-3FM-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘She will see/look.’ 

 y - -tta-kk-i-ttam-e] 

come- -CONT-3FM-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC   

‘She will come.’ 

 s - -tta-kk-i-ttam-e] 

listen- -CONT-3FM-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC   

‘She will listen.’ 

 

 b  tt kkittame] 

 

 

 y  tt kkittame] 

 

 

 s  tt kkittame] 
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continuative marker insertion does not affect the final vowel sound of the verb root   - 

‘say’ in Ganta. From such construction, one can understand that vowel length is 

non-redundant and distinctive feature in Ganta. Compare example (174) with (175). 

         Verb root 

(175)  a. /h -/ 
       ‘say’ 

future tense 
 h -tta-kk-i-ttam-e] 

say-CONT-3FM-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘She will say.’ 

 

 h ttakkittame] 

 
2.8.17 Reduplication 
 
2.8.17.1 Complete reduplication 

Ganta expresses complete reduplication process in one of the plural formation 

strategies. In the process, each reduplicated components suffixes by nominative marker y 

(for more see number in chapter 3). See some examples below in (176). 

          Singular                                      Plural 

(176) a. m yo                                  m ydo-y      m ydo-y 

        ‘an ox’                                ox-NOM    ox-NOM    

                                                         ‘oxen/group of oxen’ 

b. kan                                    kan -y         kan -y 

        ‘a dog’                                dog-NOM   dog-NOM                                             

                                                   ‘dogs/collection of dogs’ 

Adjectives also exhibit complete reduplication so as to change itself into nominal 

categories in Ganta, as in (177). 

          Adjective                                     Plural 

(177) a.  rdde                                   rdde    rdde 

        ‘big’                                    big       big 

                                                         ‘big ones’ 

b. ɸa                                    ɸa      ɸa    

         ‘tall’                                   tall       tall 

                                                         ‘tall ones’ 

c. h ta                                   h ta      h ta 

        ‘short’                                short    short 

                                            ‘short ones’ 

Complete reduplication is also expressed in the iterative formation (see detail 

information in verb derivation (5.2.4)). In this case, the reduplicated components are 

suffixed by converb marker. For convenience, some examples are given here in (178). 

         Verb root                                        iterative 

(178) a.  ʃ-                                        ʃ-                        ʃ-  
        ‘drink’                                 drink-CONV      drink-CONV 

                                                          ‘drink repeatedly’ 

b. o ts-                                   o ts-ts-                  o ts-ts-  
         ‘work’                                work-CL-CONV   work-CL-CONV 

                                              ‘work repeatedly’ 

Complete reduplication is also expressed in adverb of frequency in Ganta (for 

detail information see chapter six, adverb of frequency (6.3.5)). 
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2.9 Tone  
The types of prosodic systems are discussed in some other Omotic languages as in 

Dizi, Bench, Zayse, Gamo, Aari, Wolaitta and Koorete. The following chart (179) is 

taken from Azeb (1996: 113) and shows the type of prosodic systems in the above 

languages. Azeb further explained that numbers 3 and 6, next to Dizi and Bench below 

are presented respectively to show a number of distinctive lexical tone types.  

Tone                      Tonal-accent            Accent                  Tone and stress     

(179) Dizi (3)                  Zayse                       Aari                      Koorete 

          Bench (6)               Gamo 

Wolaitta   had been grouped under stress language since works of Adams, and 

Yitbarek (1983, cited in Azeb, 1996: 113). Later, Azeb grouped Wolaitta under tonal-

accent along with Zayse and Gamo.   

However, the aim of this section is only to express distribution of tones and their 

roles in Ganta. It is not aimed to decide whether Ganta is tonal or not. Grouping of Ganta 

under one of the prosodic systems will need further investigation. Therefore, in this part, 

firstly, tone distributions of nouns, pronouns, indefinite pronoun, pronoun and head word, 

adjectives, interjection and ideophone are described. The second part consists of tone and 

affixation by the data of nominal inflections and derivations. In the third section, tone of 

verbs are investigated. Tones of noun phrase, adjectival phrase, and postpositional phrase 

are analyzed in the fourth section. In the fifth part, compounding and place of tone is 

discussed.  Finally, the role of tone in Ganta is reported.  

For the analysis, the researcher has used A eb’s  1996  approach to analy e the 

distributions of Ganta tones. The high tone is marked with acute accent, and the low tone 

is not marked. 
 

2.9.1 Tone in nouns 

Ganta simple nouns are grouped into two categoriesː  1 0) those which have high 

tone on the final mora (180a-c), and (181) those which have high tone on the penultimate 

mora (181a-c).  

(180) a. aɸ /sal               ‘sky’                               sabb                  ‘adolescent’ 

    mol                    ‘fish’                              k ol                    ‘skin’ 

    wol                     ‘pumpkin’                     add                    ‘father’ 

    ib                        ‘door’                            dor                    ‘sheep’ 

    oyd                     ‘bench’                            

    kan                     ‘dog’                                

    gaw                    ‘stomach’                      

b. maaʔ                  ‘cloth’                             

    ʃaat                     ‘baby/boy’ 

    gaatʃ                   ‘teff’ (food type) 

    gaay                    ‘market’ 

    tʃ uutʃtʃ                ‘louse’ 

c. gatʃ  nna              ‘newly delivered woman/cow’ 

(181) a. k tʃe                    ‘hand’ 

    m ŋk'k'o              ‘poor’ 

    ʔ k'o                    ‘wealth’ 

    ʔ lʔo                    ‘expensive’ 
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b. a ɸe                     ‘eye’ 

    bo ra                   ‘traditional bread’ 

    s a ro                   ‘small pot’ 

    ɗi lla                    ‘flour’ 

                la ppu                  ‘seven’ 

            c. wo  ns'e               ‘fly’ 

                br ɗɗe                  ‘finger’ 

                its ŋke                  ‘hair’ 

                ins  re                  ‘tongue’ 

                all lle                  ‘problem’ 

                gorm te              ‘evil eye’    

Trisyllabic nouns are marked for high tone on the antepenultimate mora as in 

(182).  

(182) a. a ɸuntstsu                       ‘tear’ 

 

2.9.2 Tone in pronouns 
 

Subject case pronouns mark for high tone on the first vowels. 

(183) a. 1SG      t -/t n-                                   

             2SG      n -/n n-                                 

             3MS       s-                                               

             3FM       s-                                                 

             1PL       n -/n n-                                

             2PL        ti-/ tin-                                        

             3PL        s-    

 

2.9.3 Tone in indefinite pronoun 
 

One of the indefinite pronoun formation strategies is expressed by the 

combination of the two different nouns in Ganta. In this case, the high tone rests on the 

both first and second components, as in (184). 

(184) a. dog li ma lli (both nouns are tribe names) 

  ‘everyone/everybody’ 

b. w bbari  dook  mi (both nouns are place names, which are named after     

    existing people) 

  ‘everyone/everybody’ 
 

2.9.4 Tone in pronoun and head word 

  In the possessive formation, the high tone also occurs on the modifying 

possessive personal pronouns in Ganta, as in (185). 

(185) a.  t  maydo 

         my   ox 

               ‘my ox’ 

b.  ti           kana 

         you (PL) dog 

              ‘your  PL  dog’   

c. n     lukko 
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         we    hen 

               ‘our hen’   
                          
2.9.5 Tone in adjectives 

Adjectives, like nouns, take high tone on the penultimate mora (177), and on the 

ultimate mora (186).  

(186) a.  h ta                          ‘short’ 
               k ymma                   ‘youth’ 

b. go ba                       ‘intelligent’ 
   tʃ a lla                       ‘old’ (of age) 

   i ta                            ‘bad’ 

   bo tstsu                    ‘white’ 

   la le                          ‘thin’ 

(187) a. aɗ                              ‘big’ 

    ɸa                             ‘long’ 

    zoʔ                             ‘red’ 

(188) b. kaal                           ‘younger’ 
 

2.9.5 Tone in interjection 

In the interjection construction, high tone occurs on the modifying and modified 

words in Ganta. See below. 

(189) a.  t    b  -  

         my God-VOC 

               ‘my God ǃ’ 

b. t     njja 

         my chance 

               ‘my chanceǃ’ 
 

2.9.6 Tone in ideophone 

Mono-morphemic ideophones take high tone on the ultimate and penultimate 

mora in Ganta, as in (190a) and (190b) respectively. 

(190) a. moom   ‘echoing sound, foolish or non-sense  for man ’ 

        waah     ‘ordering oxen while ploughing land’ 

b. ʔ ʃi    ‘driving calf’ 
         k ysi ‘driving cow’ 

As one of the plural formation strategies (3.1.1), some of Ganta ideophones also 

express complete reduplication strategy when someone uses the ideophones so as to call 

domestic animals toward him or her. In this situation, a high tone rests on the both first 

and second components of reduplicated words, as in (191). 

(191) a. h tʃi h tʃi     ‘calling for dog’ 
        n tʃi  n tʃi    ‘calling for donkey/mule/horse’ 

  b ʔe  b ʔe      ‘calling for goat’ 

 

2.9.1 Tone and affixation 
 

In this section, high tone can be seen on the nominal inflections and nominal 

derivations. 
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2.9.1.1 Tone in nominal inflections 

Definite markers, -(a)z- for third person singular masculine and plural (feminine 

and masculine), and -(a)tt- for third person singular feminine, are not affected by high 

tone in Ganta. For third person singular masculine and plural (feminine and masculine) 

definite marker, third person singular feminine nominative case -i is attached to the 

marker -(a)z-. Whereas for accusative definiteness, third person singular masculine 

accusative case -a is attached to the marker -(a)z-. In the same way, for nominative third 

person singular feminine definiteness, the case -i is also attached to marker -(a)tt-, but in 

the accusative third person singular feminine definite, case -o is attached to the marker 

-(a)tt-. Look at these examples below (192) 

High tone is rested on the first vowel of stem words in the definite nominative and 

accusative sex referents. In the definite nominative and accusative feminine, the citation 

form final high tone -  in mit    s ste ’ is shifted back and attached with first vowel - .   

(192) a.  Citation form Indf.Nom          Def. nom           Def.acc 

               mitʃ      ‘sister’   

               s  ga       ‘goat’ 

               l kko     ‘hen’ 

               kan       ‘dog’ 

 

mitʃ  

s  ga 

l kko 

kan  

 

MS FM MS               FM 

- 

s  g-az-i 

l kko-z-i 

kan -z-i 

m tʃ -att-i 

s  g-att-i 

l kk-att-i 

kan -tt-i 

- 

s  g-az-a 

l kko-z-a 

kan -z-a 

m tʃ-att-o      

s  g-att-o          

l kk-att-o  

kan -tt-o 

In the same way, definite markers do not bring shift of high tone on the words that 

have long vowels. High tone is marked on the penultimate mora. In the construction, 

third person singular feminine definiteness -(a)tt- replaces the final vowel of citation 

form nouns, as in (193).  

2.9.1.2 Tone in nominal derivations 

Nominal derivation does not change a high tone pattern of the base noun. The 

suffixes -tetstsi, -  tt , -  t t a and -   e derive ‘abstract’ or agentive nominal. These 

derivational processes cause a shift of the high tone of the original noun. In the 

suffixation process, the derivational suffixes -  tt , -  t t a and -   e either replace or 

overlap the final vowels of the base nouns, as in (194b-d). Look at examples in (194). 

(194)  a. - tetstsi suffixes 

                tʃe-tetstsi         ‘brotherhood’               tʃe            ‘like brother’  

               l gge-tetstsi      ‘friendship’                 l gge         ‘like friend’ 

               gut -tetstsi        ‘neighborhood’          gut            ‘like neighbor’ 

               add -tetstsi       ‘fatherhood’               add            ‘like father’ 

b. -  tt  suffixes 

              ʃa tuntt             ‘childhood’               < ʃaat           ‘child, baby, boy’ 

              ʔe untt              ‘foolishness’              ʔeey           ‘foolish’ 

              bo  untt           ‘la iness’                    bo  a         ‘la y’ 

c. -  t t a siuffixes 

              harg ntʃtʃa        ‘patient’                       harg          ‘disease’ 

              goʃʃ ntʃtʃa        ‘farmer’                       goʃʃ           ‘farming’ 

    zalʔ ntʃtʃa        ‘marchant’                    alʔ           ‘good’ 

(193)  b. Citation form Indf.nom Def. nom             Def.acc 

              ʃu ro 

              mi si 

ʃu ro 

mi si 

 

MAS FEM MAS FEM 

ʃu ro-z-i 

- 

ʃu r-att-i 

mi s-att-i 

ʃu ro-z-a 

- 

ʃu r-att-o               

mi s-att-o 
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              moot ntʃtʃa      ‘accusant’                    mo to        ‘accusation’ 

d. -   e suffixes 

              kattʃ  ade          ‘having horn’             < katʃ            ‘horn’ 

              wo in ade       ‘smart’                          wo in       ‘heart’ 

               aw ade           ‘owner of home’           aw          ‘home’ 

              s  g ade           ‘owner of goat’            s  ga          ‘goat’ 
 
2.9.1.3 Tone in case markers  

Some case marking suffixes do not shift high tone. This process can be seen in the 

instrumental and in the perlative case constructions. Both of them are marked by the 

same marker -nna.  Similarely, inessive case -  does also not shift high tone in Ganta. 

See the illustration below (195). 

(195)    Instrumental case -nna  

a. k  lfe  Amharic   ‘key’                         k  lfenna          ‘with key’ 

      k ntʃ e                   ‘fork’                       k ntʃ enna         ‘with fork’ 

            Perlative case -nna 

a. gaay               ‘market’                         gaay nna          ‘through market’ 

      B nke             ‘place name’                  Boŋkenna         ‘through bonke’ 

           Inessive case -  

a. ki se               ‘pocket’                          ki s                  ‘in pocket’ 

      s a ro             ‘small pot’                      s a r                 ‘in small pot’        

Other bound case marking affixes like -ɸa, -ga, and -ra are not marked for tone 

in Ganta. The high tone rests on the penultimate mora of a noun. The root word is not 

affected by the suffixation of these markers. But, the suffixation process of marker -ɸa 

changes the final vowel of the noun to a, as in (196). 

(196)  a. ʃo re          ‘river’ 

              ʃo r-a-ɸa   ‘from river’ 

              ʃo re-ga     ‘toward/in river’ 

              ʃo re-ra      ‘with river’ 

 

2.9.2 Tone in verb  
 
2.9.2.1 Tone on infinitive verbs 

In the course of suffixation process, every verb can be attached to at least one 

suffix. Similar property is observed in some Omotic languages like Wolaitta (Azeb, 1996: 

122). Verbs, in Ganta, suffix infinitival marker -oda. Lexical verbs show high tone on the 

different vowels as in (197a), (197b), and (197c). Tone is rested on the penultimate mora 

of lexical verb in (197a). In (197b) and (197c), the high tone is marked on the 

penultimate mora. In (196d), it is marked on the final vowel of a word. But in the 

infinitivization process, the high tone is shifted back and rested on the long vowel. In all 

cases, the infinitival verb is not attracted the high tone on its vowel.  

(197) a. d ʔo           ‘open’                             d ʔ-oda           ‘to open’ 

 m- y-e        ‘eat’                                m- y-oda         ‘to eat’ 

b. k re            ‘cutting tree branch’       k r-oda           ‘to cut tree  branch’ 

       k yso         ‘steal’                              k ys-oda         ‘to steal’ 

c.  k a tʃ e        ‘scratch’                          k a tʃ -oda       ‘to scratch’ 
d. miitʃtʃ       ‘laugh’                             mi tʃ tʃ -oda     ‘to laugh’ 
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2.9.2.1 Tone in verb inflection 

In this section, a high tone is discussed on the inflections of aspect, person, and 

number. It is marked on the first vowel of the root verb and the marked vowel expresses 

prolonging in the perfective and imperfective constructions. Let us see it in (198). 

(198) a. perfective  b. imperfective 

y  tta-k-oti-d-e 

y  -tta-k-oni-d-e            

y  -tta-k-osi-d-e 

y  -tta-kk-i-d-e           

y  -tta-k-unu-d-e 

y  -tta-kk-u-d-e 

y  -tta-k-iti-d-e 

‘I came.’ 

‘ ou came.’ 

‘He came.’ 

‘She came.’ 

‘We came.’ 

‘They came.’ 

‘ ou Pl  came.’ 

y  -tta-k-oti-n-e 

y  -tta-k-oni-n-e 

y  -tta-k-osi-n-e 

y  -tta-kk-i-n-e 

y  -tta-k-unu-n-e 

y  -tta-kk-u-n-e 

y  -tta-k-iti-n-e 

‘I am coming.’ 

‘ ou are coming.’ 

‘He is coming.’ 

‘She is coming.’ 

‘We are coming.’ 

‘They are coming.’ 

‘ ou  Pl  are coming.’ 

Tone marking in the future/intentional form is observed differently in the 

imperative and jussive subjects of Ganta. This situation is presented in the paradigm 

(199). From future/intentional inflection, only first person plural form is chosen. In the 

same way, first person singular and plural forms are discussed in the jussive mood. In 

Ganta, imperative mood is applied by second person singular and second person plural 

forms only. 
(199) a. infinitive 

          w ɗoda   ‘to kill’ 

          ka ʔoda  ‘to play’ 

          w s s oda ‘to run’ 

Future/intentional 

w ɗ-a-k-unu-ttam-e 

ka ʔ-a-k-unu-ttam-e 

w s's'-a-k-unu-ttam-e 

   Imperative        Jussive 

SG PL SG PL 

w ɗ- yi 

ka ʔ- yi 

w s s - yi 

w ɗ- yto 

ka ʔ- yto 

w s s - yto 

w ɗ- na 

kaaʔ- na 

w s s - na 

w ɗ- nno  

ka ʔ- nno 

w s s - nno  

Inflection of the verb for negation also results in different tone patterns. This 

information is expressed in (200). 

(200) a. perfective negation                         b. imperfective negation 

    w ɗ- -  ʔa-te    ‘I did not kill’            w ɗ-aʔ -te     ‘I will not kill’ 

                w ɗ- -  ʔa-ne   ‘you did not kill’        w ɗ-aʔ -ne    ‘you will not kill’  

    w ɗ- -  ʔa-se   ‘he did not kill’          w ɗ-aʔ -se     ‘he will not kill’  

                w ɗ- -  ʔa-ysi  ‘she did not kill’        w ɗ-aʔ -ysi   ‘she will not kill’ 

    w ɗ- -  ʔa-ynu ‘we did not kill’        w ɗ-aʔ -ynu  ‘we will not kill’   

                w ɗ- -  ʔa-ysu  ‘they did not kill’      w ɗ-aʔ -ysu   ‘they will not kill’  

    w ɗ- -  ʔa-yti ‘you  PL  did not kill’ w ɗ-aʔ -yti    ‘you  PL  will not kill’   
      

2.9.2.2 Tone and verb derivation 

High tone is not marked on the causative marking allomorph [-us-] and passive 

marker -utt- in Ganta, as in (201a-b). 

(201) a. ɗ sk-us-a-k-oti-d-e          ‘I made him sleep’ 

        w ɗ-us-a-k-osi-ttam-e    ‘he will make someone kill’ 

b.  w ɗ-utt-o-k-osi-d-e        ‘it was  killed’ 

        ʃ m-utt-o-k-osi-d-e         ‘it was bought’ 
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2.9.3 Tone in phrases 
 
2.9.3.1 Tone in noun phrase 

When nouns go with modifiers, the high tone can be affected in Ganta. When we 

utter numerals, the high tone is marked on the last vowel of the numerals, like       

‘one’. But, for the other synonym word s   ʔo/s  to ‘one’, the high tone is marked on the 

first vowel. Similarly, for numerals ‘two’, ‘three’, ‘four’, ‘eight’ and ‘ten’, the high tone 

is also marked on the first vowel, as in (202). 

(202)  a. n mʔu               ‘two’ 

              h yd d i           ‘three’ 

               yddu               ‘four’ 

              l ŋkutʃe            ‘eight’ 

  t mmu              ‘ten’ 

Numerals like ‘six’ and ‘seven’ show the high tone on their penultimate vowel, as 

in (203). 

(203) a. i  ppu              ‘six’ 
c.  la ppu              ‘seven’ 
Numerals, ‘five’ and ‘nine’ take the high tone on the first and second vowels, as 

in (204a) and (204b) respectively. 

(204) a.  tʃtʃ tʃi              ‘five’ 
    b. t nts ndde        ‘nine’ 

Numerals beyond ‘ten’ are formed by a combination of t   - ‘ten’ with marker 

- , as in t   -  ‘ten times’, or optionally by t   - -nne ‘ten times and’. In this case, 

marker -  is used to mark for iterative or frequentative notion as ‘times’ whereas marker 

-nne is used to serve as inclusive conjunction. The lower numerals that are used for 

combination process areː       ‘one’,    ʔu ‘two’,          ‘three’,       ‘four’, 

and  t t  t i ‘five’. In this combination, the high tone is rested on the numeral ten and 

frequentative morpheme. The lower numerals are not marked for the high tone (205a). If 

combination with inclusive marker -nne is expressed, high tone will be rested on the 

numeral ten, frequentative marker and also on the all lower numerals, as in (205b).  

(205)  a. t mm-   bi  o              ‘eleven’ 

        t mm-  namʔu             ‘twelve’ 

  t mm-  hayd d i         ‘thirteen’ 

              tamm-  oyddu              ‘fourteen’ 

    b. t mm- -nne bi  o        ‘eleven’ 

        t mm- -nne n mʔu      ‘twelve’ 

  t mm- -nne h yd d i  ‘thirteen’ 

              t mm- -nne   yddu     ‘fourteen’                                                                                                                                                                                                        

In quantified noun phrases, the head noun loses its high tone as in (206) below. In 

this case, all lower numerals take high tone on the first vowels. 

(206) a. n mʔu    s egi             ‘two goats’                       s  gi         ‘goats’  

              t mmu   woliɗe          ‘ten pumpkins’                 woliɗ      ‘pumpkins’) 

              s  k'k'e     doriɗe         ‘a few sheep’                    doriɗ       ‘sheep’) 
 
2.9.3.2 Tone in adjectival phrase  

Adjectival phrase has the same tone patterns as noun phrases. Here, modifier is 

marked for the high tone but not the head word (207). 
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(207) a. k rtstsi miisi    ‘black cow’                      mi si         ‘cow’) 

               zoʔ  boobbe    ‘red potato’                      boobb      ‘potato’) 

Numerals attract high tone in adjectival phrases, but adjectives, and head words 

lose the high tone, as in (208). 

(208) a. n mʔu kartstsi miisas i      ‘two black cows’                                               

               tʃtʃ tʃi zoʔo  boobbiɗe     ‘five red    potatos’    

In the demonstrative construction, the high tone cannot be rested on simple 

demonstrative words, as in so ‘that’, and ha ‘this’. But in the complex demonstratives, 

the high tone rests on the demonstrative words, as in s -y-ga ‘over there’ and   -y-ga 

‘here’. Similarly, when demonstrative occurs with head noun, it is the noun, but not the 

demonstrative that takes the high tone, as in so     o ‘that ox’ and    s     ‘this goat’ 

(for more information, see in chapter 6 and chapter 8 under phrase structure). But, in the 

focused speech situation, the high tone of the head nouns shift to the demonstrative words 

so as to express focusing strategy in Ganta. In this case, the head noun remains unmarked 

for the high tone. Look at the following in (209). 

(209) a. h              maydo 

        thisːFOC  ox 

  ‘THIS ox’ 

          b. s               s'ega 

        thatːFOC  goat 

  ‘THAT goat’ 

High tone also occurs on the demonstrative words, and also on the suffixed focus 

marker -ba when the focus marker suffixes on the stems of the demonstrative words so as 

to express pointing strategy in Ganta, as in (210). 

(210) a. h -b  

        this-FOC 

              ‘HERE you are.’ 

           b. s -b  

         that-FOC 

   ‘THAT you are.’ 

But, the high tone drops on the demonstrative words when direction marker -na 

suffixes onto the stems of the demonstrative words. In this case, the high tone rests on the 

direction marker, as in (211). 

(211) a. h -n  

        this-DIR 

              ‘toward here’ 

          b. s -n  

        that-DIR 

  ‘toward there’ 
 

2.9.3.3 Tone in Postpositional phrase 

In Ganta, there are a few independent postpositions. They take high tone on the 

final vowels, as in (212). 

(212) a. gall /aɸ     ‘at/on/above’ 

              oomm        ‘under’      

              gidd           ‘in’ 

              mill            ‘beside’ 
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Postpositions can drop the high tone when they occur with nouns in Ganta, as in 

(213). 

(213) a. oyd  oommo 

        bench under 

              ‘under the bench’ 

          b. ʃ tʃtʃu galla 

        stone   at/on/above 

              ‘on the stone’  

          c. ʔ mma aɸa 

        head    at/on/above 

  ‘on the head’ 
 

2.9.3.4 Tone and compounding 

The majority of compounds in Ganta are nominals that are formed by 

combination of nouns with nouns and adjectives with nouns. The high tone is placed on 

the first component of the compound noun. This situation is similar with that of adjectival 

modifiers in the noun phrases. Each component has the high tone on the first and final 

vowels before the combination process takes place, as in (214). 

(214) a. kaɸ  keetstse ‘nest’ 

        kaɸ                ‘bird’ 

              keetsts            ‘house’ 

          b. add  itʃe          ‘uncle’ 

        add                 ‘father’ 

               tʃe                  ‘brother’ 

          c. aɗ  gilʔa         ‘thumb’ 

        aɗ                  ‘big’ 

  gilʔ                ‘finger’ 

 

2.9.4 The role of tone in Ganta 
 

The role of tone is asserted by different linguists. For example, Bird  199 ː 9  

states that “…tone functions to distinguish lexical items. However, tone also has 

grammatical uses”. The role of tone in Ganta has also two functionsː  1  to serve as a 

grammatical role (215), and (2) to give lexical or semantic information (217). The 

application of high tonal vowel like -  on some words expresses adessive and inessive 

cases in Ganta. Here, the high tone vowel -  functions as a morpheme to identify the two 

cases in the context of conversations. Base words may or may not end in high tone vowel 

segments as -  or -a. Sometimes placement of high tone coincides with grammatical 

functions in Ganta, as in (215b). 

(215) a. Base word              gloss                        adessive case   gloss 

              ʔ mma                    ‘head’                      ʔumm               ‘on head’   

              b lla                        ‘branch of tree’        ball                  ‘on branch of tree’ 

b. Base word              gloss                        adessive case   gloss 

  gann                       ‘meninges’               gann                 ‘on meninges’ 

              goyn                       ‘tail’                         goyn                ‘on tail’ 

               aw                        ‘home’                       aw                 ‘in home’ 

          c. Base word              gloss                         inessive case   gloss   
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              ta                            ‘pot’                         ot                    ‘in pot’ 

  The high tone shift expresses grammatical function in Ganta in (216). 

(216) a. maaʔ             ‘cloth’ 

        ma ʔo            ‘act of dressing’ 

          b. bo tstsu         ‘white’ 

        bootsts          ‘let it be white or clear’ 

          c. ʔ lʔo              ‘expensive’ 

        ʔalʔ               ‘let it be expensive’ 

          d. h ta                ‘short’ 

        hat                 ‘let it be short’ 

According to Duanmu  2004ː  97 , “lexical tone is a pitch contour that can 

distinguish word meanings”. High tone also changes semantic information of the Ganta 

language. In the following examples, let us see the lexical role of high tone in Ganta 

(217). 

(217) a. k ɸo              ‘watching or guarding’ 
        kaɸ               ‘bird’ 

          b.  tʃtʃe              ‘to sleep’ 

        itʃtʃ               ‘to hit’ 

          c. gaay              ‘market’ 

        ga ya            ‘traditional material for smoking tobacco’  

          d.  dda              ‘sure’ 

        add               ‘father’ 

          e. g ta               ‘tomorrow’ 

              gut                ‘neighborhood’ 

          f. g nde             ‘axe’ 

        gand             ‘type of disease  of cattle ’ 

As it has been observed in the above illustrations, the distribution of high tone is 

presented for convenience by some structures of conceptual categories in Ganta. Other 

than the above illustrations, the distribution of high tone can also be presented by the 

other word structures, for which the examples have not yet given in the above section. 

Therefore, in addition to the above examples, one can observe by chance the distribution 

of high tone on the other linguistic constructions throughout in the body of the recent 

work in Ganta. 

 

2.10 Summery of phonology 

Systems of Ganta consonant phonemes are treated according to their place and 

manner of articulations in this chapter. Their distributions at word initial, medial and final 

positions are discussed phonemically and phonetically in detail. Among them, the velar 

nasal /ŋ/ and retroflex liquid /r/ have never occurred at word-initial positions in Ganta. 

But in word-final positions, almost all consonants may not occur. Ganta words begin with 

consonant or vowel phonemes, but they may end in vowel phonemes. The characteristic 

of consonant gemination, except for palatal /ŋ/, liquid /r/, glottal /h/, bilabial /ɸ/ and 

glottal /ʔ/, are discussed in this section. If the bilabial fricative /ɸ/ gets gemination, it will 

be geminated as the voiceless bilabial stop [pp] in word-medial positions. Minimal pairs 

and contrastive consonant length have also discussed under consonant section. As 

consonants, vowels are also described according to the position of tongue and their place 
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of articulation in Ganta. Short and long minimal pairs and vowel length are presented 

after vowel phoneme descriptions in this section. As in most Omotic languages, two 

distinct vowels never occur one after another in Ganta words. Instead, glide /y/ comes 

before or after vowels. Word syllable structures are described before phonotactic sections 

in this chapter.  

Under phonotactic section, consonant-consonant and vowel-consonant restrictions 

are treated, where sequences of some oral stops /t/, /b/, /g/ and /k'/ with liquids are 

observed at word-initila positions. But, the other stops /k/, /d/, /ɗ/ and /ʔ/ never even 

occur before liquids and other consonants. All of them can occur after consonants, but 

among them, the voiced alveolar implosive /ɗ/ rarely occurs after most consonants but it 

occurs after certain consonant segments like /b/ and /y/ as in bɗ  ‘cooked food’ and 

moyɗ  ‘lip’. The voiceless bilabial implosive /ƥ/ never occurs after stops, nasals, 

fricatives, affricates and glides in Ganta. In this section, impossible occurrence of three 

consonant sequences is observed in Ganta. But, consonant before geminated consonant is 

possible. Apart from restriction of consonant-consonant sequences, restrictions of vowel 

with consonant patterns are also discussed in this section. For example, sequences like iʔ, 

eʔ, oʔ, iɗ,  ƥ, eƥ, idz, adz, udz, is', us', iw, ew, uw, ow, iy, ey and uy are not permitted at 

word-initial positions in Ganta. To the contrary, consonant with vowel sequence is also 

restricted to sequences like ri, ra, re, ro and ru at word-initial positons.  

Under section of phonological processes, rule of phonology expresses 

assimilation, strengthening, weakening, gemination, replacement, harmony and reduction 

in different environments. Ganta expresses allophonic (phonetic) and phonemic 

assimilations, where the first “allophonic assimilations are produced when the assimilant (the 

segment resulting from the assimilation) is not a separate phoneme in a particular language or 

lect”  Pavlik 2009ː 5). The process can be realized in Ganta when phonemes, /ɸ/, /z/ and /ʒ/ 

assimilate to their corresponding allophones. In this case, the bilabial fricative /ɸ/ 

assimilates to [pp] in word-medial positions, and to interdental [f] in loan and in some 

other Ganta words. The voiced alveolar and post-alveolar fricatives, /z/ and /ʒ/, change to 

their corresponding voiced alveolar and post-alveolar affricates, /dzdz/ and /dʒdʒ/ 

respectively in word-medial positions.  

The second type of “phonemic assimilations are those processes which result in the 

formation of a new phoneme”  Pavlik 2009ː 5), which means change of phoneme to another 

phoneme in Ganta. For example, the alveolar nasal /n/ assimilates to the velar nasal /ŋ/ 

before segments /k/, /g/ and /k'/, whereas the bilabial /m/ also assimilates to the nasal /n/ 

before causative marker -tsts-, and to the velar nasal /ŋ/ before morphological affixes that 

begin with vowel segments such as -oda, - , -us,   , etc. Apart from nasals, voiced 

alveolar implosive /ɗ/ changes to retroflex liquid /r/ before the causative marker -tsts- in 

Ganta. The bilabial fricative /ɸ/ can be changed to the affricate /ts/ before suffix -utsts-. 

Other than assimilation rule, phonological rule of strengthening changes the bilabial 

fricative /ɸ/ to the velar /k/ and the voiceless alveolar affricate /ts/ to the voiceless 

alveolar stop /t/ before morphological affixes that begin with vowel segments. To the 

contrary, rule of weakening changes the voiceless glottal fricative /h/ to approximant /y/ 

before causative marker in Ganta. The velar ejective /k'/ also assimilates to the voiceless 

glottal fricative /h/ in the causative construction.  

As in many other Omotic languages, rule of glottalization has also observed in 

Ganta, where the voiceless alveolar affricate /ts/ has changed to the affricate ejective /s'/ 

when vowel initial segments of morphological suffixes come to attach it. Other than 
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glottalization, phoneme replacement is also observed when the glottal stop /ʔ/ replaces 

approximant /y/ before the causative morpheme {-s-}. As in vowels, Ganta also expresses 

consonant harmony, in which morpheme {-s-} is changed to the voiceless post-alveolar 

fricative / / when it attaches with the segment of voiced post-alveolar fricative /ʒ/ in the 

causative construction. Rule of phonology also reduces long sounds to the shorter ones. 

For example, low open central long vowel /aa/ is reduced to its shorter counterpart /a/ 

when inflectional and derivational markers come to the stems, or roots of words in Ganta.  

In this chapter, morphophonological processes of Ganta are discussed after 

section of phonological processes. Vowel deletion, reduction, prolonging and harmony 

are prevalently expressed in Ganta when morphological affixes come to attach word 

stems, or roots. For example, terminal vowel deletion is observed when inflectional 

suffixes like -iɗ , - , -(a)z-, - , etc. attach to the stems of words to express plural, definite 

and frequentative constructions respectively. In the process of vowel reduction, it is the 

medial long vowels that frequently express the situation when a stem of word suffixes to 

morphological suffixes as in plural formation of noun    t  ‘boy’ →      ‘boys’. To the 

contrary, for the vowel prolonging, it is a segment insertion or suffixation that conditions 

the process. For example, the insertion of passive -(t)t- and continuative -tt , and 

suffixation of pronoun dative -ro and allative -ko trigger root of vowel segments to be 

prolonged in Ganta as in (218a-d) 

(218) a.  s  -t-utt-   ‘to be listened’ 

b. y  -tt -kk-i-n-e ‘She is coming.’ 

c. t  -ro  ‘for me’ 

d.   -ko    ‘toward her’ 

As in vowel prolonging, vowel harmony can also be observed when suffixes like 

-ssi come to attach with noun stems to express dative constructions in changing the 

segment’s final high front vowel /i/ to high close back /u/ as in     o ‘an ox’→ 

   o-ssu ‘for ox’.  

Segment reduction is also realized in this section when Ganta expresses mood, 

phrase, and etc. formations. For example, in the interrogative formation, the focus marker 

-(k)k- subtracts from declarative counterpart as    -a-kk-i-ttam-e ‘She will go.’ → 

   -a-ysi-ttam-e ‘Will she go?’ Here, the form of person marker -i- of the declarative 

construction has changed to the other form -ysi- in the interrogative clause. Contrary to 

the segment subtraction, Ganta also expresses segment addition, where consonant /y/ or 

/w/ and other conceptual category markers of passive -(t)t-, plural -(d)d-, continuative 

-tt  can be added before other morphological affixes. For example, consonant /w/ and the 

passive -(t)t- can respectively be added before infinitive and other passive (PASS2) 

markers as in   -w-oda ‘to come’ and s  -t-utt- ‘to be listened’. As consonant sounds, 

vowel segment /i/ also occurs before suffixes and loan words in Ganta. For instance, the 

/i/ is added before inclusive conjunction -nne and after inserted glide /y/, and also before 

a loan word ‘sport’ respectively as in /    +y+i+nne/→         e] ‘including father’ 

and /i+sport/→ isportte] ‘sport’.  

Morphophonemic processes of fricativization and assimilation are frequently 

realized in this section in Ganta. For the former case, the affricate sound /ts/ changes to 

the [s], and similarly, the other affricates /t / or /t  / also change to [ ] when the variant of 

infinitive -kka suffixes to the root of verbs in Ganta. But, for the latter process, still the 

affricate sound /ts/ changes to the other affricate ejective /s'/ before the other infinitive 
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marker -oda. The second type of the change is also called glottalization in most Omotic 

languages. Apart from fricativization and glottalization, reduplication process is also 

observed in the plural and plural nominal formations in Ganta. For example, citation form 

adjectives express complete reduplication to form plural nominals in Ganta as in aɗ  

‘big’→ aɗ   ɗo ‘big ones’. 

At the end of this chapter, tone systems are treated, where marking of Ganta high 

and low tones in words, phrases and affixes are realized in detail. Grammatical and 

semantic tone systems are also discussed at the end of this section.  
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3 Noun 
                

In this section, Ganta noun morphology is discussed with respect to noun 

inflection and derivation. In addition, types of nouns are listed below. 
 

3.1 Noun inflection 
In this section, number, gender, definiteness and cases are discussed as a noun 

inflection in Ganta.  
 

 3.1.1 Number  
According to Crystal  200 ː 335 , number refers to “a grammatical category used 

for analysis of word classes displaying such contrast as singular, plural, dual, trial, 

paucal, etc.” Some linguists comment on the difficultness of analy ing number in 

different languages. Lyons  196 ː 2 3, cited in Corbett 2000ː 1  asserts that “the analysis 

of the category of number in particular languages may be a very complex matter.”  

However, the number system of Ganta is not as such complex as other languages. 

Numbers like singularity, duality and plurality are discussed on different conceptual 

categories like on nouns, verbal nouns, adjectives, demonstratives and in the clause 

constructions. Number with proper noun, gender and with vocative case is also analyzed 

in this section.  
 
3.1.1.1Number on nouns  

3.1.1.1.1 Singularity 

According to Corbett  2000ː 4 , singularity refers to “one real world entity”. In 

Ganta, singular nouns do not show different forms. They are unmarked for singularity. 

Let us look at the example (1) below. 
 

Singularity gloss 

(1) a. m ydo 
    mi si 

dor  

bak  lo 

s' ga 

m tstsi 

ʃu tʃtʃu 

har  

l kkko 

 de 

ma tʃtʃo 

naʔ  

kan  

 ta 

tolkk  

‘ox’ 

‘cow’ 

‘sheep’ 

‘mule’ 

‘goat’ 

‘tree’ 

‘stone’ 

‘donkey’ 

‘hen’ 

‘man’ 

‘woman’ 

‘boy’ 

‘dog’ 

‘pot’ 

‘hyena’ 

Singularity can also be marked by a cardinal numberː      /s  to/ s   ʔo ‘one’. 

The terminal vowel o of the cardinal number occurs deletion when comes before singular 

nouns. Instead, a vowel -i has replaced in the position. In the construction, the high tone 
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of       has shifted to the back and rested on the second segment of the word, as in (2a).  

See the illustration below. 

(2) a.  b   -i   s'ega    

     one      goat  

     ‘one goat’ 

b. s  t-i    ʃaato 

one      baby  

‘one baby’ 

c. s  nʔ-i  ʃaato 

one       baby  

‘one baby’ 

As it has been observed in the above section, singularity is expressed by citation 

form of object (accusative) nouns. However, numbers more than one mostly use 

morphological markers and word reduplication for its formation in Ganta. For first 

strategy, a suspected underlying plural morpheme {-s'-} appears in distinct phonetic 

forms of allomorphs in different environments. The morpheme may have such shapes as 

[-s'-], [-(a)as'-], [-t  -], [-(e)ns'-], [-ons'-], [-tt -], [-(d)d-], and [-(i)ɗ -] after nouns, 

adjectives, demonstratives and directional words. Among them, [-(e)ns'-] and [-ons'-] are 

used to mark for dual numbers and also, at the same time, dual definiteness in Ganta. For 

indefinite dual numbers, there has been no clear marking strategy in Ganta. In addition to 

the above allomorphs (plural and dual), nominative marker -i and its accusative 

counterpart u are also used to mark for numbers. Still, Ganta uses another 

morphophonological process such as reduplication for numbering system of nouns and 

adjectives. Therefore, in the following sections, the numbering systems of conceptual 

categories are discussed in detail. 
 

3.1.1.1.2 Duality 

In the dual numbering system, the plural morpheme {-s'-} may appear as the 

allomorph [-(e) s -] after dual and definite singular nouns and demonstrative words to 

express definite duality. See example below. 

       Singular            gloss                       Dual                          gloss 
(3) a. dor                ‘sheep’                    dor -ns'-                    ‘the two sheep’ 

    kaɸ               ‘bird’                       kaɸ -ns'-                   ‘the two birds’ 

    m ydo           ‘ox’                          m ydo-ns'-                ‘the two oxen’ 

    m rggo          ‘young ox’               m rggo-ns'-                ‘the two young oxen’ 

    y -d-a           ‘that  down  one’     y -d-ens'-                   ‘that the two  down  ones’ 

On the contrary to the above (3), the morpheme {-s'-} might be changed to the 

allomorph [-ons'-] when suffixes to citation nouns that end in terminal vowels a, e, i and 

u. Thereafter, a deletion rule deletes the final vowels for the reason that Ganta word 

structures do not permit two different vowel sequences raons', reons', sions', t t uons' 

and ʔaons' in the word structures. Thus, the rule deletes those vowels when the vowels 

find themselves between consonants, and dual and definiteness marker [-ons'-]. After the 

deletion rule, a high tone of the terminal vowels has shifted to the backward position on 

the second vowel segments in the definite dual constructions as in (4b) and (4e). Look at 

the examples in (4) and (5). 
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        Singular gloss Dual gloss 
(4) a. wud ra 

b. der  

c. mi si 

d. ʃ tʃtʃu 

e. naʔ  

‘a daughter’ 

‘a society’ 

‘a cow’ 

‘a stone’ 

‘a child/boy’ 

wud r-ons'- 

d r-ons'- 

mi s-ons'- 

ʃ tʃtʃ-ons'- 

n ʔ-ons'- 

‘the two daughters’ 

‘the two societies’ 

‘the two cows’ 

‘the two stones’ 

‘the two children/boys’ 

(5) a. n n-a      w ɗ-  -s-i                        tama re  ʃ w-iɗ-ons'-u-m                         ha  

           we-ACC  kill-CONV-3MS-NOM student   child-PL-DULːDEF-ACC-FOC  this       

           n   gant-i       ʃ w-ons'-u-m   

           our ganta-PL child-DULːDEF-ACC-FOC 

           ‘...it is those our educated boys that killed us...these our Ganta boys...’ 

3.1.1.1.3 Plurality 

The underlying plural morpheme {-s'-} appears as the allomorph [-s'-] after a 

terminal vowel /a/ of citation nouns and adjectives in order to mark for more than two 

indefinite numbers. But, more than two definite numbers use definite markers -(a)z- and 

-(a)tt- in Ganta (for more see section 3.1.3 definiteness ). For this illustration, look at (6) 

     Singular                            gloss                   Dual                             gloss 

(6) a. naʔ                              ‘child/boy’          naʔa-s'-                         ‘children/boys’ 

    b lla                            ‘father-in-law’    b lla-s'-                         ‘father-in-law’ 

    k rmma (Amharic)     ‘bull’                   k rmma-s'-                   ‘bulls’ 

    tʃ  ma                            ‘old’                    tʃ  ma-s'-                        ‘old ones’ 

     ndda                           ‘female’                ndda-s'-                        ‘females’ 

All vowel sounds, at the end of citation nouns and proper names condition the 

underlying plural morpheme {-s'-} to the corresponding allomorph [-(a)as'-]. Here, a 

segment addition rule inserts an (a)a before the underlying morpheme so as to preserve 

word structures. The reason is that if the vowel (a)a does not insert before the morpheme, 

the word structures will end in impossible sequences. After insertion rule, a phonological 

rule deletes the terminal vowels before the plural allomorph and after consonant segments 

that precede the final vowels in (7a-b). The reason is that Ganta word structures do not 

permit sequences of two different vowel sounds. But, in (7c), the terminal vowel /a/ of 

proper names may or may not delete because it might agree or overlap with the initial 

vowel segment of the allomorph in the construction. Look at the examples in (7) and (9). 

      Singular Plural gloss 
(7) a.    tʃe 

 de 

     mi si 

     m tʃo 

     l kko 

     b ʃʃo 

     do tstsu 

 tʃ-as'- 

 d-as'- 

mi s-as'- 

m tʃ-as'- 

l kk-as'- 

b ʃʃ-as'- 

do tsts-as'- 

‘brothers’ 

‘men/males’ 

‘cows’ 

‘sisters’ 

‘hens’ 

‘girls’ 

‘neighbors’ 

b. dookk  

ʃoottal  

kaarinn  

d ŋati 

do kk-aas'- 

ʃo ttal-aas'- 

kaarinn-aas'- 

d ŋat-aas'- 

‘Dookk  and others’ 

‘Shoott le and others’ 

‘Kaarinn  and others’ 

‘D ŋati and others’ 
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(8) a. l ʔo  tsts-u-kko                  h -s-e-s-i                                                    ʔ bul-aas'-i 

        good man-ACC-COP:FOC say-3MS-PRES:CONT.DEC-3MS-NOM mister-PL-NOM 

        tesɸaye tʃ uɸa-as -i          h -nn-u                bezabih latʃ -aas -i        h -nn-u  

        tesfaye chufa-PL-NOM say-3FM-PLPER bezabih latʃ -PL-NOM say-3FM-PLPER 

        ‘...a man who is the good man... Misters Xs...those who called by name Tesfaye Chufa,   

        Bezabih Lacho and others,...’ 

A vowel /o/ sound that follows voiceless affricate sound /t t / of some especial 

nouns like    t t o ‘wife/woman/female’ has deleted when the underlying plural 

morpheme {-s'-} suffixes to the noun. The first rule deletes the vowel /o/ that follows the 

voiceless postalveolar affricate. For convenience, the rule can be called an “o-deletion”, 

as in formulated ruleː o→ ø/tʃ—s'. The rule tells that /o/ has deleted when it occurs 

between sound /t t / and {s'}. The second rule has applied on the penultimate segment 

/t t / after vowel deletion process. The applied rule has progressively assimilated the 

phonetic feature of the segment to the following plural allomorph [-s'-], resulting in 

glottalized sibilant [-t  -] because of sibilant harmony in Ganta. After that, the geminated 

segment /t t / of the noun gets deleted in the plural formation, as in    -t  -i 

‘wives/women/females’. The reason has occurred so as to adjust permitted phonetic 

feature in the plural construction. The reason is that sequence t t s' is not allowed in 

Ganta word structure. From the rule one can understand that t t  has totally assimilated to 

the t   when it occurs before s'. Furthermore, look at the following illustration in (9). 

(9) a. h tte ha   ma -t  -u-ɸa              h tte  har      dere     ma -t  -az-i 

          now  this wife-PL-ACC-ABL now  another people wife-PL-3MS:SG.PL:DEF-NOM 

          ‘...Now, from these women, do the other country women more beautiful?’ 

In some limited data, the other plural marker [-tt ] has suffixed to some especial 

nouns like  o   ‘sheep’ when marking for plural, as in dor-tt  ‘sheep’ in Ganta. 

Thereafter, for the phonological reason, a new rule deletes the terminal vowel /o/ of the 

noun. The rule deletes when the vowel occurs between r and tte. The formulated rule 

would beː o→ ø/r—tte. The reason is that sequence rotte may not be permitted in Ganta 

word. In the plural stem, a high tone of the singular terminal vowel has rested on the final 

segment of the plural allomorph, as in dor-tt  ‘sheep’.      

Some of Ganta nouns express plural number with allomorph [-(i)ɗ ]. In the 

process, the terminal vowels i, a, e, o and u of nouns undergo deletion when they occur 

between penultimate segments tsts, n, ll, kk, r and g, and allomorph [-(i)ɗ ] in Ganta. 

The reason is that segment arrangements like tstsiiɗ , naiɗ , tstseiɗ , lloiɗ ,   o   , 

roiɗ , goiɗ  and tstsuiɗ  are not allowed in word structures. Therefore, it is for this 

reason that the terminal vowels get deleted before the allomorph [-iɗ ] in the plural noun 

stems, as in (10). In the process, a high tone shifts to the second segments of the plural 

nouns. See in (10). 

 

 

 

c. daann  

kaabb ra 

laakk  

ditʃtʃ  

bunn  

daann -as'- 

kaab ra-as'- 

laakk -as'- 

ditʃtʃ -as'- 

bunn -as'- 

‘Daanna and others’ 

‘Kaabb ra and others’ 

‘Laakk  and others’ 

‘Ditʃtʃ  and others’ 

‘Bunn  and others’ 
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       Singular gloss Plural gloss 
(10) a. m tstsi 

    di tstsi 

    m tstsi 

    kan  

    keetsts  

    ooll  

    tolkk  

           ʃu ro 

           m rggo 

           do tstsu 

‘tree/wood’ 

‘traditional music instrument’ 

‘bee’ 

‘dog’ 

‘house’ 

‘horse’ 

‘hyena’ 

‘cat’ 

‘young ox’ 

‘neighbor’ 

m tstsi-ɗ  

di tstsi-ɗ  

m tstsi-ɗ  

k n-iɗ  

ke tsts-iɗ  

o ll-iɗ  

t lkk-iɗ  

ʃu r-iɗ  

m rgg-iɗ  

do tsts-iɗ  

‘trees/woods’ 

‘traditional music instrument’                      

‘bees’                 

‘dogs’ 

‘houses’ 

‘horses’ 

‘hyenas’ 

‘cats’ 

‘young oxen’ 

‘neighbors’ 

 

     b. ʃ w-iɗ - -i                                       d n-tsts-                    mihur n (Amharic)-iɗ  

            child-PL-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM   raise-CAUS-CONV  educated person-PL 

            ager (Amharic) tʃ im-iɗ  taawak'i (Amharic) gilleseb (Amharic)-iɗ  

            country/local    old-PL    known                    personality-PL    

            udd -z-u-k-ote 

            all-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC-FOC-1SG 

            ‘...having made children wakeup, I...all scholars, olds, known individuals...’ 

Interestingly, some especial Ganta nouns express plural number marker i when 

the nouns occur in the subject position. In the process, a high tone of a singular noun 

shifts to the second segment of the noun in the plural stem, as in (11b). 

          Singular gloss Plural gloss 
(11)  a.  s  ga 

 b.  saabb   

 c.  wud ra 

‘goat’ 

‘adolescent’ 

‘daughter’ 

s  g-i 

sa bb-i 

wud r-i 

‘goats’ 

‘adolescents’ 

‘daughters’ 

If the above nouns (11) occur in the object position or in the position of predicate, 

the plural marker -i will change itself to the marker -u in the plural construction. As in 

(11b), the high tone also shifts to the second segment of the syllable in the plural stem in 

(12b). Compare example (12) with (13) 

          Singular gloss Plural gloss 
(12)  a.  s  ga 

 b.  saabb   

 c.  wud ra 

‘goat’ 

‘adolescent’ 

‘daughter’ 

s  g-u 

sa bb-u 

wud r-u 

‘goats’ 

‘adolescents’ 

‘daughters’ 

In the predicate position, the plural marker -u is followed by the copular focus 

-kko, as in (13). 

(13) a. s -y             t         s'eg-u-kko 

          that-NOM   my      goat-PL-COPːFOC 

                ‘Those are my goats.’ 

            b. dookk -ssu    n mʔu sa bb-u-kko                      y -s- -s-a 

          dookk -DAT two      adolescent-PL-COPːFOC exist-3MS-CONV-3MS-ACC 

                ‘Dookk  has two adolescents.’ 

d. s -ns -i                              wud r-u-kko 

          that-DULːDEF-NOM       daughter-PL-COPːFOC 

    ‘Those two are daughters.’ 
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As in (11), (12) and (13), a noun    t  ‘child/boy/son’ expresses plural number by 

the markers -i and -u when the noun occurs in the subject and object (predicate) positions 

respectively. In the numbering system, morphophonemic rule orderings have applied 

when those markers suffix with the word. The first rule deletes the final segment when 

the i or u suffixes to the word. The reason is that combinations of two different vowel 

sounds like oi are not permitted at the end of the word structure. The rule that shows the 

process will beː o → ø/t—i(u). The rule specifies that the plural marker i(u) has resulted 

from an “o-deletion”. The o deletion has occurred when o is between t and i(u). After this 

process, an entire segment change rule has affected only part of the word segment. In this 

case, a penultimate segment t after which the first rule deleted the vowel o has changed to 

an approximant segment w in the plural stem of the word as    -i(u) 

‘children/boys/sons’. Such process is called lenition in many linguistic literatures. In the 

process, the feature of t has changed to the approximant w when the plural marker i(u) 

suffixes to the word. The rule would beː t→w/—i(u). The rule tells us that t has changed 

to the w when t occurs before i(u). Thereafter, another rule also changes an entire vowel 

segment for phonotactic reason before recently changed approximant. The process has 

changed a long vowel aa to the its corresponding short counterpart a when the plural 

marker i(u  suffixes to the word stem. The rule may have the formː aa→a/ʃ—w. The rule 

shows that aa has shortened when it occurs between   and w. After those subsequently 

occurred phonological rules of deletion and feature changes, a tone rule has also shifted 

and replaced the high tone of the terminal vowel   to the backward on the segment of the 

reduced vowel in the plural stem as    -i(u  ‘children/boys/sons’. Look at another 

example in illustration (14) 

(14) a. ge da-ɸa    n       -i       k  re        n     k'aala-y            amma-wa h -d-     

          latter-ABL our child-PL  previous  our  word-NOM     what-FOC  say-PERF-CONV 

          h -s-e-nn-i-ga                                                nna-yinu   w ɗ-o-m-ee 

          say-3MS-PRES:CONT.DEC-NOM-ALLAwhere-1PL drop-IND-FUT-PRES:CONT.DEC 

          ‘...if latter our children ask for us about our previous language, where will we be?’  

      b. Siir -ɸa    y  -ʃʃ                 m kina-ga t n-aa y wu Amharic  n      -u     m kin-ga   

          Siir -ABL come-IMPERF car-ALLA I-ACC that is               our child-PL car-ALLA 

          y  -s-u 

          come-3MS-ACC 

          ‘...while coming from Siir  in the car...me..that is, while coming by our children’s car,...’  

As plural formation with i or u, the singular noun    t  ‘child/boy/son’ also 

expresses morphophonological changes with its entire segments as reduction of long 

vowel /aa/ to shorter counterpart /a/, change of /t/ to /w/ and deletion of terminal vowel 

/o/ when suffixing with other number markers definite dual [-ons'-] and plural [-(i)ɗ ] in 

Ganta. In the process, the plural allomorph [-(i)ɗ ] can occur before the definite dual 

marker [-ons'-]. Look at example in the following illustration (15) 

(15) a.    -iɗ -z-i                                     d n-tsts-                    der -y            udd -tte     

    child-PL-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM  raise-CAUS-CONV people-NOM all-COPːFOC 

           b     kaasse   ka ʔ-            b -na        k  ntʃ tʃ -us-                   b  -ro        r-utt-     

    their playing play-CONV their-1SG expose-CAUS-CONV their-DAT know-PASS-CONV 

           y -n-e                                              n n-a      w ɗ-  -s-i                        tama re  

           exist-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC we-ACC kill-CONV-3MS -NOM student (Amharic) 

              -iɗ-ons'-u-                        ha   n   Gant-i          -o s - -                       Gant-i 
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           child-PL-DEFːDUL-ACC-FOC this  our Ganta-PL child-DEFːDUL-ACC-FOC Ganta-PL 

              -i      tama re                     -iɗ -kko             d me     w ɗ -  -s-i 

           child-PL student (Amharic) child-PL-COPːFOC  after all  kill-CONV-3MS-NOM 

           h -d-                      h -s-e-s-kko                                                       h ys's'e 

           say-PERF-CONV say-3MS-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-COPːFOC listening (doubtfully) 

           t  -ro      waay -ga    h -d-  -s-i 

           my-DAT ear-ALLA  say-PERF-CONV-3MS-NOM 

           ‘...the children having raised that all people have been known after practicing their culture,    

           they known for themselves. It is those educated boys that have killed us. These our Ganta       

           boys. I heard when someone says, ''after all it is Ganta the educated boys that killed us.'' 

The other plural formation strategy is realized by irregular nouns. Some nouns 

semantically remain plural and they do not take plural marker, as in (16). Look at the 

following example (16). 

           Singular plural gloss 
(16) a. der  

   b. g yddi 

der  

g yddi 

‘people’ 

‘cattle’ 

(17) a. dess te  Amharic  g lla  tt-        e        e  -kko                 h tte  b -na       aɗ  

               island                    on    sit-MID people  people-COPːFOC  now  their-1SG big 

               hi-d-                      r-us-                         y -s-ee-s-i 

               say-PERF-CONV know-CAUS-CONT exist-3MS-PA-3MS-NO 

               ‘People...it is people that have been on island are now advertising themselves as    

               big ones...’ 

In Ganta, mass nouns do not take plural marker even if their quantity is measured, 

as in (18). 

(18)    a. t mmu         ota       maatstsi 

    ten             pot       milk 

   ‘ten pots of milk’ 

b.  yddu         k'ons's'a      sooge 

   four             sack            salt 

   ‘four sacks of salt’ 

c. h yd d i           kontaale               gaatʃe 

   three                  sack  Amharic    ‘teff’ 

   ‘three sacks of ‘teff’ 

When numerals or quantifiers occur before nouns, they may or may not take 

plural marker in Ganta, as in (19). 

(19) a. t mmu      atstsi 

        ten             man 

   ‘ten men’ 

b. lag           miisi 

    many        cow 

   ‘many cows’ 

     c.  la ppu       miis-as'-i 

    seven        cow-PL-NOM 

    ‘seven cows’ 

d. lag          s'eg-i 

   many       goat-PL 
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   ‘many goats’ 

e. ʔeer-           g yddi 
   few-MID    catlle 

   ‘A few cattle’ 

Body parts do not take plural markers in Ganta, even if they are modified by 

quantifiers, numerals. Look at in (20). 

(20) a. n mʔu         waaye         s -y-aʔ  

    two              ear              listen-CI-NEG 

    ‘Two ears do not listen.’  

b.  s-u-ro                  k tʃe-y           o tsts-aʔ  

     he-ACC-DAT      hand-NOM    work/job-NEG 

     ‘His hands are not working.’ 

Plural formation in Ganta has also occurred by a complete reduplication process 

of singular nouns. The two components of the reduplicated nouns suffix with the other 

nominative case y in the plural construction, as in (21). In this formation, a high tone 

occurs on the two components of the reduplicated words.  

           Singular                                      plural                          gloss 

(21) a. der                                          der -y der -y               ‘collection of society’ 

b. ʔ tʃ ere                                    ʔ tʃ ere-y ʔ tʃ ere-y       ‘collection of rats’ 

c. kan                                         kan -y kan -y             ‘collection of dogs’ 

Two of the above mentioned plural marking allomorphs can occur one after the 

other so as to express plural constructions , i.e. allomorph [-iɗ ] (PL1) occurs after the 

other plural allomorph [-as'-] (PL2) without any meaning change. But, the other plural 

markers -i and -u cannot occur before [-iɗ ]. See the examples below (22).  

          Singular                           Plural1                                             Plural2                                 

(22) a.  de                                 d-as'-i                                              d-as'-iɗ                    

  ‘a man’                          man-PL1-NOM                                man-PL1-PL2 

                                                     ‘men’                                               ‘men’ 

b. m ydo                          m yd-as'-i                                        m yd-as'-iɗ  

  ‘an ox’                           ox-PL1-NOM                                  ox-PL1-PL2 

                                        ‘oxen’                                              ‘oxen’ 

3.1.1.2 Number on adjectives 

When dual and plural markers suffix to citation form adjectives, the process will 

result in derived noun formation in Ganta. As it has been observed in the above (section 

3.1.1.1.1), the dual allomorphs [-(e)ns'-] and [-ons'-] have  marked for dual definite 

nouns. But, here, in addition to dual definite noun marking, they also use to derive 

citation adjectives to nominal counterparts. In the same way, the other plural marking 

allomorphs [-s'-], [-(a)as'-] and [-(i)ɗ ] use to mark for indefinite plurals unless suffix 

with definiteness markers in Ganta (for definiteness see section 3.1.3) and to derive 

nouns from citation adjectives. Furthermore, a process of complete reduplication also 

expresses the same situation as that of dual and plural markers when applies on the 

citation adjectives, and uses to derive indefinite nominal counterparts. Look at examples 

in (23).   
Citation 

Adjective 

Derived nouns with dual 

marker 

Derived nouns with 

plural marker 

Derived nouns with 

reduplication 

(23) a. ɸazz  ‘tall’ ɸa   -ns'- ‘the two tall ones’ ɸazz-iɗ  ‘tall ones’ ɸa     ɸazzo ‘tall ones’ 

       b. h ta ‘short’ h t-ons'- ‘the two short ones’ h t-iɗ  ‘short ones’ h ta h ta ‘black ones’ 
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c.  aɗ  ‘big’ aɗ -ns'- ‘the two big ones’ aɗ-iɗ  ‘big ones’ aɗ   aɗo  ‘big ones’ 

d.  tʃ  ma ‘old’ tʃ  m-ons'- ‘the two old ones’ tʃ  ma-s'- ‘old ones’ tʃ  ma tʃ  ma ‘old ones’ 

   3.1.1.3 Number on demonstratives and directional words 

Demonstratives and directional words can be marked for number in Ganta. In the 

process, the number marking allomorph [-dd-] after a glide or high front unrounded 

vowel, as in (24).   

(24) a. h -y               lmma-wa 

       this-NOM     what-FOC 

             ‘What is this?’ 

b. h -y-dd-i                      lmma-wa 

 this-NOM-PL-NOM    what-FOC 

             ‘What are these?’ 

c. w -y           bu kkulo  miis-u-kko 

       up-NOM     buukkulo  cow-ACC-COPːFOC 

             ‘The above one is Bu kkulo’s cow.’ 

d. w -y-dd-i                  bu kkulo  miis-as'-u-kko 

       up-NOM-PL-NOM   bu kkulo  cow-PL-ACC-COPːFOC 

            ‘The above ones are Bu kkulo’s cows.’ 

In the illustration (25), let us see the construction of [-dd-]  

(25) a. hii-dd-               m l- -s-iɗ  -kko 

                MED- PL-VOC like-CONV-3MS-PL-COP:FOC 

                ‘...it is like those.’ 

            b. hii-dd-az-a                                       ʃiɸa ne(Amharic) h -d-     

                MED-PL-3MS:SG.PL:DEF-ACC   cover                    say-PERF-CONV  

                har -so           n  h ŋ-e-s-a                                         ma k'-o-kko     

                other-PLNMLwe go-PRES:CONT.DEC-3MS-ACC be-IND-COP:FOC 

                higge(Amharic) m ngistte (Amharic)-z-a 

                law                     government-3MS:SG.PL:DEF-ACC 

                k'aarrana (Amharic)-k-unu-n-e 

                oppose-FOC-1PL-IMPERF-PRES:CONT.DEC 

                ‘if we go beyond these by using them as cover, we will violate the constitution. 

Apart from demonstrative and directional words, the number marker [-dd-] also 

occurs in the verb and adverb stems after nominative marker y in Ganta. In the 

construction, the marker can occur before the other number marker [-iɗ -] as in (26).   

(26)  a. t -y       u kk- -y-dd-az-a 

            I-NOM  call-MID-NOM-PL-3MS:SG.PL:DEF-ACC 

            w ndde-y-dd-iɗ -z-i                                            u kk- -ntto 

            before-NOM-PL1-PL2-3MS:SG.PL:DEF-NOM  call-CONV-CONT 

            u kk- -ntto-kko                        ɸ yʃ-oda d nddaʔ- -d-e 

            call-CONV-CONT-COP:FOC stay-INFI capable-CONV-PERF-PRES:CONT.DEC 

            ‘...those whom I called, the former ones...were able to stay while calling.’ 

c. baah le Amharic -y n mʔu-so-kko                 k ppal(Amharic)-utt-e 

culture-NOM           two-PLNML-COP:FOC divide-PASS-PRES:CONT.DEC 

             h -y-dd-az-i                                           t ek a mi (Amharic) baahile (Amharic) 

             this-3MS-PL-3MS:SG.PL:DEF-NOM  useful                       culture 

             ‘Culture divided into two...these are useful cultures.’ 
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3.1.1.4 Number and vocative case  

Plural allomorphs [-as'-] and [-iɗ ] directly occur on the noun roots before 

vocative case marker. The vocative case is marked by vowel   following the plural 

marker [-as'-], and -  after the other plural marker [-iɗ ]. Compare the following 

examples in (27a-b) and (27c-d) below. 

(27) a.   nd-as -  

           female-PL-VOC 

                 ‘you females ǃ’ 

            b.  n ʔ-as'-           

           boy-PL-VOC 

                 ‘you boys ǃ’ 

c. sa bb-iɗ -  

           adolescent-PL-VOC 

                 ‘you adolescents  for boys  ǃ’ 

d.  tsts-iɗ -  

            man-PL-VOC 

     ‘you men ǃ’ 

3.1.1.5 Number and gender  

Plural allomorphs [-iɗ ] and [-s'-] are used on the derived verbal stems after 

masculine and feminine gender markers to express number. Allomorph [-iɗ ] is used 

with singular third person masculine gender whereas [-s'-] is used with singular third 

person feminine counterpart, as in (28). 

(28) a.   h t- -s-iɗ  

       short-MID-3MS-PL 

             ‘short ones (masculine)’ 

b. ɸ   - -s-iɗ  

       tall-MID-3MS-PL 

             ‘something that become tall (masculine)’  

c. m nn- -nn-s'-i 

       strong-MID-3FM-PL-NOM 

             ‘strengthened ones (feminine)’ 

d. aɗ- -nn-s'-i 

        big-MID-3FM-PL-NOM 

              ‘something that become big (feminine)’ 

Similarly, on the nominalized stems plural morphemes can be used to express 

distinct genders, masculine and feminine, as in (29). 

(29) a.  h yʔ- -s-iɗ  

      die-MID-3MS-PL 

            ‘dead ones  males ’ 

b. ɗ sk- -nn-s'-i 

      sleep-MID-3FM-PL-NOM 

            ‘sleeping ones  females ’ 

 

3.1.2 Gender 
Ganta employs two gender marking systems, with lexical and gender marking 

suffixes. Gender marking morphemes also employ two strategies so as to mark gender in 
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Ganta.  The first strategy is employed with definiteness marking inflectional elements 

-(a)z- and -(a)tt-. Definiteness marking -(a)z- is used to mark third person singular 

masculine and plural (feminine and masculine) nouns. The latter marking -(a)tt- is used 

only to mark for third person singular feminine gender in Ganta. The second strategy is 

applied by markers -s- and -nn-. The former one is used to mark for third person singular 

masculine and the latter one is used to mark for third person singular feminine gender. 

Therefore, in this section, gender references are discussed on different word classes like 

on nouns, verbs, adjectives, demonstratives, and in the clause constructions. Gender is 

also treated together with vocative case, definiteness, proper name, and with nominative 

case. Furthermore, gender mismatch in lexical gender formation and in interjection 

construction is observed in Ganta.    

3.1.2.1 Lexical gender 

Nouns in Ganta make a two way gender distinction as feminine and masculine. 

According to Selemawit (2004), Ganta has different lexical items to distinguish the sex of 

the referent. These lexical items distinguish kinship groups and others. 

Lexical items used to distinguish masculine and feminine kinship terms                                       

       Masculine gloss feminine gloss 
(30)  a.  de 

     add  

     naʔ  

      tʃe 

     b lla 

             saabb  

‘man/male’ 

‘father’ 

‘boy’ 

‘brother’ 

‘father-in-law’ 

‘adolescent’ 

ma tʃtʃo 

 nddo 

b ʃʃo 

m tʃo 

b lloto 

wud ra 

‘wife’ 

‘mother’ 

‘girl’ 

‘sister’ 

‘mother-in-law’ 

‘daughter’ 

In the following examples, lexical items are used to distinguish male and female 

animals. 

Masculine gloss feminine    gloss 

(31) a. m rggo ‘young ox’ ʔ   e ‘young cow’ 

           m yido ‘ox’ mi si ‘cow’ 

           ga lume ‘young male cock, monkey’ ʔ   e ‘young female cock, monkey’     

           m ntstsa 

  

‘male dog families and male 

pack animals’ 

m tʃ aro 

 

‘female dog families and  

female pack animals’ 

           goomm  ‘baboon’  ndda ‘female monkey’     

            rgge ‘male goat and sheep’ ʔ   e ‘female goat and  sheep’ 

3.1.2.2 Lexical gender as modifier 

In Ganta, nouns like   e ‘man/male’ and       ‘female’ occur before animate 

nouns to express maleness and femaleness sex referents to the modified nouns.  

Selemawit (2004ː 3   has tried to describe gender marker adjectives as ‘adde’ and 

‘mat t o’.  However, her analysis seemed to miss data to interpret exactly sex distinction 

modifiers in this case. The nouns, ‘adde’ and ‘mat t o’ are not regularly used to 

distinguish gender. The Ganta speakers use   e for any male animates and       for any 

female animates to modify being maleness and being femaleness respectively.  Look at 

the examples in (32). 

       Masculine gloss feminine gloss 
(32) a.   de lukko 

     de ʃuuro 

‘cock’ 

‘male cat’ 

 ndda lukko 

 ndda ʃuuro 

‘hen’ 

‘female cat’ 

Pronouns in Ganta show gender references (33).  
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       Masculine gloss feminine gloss 
(33) a.   ‘he’   ‘she’ 

3.1.2.3 Gender marker on noun 

Except for lexical genders, other noun groups also occur with inflectional gender 

based definiteness markings, -(a)z- and -(a)tt- in Ganta. The suffix -(a)z- is used to mark 

for definite singular masculine and plural (masculine or feminine) genders on the nouns. 

But, the morpheme -(a)tt- is only used to mark for singular feminine definiteness. 

Compare examples in (34a-b) and (34c-d) below. 

(34) a.  m ydo-z-a 

    ox-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC 

            ‘the ox’ 

b. kan -iɗ -z-a 

      dog-PL-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC 

           ‘the dogs (masculine)’ 

c. h r-att-o 

      donkey-3FM.SGːDEF-ACC 

            ‘the donkey (feminine)’ 

d. l kk-att-o 

      hen-3FM.SGːDEF-ACC 

‘the hen’ 

Noteː Gender markers can also be observed on verbal and proper nouns. 

3.1.2.4 The gender markers {-s-} and {-nn-}  

Apart from inflectional definiteness gender markings -(a)z- and -(a)tt-, Ganta has 

also distinct gender marking morphemes. Marker -s- is used to mark for third person 

singular masculine gender referents whereas marker -nn- is used to mark for third person 

singular feminine counterpart. Both of them are not inflected to nouns, pronouns, and 

proper nouns. However, they occur with verbs, verbal nominals, demonstratives, 

adjectives and clauses. In most cases, they have involved in conceptual category change, 

derivational process rather than sex distinguishing role. Such dual roles of the gender 

markers are not very common in most related Omotic languages like Koorete (Binyam, 

2008) and Haro (Hirut, 2004). The case might be strange for Ganta. In this case, 

masculine gender marker -s- plays a more vital role than that of feminine gender marker 

-nn-. For example, the masculine gender marker changes verbal concepts into nominal, 

participial, and adjectival notions. It also derives attributive demonstratives and 

adjectives to corresponding nominal parts. Furthermore, it is also used for clause 

formation. In complement and relative clauses, together with other linguistic elements, it 

acts as complementizer and relativizer respectively. In the present or past participle, it 

occurs on the verb stem between tense and nominative case markers so as to form 

participle clause. With converb marker and imperfective aspect, third person masculine 

marker uses to express temporal sequences in Ganta. In this process, the feminine gender 

marker -nn- can also be participated. In irrealis construction, with copular verb     '- 

‘become’ and   - ‘say’, the masculine gender marker -s- occurs without any referential 

role. In the clause, it doesn’t matter whether a subject of the clause is masculine or 

feminine. Interestingly, the morpheme agrees with both of them in the verb stem. In the 

following, let us see the role of -s- and -nn- one by one on different conceptual 

categories. 
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3.1.2.5 Gender marker on verb 

The third person singular masculine marker -s- suffixes on verb roots before 

nominative case and after tense marker so as to derive verbal concepts into participle 

clause. Here, the marker is used as derivational suffix rather than referring gender in 

Ganta.  Example (35a) expresses present participle whereas example (35b) expresses past 

participle. 

(35) a.  m ʔ-e-s-i                                               m tstsi    t  -ro ŋ- yi 

      break-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-NOM  wood   I-DAT give-IMPERː2SG 

            ‘Give me breaking wood’ 

b. m ʔ-ee-s-i                       m tstsi      t  -ro        ŋ- yi 

      break-PA-3MS-NOM     wood       I-DAT      give-IMPERː2SG 

           ‘Give me broken wood.’ 

On the verb root, the masculine gender marker -s- can also change a verb into an 

adjective concept. In this case, the marker will come on the verb stem after tense and 

before third person singular masculine accusative case marker, as in (36). 

(36) a.  m ʔ-e-s-a 

      break-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-ACC 

            ‘breakable’ 

b.  ʃ-e-s-a 

      drink-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-ACC 

            ‘drinkable’ 

On the passive verb stem, the masculine gender marker -s- suffixes after tense and 

before accusative case marker so as to derive a verbal concept into the adjectival 

counterpart. In (37), some examples are given below (for detail see modifiers in chapter 

6). 

(37) a.   ʃ-utt-e-s-a 

      drink-PASS-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-ACC 

            ‘be drinkable’ 

b. m ʔ-utt-e-s-a 

      break-PASS-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-ACC 

           ‘be breakable’ 

3.1.2.6 Gender marker on adjective 

With third person masculine marker -s-, adjectives can be changed into verbal 

concepts (for more see modifiers in chapter 6). Some examples are given for convenience 

in (38). 

(38) a. h t-ee-s-a 

     short-PA-3MS-ACC 

           ‘something that became short’ 

b. i t-ee-s-a 

      bad-PA-3MS-ACC 

           ‘something that became bad’ 

3.1.2.7 Gender marker on demonstrative 

In demonstrative constructions, Ganta employs two distinct third person singular 

masculine markers. For example, marker -s- is used on the stem of a demonstrative word 

after nominative -y-. In the process, accusative case -a has attached onto -s- at the end 

position (39a). Feminine marker -nn- also suffixes to demonstrative word, as in (39b). 
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Unlike masculine marker -s-, feminine marker -nn- is suffixed by the marker of third 

person singular feminine accusative case -o. In both constructions, the gender markers -s- 

and -nn- are used to express dual functions, where the masculine gender marker is used 

to express male gender and also big sized objectives in the space. To the contrary, the 

feminine marker is used to express female sex and small sized objectives in Ganta. 

Compare the two examples below. 

(39) a.  s -y-s-a 

      that-NOM-3MS-ACC 

            ‘that one  the known boy or big thing  

b. s -nn-o 

       that-3FM-3ACC 

             ‘that one  the known girl or small thing  

3.1.2.8 Gender marker in clause  

The roles of third person singular masculine and feminine gender markers are 

discussed in detail in chapter 8 (see complex sentence structures). The following 

examples are given for convenience. The third person singular masculine gender marker 

-s- occurs in complement clause before subject complementizer accusative case -a. It has 

suffixed after tense and before accusative marker in the copular verb      - ‘be/become’ 

in the complement clause.  

(40) a. naʔ -y              kays -kko                                                   (main clause) 

      boy-NOM       thief-COPːFOC  

‘A boy is a thief.’ 

b. naʔ -y           kays         ma k'k'-ee-s-a                  

      boy-NOM      thief          become-PA-3MS-ACC  

 ra-k-oti-n-e                                                                       (complement clause) 

            know-FOC-1SG-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘I know that a boy is a thief.’ 

When we compare the main and complement clauses in (40a) and in (40b) above, 

the predicative nominal    s  ‘thief’ is attached by copular focus -kko so as to function 

as verbal complement in (40a). But in the complement clause (40b), copular verb      - 

‘be/become’ occurs with tense, person and case markers after predicate nominal    s  

‘thief’ to fulfill complementation. And the clause has ended in a complex verb stem.  

In the relative clause construction, the feminine gender marker -s- occurs after 

tense and before relativizing nominative case. In the following example (41), the 

information in square brackets is the relative clause and out of the square is main clause. 

(41) a.  dor   ʃ ŋ-ee-nn-i]                 b ʃʃ-att-i                           h ta-kko  

      sheep  buy-PA-3FM-NOM   girl-3FM.SGːDEF-NOM short-COPːFOC  

‘The girl who bought a sheep was short.’ 

In the participle clause formation, the masculine gender marker -s- occurs 

together with tense and participle complementizer nominative case in Ganta, as in (42). 

(42) a.  t n-i      h ʔ-ee-s-i               tolkk  s e l-a-k-oyi-d-e 

       I-NOM die-PA-3MS-NOM hyena look-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

             ‘I looked at the dead hyena.’ 

In the simultaneous clause, third person masculine and feminine gender markers 

-s- and -nn- respectively occur without referential role (as default gender) for the purpose 
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of simultaneous clause formation in Ganta. In the following examples (43a) and (43b), let 

us see the occurrence of these morphemes. 

(43) a. t n-i         tt-u-s-u                         s-i                      badall -kko                              

     I-NOM   sit-PLPER-3MS-ACC  she-NOM           maize-COPːFOC   

     ga tʃ -i-ʃʃ-e 

     grind-CONV-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘While I was sitting, she was grinding mai e.’ 

      b. ʃaat -y                 ye kk-ee-nn-i-ga                   nddo-y           k'oɗ -kko   

      boy/child-NOM  cry-PA-3FM-NOM-ALLA  mother-NOM porridge-COPːFOC  

            k tsts-i-ʃʃ-e 

            prepare-CONV-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘When a child was crying, mother was preparing porridge.’ 

In example (43b), the feminine gender marker -nn- also occurs after tense and 

before nominative case preceding an allative case marker so as form simultaneous clause 

construction. It occurs in the verb stem after tense and before nominative case, which also 

occurs before the allative case marker.  

In conditional clause, the third person masculine gender marker -s- occurs in 

copular verb stems     '- ‘be/become’, and   - ‘say’ between converb  or perfective 

aspect) and accusative case marker to form the clause. See the following example in (44). 

(44) a. t n-i   n n-a          ma k'k - -s-a-kko                                   m kina-kko                                                                                          

     I-NOM you-ACC become-CONV-3MS-ACC-COPːFOC car (Amharic)-COPːFOC  

           ʃ m-a-ʃʃ-e 

           buy-IND-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘If I were you, I would buy a car.’ 

b.  t n-i       n ŋ-kke        h -d-e-s-a-kko                               

      I-NOM  you-MANN say-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-ACC-COPːFOC 

            t ŋa-kko                             rdd-a-ʃʃ-e 

            Addis Ababa-COPːFOC  exist/live-IND-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘If I were you, I would live in Addis Ababa.’ 

3.1.2.9 Gender and vocative case 

In addressing strategy, Ganta gender distinctions are observed by occurrence of 

tonal terminal vowels. Masculine lexical terms and third person singular masculine 

proper nouns use vowel - , -  and -  in addressing strategies. When such vocative 

marking vowels suffix to the citation form lexical gender and proper nouns, their final 

vowels will get deleted before the vocative markers. For example, the suffixation of 

vocative -  to the citation words, conditions the deletion of vowels e and a that occur 

after penultimate segment d(d) and l in examples (45b), (45c) and (45h). In the same 

way, the vocative -  attachment to the lexical gender and proper nouns also triggers 

deletion of terminal vowels  , u and o when the vowels occur after segments ʔ, ss and gg 

in the constructions (45a), (45d) and (45g) respectively. Finally, the vocative -  replaces 

or overlaps a terminal high tone vowel -  when penultimate segments   and r precede the 

terminal vowel in the vocative construction in (45e) and (45f). 

       Lexical gender vocative construction 
(45) a. naʔ  

b. add  

c.   de 

‘boy’ 

‘father’ 

‘man/male’ 

naʔ-  

add-  

 d-  

‘you boy’ 

‘you father’ 

‘you man/male’ 
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d. aw ssu ‘uncle’ aw ss-  ‘you uncle’ 

        Proper name                                                  vocative construction 
e. dubbuʃ  

f. kaabur  

g.balgg  

h.gidool  

‘person name  of male ’ 

‘person name  of male ’ 

‘person name  of male ’ 

‘person name  of male ’ 

dubbuʃ-  

kaabur-  

balgg-  

gidool-  

‘you Dubbuʃ ’ 

‘you Kaabur ’ 

‘you Balgg ’ 

‘you Gidool ’ 

But for Amharic proper names, masculine proper names employ phonological 

adaptation. For example, as in Bekele and Ayele, medial and final vowels are changed 

into another vowel as Bakal  and       respectively. The final vowel takes a high tone 

for addressing purpose. 

The phonological adaptation is not always employed as in third person masculine 

name Amare ‘Amharic proper name’. This proper name remains as it is except for final 

tonal vowel, which is marked for tone for addressing purpose, as in      . 

But, for third person singular feminine addressing, a high tone vowel -  has used 

on proper names and lexical gender nouns. In the situation, the final vowels o and e of the 

proper names and lexical genders undergo deletion when the addressing strategies take 

place in Ganta as in (46a) and (46b) respectively. 

       Proper name                                                 vocative construction 
(46) a. dubbuʃ  

     kaabur  

           balggetsts  

‘person name  of female ’ 

‘person name  of female ’ 

‘person name  of female ’ 

dubbuʃ-  

kaabur-  

balggetsts-  

‘you Dubbuʃ ’ 

‘you Kaabur ’ 

‘you Balggetsts ’ 

      Lexical gender vocative construction 
b. b ʃʃo 

     nddo 

          ma tʃtʃo 

          aw stte 

‘girl’ 

‘mother’ 

‘woman/wife’ 

‘aunt’ 

b ʃʃ-  

 ndd-  

ma tʃtʃ-  

aw stt-  

‘you girl’ 

‘you mother’ 

‘you woman/wife’ 

‘you aunt’ 

In third person feminine addressing, some Amharic proper names also employ 

phonological adaptation, but the final vowels will not be changed into usual addressing 

vowel - . In this case, the addressing vowel occurs as - . For example, in S'edaale 

‘Amharic proper name of female’, the first vowel and vocative markers change to 

        .  

Gender and pronoun is another issue in linguistic systems of Ganta. The case is 

exhaustively discussed under subject agreement marking (see gender marking in (5.7.3)). 

3.1.2.10 Reverse occurrence of gender markings in lexical gender formation 

In Ganta, some lexical gender marking items are formed nearly with similar 

segments, except for their citation form vowels. For example, an item  t - can be the root 

for the English equivalent word ‘brother’ or ‘sister’. When we add a citation form vowel 

-e in its final position, we can have ‘ t e’ ‘brother’. But when we add segments m- and 

-o, at the beginning and final position of it respectively, as m-it -o [mit  ], we can have 

the word which expresses lexical feminine ‘sister’ in Ganta. In the same process, the 

other pairs still use its gender marking (or gender based definiteness markers) for their 

lexical gender formation. For example, the pair    ss  ‘uncle’ and    stto ‘aunt’ are 

used at the word beginning similar segment sequences awos-, but they end in different 

segments. The former one uses an -s-u sequence and the latter one uses its third person 

feminine definite marker -(a)tt- and citation form vowel -o, which commonly occurs 

after feminine lexical genders in Ganta.  
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On the contrary, some lexical gender pairs are formed by the reverse suffixation 

of gender sensitive linguistic markers. As it has been expressed, marker -(a)z- occurs 

with nouns and verbal nominals to express singular third person masculine definiteness 

and also plural (feminine or masculine) definiteness in Ganta. But in the lexical gender 

formation strategy, the marker occurs as one segment in the third person feminine word. 

The root segment  ŋ - is ended by geminated sibilant-vowel (ss-u) sequence for 

masculine lexical gender  ŋ ss  ‘elder male’. And the feminine lexical gender is ended 

with singular third person masculine and plural (feminine or masculine) definiteness 

marker -(a)z- and with vowel combination as  ŋ  o  e  e   e   e’. Similarly, feminine 

proper name marker -tsts(i) is also reversely used on the word root bar- so as to mark for 

masculine lexical gender in    tsts  ‘younger (of male)’. Here, its feminine counterpart 

is formed only by attaching its citation form with the feminine gender marking vowel -o 

at the end position, as in      ‘younger (of female)’. 

3.1.2.11 Gender reverse in interjection 

Gender reverse happens in Ganta when one expresses his/her emotive feelings. 

For example, in (47), feminine sex reference is used in a surprise reflecting interjection. 

In this case, third person singular feminine definiteness -(a)tt- has suffixed to a word 

stem    - ‘God’ before the vocative case marker. Here, the occurrence of feminine 

definiteness is used not to feminize God. In Ganta, God is assumed by masculine gender 

referent. But, in surprise situation, people use the feminine gender marker to call for God, 

though the speech context matters, as in (48) and (49) below.  

(47) a.  w y        t       b  -att-  

IDEO     I        God-3FM.SGːDEF-VOC 

‘Ohǃ My Godǃ’ 

Feminine definiteness marking -(a)tt- is also used with pleasure expressing words 

so as to express love, as in (48). In the following illustration, the words      ‘dog’ and 

  t t u ‘stone’ are pragmatically used to refer to ‘second person’ and ‘strength  of 

someone or something’ respectively. In the process, the final vowel of the word   t t u 

‘stone’ is deleted and replaced by the feminine definiteness. 

(48) a.  kan      ʃ tʃtʃ-att-i 

      dog      stone-3FM.SGːDEF-NOM 

‘ ou the strong/wonderful/brave ǃ’ 

In the same manner, third person singular feminine definiteness marking -tt- is 

further used with a word      ‘father’ in anger reflecting speech situation, particularly, 

in disputing speech context. The case is used on the masculine word to give the feminine 

notion so as to express being smallness or disregard rather than closeness or love, as in 

(49). 

(49) a.   ti             add -tt-o 

            you(PL)   father-3FM.SGːDEF-ACC 

            ‘The father of youǃ’ 

b. add -tt-i                                  k  ns  lle 

father-3FM.SGːDEF-NOM   head 

            ‘The head of your fatherǃ’ 

3.1.2.12 Gender and definiteness 

As it has been said so far, definite markers, -(a)z- and -(a)tt- are used to identify 

sex referents in Ganta. The marker -(a)z- is used to identify third person singular 
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masculine and plural (feminine or masculine) definite entities, as in (50) whereas marker 

-(a)tt- is used to indicate third person singular feminine definiteness. In the suffixation 

process, marker -att- replaces citation vowels of masculine nouns at the final position in 

(51a-c). But, in (51d), the masculine noun      ‘dog’ is suffixed with marker -(a)tt-. 

Compare the following examples. 

        Masculine gloss                       

(50) a. har -z- 

b. l kko-z- 

c. ʃu ro-z- 

d.kan -z- 

‘the male donkey’       

‘the cock’                    

‘the male cat’                      

‘the male dog’                    

 

        Feminine gloss  

(51) a. har-att- 

b.l kk-att- 

c. ʃ ur-att- 

d.kan -tt- 

‘the female donkey’ 

‘the hen’ 

‘the female cat’ 

‘the bitch’ 

 

3.1.2.13 Gender and proper name 

Interestingly, Ganta personal proper names take gender marking elements at the 

end position. Masculine proper names end in a high tonal vowel -  whereas feminine 

proper names mostly end in high tone - . Sometimes, the vowel -  is used to change 

masculine proper names into feminine proper names by replacing terminal vowels of the 

masculine ones. Compare the following examples in (52). 

Kinds of masculine proper names can be understood semantically in speech 

context of Ganta. They end in different high tone vowels, - , -  and -  as in (53). 

       Masculine proper names                                                          

(53) a.  s'eemm   

b. k lbb  

c. b rt  

d. areer  

e. doogis   

Masculine proper names are changed into feminine counterparts by occurrence of 

causative marking allomorphs {-(e)tsts-} in place of masculine proper final vowels. 

These markers are also attached with the other feminine proper name marking vowel -  at 

the end position. See the following in (54). 

        Masculine proper names Feminine proper names 
(54)  a. b lgg  

       b. d nn  

c.  maag  

d. otor  

b lgg-etsts-  

d nn-etsts-  

maag-etsts-  

otor-tsts-  

Ganta society employs gender referring strategies in domestic animals by giving 

name for them. For example, male and female cattle have different naming systems. Like 

        Masculine proper names Feminine proper names  

(52) a. k bbur  

b.dubbuʃ  

c. duulat  

d.boolum  

e. k ntuʃ  

k bbur  

dubbuʃ  

duulat  

boolum  

k ntuʃ  
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feminine personal proper names, female domestic animal (cow) uses high tone vowel -  

at the end position of its given name. But, the name of male domestic animals can end in 

other tonal vowels, -  and - . Compare examples in (55). 

       Names of oxen 

(55) a. b yl  

b.s lɸɸ  

c. oyb  

d.b ll  

e. su bb  

f. ʔ  dd  

g. w ntʃ tʃ   

Names of cows 

bul kk  

sunk al  

ʔaɸell  

ʔ rbb  

bundd  

da mir  

war k   

3.1.2.14 Gender and nominative case 

In Ganta, masculine proper names take nominative case -y whereas the feminine 

proper names take marker -i as nominative case in place of its gender marking tonal 

vowel - . In this case, the high tone of   shifts to the backward on the second vowels. 

Look at the examples in (56) and (57) respectively. 

        Masculine proper names 

(56) a. otor  

b. ma ga 

c. balgg  

d. daann  

e. kabbur  

f. duulat  

Nominative masculine proper names 

otor -y 

maag -y 

balgg -y 

daann -y 

kabbur -y 

duulat -y 

        Feminine proper names Nominative feminine proper names 

(57) a. otortsts  

b.maagetsts  

c. balggetsts  

d.daannetsts  

e. kabbur  

f. duulat  

ot rtsts-i 

ma getsts-i 

b lggetsts-i 

da nnetsts-i 

k bbur-i 

du lat-i 

 

3.1.3 Definiteness 

Ganta indefinite nouns remain unmarked. They are identical as citation form 

nouns that occur as objective (or accusative) case forms. But definite nouns use definite 

marking morphemes to express definiteness. In this section, definiteness is described on 

word classes like noun, proper noun, verbal noun, adjective and demonstrative. Pragmatic 

use of definiteness is also discussed in this section. 

3.1.3.1 Indefinite  

According to Crystal  200 ː 241 , the term indefinite “... is used in grammar and 

semantics to refer to an entity (or class of entities) which is not capable of specific 

identification”. Indefiniteness in Ganta is usually conveyed through by the use of  ero 

morpheme. See examples below (58). 
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3.1.3.2 Definiteness  

Indefinite masculine singular or plural (feminine and masculine) nouns including 

animate and inanimate nouns suffix with prototype definite marker -z-, and with dual and 

definite markers -ons'- and -ns'- to express definiteness. When the dual markers suffix to 

the citation indefinite nouns, their final vowels a and e delete before the markers, and a 

high tone of the vowels shift to initial segment of the dual and definite marker -ons'-. But, 

for numbers more than two, the definite marker -z- suffixes after plural marker -iɗ - in 

Ganta. In addition to definiteness marking, the marker -z- also pragmatically uses to mark 

for big sized objects in the space in Ganta. For example, in (59c), (59e), (59f), (59g) and 

(59j), the marker is simultaneously used to express definiteness and big sized inanimate 

objects in Ganta. Furthermore, the marker is sensitive to gender specific nouns, where it 

only uses to mark for third person masculine singular and plural definiteness. In the same 

way, the third person feminine singular nouns are also sensitive to gender specific terms 

for definiteness in Ganta. For this reason, a marker -(a)tt- uses to mark for third person 

feminine singular nouns, however, its plural counterpart uses the third person masculine 

singular and plural definiteness marker -z- in the construction. As definiteness marker -z-, 

the singular feminine definiteness marker -(a)tt- also pragmatically uses to mark for 

small sized inanimate objects in the space, and also uses to express being closeness, love 

and ignorance in Ganta. For definiteness construction of -(a)tt-, see examples (61-63), 

but for pragmatic uses of both -(a)z- and -(a)tt-, look at section (3.1.3.7). For now, look 

at definiteness examples of singular, dual and plural numbers with -z- in (59). 

Alternatively, some nouns also suffix with the definite marker -az- in Ganta. In 

the process, vowel sounds i and u that occur at the end of the nouns change the prototype 

definite marker z to the -az-. For this situation, a segment addition rule is applied so as to 

       Indefinite singular nouns gloss           Indefinite plural  nouns gloss 

(58) a. kan  

b. ʃu ro 

c. m ydo 

d. mi si 

e. har  

f. m tstsi 

g. naʔ  

h. b ʃʃo 

‘a dog’ 

‘a cat’ 

‘an ox’ 

‘a cow’ 

‘a donkey’ 

‘a tree’ 

‘a boy’ 

‘a girl’ 

kan-iɗ  

ʃu r-iɗ  

m yd-as'- 

mi s-as'- 

har-iɗ  

m tsts-iɗ  

naʔ -s'- 

b ʃʃ-as'- 

‘dogs’ 

‘cats’ 

‘ oxen’ 

‘cows’ 

‘donkeys’ 

‘trees’ 

‘ boys’ 

‘girls’ 

       Indefinite Singular 

definite 

gloss   Dual 

definite 

gloss Plural 

definite 

gloss 

(59)   a. naʔ   

  b. bak  lo 

c. kan  

d.  ta 

e. s  ga 

f. gon  

g. keetsts  

h. og  

i. har  

j. dor  

k. ib  

l. ʃu ro 

naʔ -z- 

bak  lo-z- 

kan -z- 

 ta-z- 

s  ga-z- 

gon -z- 

keetsts -z- 

og -z- 

har -z- 

dor -z- 

ib -z- 

ʃu ro-z- 

‘the boy’ 

‘the mule’ 

‘the dog’ 

‘the pot’ 

‘the goat’ 

‘the neck’ 

‘the house’ 

‘the road’ 

‘the donkey’ 

‘the sheep’ 

‘the door’ 

‘the cat’ 

naʔ- ns'- 

bak  lo-ns'- 

kan- ns'- 

 t-ons'- 

s  g-ons'- 

gon- ns'- 

keetsts- ns'- 

og- ns'- 

har- ns'- 

dor -ns'- 

ib -ns'- 

ʃu ro-ns'- 

‘the two boys’ 

‘the two mules’ 

‘the two dogs’ 

‘the two pots’ 

‘the two goats’ 

‘the two necks’ 

‘the two houses’ 

‘the two roads’ 

‘the two donkeys’ 

‘the two sheep’ 

‘the two doors’ 

‘the two cats’ 

naʔ -s'-iɗ -z- 

bak  l-iɗ -z- 

kan-iɗ -z- 

 t-iɗ -z- 

s  g-iɗ -z- 

gon-iɗ -z- 

keetsts-iɗ -z- 

og-iɗ -z- 

har-iɗ -z- 

dor-iɗ -z- 

ib-iɗ -z- 

ʃu r-iɗ -z- 

‘the boys’ 

‘the boys’ 

‘the dogs’ 

‘the pots’ 

‘the goats’ 

‘the necks’ 

‘the houses’ 

‘the roads’ 

‘the donkeys’ 

‘the sheep’ 

‘the doors’ 

‘the cats’ 
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maintain phonological rules. The rule adds an a after the vowels i and u, as ɸ → a/i u —

z. After such process, a new rule deletes the vowel segments i and u when the definite 

marker is suffixed to them. The deletion of i(u  can be formulated asː i u  → ɸ/—az. The 

rule tells us that vowel i(u) is deleted when they occur between consonant segments and 

az. The reason is that segment patterns like tstsiaz, t t uaz and ssuaz are not allowed in 

Ganta. Particularly, different vowel sequences. But, when dual and definiteness marker 
-ons'- suffixes to indefinite singular nouns, their final vowels get deleted before the marker 

-ons'-, as in (60). Look at example in (60).     
        Indefinite Singular 

definite 

gloss Dual 

definite 

gloss   

(60) a. m tstsi 

d. m tstsi 

e. b rtstsi 

f. ʃ tʃtʃu 

g. do tstsu 

h. ʔu tstsu 

i.  ŋussu 

m tsts-az- 

m tsts-az- 

b rtsts-az- 

ʃ tʃtʃ-az- 

do tsts-az- 

ʔu tsts-az- 

 ŋuss-az- 

‘the trees/woods’ 

‘the bees’ 

‘the youngers  of male ’ 

‘the stones’ 

‘the neighbors’ 

‘the false bananas’ 

‘the elders  of male ’ 

m tsts-ons'- 

m tsts-ons'- 

b rtsts-ons'- 

ʃ tʃtʃ-ons'- 

do tsts-ons'- 

ʔu tsts-ons'- 

 ŋuss-ons'- 

‘the two  trees/woods’ 

 ‘the two  bees’ 

‘the two  youngers  of male ’ 

‘the two  stones’ 

‘the two  neighbors’ 

‘the two  false bananas’ 

‘the two  elders  of male ’ 

In the same way with the marker -z-, prototype definiteness -tt- appears after 

citation nouns that end in vowel a to express feminine definiteness. But, when the dual 

and definiteness marker -ons'- suffixes to the citation nouns, their final vowel a deletes before 

the marker -ons'-, as in (61). 
       Indefinite definite gloss   Dual definite gloss 

(61) a. s  ga 

b.  ndda 

c. kan  

d. b lla 

s  ga-tt- 

 ndda-tt- 

kan -tt- 

b lla-tt- 

‘the goat’ 

‘the female/woman’ 

‘the bitch’ 

‘the mother-in-law’ 

s  g-ons'- 

 ndd-ons'- 

kan- ns'- 

b ll-ons'- 

‘the two goats’ 

‘the two females/women’ 

‘the two bitches’ 

‘the two mothers-in-law’ 

The final vowels e, i, o and u of some indefinite nouns have deleted and replaced 

by a vowel a when the definite -tt- suffixes to the vowels. Thereafter, morphophonemic 

process forms the other variant -att- as definiteness marker. In the construction, a high 

tone of terminal vowel shifts to the backward on the second vowel of the noun in the 

definite stem, as in (62a). See example (62) below. 
        Indefinite Singular 

definite 

gloss   Dual 

definite 

gloss Plural 

definite 

gloss 

(62) a. har  h r-att- ‘the donkey 

 female ’ 

h r-ons'- ‘the two 

donkeys female ’  

h r-iɗ -z- ‘the donkeys 

 female ’ 

b. mi si mi s-att- ‘the cow’ mi s-ons'- ‘the two cows’ mi s-as'-az-  ‘the cow’ 

c. b ʃʃo b ʃʃ-att- ‘the girl’ b ʃʃo-ns'- ‘the two  girls’ b ʃʃ-as'-az- ‘the girls’ 

d. l kko l kk-att- ‘the hen’ l kko-ns'- ‘the two hens’ l kk-as'-az- ‘the hens’ 

e. dor  dor-att- ‘the sheep’ 

(female) 

dor -ns'- ‘the two sheep 

 female ’  

dor-tt -z- ‘the sheep 

 female ’ 

f. ʃu ro ʃu r-att- ‘the cat’ 

(female)  

ʃu ro-ns'- ‘the two  cats’ 

(female) 

ʃu r-iɗ -z- ‘the cats 

 female ’ 

g. do tstsu do tsts-att- ‘the neighbor 

 female ’     

do tsts-ons'- ‘the two neighbors 

 female ’     

do tsts-iɗ -z-  ‘the neighbors 

 female ’     

As it has been said, definiteness -(a)z- occurs both on singular and plural 

(masculine) definite nouns. The case is different for singular feminine definiteness 

-(a)tt-, which is only used to mark for definiteness on singular feminine nouns. Similarly, 

in (63c-d), the definite marker-z- is suffixed on the final vowels of singular nouns. In the 

plural definiteness formation, marker -(a)z- occurs directly on the stem of nouns in 
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(63a-c), but in (63d), it comes after plural allomorph [-iɗ ]. Look at the following 

examples in (63).    

Singular definiteness Plural definiteness   
(63) a. b ʃʃ-att- 

           girl-3FM.SGːDEF 

           ‘the girl’ 

b ʃʃ-as'-az-                                               

girl-PL-3MSːSG.PLːDEF  

‘the girls’    

b. mi s-att- 

     cow-3FM.SGːDEF 

           ‘the cow’ 

mi s-as'-az- 

cow-PL-3MSːSG.PLːDEF 

‘the cows’  

c. m ydo-z- 

     ox-3MSːSG.PLːDEF 

           ‘the ox’ 

m yd-as'-az 

ox-PL-3MSːSG.PLːDEF                                                                                                            

‘the oxen’ 

d. har -z- 

     donkey-3MSːSG.PLːDEF 

     ‘the donkey’ 

h r-iɗ -z- 

donkey-PL-3MSːSG.PLːDEF 

‘the donkeys’    

In Ganta, body parts use definite markers optionally. 

(64) a. t ke-y                t  -ro      h ntt-aʔ  

      foot-NOM       I-DAT     walk-NEG 

           ‘My foot doesn’t walk.’ 

b. t ke-z-i                                     t  -ro      h ntt-aʔ  

      foot-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM  I-DAT    walk-NEG 

           ‘The foot doesn’t walk for me.’ 

c. k tʃe-y                  ykk-aʔ  

      hand-NOM          catch-NEG 

           ‘Hand doesn’t catch.’ 

d. k tʃ-att-i                                  ykk-a-ʔ  

      hand-3FM.SGːDEF-NOM     catch-NEG 

‘The hand doesn’t catch.’                                                                         

3.1.3.3 Definiteness affixed to place names 

Proper nouns like       ‘traditional title name’ or        ‘place name’ do 

not take definiteness in Ganta. But in a special case, place names can take definite 

marker. If a person is originated or comes from another place or country, definiteness can 

be used with place names but not with personal proper names. Then, the person is called 

by the name of his/her origin. In (65b), the definite marker replaces the final vowel of the 

noun.  

(65) a. b ŋke- -  

           place name-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-VOC 

           ‘you the B nke’ 

b. b ŋk-att-  

           place name-3FM.SGːDEF-VOC 

           ‘you the B nke’ 

Definiteness can be used with clan names. In this case, a person is called with 

his/her tribe. 

(66) a.  ytʃ-a -  

     tribe name-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-VOC 

           ‘you the  ytʃo (masculine)’ 
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b.  ytʃ-att-  

            tribe name-3FM.SGːDEF-VOC 

           ‘you the  ytʃo (feminine)’ 

3.1.3.4 Definiteness on verbal noun 

Definiteness markers -(a)z- and -(a)tt- are used with verbal nouns in Ganta.   

(67) a.  te-z-i                                           n  -ro       l ʔo    b ʔa  

     sitting-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM   you-DAT  good  NEG 

           ‘The sitting is not good for you.’ 

b.  t-att-i                                        n  -ro       l ʔo     b ʔa  

      sitting-3FM.SGːDEF-NOM      you-DAT  good   NEG 

‘The sitting is not good for you.’ 

3.1.3.5 Definiteness on adjective 

Definiteness markers -(a)z- and -(a)tt- have suffixed to nominalized adjectives 

preceding nominative marker in Ganta, as in (68). 

(68) a. la le-z-i                                   hantsts  h m-a-kk-oyi-d-e 

     thin-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM today    go-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘The thin  masculine  has gone today.’ 

b. ɸazz-att-i                            h yʔ-o-kk-oyi-ttam-e 

     tall-3FM.SGːDEF-NOM   die-IND-FOC-SUBM-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

          ‘The tall  feminine  will die.’ 

3.1.3.6 Definiteness on demonstrative 

Definiteness on demonstrative stem occurs with gender marking morphemes. In 

example (69a), definiteness -(a)z- occurs with masculine marking elementsː with third 

person singular masculine gender marker -s- whereas in example (69b) singular feminine 

gender marker -nn- occurs with definiteness -(a)tt-.  

(69) a. s -y-s-az-i                                                  h m-a-kk-oyi-d-e               

           that-NOM-3MS-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM go-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

          ‘That one went  the known boy or big thing ’ 

b. s -nn-att-i                                  h m-a-kk-oyi-d-e 

      that-3FM-3FM.SGːDEF-NOM go-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘That one went  the known girl or small thing ’ 

3.1.3.7 Pragmatic use of definiteness 

Definiteness markers -(a)tt- and -(a)z- are pragmatically used in different speech 

contexts. Definiteness marker -(a)tt- suffixes to some nouns to express negative personal 

feelings such as insult or ignorance, or personal dimensions. Adjectives that express 

personal dimensions like small, short, thin, etc. can be expressed by animate nouns when 

singular feminine definiteness -(a)tt- attaches to them. In the following examples (70a-b), 

the morpheme is attached to nouns ʔet    e ‘rat’ and t  uut t   ‘plea’ to personify 

someone’s height in negative sense  as small). Similarly, in the example (70c), 

definiteness is also suffixed to the name of the animal        ‘ape’ to express someone’s 

physical property as weak. In the all constructions, the final vowel of the words is 

replaced by the definite marker. In (70b-c), a high tone of the nouns is shifted and 

replaced to the backward on the second segment of the nouns. See examples below (70). 

(70) a.  ʔetʃ  r-att- 

      rat-3FM.SGːDEF 

      ‘the rat’ 

b. tʃ u tʃ-att- 
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            plea-3FM.SGːDEF 

            ‘the plea’ 

c. k a r-att- 

      ape-3FM.SGːDEF 

            ‘the ape’ 

In contrast, third person singular feminine definiteness -(a)tt- is used to express 

closeness or love in Ganta society (for more information see in the above, Gender reverse 

in interjection (3.1.2.11)). The other definiteness marker -(a)z- is pragmatically used to 

express physically big or huge things, as in (71). 

(71) a.  h ŋ-           t  -ro  oyd -z-a                                    ʔe w- yi 

      go-CONV I-DAT bench-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC bring-IMPERː2SG 

            ‘Go and bring me the big bench.’ 

b. s -y-a                  s e ll- yi                 ma tʃtʃo-z-a        

      that-NOM-ACC  look-IMPERː2SG  wife/woman-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC   

            ‘Look at that big woman ǃ’ 

 

3.1.4 Case 
The word case is termed as another grammatical category that may affect nouns 

or whole noun phrases. According to its function, linguists grouped cases into different 

categories. For example, Blake (2004) and Anderson (2006) divided cases into four major 

categories such as grammatical or logical cases, notional or local cases, exterior or non 

interior cases, and interior cases. Comitative case is assumed as another case and it is 

treated after all of them. Therefore, in line with such classifications, Ganta case 

categories are discussed as follows. 

3.1.4.1 Grammatical or logical cases 

These cases include nominative, accusative, lexical genitive and dative. In this 

division, pronominal genitive is not discussed. Because it is treated in chapter four (see 

possessive personal pronouns in section (4.1.4)).  
 3.1.4.1.1 Nominative case 

Nominative case has two forms -i and -y in Ganta. Both of them are sex sensitive 

cases, for which -i is used to mark for third person singular feminine gender kinship 

nouns when the form -y contrarily marks for the third person singular masculine 

counterparts. For example, in (72), -y is suffixed onto male sex referent nouns whereas -i 

suffixes onto lexically female sex referent nouns. Compare examples in (72). 

       Noun with-i gloss Noun with-y gloss   

(72) a. mi s-i 

b. ma tʃtʃ-i 

c. b ʃʃ-i 

d. b llot-i 

‘cow’ 

‘wife/woman/female’ 

‘girl’ 

‘mother-in-law’ 

 m ydo-y 

 de-y 

naʔ -y 

b lla-y 

‘ox’ 

‘husband/man/male’ 

‘child/boy’ 

‘father-in-law’ 

Some lexical items that are used to distinguish kinship groups will suffix with the 

reverse nominative marker; the marker -y suffixes onto female sex referent nouns as 

    o-y ‘mother’ whereas the marker -i occurs onto maleness expressing kinship word 

  oss-i ‘uncle’. In the suffixation process, the marker -i replaces the final vowel u of the 

word   oss  as   oss-i ‘uncle’. 

The two cases -i and -y suffix to animate and inanimate nouns when the nouns 

occur in subject position. The suffixation strategy is determined by the form of terminal 
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vowels. If nouns end in terminal vowels a, e and o, the nominative case y will directly 

suffix to the vowels. Look at the example in (73).     

         Citation noun noun with -y gloss 
(73) a. kan  

b.  aw  

c. g de 

d. og  

e. dor  

f. tolkk  

kan -y 

 aw -y 

g de-y 

og -y 

dor -y 

tolkk -y 

‘dog’ 

‘home’ 

‘land’ 

‘road’ 

‘sheep’ 

‘hyena’ 

If nouns end in vowel i and u, the nominative case -i will either replace or overlap 

the terminal vowels. See in (74) below 

      Citation noun noun with -i                  gloss 
(74) a. m tstsi 

b. y tstsi 

c. m tstsi 

d. ma tstsi 

e. do tstsu 

f. ʃ tʃtʃu 

m tsts-i 

y tsts-i 

m tsts-i 

ma tsts-i 

do tsts-i 

ʃ tʃtʃ-i 

‘tree/wood’ 

‘song’ 

‘bee’ 

‘milk’ 

‘neighbor’ 

‘stone’ 

The nominative marker -i occurs after definiteness marker -(a)z-, as in (75). 

(75) a. m ydo-z-i 

      ox-3MSːSG.PLːDE-NOM 

           ‘the ox’ 

b. naʔ -z-i 

     child/boy-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM 

           ‘the child/boy’ 

c. b ʃʃ-as'-az-i 

     girl-PL-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM 

           ‘the girls’ 

d.  ndd-as'-az-i 

     mother-PL-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM 

           ‘the mother’ 

The nominative case -i also obligatorily occurs after definiteness -(a)tt-. See in 

(76) below 

(76) a. b ʃʃ-att-i 

     girl-3FM.SG.PLːDEF-NOM 

           ‘the girls’ 

b. ma tʃtʃ-att-i 

      wife-3FM.SG.PLːDEF-NOM 

           ‘the wife/woman/female’ 

c. mi s-att-i 

      cow-3FM.SG.PLːDEF-NOM 

           ‘the cow’ 

d. wud ra-tt-i 

      daughter-3FM.SG.PLːDEF-NOM 

           ‘the daughter’ 
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In the case of plural number formation, some nouns are motivated by the need to 

suffix with the nominative case -i in Ganta (for more see Number on nouns in section 

(3.1.1.1)). To the contrary, singular nouns suffix with the other nominative marker -y. In 

the plural construction, the terminal vowel of the word is replaced by the nominative 

marker -i. The following example (77) is presented for structure gap.      

        Singular nouns gloss plural nouns gloss 

(77) a. wud ra-y 

b. s  ga-y 

‘a daughter’ 

‘a goat’ 

wud r-i 

s  g-i 

‘daughters’ 

‘goats’ 

In the noun derivation, the nominative case -i is used to change verbal nouns to 

abstract, agent and patient constructions. For such constructions, see sections in (3.2.1), 

(3.2.5) and (3.2.6) respectively. In the same way, the case is also used in the participle 

construction (for more information visit section (8.3.5). But, the nominative -y is used to 

change adjectival words into nominal counterparts (see in section (3.2.3). The following 

example (78) is presented for convenience. 

         Adjective gloss Derived noun gloss 
(78) a. ɸa    

b. h ta 

‘long’ 

‘short’ 

ɸa   -y 

h ta-y 

‘the tall one’ 

‘the short one’       

The two forms -i and -y occur one after another in the stem of demonstrative and 

directional words when the words phonetically get described in Ganta. Look at the 

following example in (79). 

(79) a. [s -y-i-ga] 

   that-3MSːNOM-3FMːNOM-ALLA 

           ‘there’ 

       b. [h -y-i-ga] 

   this-NOM-NOM-ALLA 

           ‘here’ 

       c. [w -y-i-ga] 

  up-NOM-NOM-ALLA 

           ‘above  there ’ 

Furthermore, both cases -i and -y also occur with personal pronouns in Ganta (see for 

more in section (4.1.2)).   

3.1.4.1.2 Accusative case 

Ganta accusative case occurs in two strategies. The first strategy is employed by 

zero morpheme and the second one is expressed by morphemes -a, -o and -u. As in 

nominative case, the accusative case markers are gender referents. For this reason, 

morpheme -a (or u) is used to mark for third person singular masculine object case 

whereas marker -o is contrarily used to mark for third person singular feminine 

counterpart. Uninflected objecti nouns do not mark for accusative. The reason is that 

Ganta nouns occur in citation form in object position. Nouns that are inflected for 

definiteness, dative, etc take accusative case in Ganta. In the following illustration, object 

nouns like     o ‘girl’,     o ‘ox’,       ‘market’ and         ‘maize’ are not marked 

for accusative case, as in (80).  

(80) a. abebe        so      b ʃʃo            ha-n           ʔu kk- y 

           abebe        that    girl              this-DIR     call-IMPERː2SG 

           ‘Abebe call that girl here.’ 

b. n n-i             m ydo           ʃ ŋ-              ʔe w- y 
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           you-NOM     ox                  buy-CONV    bring-IMPERː2SG 

           ‘ ou buy and bring an ox.’ 

c. t n-i    g ta-kko                      gaay    h m-a-m-e        

            I-NOM   tomorrow-COPːFOC   market go-IND-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘I will go to the market tomorrow.’ 

d.  nddo-y            badall   ʃ m-a-kk-oyi-d-e               

            mother-NOM  maize    buy-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Mother bought mai e.’ 

As it has been said, nouns that are marked for definiteness take accusative case 

markers -a and -o after definiteness markers. For this reason, the definiteness marker 

-(a)z- takes the accusative case -a whereas the definite marker -(a)tt- takes the other 

accusative case -o. Compare the following examples in (81a-b) and (81c-d). 

(81) a.  nddo-y            b    kan -z-a                                 ʔe h-a-kk-oyi-n-e 

     mother-NOM her dog-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC love-FOC-SUBM-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘Mother loves her dog.’ 

        b. b ʃʃ-att-o                          gaay -z-a                                      ytsts- y  

           girl-3FM.SGːDEF-ACC market-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC send-IMPERː2SG 

           ‘Send the girl to the market ǃ’ 

c.  dooll -y          l kk-att-o                          b ys-a-kk-oyi-d-e                  

            doollo-NOM hen-3FM.SGːDEF-ACC sell-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Doollo sold the hen.’ 

d. tolkk -y        h r-att-o                                   w ɗ-a-kk-oyi-d-e 

hyena-NOM donkey-3FM.SGːDEF-ACC kill-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘A hyena killed the donkey.’ 

Morpheme -u is used to mark for accusative case in the simultaneous clause. See in (82) 

bellow. 
(82) a. t n-i          h ŋ-u-s-u 

           I-NOM     go-PLPER-3MS-ACC    

           ‘While I was going’ 

        b. n n-i            tt-u-s-u-kk-i                                 h m-a-m-e            

           you-NOM   sit-PLPER-3MS-ACC-FOC-3FM go-IND-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

          ‘She will go while you are sitting.’ 

Accusative markers can involve in clause constructions. Simultaneous, concessive 

and free relative clauses are used accusative case markers for their constructions in 

Ganta. For more information, see in sections (8.3.2.3), (8.3.2.4) and (8.3.3.2) 

respectively. In the same way with the nominative case markers, the accusative case 

markers also involve in noun derivation (see Instrument nominalization in section 

(3.2.4)). Demonstrative words and personal pronouns also suffix with the markers -a and 

-o (for sure visit sections (6.2) and (4.1.3) respectively).  

3.1.4.1.3 Lexical genitive   

In the previous study (Selemawit 2004), a marker -s was identified as genitive 

marker. However, this study attests geminated sibilant marker -ssi/-ssu and their variants             

-issi/-ussu as marker of dative case (see dative case below). See the example of the 

previous work below (83). 

Selemawit  2004ː49  

(83) a. kawʔe-s         ‘of food’ 

        b. doro-s           ‘of sheep’ 
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        c.  mitstsi-s       ‘of wood’ 

        d.  ollo-s           ‘of horse’ 

In the above example the inflected marker -s does not properly refer to entities to 

which it has been attached. Furthermore, the glossesː ‘of food’, ‘of sheep’…have not 

given close meaning of the inflected words. Thus, the analy ed data hasn’t shown 

possessive relation in Ganta.  

In Ganta, morpheme issa occurs following nouns to express possessive relations 

as ‘of material/property/money’. Compare the example in (84). 

(84) a. dorga  issa 

        b. bak  lo issa 

        c. mi si issa 

        d. l kko issa 

        e.  tstsi issa 

‘Dorga’s  name of man  material’ 

‘mule’s material’ 

‘cow’s material’ 

‘hen’s material’ 

‘man’s material’ 

Illustration 

a. ha       aw -y            dorga issa-kko 

this    home-NOM    dorga POSS-COPːFOC 

           ‘This is Dorga’s home.’ 

b. ha     m ata-y           bak  lo  issa-kko 

this   grass-NOM     mule      POSS-COPːFOC 

           ‘This is mule’s grass.’ 

In Ganta, marker -   e is used to express possessive relationship. It might be 

derived from   e ‘male/man/husband’. When it occurs with a modifying noun, the 

citation form vowels are replaced by it as in (85a-b).  Lexical gender i     ‘mother’ 

also occurs together with nouns to express ownership, as in (85c-d). See the examples 

below 

Nouns gloss                 Possessed nouns gloss 

 (85)   a. g de 

          b. g ydi 

          c.  aw  

          d. ʃ wu 

‘farm land’ 

‘cattle’ 

‘home’ 

‘children’ 

g d- ade 

g yd- ade 

 aw - nddo 

ʃ wu- nddo 

‘owner of farm land’ 

‘owner of cattle’           

‘owner/mother of home’ 

‘owner/mother of children’ 

In Ganta, a noun that precedes the other noun takes the role of possessor and the 

following noun is the possessed one. Look at the following (86). 

(86) a.  kaɸ  keetstse 

b. dor  atʃo 

         c.  tolkk  waaye 

         d. naʔ  maaʔo 

e.   m ydo katʃ e 

‘nest of bird’ 

‘meat of sheep’  

‘ear of hyena’ 

‘cloth of boy’ 

‘horn of ox’ 

3.1.4.1.4 Dative case 

Ganta dative case is marked by two markers -ssi and -ssu after different 

environments. The former marker directly suffixes to a noun after ultimate vowels a and 

e to express an indirect object relationship in Ganta whereas the latter one occurs after 

final vowels o and u when the final vowel o is preceded by consonants, except for 

postalveolar sibilants. Compare examples (87a) and (87b). 
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         Noun gloss Dative                            gloss 
(87) a. naʔ  

add  

 de 

g de 

b.dor  

maaʔ  

ʃaat  

do tstsu 

bo tstsu 

‘boy’ 

‘father’ 

‘man’ 

‘land’ 

‘sheep’ 

‘cloth’ 

‘child’ 

‘neighbor’ 

‘white’ 

naʔ -ssi 

add -ssi 

 de-ssi 

g de-ssi 

dor -ssu 

maaʔ -ssu 

ʃaat -ssu 

do tstsu-ssu 

bo tstsu-ssu 

‘to boy’ 

‘to father’ 

‘to man’ 

‘to land’ 

‘to sheep’ 

‘to cloth’ 

‘to child’ 

‘to neighbor’ 

‘to white’ 

If the final vowel o is preceded by posalveolar sibilants, the dative form will take 

the form -issi. In the process, the allomorph might be specified by the change of the final 

vowel o to i before the dative marker -ssi when the marker suffixes to the ultimate vowel 

o. Thereafter, a phonological rule deletes the ultimate vowel when the dative marker -issi 

occurs with stems that end in   o and t t o. The rule is “o-deletion” as o→ ɸ/postalveolar 

sibilants—issi. The rule tells us that o is deleted when it occurs between the postalveolar 

sibilants and the dative marker -issi. Look at the example (88). 

           Noun gloss Dative gloss 
(88) a. b ʃʃo 

           b. ma tʃtʃo 

‘girl’ 

‘wife/woman/female’ 

b ʃʃ-issi 

ma tʃtʃ-issi 

‘to girl’ 

‘to wife/woman/female’ 

If alveolar sibilants are followed by a final vowel i, the dative marker will have 

the form -ussu. In the same way as in (88), the allomorph might be formed by a change 

of the i to u before the other dative marker ssu when it attaches to the words that end in 

vowel i in Ganta. After that, a phonological rule also deletes the vowel i when the formed 

allomorph suffixes to stems that end in tstsi and si. The rule is “i-deletion” as i→ 

ɸ/alveolar sibilants—ussu. The vowel i is deleted after sibilant segments and before the 

dative allomorph. The reason is that two distinct vowel segments do not occur in Ganta 

word structures as tstsiussu and siussu. Look at example (89). 

        Noun gloss Dative                            gloss 
(89) a. m tstsi 

           y tstsi 

           m tstsi 

           mi si 

‘tree/wood’ 

‘song’ 

‘bee’ 

‘cow’ 

m tsts-ussu 
y tsts-ussu 

m tsts-ussu 

mi s-ussu 

‘to tree/wood’ 

‘to song’ 

‘to bee’ 

‘to cow’ 

3.1.4.2 Notional or local cases  

Notional or local cases include instrumental, locative, perlative and superessive. 

The first three are presented in this section. The last one, superessive case, is presented in 

section (3.1.5). 

 3.1.4.2.1 Instrumental case 

 Instrumental case refers to the “semantic case of the inanimate entity casually 

involved in a verb’s action”  Crystal 200 ː 24  . It expresses such a notion as ‘by means 

of’. In Ganta, the marker -nna is used as instrumental case marker. See illustrations (90) 

below. 

(90) a.  s-i            k'oɗ       k ntʃ e-nna m u-tta-kk-i-d-e 

     she-NOM porridge fork-INST eat-CONT-FOC-3FM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC  

           ‘She was eating porridge with a fork.’ 
b. kalʔ t-i         ib     k  lfe-nna                 d ʔ-a-kk-i-d-e  

             kalʔ t-NOM door key(Amharic)-INST open-IND-FOC-3FM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC  
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           ‘Kalʔ te opened a door with a key.’ 
c. dookk -y        s i ta-nna-kko                                 h yʔ- -d-e                

      dookk -NOM bullet(Amharic)-INST-COPːFOC die-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘Dookk  was killed by a bullet.’ 

 3.1.4.2.2 Locative case 

In Ganta, the idea of location of an entity or action is expressed by place (or 

location) nominalizer marker -so. Look at the following illustrations (91). 

(91) a. t n-i      tamaare-so                            h m-a-k-oti-d-e            

            I-NOM student (Amharic)-PLNML go-IND-FOC-1SG-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘I went to school (place where learning takes place).’ 

b.der -y            boos -so-kko                          y -n-e 
      people-NOM grave-PLNML-COPːFOC exist-IMPERF-PRESːCONT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘People have been in place where burial takes place (grave).’            

3.1.4.2.3 Perlative case 

Like superessive case (in section 3.1.5), this case is expressed by instrumental 

case, -nna to tell us ‘path’. See the example  92) 

(92) a.  gaay -nna 

market-INSTːPERLA 

‘through market’ 

b. katam  (Amharic)-nna 

town-INSTːPERLA 

‘through town’ 

c. b ŋke-nna 

b ŋke-INSTːPERLA 

‘through Bonke  name of place ’ 

3.1.4.3 Exterior or non interior cases  

Exterior or non interior cases include adessive, ablative and allative. 

3.1.4.3.1 Adessive case 

Adessive case is expressed by high tone        which rests on the terminal vowel a 

of nouns. See the table below. 

 Nouns gloss Adessive gloss 

(93)  a ʔ mma ‘head’   ʔ mm-                               ‘on head’ 

 b b lla ‘branch of tree’                                    b ll-                            ‘on branch of tree’ 

 c g lla ‘body’                        g ll-                      ‘on body’ 

 d g nna ‘meninges’                     g nn-                           ‘on meninges’ 

 e k nʔa                  ‘narrow  place ’   k nʔ-         ‘on narrow  place ’ 

 f goyn   ‘tail’ goyn-                          ‘on tail’ 

3.1.4.3.2 Ablative case 

In the previous study  Selamawit 2004ː53 , morpheme -ppa was identified as 

ablative case marker, however, the present study has identified {-ɸa} as the ablative case 

marker.  The reason is that Ganta native speakers not always use voiceless bilabial stop 

/p/ or geminated /pp/ in their speech even if they are used it in variable environments. 

Instead, bilabial fricative /ɸ/ is mostly used. Therefore, the morpheme -ɸa is identified 

for ablative case in Ganta. Compare the two examples below in (94) and (95) 

respectively. 

Selamawit  2004 ː53  

(94) a.  s-i          konso-ppa    y  -tta-k-osi-d-e 
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            he-NOM konso-ABL  come-CONT-FOC-3MS-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘He came from Konso.’ 

b. n n-i       tama re-so-ppa          y  -tta-k-unu-d-e      
             we-NOM student-PLNML-ABL  come-CONT-FOC-1PL-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘We came from school.’ 

(95) a.  s-i          t ŋa-ɸa-kko                              h ŋ- -d-e                            

            he-NOM addis ababa-ABL-COPːFOC   go-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘He went from Addis Ababa.’ 

       b. b ra-z-i                                                         aw -ɸa-kko                             

           money (Amharic)-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM      home-ABL-COPːFOC 

           b ntt- -d-e    

           find-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘The money is found from home.’ 

 3.1.4.3.3 Allative case 

Allative case is expressed by marker -ko, as in (96). 

(96)  a. ʃu tʃtʃ-u-ko                          

            stone-ACC-ALLA          

            ‘to ward  stone’ 

b. m tsts-u-ko       

            tree-ACC-ALLA          

            ‘to ward  tree’         

c. ke tsts-u-ko 

            house-ACC-ALLA        

           ‘to ward  house’ 

3.1.4.4 Interior cases  

These cases include inessive, elative and illative. 

 3.1.4.4 1 Inessive case 

Morpheme -  is used to mark for inessive case and attached to nouns in Ganta. 

All final vowels e and o of nouns are replaced by - . Look at example (97). 

        Nouns gloss Inessive gloss 
(97) a. saas  ne (Amharic) 

b.ki se (Amharic) 

c. s a ro 

‘box’ 

‘pocket’ 

‘small pot’ 

saas  n-  

ki s-  

s a r-  

‘in the box’ 

‘in the pocket’ 

‘in the small pot’ 

As in adessive case, high tone        is either rested or overlapped on the terminal 

vowel of nouns in order to show inessive case in Ganta. See the table below (98). 

(98)  

 Nouns gloss Inessive gloss 

a  ta ‘pot’    t-                               ‘in pot’ 

b  aw    ‘home’                                     aw-                            ‘in home’ 

c ʃimpull  ‘spleen’                        ʃimpull-                      ‘in spleen 

d d ŋa ‘pieces of old cloth’                     d ŋ-                           ‘in pieces of old cloth’ 

e k tʃ a                    ‘hole’ man made hole of tree)   k tʃ -         ‘in hole’ man made hole of tree) 

f gooɸ na ‘lung’ gooɸin-                          ‘in lung’ 

Allative case marker -ga is optionally used to mark for inessive case in some 

speech contexts in Ganta. If someone thinks of movement, the notion of the marker will 

be used to point out direction, as in allative function. Semantically, in this situation, the 
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marker has an equivalent function with the English word ‘toward in’. Since, the meaning 

of the marker is determined by the speech contexts (also see in (101) below). 

        Nouns gloss Inessive gloss 
(99) a. saas  ne (Amharic) 

b.ki se (Amharic) 

c. s a ro 

d. ta 

e. holl  

‘box’ 

‘pocket’ 

‘small pot’ 

‘pot’ 

‘hole’ 

saas  ne-ga 

ki se-ga 

s a ro-ga 

 ta-ga 

holl -ga 

‘in the box’ 

‘in the pocket’ 

‘in the small pot’ 

‘in the  pot’ 

‘in the hole’ 

Illustration 

a. ʃo ʃ-i                 holl -ga-kko                    rdd-e 

snake-NOM       hole-INESS-COPːFOC  live-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘Snake lives in the hole.’ 

b. n n-i               ha          b ra        ki se-ga             g dd- yi 

you-NOM      this        money    pocket-INESS   put-IMPERː2SG 

‘Please, put this money in the pocket.’ 

Occurrence of inessive case is also discussed on locational nouns/postpositions 

(see in section 3.1.5 below).  

3.1.4.4 2 Elative case 

In Ganta, ablative case is suffixed onto inessive case so as to express elative case. 

Here we can see “hierarchy” of cases according to Blake  2004ː 154). See the examples 

below (100). 

(100) a.   t- -ɸa 

            pot-INESS-ABLːELA 

‘from in the pot’ 

b. ki s- -ɸa 

pocket-INESS-ABLːELA 

‘from in the pocket’ 

c. saas  n- -ɸa 

box-INESS-ABLːELA 

‘from in the box’ 

d.  aw- -ɸa 

home-INESS-ABLːELA 

‘from in the home’ 

3.1.4.4 3 Illative case 

Allative marker -ga is also attached to cardinal numbers in Ganta to express 

illative case. 

(101) a.  n mʔu-ga 

two-ALLAːILLA 

‘into two’ 

b.  yddu-ga 

four-ALLAːILLA 

‘into four’ 

c. t mmu-ga 

ten-ALLAːILLA 

      ‘into ten’ 
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 3.1.4.5 The other casesː Comitative case  

Comitative case expresses the meaning which is equivalent to ‘along with’ or 

‘accompanied by’. This case is also called “sociative” case by Blake  2004ː 154 . 

Marker -ra is the only comitative marker in Ganta. See the illustrations (102) below  

(102)  a. t n-i      do llo-ra       gaay    h m-a-k-oti-d-e             

              I-NOM  do llo-COM market go-IND-FOC-1SG-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

              ‘I went to the market with Do llo.’ 

         b.  ka bur-i          b   lagge-ra-kko                tʃtʃ- -de           
              kaabure-NOM her friend-COM-COPːFOC sleep-CONV-PERF-PRES ːCONT.DEC 

              ‘Ka bure slept with her friend.’ 

As it has been observed, some Ganta cases use identical linguistic forms for their 

constructions. For example, marker -nna has polysemic property and uses to express 

different cases such as instrumental ‘with’, superessive ‘above’ and perlative ‘through’ in 

the speech contexts. In the same way with -nna, a marker -ga has also polysemic 

property and marks for illative, allative and inessive cases so as to express their 

corresponding meanings ‘into’, ‘towards (the exterior)’ and ‘in(side)’ respectively. Apart 

from -ga, morpheme -  is also used to mark for inessive ‘in side  and adessive ‘at’ cases 

in Ganta. Furthermore, morpheme -ɸa is used to mark for ablative ‘from  the exterior 

of ’ and elative ‘from  the inside of ’ in the speech contexts. In the following table, one 

can see the case types and their corresponding markers as a summary. 

Case category Case Case marker 

 

Grammatical/logical case 

Nominative -y , -i 

Accusative -a, -o, -u 

Dative -ssi/-ssu/-issi/-ussu, -ro 

 

 

Notional/local case 

 

Instrumental -nna 

Locative -so 

Superessive -nna 

Perlative -nna 

Exterior/non interior case 

 

Adessive -  

Ablative -ɸa 

Allative -ko, -ga 

 

Interior case 

 

Inessive - , -ga 

Elative -ɸa 

Illative -ga 

Other case comitative -ra 

3.1.5 Case and locational nouns 
According to Dryer  2007ː  3 , locational nouns are called “postpositions” or 

“subclass of nouns”. The reason is that, these nouns lost their nominal characteristics as 

result of grammaticization. There are classes of locational nouns which occur as 

suffixation with some cases due to their grammaticization. When locational nouns and 

other nouns occur together, the case marking morpheme will suffix to the locational noun 

in Ganta. In example (103) and (104), one can see the occurrence of the locational nouns. 

In example (105) and (106), superessive and inessive case markers are realized on the 

locational nouns. 
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Locational nouns aɸ  ‘sky/above’ and       ‘on’ occur after nouns and are 

sometimes used as postpositions. In the process, their high tones might shift to the 

preceding nouns so as to overlap with the preceding high tones, as in (106). 

(103) a.  s'araƥ                 aɸa 

   table (Amharic)  above 

   ‘on the table’ 

b. oyd         galla 

   bench      on 

   ‘on the bench’ 

c. ooll        aɸa 

   horse   above 

   ‘on the horse back’ 

d. bak  lo    galla 

   mule       on 

   ‘on the mule back’ 

The locational noun oo    ‘under’ also occurs after nouns as postposition. In 

the same way as in (101), a high tone of the locational noun might shifts to the preceding 

nouns so as to overlap with the preceding noun high tones’. See the examples in  104) 

below. 

        Nouns gloss Locational noun              gloss 
(104) a. s araƥ  (Amharic) 

b. t ke 

c.  lga (Amharic) 

d. m tstsi 

‘table’ 

‘leg’ 

‘bed’ 

‘tree’ 

s araƥ   oommo 

t ke  oommo 

 lga oommo 

m tstsi oommo 

‘under table’ 

‘under leg’ 

‘under bed’ 

‘under tree’ 

3.1.5.1 Superessive case 

Superessive case uses instrumental case -nna on the locational nouns       ‘on’ 

and aɸ  ‘sky/above’. Therefore, instrumental case -nna is attached to these nouns to 

express superessive case in Ganta. See the example (105) 

(105) a. ʔ mma    aɸa-nna 

   head         above-INSTːSUPERES 

   ‘above head’ 

b. keetsts    aɸa-nna 

   house       above-INSTːSUPERES 

   ‘above house’ 

c. m tstsi       galla-nna 

   tree            on-INSTːSUPERES 

   ‘above tree’ 

3.1.5.2 Inessive case 

Locational noun       ‘inside/middle’ is preceded by nouns and suffixed by 

marker -  so as to express inessive case. In the construction, the final vowel of the 

locational noun is either replaced or overlapped with the marker - . Look at the example 

bellow (106). 
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           Nouns gloss Inessive gloss 

(106) a. saas  ne (Amharic) 

b.ki se  (Amharic) 

c. s a ro 

d. ta 

e. holl  

‘box’ 

‘pocket’ 

‘small pot’ 

‘pot’ 

‘hole’ 

saas ine gidd-  

ki se    gidd-  

s a ro   gidd-  

 ta       gidd-  

holl     gidd-  

‘in the box’  

‘in the pocket’ 

‘in the small pot’ 

‘in the pot’ 

‘in the hole’ 

 

3.2 Noun derivation 
Ganta nouns can be derived from nouns, verbs, and adjectives by derivational 

markers. In this section, the process of abstract noun derivation including nominalization 

of verb, adjective, instrument, agent, patient, place and manner are discussed. 

Furthermore, similar nouns and verb roots, compound nouns, noun reduplication and 

noun as modifier are separately treated in Ganta. 

3.2.1 Abstract noun derivation 
Ganta abstract nouns are formed when marker -tetstsi suffixes to the citation 

non-abstract nouns in Ganta. Look at the following examples in (107), which are taken 

and improved from Selamawit  2004ː 56 . 

           Non-abstract noun gloss Abstract noun gloss 
(107) a.  tʃe 

b.mitʃ  

c. l gge 

d.gut  

e. ʔayll  

f.  nddo 

‘brother’ 

‘sister’ 

‘friend’ 

‘neighbor’ 

‘slave’ 

‘mother’ 

 tʃe-tetstsi 

mitʃ -tetstsi 

l gge-tetstsi 

gut -tetstsi 

ʔayll -tetstsi 

 nddo-tetstsi 

‘brotherhood’ 

‘sisterhood’ 

‘friendship’ 

‘neighborhood’ 

‘slavehood’ 

‘motherhood’ 

The marker -  tt  is a newly identified one and is also used to derive abstract 

nouns from citation non-abstract nouns. In the suffixation process, the morpheme 

replaces terminal vowels of the citation form of non-abstract nouns in Ganta. Look at the 

following in (108).      

        Non-abstract noun gloss Abstract noun gloss 
(108) a. ʃaat  

b.l gge 

c. d bbo 

d.mitʃ  

‘child/baby’ 

‘friend’ 

‘relative’ 

‘sister’ 

ʃaat-untt  

l gg-untt  

d bb-untt  

mitʃ-untt  

‘childhood’ 

‘friendship’ 

‘relationship’ 

‘sisterhood’ 

 

3.2.2 Verb nominalization 
Ganta verbal nouns are normally citation form verbs that have formed when 

nominalizing vowels -e, -o, -u and -i suffix to the roots of verbs in Ganta. In the 

following example (109), we can see the attachment of these vowels on the verb roots. 

        Verb root gloss Derived nominal Gloss 
(109) a.  tʃtʃ- 

b. t- 

c. h yiʔ- 

d.s e l- 

e. g ʃ- 
f.  ʃ- 

‘sleep’ 

‘sit’ 

‘die’ 

‘see/observe’ 

‘till’ 

‘drink’ 

 tʃtʃ-e 

 t-e 

h yʔ-o 

s e l-o 

g ʃ-o 

 ʃʃ-u 

‘sleeping’ 

‘sitting’ 

‘death’ 

‘seeing/observing’ 

‘tilling’ 

‘drinking’ 
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g.m ʃ- ‘satisfy’ m ʃʃ-i ‘satisfying’     

As it has been observed, some verb roots undergo gemination process during 

verbal noun formation. For example, in (109f-g), the final consonant segment   in   - 

‘drink’ and    - ‘satisfy’ are involved in morphophonemic process of gemination. 

   

3.2.3 Adjective nominalization  
Ganta citation adjectives are derived into nouns by the suffixation of nominative 

case marker -y. The derived noun tells us the quality which the adjective holds. See the 

following examples in (110). 

         Citation adjective gloss                  Derived nominal gloss 
(110) a. ɸa    

b.h ta 

c. i ta 

d.mo  o 

e. tʃ  ma 

f. zoʔ  

g.s iig  

h.go ba 

‘tall’ 

‘short’ 

‘bad’ 

‘strange’ 

‘old’ 

‘red’ 

‘hard’ 

‘intelligent’ 

ɸa   -y 

h ta-y 

i ta-y 

mo  o-y 

tʃ  ma-y 

zoʔ -y 

s iig -y 

go ba-y 

‘the tall one’ 

‘the short one’ 

‘the bad one’ 

‘the strange one’ 

‘the old one’ 

‘the red one’ 

‘the hard one’ 

‘the intelligent one’ 

Like abstract noun formation, citation adjectives also suffix with the marker 

-tetstsi so as to transform adjectives into abstract nominal concepts, as in (111). In the 

same way, marker -untt  is also used on the citation adjective words so as to derive 

adjectives into corresponding abstract nouns. Look at the both examples in (111) and 

(112) respectively. Examples in (111  are adapted from Selamawit  2004ː57 . 

           Citation adjective gloss Derived abstract noun gloss 
(111) a. ʔe ya 

b.l ale 

c. i ta 

d.aɗ  

e. tiir  

‘foolish’ 

‘thin’ 

‘bad’ 

‘big’ 

‘dark’ 

ʔe ya-tetstsi 

l ale-tetstsi 

i ta-tetstsi 

aɗ -tetstsi 

tiir -tetstsi 

‘foolishness’ 

‘thinness’ 

‘badness’ 

‘bigness’ 

‘darkness’ 

When the marker -untt  suffixes to the citation adjectives, the final vowels of the 

citation terms are deleted during corresponding abstract noun formation as in (112).   

         Citation adjective gloss                  Derived nominal gloss 
(112) a. mo  o 

b.go ba 

c. tʃ  ma 

d.ɸa    

e. bo  a 

‘strange’ 

‘intelligent’ 

‘old’ 

‘tall’ 

‘la y’ 

mo  -untt  

go b-untt  

tʃ  m-untt  

ɸa   -untt  

bo  -untt  

‘strangeness’ 

‘intelligentness’ 

‘oldness’ 

‘tallness’ 

‘la iness’ 

 

3.2.4 Instrument nominalization 
Ganta instrumental nouns are formed by the series occurrences of morphemes on 

a verb root. Markers that mark for tense -e- or -ee-, third person singular masculine -s-, 

and accusative case -a are involved for the derivation process. Look at the following 

examples in (113). 

(113) a. w ɗ-e-s-a 

       kill-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-ACC 

             ‘An instrument used for killing’ 
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b. ɸ tsts-ee-s-a  

       cure-PA-3MS-ACC 

             ‘An instrument used for curing’ 

c.  k tt-e-s-a 

       fetch-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-ACC 

             ‘An instrument used for fetching’ 

 

3.2.5 Agent nominalization 
Ganta agentive nouns are derived from verb roots by marker -  t t a. In the 

process of agentive noun formation, some verbs undergo final consonant gemination. In 

(114e), consonant   is geminated. The following example is adapted from Selamawit 

 2004ː 60 . 

          Verb root gloss Derived agentive noun gloss 
(114) a. w ɗ- 

a. o tsts- 
b.k ɸ- 

c.   lʔ- 

d.g ʃ- 

‘kill’ 

‘work’ 

‘keep’ 

‘trade’ 

‘till’ 

w ɗ- ntʃtʃa 

o tsts- ntʃtʃa 

k ɸ- ntʃtʃa 

  lʔ- ntʃtʃa 

g ʃ - ntʃtʃa 

‘killer’ 

‘worker’ 

‘keeper’ 

‘trader’ 

‘tiller’ 

Agent nominalization also occurs on the verb stem with addition of tense, third 

person masculine or feminine gender marking and nominative case. Prospective aspect 

marker -ade-, which is glossed as ‘PROS’ is also involved in the process and directly 

occurs after a verb stem before singular third person markers so as to express the future 

intention. In the nominalization process, morphophonological processes like final vowel 

deletion and segment changes occur. Final vowels of all verbal nouns are deleted and 

replaced by agent nominalizing elements. In example (115a), the final segments -tsts- 

and -u of a verb stem    tsts  ‘hitting’ are assimilated and deleted respectively. 

Segment -tsts- is assimilated to alveolar stop -d before tense marker whereas final 

segment -u is deleted and replaced by the agent nominalizers. In (115c), nasal segment m 

of the word      ‘going’ is changed to the velar nasal ŋ before the prospective aspect 

marker -ade-, as in   ŋ-ade-s-i. In this process, the final tone of the verbal nouns are 

shifted back and placed on the first vowel of agentive noun when their final tonal vowel 

is undergoing deletion, as in (115c-d).  

        Verbal noun Derived agent noun 
(115) a. g ytstsu 

       ‘hitting’ 

 

g yd-ee-s-i 

hit-PA-3MS-NOM 

‘one who hit someone’ 

b. w ɗo 

       ‘killing’ 

 

w ɗ-ee-nn-i 

kill-PA-3FM-NOM 

‘one who killed someone’ 

c.  ham  

       ‘going’ 

 

h ŋ-ade-s-i 

go-PROS-3MS-NOM 

‘one who will go’ 

d. yew  

       ‘coming’ 

 

y w-ade-nn-i 

come-PROS-3FM-NOM 

‘one who will come’ 

Look at the illustrations 
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(116) a. b rtte   g yd-ee-s-i                 dubbuʃ -kko 

       barte    hit-PA-3MS-NOM     dubbuʃ -COPːFOC 

             ‘One who hit B rtte was Dubbuʃ .’ 

b. dookk       w ɗ-ade-s-i                       hargg -kko 

       dookko      kill-PROS-3MS-NOM      disease-COPːFOC 

             ‘It is a disease that will kill Dookk .’ 

 

3.2.6 Patient nominalization 
Patient nominalization occurs in a similar process of agent nominalization, except 

for passive marker involvement. Passive marker has directly suffixed to a verb stem 

before a series of linguistic elements like tense, third person singular, and nominative 

case markers, as in (117). 

(117) a. o tsts-utt-e-s-i 

       work-PASS-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-NOM 

             ‘something that will be done’ 

a.  w s'-utt-ee-s-i 

       drink-PASS-PA-3MS-NOM 

             ‘something that was run’ 

In the clause, let us see agent and patient nominalizations together in (118). 

(118) a. ʃ ŋ-ee-s-u-ra                         ʃ m-utt-ee-s-u-ra                          gaay -kko                         

      buy-PA-3MS-ACC-COM   buy-PASS-PA-3MS-ACC-COM  market-COPːFOC 

      y -n-e 

      exist-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Something which was bought and the buyer is in the market.’ 

b.w ɗ-ee-s-u-ra                         w ɗ-utt-ee-s-ra                   

      kill-PA-3MS-ACC-COM       kill-PAS-PA-3MS-COM   

            ɗ w-a-kk-oyi-d-e 

           miss-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Someone who was killed and the killer have missed.’ 

 

3.2.7 Place nominalization 
Place nominalization occurs in Ganta when place or location nominalizer -so suffixes to 

the words of citation and verbal nouns. In example (119), marker -so with noun stem is 

described. 

(119)  a. tama re-so 

        student (Amharic)-PLNML 

              ‘Place where student is learning  school .’ 

b. boos -so 

         grave-PLNML 

               ‘Place where dead body is burying.’ 

c.  m tsts-u-so 

         tree/wood-ACC-PLNML 

               ‘Place where fire wood is available.’ 

In (120), place nominalization can also be formed on the stems of verbal 

nominals. 

(120)  a.  t-e-so 
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  sit-NML-PLNML 

              ‘Sitting place’ 

b. ɗ sko-so 

        sleep-PLNML 

  ‘Sleeping place’ 

In the clause construction, we can also see the occurrence of place nominalization 

in Ganta, as in (121). 

(121) a. t n-i           s-i-ra                     y tsts-u-so-kko                              

        I-NOM     she-NOM-COM     song-ACC-PLNML-COPːFOC   

              de tt- -d-e  

              meet-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

              ‘I met with her at a place where someone is singing.’ 

b.  s-i            biill -so-kko                                h m-a-m-e 

        he-NOM    local drink-PLNML-COPːFOC  go-IND-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

              ‘He will go to a place where drinking is taking place.’ 

 

3.2.8 Manner nominalization 
Manner nominalization occurs on the verb roots with the involvement of middle, 

third person singular masculine and manner markers. The verb   - ‘say’ (with series of 

suffixed markers perfective, converb, and copular focus) is obligatorily involved in the 

construction after nominalized manner in Ganta, as in (122). 

(122) a.  s-i             h yʔ- -s-kke                    h -d- -kko                                

                she-NOM  die-MID-3MS-MANN    say-PERF-CONV-COPːFOC 

                 tʃtʃ-e 

                sleep-PRESːCONT.DEC             

                ‘She sleeps as if she died’ 

b. naʔ -z-i                                          tt- -s-kke                       

    boy-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM        sit-MID-3MS-MANN  

    h -d- -kko                                            ʔe ʔ-e   

                say-PERF-CONV-COPːFOC             stand-PRESːCONT.DEC 

    ‘The boy stands up as if he sat down.’  

Manner nominalization also occurs on the citation noun stems with -tstso, -kke 

and -te. Morpheme -kke is also described under manner adverbs in chapter 6 (see manner 

adverbs). Here, it is presented for convenience in (123a-d). 

(123) a.  s-i             zayse-tstso-kko                 h-utt-e 

          he-NOM    zayse-MANN-COPːFOC speak-PASS-PRESːCONT.DEC 

                ‘He is speaking like Zayse.’ 

b.  s-i                       ganta-tstso            kaass      

          she-NOM             ganta-MANN       play 

           r-a-k-oyi-n-e 

                know-IND-FOC-SUBM-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

                ‘She knows how to play like Ganta.’ 

c. ʃ w-az-i                                   b          add -kke            go ba-kko 

          children-3MS.PLːDEF-NOM  their     father-MANN    intelligent-COPːFOC 

                ‘The children are intelligent like their father.’ 

d.  s-i                aɸill -z-a                                  b     nddo-te-kk-i     
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          she-NOM      cloth-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC  her  mother-MANN-FOC-3FM 

                ma ʔ- -d-e 

                wear-CONV-PERF-PRES ːCONT.DEC 

    ‘She is dressing  cloth  like her mother.’ 

 

3.2.9 Similar nouns and verb roots 

In some Omotic languages, occurrence of similar nouns and verb roots are 

common. Like Sheko (Hellenthal 2010), Ganta also illustrates similar nouns and its 

corresponding verb roots. Nouns that end in vowel -a are listed under (124a), those 

ending in -e are presented in (124b), those ending in -i are listed in (124c), those ending 

in -u are listed in (124d) and those ending in -o are finally listed under (124e) ː 

         Nouns gloss                                                verb roots  gloss 

(124) a. gaay  

ʔ ʃa 

bill  

k tstsa 

d ra/d rssa 

kell  

haas ʔa 

tʃ a tʃ a 

wo sa 

‘market’ 

‘keeping crop from wild animal’ 

‘local drink’ 

‘food/crop’ 

‘kraal’ 

‘terracing’ 

‘speech’ 

‘roasting’ 

‘begging’ 

gaay- 

ʔiʃ- 

bill- 

katsts- 

dir-/dirss- 

kell- 

haasaʔ- 

tʃ aatʃ - 

woos- 

‘sell and buy’ 

‘keep/wait/drive’ 

‘brew’ 

‘prepare/cook’ 

‘prepare  kraal to animal ’ 

‘make terrace’ 

‘speak’ 

‘roast’ 

‘pray’ 
b. harg  

 te 

t kke 

zalʔ  

keetsts  

wotsts  

wa ye 

goʃʃ  

 he 

nertʃtʃ  

harƥƥ  

gaatʃ  

k wʔe 

o ye 

ho de 

‘disease’ 

‘sitting’ 

‘coffee’ 

‘trade’ 

‘house’ 

‘running’ 

‘problem/challenge’ 

‘farm land’ 

‘issue/talking/speaking’ 

‘breakfast’ 

‘trap’ 

“teff” 

‘food’ 

‘grass’ 

‘wild grass’ 

harg- 

ut- 

tukk- 

zalʔ- 

keetsts- 

wotsts- 

waay- 

goʃʃ- 

oh- 

nertʃtʃ- 

harƥƥ- 

gaatʃ- 

kawʔ- 

ooy- 

hood- 

‘sick’ 

‘sit’ 

‘plant’ 

‘making business’ 

‘build house’ 

‘run’ 

‘suffer/challenge’ 

‘till/plough’ 

‘talk/speak’ 

‘eat breakfast’ 

‘trap’ 

‘grind’ 

‘cook/prepare’ 

‘cut grass’ 

‘weed’ 
c. m ʃʃi 

di tstsi 

m tstsi 

ma tstsi 

ʃi ʃi 

y tstsi 

b tʃtʃi 

‘satisfaction’ 

‘traditional musical instrument’ 

‘tree/wood’ 

‘milk’ 

‘stool’ 

‘song’ 

‘urine’ 

miʃʃ- 

diitsts- 

mitsts- 

maatsts- 

ʃiiʃ- 

yetsts- 

bitʃtʃ- 

‘satisfy’ 

‘play’ 

‘collect fire wood’ 

‘milk cow’ 

‘defecate’ 

‘sing’ 

‘urinate’ 
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d. bu tʃtʃu 

go ʃʃu 

 ʃʃu 

tʃ  tʃtʃu 

‘clearing forest for cultivation’ 

‘cra y’ 

‘drink’ 

‘saliva’ 

bu tʃtʃ- 

gooʃʃ- 

uʃ- 

tʃ utʃtʃ- 

‘up root’ 

‘be cra y’ 

‘drink’ 

‘spit’ 

e. gaw  

ma tʃtʃo 

ib  

met  

b bbo 

yeeɸ  

a   o 

biɗ  

            mo to 

h yʔo 

w ɗo 

ʒil  

o tso 

ɗ sko 

‘belly/stomach’ 

‘wife/woman’ 

‘door’ 

‘problem/challenge’            

‘fear/fright’                                  

‘crying’     

‘order/instruction’               

‘food’    

‘sue’  

‘death’                         

‘killing’           

‘anger’                                                 

‘work/job’                                       

‘sleeping’                                    

gaw- 

maatʃtʃ- 

ib- 

met- 

babb- 

yeeɸ- 

azaz- 

biɗ- 

moot- 

hayʔ- 

woɗ- 

ʒil- 

oots- 

ɗisk- 

‘pregnant’ 

‘making sexual intercourse’ 

‘shut’ 

‘suffer/challenge  

‘fear/fright’ 

‘cry’ 

‘instruct/obey’ 

‘eat’ 

‘accuse’ 

‘die’ 

‘kill’   

‘anger’  

‘work/do’   

‘sleep’                   

 

3.2.10 Compound nouns 

Compound nouns end in vowels -a, -e, -i, -u and -o. Examples are given in 

(125a-e) respectively. 

(125) a. dor  lak'k'a         ‘kid’  of sheep   dor  ‘sheep’ lak k   ‘kid’) 

 nddo adda       ‘grandfather  of female ’   nddo ‘mother’ add  ‘father’) 

ʃo ʃu maata      ‘disease  of bone ’  ʃo ʃu  ‘snake’ maat   ‘grass’) 

ʒiʔ  ʃaatʃtʃa      ‘vegetation species’ ʒiʔ  ‘orphan’ ʃaatʃtʃ   ‘let live long’) 

b. s  gi uge           ‘mushroom species’  s  g-i goat-PL ‘goats’  ge  Gamo  ‘floor of          

                         house’  

mand ra oge    ‘high way’  mand ra  ‘traveler’ og    ‘road’) 

m ydo siiɗe     ‘mushroom species’  m ydo ‘an ox’ si ɗe  Gamo  ‘nose’  

kaɸ  keetstse   ‘nest’ (kaɸ  ‘bird’ keetsts  ‘house’) 

k wʔe keetstse ‘restaurant’  k wʔe ‘food’ keetsts   ‘house’) 

b tʃtʃi keetstse  ‘toilet’  b tʃtʃi  ‘urine’ keetsts   ‘house’) 

c. kan  atʃtʃi         ‘tree species’  kan   ‘dog’  tʃtʃi  ‘tooth’  

d. w lʔa ʃooʃu      ‘snake species’  w lʔa ‘disease of ‘enset’/false banana’ ʃo ʃu      

                         ‘snake’  

tolkk  uutstsu  ‘vegetation species’ tolkk   ‘hyena’ u tstsu  “enset’/false banana’  

e. s  gi dokko       ‘tree species’  s  g-i goat-PL ‘goats’ dokk     ‘cabbage’) 

sobb  bolloto   ‘tree species’  sobb   ‘tree species’ b lloto  ‘in-law’ 

ma ti mas'o      ‘payment  of traditional vaccination ’  ma ti  Gamo  ‘grass’ m s o       

                         ‘collecting’  

b  o meɗo        ‘genital organ’  b  o  ‘God’ m ɗo  ‘creature’  

mek   kayso      ‘grass hopper species’  mek   ‘milk’ kays  ‘thief’) 

add  inddo        ‘grandmother (paternal ’  add  ‘father’  nddo ‘mother’  

l kko ʃaato        ‘chicken’  l kko ‘hen’ ʃaat  ‘child/baby’  
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3.2.10.1 Compounding for indefinite pronoun formation 

Indefinite pronouns are formed by the combination of two different nouns. For 

example, ʔ     ‘head’ is preceded by some nouns so as to express indefinite pronoun. 

In the formation, the high tone of the word drops when the word follows the preceding 

nouns, as in (126). 

(126) a.  tstsi  ʔumma 

  man    head 

  ‘everyone’ 

b. g de  ʔumma 

   land   head 

   ‘everyone/everywhere’ 

c. der       ʔumma 

   society  head 

   ‘everyone/anyone/many people’ 

Combination with     e ‘boundary’ is also used to form indefinite pronouns 

like in (127). As in (126), the high tone of the word     e drops after preceding nouns 

in the construction. 

(127) a.  sak    mayne 

   soil     boundary 

   ‘everywhere/everyone’ 

b. sal    mayne 

   sky    boundary 

   ‘everywhere/everyone’ 

 

3.2.11 Noun reduplication 
In Ganta, noun reduplication is used to derive compound nouns and adverbs. 

Kinship nouns terms      ‘father’,     o ‘mother’,     o ‘girl’, naʔ  ‘boy’ and    t  

‘child/son’ are employed in the reduplication process so as to form other compound 

kinship nouns. The second components of reduplicated nouns do not take high tone. 

Because of this, one cannot observe high tone on the second components. In example 

(128), let us see compound noun derivation. 

            Noun reduplicated noun 
(128) a. add  

    ‘father’ 

 

add    adda 
father   father 

‘grandfather  of male ’ 

b.  nddo 

    ‘mother’ 

 

 nddo   inddo 
mother    mother 

‘grandmother’ 

c. b ʃʃo 

    ‘girl’ 

 

b ʃʃi biʃʃo 
girl  girl 

‘grand daughter  of female ’ 

d. naʔ  

    ‘boy’ 

 

naʔ   naʔa 
boy     boy 

‘grand son  of male ’ 

e. ʃaat  

    ‘child’ 

ʃaat      ʃaato 
child/son child/son 

‘child of one’s child’ 
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Complete reduplication can be used to derive frequential adverbs in Ganta, as in 

(129). 

(129) a.  wogg  

   ‘Sunda 

wogg     wogga 

Sunday  Sunday 

‘every Sunday’ 

b. w ntta 

   ‘day’ 

 

w ntta  wontta 

day       day 

‘daily’                                                                    

c. l ytstsi 
    ‘year’ 

 

l ytstsi   laytstsi 

year        year 

‘every year’ 

Testing or feeling of something, for example, smelling of unpleasant or pleasant 

odour can be expressed by reduplicated nouns in Ganta, in (130). 

(130) a. t n-a            oʃ      oʃa-k-osi-n-e 

    I-ACC         dung  dung-FOC-3MS-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

    ‘I feel dung smelling.’ 

b. g de-y          ma he     maahe-kk-oyi-n-e 

     land-NOM   serval      serval-FOC-SUBM-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

    ‘Surrounding smells like serval odour.’ 

c. ha     watsts -y        so ge    so ge-kk-oyi-n-e 

    this   water-NOM    salt        salt-FOC-SUBM-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

    ‘This water tests like salt.’  

3.2.12 Noun as modifier 
In Ganta, when two nouns occur one after another, the preceding noun modifies 

the following noun. The case is evident in compounding. For example, an item  o  u is 

equivalent with English meaning ‘snake’. But, it is used as head noun following different 

modifying nouns that are used to express species of snakes, in (131). 

(131) a. w lʔa                         ʃooʃu 

    disease  of ‘enset’     snake 

    ‘snake species with green color’ 

b.   rgge           ʃooʃu 

    tree species    snake 

    ‘snake species with metallic color’ 

c. k tstsa     ʃooʃu 

    food         snake 

    ‘snake species with black color’ 

Similarly, a word   ɸe ‘eye’ occurs with different modifying nouns, which 

determine the meaning of modified noun,   ɸe ‘eye’, as in  132). 

(132) a. k tstsa    aaɸe 

  food        eye 

  ‘cereal’ 

b.  tstsi   aaɸe 

   man     eye 

   ‘evil eye’ 
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4 Pronoun 

Pronouns are used to replace nouns so as to make a sentence less cumbersome and 

less repetitive. According to its function, linguists classify pronouns into many types such 

as personal pronoun, reflexive pronoun, demonstrative pronoun, relative pronoun, 

interrogative pronoun, and indefinite pronoun. In this section, personal, reflexive and 

indefinite pronouns are treated. Case systems are also described in relation to pronouns. 

Demonstrative and others (relative clause or question words) are presented in other 

sections. Demonstratives are treated in chapter six (see nominal and verbal modifiers). 

For relative pronoun or question word, consult ‘wh-/content question’ in chapter five.  

4.1 Personal pronoun 
In this section, personal pronouns including subject and object ones and their 

possessive counterparts are treated independently or together with different case systems. 

Nominative case is treated on subject personal pronouns whereas accusative case is 

described on object personal pronouns. Cases that include dative, allative, and inessive 

are described on the possessive personal pronouns. Reflexive pronouns with logophor    

(his/her/their) and with other markers are discussed in this section. Furthermore, the 

occurrence of case with possessive personal pronouns and locational nouns are treated 

before indefinite pronouns formation in Ganta. 

4.1.1 Subject, object and possessive personal pronouns 
In the following table, one can see the basic forms of subject, object and 

possessive personal pronouns in Ganta. 

(1) 

Person Subject 

pronoun 

Gloss Object 

pronoun 

Gloss Possessive 

pronoun 

Gloss  

1SG t n- ‘I’ t n- ‘me’ t  ‘my’ 

2PL n n- ‘you’ n n- ‘you’ n  ‘your’ 

3SG  s- ‘she’  s- ‘her’   ‘here’ 

3SG  s- ‘he’  s- ‘him’   ‘his’ 

1PL n n- ‘we’ n n- ‘us’ n  ‘our’ 

2PL  tin- ‘you’ 2
nd 

person PL) 

 tin- ‘you’ 2
nd 

person PL) 

 ti ‘your’ 2
nd 

person PL) 

3PL  s- ‘they  s- ‘them’   ‘their’ 

 

As shown in the above table, all basic forms of subject, object and possessive 

pronouns are presented. Among them, the former two forms are presented with a hyphen 

(-) so as to indicate the other remaining linguistic elements. For this reason, they are 

motivated by the need to suffix with nominative and accusative case markers when they 

occur in positions of subject and object in the clause. But, the latter form is not 

hyphenated for the reason that it does not suffix with any morpheme whenever 

expressing possessive notion.  
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4.1.2 Nominative case in pronoun 
In a subject position, Ganta subject pronouns optionally suffix with nominative 

case i and with its other counterpart y in the clause. On the other hand, the nominative 

case y suffixes directly with the first person singular and plural subjective pronouns 

including second person singular counterpart in Ganta. Compare examples in the 

following table (2).       

 (2) 

Illustrations of nominative pronouns 

a. n -y                ye-s-                   holl   holl -ɸa      h -y-ga                   

we-NOM        exist-3MS-MID   place place-ABL  this-NOM-ALLA  

ʃi ʃ-ʃ-   

collect-CAUS-CONV 

             ‘...having caused us to gather here from where we have been,...’ 

b.  s-i            b      issa         h-ade-mmu 

they-NOM their property talk PROS DUR 

‘...until they tell us their own, ...’ 

c. massara (Amharic) t -y        t     aaɸe-nna-kko               h -y-ga-ɸa  

gun/rifle                  I-NOM  my  eye-INST-COPːFOC this-NOM-ALLA-ABL  

 m-utt-u-s-u                          b  -d-e 

give-PASS-3MS-PLPER     look-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘...I saw with my eye when a gun was being given from here.’ 

4.1.3 Accusative case in pronoun 
Ganta has three distinct forms of accusative cases as -a, -o and -u. Except for 

third person singular feminine sensitive object case marker -o, all object pronouns take 

the accusative case -a in the clause. In this situation, we can realize that the feminine 

gender sensitive case -o is motivated by the need to suffix to its corresponding third 

person object pronoun. Interestingly, the -o also is restrictedly used together with the 

third person singular feminine sensitive definiteness marker when the construction occurs 

in the object position (see Definiteness on noun in section (3.1.3.2)). The other accusative 

case -u occurs with both the third person singular and plural object pronouns in Ganta. 

Look at the following table in (3). 

(3)   

Person Pronoun with 

nominative case i 

Pronoun with 

nominative case y 

gloss 

1SG t n-i t -y ‘I’ 

2SG n n-i n -y ‘you’ 

3SG  s-i - ‘she’ 

3SG  s-i - ‘he’ 

1PL n n-i n -y ‘we’ 

2PL  ti/ tin-i - ‘you’ 2
nd

person PL) 

3PL  s-i/ sun-i - ‘they’ 

Person Pronoun 

with 

accusative -a 

Pronoun 

with 

accusative -o 

Pronoun 

with 

accusative -u 

gloss 

1SG t n-a - - ‘me’ 
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Illustration for accusative case 

a. n n-a-m           k yro tama r (Amharic - -s-i         gant-u-ga-ɸa 

            you-ACC-FOC  first   student-CONV-3MS-NOM ganta-VH-ALLA-AB 

            n n-a-m            ʃina 

            you-ACC-FOC  PAːHAB 

‘...it were you that firstly educated from Gants...it were you.’ 

b.  tin-a-m               w ɗ-           g d-  -s-a     

you-ACC-FOC     kill-CONV put-CONV-3MS-ACC 

‘...it were you who had been killed.’ 

4.1.4 Possessive pronouns/pronominal genitives 
Possessive personal pronouns obligatorily occur before an independent item or 

noun so as to express possession relationship. An item issa ‘of 

property/material/money/thing’ occurs after possessive pronouns to express possession 

relationship, as in (4). 

(4)  a.  t  issa 

b.   n  issa 

c.   issa 

d.   issa 

e. n  issa 

f.  ti issa 

g.   issa 

‘my property or thing’ 

‘your property or thing’ 

‘her property or thing’ 

‘his property or thing’ 

‘our property or thing’ 

‘your  2
nd

 Person PL  property or thing’ 

‘their property or thing’ 

Possessive personal pronouns that are followed by possessed nouns in Ganta. 

Look at the adapted example from  Selamawit 2004ː 50 , as in (5).  

(5) a.     t  lukko 

b.  n  lukko 

c.   lukko 

d.   lukko 

e. n  lukko 

f.  ti lukko 

g.   lukko 

‘my hen’ 

‘your hen’ 

‘her hen’ 

‘his hen’ 

‘our hen’ 

‘your  2
nd

 person PL  hen’ 

‘their hen’ 

Illustrations for possessive personal pronouns 

a.  ti     ti     kaasse   ka ʔ-aʔ      h -d-   

you  you  playing play-NEG   say-PERF-CONV 

‘Having said that, you would not practice your custom (playing), ...’ 

b. n   woga    n   dere-tetstsi        ee           r-us-oda 

our culture our people-MANN  IDEO    know-CAUS-INFI 

‘...To introduce our culture and our identity, ...’  

2SG n n-a - - ‘you’ 

3SG -  s-o - ‘her’ 

3SG  s-a -  s-u ‘him’ 

1PL n n-a - - ‘us’ 

2PL  tin-a - - ‘you’ 2
nd

person PL) 

3PL  sun-a -  s-u ‘them’ 
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Different case systems like dative, allative, and inessive occur with possessive 

personal pronouns in Ganta. In the following section, such descriptions are presented in 

detail. 

4.1.5 Dative case in pronoun 

Ganta personal pronouns take different markers than that of nouns in the indirect 

object of a verb. Marker -ro occurs with all first and second possessive personal 

pronouns rather than object counterparts for dative construction. In the process, final 

vowels of stems are prolonged, as in (6a-c). This case does not work for second person 

plural as in (6d). Similarly, plural and singular third person personal pronouns do not 

occur with a prolonged vowel when attaching with -ro (see examples in (7) below). Let 

us compare examples in (6) and (7). 

      Possessive pronoun gloss Dative gloss 
(6) a.    t  

b.    n  

c. n  

d.  ti 

‘my’ 

‘your’ 

‘our’ 

‘your’ 

t - -ro 

n - -ro 

n - -ro 

 ti-ro 

‘for me’ 

‘for you’ 

‘for us’ 

‘for you’ 

For third person masculine and plural pronouns, dative marker -ro has attached 

onto one of accusative case markers -u- whereas for singular third person feminine, it has 

suffixed onto nominative case -i-. Compare examples in (7a-b) and (7c) respectively. 

      Pronoun gloss Dative gloss 
(7) a.    s-u- 

b.  s-u- 

c.  s-i- 

‘him’ 

‘them’ 

‘she’ 

 s-u-ro 

 s-u-ro 

 s-i-ro 

‘for him’ 

‘for them’ 

‘for her’ 

Look at illustrations in the text 

a. s o ss-i        s-u-ro                     h tte-y-nne           buddeena         b -ss-o   

          God-NOM he-3MS-ACC-DAT now-NOM-INCL food  of ‘t’ef’  see-CAUS-IND 

         ‘...Let God give best of life to him. 

b.  s-u-ro                   ʔumma-y             wa ki 

they-ACC-DAT     head/hair-NOM   how 

h -d- -s-a-kk-oyi-nn-e 

say-PERF-CONV-3MS-ACC-FOC-SUBM-PA-PRES:CONT.DEC 

            ‘...For them, how was hair style?’ 

c.  ti-ro        d ʔ-utt-                  ti-ro        d ʔ-utt-                  ti-ro       

you-DAT open-PASS-SUBJ you-DAT open-PASS-SUBJ you-DAT  

d ʔ-utt-  

open-PASS-SUBJ 

‘...Let be opened for you...let be opened for you...let be opened for you...’ 

Possessor and beneficiary can occur together in Ganta. In this case, the possessive 

personal pronoun stands for the possessing role before the beneficiary noun (possessed 

noun) on which the variant of the dative case marker -ssi/-ussu is attached. Look at 

examples in (8) below. 

(8) a.   t     kana-ssi     atʃ -k-ote             ʃ ŋ- -d-e 

      I      dog-DAT  meat-FOC-1SG    buy-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘I bought meat for my dog.’ 

b.  s-i              b  keetsts-ussu   ʃ tʃtʃu-kko          ʃi ʃ-ʃ-e   
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      he-NOM     his house-DAT   stone-COPːFOC collect-CAUS-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘He is collecting stone for his house.’ 

4.1.6 Allative case in pronoun 
The two allative markers -ga and -ko can optionally suffix to the possessive 

pronouns in order to express movement toward someone. In the suffixation process, 

except for second person plural possessive pronoun  t , the final vowel of the other 

possessive pronoun stems express prolonging when the marker -ko suffixes to them, as in 

(9).  

(9) 

Possessive 

pronoun 

Gloss Allative gloss 

t   ‘my’ t -ga t - -ko ‘toward me’ 

n  ‘your’ n -ga n - -ko ‘toward  you’ 

  ‘her’  -ga  - -ko ‘toward her’ 

  ‘his’  -ga  - -ko ‘toward him’ 

n  ‘our’ n -ga n - -ko ‘toward us’ 

 ti  ‘your -2
nd

 PL’  ti-ga  ti-ko ‘toward them’ 

  ‘their’  -ga  - -ko ‘toward you’  2
nd

 PL) 

Illustration  

a. n n-i                          t -ga                w s s - yi 

      you-NOM     my-ALLA       run-IMPERː2SG 

‘ ou run toward me ǃ’ 

ute le-y             - -ko-kko                     haŋ- -d-e                        

ute le-NOM     their-ALLA-COPːFOC go-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Ute le was gone toward them.’ 

4.1.7 Inessive case in pronoun 
Morpheme -ga is also attached to possessive pronouns in order to indicate 

inessive case. Let us see the examples in the table and in the illustration respectively (10).  

(10)                                      

Possessive 

Pronoun               

gloss Inessive gloss 

t  ‘my’ t -ga ‘in my’ 

n  ‘your’ n -ga ‘in your’ 

  ‘her’  -ga ‘in her’ 

  ‘his’  -ga ‘in his’ 

n  ‘our’ n -ga ‘in our’ 

 ti  ‘your’  2
nd

 PL)  ti-ga ‘in your’  2
nd

PL) 

  ‘their’ 3
rd

 PL)  -ga ‘in their’  

Illustration 

a. n              met -z-i                                              t -ga-kko                         

your          problem-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM      my-INESS-COPːFOC   

y -n-e  

            exist-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘ our problem is in my mind.’ 
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The following table shows summary of cases in Ganta personal pronouns (11). 

Per 

son 

Nomin 

ative  

Gloss Accus

ative  

Gloss Dative Gloss Allative Gloss Inessive Gloss 

1SG t n-i/ 

t -y 

‘I’ t n-a ‘me’ t -ro ‘for 

me’ 

t  -ko t -ga ‘toward 

me’ 

t -ga ‘in 

me’ 

2PL n n-i/n -y ‘you’ n n-a ‘you’ n -ro ‘for 

you’ 

n  -ko n -ga ‘toward 

you’ 

n -ga ‘in 

you’ 

3SG  s-i ‘she’  s-o ‘her’  si-ro ‘for 

her’ 

  -ko  -ga ‘toward 

her’ 

 -ga ‘in 

her’ 

3SG  s-i ‘he’  s-a ‘him’  su-ro ‘for 

him’ 

  -ko  -ga ‘toward 

him’ 

 -ga ‘in 

him’ 

1PL n n-i/n -y ‘we’ n n-a ‘us’ n -ro ‘for us’ n  -ko n -ga ‘toward 

us’ 

n -ga ‘in us’ 

2PL  tin-i ‘you’ 

 

 tin-a ‘you’ 

 

iti-ro ‘for 

you’ 

 ti-ko  ti-ga ‘toward 

you’ 

 ti-ga ‘in 

you’ 

3PL  s-i ‘they’  sn-a ‘them’  s-ro ‘for 

them’ 

  -ko  -ga ‘toward 

them’ 

 -ga ‘in 

them’ 

 

4.1.8 Possessive personal pronouns with locational nouns 
As it has been observed above (in sections (4.1.5), (4.1.6) and (4.1.7)), cases like 

dative, allative and inessive are suffixed to possessive personal pronouns in Ganta. But, 

with the occurrence of locational nouns (postpositions) together with personal possessive 

pronouns, some cases undergo suffixation with the locational nouns in the clause rather 

than possessive personal pronouns. Such a process occurs with the inessive case - . Let 

us see examples in the table (12) and below table. 

(12)    

Illustrations 

a. abebe         ha        h-e                      n       gidd-                  k ott- y 

      abebe         this      talk/issue-NML   your   inside-INESS     hide-IMPERː2SG 

            ‘Abebe, hide this issue in your inside  mind .’ 

b. t          mill-             alb te-y         y -s-a-kko 

      my       side-ALL     belt-NOM       exist-3MS-ACC-COPːFOC 

            ‘I do have belt in my side.’ 

c.  s-i           b ra-z-a                                                    

      he-NOM  money(Amharic)-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC    

                      gall- -kko                    ytsts- -d-e      

            their    on-INESS-COPːFOC send-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘I sent the money on/with them.’ 

Possessive 

Pronoun               

Gloss Possessive pronoun, locational noun 

and inesive case 

Gloss 

t  ‘my’ t  gidd-  ‘in my inside’ 

n  ‘your’ n  gidd-  ‘in your inside’ 

  ‘her’   gidd-  ‘in her inside’ 

  ‘his’   gidd-  ‘in his inside’ 

n  ‘our’ n  gidd-  ‘in our inside’ 

 ti ‘your’  ti gidd-  ‘in your inside’  2
nd

PL) 

  ‘their’   gidd-  ‘in their inside’ 
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4.1.9 Reflexive pronouns 
Ganta reflexive pronouns are formed by the combination of a possessive pronoun 

and the independent word ʔ     which has the English meaning of ‘head’. In the 

construction process, the lexeme ʔ     ‘head’ directly suffixes the dative marker -ssi. 

The possessive pronouns precede the suffixed stem and occur independently. Look at the 

following examples in (13). 

(13)  a. t          ʔ mma-ssi 

my     head-DAT 

‘myself’ 

b. n       ʔ mma-ssi 

your   head-DAT 

‘yourself’ 

c.           ʔ mma-ssi 

his       head-DAT 

‘himself’ 

d.            ʔ mma-ssi 

her      head-DAT 

‘herself’ 

e. n       ʔ mma-ssi 

our     head-DAT 

‘ourselves’ 

f.  ti                ʔ mma-ssi 

your (PL)    head-DAT 

‘yourselves’ 

g.           ʔ mma-ssi 

their    head-DAT 

‘themselves’ 

Illustration 

a. t n-i          t      ʔ mma-ssi    gaay        h ŋ- -b ʔa-te 

      I-NOM     my    head-DAT   market      go-CONV-NEG-1SG 

           ‘I didn’t go to the market I myself.’ 

b. n n-i           n    ʔ mma-ssi    ha   o tso       o tsts- y 

      you-NOM  your  head-DAT  this work/job  work/do-IMPERː2SG 

            ‘ ou do this job for yourselfǃ’ 

First and second person possessive pronouns also take the marker -(ŋ)kk- to 

express reflexive pronouns in Ganta. In the construction, the marker has directly attached 

to the possessive pronoun before feminine gender sensitive accusative case -o, as in (14). 

(14) a. t -ŋkk-o 

     my-REFL-ACC 

     ‘myself’ 

b. n -ŋkk-o 

your-REFL-ACC 

‘yourself’ 

c. n -ŋkk-o 

our-REFL-ACC  

‘ourselves’ 
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d.  ti-ŋkk-o 

your (PL)-CI-REFL-3FMːACC 

‘yourselves’ 

        e  e  ve   o o        o o  o     
But, in the case of third person singular and plural possessive pronouns, logophor 

   stands for them and attaches itself to the reflexive marker -(ŋ)kk- so as to recapitulate 

the meaning of third person pronouns. In this case, third person singular feminine (3FM) 

and plural (3PL) pronouns take different case forms. Singular feminine takes nominative 

case -i so as to express overlapping information, gender and case. The situation is also 

similar for third person plural, but it takes accusative case -u. Like first and second 

person possessive pronouns as in (14), third person masculine (3MS) takes the third 

person singular feminine accusative case -o after reflexive marker, at the end position. 

Compare examples in (14) with (15). 

(15) a.   b -ŋkk-o 

his-REFL-3FMːACC 

‘himself’ 

b. b -ŋkk-i 

her-REFL-3FMːNOM 

‘herself’ 

c. b -ŋkk-u 

 their-REFL-3PLːACC 

‘themselves’ 

Illustration 

a. b -ŋkk-i                           m stoote-ga                      s e ll-e 

      her-REFL-3FMːNOM     mirror (Amharic)-INESS look-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘She looks herself at the mirror.’ 

b.  sun-i           b -ŋkk-u                         ʔe h-e 

      they-NOM   their-REFL-3PLːACC    love-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘They like/love themselves.’ 

Dative case [-ri-] attaches to logophor b  so as to express reflexive construction 

as in (16). 

(16) a.  b ra-z-a                                            b -ri-k-ose                              

      money-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC      his-DAT--FOC-3MS      

ʔ kk- -d-e 

            take-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘He took the money for himself.’ 

b.  sun-i               b  -ro                  ganta          b ʔa 

      they-NOM       their-DAT            ganta         NEG 

            ‘They are not in Ganta for themselves.’ 

c.  s-i                   b  -ro                ʃ-aʔ  

she-NOM        her-DAT           drink-NEG 

‘She doesn’t drink for herself.’ 

Allative case -ko or -ga is also attached to logophor    to express reflexive 

pronoun in (17). 

(17) a.   s-i           b  -ko-kko                   naʔ -z-a                                     

      she-NOM her-ALLA-COPːFOC boy-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC   
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            g ʔ- -d-e 

            call-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘She called the boy toward her  herself .’ 

b.  sun-i              b -ga-kko                          ʃaat -z-a                                  

      they-NOM      them-ALLA-COPːFOC    child-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC 

      g ʔ-a-m-e 

      call-IND-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘They will call the child toward them  themselves .’ 

        o o  o       t    se and nominalizer 
As can be observed, logophor    is used to repeat the meaning of third person 

pronouns (he, she, and they). However, in other speech contexts, the logophor depends 

on a following word or marker so as to give contextual meaning. For example, 

instrumental case marker -nna occurs with the logophor to express English meaning of 

‘alone’ in Ganta. In this case, focus marker -k(k)- attaches onto instrumental case 

preceding third person marker -ose, -i and -u. Look at the following in (18). 

(18) a.  b  -nna-k-ose                gaay          h ŋ- -d-e 

            his-INST-FOC-3MS      market       go-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘He went to the market alone.’ 

b. b  -nna-kk-i                  tʃtʃ- -d-e 

      her-INST-FOC-3FM    sleep-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘She slept alone.’ 

c. b  -nna-kk-u                    y  -tta-m-e 

      their-INST-FOC-3PL       come-CONT-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘They will come alone.’ 

In combination with place nominalizer or location marker -so, logophor    

expresses possessive relationship. Marker -so cannot stand on its own in regular speech 

context. When it occurs with the logophor, it gives us information of place, where 

someone lives in. See the following in (19). 

(19) a.  b  -so-k-ose                             h ŋ- -d-e 

      his-PLNML-FOC-3MS            go-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘He went to his own house.’ 

b. b  -so-kk-i                              y -s- -d-e 

      her-PLNML-FOC-3FM          exist-SUPL-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘She is in her own house.’ 

c. b  -so-kk-u                               t-o-m-e 

      their-PLNML-FOC-3PL          sit-IND-FUT-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘They will sit  down  in their own house.’ 

4.1.12 Indefinite pronoun  
Indefinite pronouns are used to convey the idea of ‘all’, ‘any’, ‘some’ or ‘none’. 

Ganta indefinite pronouns are formed with the help of three strategies. The first strategy 

is in combination with quantifying adjectives and different linguistic elements. 

Adjectives like     ‘all’,      ‘many’, and ʔeere-/s'ik'k'e- ‘little/few/a few’ are 

involved in the formation process. To act as an indefinite pronoun, each of the adjectives 

uses different linguistic elements. For example, quantifier     ‘all’ directly occurs with 

definiteness marker -(a)z- before the nominative case marker -i, as in (20). 
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(20) a.  ud -z-i                                           gaay -kko             

      all-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM           market-COPːFOC  

      h ŋ- -d-e 

            go-CONV-PERF-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘All were going to the market.’ 

b. ud -z-i                                          ndd-as'-u-kko 

      all-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM        woman/female-PL-ACC-COPːFOC 

‘All are women/females.’ 

Quantifier     ‘all’ is also used with a verb root   - ‘say’ so as to express 

indefinite pronoun, as in (21). 

(21) a.  ud           h -d-                            aw -kko                y -n-e 

      all            say-PERF-CONV      home-COPːFOC     exist-IMPERF-PRESːCONT 

            ‘All  of them  are in the home.’ 

b. ud           h -d- -kko                                     h yʔ- -d-e 

      all            say-PERF-CONV-COPːFOC      die-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘All  of them  died.’ 

Quantifier      ‘many’ has suffixed with plural marking allomorph [-iɗ ] so as to 

form indefinite pronoun. In the construction, its final high tone shifts to the backward and 

rests on the second segment of the word when the plural allomorph replaces it, as in (22). 

(22) a.  l g-iɗ -y                 harg- ntʃtʃa-kko 

      many-PL-NOM      disease-AGNML-COPːFOC 

            ‘Many  of them  are sick.’ 

b. l g-iɗ -y                             w r- -kko                            

      many-PL-NOM                  forest-INESS-COPːFOC  

            y -s-a-m-e 

            exist-3MS-3MSːACC-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Many  of them  will be in the forest.’  

Quantifier ʔeere-/s' k'k'e- ‘little/few/a few’ occurs with masculine gender marker 

-s-, plural [-iɗ ] and nominative case -y, as in (23). 

(23) a. ʔe r-e-s-iɗ -y              y  -tta-kk-oyi-d-e 

      few-3MS-PL-NOM    come-CONT-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘A few are coming.’ 

b. s  k'k'e-s-iɗ -y             b ʔa     aw  

      few-3MS-PL-NOM    NEG   home 

‘A few of them are not at home.’ 

The second strategy of indefinite pronoun formation occurs on the interrogative 

pronoun words     /     /     ‘what’ and  o e ‘who’. In the process, a series of 

linguistic elements, like third person singular masculine or feminine nominative case -y(i) 

and inclusive coordinator -nne respectively occur on the interrogative pronoun words, as 

in     /     /    -y(i)-nne ‘anybody/anyone/everybody/everyone’ and as 

 o e-y(i)-nne ‘anything/nothing’. But, the latter construction is accompanied by 

negative expression   ʔa ‘not exist’. Let us see the illustration in  24 . 

(24) a.   lmma/ mma-y(i)-nne   hantsts       gaay         b ʔa 

      what-NOM-INCL          today          market      NEG 

            ‘Nothing is in the market today.’ 

b.  ode-y(i)-nne             tsts-u-kko 
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      who-NOM-INCL     man-ACC-COPːFOC 

‘Anyone is a human being.’ 

Interrogative pronoun     /     /     ‘what’ with  tsts  ‘man’ can also form 

an indefinite pronoun which is equivalent with the English indefinite pronoun 

‘somebody/someone’, as in  25 . 

(25) a.   ala/ lmma/ mma      tsts-u-kko                    n n-a         

      what                           man-ACC-COPːFOC   you-ACC   

      w rg-e-s-i 

      want-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-NOM 

‘Someone is looking for you.’ 

The third strategy of indefinite pronoun formation occurs in compounding. Noun 

with noun and adjective with noun combinations have involved in the process. In 

example (26), first and second components of combined nouns are suffixed by variants of 

nominative case markers, -i or -y. The formed indefinite pronouns express the same 

meaning. 

(26) a.  w bbar-i dook  m-i (both nouns are place names that named after existing people) 

‘everyone/everybody’ 

b. dog l-i ma ll-i          (both nouns are tribe names) 

‘everyone/everybody’ 

c. all -y     aɸ -y      all  ‘ground’ aɸ  ‘sky’) 

‘everyone/everybody’ 

d. dabb -y all ga-y    dabb  ‘relative’ all ga ‘non-relative’  

‘everyone/everybody’ 

Illustrations  

a. w bbar-i           dook  m-i                    ye ɸo-kko         

w bbar-NOM   dook  m-NOM   crying-COPːFOC    

h ŋ- -d-e 

go-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Everyone/everybody went to the funeral.’ 

b. dabb -y         all ga-y           s-a           

dabb -NOM  all ga-NOM  he-ACC   

ɗ k'ar-a-kk-oyi-d-e 

neglect-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Everyone/everybody neglected him.’        

Compounding with head noun    ne ‘boundary’ and ʔ     ‘head’ are also 

used to form indefinite pronouns. Nouns that precede them act as modifier. In this case, 

the nominative case marker -y suffixes to the second components, however, the 

construction might be strange in most Omotic languages.  Look at construction in (27). 

(27) a.    sak  m yne-y  sak  ‘soil’ m yne ‘boundary’) 

      ‘everyone/everybody’ 

b. sal  m yne-y   sal  ‘sky’ m yne ‘boundary’) 

‘everyone/everybody’ 

c. der  ʔ mma-y  der  ‘society’ ʔ mma ‘head’) 

‘everyone/everybody’ 

d.  tstsi ʔ mma-y   tstsi ‘man’ ʔ mma ‘head’) 

‘everyone/everybody’ 
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Adjective with noun combination also occurs in the construction of indefinite 

pronouns. Quantifier     ‘all’ is combined with noun mii    ‘thing/material’ to form 

           ‘everything’, as in illustration  2  . 

(28) a.  ganta         w ga-nna          ud          miiʃʃe-ssi                b ntʃtʃo-kko            

ganta         culture-INST     all           thing-DAT              respect-COPːFOC  

y -s- -s-a 

exist-3MS-CONV-3MS-ACC 

‘Everything has respection in Ganta culture.’ 

Combination of compound noun with another compound noun is also used to 

form indefinite pronouns in Ganta. In the clause, the nominative case marker -y occurs on 

the second components of both first and second compounded words.  In example (31), the 

combination of example (29a) with example (29b) is a typical example for this process. 

Both combinations are illustrated in example (29c) as follows.  

(29) a. ʒiʔ   nddo (ʒiʔ  ‘orphan’  nddo ‘mother’) 

‘mother of orphan’ 

b. ʒiitt   nddo (ʒiitt  ‘not orphan’  nddo ‘mother’) 

‘mother of non-orphan’ 

c. ʒiʔ   nddo-y ʒiitt   nddo-y (ʒiʔ  ‘orphan’  nddo ‘mother’ ʒiitt  ‘not orphan’  nddo      

                                            ‘mother’  

‘everyone/everybody/anybody’ 

4.1.13 Number and pronouns 

Ganta has semantically distinguished singular and plural personal pronouns. Each 

of their number can be understood by their semantic functions. The reason is that there 

are no morphological affixes that are used to mark for their number. In the following, 

example (30) is given for convenience. 

       Singular  

       pronouns 

Plural 

pronouns 
(30) a. t  ‘I’ n  ‘we’ 

b. n  ‘you’ iti ‘you’ 

c.   ‘she’   ‘they’ 

d.   ‘he’  

4.1.14 Pragmatic use of plural person markers 
Second person plural  t  ‘you’ and third person subject agreement marker -yisu 

are used in Ganta to express politeness or respect. This happens when someone talks to 

elder or respected traditional leaders. For example, if someone wants ask a question to 

elders, he/she will use second person possessive plural  t  ‘you’ on the question words, as 

in (31). 

(31) a.   lmma-y- ti-n-e 

      what-NOM-2PL-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘What are you saying?’ 

b.  nna-y- ti                   y -n-e 

      where-NOM-2PL      exist-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Where are you?’ 
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Similarly, third person plural subject agreement marker -yisu suffixes to question 

words so as to express polite remarks when someone wants to ask for clarification, as in 

(32). 

(32) a.   yde-yisu        h ŋ- -d-e 

when-3PL       go-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘When did they go?’ 

b.  nna-yisu            h ŋ- -d-e 

where-3PL          go-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Where did they go?’ 

For the response, the addressee reacts by saying     ‘yes’ for friends or peer 

groups, but for elders or for respected people, the response is     t  . For assertion or to 

express sympathy    or        e    /s  e/ es’ is used for friends or peers. For elders, 

  ʔe  t   or     -  t   is used in Ganta. Here, -  t   is the subject agreement of second 

person plural pronoun  t  ‘you’. 
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5 Verb 

Ganta verb shows agglutinative characteristics like Haro (Hirut 2004) and 

Koorete (Binyam 2008) in the construction of different clauses. In this chapter, syllable 

structures of Ganta verb roots, verb derivations, verb inflections, and subject agreement 

markings are presented. Thus, in the first section, Ganta verb roots together with its 

syllable structures are illustrated. Some morphological changes in the verb stems such as 

consonant gemination, alteration and stem suppletion are discussed following syllable 

structures of verbs. In the second section, verb extensions by different derivative suffixes 

like causative, passive, reciprocal, intensive/iterative, inchoative, and infinitive are 

discussed in detail. Following verb derivation, Ganta verb inflections are presented. This 

section includes tense classes, aspectual distinctions, mode/modality categories, mood 

types, and negating strategies. In the last section, subject agreement markings are 

discussed in different speech contexts in Ganta. 

5.1 Verb roots 
Ganta verb roots employ distinct syllable structures. Some syllable structures 

were identified in the previous study by Selamawit  2004ː 61-62). The adapted 

Selamawit’s syllable structures are presented in (1). Here, a syllable structure number one 

is realized without a vowel. It is non-syllabic nasal in Ganta and other Omotic languages 

like Haro (Hirut, 2004). But, in some other languages, for example, in Koorete (Binyam, 

2008), the syllable m- ‘eat’ occurs with a vowel. The bisyllablic structures are also 

discussed in (2) below. Compare them in (1) and (2) as follows. 

(1)   1.    C m- ‘eat’ 

2. CV 

 

ye- 

be- 

‘come’ 

‘see/look’ 

3. VC im-ut- ‘give’ 

‘sit’ 

4. VCC 

 

itʃtʃ-

intʃ- 

‘lay’ 

‘win’ 

5. VVC 

 

iir- 

ooʃ- 

‘cut by shape’ 

‘dispute’ 

6. CVC 

 

 

yel-

kaɸ-

kar- 

‘bear’ 

‘watch’ 

‘cut  branch of tree ’ 

7. CVVC 

 

yeeɸ-

s'eel- 

gaatʃ  - 

ʃiik'- 

geeʒ 

‘cry’ 

‘see’ 

‘grind’ 

‘collect’ 

‘clean’ 

8. CVCC 

 

 

zalʔ-

bays-

ɗoll- 

‘trade’ 

‘sell’ 

‘jump’ 

The bisyllabic structures are presented in (2) 
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(2) 1.   CV.CVC ɗik'ar- ‘hate’  

2. VC.VC ibis'- ‘close’ 

3. CVC.CVC 

 

 

dandaʔ- 

gulbat- 

labban- 

‘manage’ 

‘kneel down’ 

‘tire’ 

4. CVVC.CV biiɗɗo- ‘mock’ 

5. CVC.VC mik'ar- ‘insist on’  negatively  

6. CVV.CVC geedar- ‘boast’  negatively  

7. CVVC.CVCC ƥuuƥƥill- ‘lay’   egg  

As it has been observed in the syllable structure of Ganta, almost all verb roots are 

ended in consonants, except for number 2 in (1).  

Consonant gemination of verb roots 

Some verb roots undertake morphological changes in different stems when they 

involve derivations. For example, consonant gemination takes place in the infinitive 

formation, but not in the nominal construction, as in (3).  

         Verb root gloss Infinitive gloss Nominal gloss 

(3) s e l- 

ʔu k- 

tʃ a k'- 

k t- 

d d- 

tʃ  k- 

‘look’ 

‘call’ 

‘swear’ 

‘fetch’ 

‘weave’ 

‘cut’ 

s e ll-oda 

ʔu kk-oda 

tʃ a k 'k'-oda 

k tt-oda 

d dd-oda 

tʃ  kk-oda 

‘to look’ 

‘to call’ 

‘to swear’ 

‘to fetch’ 

‘to weave’ 

‘to cut’ 

s e l-o 

ʔu k-o 

tʃ a k'-o 

k t-e 

d d-e 

tʃ  k-o 

‘looking’ 

‘calling’ 

‘swearing’ 

‘fetching’ 

‘weaving’ 

‘cutting’ 

As it has been observed above (3), verb final consonants l, k, k', t, and d are 

geminated when taking the infinitive marker -oda. This process might happen as result of 

morpho-phonological process, assimilation of a verbal suffix with final consonant. The 

same process was observed in the closely related language Haro (Hirut 2004). Hirut 

attested gemination of verb final consonants m and g with few verbs compared to the 

nominal counterparts in Haro. 

Consonant alternation of verb roots 

Consonant alternation is discussed in chapter 2 in above (see morphophonological 

process). But here some examples are also given for structural gaps. Thus, compare 

examples in (4) and (5) below.  In example (4), consonant -m- has changed to -ŋ- in the 

infinitive formation. In example (5), voiceless bilabial -ɸ- is changed to geminated velar 

stop -kk- before the infinitive morpheme -oda.  

      Verb root Infinitive                          
(4) h m- 

 m- 

‘go’ 

‘give’ 

h ŋ- oda 

 ŋ-oda 

‘to go’                

‘to give’         

In the same way, an alteration between -ɸ- and -kk- is also frequently observed in 

verb roots and its infinitive equivalents (5). 

      Verb root Infinitive                          
ye ɸ-

ʔ ɸ-         
‘cry’ 

‘take’ 

ye kk- oda 

ʔ kk-oda 

‘to cry’                

‘to take’         

Stem modification 

Some Ganta verb roots like s - ‘hear’ expresses stem ‘modifications’ in the 

derivational process. For instance, in (6), the verb root s - ‘hear’ takes glide -y- as a stem 
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before nominal and infinitival markers. Look at the following examples in (6a) and (6b) 

respectively. 

a. s -y-e                                      

hear-y-NML 

‘hearing’ 

b. s -y-oda                                  

hear-y-INFI 

‘to hear’ 

But in the causative construction, a high front vowel occurs prolonging before 

causative marking allomorph [-ss-], as in (7). 

(7) a.   s - -ss-                                                

      hear- -CAUS 

‘cause to hear’ 

In the passive construction, the verb root s - ‘hear’ takes three different segments 

like -y-, -t-, and -nt-, as in (8a-c). 

(8) a.   s -y-utt- 

      hear-y-PASS 

           ‘be heard’ 

b. s -t-utt- 

      hear-t-PASS 

           ‘be heard’ 

c. s -nt-utt- 

      hear-nt-PASS 

‘be heard’ 

Like s - ‘hear’, a verb root   - ‘look’ exhibits different conceptual categories by 

different stem forming segments, as in (9). 

(9) a.   b -y-o 

      look-y-NML 

            ‘looking’ 

b. b -y-oda 

      look-y-INFI 

‘to look’ 

For causative formation,   - ‘look’ takes geminated voiceless fricative  -ss-] as 

causative marker. Look at the example below in (10). 

(10) a.  b -ss- 

      look-CAUS- 

      ‘cause to look’ 

In the passive construction, segment -y- and -t- appear before passive marker 

-utt- in Ganta. In the latter case, the final vowel segment of the verb root expresses 

prolonging before the t, as in (11b). 

(11) a.  b -y-utt- 

      look-y-PASS- 

‘be looked’ 

b. b - -t-utt- 

      look-VL-t-PASS 

‘be looked’ 
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Stem modification on a verb root m- ‘eat’ 

Interestingly, the verb root m- ‘eat’ expresses different stem formation strategies 

in the same conceptual categories. Particularly, in verbal nominal and infinitival 

formation, it expresses distinct stems. For example, verbal nominal is expressed by two 

stem forming segments. The first system uses vowel-glide (-  -) sequence after the verb 

root of m-‘eat’ and before nominal marking vowel -e. The second strategy occurs with 

the combination of a long high back vowel and geminated voiceless fricative (-  -ss-) 

sequence after the verb root and before the other nominal marker -u. Compare the 

following examples below in (12a-b). 

(12) a.   m-  -e 

      eat-  -NML 

‘eating’ 

b. m-  -ss-u 

      eat-  -ss-NML 

‘eating’ 

Like verb nominal formation, the verb root m- ‘eat’ also exhibits two stem 

formation strategies in the infinitive construction. Vowel-glide (-  -) sequence suffixes to 

the verb root for the basic infinitive morpheme -oda in the first system. The second 

strategy uses vowel-fricative (- s-) sequence after the verb root and before the other 

infinitive marker -kka. Look at the examples in (13a-b). 

(13) a.  m-  -oda 

      eat-  -INFI 

‘to eat’ 

b. m- s-kka 

      eat- s-INFI 

‘to eat’  

For causative formation, the verb root also uses a high tone long high back vowel 

-  - after the verb root and before causative morpheme [-s-] in Ganta, as in (14). 

(14) a. m-  -s- 

       eat-  -CAUS- 

 ‘cause to eat’ 

In the past participle, the long high tone high back vowel -  - is used directly 

after the verb root and before perfective marker -d-, which precedes present continuous 

and declarative marker -e- in the construction. See below in (15). 

(15) a. m-  -d-e-s-i 

       eat-  -PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-NOM 

 ‘a one who eaten’ 

Like past participle formation, in the continuative aspect construction, the verb 

root takes the high tone long high back vowel -  - immediately. The differences in the 

two constructions are structures. Present continuous and declarative marking segment -e 

is deleted and replaced by converb marking - - before continuative marker -tta in the 

continuative construction, as in (16). 

(16) a. m-  -d- -tta 

      eat-  -PERF-CONV-CONT 

‘while eating’ 

 tem modi ication on e istential ver  root y - ‘e ist’ 
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Syllabic structure of existential verb root   - ‘exist’ and another verb root   - 

‘come’ are identical in form. Both of them also have a high tone vowel at the final 

segment. Furthermore, their role is identified in the syntactic functions. Now, for time 

being, stem modification of the existential verb is described here (for modification 

strategy of   - ‘come’ see below in (20). The existential verb stem expresses distinct 

segment structures in the nominal, continuative, and in the infinitive formations in Ganta. 

In the verbal nominal construction, geminated voiceless fricative with high tone low back 

vowel -  that marks for continuative is applied, as in (17). 

(17) a. y -ss-  

       exist-ss-CONT 

 ‘existence’ 

In the continuative aspect formation, imperfective marker, and present continuous 

and declarative morpheme, -n- and -e are directly attached with the verb root, as in (18). 

(18) a.    s-i           s -y-ga-kko                             y -n-e        

      he-NOM  that-NOM-ALLA-COPːFOC exist-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC   

      ‘He is over there.’ 

Most conceptual categories, including infinitive, use voiceless alveolar fricative s 

after the verb root. In the example (19a) and (19b), let us see infinitive and perfective 

aspect constructions respectively. 

(19) a.  y -s-oda 

        exist-s-INFI 

              ‘to exist/live’ 

b.  y -s-a-k-osi-d-e 

        exist-s-IND-FOC-3MS-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

  ‘He is in existence/he is alive.’ 

 tem modi ication on a ver  root y - ‘come’ 

Distinct stem structures are observed in the tense (or aspect) constructions for the 

verb stem   - ‘come’ with respect to another functional forms, infinitive and passive. The 

final vowel expresses prolonging before continuative marker -tta in the tense or aspect 

constructions, as in (20a-b). In another derivational process, the verb root uses glide (-w-) 

sequence, as in (20c-d). In the process, tone may or may not be rested on the root 

segment of the verb. Compare the examples in (20a-b) and (20c-d) below.  

(20) a.   y - -tta-k-oti-ttam-e 

      come-tta-FOC-1SG-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘I will come.’ 

b. y - -tta-k-osi-d-e 

      come-tta-FOC-3MS-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘He came.’ 

c. y -w-oda  

      come-w-INFI 

           ‘to come’ 

d. y -w-utt-  

      come-w-PASS- 

            ‘become’ 

In (20a) above, we can observe that the verb root   - ‘come’ ends in a short 

vowel e. But in the tense or aspect construction, its internal vowel quality is changed into 
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long vowel, ee as in   - -. Front-mid vowel becomes long vowel. As linguists reported, 

such process is observed when some languages undergo a lexeme formation process. 

Lieber  2009ː 79  further explains that “some languages, however, have means of lexeme 

formation that involve changing...of an internal vowel or consonant of a base, root, or 

stem”. In the case of  20c-d) and even in the above other examples, we can also see 

different stem forms for different paradigm formations. The case occurs with some 

reasons. Therefore, in the body of this research, a word stem modification is glossed as 

‘STM’ whenever stem internal change might be occurred.   

Verb root with optional segments 

Some especial verb roots alternatively use either bilabial or velar nasals as their 

final segments when morphological affixes occur following them. For example, segment 

m appears before markers of indicative, causative and passive respectively, whereas the 

velar segment ŋ happens before mid back vowel of infinitive marking segment and also 

before high tone vowel segments of imperative and converb markers in Ganta. Look at  

the forms of each segment in example (21a) and (21b).  
       

       Verb root before infinitive before imperative before converb 
b.   k ŋ- 

        ‘cover’ 

 

k ŋ-oda 

cover-INFI 

‘to cover’ 

k ŋ- y 

cover-IMPER 

‘coverǃ’ 

k ŋ-  

cover-CONV 

‘after covering’ 

Segment ŋ can replace m and the vice versa process is also possible even if m 

expresses gemination when replacing the segment ŋ. Compare (22a-b) with (21a-b). 
       Verb root 

(22) a.  k ŋ- 

     ‘cover’ 

 

before indicative 

k ŋ-a-kk-i-ttam-e 

cover-IND-FOC-3FM-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘She will cover.’ 

before causative 

k ŋ-us- 

cover-CAUS- 

‘cause to cover’ 

before passive 
k ŋ-utt- 

cover-PASS- 

‘be covered’ 

      Verb root 

b. k m- 

     ‘cover’ 

 

before infinitive 

k mm-oda 

cover-INFI 

‘to cover’ 

before imperative 

k mm- yi 

cover-IMPER 

‘coverǃ’ 

before converb 

k mm-  

cover-CONV 

‘after covering’ 

In the same way with that of nasal segments, non-nasal consonants also express 

their optional final segments of verb roots before morphological markers in Ganta. The 

situation is expressed by voiced bilabial or velar stop segments. For instance, the bilabial 

segment b occurs before indicative, causative and passive markers, whereas the velar one 

occurs as geminated form gg before high tone vowel segments of imperative, converb 

and middle markers, as in (23). Compare illustrations in (23a) and (23b).   
         Verb root before indicative before 

causative 

before 

passive 

(23)  a.  ɗ b- 

         ‘leave’ 

 

ɗ b-a-kk-i-ttam-e 

leave-IND-FOC-3FM-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘she will leave.’ 

ɗ b-us- 

leave-CAUS- 

‘cause to leave’ 

ɗ b-utt- 

leave-PASS- 

‘be left’ 

 

 

 

        Verb root 

(21) a. k m- 

‘cover’ 

before indicative 

k m-a-kk-i-ttam-e 

cover-IND-FOC-3FM-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘she will cover.’ 

before causative 

k m-us- 

cover-CAUS- 

‘cause to cover’ 

before passive 

k m-utt- 

cover-PASS- 

‘be covered’ 
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         Verb root before imperative before converb before middle 

b. ɗ gg- 

        ‘leave’ 

 

ɗ gg- yi 

leave-IMPER 

‘leaveǃ’ 

ɗ gg-  

leave-CONV 

‘after leaving’ 

ɗ gg-  

leave-MID 

‘left’ 

Segment b and segment gg can replace each other before infinitive marker -oda. 

But in this case, the bilabial segment occurs as geminated form bb like the velar 

counterpart before the other morphological markers in Ganta. See examples in (24a) and 

(24b) below.  

Before infinitive 
(24)  a.  ɗ bb-oda 

      leave-INFI 

      ‘to leave’ 

b. ɗ gg-oda 

leave-INFI 

‘to leave’ 

Verb root alteration in causative construction 

Interestingly, some Ganta verb roots like    ʔ- ‘die’,   - ‘exist/live’,   - ‘come’, 

and    - ‘go’ use semantically different verb roots for their causative formation. For 

example, a causative form of a verb    ʔ- ‘die’ is expressed by a verb root of   ɗ- 

‘kill’. The existence verb   - ‘exist/live’ is expressed by a verb     - ‘live/exist’. In the 

same manner, the motion verb roots of ye- ‘come’ and    - ‘go’ causative structures are 

expressed by ʔe - ‘bring’ and by ʔe  - ‘take’ respectively. Let us see the following 

examples in (25). 

         Verb root Causative stem 
(25) a.   h yʔ- 

       ‘die’ 

 

w ɗ-us- 

kill-CAUS- 

‘cause to die/kill’ 

b. y - 
‘exist/live’ 

 

 rdd-us- 

live/exist-CAUS- 

‘cause to live/exist’ 

c. y - 
‘come’ 

 

ʔe -w-us- 

bring-CI-CAUS- 

‘cause to come/bring’ 

d. h m 
‘go’ 

 

ʔe m-us- 

take-CAUS- 

‘cause to go/take’ 

In some speech contexts, particularly in debating like utterances, a verb root    - 

‘put’ can be used in the causative construction instead of existence verb   - ‘exist/live’, 

as in (26). 

5.2 Verb derivation 

In this section, Ganta verb extensions are analyzed by different affixes. Many 

linguists define and explain the role of morphological affixes by which the verb extension 

processes take place. For example, Childs  2003ː 110  elaborates the process in a way 

that “verb extensions are derivational suffixes that alter the meaning and often the 

Verb root Causative stem 
(26) a. y - ‘exist’ 

 

 

g d-us- 

put-CAUS- 

‘cause to exist/put’ 
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argument structure of a verb”. In relation to Childs’s  2003  point of view, causative verb 

extension in Ganta changes the meaning of the verb and allows the addition of an 

argument in the person of the cause, but passive and reciprocal verb extensions decrease 

an argument. The other derivational suffixes like intensive/iterative, infinitive, and 

inchoative can also play vital roles in Ganta verb derivations. In the following table, we 

can see the derivational patterns and their corresponding affixes. 

Derivational patterns Affixes 

Causative -s-, -ss-,-us-, -uss-, -(a)tsts-, -utsts-, - -, and -t -  

Passive -t-, tt- and -utt- 

Reciprocal -utt-,   - and -ga 

intensive/iterative -utsts-, -urutsts- and -ut t - 

Infinitive -oda, -kka and -  

Inchoative -t-, -et-, -ot-, -tt-, -  and -   

  

The causative verb extension can be applied with different causative suffixes that 

are determined by the type of Ganta verb roots. Double causative is also possible and 

occurs with reduplication like process with suffix -us-, not with the other suffixes. 

Furthermore, this marker can also be attached to the other causative suffixes for the 

double causative formation.  

Passivization mostly occurs onto verb roots in Ganta. The process shares similar 

marker with that of reciprocal construction. The other constructions like 

intensive/iterative is also expressed by reduplication process. But, the inchoative verbs 

are derived from nominal and adjectival classes by using morphological suffixes in 

Ganta.  Therefore, Ganta verb extension analyses are illustrated and presented one by one 

under each section in the following.  

5.2.1 Causative 
Causative formation can be expressed by different causative allomorphs, for 

which morphophonological processes take responsibility for the change of their distinct 

forms. For this reason, a suspected underlying causative morpheme {-s-} changes itself to 

the different forms as [-s-], [-ss-], [-us-], [-uss-], [-(a)tsts-], [-utsts-], [- -], and [-t -] after 

phonetically distinct segments of verb roots. Therefore, distributions of the allomorphs 

are described after final segments of transitive and intransitive verb roots in Ganta.      

The suffixation process of the intransitive verb roots with the causative 

allomorphs results in paradigm shifts in Ganta. In this case, the intransitive verb root can 

be changed into transitive verb stem, but the transitive verb root does not undergo any 

change. Such phenomenon was firstly asserted in Ganta by Selamawit (2004ː 91-92) even 

if her analysis goes beyond the fact. Similarly, in the related languages, Koorete (Binyam 

2008) and Haro (Hirut 2004), the role of causativization was also realized in the transitive 

and intransitive verb roots. 

Selamawit  2004ː 91  identified -uso as causative marker in Ganta even if it has 

not been attested as causative marker in this study. Look at the following data from 

Selamawit (27). 

       Verb root gloss Causative              gloss 
(27) a.  woɗ- 

b. ham- 

‘kill’ 

‘go’ 

woɗ-uso 

ham-uso 

‘cause someone to kill’ 

‘cause someone to go’ 
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c. er- ‘know’ er-uso ‘cause someone to know’ 

As it has been observed in the above examples (8a-c), the marker -uso is used to 

mark for the causative strategy. A vowel o is attached as part of the marker segment in 

the final position.  However, in the study, the vowel o is not attested as part of the 

causative marker segment. Rather, it is a nominalizer for some verb roots in Ganta. 

Therefore, marker -us- is recognized as one of the causative marking allomorphs.  

For the causativization strategy, except for certain forms of gerundive or 

nominalized verbs, the analyzed data include root forms of the transitive and intransitive 

verbs. Since, the causativization system does not apply with the citation verb forms. The 

reason is that terminal vowels of the verb stems are highly motivated by the phonological 

rule of deletion when the underlying causative morpheme {-s-} comes to suffix it. The 

data also include complex clause structures, in which the causative allomorphs may be 

expressed together with series of other affixes.  Thus, in this section, the function of the 

allomorph [-us-] and the other allomorphs are analyzed on the transitive and intransitive 

verb roots.  

5.2.1.1 Causativization of transitive verb 

Transitive verb causativization with [-s-] 

A verb root final segment of bilabial nasal takes the allomorph [-s-] as causative 

marker. In the process, phonological rule motivates feature-adding rule that adds an entire 

segment of the causative stem. In this case, long high tone vowel    is inserted before the 

causative allomorph and after final segment of the verb root. Here, the segment 

modification rule is applied so as to preserve the causative structure of the word in Ganta. 

Since, Ganta word structure may not occur as sequence ms. See in (28) below.  

         Verb root                      gloss                       causative stem          gloss 

(28) a. m-                               ‘eat’                        m-  -s-                     ‘cause to  eat’ 

Apart from bilabial nasal, glottal sound ʔ that occurs at the end of the verb root 

also conditions the allomorph [-s-] as causative marker. But, in this process, another rule 

changes the final segment of the glottal sound to the postalveolar glide y. Since, the 

sequence ʔs is not permitted in Ganta word structures. Still, a new rule also reduces a 

segment quantity of the verb root. In this case, long vowel    that occurs at the medial 

position of the verb root is reduced to the short vowel   in the causative stem. The case 

might be happened as result of phonotactic reason, for which the sequence of long high 

tone vowel before consonant cluster is not easily allowed in medial position of the word, 

as in m-  -y-s- ‘cause to dress/wear’. Look at the example in (29). 

        Verb root                  gloss                     causative stem             gloss 

(29) a. ma ʔ-                    ‘dress/wear’          m y-s-                          ‘cause to dress/wear’ 

Change of glottal stop ʔ to glide and shortening of long high tone vowel to the 

corresponding shorter vowel in Ganta are phonemic because the morphophonological 

processes are not always predictable by rules. In the above (29) case, the glottal change 

rule is an assimilation rule and vowel shortening rule is a segment reduction rule. But, in 

the following illustration (30), the morphophonological rules do not work as they are 

expressed in (29). Here, the suffixation of underlying causative morpheme {-s-} does not 

change the form of the glottal stop, as in (30a-c) and shorten a vowel length as usual, as 

in (30a). Instead, the glottal stop simply takes the other causative allomorphs like [-uss-] 

or [-us-] for causative formation. In the following example (30), one can observe 

different forms of the causative allomorphs after the glottal sound in Ganta. Furthermore, 
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the same condition is also observed onto intransitive verb roots; see intransitive verb 

causativization in section (5.2.1.2). For now, compare the examples in (29) and (30). 

The suffixation of the underlying causative morpheme {-s-} conditions the sound 

of voiceless velar stop k and velar ejective k' that occur at the end of the verb roots to be 

/s/ before the causative allomorph as [-s-]. Look at example (31) below. 

 Change of the velar sounds to /s/ (or total assimilation of the velar sounds) after 

being conditioned by the underlying causative morpheme are phonemic in Ganta. 

Because, such morphophonological processes are not predictable by rules. In the 

following illustration (32), such morphophonological processes are not expressed as they 

are expressed in the example (31). The reason might be influenced by the occurrence of 

the distinct segment forms in word structures. If initial or medial (or both) segments of 

the verb roots may express form change, the forms of the final velar stops (k or k') of the 

verb roots do not change to /s/ and the causative allomorph [-s-] will not occur as the 

causative marker. Instead, the velar sounds simply take the other causative allomorph 

[-us-] without any form change in the causative construction in Ganta. For example, in 

(32a), a verb root only differs in its initial segment from example (31a). But, the other 

verb roots that are illustrated in (32b-f) differ in initial or medial (or both) segments of 

the verb roots even the final segment of them is still similar with that of (31a-b). 

Compare (31) with (32) 

         Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(32)  a. bo k- 

b.b k- 

c. du k'- 

d.tu k'- 

e. ɗe k'- 

f. b k'- 

‘dig’ 

‘thresh’ 

‘fetch’ 

‘support’ 

‘kick’ 

‘slap’ 

bo k-us- 

b k-us- 

du k'-us- 

tu k'-us- 

ɗe k'-us- 

b k'-us- 

‘cause to dig’  

‘cause to thresh’ 

‘cause to fetch’ 

‘cause to support’ 

‘cause to kick’ 

‘cause to slap’ 

Similarly, as the voiceless velar k and velar ejective k' in (31), the underlying 

causative morpheme {-s-} conditions the glottal stop ʔ of the verb root segment to /s/ 

before the causative allomorph [-s-]. Here, a rule of total assimilation changes the glottal 

sound before the underlying causative morpheme. The reason is that sequence ʔs is not 

allowed in Ganta word structures. Still, another phonological rule reduces long high tone 

vowel e  to the short high tone vowel   in the causativization process in (33a). The vowel 

reduction process has happened for the reason that Ganta word structures may not permit 

long high tone vowel between glottal stop and geminated sibilant, as in ʔ-e -s. Now, look 

at the examples in (33).  

      Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(33) a.  ʔe ʔ- 

b. ka ʔ- 
c. ɗu ʔ- 

‘stand’ 

‘play’ 

‘explode’ 

ʔ s-s- 

ka s-s- 

ɗu s-s- 

‘cause to stand’ 

‘cause to play’ 

‘cause to explode’ 

        Verb root stem gloss Causative  gloss 
(30) a. ʔo ʔ- 

b.g ʔ- 

c. g ʔ- 

‘shout  of ox ’ 

‘benefit’ 

‘call’ 

ʔo ʔ-uss- 

g ʔ-us- 

g ʔ-us- 

‘cause to shout  of ox ’ 

‘cause to benefit’ 

‘cause to call’ 

         Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(31) a. to k- 

b.do k'- 

‘carry’ 

‘make  rope ’ 

to s-s- 

do s-s- 

‘cause to carry’ 

‘cause to make  rope ’ 
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As in (33), the final segment of the verb root ʔ does not express feature change 

before the underlying causative morpheme {-s-} that follows to it in (34). Here, simply, 

the other causative allomorphs [-uss-], [-us-] and [-atsts-] suffix to the verb root ʔ 

without conditioning the form change of the segment. The case might be happened as 

result of initial or medial (or both) segment changes of the verb roots in form even if the 

final segment remains stable. Look at the example in (34). 

       Verb root gloss causative stem Gloss 
(34) a.  ʔo ʔ- 

g ʔ- 

g ʔ- 

m ʔ- 

‘shout  of ox ’ 

‘call’ 

‘benefit’ 

‘germinate’ 

ʔo ʔ-uss- 

g ʔ-us- 

g ʔ-us- 

m ʔ-atsts- 

‘cause to shout  of ox ’ 

‘cause to call’ 

‘cause to benefit’ 

‘cause to germinate’ 

Of the non glottal stop, the final segment g of the transitive verb root is also 

conditioned to the /s/ when the underlying causative morpheme {-s-} suffixes to it. As 

usual, a phonological rule is also realized in the process when the underlying causative 

morpheme comes to occur with the final segment of the verb root, where the segment 

undergoes total assimilation after the causative allomorph. In the process, one can 

observe “g-assimilation” as formulated ruleː /g/ → /s//—s. The voiced velar stop is 

changed from the verb root because of phonotactic reason. The reason is that sequence of 

gss does not allow in Ganta word structures. See below in (35). 

           Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(35) a. b g- 

b. ɗ g- 

‘kidnap’ 

‘munch 

b s-s- 

ɗ s-s- 

‘cause to kidnap’ 

‘cause to munch’ 

If initial and medial segment of the verb root expresses form change, the voiced 

velar stop that occurs at the end of the verb roots may not always be conditioned by the 

underlying causative morpheme. Instead, the segment takes the other causative allomorph 

[-us-] or [-uss-], as in (36).  Compare (35) with (36)   

              Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(36) a. ʃ g- 

    g g- 

    gi g- 

‘divide’ 

‘run  of water ’ 

‘agree’ 

ʃ g-us- 

g g-uss- 

gi g-uss- 

‘cause to divide’    

‘cause to run  of water ’  

‘cause to agree’  

Apart from stops, bilabial fricative ɸ that occurs at the end of a verb root also 

conditions the form of itself when the underlying causative morpheme {-s-} suffixes to 

the segment in Ganta. In this process, morphophonemic rule assimilates the final segment 

of the verb root to the /s/. Such rule is happened as result of phonotactic reasons, for 

which the sequence of ɸss is not tolerated in Ganta word structures. The formulated rule 

will have the formː /ɸ/ → /s//—s and the rule tells us that ɸ changes itself when it finds 

between u and ss. Look at the example in (37). 

As in (35), the form of the allomorph may not be only determined by the final 

segment of the verb roots, but also the phonetic property of the initial or medial (or both) 

segments of the verb root may affect the situation. If one can change the initial or medial 

(or both) segments of the verb root, the segment ɸ does not condition the phonetic form 

of the underlying causative morpheme, rather it directly suffixes with the other causative 

allomorphs [-us-] and [-utsts-]. In the process, the bilabial fricative ɸ changes itself to 

         Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(37) a. t ɸ- ‘plant’ t s-s- ‘cause to plant’ 
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the voiceless velar stop k as an optional segment before the causative allomorph, as in 

(38a-b). Compare (37) with (38) 

       Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(38) a.  l ɸ- 

b. ʔ ɸ- 

c. k ɸ- 

d.  yɸ- 

‘pierce’ 

‘take’ 

‘wait/keep’ 

‘catch’ 

l ɸ-us-/l k-us- 

ʔ ɸ-us-/ʔ k-us- 

k ɸ-us- 

 ytsts-utsts- 

‘cause to pierce’ 

‘cause to take’ 

‘cause to wait/keep’ 

‘cause to catch’ 

But in another situation, the segment ɸ can also be conditioned to the form /s/ 

when the underlying causative morpheme suffixes to it. The case might be expressed 

when a verb root occurs with a postalveolar glide y at its initial position and with long 

vowel e  in its medial position. In the process, segment ɸ occurs assimilation when it 

finds itself between e  and s. The reason is that the sequence ɸss is not permitted in a 

word structure of Ganta. For this reason, the causative marker occurs with its similar 

segment /s/, as in (39). See below. 

       Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(39) a. ye ɸ- ‘cry’ ye s-s- ‘cause to cry’ 

As usual, if the initial and medial segments of the verb root occur form change, 

the form of the causative allomorph will be different, and the segment ɸ simply takes the 

allomorph [-us-], as in (40). Compare (40) with (39) 

       Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(40) a. ʔu ɸ- ‘dislike’ ʔu ɸ-us- ‘cause to dislike’ 

Transitive verb causativization with [-ss-] 

The vowel sound that occurs at the end of transitive verb root can also condition 

the underlying causative morpheme to the causative allomorph [-ss-], as in (41). 

        Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(41) a. b - ‘look/observe’ b -ss- ‘cause to look/observe’ 

Transitive verb causativization with [-us-] 

In Ganta, the underlying causative morpheme {-s-} is changed to the allomorph [-us-] 

after stops, fricatives, affricates and liquids. The allomorph might be resulted from an 

addition rule of vowel u. If vowel u does not occur with s, the causative structure would 

end in consonant-consonant sequences that never permitted in the end of some word 

structures of Ganta. Thus, the rule can be formulated as “u-addition”, as ø→/u//—s. Look 

at the following example in (42). 

      Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(42) a.  ɗ b- 

go d- 

w ɗ- 

ʔ ɗ- 

bo k- 

g rɸ- 

b ys- 

g ʃ- 

g tʃtʃ- 

ga tʃ - 

y l- 

k r- 

‘leave/drop’ 

‘chase’ 

‘kill’ 

‘push’ 

‘dig’ 

‘coat  paint ’ 

‘sell’ 

‘till/farm’ 

‘pull’ 

‘grind’ 

‘deliver’(giving birth to baby) 

‘cut’  branch of tree  

ɗ b-us- 

go d-us- 

w ɗ-us- 

ʔ ɗ-us- 

bo k-us- 

g rɸ-us- 

b ys-us- 

g ʃ-us- 

g tʃtʃ-us- 

ga tʃ -us- 

y l-us- 

k r-us- 

‘cause to leave/drop’ 

‘cause to chase’ 

‘cause to kill’  

‘cause to push’ 

‘cause to dig’ 

‘cause to coat  paint ’ 

‘cause to sell’ 

‘cause to till/farm’ 

‘cause to pull’ 

‘cause to grind’ 

‘cause to deliver’ 

‘cause to cut’ 
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m r- ‘protect’ m r-us- ‘cause to protect’ 

Some transitive verb roots that end in bilabial nasal take the causative allomorph 

[-us-] in two forms. In the first strategy, the allomorph occurs without affecting the final 

segment of the verb root, as in (43a). In the second situation, the segment of the verb 

roots undergoes velar nasal assimilation, as in (43b). Compare the following examples 

below (43). 

        Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(43) a. d m- 

    k m- 

b. d m- 

    k m- 

‘find’ 

‘cover’ 

‘find’ 

‘cover’ 

d m-us- 

k m-us- 

d ŋ-us- 

k ŋ-us- 

‘cause to find’ 

‘cause to cover’ 

‘cause to find’ 

‘cause to cover’ 

Transitive verb causativization with [-uss-] 

After stops, sibilant and liquid, the underlying causative morpheme {-s-} is 

changed to the allomorph [-uss-]. From the previous allomorph [-us-], as in (42) and (43), 

this one differs only by having geminated sibilant as its final segment. Now let us see the 

distribution of the allomorph [-uss-] in (44a). 

       Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 

(44) a. d d- 

           g yd- 

           b ntt- 

      tʃtʃ- 

     ʔ l- 

‘weave’ 

‘hit’ 

‘obtain’ 

‘lay  putdown ’ 

‘collect’ 

d d-uss- 

g yd-uss- 

b ntt-uss- 

 tʃtʃ-uss- 

ʔ l-uss- 

‘cause to weave’ 

‘cause to hit’ 

‘cause to obtain’ 

‘cause to lay  put down ’ 

‘cause to collect’ 

But in the rapid speech context, allomorph [-us-] can be used instead of [-uss-] to express 

causative formation in Ganta, as in (45). 

         Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(45) a. d d- 

        ʔ l- 

‘weave’ 

‘collect’ 

d d-us- 

ʔ l-us- 

‘cause to weave’ 

‘cause to collect’ 

Transitive verb causativization with [-tsts-] 

Transitive verb roots that end in alveolar nasal, liquid and vowels condition the 

underlying morpheme {-s-} to the allomorph [-tsts-] as causative marker in Ganta. But, 

in example (46b), the allomorph [-tsts-] occurs after citation forms of verbal nouns that 

end in nominalizing vowels. Look at examples in (46a) and (46b) below. 

    Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(46) a.  labb n- 

         ɗik  r- 

    da bur- 

‘exhaust/tire’ 

‘ignore’ 

‘weak/tire’ 

labb n-tsts- 

ɗik  r-tsts- 

da bur-tsts- 

‘cause to exhaust/tire’ 

‘cause to ignore’ 

‘cause to weak/tire’ 

    Verbal nouns gloss Causative stem gloss 

b.  mo 

         yeell  

‘interest/ eal’ 

‘humiliate’ 

 mo-tsts- 

yeell -tsts- 

‘cause to interest/ eal’ 

‘cause to humiliate’ 

The above rule that is formulated for the occurrence of causative allomorph 

[-tsts-], as in (46a), has seemed to be nonpredictable after liquids. The reason is that some 

transitive verb roots that end in liquids do not condition the allomorph [-tsts-] as 

causative marker. Instead, the other causative allomorph [-us-] uses for causativization 

process in Ganta, as in (47). Such case might be expressed as result of phonetic properties 
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of initial and medial segments of the verb roots, as in the case of allomorph [-s-] in the 

above. Compare the examples in (46a) with (47) 

        Verb root gloss Causative stem                gloss 
(47) a. h yr- 

 g r- 

‘throw’ 

‘uproot’ 

h yr-us- 

g r-us- 

‘cause to throw’ 

‘cause to uproot’  

Other than alveolar nasal, liquid and vowels, segments of voiceless and voiced 

stops also condition the underlying causative morpheme {-s-} to the causative allomorph 

[-ts-]. Thereafter, final stops are motivated by the morphophonemic processes, in which 

the segments’ feature assimilation is realized on the some transitive verb roots. In this 

respect, alveolar stops (t, d and ɗ) and velar stop k undergo feature change as result of 

their phonetic feature total assimilation to the following underlying causative morpheme. 

The reason is that Ganta does not tolerate sequence ttsts, ddtsts, ɗtsts, and ktsts in its 

word structures. For this reason, stops occur total assimilation when they find themselves 

between vowels (alveolar nasal) and tsts. In the examples (48a), (48b) and (48c), one can 

respectively see the process in which the segments’ phonetic features exist as a form of 

/ts/ before the allomorph [-ts-]. 

        Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(48) a. de t- 

b. d ndd- 

    w ɗ- 

c. g k- 

‘meet’ 

‘stand’ 

‘step down’ 

‘arrive/reach’ 

de ts-ts- 

d nts-ts- 

w ts-ts- 

g ts-ts- 

‘cause to meet’ 

‘cause to stand’ 

‘cause to step down’ 

‘cause to arrive/reach’ 

In addition to feature assimilation, the final segments of the verb roots undergo 

assimilation when the underlying causative morpheme suffixed to them. In the suffixation 

process, the bilabial nasal /m/ that occurs at the end of the verb changes to /n/ before 

[-tsts-]. Thereafter, homorganic nasal rule changes the phonetic feature of the bilabial 

nasal m to the alveolar one n before the allomorph [-tsts-]. The formulated rule will have 

the formː /m/ → /n//—tsts, as in (49). 

Verb root gloss Causative stem                 gloss 
(49) a. ud m- 

ɗ m- 

ge m- 

‘embrace’ 

‘suck  breast ’ 

‘hide’ 

ud n-tsts- 

ɗ n-tsts- 

ge n-tsts- 

‘cause to embrace’ 

‘cause to suck’ 

‘cause to hide’ 

But, in example (50), the manner of articulation assimilation changes a voiced 

alveolar implosive ɗ that occurs at the end of the verb root to liquid r before the causative 

allomorph [-tsts-]. The process is observed when the underlying causative morpheme  

suffixes to the implosive segment. In the process, another phonological rule reduces the 

verb root’s long high tone vowel    to the shorter one as   in the causative stem before 

consonant cluster rtsts. The reason is that Ganta does not allow long vowel with high 

tone between b and rtsts.  Look at the example below. 

          Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(50) a. ba ɗ- ‘take in  food ’ ba r-tsts- ‘cause to take in  food ’ 

Apart from feature deletion and assimilation, segment addition is observed in the 

causative verb stem. In this case, phonological rule adds the two initial segments ur of 

the iterative marker -urutsts- after final segment of verb root and before the causative 

allomorph [-tsts-]. In this respect, the segment is added not to express the iterative notion, 

but it is only added to preserve the causative structure of the verb stem. The reason is that 
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Ganta might not have the sequence ddtsts in a word structure. This is the case in example 

(51). See below.          

       Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(51) a. ʔ mbb- ‘fall’ ʔ mbb-ur-tsts- ‘cause to fall’ 

Transitive verb causativization with [-atsts-] 

The underlying causative morpheme {-s-} is assimilated to the corresponding 

allomorph [-atsts-] after voiced bilabial b and velar g stops, as in (52). In the process, 

phonological rule motivates feature adding rule by which vowel “a-addition” is occurred 

so as to maintain permitted word structures in Ganta. The reason is that Ganta does not 

allow stop-affricate sequences, except for certain reasons, as in dtsts, gtsts, and ddtsts in 

some speech contexts. Thus, the rule will be formulated asː {-s-}→ -atsts-]/[voiced 

stops] —. See in (52). 

       Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(52) a.  go d- 

gi g- 

s  ndd- 

be g- 

‘chase’ 

‘agree’ 

‘erect’ 

‘wake up’ 

go d-atsts- 

gi g-atsts- 

s  ndd-atsts- 

be g-atsts- 

‘cause to chase’ 

‘cause to agree’ 

‘cause to erect’ 

‘cause to wake up’ 

But in some speech contexts, the other causative allomorphs [-us-] and [-uss-] can 

also be used with the above transitive verb roots in Ganta, as in (53a) and (53b) 

respectively. 

       Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(53) a. go d- 

b. gi g- 

‘chase’ 

‘agree’ 

go d-us- 

gi g-uss- 

‘cause to chase’ 

‘cause to agree’ 

Transitive verb causativization with [-utsts-] 

The underlying causative morpheme {-s-} is changed to the allomorph [-utsts-] 

when suffixing with the segment of the bilabial fricative ɸ. Thereafter, another rule 

totally assimilates the final segment ɸ of the verb root to a segment /tsts/ before the 

allomorph. The case is happened so as to make the causative verb structure easily 

pronounceable. Thus, the rule can be formulated asː /ɸ/ → /tsts//—[-utsts-]. The rule 

specifies that tsts is assimilated when occurs between y and utsts. Look at the example in 

(54). 

       Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(54) a.  yɸ- ‘catch’  ytsts-utsts- ‘cause to catch’ 

 Transitive verb causativization with [-ʃ-] 

The underlying causative morpheme {-s-} is changed to the allomorph [- -] after 

segment of the postalveolar sibilant of the final verb root, in which sibilant harmony is 

expressed in Ganta. The reason is that phonological rule has made the sound of s more 

similar with the segment   by spreading the phonetic feature. Here, the segment is total 

assimilated to the phonetic feature of the underlying causative morpheme in Ganta. Thus, 

the rule will be formulated asː {-s-} → |-ʃ-|/ʃ—. Let us see the example in (55). 

        Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 

(55) a.  ʃ- 
 m ʃ- 

‘drink’ 

‘satisfy’ 

 ʃ-ʃ- 

m ʃ-ʃ- 

‘cause to drink’ 

‘cause to satisfy’ 
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But the formulated rule seems to be nonpredictable, as in (55). The reason is that 

some transitive verb roots take the other causative allomorph [-us-] after the segment of 

the postalveolar sibilant  , as in (56). Now compare (55) with (56). 

         Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(56) a. g ʃ- 

 t ʃ- 

 g ʃ- 

 n ʃʃ- 

 tʃ  ʃ- 

‘till/farm’ 

‘coat/paint’ 

‘divide’ 

‘narrate’ 

‘swear off’ 

g ʃ-us- 

t ʃ-us- 

g ʃ-us- 

n ʃʃ-us- 

tʃ  ʃ-us- 

‘cause to till/farm’ 

‘cause to coat/paint’ 

‘cause to divide’ 

‘cause to narrate’ 

‘cause to swear off’ 

The voiced postalveolar sibilant /ʒ/ conditions the underlying causative 

morpheme {-s-} to the other causative allomorph [- -], where phonological rule of 

sibilant harmony is applied. The rule has the formː {-s-} → [-ʃ-]/ʒ—. Then, the second 

rule also assimilates the final segment /ʒ/ of the verb roots to / / before the causative 

allomorph. Therefore, for this reason, the assimilated causative allomorph lastly occurs 

after the assimilated segment of the verb roots in Ganta. Look at the examples in (57). 

        Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(57) a. gi ʒ- 

ge ʒ- 

mu ʒ- 

ka ʒ- 

‘discharge  pus ’ 

‘purify’ 

‘diffuse’ 

‘make sex’ 

gii -ʃ- 

ge  -ʃ- 

mu  -ʃ- 

ka  -ʃ- 

‘cause to discharge  pus ’ 

‘cause to purify’ 

‘cause to diffuse’ 

‘cause to make sex’ 

Like sibilant feature assimilation, as in (57), stop segment assimilation is occurred 

when the underlying morpheme {-s-} comes to the final segments of the verb roots.  In 

this case, segments of velar stops, g and    are motivated for the process when they appear 

between vowel and sibilant [- -]. See the process in (58).  

        Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(58) a. ʃ g- 

ʃi k'- 

‘wash’ 

‘gather’ 

ʃ  -ʃ- 

ʃi  -ʃ- 

‘cause to wash’ 

‘cause to gather’ 

As it has been observed in the above analysis, the conditioning strategy of the 

final stops of the transitive verb roots might be determined by the phonetic property of 

the initial or medial (or both) segments of the verb roots in Ganta. If initial or medial 

segments of the verb roots are sequenced with the postalveolar sibilant   and with short 

vowel o or long vowel    respectively, as in (58), stops g and k' will condition the 

underlying causative morpheme {-s-} to the allomorph [- -], where rule of sibilant 

harmony has expressed. Thereafter, stops have totally assimilated to   before the 

causative allomorph for phonotactic reason as in (58). If not, they can occur with the 

other causative allomorphs [-uss-] and [-us-] in (59a-d). But, for the other allomorph 

[-s-], stops also assimilate to s as in (59e), and also see in (31) and (37) in the above. 

Now, compare example (58) with (59). 

        Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(59) a. ʃ g- 

b.gi g- 

c. ɗe k'- 

d.b k'- 

e. ɗ g- 

‘divide’ 

‘agree’ 

‘kick’ 

‘slap’ 

‘munch 

ʃ g-us- 

gi g-uss- 

ɗe k'-us- 

b k'-us- 

ɗ -ss- 

‘cause to divide’    

‘cause to agree’  

‘cause to kick’ 

‘cause to slap’ 

‘cause to munch’ 

Transitive verb causativization with [-(tʃ )tʃ-/] 
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Other than allomorph [- -], the underlying causative morpheme {-s-} appears in 

the form of [-t -] when verb roots ʔ, m and t   contact with it. In the process, such 

segments express morphophonological process, in which segment assimilation is 

realized. For instance, in (60a), the case is observed when the final segment ʔ totally 

assimilates to t  before the causative allomorph [-t -] and after long high tone vowel   . 

The rule might beː ʔ → tʃ/—tʃ. The reason is that the sequence of   ʔt t  is not possible 

in a Ganta word structure.  In the same way the verb root segment assimilation is 

observed in example (60b). In this situation, phonetic feature of postalveolar ejective t   is 

totally assimilated to t  before the causative allomorph. This is the reason why the 

segment feature assimilates itself between a y and t  so as to maintain the sequence yt  t t  

possible.  For the convenience, the rule would beː tʃ  → tʃ/y—tʃ. But in (60c), another rule 

is applied on the segment m of the bilabial nasal so as to change it to ŋ before the 

following causative allomorph [-t t -]. The case is happened for the phonotactic reason in 

which o  t t  sequencing is impossible in Ganta word structure. The rule would beː m→ 

ŋ/oo—tʃtʃ. Look at examples in (60a), (60b) and (60c) respectively. 

         Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(60) a.   la ʔ- 

b. m yt  - 

c. tʃ o m- 

‘kiss’ 

‘bite’ 

‘munch’ 

la t -tʃ- 

m yt -tʃ- 

tʃ o n-tʃtʃ- 

‘cause to kiss’ 

‘cause to bite’ 

‘cause to munch’ 

Look at the following illustrative sentence constructions (61). 
(61) a.   t n-i     chubaro   maaʔ  ʃ ʃ-ʃ-a-k-oti-d-e 

            I-NOM chubaro cloth   wash-CAUS-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘I caused Chubaro to wash cloth.’ 

b. add -y             s-o         ʃuŋk rte t s-s-a-kk-oyi-d-e 

            father-NOM she-ACC onion   plant-CAUS-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Father caused her to plant onion.’ 

c.  s-i             s-a         b ra     g jj-us-a-kk-i-d-e           

she-NOM he-ACC  money add-CAUS-IND-FOC-3FM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘She caused him to add money.’ 

d. n n-i          ʃag la la tʃ-tʃ-a-k-unu-d-e  

we-NOM   cheek  kiss-CAUS-IND-FOC-2PL-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘We made them kiss cheek.’ 

e.  s-i            g lʔa ɗ nts-ts-a-kk-i-d-e    

she-NOM calf   suck-CAUS-IND-FOC-3FM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘She caused calf to suck.’ 

5.2.1.2 Causativization of intransitive verb  

Intransitive verb causativization with [-s-] 

As it has observed in the above section (5.2.1.1), causativization of transitive 

verbs is marked by the phonetically distinct allomorphs. The distribution of such 

allomorphs may or may not be determined by the phonetic properties of the final 

segments of the verb roots, on which morphophonemic rules such as assimilation, 

deletion and insertion are observed. Furthermore, initial or medial (or both) segments of 

the verb roots may also affect the form of the causative allomorphs in Ganta. In the same 

manner, each of those causative allomorphs can also occur with the final segments of 

intransitive verb roots; however, the conditioning environment may determine its 

phonetic forms. For instance, the form of [-s-] appears after bilabial nasal m and long 

high tone vowel    in the transitive verb root, as in m-  -s- ‘cause to eat’. But in this 
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section, the segment s of intransitive verb root is responsible for the conditioning strategy 

of the allomorph in Ganta, as in (62). See below. 

           Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(61) a. k s- ‘get out’ k s-s- ‘cause to get out’ 

Like some transitive verb segments, the intransitive verb roots that end in e ʔ, 

  ʔ,    , and e ɸ express total assimilation of a stop and fricative when suffixing with 

the underlying causative morpheme {-s-}. Here, one can observe phonological rule that 

assimilates velar stops (ʔ and g) and bilabial fricative ɸ to s. The situation occurs when 

segments (ʔ, g and ɸ) find themselves between long vowels and sibilant {-s-}. 

Thereafter, the causative allomorph directly occurs after assimilated segments of the verb 

roots in Ganta. But in (62b), still the rule is also applied so as to reduce phonetic feature 

of the verb root.  Here, long vowel e  of the verb root is reduced to the short vowel   in 

the causative verb stem. Look at the following examples in (62). 

         Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(62) a. ka ʔ- 

b.  ʔe ʔ- 

c.  s u g- 

d. ye ɸ- 

‘play’ 

‘stand up’ 

‘burn’ 

‘cry’ 

ka s-s- 

ʔ s-s- 

s u s-s- 

ye s-s- 

‘cause to play’ 

‘cause to stand up’ 

‘cause to burn’ 

‘cause to cry’ 

If the initial and medial segments of the verb roots are changed with other 

segments, the velar stop g will totally assimilates to   when the causative morpheme {-s-} 

suffixes to the final segment of the verb root. Here, the next consecutive phonological 

process has occurred in changing the causative morpheme {-s-} to [- -], for which distant 

assimilation or sibilant harmony is applied, as in (63a). The postalveolar t   in t     - 

‘bray’ has triggered the change. But, in (63b), the allomorph [-atsts-] directly suffixes 

onto the segment. Compare example (63a) with (63b) below. 

         Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 

(63) a. tʃ a g- 

b.s o g- 

‘bray’ 

‘jump’ 

tʃ a  -ʃ- 

s o g-atsts- 

‘cause to bray’ 

‘cause to jump’ 

In example (64), the final segment of intransitive verb root also undergoes 

phonetic feature change. In this situation, a voiced alveolar sibilant z of the verb root 

segment has totally assimilated to s when the underlying causative morpheme {-s-} 

suffixes to it. Here, phonological rule of sibilant harmony is expressed. See the example 

below.   

        Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 

(64) a. de z- ‘sigh’ de s-s- ‘cause to sigh’ 

The causative morpheme {-s-} takes the form [-ss-] after a vowel segment of the 

intransitive verb root, as in (65). Look at the example below. 

         Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(65) a. s - ‘listen’ s -ss- ‘cause to listen’ 

Intransitive verb causativization with [-us-] 

Like final segments of transitive verb roots, the consonant sounds that occur at the 

end of intransitive verb roots condition the underlying causative morpheme {-s-} to the 

causative allomorph [-us-], as  in (66). 
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         Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(66) a. ɗisk- 

ʔe h- 

k ɸ- 

m t- 

ɸ ntt- 

k  ltʃ tʃ antt- 

h ntt- 

ɗ ʃ- 

‘sleep’ 

‘love’ 

‘watch’ 

‘swallow’ 

‘boil’ 

‘belch’                               

‘walk’ 

‘snee e’ 

d sk-us- 

ʔe h-us- 

k ɸ-us- 

m t-us- 

ɸ ntt-us- 

k  ltʃ tʃ antt-us- 

h ntt-us- 

ɗ ʃ-us- 

‘cause to sleep’ 

‘cause to love’ 

‘cause to watch’ 

‘cause to swallow’ 

‘cause to boil’ 

‘cause to belch’ 

‘cause to walk’ 

‘cause to snee e’ 

Intransitive verb causativization with [-uss-] 

The underlying causative morpheme {-s-} is also changed to the allomorph [-uss-] after 

final stops and sibilant of intransitive verb roots in Ganta. See below (67). 

       Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(67) a.   go g- 

       h- 

  t- 

  ntʃtʃ- 

‘rotate/revolve’ 

‘speak’ 

‘sit down’ 

‘win’ 

go g-uss- 

 h-uss- 

 t-uss- 

 ntʃtʃ-uss- 

‘cause to rotate/revolve’ 

‘cause to speak’ 

‘cause to sit down’ 

‘cause to win’ 

Intransitive verb causativization with [-tsts-] 

The liquid sounds at the end of intransitive verb roots condition the underlying 

causative morpheme that follows to be geminated sibilant [-tsts-], as in (68a). But in 

(68b), the allomorph appears after citation form verb stems that occur in citation forms.  

Compare the following examples in (68a) and (68b) below. 

       Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(68) a.    tor- 

   nddur- 

  miik  r- 

  ad r- 

  g l- 

‘boast/brag’ 

‘roll’ 

‘insist’ 

‘gallop’ 

‘get in/enter’  

 tor-tsts- 

 nddur-tsts- 

miik  r-tsts- 

ad r-tsts- 

g l-tsts- 

‘cause to boast/brag’ 

‘cause to roll’ 

‘cause to insist’ 

‘cause to gallop’ 

‘cause to get in/enter’ 

b. ʒil  

  ʃen  

  h ls's'o 

‘upset’ 

‘temper’ 

‘slide’ 

ʒil -tsts- 

ʃen -tsts- 

h ls's'o-tsts- 

‘cause to upset’ 

‘cause to temper’  

‘cause to slide’   

As it has been observed in the transitive causativization, similar morphophonemic 

rules are also realized on the some intransitive verb roots, where segment assimilation is 

expressed as result of causative morpheme {-s-} suffixation onto the verb roots. For 

example, in (69), velar stop (t)t has assimilated to ts before the causative morpheme, as a 

ruleː (t)t →ts/—s. Thereafter, the causative morpheme has also changed to the allomorph 

of sibilant [-ts-] after the assimilated segments in the causative constructions, as in (69). 

The reason is that the sequences ots and ntts are not permissible in Ganta word 

structures. See the example below. 

         Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(69) a. la mot- 

 k  ltʃ tʃ  ntt- 

‘pine/gush’ 

‘belch’ 

la mots-ts- 

k  ltʃ tʃ  nts-ts- 

‘cause to pine/gush’ 

‘cause to belch’ 

Intransitive verb causativization with [-atsts-] 

Interestingly, causative allomorph [-atsts-] also appears after stops, sibilants and 

liquid sounds of intransitive verb roots in Ganta. But in the case of transitive verb 
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causativization, the allomorph is conditioned by the final segments of stop sounds. Look 

at the following examples in (70a), (70b) and (70c). 

The rule that is formulated for the occurrence of causative allomorph [-atsts-] 

seems to be unpredictable after liquids in Ganta. The reason is that some intransitive verb 

roots that end in liquids may not condition the allomorph as causative marker in (71) as it 

is shown in (70c). Rather, the allomorph [-us-] is used for causative marking, as in (71). 

       Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(71) a.  y l- 

bi ll- 

w yll- 

g yr- 

‘bear/deliver  a baby ’ 

‘brew’ 

‘make sex’ 

‘boast’ 

y l-us- 

bi ll-us- 

w yll-us- 

g yr-us- 

‘cause to bear/deliver  a baby  

‘cause to brew’ 

‘cause to make sex’ 

‘cause to boast’ 

Similarly, the occurrence of the allomorph [-atsts-] also seems to be unpredictable 

after alveolar sibilant s'. Because, the conditioning rule of s' is not predictable as it is 

expressed in (70b). Therefore, the situation is observed when a verb root   s'- ‘observe’ 

undergoes causativization process with the other allomorph [-uss-], as in   s'-uss- ‘cause 

to observe’. 

Intransitive verb causativization with [-ʃ-] 

Like some transitive verb roots, a sibilant sound that occurs at the end of 

intransitive verb roots conditions the underlying causative morpheme {-s-} that follows 

to be similar with that of its environment. This process is refered to as sibilant harmony. 

In the process, the underlying causative morpheme is totally assimilated to the preceding 

verb root segment   in Ganta. Let us see the following (72). 

         Verb root gloss                                   Causative stem        gloss 
(72) a. o ʃ- 

ɸ yʃ- 

tʃ o ʃ- 

‘quarrel’ 

‘stay up  at day  

‘vomit’ 

o ʃ-ʃ- 

ɸ yʃ-ʃ- 

tʃ o ʃ-ʃ- 

‘cause to quarrel’ 

‘cause to stay up  at day  

‘cause to vomit’ 

On the contrary, some intransitive verb roots consisting the postalveolar   may not 

take the allomorph [- -] as causative marker. Instead, allomorph [-us-] is suffixed, as in 

(73). 

       Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(73) a. ɗ ʃ- 

l ʃ- 

‘snee e’ 

‘kick’ 

ɗ ʃ-us- 

l ʃ-us- 

‘cause to snee e’ 

‘cause to kick’ 

As the final segment ʒ of transitive verb roots, the intransitive counterpart totally 

assimilates to   before the causative morpheme, as in a ruleː ʒ→ʃ/—s. Then, the causative 

morpheme also assimilates to   in Ganta. Here, phonological rule of sibilant harmony is 

expressed, as in (74).   

 

       Verb root gloss Causative stem     gloss 
(70) a.  s o g- 

m ʔ- 

ɸ ntt- 

ʃo ɗ- 

b nn- 

b. w tsts- 
m tʃtʃ- 

c. ɗ ll- 

‘jump’ 

‘germinate’ 

‘boil’ 

‘slide’ 

‘warm’ 

‘run’ 

‘warm  very hot ’ 

‘jump’ 

s o g-atsts- 

m ʔ-atsts- 

ɸ ntt-atsts- 

ʃo ɗ-atsts- 

b nn-atsts- 

w s'-atsts- 

m tʃtʃ-atsts- 

ɗ ll-atsts- 

‘cause to jump’ 

‘cause to germinate’ 

‘cause to boil’ 

‘cause to slide’ 

‘cause to warm’ 

‘cause to run’ 

‘cause to warm  very hot ’   

‘cause to jump’ 
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         Verb root
 

gloss
 

Causative stem
 

gloss
 

(74) a. ʒu ʒ- ‘wander’ ʒu  -ʃ- ‘cause to wander’ 

Stop assimilation is also evident in the causativization process of intransitive 

verbs in Ganta. In this case, voiceless alveolar t and voiced velar g segments assimilate 

themselves when they appear between a short or long high tone vowel. In (75a), the t 

seems to assimilate to  , and it is not clear why the causative allomorph is realized as [- -] 

rather than the alveolar [-s-] after the assimilated segment. In the second example (75b), 

the alveolar causative morpheme has changed to a postalveolar [- -] due to sibilant 

harmony. Here, the next phonological process is total assimilation of g to   before the 

causative allomorph, as in (75). 

 

 

 

 

Intransitive verb causativization with [-tʃ-] 

The underlying causative morpheme {-s-} is also changed to the allomorph [-t -] 

when suffixing with postalveolar ejective t  . The case is also sibilant harmony. In this 

case, the final segment of intransitive verb root is totally assimilated to t  before the 

suffixing causative morpheme, as in (76). 

Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(76) a.  mi t  - 

d t  - 

‘laugh’ 

‘grow’ 

mi t -tʃ- 

d t -tʃ- 

‘cause to laugh’ 

‘cause to grow’ 

 Intransitive verb causativization without causative marker 

The voiceless sound of velar stop k' undergoes assimilation as result of 

morphophonological process, in which it has changed to h before the underlying 

causative morpheme {-s-}. This is a process of fricativization or partial assimilation, 

k'→h/—s. Subsequently, the second rule of phonology has deleted the causative 

morpheme. For such reason one cannot observe the presence of the causative marker in 

the causative stem in Ganta. In the process, long high tone vowel    is also reduced to the 

shorter one   in the causative stem in (77a). The reduction has occurred for phonotactic 

reason because the occurrence of long high tone vowel between nasal m and glottal h is 

not permitted in Ganta.  

       Verb root gloss                                Causative      gloss 
(77) a.  ma k'- 

b.  k'- 

‘turn’ 

‘stay  all over night ’ 

m -h- 

 -h- 

‘cause to turn’ 

‘cause to stay  all over the night ’ 

Intransitive verb causativization with distinct verb roots 

As it has been observed in the causativization process of intransitive verbs, the 

causative allomorphs suffix onto verb syllables of their own roots or stems in Ganta. 

Interestingly, such strategy may not work for some intransitive verb roots as     -/  - 

‘exist’,    ʔ- ‘die’,    - ‘go’, and   - ‘come’. The reason is that verbs like these use 

other semantically different transitive verb roots for their causative strategy, in other 

words, transitive verb roots are responsible for the causativization strategy of the 

intransitive counterparts. For such reason, the transitive verb roots that are found under 

causative stem suffix with the causative allomorph [-us-]. For instance, in (78a), the 

allomorph is suffixed onto transitive verb root    - ‘put’ so as to causativi e the verb 

root     -/  - ‘exist/live’. In the same way, the causativi ation system of intransitive 

      Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(75) a.   t- 

b. tʃa g- 

‘remain’ 

‘bray’ 

  -ʃ- 

tʃ a  -ʃ- 

‘cause to remain’ 

‘cause to bray’ 
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verb    ʔ- ‘die’ is also expressed onto segment of verb   ɗ- ‘kill’ in  78b). Still, the 

other intransitive verb roots   m- ‘go’, and   - ‘come’ express their causativi ation 

strategy onto verb segments of   tsts- ‘send’ and ʔe - ‘bring’, as in  78c) and (78d) 

respectively. Reason for such kind of constructions may need further pragmatic 

investigation. For time being, let us see the situation in the following example (78).  

        Verb root gloss Causative stem gloss 
(78) a.  rdd- 

 y - 

b. h yʔ- 

c.  h m- 

d. y - 

‘exist/live’ 
‘exist/live’ 

‘die’ 

‘go’ 

‘come’ 

g d-us- 
g d-us- 

w ɗ-us- 

 ytsts-us- 

ʔe -w-us- 

‘cause to exist/live’ 
‘cause to exist/live’ 

‘cause to die’ 

‘cause to come’ 

‘cause to come’ 

Look at the following illustrations for the causativization of intransitive verbs  

(79)   a.  t n-i           s-o         ye s-s-a-k-oti-d-e          

              I-NOM     she-ACC cry-CAUS-IND-FOC-1SG-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

              ‘I made her cry.’ 

b.  astama re-z-i                                                   s-o              

        teacher (Amharic)-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM  she-ACC     

               h-uss-a-k-osi-d-e 

  speak-CAUS-IND-FOC-3MS-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

              ‘The teacher made her speak.’ 

c.   b ʃʃ-att-i                                ʃaat -z-a                                      k wuʔe      

              girl-3FM.SGːDEF-NOM      boy-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC      food  

              m ʃ- -a-kk-i-d-e       

        satisfy-CAUS-IND-FOC-3FM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

              ‘The girl made the boy satisfy.’ 

d.   s-i           t n-a     mi tʃ-t -a-k-osi-d-e    

        he-NOM  I-ACC  laugh-CAUS-IND-FOC-3MS-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

        ‘He made me laugh.’ 

e.    s-i          t n-a    mi k k ar-tsts-a-kk-oyi-d-e 

              he-NOM I-ACC insist-CAUS-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

              ‘He caused me to insist on.’ 

f.    s-i           t n-a    w s -atsts-a-k-osi-d-e          

              he-NOM  I-ACC run-CAUS-IND-FOC-3MS-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

              ‘He made me run.’ 

According to Payne  1997ː 176 , “causative is a linguistic expression that contains 

in semantic/logical structure a predicate of a cause, one argument of which is a predicate 

expressing an effect”. In relation to Payne’s explanation, Ganta causative constructions 

are involved in similar situations. In the above illustration (79a), for example, yeeɸ  

    e   ’ is direct object of the verb and  e s-s-     se to    ’ is the cause to be 

performed by the causee,  so   e ’. Nominative argument t      ’ is the causer of the 

derived causative verb,  e s-s-     se to    ’.  

5.2.1.3 Double Causativization 

Like Koorete (Binyam 2008), Ganta uses double causativization. This happens 

when the causative allomorph [-us-] is attached to a stem which is already marked with 

one of the causative allomorphs including [-us-]. When the morpheme occurs with the 

similar causative allomorph [-us-], as in (80a), the process seems to be reduplication. But 
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with the other allomorphs, it simply suffixes onto them in Ganta. Look at and compare 

the following examples (80). 

 As it has been observed in the above data (80a-i), that the double causativization 

process occurs in already causativized verb stems. Intransitive verb roots are changed 

into transitive verb stems by the process of causativization. Therefore, like Sheko 

(Hellenthal 2010), double causative formation can also be applied in the transitive and 

intransitive verb roots in Ganta.  

In the above data (80a), the double causativization process occurs by repetition of 

the causative allomorph [-us-]. The construction   ɗ-us- ‘cause to kill’ is changed into 

  ɗ-us-us- ‘cause to cause kill’. Part of the causativi ed stem is only reduplicated in 

Ganta. Such property indicates morphological process what Lieber  2009ː  6  called it as 

“partial reduplication”.  

Payne  2006ː 25   states that “all causative constructions increase semantic 

valence, in that they add one participant  a causer  to a scene”. In relation to Payne’s 

idea, Mous  2012ː 404  also shares the same idea in which he elaborates that “the number 

of causative morphemes in a verb stem reflects the number of agents in the state of 

affairs”. Thus, Ganta causative constructions explicitly support these two outlooks. As 

the analyzed examples express in the following illustrations (81), the causativization 

process in Ganta introduces a new participant that can serve as the subject of the 

causativized verb stem.  

Mous  2012ː 404  asserts similar experience in a Cushitic language, Konso, in 

which “the double causative increases the indirectness of the influence of the extra causer 

on the state of affairs”. Similarly, in the case of double causative construction in Ganta, 

the causer acts as subject, but causee and material/thing to be affected are functioning as 

object of the derived verb stems. The causee functions as indirect object and the 

material/thing that is involved in the action is expected to be the object. For example, in 

the following illustration (81e) below, the nominative subject  s    e’ is the causer. 

Maaʔ     ot ’ is the material to be performed and acts as direct object. The accusative 

pronoun,  so  s e’, acts as causee of the action and is the indirect object and extra cause 

taker of the causativized verb of    - -us-     se to    se   s ’. Look at the following 

illustrations for double causative formations (81). 

(81) a.  t n-i                    s-u-nna                 maah           

      I-NOM              he-ACC-INST        serval  

            w ɗ-us-us-a-k-unu-d-e          

            kill-CAUS-CAUS-IND-FOC-1PL-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

   Verb root gloss causative 

stem       

gloss double  

causative stem 

gloss 

(80) a.    w ɗ- 

b. m- 

c. t k- 

d.  ʃ- 

e.  h- 

f. ʃ g- 

g. la ʔ- 

h. ɗ m- 

i. labb n- 

‘kill’ 

‘eat’ 

‘plant’ 

‘drink’ 

‘speak’ 

‘wash’ 

‘kiss’ 

‘suck’ 

‘tire’ 

w ɗ-us- 

m- u-s- 

t s-s- 

 ʃ-ʃ- 

 h-uss- 

ʃ ʃ-ʃ- 

la tʃ-tʃ- 

ɗ n-tsts- 

labb n-tsts- 

‘cause to kill’ 

‘cause to eat’ 

‘cause to plant’ 

‘cause to drink’ 

‘cause to speak’ 

‘cause to wash’ 

‘cause to kiss’ 

‘cause to suck’ 

‘cause to tire’ 

w ɗ-us-us- 

m- u-s-us- 

t s-s-us- 

 ʃ-ʃ-us- 

 h-uss-us- 

ʃ ʃ-ʃ-us- 

la tʃ-tʃ-us- 

ɗ n-tsts-us- 

labb n-tsts-us- 

‘cause to cause kill’ 

‘cause to cause eat’ 

‘cause to cause plant’ 

‘cause to cause drink’ 

‘cause to cause speak’ 

‘cause to cause wash’ 

‘cause to cause kiss’ 

‘cause to cause suck’ 

‘cause to cause tire’ 
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            ‘Having caused him, we made him kill serval.’ 

b.  s-i                 s-a                 k wʔe    

      she-NOM     he-ACC          food        

            m- u-s-us-a-kk-i-ttam-e 

            eat-STM-CAUS-CAUS-IND-FOC-3FM-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘Having caused him, she will have made him eat food.’ 

c. kambbo-y                 s-a                 t kke         

      kambbo-NOM         he-ACC          coffee    

            t s-s-us-a-k-oyi-ttam-e     

plant-CAUS-CAUS-IND-FOC-SUBM-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘Having caused him, Kambbo will have made him plant coffee.’ 

d. t n-i                              s-o              

      I-NOM                        she-ACC 

 h-uss-us-a-k-oyi-ttam-e 

            speak-CAUS-CAUS-IND-FOC-SUBM-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Having caused her, I will have made her speak.’ 

e.  s-i                        s-o                maaʔ   

      he-NOM              she-ACC       cloth 

            ʃ ʃ- -us-a-k-oyi-d-e 

wash-CAUS-CAUS-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Having caused her, he made her wash cloth.’ 

5.2.2 Passive 
As it has been observed in the verb derivation, Ganta passive and inchoative 

constructions are expressed by the same markers. In addition to marker -utt-, passive 

construction uses some inchoative markers -t- and -tt- for its formation. Since, marker 

-utt- is mostly used in the passive and reciprocal stems after consonant sounds in Ganta 

(for reciprocal see in (5.2.3)). But, the marker does not use to mark for inchoative 

construction. The two markers -t- and -tt- occur after citation nouns, verbs and adjectives 

for the inchoative construction. In the passive formation, they appear after terminal 

vowels of citation verbs. Furthermore, the marker -tt- also occurs after some added 

consonant segments so as to express the passive construction. Because of such 

distributions, it seems to be difficult so as to understand and decide an underlying form of 

the markers in the passive and inchoative constructions. Therefore, further investigation 

will be important so as to ensure the underlying form of the markers. But, in the present 

analysis, the markers are simply used to mark for passive and inchoative formations (for 

inchoative construction, see section (5.2.5)). In the following example (82), markers -t- 

and -tt- are used after final vowels of citation verbs so as to express passive formation.  

     Verb root gloss Passive gloss 
(82) a.    yeel  

ʃen  

hals s   

b.  mo 

‘humiliation’ 
‘upsetting’ 

‘sliding’ 

‘interesting’ 

yeell -t- 
ʃen -t- 

hals s  -t- 

 mo-tt- 

‘be humiliated’ 
‘be upset’ 

‘be slid’ 

‘be interested’ 

Sense verb roots that end in vowels take marker -tt- after added consonant segment so as 

to express passive formation. In this case, consonant n is automatically added before the 

marker so as to preserve word structures in Ganta. The formulated rule would beː 
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ø→n/—tt. The reason is that sequence  tt and  tt may not be permitted in word 

structures. Now, look at the example in (83). 

         Verb root gloss Passive                  gloss 
(83) a. b - 

     s - 

‘see/look/appear’ 

‘listen’ 

b -n-tt- 

s -n-tt- 

‘be seen/looked/appeared’ 

‘be listened’ 

Even if marker -uto was identified in the previous study by Selamawit as a 

passive marker, the recent data suggests another marker for passive construction in 

Ganta.  Let us see the previous data from Selamawit  2004ː 93  as in  84) below. 

           Verb root gloss Passive gloss 
(84) a.  ye 

b. ʔeeh- 

‘cry’ 

‘love’ 

yeɸ-uto 

ʔeeh-uto 

‘be cried’ 

‘be loved’ 

The marker -uto was analyzed in the above data (84a-b) to mark for passive 

stems. Unlike the above data, the present data description suggest morpheme -utt- as 

passive marking element. As we can see, this marker is formed by the combination of one 

vowel u and geminated consonant tt, but in the above data (84), the vowel o is attached 

as part of passive marker -uto. The consonant is not geminated.  As it has presently 

observed, vowel o is not part of the passive marker. As the fact informs, the vowel o is 

suffixed to a verb root in Ganta to undergo process of nominalization (see examples in 

(85) below). 

The passive marker -utt- can be added or comes before different paradigm 

markings in a verb stem. It can be infixed before indicative and other conceptual category 

marking affix. Let us see the following example (85). 

Passive construction can take place together with optional agent receiver nouns 

and instrumental marking affix -nna. In passive construction, “the patient is promoted 

and becomes the subject, but the agent is demoted to become an optional argument” 

Kroeger  2005ː 272 . Look at the following  86). 

(86) a.   s-i           tolkk   w ɗ-a-k-osi-d-e        (Active) 

            he-NOM  hyena   kill-IND-FOC-3MS-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘He killed hyena.’ 

b. tolkk -y                   s-u-nna-kko                       

            hyena-NOM           he-ACC-INST-COPːFOC 

w ɗ-utt- -d-e                                                                     (Passive) 

            kill-PASS-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Hyena was killed by him.’ 

c. tollk -y                      w ɗ-utt-o-k-oyi-d-e                        (Passive) 

            hyena-NOM     kill-PASS-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Hyena was killed.’ 

In the active sentence construction (86a), nominative pronoun  s    e’ is the agent 

that is functioning as subject of the active verb   ɗ-a-k-osi-d-e      e ’. Action receiver 

to        e  ’ occurs as direct object of the active verb, but in the passive construction 

(86b), the action receiver or patient to        e  ’ becomes the subject of the passivized 

verb   ɗ-utt- -d-e    s     e ’. Accusative pronoun  s      ’ becomes an optional 

       Verb root gloss Passivized indicative gloss 
(85) a.  d ʔ- 

b.  h ntt- 

c.  ye ɸ- 

‘open’ 

‘walk’ 

‘cry’ 

d ʔ-utt-o 

h ntt-utt-o 

ye ɸ-utt-o 

‘be opened’ 

‘be walked’ 

‘be cried’ 
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argument including instrument marking case -nna    ’ in the stem of the accusative 

pronoun  s-u-           ’. In the (86c), still patient to        e  ’ becomes subject of 

the passivized verb. Optional agent is not stated and the verb becomes intransitive. Here, 

the statement tells us only the death of hyena but it does not tell us the killer or action 

performer. It is believed that such kind of evidences are led linguists like Kroeger  2005ː 

273  and Sav   2005ː 207  to come up with the conclusion of passivi ation as process of 

valence decreasing or detransitivizing construction.  

Like in the Cushitic language Konso (Mous 2012), Ganta passivization can also 

occur in intransitive verbs. In this case, the agent cannot be promoted. See this example 

as in (87). 

       Verb root gloss Passivization/intransitive gloss 
(87) a.  ytsts- 

     ye ɸ- 

           h m- 

‘send’ 

‘cry’ 

‘go’ 

 ytsts-utt- 

ye ɸ-utt- 

h m-utt- 

‘be sent’ 

‘be cried’ 

‘be gone’ 

The form of regular Ganta passive marker -utt- mostly occurs after final segments 

of consonant verb roots. Since, in most cases, it does not directly occur after citation 

verbs that end in nominalizing vowels. The reason is that the nominalizing vowels 

undergo deletion process when the marker comes to suffix with them. Look at the 

example in (88) below. 

       Verb root gloss Passivization gloss 
(88) a.   te 

     b yso 

            d ʔo 

‘sitting’ 

‘selling’ 

‘opening’ 

 t-utt- 

b ys-utt- 

d ʔ-utt- 

‘be sat’ 

‘be sold’ 

‘be opened’ 

Some verb roots that end in vowel segments do not directly take passive marker. 

For the situation, postalveolar glide y that marks sometimes for a third person singular 

masculine (3MS) in the stems of demonstrative words (see section (6.2)) will be added 

after vowels and before the marker in Ganta. The reason is that the two different vowel 

sounds can occur together in Ganta. In other word, diphthong like constructions has not 

frequently observed in Ganta word structures as eutt and iutt. This is the reason for the 

glide insertion before the marker, as in (89). 

      Verb root gloss Passivization gloss 
(89) a.  b - 

            s  

‘see/look’ 

‘listen’ 

b -y-utt- 

s -y-utt- 

‘to be seen/looked’ 

‘to be listened to’ 

Like postalveolar glide y, the alveolar sibilant s that also marks for default gender 

(3MS) adds itself after a vowel segment and before the passive marker -utt- in Ganta. For 

instance, the case is realized when an existential verb root   - ‘exist/live’ expresses the 

passivization process, as in (90). 

       Verb root gloss Passivization gloss 
(90) a. y - ‘exist/live’ y -s-utt- ‘to be existed/lived’  

The two segments y and s can interchangeably be inserted after a vowel segment 

of a verb root and before the passive marker. Interestingly, such segment insertion rule 

can sometimes be determined by a semantic function of a passivized verb structure in 

Ganta. For instance, segment y is inserted after a vowel segment of   - ‘say’ when the 

semantic function of the passivi ed stem expresses a notion of English equivalent ‘be 

said’. But, if the passivi ed stem expresses a semantic notion of ‘be done’, the segment 

of the verb root adds alveolar sibilant s after it and before the passive marker. Here, the s 
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insertion might be strange in Ganta when compared to other Omotic languages, Haro 

(Hirut, 2004) and Koorete (Binyam, 2008), and used for the purpose of clause formation 

rather than gender. Now compare the following examples in (91a) and (91b) below. 

       Verb root gloss Passivization gloss 
(91) a.  h - 

b. h - 
‘say’ 

‘do’ 

h -y-utt- 

h -s-utt- 

‘to be said’  

‘to be done’ 

Like vowel segments, some verb roots of consonant segments like m- ‘eat’ do not 

directly suffix with the passive marker. For this reason, rule of segment addition is 

applied on the root of the verb so as to preserve the passivized structure. Since, sequence 

mutt is not allowed in Ganta word structure. Thus, the rule inserts combined segments    

after the verb root and before the marker, as in (92). See below. 

       Verb root gloss Passivization gloss 
(92) a. m- ‘eat’ m-  -utt- ‘to be eaten’  

5.2.3 Reciprocal 
“Reciprocity in Ganta can be expressed by using a passive verb stem and the 

reciprocal pronoun,  o    e    ot e ’ when this pronoun occurs before the verb” 

 Selamawit 2004ː 94 . But, the present data report this conclusion in different manner. 

Selamawit’s analysis shows a toneless reciprocal pronoun  o    e    ot e ’ as 

reciprocal marking item which has no literary meaning in Ganta. In the present data, the 

reciprocal pronoun expresses semantic distinctions when it is accented on the vowels 

with high tone (    ). When the high tone rests on the first vowel, it gives the information 

of reciprocal pronoun as       e    ot e ’. But when the marking occurs on the final 

vowel, the item  o   signals a name of tree  o  ’. Therefore, Ganta reciprocal 

construction undertakes the reciprocal pronoun with a high tone,       e    ot e ’ but 

not the latter strategy. On the other hand, reciprocity in Ganta cannot be expressed by 

using passive stems, rather it occurs independently on a verb root together with series of 

suffixes like nominalizer, focus, person and tense or aspect.  See the following example 

(93). 

  (T  e          ove    o   e      t 2   ː 9 ) 

The fact tells in most Omotic languages that one marker can be used to derive 

more than one verbal character. For example, similar marker is used to derive passive, 

reciprocal, and reflexive or medial verb stems in Maale, Wolaitta, and Haro (Azeb 2010). 

In the same manner, Ganta passive marker -utt- is also used to express reciprocal verb 

extensions in Ganta. In the following example (94), we can see reciprocal derivations. 

       Verb root gloss Reciprocal derivation gloss 

(93)  a.   s-i               w la              ʔe h-utt-o-k-u-n-e 

             they-NOM each other love-REC-IND-FOC-3PL-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

             ‘They love each other.’ 
b.   s-i                w la              s e l-utt-o-k-u-d-e 

             they-NOM each other see-REC-IND-FOC-3PL-PERF- PRESːCONT.DEC 

             ‘They visited each other.’ 
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(94) a.  o ʃ- 
b k- 

ʔe h- 

g nʔ- 

 h- 

  r- 

‘quarrel’ 

‘hit’ 

‘love’ 

‘insult’ 

‘speak/talk’ 

‘discuss’ 

o ʃ-utt- 

b k-utt- 

ʔe h-utt- 

g nʔ-utt- 

 h-utt- 

  r-utt- 

‘quarrel with each other’ 

‘hit with each other’ 

‘love with each other’ 

‘insult each other’ 

‘talk with each other’ 

‘discuss with each other’ 

Previously, marker -ut
s
- was identified by Selamawit (2005) as causative 

reciprocal. But, this marker is not realized in the present analysis. In addition to this, 

Ganta has never expressed causative reciprocal with morphological affixes in the derived 

reciprocal stems. But the causative reciprocal construction can be expressed by using 

reciprocal pronoun      ‘each other’ when causative derivation is on the verb root.  The 

following examples (95) illustrate causative reciprocal structures of Ganta.  

(95) a.    s-i                      sun-a           w la           

             she-NOM           they-ACC    each other   

             w ɗ-us-a-kk-i-d-e 

             kill-CAUS-IND-FOC-3FM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

             ‘She caused them to kill each other.’ 

b.  s-i               ʃ w-a -a                                               w la      

      he-NOM      children-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC         each other   

            o ʃ-ʃ-a-k-oyi-d-e 

            quarrel-CAUS-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘He caused the children to quarrel each other.’ 

Like Haro (Hirut 2004), Ganta takes locational noun         ns  e’ along with 

      e    ot e ’ to express reciprocal information. In the process, noun       occurs in 

combination with      and the final vowels of them change into i and   respectively. 

But, the latter tonal vowel   is used to mark inessive case. See the following (96). 

(96) a.   sun-i           w ligidd              

            they-NOM    inside each other  

            ʔe h-utt-o-k-u-n-e 

            love-REC-IND-FOC-2PL-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

     ‘They love  inside  each other.’ 

b. ʃ w-i           w ligidd              

child-PL      inside each other  

o ʃ-utt-o-k-oyi-n-e 

quarrel-REC-IND-FOC-SUBM-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘Children quarrel  inside  each other.’ 

In the recent data, two elements       s/ e /t e  ’ and -ga are identified as 

reciprocal affix. Item    is prefixed to inessive marker -ga and to item       ‘inside’. 

When    is attached with -ga or          s  e’, the formation can be as in      and 

       , ‘inside each other or inside oneself’. In the latter process, inessive case 

marker -  occurs in final position in place of tonal vowel  . The augmented marker 

        ‘inside each other’ can also be attached with the variant of inessive case marker 

-ga. In this case, the other inessive case marker -  is changed into tonal vowel   before 

marker -ga and become           ‘inside each other or inside oneself’. The reciprocal 

item      ‘each other’ also occurs with the inessive marker -ga and become        
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‘  s  e e    ot e ’. In this case, the final vowel of      is changed into vowel i. Let us 

see each example in (97) below. 

(97) a.  ʃ w-i                   b ga                     

            child-PL              inside each other  

            ʔe h-utt-o-k-oyi-n-e 

            love-REC-IND-FOC-SUBM-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Children love  inside  each other.’ 

b.  sun-i                          b gidd                                      

            they-NOM                  inside each other  

            s e l-utt-o-k-oyi-n-e 

            see-REC-IND-FOC-SUBM-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘They visit  inside  each other.’ 

c.  sun-i                             b gidd ga                             

      they-NOM                     inside each other      

      s e l-utt-o-k-u-n-e           

      see-REC-IND-FOC-2PL-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘They visit  inside  each other.’ 

d. ʃ w-i              w liga                             

child-PL         inside each other  

      ʔe h-utt-o-k-oyi-n-e 

      love-REC-IND-FOC-SUBM-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Children love  inside  each other.’ 

e. ʃ w-i             w ligidd ga                    

child-PL        inside each other    

      ʔe h-utt-o-k-oyi-n-e         

      love-REC-IND-FOC-SUBM-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Children love  inside  each other.’ 

Reciprocal construction can be expressed in the reciprocal negative verb stem 

constructions as in (98). 

(98) a.  der -y              b ga /b gidd  /b gidd ga           gi g-utt-aʔ  

            society-NOM   inside each other                         agree-REC-NEG 

            ‘People do not agree  inside  each other.’ 

b. astama r-iɗe-y                       w liga/w ligidd /w ligidd ga   r-utt-aʔ  

            teacher (Amharic)-PL-NOM inside each other                        discuss-REC-NEG 

            ‘Teachers do not discuss  inside  each other.’ 

5.2.4   Intensive/Iterative 
Intensive construction is expressed by the one of the causative marking 

allomorphs, for which the underlying morpheme {-s-} is appeared as [-utsts-] after final 

sound ɸ of bilabial fricative in a verb   ɸ- ‘catch’. In the causativi ation process, the 

final segment changes itself to a geminated sibilant tsts before the allomorph so as to 

make itself more similar with the following marker, as in   tsts-utsts- ‘cause to 

catch’ see under causative construction in example (35)). But, in the intensive 

construction, the segment ɸ does not change itself to the other phonetic feature. Rather, it 

simply takes the allomorph, as in   ɸ-utsts- ‘catch repeatedly’. From such 

understanding, one may guess that Ganta intensive formation can be expressed by the 

allomorph of the underlying causative morpheme {-s-}; however, further investigation is 
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suggested to identify an underlying form of the intensive morpheme. But for the time 

being, the intensive construction is described by the causative allomorph, thinking of 

sibilant s as underlying morpheme.  

In addition to marker [-utsts-], the other intensive marker [-urutsts-] directly 

suffixes to the final consonants of verb roots. The former one is used in a rapid speech 

context, whereas the latter one is formed by adding an element ur on the initial segment 

of the former one and used in the slow speech context in Ganta. These examples are 

given below in (99a) and (99b) respectively.  

       Verb root gloss Intensive gloss 
(99) a.  w ɗ- 

tʃ  k- 

g ʃ - 

b - 

ɗ sk- 

b. ʔ ɸ- 

b yʔ- 

            ɗ l- 

‘kill’ 

‘cut’ 

‘farm’ 

‘look’ 

‘sleep’ 

‘break’ 

‘split’ 

‘jump’ 

w ɗ-utsts- 

tʃ  k-utsts- 

g ʃ -utsts- 

b -utsts- 

ɗ sk-utsts- 

ʔ ɸ-urutsts- 

b yʔ-urutsts- 

ɗ l-urutsts- 

‘kill repeatedly’ 

‘cut repeatedly’ 

‘farm repeatedly’ 

‘look repeatedly’ 

‘sleep repeatedly’ 

‘break repeatedly’ 

‘split repeatedly’ 

‘jump repeatedly’ 

Verb roots that end in postalveolar sibilants t t  and t   take allomorph [-ut t -] as 

intensive marker. Here, a process of sibilant harmony is expressed in Ganta. Look at the 

following examples in (100a) and (100b) respectively. 

        Verb root gloss Intensive gloss 
(100) a.  b ntʃtʃ- 
              b tʃtʃ- 

b.   tʃ - 

‘respect’ 

‘touch’ 

‘hit’ 

b ntʃtʃ-utʃtʃ- 

b tʃtʃ-utʃtʃ- 

 tʃ -utʃtʃ- 

‘respect repeatedly’ 

‘touch repeatedly’ 

‘hit repeatedly’ 

Intensity is also expressed by reduplication process, in which verb roots express 

complete reduplication for the construction in Ganta. Both the first and second 

components of reduplicated verb roots end in the converb marker  . Look at the following 

examples in (101).  

    Illustrations 

b.   s-i               udd     wode       ʃ-                      ʃ-i-kko                              

              he-NOM      all         time       drink-CONV    drink-CONV-COPːFOC   

              y e-n-e 

              come-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

              ‘All time, he drinks repeatedly.’ 

c.    sun-i         gaamm -z-a                           ʃ r-                ʃ r-i-kko 

              they-NOM lion-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC again-CONVagain-CONV-COPːFOC     

               tʃ tʃ - -d-e 

              hit-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

              ‘They hit the lion  again and again  repeatedly.’ 

d.  tama re-y                             k s s -               kas's'-i                

  student(Amharic)-NOM      rest-CONV      rest-CONV      

    Verb root gloss intensive gloss 
(101) a.   ʃ- 

        ʃ r- 

               tʃtʃ-                       

              k ɸ- 

‘drink’ 

‘turn’ 

‘sleep’ 

‘wait’ 

 ʃ-   ʃ-i 

ʃ r-  ʃ r-i 

 tʃtʃ-   tʃtʃ-i 

k ɸ-  k ɸ-i 

‘drink repeatedly’ 

‘turn repeatedly’ 

‘sleep repeatedly’ 

‘wait repeatedly’ 
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  tama r-oda-kko                               w rg-e 

  learn(Amharic)-INFI-COPːFOC     need-PRESːCONT.DEC 

              ‘Student needs repeated rest to learn.’ 

5.2.5 Inchoative  
As Mous  2012ː 410  states that “the inchoative or inceptive, derivations are 

denominal or deadjectival verbali ers”. In the same process, inchoative deriving markers 

suffix to noun and adjective classes to derive them into verbal equivalents in Ganta. For 

this reason, the inchoative markers -t-, -et-, -ot- and -tt-, middle marker -  and 

subjunctive marker -  are suffixed onto nouns and adjectives. The latter two markers -  

and -  are restricted to occur directly with the citation nouns that occur as form of 

objective (or accusative) nouns, ending in terminal vowels. However, both of them 

including the variants -t-, -et-, -ot- and -tt- also agree with the adjectives. In the case of 

inchoativization process, the forms of inchoative markers are not only determined by the 

properties of the final vowels of the citation nouns, but also affected by the preceding 

segments of the terminal vowels. For instance, nouns those end in e and o preceding 

consonant segments b, t, d and g suffix the marker -t-. Look at the examples in (102). 

          Noun gloss Inchoative gloss 

(102) a. d bbo 

  de 

 ʃaat  

 l gge 

‘relative’ 

‘man/male/husband’ 

‘child/boy’ 

‘friend’ 

d bbo-t- 

 de-t- 

ʃa to-t- 

l gge-t- 

‘become relative’ 

‘become man/male/husband’ 

‘become child/boy’ 

‘become friend’ 

If a penultimate segment is different from the above ones, the form of the 

inchoative marker would be -et-. In this process, two phonological rules are expressed, in 

which the first rule changes terminal vowel o of the citation nouns to e before the marker 

-t- in forming -et-, whereas the second one, in (103a), assimilates a penultimate segment 

t t  that precedes the terminal vowel to the postalveolar ejective t   before the inchoative 

allomorph. In this case, the geminated segment has reduced to the degeminated t   . Still, a 

new rule shifts a high tone to the back on the second segment of the syllable from 

terminal vowel in (103c). Look at the example in (103). 

           Noun gloss Inchoative      gloss 

(103) a.  ma t t o 

b. h yʔo 

c.  biʃʃ  

‘woman/female/wife’ 

‘death’ 

‘girl’ 

m at  -et- 

h yʔ-et- 

b ʃʃ-et- 

‘become woman/female/wife’ 

‘become dead’ 

‘become girl’ 

As in (102) and (103), citation nouns that end in vowels i and a following 

penultimate segments t, g, b, ʔ and n also take the inchoative marker -et-. In this process, 

vowels of the citation nouns have also changed to e when suffixing with the morpheme 

-t- so as to form the allomorph -et-. Thereafter, a new rule is motivated by the need to 

change a penultimate segment of a noun to another segment feature. For instance, in the 

case of (104a), a segment of voiceless alveolar stop t is totally assimilated to a voiceless 

glottal ʔ before the inchoative marker. Still, in the same syllable, a long vowel    that 

precedes the voiceless alveolar t is reduced to its shorter one   in the inchoative stem. 

Such processes have expressed so as to maintain phonotactic restriction in Ganta. A 

pattern like    t et is not permitted in Ganta. On the other hand, a high tone of terminal 

vowel has shifted to the back and rested on the second segment of nouns in the inchoative 

stem, as in (104c-e), Look at the example in (104). 
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         Noun gloss Inchoative gloss 
(104) a.  k  ti 

b. ma ga 

c.  sabb  

d. naʔ  

e.  daann  

‘king’ 

‘traditional leader’ 

‘adolescent’ 

‘boy/son’ 

‘judge’ 

k ʔ-et- 

ma g-et- 

s bb-et- 

n ʔ-et- 

da nn-et- 

‘become king’ 

‘become traditional leader’ 

‘become adolescent’ 

‘become boy/son’ 

‘become judge’ 

If a final vowel a of a citation noun is preceded by a geminated segment ll, the 

inchoative marker would have the form of -ot- in Ganta, as in (105). 

            Noun gloss Inchoative gloss 
(105) a. b lla ‘son-in-law’ b ll-ot- ‘become son-in-law’ 

Citation vowels that ended in o and a following a segment r will take the 

inchoative marker -tt-. Thereafter, phonological rule deletes the vowels between an r and 

a tt. The reason is that sequences rott and ratt may not be possible in Ganta. Therefore, 

the possible sequences will have the form rtt in the word structures. On the other hand, as 

result of such deletion process, a high tone shifts to the back position from a terminal 

vowel and rested on the second segment of the syllable in the inchoative stem, as in 

(106a). 

         Noun gloss Inchoative gloss 
(106) a.  miʃir  

b. wud ra 

‘prince’ 

‘daughter’ 

m ʃir-tt- 

wud r-tt- 

‘become prince’ 

‘become daughter’ 

A terminal vowel u that occurs at the end of citation nouns following segment ss 

also takes the inchoative marker -tt-. Subsequently, morphophonemic rule deletes the 

vowel after the segment and before the marker. After that, another rule reduces the 

geminated segment ss to its degeminated counterpart s in the inchoative stems. Since, 

sequence of geminated cluster consonants sstt is not possible in Ganta. Therefore, the 

final sequence will be stt in the inchoative stems. See the following example in (107). 

         Noun gloss Inchoative gloss 
(107) a.  aŋ ssu 

b. aw ssu 

‘elder brother’ 

‘uncle’ 

aŋus-tt- 

aw s-tt- 

‘become elder brother’ 

‘become uncle’ 

As final vowels of citation nouns, terminal vowels of citation adjectives also take 

the form of inchoative marker -t- if they are preceded by some consonants in Ganta. For 

example, adjectives that end in vowels a, e and o following consonant segments r and d 

take the marker -t-, as in (108). 

         Adjective gloss Inchoative gloss 
(108) a. har  

      d re 

             word  

‘other’ 
‘rich’ 

‘false’ 

har -t- 
d re-t- 

word -t- 

‘become other’ 
‘become rich’ 

‘become false’ 

Citation adjectives that end in terminal vowels a and o change to e when the 

inchoative marker -t- suffixes to them, and the form of yielding inchoative marker will be 

-et- when after consonants m, ʔ, k, and k'. Then, the terminal vowels are deleted and 

before the inchoative marker. Thereafter, another rule shifts a high tone to the backward 

and rests it on the second segment of the syllables, as in (109c-d).    See below in (109). 
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         Adjective gloss Inchoative gloss 
(109) a. tʃ  ma 

b.  l ʔo 

c.  malʔ  

d. ʃayk  

e.  m ŋk'k'o 

‘old’ 

‘good/well’ 

‘sweet’ 

‘simple  for load ’ 

‘poor’ 

tʃ  m-et- 

l ʔ-et- 

m lʔ-et- 

ʃ yk-et- 

m ŋk'k'-et- 

‘become old’ 

‘become good/well’ 

‘become sweet’ 

‘become simple  for load ’ 

‘become poor’ 

Other than inchoative markers, adjectives also use middle marker -  so as to occur 

as verbal counterparts. In the process, morphophonemic rule deletes terminal vowels of 

citation form of adjectives when suffixation process occurs with the marker - . The 

situation occurs so as to maintain phonotactic rules. The reason is that combinations of 

two different vowels are not possible in Ganta word syllable. For example, sequences ie, 

ue, oe and ae are not permitted. Therefore, the rule would beː v→ ø/—v. Thereafter, a 

feature changing rule is also applied on the penultimate segments of the syllable. For 

example, in (110a) and (110b), the occurrence of inchoative marker -  causes the nearest 

geminated segment tsts to be assimilated to a degeminated t before the marker. The 

reason is that sequence tsts  is not possible. The rule may have the formː tsts→ t/— . But 

in (110c), morphophonemic process not only deletes the terminal vowels, but also affects 

a penultimate segment of the syllable. For this reason, an adjective segment tsts and i are 

consecutively deleted before the morpheme - . Thereafter, still, another rule affects 

antepenultimate segment of the syllable, in which a segment r assimilates to an alveolar 

implosive ɗ before the - . The reason is that Ganta word structure may not permit a 

pattern  tsts   at the end of a word. Therefore, if Ganta consonant cluster rtsts together 

with different vowel sequence    occurs at the end of a word, deletion process of medial 

hetrosyllabic segments tstsi and feature assimilation of r will automatically be expressed 

so as to maintain a word structure. After that, the inchoative marker suffixes to the 

segment of assimilated alveolar implosive in Ganta. Look at the following examples in 

(110). 

          Adjective gloss Inchoative gloss 
(110) a. o ratstsi 

b.  bo tstsu 

c.  k rtstsi 

d.  ɸa    

e.  m ɗɗo 

f.  h ta 

‘new’ 

‘white’ 

‘black’ 

‘long’ 

‘fat’ 

‘short’ 

o rat-  

bo t-  

k ɗ-  

ɸa  -  

m ɗɗ-  

h t-  

‘became new’ 

‘became white’ 

‘became black’ 

‘became long’ 

‘became fat’ 

‘became short’ 

Marker -  also suffixed to adjective word classes in Ganta so as to derive it to 

verbal concepts. In the construction, the final vowels of citation forms of adjectives are 

deleted and replaced by subjunctive marking suffix, as in (111).      

          Adjective gloss Inchoative gloss 
(111) a.  mo le 

b.  i ta 

c.  la le 

d.   rdde 

‘straight’ 

‘bad’ 

‘thin’ 

‘big’ 

mo l-  

i t-  

la l-  

 rdd-  

‘let it be straight’ 

‘let it be bad’ 

‘let it be thin’ 

‘let it be big’ 

Copular verb root     '- ‘be/become’ also expresses inchoative notion in the 

statement construction as (112). 

(112) a.   s-i            ka ti     ma k'-o-k-osi-d-e  

               he-NOM   king      become-IND-FOC-3MS-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 
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  ‘He became a king.’ 

b.   s-i              tʃ  ma  ma k'-o-k-i-d-e 

      she-NOM   old     become-IND-FOC-3FM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

  ‘She became an old woman.’ 

5.2.6 Infinitive 
Infinitive construction is expressed by suppletive affixes -oda, -kka and -  in 

Ganta. Each of these markers occurs in different conditioning environments. For 

example, the marker -oda occurs after final consonants of verb roots, but not after 

citation verbs that occur as gerundive or nominalized forms. The reason is that if the 

marker is suffixed with the citation verbs, most terminal vowels of the verbs will be 

deleted as result of morphophonemic rules. Therefore, this might be the reason why 

marker -oda frequently suffixed to verb roots that end in consonant segments in Ganta. In 

the following example (113), let us see the constructions. 

        Verb root gloss Infinitive gloss 
(113) a. m ʔ- 

 y l- 

 h yr- 

 ɗik  r- 

 ʔ l- 

 ɗ ll- 

 ad r- 

 g ʃ- 

  ʃ- 

 h ntt- 

‘break’ 

‘deliver/bear  a baby ’ 

‘throw’ 

‘ignore’ 

‘collect’ 

‘jump’ 

‘gallop’ 

‘till/farm’ 

‘drink’ 

‘walk’ 

m ʔ-oda 

y l-oda 

h yr-oda 

ɗik  r-oda 

ʔ l-oda 

ɗ ll-oda 

ad r-oda 

g ʃ-oda 

 ʃ-oda 

h ntt-oda 

‘to break’ 

‘to deliver/bear  a baby ’          

‘to throw’ 

‘to ignore 

‘to collect’ 

‘to jump’ 

‘to gallop’ 

‘to till/farm 

‘to drink’ 

‘to walk’ 

In the infinitival construction, final segments of verb roots express 

morphophonemic rules such as gemination, assimilation and segment addition before the 

marker -oda. For instance, consonant prolonging is expressed before the marker so as to 

ensure phonotactic constraints in the infinitive word structure in Ganta. In this case, the 

value of the phonetic feature of the marker causes the verb segments to be geminated, or 

to be stronger than the previous one. Let us see in (114). 

        Verb root gloss Infinitive gloss 
(114) a.  t- 

            g yd- 

d d- 

g g- 

ʒ g- 

b k- 

d t  - 

mi t  - 

s'eel- 

‘sit’ 

‘hit’ 

‘weave’ 

‘run  for water ’ 

‘shake’ 

‘thresh’ 

‘grow’ 

‘laugh’ 

‘see/observe’ 

 tt-oda 

g ydd-oda 

dadd-oda 

g gg-oda 

ʒ gg-oda 

b kk-oda 

d t  t  -oda 

mi t  t  -oda 

s e ll-oda 

‘to sit’ 

‘to hit’          

‘to weave’ 

‘to run  for water ’ 

‘to shake’ 

‘to thresh’ 

‘to grow’ 

‘to laugh’ 

‘to see/to observe’ 

In addition to segment prolonging, segment feature change is also expressed in 

the infinitive stem in Ganta. Here, the final segments of the verb roots express different 

phonetic features before the marker. The phonetic feature of the marker changes the 

segments so as to maintain phonological rules. For this reason, m changes to ŋ before the 

-oda. Look at examples in (115). 

         Verb root gloss Infinitive gloss 
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(115) a. h m- 

       m- 

      ɗ m- 

      d m- 

      k m- 

‘go’ 

‘give’ 

‘suck’ 

‘find’ 

‘cover’ 

h ŋ-oda 

 ŋ-oda 

ɗ ŋ-oda 

d ŋ-oda 

k ŋ-oda 

‘to go’ 

‘to give’          

‘to suck’ 

‘to find’ 

‘to cover’ 

In the same way with m, a voiceless bilabial fricative ɸ also changes to a 

voiceless geminated velar kk before the morpheme -oda. In other words, the situation is 

called fortition, in which a weak sound becomes strong. In this case, the bilabial fricative 

ɸ is strengthened by occurring as a geminated voiceless velar kk following the marker 

-oda, or the fricative sound is changed to the stop in Ganta. See below (116). 

           Verb root gloss Infinitive gloss 
(116) a.  ʔ ɸ- 

        yɸ- 

       ye ɸ- 

       t ɸ- 

       d ɸ- 

‘take’ 

‘catch’ 

‘cry’ 

‘plant’ 

‘taste  of pepper ’ 

ʔ kk-oda 

 ykk-oda 

ye kk-oda 

t kk-oda 

d kk-oda 

‘to take’ 

‘to catch’          

‘to cry’ 

‘to plant’ 

‘to taste  of pepper ’ 

But, the above rule seems to be unpredictable. For example, some verb roots that 

end in bilabial fricative ɸ remain unchanged before the infinitive marker as presented in 

(116). Rather, the infinitive marker is suffixed following ɸ, as in (117). 

          Verb root gloss Infinitive gloss 
(117) a. k ɸ- 

      g ɸ- 

      d ɸ- 

‘wait/keep’ 

‘flow  of solid ’ 

‘pull’ 

k ɸ-oda 

g ɸ-oda 

d ɸ-oda 

‘to wait/keep’ 

‘to flow  of solid ’          

‘to pull’ 

Segment feature addition is also prevalent in the infinitive construction. The 

segment insertion rule is applied so as to abide by phonotactic constraints, or to separate 

verb roots from the infinitive marker in Ganta. If the marker directly occurs with the verb 

roots in Ganta, the sequence will break phonotactic rules. Therefore, for this reason 

segments w, y and s insert themselves before the infinitive marker in the infinitive stem, 

as in (118). But, the segment s is used here as a hiatus. 

The passive marker t(t) is affixed to verb roots and appeared before infinitive 

marker -oda just to express infinitive forms of passives in Ganta, as in (119). 

An element    is also inserted before the infinitive marker -oda and after a verb root m- 

‘eat’ so as to express infinitive construction. Look at the example in (120). 

        Verb root gloss Infinitive gloss 

         Verb root gloss Infinitive gloss 
(118) a. y - 

      b - 

      s - 

      h - 

      h - 

      y - 

‘come’ 

‘see/look’ 

‘listen’ 

‘say’ 

‘do’ 

‘exist/live’ 

y -w-oda 

b -y-oda 

s -y-oda 

h -y-oda 

h -s-oda 

y -s-oda 

‘to come’ 

‘to see/look’          

‘to listen’ 

‘to say’ 

‘to do’ 

‘to exist/live’ 

          Verb root gloss Infinitive gloss 
(119) a.  mo 

             hals s   

              yeell  

       ʃen  

‘interest’ 

‘sliding’ 

‘humiliation’  

‘upsetting’ 

 mo-tt-oda 

hals s  -t-oda 

yeell -t-oda 

ʃen -t-oda 

‘to be interested’ 

‘to be slid’         

‘to be humiliated’ 

‘to be upset’ 
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(120) a. m- ‘eat’ m-  -oda ‘to eat’ 

In addition to the above construction, the verb root m- ‘eat’ also occurs with 

another element (for this look at the example in (137)). 

Other than the marker -oda, Ganta infinitive construction can also be expressed 

by the morpheme -kka. The marker is not only used to derive an infinitive form of a 

verb, but also used to express a continuative aspect of the verb. Therefore, for this reason, 

the infinitive or continuative notion of the marker is determined by the occurrence of 

motional and existential verb categories in the speech context. When the motion verb is 

used as a main verb in the clause, the function of the marker will express the notion of the 

infinitive in Ganta. For example, if the motion verbs    - ‘go’,   - ‘come’ and ʔe - 

‘bring’ are used as a main verb in the clause, the derived verb will express the notion of 

purpose, as in (121). 

(121) a.  ʃ-kka-kk-i                      h ŋ- -d-e 

              drink-INFI-FOC-3FM    go-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

       ‘She went to drink.’  

In the above example, the verb   - ‘drink’ is suffixed with the marker -kka and 

used to express the infinitive notion. The second verb   ŋ- ‘go’ is used as the main verb 

of the clause. But, if the infinitivized verb is accompanied by an existential verb 

  -/    - ‘exist/live’, the function of the marker -kka is used to express continuative 

notion, as in (122)                     

(122) a.  ʃ-kka-kk-i                       y -s- -d-e 

              drink-INFI-FOC-3FM     exist/live-3MS-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

       ‘She is drinking.’  

Based on the above semantic function of the marker -kka, one can understand 

how to use Ganta verbs in the infinitive or continuative constructions. Therefore, in this 

section, the emphasis is given on the infinitive construction. For the continuative 

construction, see section (5.3.2) below.  

Contrary to the marker -oda, marker -kka suffixes onto citation nouns and verbs, and it 

can also be suffixed to verb roots like -oda.  In the suffixation process, morphophonemic 

rules of deletion, assimilation, feature addition and reduction will be expressed on the 

citation nouns and verbs in Ganta. For instance, in (123a-e), the rule ordering is 

expressed so as to ensure possible segment arrangements before the marker -kka. The 

first rule deletes all terminal vowels of citation forms, as in ruleː v→ ø/—kka.  The 

reason is that the marker may not attach itself onto vowel segments at the word final 

position as     , ukka and ikka in Ganta. For such reason, in (123a-b), a high tone of 

the terminal vowel   immediately rests on the final segment of the marker. After deletion 

rule, assimilation rule conditions geminated sibilant tsts of the penultimate segment of 

the citation forms to a degeminated sibilant s before the marker, as a ruleː tsts → s/—kka. 

Thereafter, in (105a-c), a segment reduction rule reduces second segments of long vowels 

ee, aa and    respectively to their shorter counterparts as e, a and  . Since, long vowel 

may not occur with the assimilated sibilant s and with the marker -kka, as in eeskka, 

aaskka and   s   , in Ganta word structure. Look at the examples in (123). 
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         Citation noun/verb gloss Infinitive gloss 
(123)   a. keetsts  

b. w  tsts  

c.  y tstsi 

d. m tstsi 

‘house’ 

‘water’ 

 ‘song’ 

‘wood’ 

kes-kk  

was-kk  

y s-kka 

m s-kka 

‘to build house’ 

‘to fetch water’          

 ‘to sing’ 

‘to collect fire wood’ 

 As usual, in the infinitive construction, the suffixation of the marker -kka to the 

citation nouns or verbs causes terminal vowel e deletion in Ganta. Thereafter, phonetic 

features of penultimate segments of citation verbs t, g and k' appear as alveolar sibilant s 

before the -kka. In most linguistic literature, such process is referred to as lenition, by 

which stop sounds are changed to fricative. The reason is that sequences tkka, gkka, and 

k'kka are not possible in Ganta word structures. After sound change, a reduction rule 

reduces second segments, o  and   , of citation verbs to its corresponding shorter ones,   

and  , as in (124c-d). See in (124) below 

         Citation noun/verb gloss Infinitive gloss 
(124) a. k te 

b. g ge 

c.  do k'e 

d. ɗu ʔe 

‘fetching’ 

‘running for water ’ 

‘making rope’ 

‘exploding’ 

k s-kka 

k s-kka 

d s-kka 

ɗ s-kka 

‘to fetch’ 

‘to run  for water ’          

‘to do something’ 

‘to explode’ 

In the infinitive formation process, the suffixation process of the marker -kka to 

the citation forms of sense verbs also deletes terminal vowels o and e. After deletion of 

the vowels o and e, a rule of phonology replaces the approximant y to the alveolar 

sibilant s before the marker. Thus, the rule would have the formː y → s/—kka. The case 

might be occurred so as to maintain word structure of the infinitive construction. The 

reason is that sequence ykka is not allowed in Ganta word structure. Look at the example 

in (125). 

         Citation noun/verb gloss Infinitive gloss 
(125) a. b yo 

b. s ye 

c.  h ye 

‘seeing/looking’ 

‘listening’ 

‘saying’ 

b s-kka 

s s-kka 

h s-kka 

‘to see/look’ 

‘to listen’          

‘to say ’ 

The sound of alveolar ejective t   that occurs preceding terminal vowels is changed 

to a postalveolar sibilant   before the marker -kka, as in ruleː tʃ  → ʃ/—kka. The case is 

happened so as to ensure possible phonetic rules in Ganta word structures. The reason is 

that structures like  kka are possible in Ganta word structures, but t  kka are not allowed. 

It is for this reason that the rule changes postalveolar ejective to the voiceless 

postalveolar fricative before the marker. Thereafter, in (126b), a deletion rule replaces a 

second segment y of a citation verb in the infinitive construction. The situation has 

occurred when the segment finds itself between an initial segment   and  . The reason is 

that such combination is not allowed in Ganta word structure. On the other hand, a 

segment reduction rule reduces second segments of citation verb vowels    and    to its 

shorter counterparts as   and   respectively in the infinitive stems, as in (126c-d). The 

case is happened for phonological reason in the infinitive word structures. Long vowel 

segments may not permitted in Ganta infinitive stems. Let us see in (126). 
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         Citation noun/verb gloss Infinitive gloss 

(126) a. d t  o 

b.  yt  e 

c.  m  t  o 

d. b  t  e 

e.  g  t  o 

‘growing’ 

‘asking’ 

‘laughing’ 

‘urinating’ 

‘grinding’ 

d  -kka 

  -kka 

m  -kka 

b  -kka 

g  -kka 

‘to fetch’ 

‘to ask’          

‘to laugh ’ 

‘to urinate’ 

‘to grind’ 

After deletion of terminal vowel e of citation verbs, a process of lenition is also 

expressed in the infinitive derivation, in which penultimate segments of citation verb 

stops m, g and ʔ are replaced by the postalveolar sibilant   before the marker -kka. Even 

if the process phonologically seems to be implausible, the reason might be occurred to 

ensure phonotactic rules in word sequences like mkka, gkka and ʔkka in Ganta. 

Contrary to such sequences,  there are citation word examples with nasal (a stop) 

followed by geminated consonant structures as in        ‘field’ and      o ‘standing 

up’ in Ganta. Here, as it has been observed, the nasal segments m and n have occurred 

before voiced geminated bilabial and alveolar stops bb and dd in the structures. 

Therefore, one can understand that nasals (or stops) might frequently occur before voiced 

geminated stops rather than voiceless counterparts in Ganta. In the infinitive construction, 

in (126a-c), second segments of citation verb vowels o  and    are reduced to shorter 

ones,   and  , in the infinitive construction. See below. 

                 Citation noun/verb gloss Infinitive gloss 
(127) a. tʃ o  e 

 tʃ    e 

 l  ʔe 

 s ʔe 

 ʃ ge 

 ʒ ge 

‘chewing’ 

‘braying’ 

‘kissing’ 

‘defecating’ 

‘washing’ 

‘shaking’ 

tʃ   -kka 

tʃ  -kka 

l  -kka 

ʃ  -kka 

ʃ  -kka                        

ʒ ʃ-kka       

‘to chew’ 

‘to bray’          

‘to kiss ’ 

‘to defecate’ 

‘to wash’ 
‘to shake’ 

Sibilant to sibilant change is expressed in the infinitive derivation in Ganta. The 

situation occurs when deletion of terminal vowels e and o are taking place in the 

infinitive derivation. In this case, voiced sibilant ʒ undergoes devoicing and has changed 

to the voiceless sibilant   after deletion of final vowels of citation forms. Before the 

infinitive marker -kka, the rule would have the formː ʒ → ʃ/—kka. The reason has 

occurred for phonotactic the reasons in Ganta. Subsequently, second vowel segments of 

citation verbs   , e ,    and    have been shortened in the infinitive stems as  ,  ,   and   

respectively. Look at the example in (128).     

         Citation noun/verb gloss Infinitive gloss 
(128) a. g  ʒe 

b. ge ʒe 

c.  m  ʒo 

‘discharging  of   pus ’ 

‘pure’ 

‘diffusing’ 

g  -kka 

g  -kka 

m  -kka 

‘to discharge  of pus ’ 

‘to purify’          

‘to diffuse’ 

Some citation verbs or nouns cannot be derived into infinitive verb forms by the 

marker -kka in Ganta. Instead, the other infinitive marker -oda is used. In the 

construction, the initial vowel segment of the marker -oda may overlap or replace a 

terminal vowel o of the citation form nouns or verbs in Ganta. Look at example in (129) 

below.  

           Citation noun/verb gloss                             Infinitive with -oda   gloss 
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(129) a. ɗik  ro 

b. da buro 

c.  labb no 

d. andd ro 

e.  ɸ ntto 

‘ignoring/ignorance’ 

‘exhausting/tiring’ 

‘tiring’  

‘rolling’ 

‘boiling’ 

ɗik  r-oda 

da bur-oda 

labb n-oda 

andd r-oda 

ɸ ntt-oda 

‘to ignore’ 

‘to exhaust/try’ 

‘to tire’  

‘to roll’ 

‘to boil’ 

Unlike marker -kka, the other infinitive marker -  occurs onto final segments of 

verb roots in Ganta. Since, it cannot derive infinitive verbs from citation nouns and verbs 

like marker -kka. For such reason, it simply expresses the notion of infinitive 

construction by attaching itself with a final segment of verb root as that of -oda. But, in 

the course of suffixation process, the morpheme can also express an infinitive and 

continuative notions like marker -kka. The reason is that the semantic information for the 

infinitive and continuative function of the marker is determined by the usage of 

existential and motional verbs in the speech situation. For example, if a clause uses an 

existential verb   -/    - ‘exist/live’ as a main verb of the clause, the function of the 

marker will be continuative, as in (130). Here, look at the construction below.    

(130) a.   s-i             t- -kko                     y -n-e 

              she-NOM sit-CONT-COPːFOC exist/live-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

       ‘She is sitting.’ 

If the main verb of the clause use motional verbs    - ‘go’,   - ‘come’ and ʔe - 

‘bring’, the notion of the marker will express infinitive, as in  131). 

(131) a.  s-i                    t- -kko                          h ŋ-e 

             she-NOM        sit-CONT-COPːFOC     go-PRESːCONT.DEC 

             ‘She is going to sit.’ 

In the following example (132), the morpheme -  is suffixed onto final segments 

of verb roots so as to express infinitive notions.  

 In the suffixation process, some verb segments express morphophonemic rules. 

In this case, geminated voiceless sibilant tsts of the final segment of the verb root 

changes to degeminated affricate sibilant s' before the marker - . The rule would beː tsts 

→ s /— . See example in (133). 

        Verb root gloss Infinitive gloss 
(133) a. y tsts- 

      m tsts- 

      w tsts- 

      ke tsts- 

‘sing’ 

‘collect  fire wood ’ 

‘run’ 

‘house’ 

y s'-  

m s'-  

w s'-  

ke s'-  

‘to sing’ 

‘to collect  fire wood ’   

‘to run’        

‘to build’ 

To the contrary, segment addition rule is observed before the marker - . In this 

case, the final segment ts of the verb root prolonged to tsts. See below in (134). 

        Verb root gloss Infinitive gloss 

        Verb root gloss Infinitive gloss 
(132) a. t ɸ- 

      tʃ a g- 

      h m- 

      la ʔ- 

      ʃ ʔ- 

      d d- 

       ʃ- 

      k t- 

‘plant’ 

‘bray’ 

‘go’ 

‘kiss’ 

‘defecate’ 

‘weave’ 

‘drink’ 

‘fetch’ 

t ɸ-  

tʃa g-  

h m-  

la ʔ-  

ʃ ʔ-  

d d-  

 ʃ-  

k t-  

‘to plant’ 

‘to bray’   

‘to go’        

‘to kiss ’ 

‘to defecate’ 

‘to weave’ 

‘to drink’ 

‘to fetch’ 
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(134) a. o ts- ‘work/do’ o tsts-  ‘to work/do’ 

Postalveolar sibilant merging is also expressed in the infinitive construction. For 

example, in (135), a final segment   of the verb root is merged to geminated form    

before the marker - . The rule will have the formː ʃ → ʃʃ/— . Look at in (135). 

        Verb root gloss Infinitive gloss 
(135) a. g  - ‘till/farm’ g   -  ‘to till/farm’ 

Rule of segment addition is also observed before the infinitive marker -  and after 

verb roots. The rule adds approximant y after sense verb and before the marker - . The 

reason is to maintain the phonotactic rules of the language, i.e. sequence of diverse 

vowels are not allowed word final in Ganta, as    and   . Therefore, it is for this reason 

that the approximant is inserted between the verb roots and the marker - , as in (136). 

        Verb root gloss Infinitive gloss 
(136) a. b - 

s - 

h - 

‘see/look’ 

‘listen’ 

‘say’ 

b y-  

s y-  

h y-  

‘to see/look’ 

‘to listen’ 

‘to say’ 

As it has been realized under stem modification (see chapter 2), a verb root m- 

 e t’ expresses different forms in the infinitival stems in Ganta. When it suffixes the 

infinitive markers -oda, -kka and - , its stem form become different. For instance, the 

vowel   and approximant y appear in combined form together before infinitive markers 

-oda and - , as in m-  -oda or m-  - . But, the vowel   occurs together with s before the 

marker -kka, as in m- s-kka. See examples in (137). 

        Verb root gloss Infinitive gloss 
(137) a. m- 

 

 

eat’ 

 

m-  -oda 

m-  -  

m- s-kka 

‘to eat’ 

‘to eat’ 

‘to eat’ 

Most Ganta verb derivations are applied on both transitive and intransitive verb 

roots. Still citation forms of nouns, verbs and adjectives are involved in the process by 

the causative, passive, reciprocal, intensive/iterative, and infinitive marking affixes. 

Among these markers, the causative marking variants are very large in number and their 

suffixation strategy is determined by the type of initial or medial or final consonant the 

verb roots. Allomorph [-us-] is prototypical causative marker. It can be suffixed to most 

verbal roots and stems. Like other causative markers, its form is determined by the final 

consonant verb roots.  

Double causative construction is also observed in Ganta verb derivations. In this 

case, the causative allomorph [-us-] occurs after the other causative marking allomorphs 

so as to express double causation.  

As in causativization process, passive construction occurs in both transitive and 

intransitive verb roots in Ganta. In this process, transitive verb roots can be changed into 

their intransitive counterparts.  

As it has been understood in some literature, most Omotic languages can use 

similar markers to express same or different constructions. Like Haro (Hirut 2004), Ganta 

uses marker -utt- to express passive and reciprocal construction. The reciprocal verb 

extension can also be expressed by other affixes   - and -ga.  

Intensive/iterative derivation is formed by using two derivational strategies, i.e, 

morphological affixation [-utsts-], [-urutsts-] and [-ut t -], and needs complete 

reduplication of verb roots.   
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Inchoative derivation involves on the nominal and adjective word classes. 

Denominalized and deadjectivalized verbalization occurs by using derivational markers 

and copular verb root     '- ‘be/become’ in the speech contexts. 

Infinitive formation occurs on the verbs and citation form nouns (or verbs) in 

Ganta. For such formation suppletive affixes -oda, -kka and -  are used in the 

construction. Some verb roots like m- ‘eat’ shows irregularity in the formation of 

structures like infinitive, nominal, causative, passive and even in the aspects. Its internal 

stem expresses morphophonological changes that affect the quality and quantity of stems 

before those affixes (for more see chapter 2).  

5.3 Verb inflection 
In the previous section, verb derivations were discussed with causative, passive, 

reciprocal, intensive, inchoative and infinitive marking affixes in Ganta. In this section, 

tense, aspect, mode/modality, mood and negation properties are presented. 

5.3.1 Tense 
Most linguists define tense nearly in the same words. For Lieber (2009: 94), the 

concept of tense is “the point of an event in relation to another point generally the point at 

which the speaker is speaking”. Lieber relates the act of the speech context together with 

the point of event. By the same understanding, Payne (1997) associates tense to the time 

of an event to certain reference point in the time of uttered speech moment. In relation to 

this view, Comrie  19 5ː 9  has observed the role of tense in most world languages which 

“express location in time by means of grammatical categories”. The same observation is 

also reported in most Omotic languages in which tense is used to mark for time 

references by using time marking lexical categories or by using grammatical affixes. In 

Koorete (Binyam 2008) present and past tenses are marked by grammatical affixes. In the 

case of Haro (Hirut 2004), three tense categories, future, present, and past tenses are 

observed. Like Haro, similar sequences of tenses are realized in Ganta by different tense 

marking morphemes. In the following section, future, present and past tenses are 

described. 

5.3.1.1 Future tense 

Lieber (2009) puts an event time in the future tense after the time of speaking. In 

the similar manner, an event time is expressed after act of speech context by using 

distinct future tense marking suffixes like -m-, -ttam-, -mu-, and -ade- in Ganta. The 

form of these markers are determined or changed by the occurrence of copular focus -kko 

and focus -k(k-) markers on the word classes. For example, in the illustrations (1a-b), 

adverb   t  ‘tomorrow’ and object noun       ‘market’ are attached by copular focus 

-kko respectively. In this case, future tense is marked by marker -m- that is suffixed to 

the final position of the verb stem after indicative vowel a and before present continuous 

and declarative marker e. In this case, the future tense marking morpheme cannot change 

itself into distinct form. In (1c), future tense is marked by marker -ttam- in the complex 

verb stem. This marker is held its present form due to the occurrence of focus marker -

k(k-) in the verb stem.  

In (1d), future tense is marked by marker -mu- preceding third person masculine 

(3MS) and accusative case -a. As can be observed, the copular focus marker -kko is 
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moved to nominated pronoun t  -i ‘I’ so as to change this pronoun into focused pronoun 

t  -kko ‘it is me/I’. In the process, the movement of the copular focus to the subject 

pronoun changes future marker into -mu- in the verb stem in Ganta. Another future 

marking form is also observed in (1e) and (1f). In the (1e), prospective aspect marking 

suffix -ade is directly attached to a verb root and followed by nominative case i. In the 

(1f) morpheme, -ade- also occurs on a verb root before nominative marker y. In this 

process, final consonant m of a verb root    - ‘go’ is involved into morphophonological 

process and changed into ŋ before the marker -ade, as in   ŋ-ade- ‘will go’ in (1e) and 

(1f).  Look at the illustrations below (1). 

(1) a. t n-i      g ta-kko                     gaay   h m-a-m-e  

   I-NOM tomorrow-COPːFOC market go-IND-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

          ‘Tomorrow, I will go to the market.’ 

b. t n-i      g ta          gaay -kko               h m-a-m-e  

      I-NOM tomorrow market-COPːFOC   go-IND-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘I will go to the market tomorrow.’ 

c. t n-i      g ta           gaay     h m-a-k-oti-ttam-e  

      I-NOM tomorrow   market go-IND-FOC-1SG-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘I will go to the market tomorrow.’ 

d. t n-kko              g ta              gaay                h m-a-mu-s-a 

      I-COPːFOC       tomorrow     market             go-IND-FUT-3MS-ACC 

             ‘It is me/I that will go to the market tomorrow.’ 

e. t n-kko              g ta              gaay         h ŋ-ade-s-i 

      I-COPːFOC       tomorrow     market       go-PROS-3MS-NOM 

           ‘It is me/I that will go to the market tomorrow.’ 

f. t n-kko              g ta              gaay                     h ŋ-ade-y 

      I-COPːFOC       tomorrow     market                 go-PROS-NOM 

           ‘It is me/I that will go to the market tomorrow.’ 

5.3.1.2 Present tense 

According to Lieber  2009ː 94 , “in present tense the point in time of speaking 

and of the event spoken about is the same”. In relation to Leiber’s concept, Ganta present 

tense is expressed with an existential verb root   - ‘exist’ when series of morphemes 

continuative marker - , and present continuous and declarative marking marker -e attach 

to it in the clause. In the process, the existential verb   - ‘exist’ expresses stem 

modification. In this case, alveolar sibilant s that marks for masculine gender occurs as a 

hiatus immediately comes to the verb root before continuative marker - . The high tone 

of the root vowel shifts to the forward and overlapped on the continuative marker. In the 

construction, present continuous and declarative marking element -e occurs after 

imperfective marker -n- on the existential verb stem. Look at the following illustrations 

in (2a-b) and (2c-d) below. 

(2) a.  de-kko                s -y-ga                       ʔeeʔ-                ye-s-   

          man-COPːFOC    that-3MS-ALLA       stand-CONT    exist-3MS-CONT 

          ‘A man is standing there.’ 

b. tolkk -kko                h -y-ga                      ye-s-  

          hyena-COPːFOC      this-3MS-ALLA       exist-3MS-CONT 

          ‘A hyena is here.’ 

c. ʃaat -y                g ydd-u-ra-kko                       y -n-e 
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          child/boy-NOM cattle-ACC-COM-COPːFOC exist-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

          ‘A boy is with cattle/ A boy is looking after cattle.’ 

d. ganta   ka t-az-i                                 gaay -kko              g r-u-ra                       

          ganta king-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM  market-COPːFOC people-ACC-COM     

          y -n-e 

          exist-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

          ‘The king of Ganta is in the market with people.’ 

5.3.1.3 Past tense 

In the past tense, the time of situation or event is before the time of uttered 

discourse. Ganta past tense can be marked by perfective markers -d-, -tt-, -ee- and -nne 

in different contexts. In the following illustrations (3-7), past tense constructions are 

presented.  

Past tense by perfective morpheme -d- 

The marker -d- occurs after person (or subject) markers that ended in vowel 

segments and before present continuous and declarative marking element in Ganta. Look 

at the example in (3).   

(3) a. dookko-y             aw     h m-a-kk-oyi-d-e 

    dookko-NOM    home   go-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

          ‘Dookko went to home.’ 

b.  s-i                     aw       h m-a-kk-i-d-e 

          She-NOM        home     go-IND-FOC-3FM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

          ‘She went to home.’ 

If the marker -d- occurs after voiceless consonant segments, the phonetic feature of the 

marker will be changed to a voiceless sound. In this case, voiced alveolar stop -d- is 

changed to a geminated voiceless alveolar -tt- after voiceless sibilants so as to make a 

surrounding environment more similar with that of the preceding segments. For example, 

in (4a-b), the allomorph of -d- occurs after a verb root of alveolar sibilant s and before 

present continuous and declarative marker -e, whereas in (4c-d), the form appears after 

postalveolar sibilant   and also before the present continuous and declarative marker -e. 

See below. 

(4) a.  amma-se                h -s-tt-e 

    what-3MS               say-3MS-PPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

          ‘What did he do?’ 

b. g ltʃtʃ-i             m tstsi  aɸa-kko                 k s-tt-e   

    monkey-NOM  tree      above-COPːFOC  climb-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

          ‘A monkey climbed on a tree.’ 

c.  nddo-kko               waatsts     ʃ-tt-e-s-i 

    mother-COPːFOC  water       drink-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-NOM  

           ‘It was mother who drank water.’  

d. ʃaat -y                   aw -kko                ɸ ʃ-tt-e 

    child/boy-NOM    home-COPːFOC    stay-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC   

          ‘A child/boy stayed at home.’ 

The marker -d- can be used alone or together with converb - - to express past 

tense. The situation is determined by the movement of copular focus (or focus) markers. 

In this respect, the movement of copular focus -kko and focus -k(k)- on the word classes 

can change sequence of converb with past tense marker. If focusing process occurs on the 
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adverb or object word classes, the converb -  and perfective marker -d- occur together on 

the verb stem as in (5a, 5b, and 5c). As it can be assumed that the presence of converb 

supports the base to the second marker -d- on the main verb stems in Ganta. But the 

formation cannot give different meaning as first past event or second past event. It simply 

informs the past notion in Ganta. This case might be different in converb constructions. 

In the verb focusing case, the only perfective marker -d- appears on the verb stem so as to 

mark past tense in (5d). For these illustrations, look at examples in (5). 

(5) a. t n-i       m tsts-u-kko                         m s - -d-e 

    I-NOM  tree/wood-ACC-COPːFOC collect-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC     

          ‘I collected fire wood.’ 

b. t n-i         k  mma-kko                     m tstsi                

    I-NOM    yesterday-COPːFOC       tree/wood   

          m s - -d-e 

          collect-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC     

          ‘ esterday, I did collect fire wood.’ 

c. t n-i         k  mma          m tsts-u-kko                          

          I-NOM    yesterday       tree/wood-ACC-COPːFOC  

          m s - -d-e  

          collect-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC       

          ‘I did collect fire wood yesterday.’ 

d. t -y       k  mma    m tstsi      m s'-a-k-oti-d-e 

          I-NOM yesterday tree/wood collect-IND-FOC-1SG-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC     

          ‘I collected fire wood yesterday.’ 

If a subject of a sentence or question word is focused by the one of the markers 

-kko, -    and -wa in the clause, the past tense will be marked by a converb marker 

-( ) -. In the construction, converbs immediately occur after final segment of verb roots 

and before series of accusative or nominative markers.  Compare example (6a-b) with 

(6c-d). 

(6) a. naʔ -kko                  gaay         h ŋ- -s-a 

    boy-COPːFOC         market      go-CONV-3MS-ACC 

          ‘It was a boy who went to the market.’ 

b. ʃo ʃu-kko                  aw       g l- -s-a 

    snake-COPːFOC      home      enter-CONV-3MS-ACC 

          ‘It was a snake that entered home.’ 

      c. n     ʃ w-ons -u-m                            w ɗ-  -s-i....                             n    woga 

    we   children-DULːDEF-ACC-FOC kill-CONV-3MS-3FMːNOM  we   culture 

          ‘...It was our boys that killed... our culture.’ 

d. h -y-s-a                        h -d-  -s-i                                              ode-wa 

    this-NOM-3MS-ACC  say-PERF-CONV-3MS-3FMːNOM   who-FOC 

          ‘Who said this one?’ 

Past tense by morpheme -ee-  

Marker -ee is suffixed at the final position of a verb root for past tense marking in 

Ganta. The movement of the other copular focus -tte and focus -t(t)- markers on the word 

classes in Ganta. When subjective argument is focused or suffixed by -tte, the occurring 

past marker will be morpheme -ee. See in (7a-b).   

(7) a.  t n-tte                  gaay                 h ŋ-ee 
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     I-COPːFOC        market               go-PA 

           ‘It was me/I who went to the market.’ 

b.  tolkk -tte                   har            w ɗ-ee 

     hyena-COPːFOC      donkey       kill-PA 

     ‘It was a hyena that killed a donkey.’ 

In the same manner with the above construction (7), subject focusing strategy 

with the copular focus -tte also changes the form of the past tense marker in Ganta. In 

this case, the main verb of the sentence suffixes with a middle marker -  so as to express 

past notion, as in (8). 

(8) a. naʔ -tte            gaay      h ŋ-  

    boy-FOC          market   go-MID 

          ‘It was a boy who went to the market.’ 

b. m ydo-tte           s -y-ga                    h yʔ-  

    ox-FOC              that-NOM-ALLA   die-MID 

          ‘It was an ox that died there.’ 

If copular focus -tte and focus -t(t)- occurs on the adverb or object word classes, 

the past form of -ee- will not occur on the main verb stem. In this case, converb - - and 

past tense marker -nne occur together on the verb stem. The position of -ee- is replaced 

by the converb and other past tense. The occurrence of the converb cannot bring notion 

difference as in gerundive (converb) construction rather they favor base to the main verb 

past tense -nne formation. Thus, converb -  is immediately attached to the verb root by 

following morpheme -nne as in (9a, 9b, and 9c). Such phenomena cannot be observed 

when focusing is applied on a verb word class in Ganta. In the verb focusing case, the 

only past marker -nne appears on the complex verb stem after person or subject markers, 

as in (9d-e). For these illustrations, look at examples in (9). 

(9) a.   t n-i               gaay -tte                            h ŋ- -nne 

      I-NOM          market-COPːFOC              go-CONV-PA 

            ‘I went to market.’ 

b. t n-i               k  mma-tte                         gaay            h ŋ- -nne 

      I-NOM          yesterday-COPːFOC          market         go-CONV-PA 

            ‘ esterday, I did go to market.’ 

c. t n-i               k  mma          gaay -tte                    h ŋ- -nne 

      I-NOM          yesterday       market-COPːFOC      go-CONV-PA 

            ‘I went to market yesterday.’ 

d. t n-i               k  mma               gaay          h m-a-tt-eti-nne 

      I-NOM          yesterday            market        go-IND-FOC-1SG-PA 

           ‘I went to market yesterday.’ 

e. tolkk -y             har            w ɗ-a-tt-eyi-nne 

      hyena-NOM      donkey       kill-IND-FOC-SUBM-PA 

     ‘It was a hyena that killed a donkey/a hyena killed a donkey.’ 

5.3.2 Aspect 
In the previous section, future, present and past tenses were discussed. In this part, 

categories of aspects are presented “with reference to the internal structure of a situation” 

(Comrie 1976: 6). Like Comrie (Ibid), most linguists share similar views that are related 

to the concept and function of aspect.   
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According to Lieber  2009ː 94 , “aspect is another inflectional category that may 

be marked on verbs”. It is used to describe “the internal temporal shape of events or 

states”  Payne 1997ː 23  . In most languages, aspect marking patterns can be rested on 

the verb classes. In relation to aspect marking inflections, Payne  ibidː242  reported that 

“aspect marking frequently is located in various positions in the clause”. 

 Similar to Payne’s observation, languages like Ganta reflect aspect markings in 

the augmented verb stems. The Ganta aspectual distinctions are based on semantic 

distinctions, the way how aspects express the internal durative activity of a situation 

rather than grammatical information. Thus, in the following section, aspectual categories 

are analyzed based on their semantic distinctions.  

5.3.2.1 Perfective 

Ganta perfective aspect is marked by marker -d- to express completed actions. 

Furthermore, it also marks for past tense (see past tense in the above section (5.3.1.3)) 

and perfect aspect in Ganta (see in example (5.3.2.3)). For information, let us compare 

the following illustrations in (10). 

(10) a.  s-i     m tstsi        m s'-a-k-oyi-d-e   (Perfective)     

           he-NOM   tree/wood  collect-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘He collected fire wood.’ 

 b.  nddo-y            ʃ ʔe       gaay      h m-a-kk-oyi-d-e (Past) 

           mother-NOM  morning market   go-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC     

           ‘Mother went to market in the morning.’ 

 c. t     l gge-y         ganta-kko            y -s- -d-e (Perfect) 

           my friend-NOM ganta-COPːFOC exist-3MS-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘My friend has lived in Ganta.’ 

As it has been illustrated in (10a), the marker -d- occurs next to the last marker of 

non stative verb   s'- ‘collect’ following subject marker -oyi- which comes after focus 

-k(k)- to express perfective aspect. In this case, the verb (  s'-a-k-oyi-d-e ‘collected’  

expresses the wholeness of a situation without any reference to its internal durative 

structure. The whole event is expressed as one with its beginning, middle and end. There 

is no division into phases in order to divide the event into different individual stages. In 

(10b), marker   -d- appears next to the last marker on the stem of the motion verb    - 

‘go’ to express past action. The verb form     -a-kk-oyi-d-e ‘went’  locates the 

situation prior with reference to present tense. Finally, in (10c), to the verb   - ‘exist’, 

marker -d- is added after converb - - to express perfect (specifically perfect of persistent) 

aspect in Ganta. In this case, with the verb   - ‘exist’, the situation refers to a past that is 

relevant to the present moment. Therefore, one can say that past tense can be supplanted 

by the aspect (perfective or perfect). The reason is that there is no grammaticalization of 

aspectual distinctions regarding the form -d-. This does not mean that the form -d- cannot 

express the meaning differences that are expressed by past tense and aspect (perfective or 

perfect). In most speech contexts, as data shows, the marker -d- occurs frequently next to 

the last marker on a verb stem to express perfective meaning rather than past tense and 

perfect aspect. Therefore, throughout in the body of the present analysis, marker the -d- is 

glossed as perfective aspect marker rather than perfect aspect in Ganta.     

 5.3.2.2 Imperfective 

Payne (1997) and Kroeger (2005) include progressive and habitual aspects as 

primary types of imperfective aspects. But for precise description, the researcher treats 
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habitual and continuative (progressive) aspects in separate sections. For the time being, 

the following illustrations are given in past habitual and continuous constructions to 

express imperfectivity (11). The present time habitual and different continuative markers 

are discussed under separate sections bellow (see under habitual and continuative 

aspects).  

(11) a.   sun-i        g de-kko            g ʃ- -ʃʃ-e 

they-NOM land-COPːFOC till-CONV-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘They were farming.’ 

b. n      add -y               tt- -s-u                         t n-i      t kke-kko                                           

we    father-NOM     sit-PLPER-3MS-ACC   I-NOM coffee-COPːFOC 

ɸ nt-us- -ʃʃ-e 

boil-CAUS-CONV-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC     

      ‘When my father was sitting, I was preparing coffee.’ 

c. t n-i       ʃaat   ʃina          ka ʔ-a-k-oti-d-e 

      I-NOM  child  PAːHAB play-IND-FOC-1SG-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC     

      ‘I used to play with mud when I was a child.’ 

d.  s-i               l ʔo     b ʃʃ-i-kko                        ʃina 

            she-NOM    good    girl-EP-COPːFOC          PAːHAB 

            ‘She used to be a good girl.’ 

As can be seen in (11a-b), marker -  - is used to mark for imperfectivity in the 

past continuous construction by occurring after the converb which appears immediately 

after verb roots like    - ‘till/farm’ and ɸ  t- ‘boil’ before present continuous and 

declarative marker. In (11c-d), an independent item  ina is used to express past 

habituality though it has no clear meaning.  

5.3.2.3 Perfect 

Ganta perfect aspect is analy ed in relation to Comrie’s  1976ː 56-64) 

classification of four categories that include perfect of result, experiential perfect, perfect 

of persistent situation, and perfect of recent past. Thus, in the following section, the four 

types of perfect aspects are treated one by one in Ganta.   

5.3.2.3.1 Perfect of result 

Perfective aspect marker -d- is also used to mark for perfect of result. It occurs at 

the end of a verb stem    - ‘arrive’ after series of different morphemes and before 

present continuous and declarative marker. In (12a-b), the occurrence of marker -d- 

shows persistent of the result of two bodies (the    t- ‘king’ and  e   ‘society’  arrival. 

Thus, the notion of such constructions implies that the two bodies are still at the place 

where they have arrived.  

(12) a. ka t-az-i                                  g k-o-k-oyi-d-e                                                  

     king-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM arrive-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

     ‘The king has arrived.’ 

b. der -y              g k-o-k-oyi-d-e 

           people-NOM    arrive-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘The people have arrived.’ 

5.3.2.3.2 Experiential Perfect  

Experiential perfect in Ganta is expressed by existential verb   - ‘exist’ when series of 

markers like converb - -, imperfective -  -, and present continuous and declarative -e 

suffixes to the root of it. As it has been illustrated in (13a), existential verb is directly 
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attached by third person masculine (3MS) and then by converb that precedes imperfective 

aspect marker. Therefore, the sentence ‘ oo   -  T ŋ -  o   -s- -  -e’ tells us that at 

the time of speaking  oo    is no longer in Addis.   

(13) a. dookk -y                     t ŋa-kko                        

     dookko-NOM             addisababa-COPːFOC  

     y -s- -ʃʃ-e 

     live-3MS-CONVIMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

     ‘Dookk  had been in Addis Ababa.’ 

The existential verb   - ‘exist’ also takes the perfective marker -d- together with 

the other markers like, converb - -, imperfective -  - and present continuous and 

declarative -e.  It occurs before converb marker and after person marker in the series of 

markers in Ganta, as in (14). 

(14) a. t n-i             t ŋa              

     I-NOM        addis ababa  

     y -s-a-k-oti-d- -ʃʃ-e 

     live-3MS-ACC-FOC-1SG-PERF-CONV-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘I have been in Addis Ababa.’ Or ‘I have lived in Addis Ababa.’ 

5.3.2.3.3 Perfect of Persistent Situation 

Perfect of persistent situation in Ganta can be expressed by a verb root    - ‘arrive’ in 

(15a) together with stative predicate   - ‘know’ which is suffixed with marker -e. In the 

process, the final segment of the verb root deletes and replaces itself by a causative 

marking allomorph [-tsts-] so as to maintain phonological rule before the infinitive 

marker -oda. The reason is that sequence ktsts is permitted in Ganta word structure. The 

notion of the suffixed verb   ts-ts-oda-k-ote expresses English equivalent meaning 

‘until I’ or ‘up to I’ rather than its literal meaning ‘I cause to’.  In  15b , dative 

construction is also used to express durative information in the time adverb s  te-ssi-kko 

‘for hours’.  The main verb   ɸ- ‘wait’ takes converb and imperfective marker to 

express a situation that has started in prior time but still continues up to present moment 

or at the time of speaking. Look at the examples in (15) bellow. 

5.3.2.3.4 Perfect of Recent Past 

Perfect of recent past uses focused proximal demonstrative   -ba ‘here you are’ 

and temporal adverb   tte ‘now’ or ‘just’ to express very recent past situation that has 

present relevance. The main verb of the construction ɗ  - ‘leave/away/lose’  and    - 

‘arrive’ are directly suffixed by converb and perfective aspect markers respectively. But, 

in (16b) the final segment of the verb    - ‘arrive’ is geminated before the converb 

marker so as to maintain phonological rules, as in (16).    

(16) a. kays -y            h -ba           h tte-kko                             w s s -                 

     thief-NOM       here-FOC    now/just-COPːFOC            run-CONV 

     ɗ w- -d-e        

(15)  a.  t n-i       s-a        t mmu laytstsi g ts-ts-oda-k-ote                       r-e   

       I-NOM he-ACC ten      year     arrive-CAUS-INF-FOC-1SG know-PRESːCONT.DEC   

             ‘I have known him until/upto ten years.’ 

b.   naʔ -y         s-o            yddu sa te-ssi-kko                                            

              boy-NOM she-ACC four hour(Amharic)-DAT-COPːFOC    

               k ɸ- -ʃʃ-e 

  wait-CONV-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

              ‘A boy has been waiting for four hours.’ 
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     away-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘A thief has just run away.’   

b. h -ba           h tte-k-ote                g kk- -d-e 

      here-FOC    now-FOC-1SG        arrive-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘I have just arrived.’ 

5.3.2.4 Pluperfect  

Pluperfect aspect is called past perfect (Comrie 1976 and Kroeger 2005). This 

aspect is formed in Ganta by using marker - - to denote a relationship between prior and 

later pasts. The first action or past perfect is informed by marker - - in the focused verb 

stem of  t t - ‘sleep/lay (to place for rest or sleep ’ and the later past is expressed by 

marker  -ee- which comes immediately after a verb    - ‘arrive’ and before nominated 

person marker. The final consonant of the verb    - ‘arrive’ undergoes gemination when 

suffixed with marker -ee- as in (17).  

(17) a.  add -y            tʃtʃ- -kko                            s-i g kk-ee-s-i                          

      father-NOM  sleep-PLPER-COPːFOC    she-NOM arrive-PA-3MS-NOM  

            ‘Father had slept before she arrived.’ 

5.3.2.5 Completive 

The completive aspect expresses the completion of an event  Payne 1997and 

Kroeger 2005 . In Ganta, completive event is expressed by lexical verb a l- ‘finish’ when 

perfective aspect and past tense marking affixes -d- and-nne occur after causative 

allomorph [-tsts-] on the verb root, as in (18). 

(18) a. n n-i         o tso        a l-tsts-a-k-unu-d-e 

     we-NOM  work/job   finish-CAUS-IND-FOC-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘We finished working.’ 

b. der -y              o tso          a l-tsts-a-t-eyi-nne 

      people-NOM   work           finish-CAUS-IND-FOC-SUBM-PA 

           ‘People finished working.’ 

5.3.2.6 Inceptive  

In Ganta, verbs roots like   ɸ- ‘catch’ or ‘start’ or ‘hold’, and  t t - ‘start’ or 

‘begin’ are prevalently used to mark for inceptive aspect when perfective aspect and past 

tense markers -d- and -nne occurs in these verb stems. The suffixation of these markers 

to the verb stems inform us about the beginning or starting point of an event, but not the 

event’s internal situation or final status in Ganta as in (19). 

(19) a.  naʔ -y             g ʃʃe         tʃtʃ-a-k-oyi-d-e 

      boy-NOM       farming    begin-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘A boy started farming.’ 

b.  ndd-att-i                                  yeeɸ                  tʃtʃ-a-tt-i-nne 

woman-3FM.SGːDEF-NOM  crying/funeral    start-IND-FOC-3FM-PA 

           ‘The woman started crying.’ 

5.3.2.7 Continuative 

Ongoing events can be expressed by different continuous (progressive) markers 

like -e, - , -tta- and -kka in Ganta. All these markers cannot be applied on the all verb 

stems of Ganta. Their illustrations are presented in the following sections. 

Continuative aspect by marker -e 

Present continuous and declarative marking element -e is suffixed to verb roots of 

Ganta so as to express continuative aspect. In (20b), a final segment of verb root k t- 
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‘fetch’ expresses gemination before -e so as to ensure phonotactic constraints of the word 

structure. 

(20) a.  bartt    w  e     n n-a              ha-n           y w- yoǃ                            

bartt     please   you-ACC       this-LOC    come-IMPERː2SG   

t kke-k-unu               ʃ-e 

coffee-FOC-1PL      drink-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Bartt  come here, please ǃ  We are drinking coffee.’ 

b. naʔ -y           waatsts -kko           k tt-e 

            boy-NOM     water-COP:FOC    fetch-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘A boy is fetching water.’ 

Continuative aspect with series occurrence of markers -n- and -e 

Imperfective marking element -n- and present continuous and declarative marker 

-e occur one after the other at the final position of focused verb stems so as to mark for 

continuative aspect in Ganta, as in (21). 

(21) a.  t n-i             aw        h m-a-k-oti-n-e 

      I-NOM       home       go-IND-FOC-1SG-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘I am going to home.’ 

b.  s-i                          ganta-tsts-o        

            she-NOM               ganta-CAUS-ACC   

            tama r-a-kk-i-n-e 

            learn (Amharic)-IND-FOC-3FM-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘She is learning Ganta.’ 

Some irregular verb roots like   - ‘come’,   - ‘see/look/observe’, s - ‘listen’, and 

m- ‘eat’ take two continuative markers -tta and -e together. Marker -tta directly occurs 

after prolonged vowels of the verb stems, whereas present continuative and declarative 

marker -e is suffixed to the final position of a verb following imperfective marker, as in 

(22). 

(22) a.  t n-i      gaay    y  -tta-k-oti-n-e 

            I-NOM  market come-CONT-FOC-1SG-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘I am coming to market.’ 

b. n     h-utt-e                s  -tta-k-u-n-e           

            you talk-PASS-NML listen-CONT-FOC-3PL-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘They are listening to your talk.’ 

Continuative as ect  y mar er -  

Marker -  occurs immediately after verb root or stem to inform progressive 

situation in Ganta. As it has been informed in section  5.2.6 , the continuative notion of 

the marker is expressed by the existential verb y - ‘exist/live’ in the clause, as in  22a-b). 
(23) a. k wuʔe m- y- -k-unu                         y -n-e                                               aw   g l- yǃ      

food     eat-STM-CONT-FOC-1PL exist-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC home get-IMPERː2SG 

‘Get in ǃ We are eating food.’ 

b. n   add -y            ɗ sk- -kko                       y -n-e 

our father-NOM sleep-CONT-COPːFOC exist-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Our father is sleeping.’ 

Continuative aspect by marker -tta 

The morpheme -tta occurs in the passivized verb stems after converb and before 

copular focus marker in Ganta (24). 

(24) a. ib -z-i                                             d ʔ-utt- -tta-kko                                           
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     door-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM        open-PASS-CONV-CONT-COPːFOC       

           y -s- -d-e 

           exist-3MS-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘The door was being opening.’ 

b. b ʃʃ-att-i                           b    galla ʃ g-utt- -tta-kko                               

            girl-3FM.SGːDEF-NOM her body wash-PASS-CONV-CONT-COPːFOC   

            y -s- -ʃʃ-e 

            exist-3MS-CONV-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC   

            ‘The girl has/had been washing herself  her body .’   

Continuative aspect by marker -kka 

In the same way with that of infinitive formation, the marker -kka is also used to 

express continuative construction. For such construction, an existential verb   - 

‘exist/live’ should obligatorily occur at the postposition of the verb that suffixes with the 

series of continuative, focus and person markers. Here, the verb   - ‘exist/live’ also 

occurs so as to express the grammatical notion of the preceding verb in the clause. If the 

verb   - ‘exist/live’ replaces its position by the one of the motion verbs    - ‘go’,   - 

‘come’ and ʔe - ‘bring’, the grammatical notion of the preceding verb that suffixes with 

the marker will be infinitive (see section (5.2.6) for more information). Thus, the 

grammatical function of the marker in the clause is determined by the type of the verb 

that occurs at the postposition of the verb, on which the marker -kka is suffixed to. For 

instance, in (25), the existential verb is occurred at the postposition of the suffixed verb 

  - ‘drink’ so as to express the continuative notion of the marker in the clause. See the 

example below in (25). 

(25) a. der -y                ma tstsi       ʃ-kka-kko                       

           people-NOM     milk            drink-CONT-COPːFOC      

           y -s-a-m-e 

           exist-3MS-ACC-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘People will have be drinking milk.’ 

Just as infinitive construction, phonological process of penultimate segment 

lenition is also expressed in the continuative construction. Before the process, 

morphophonemic rule deletes terminal vowels at the end of the citation verbs. Thereafter, 

phonetic feature of g, ʔ, m, t   and ʒ are changed to a sibilant  . In other words, the marker 

-kka is assimilated to the preceding segments of stops and sibilants so as to maintain 

phonological rules. The reason is that patterns like gkka, ʔkka, mkka, t  kka and ʒkka 

are not permitted in word structures of Ganta. After sibilant assimilation, segment 

reduction rule is also applied so as to reduce second segments of long high tone vowels 

  , o ,   , e  and    to their corresponding high tone short vowels  ,  ,  ,   and   

respectively. But, the rule is not applied on the short vowels of second segments, as in 

(26c). Finally, after all such processes, the continuative marker occurs with the 

assimilated sibilant at the end of the word structures as - kka. Look at the following 

examples in (26). 
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         Citation verb gloss Continuative gloss 
(26) a. tʃ a ge 

b.  la ʔe 

c. tʃ o me 

d. ga t  o 

e. bi t  e 

f. ʒu ʒo 

g. ʃoge 

h. ʒ ge 

‘braying’ 

‘kissing’ 

‘chewing’ 

‘grinding’ 

‘urinating’ 

‘wandering’ 

‘washing’ 

‘shaking’ 

tʃ   -kka-k-ose   y -n-e 

l  -kka-kk-i     y -n-e 

tʃ   -kka-kk-u   y -s- -d-e 

g  -kka-kk-i    y -n-e 

b  -kka-k-ose   y -n-e 

ʒ  -kka-k-ote   y -n-e 

ʃ  -kka-kk-i    y -n-e 

ʒ  -kka-k-ose  y -n-e 

‘it is braying.’ 

‘she is kissing.’ 

‘they are chewing.’ 

‘she is grinding.’ 

‘he is urinating.’ 

‘I am wandering.’ 

‘she is washing.’ 

‘he is shaking.’ 

As it has been observed that after morphophonemic process of ultimate vowel 

deletion, some of penultimate segments of citation verbs appear in different phonetic 

features before the suffixed marker in Ganta. Such feature change is not only determined 

by the phonetic property of the penultimate segments, but also affected by the phonetic 

property of the initial segments of the words. For instance, if a word begins with a 

segment of postalveolar sibilant and end in a terminal vowel following a stop, the 

penultimate segment will change itself to the postalveolar sibilant   before the marker 

-kka, as in (26a), (26c), (26g) and (26h). To the contrary, if the initial and penultimate 

segments replace one another in the word structures, phonological rule will not express 

different feature change before the marker, as in (26d-e). In the same way, in (26b) and 

(26f), penultimate segments ʔ and ʒ are also changed to the postalveolar sibilant   even if 

the word structures are initially begun with l and ʒ respectively. In the former case, the 

word structure is begun with liquid l and ended in citation vowel preceding glottal stop ʔ. 

In the latter case, the same postalveolar segment ʒ is occurred at the initial and also in 

penultimate positions of the word.  

If the initial segments of the words begin with the stops and end in vowels 

following the penultimate stops or alveolar sibilants, the phonetic features of the 

penultimate segments will be an alveolar sibilant s before the marker -kka, as in (27a-e).   

Contrary to the lenition, phonological process of fortition is also expressed on the 

some penultimate segments of the citation verbs. In this case, sounds of tsts, k', ʔ, g and t 

appears as alveolar sibilant s (or replaced by s) before the continuative marker -kka. Such 

phonological change occurs so as to maintain phonological rules. The reason is that 

sequences tstskka, k'kka, ʔkka, gkka and tkka may not occur in Ganta word structure. 

After this rule, vowel reduction rule reduces second segments of long high tone vowels 

  , o  and    to the shorter high tone ones  ,   and   respectively. But, as in (26g-h) 

above, the case is not also applied on the second segment of short high tone vowels in 

(27d-e). 

      Citation verb  gloss Continuative gloss 
(27) a.   ma tstsi 

b. do k'e 

c. ɗu ʔe 

d. g ge 

e. k te 

‘milk’ 

‘making  rope ’ 

‘exploding’ 

‘running  for water ’ 

‘fetching’ 

m s-kka-k-ose y -n-e 

d s-kka-kk-i   y -n-e 

ɗ s-kka-kk-u y -s- -d-e 

g s-kka-k-ose y -n-e 

k s-kka-kk-i   y -n-e 

‘he is milking.’ 

‘she is making  rope .’ 

‘it is exploding.’ 

‘it is running  for water .’ 

‘she is fetching water.’ 

In the same way with that of infinitive formation (see infinitive above), segment 

us that is glossed as “STM” for stem modification can also be added before the 

continuative marker -kka so as to maintain phonological rule in Ganta. The case is 

expressed after some verb roots like  t- ‘sit’, and m- ‘eat’. In the continuative case, the 
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marker occurs with ablative marker, as in (28a) and with copular focus, as in (28b). In the 

latter case, existential verb   - ‘exist’ also occurs in the clause with imperfective and 

present continuous and declarative marker. Here, the vowel u of the STM is marked by a 

high tone after the verb root m- ‘eat’. Compare the following examples in  2  . 

(28) a.  w  e     n n-a           t-us-kka-ɸa                     d ndd- y 

      please    you-ACC   sit-STM-CONT-ABL       stand up-IMPERː2SG 

            Please, stand up from sitting ǃ’ 

b. m ydo-y     maat  m- s-kka-kko                      y -n-e 

      oxen-NOM grass  eat-STM-CONT-COPːFOC exist-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

      ‘An ox is eating grass.’ 

5.3.2.8 Punctual  

Punctual aspect is referred to as “instantaneous” aspect  Payne 1997ː 241 . The 

reason is that, it does not have “any duration, not even duration of a very short period” 

 Comrie 1976ː 42 . Thus, like other languages, Ganta punctual aspect is marked by 

perfective -d- or imperfective -  - when they suffix to the lexical items ɗ  - ‘sneeze’ , 

   ɸ- ‘cough’ and    ʔ- ‘die’ as in  29 . 

(29) a.   s-i                    ɗ ʃ-a-kk-oyi-d-e 

      she-NOM         sneeze-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘She snee ed.’ 

b.  de-y                         k  ɸ-a-k-oyi-ʃʃ-e 

      man-NOM                cough-IND-FOC-SUBM-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘A man has been coughing.’  

5.3.2.9 Iterative 

Ganta iterative aspect is expressed by combination or by word order of direction 

pointing word classes such as   -ŋ  -    -ŋ  -i ‘here and there’ and s  e ɸ  e ‘up 

and down’. Look at the following illustrations in  30 . 

(30) a.  met -y                    s-a              h -ŋkk-i        h -ŋkk-i 

            problem-NOM       he-ACC       there-NOM  here-DIR-NOM    

      h -s- -kko                               ka ʔ-e                  

            say-3MS-CONV-COPːFOC play-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Life is suffering him here and there.’ 

b. m ŋk k o-tetstsi  s-a          s le       ɸ de     h -s- -kko 

      poor-INCH       he-ACC   down     up        do-3MS-CONV-COPːFOC 

ka ʔ-e 

      play-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Being poor made his life up and down.’ 

Iterative situation also occurs when “a punctual situation takes place so many 

times in sequence with punctual verbs”  Payne 1997ː 241 . Similar to this observation, 

Ganta also expresses the same construction lexically, as in (31). 

(31) a.  s-i                  ɗ ʃ-a-kk-oyi-n-e 

           she-NOM       sneeze-IND-FOC-SUBM-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘She is snee ing.’ 

       b.  nddo-y           k  ɸ-a-kk-oyi-n-e 

           mother-NOM  cough-IND-FOC-SUBM-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘Mother is coughing.’ 
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  5.3.2.10 Habitual  

In habitual aspect, present continuous and declarative marking element -e is used 

to express universal truth as in (32).   

(32) a.   s-i          tʃ eem  tʃ eema ɗ sk-a-kk-oyi-n-e 

      he-NOM night    night    sleep-IND-FOC-SUBM-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

      ‘He sleeps every night.’ 

b.  tsts-i             k wʔo               m- u-n-e 

            man-NOM     food                  eat-STM-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘Man eats food.’ 

c. m ydo-y          s a gg-e 

            ox-NOM          roar-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘An ox roars.’ 

d. ma tʃtʃ-i           ʃaat             y l-e 

           woman-NOM   child/baby    bear-PRESːCONT.DEC 

          ‘Woman bears baby.’ 

5.3.3 Tense-aspect combination 
Aspect and tense are concerned with time in different ways in which “tense 

locates a situation in time with reference to present tense whereas aspect is concerned 

with the internal durative consistency of the situation”  Comrie 1976ː 5 . Like some other 

languages, Ganta involves tense-aspect combinations. In this section, past tense and past 

perfect combination is presented. 

5.3.3.1 Past tense and past perfect 

In Ganta, past perfect is constructed by combination of the pluperfect marking 

element -u- and the past tense marker -ee- in Ganta. The marker -u- informs the primary 

past tense that determines the tense sequence in the verb stem ɗ s - ‘sleep’. It also 

expresses the continuing relation of a prior situation whereas marker -ee- expresses the 

secondary past tense in the verb stem    - ‘arrive’, as in  33 . 

(33)  a. add -y          ɗ sk-u-kko                         s-i             gaay -ɸa       

      father-NOM sleep-PLPER-COPːFOC she-NOM   market-ABL   

      g kk-ee-s-i 

      arrive-PA-3MS-NOM 

            ‘She arrived from the market after father had slept.’ 

       b.  t n-i     tʃtʃ-u-kko                              sun-i         h ŋ-ee-s-i 

            I-NOM   sleep-PLPER-COPːFOC      they-NOM go-PA-3MS-NOM   

           ‘I had slept before they went.’ 

5.4 Mode/Modality 
In the previous section, tense-aspect relationship was discussed as part of verb 

inflection. In Ganta, mode/modality or mood is another morphological inflection together 

with tense-aspect distinctions. In most linguistic literatures, mode and mood are 

discussed together as one part of verbal inflection. But linguists like Kroeger (2005) and 

Payne  1997  classified mode and mood in different categories. For Payne  ibidː 244  

“mode describes the speaker’s attitude toward a situation, including the speaker’s belief 

in its reality, or likelihood”. Contrary to this concept, mood is defined as “an expression 

of what the speaker is trying to do”  Kroegerː 163 . But the role of mood will be 
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differently described separately in the other section. In this part, morphological affixes of 

Ganta mode types are analyzed in relation to the theoretical perspectives of Kroeger and 

Payne.  

5.4.1 Subjunctive 
Subjunctive mode can be marked by copular focus marker -kko and - . In 

examples (34a and 34b), the verb stem ma  '- ‘be/become’ suffixes with the series of 

markers so as to mark for subjunctive clause. The marker -kko occurs at the last position 

in the series of markers by following them. But, in the examples (34c and 34d), marker -  

is suffixed to verb roots of    ʔ- ‘stay/long live’, and     - ‘bless’ respectively to 

reflect subjunctive mode in Ganta.  

(34) a.  t n-i     d re   ma k'k - -s-a-kko                                   m kina-k-ote    

      I-NOM rich    become-CONV-3MS-ACC-COPːFOC car (Amharic)-FOC-1SG    

      ʃ m-a-ʃʃ-e                                                

      buy-IND-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC               

     ‘If I were a rich, I would buy a car.’ 

b. h -nn-i                      b yge               mi s-i          

      this-3FM-NOM       b yge               cow-NOM  

      ma k'k - -ba re-s-a-kko,                                    ma s's'-aʔ -yisi                                

      become-CONV-NEG-3MS-ACC-COPːFOC   give milk-NEG-3FM 

            ‘If this cow hadn’t been for Buyige, it wouldn’t give milk.’ 

c. n     ma ga-z-i                                            ʃ mppo-y g mʔ-  

our leader(local)-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM life-NOM stay (long)-SUBJ 

           ‘Long live to our leaderǃ’ 

d. b  o-y                    n n-a                 njj-  

      god-3MSːNOM     you-ACC         bless-SUBJ 

            ‘God bless you ǃ’ 

5.4.2 Optative 
Optative mode can be marked by the morpheme -(y)a  - in Ganta. It can be 

observed in subjunctive and/or conditional clauses as in (35a) and on the complex verb 

stem (35b). 

(35) a.  t n-i         de           g l- -s-a-kko                                         

            I-NOM   husband   marry-CONV-3MS-ACC-COPːFOC   

      m ɗɗ-a-k-oti-(y)aʃʃ-e 

            fat-IND-FOC-1SG-OPT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘If I got married, I would be fat.’ 

b. hantsts               gaay          h m-a-k-oti-(y)aʃʃ-e 

      today                  market       go-IND-FOC-1SG-OPT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘I wish I went to market.’ 

Optative mode can be expressed by the citation form of the independent item 

    e ‘want/wish/need’ as in (36a) and (36b). 

(36) a.  t n-i        ka t-i            ma k'k'-oda-kko              w rg-e    

      I-NOM   king-NOM   become-INFI-COPːFOC want-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘I want to be a king.’       

b.  s-i               astama re               ma k k -oda   w rg-aʔ -yisi 

She-NOM   teacher (Amharic)  become-INFI want-NEG-3FM 
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           ‘She doesn’t want to be a teacher.’ 

5.4.3 Potential 
Ganta potential mode can be expressed by manner marker -kke which is directly 

followed by person markers as in (37a) and (37b) and by independent item       ʔ- 

‘can/be able to’ in  37c  and  37d . 

(37) a.   s-i          har k'e  ʃ-a re-s-kke-k-oyi-n-e                   

            he-NOM alcohol drink-NEG-3MS-MANN-FOC-SUBM-IMPERF-PRESːCONT 

            ‘He may not drink alcohol.’ 

       b.  t n-i      s  ga ʃ ŋ-oda    d nddaʔ-a-k-oti-n-e 

      I-NOM goat  buy-INFI can-IND-FOC-1SG-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘I can buy a goat.’ 

c. der -ssi                       wolk k  -y                    y -s-oda       

            society-DAT               power-3MSːNOM       exist-3MS-INFI   

            d nddaʔ-a-kk-oyi-n-e 

            can-IND-FOC-SUBM-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘People can have power.’             

5.4.4 Hypothetical/Imaginary 
Hypothetical or imaginary mode in Ganta can be expressed by independent item 

s   - ‘suppose/think’ with jussive first person plural marker -   o (38a) and by 

subjunctive or imaginary conditional clause marker -kko, as in (38b). 

(38)  a.   ne     t  -ro    m kina-kko                       y -s- -s-a                              

             let us  I-DAT   car (Amharic)-COPːFOC exist-3MS-CONV-3MS-ACC 

             h -d-                            s  m- nno… 

             say-PERF-CONV       suppose-JUSSː1PL 

             ‘Let us suppose that I had a car…’ 

b. ʃaat -kke              r-                    d tʃ tʃ - -s-a-kko                                              

 child-MANN      know-CONV   grow-CONV-3MS-ACC-COPːFOC  

 n n-a            m ad-a-k-oni-(y)aʃʃ-e 

             you-ACC     help-IND-FOC-2SG-OPT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

             ‘If you had grown up as a knowledgeable child, you would help yourself.’ 

5.4.5 Conditional 
The marker -kko was previously identified as conditional marker by Selamawit 

(2004) in Ganta. But, this study has identified the marker consisting a high tone (    ) as 

-    in the conditional construction. The morpheme -    marks for real and imaginary 

conditionals. Compare the following examples in (39). 

(39) a.  n n-i             t  -ro    b ra         m-o-kk                   t n-i         s  ga   

       you-NOM     I-DAT   money   give-IND-COND    I-NOM     goat   

       ʃ m-a-k-oti-ttam-e 

       buy-IND-FOC-1SG-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

             ‘If you give me money, I will buy a goat.’ 

b. t n-i        n n-a        ma k'k - -s-a-kk                                 keetsts          

       I-NOM   you-ACC become-CONV-3MS-ACC-COND   house        

       ke s'-a-k-oti-(y)aʃʃ-e 

       build-IND-FOC-1SG-OPT-PRESːCONT.DEC 
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       ‘If I were you, I would build a house.’ 

c.  n n-i           m kina   ʃ ŋ-ee-s-a                ma k k - -s-a-kk  

       you-NOM   car          buy-PA-3MS-ACC become-CONV-3MS-ACC-COND  

              s-u-nna           h m-a-m -ni-(y)aʃʃ-e                

             he-ACC-INST go-IND-ASS-2SG-OPT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

             ‘If you had bought a car, you would have gone by it.’ 

As can be observed in illustrations (39a-c), marker -    is used to mark for 

conditional clause. The verb form in the if clause (39a) is suffixed immediately with 

marker -o which is glossed as (IND) and ended in marker -   , as   -o-    ‘if give’. In 

the main clause, the future marker -ttam- occurs next to the element -e, which occurs at 

the end position of the complex verb stem    - ‘buy’. 

In the (39b), unreal conditional clause holds verb root     '- ‘be/become’ that 

functions as past verb ‘to be’ with converb marker. The if clause marker -   , occurs at 

the end position. The main clause verb root  e s'- ‘build’ is suffixed by series of distinct 

markers before ending in present continuous and declarative marker -e.  

In the imaginary clause (39c), verb stem   ŋ- ‘buy’ is directly suffixed by the past 

marker -ee-, before masculine gender marking element -s-. The verb root     '- 

‘be/become’ is immediately suffixed by converb and holds copular focus at the end 

position. In the main clause, assertive marker -  - is occurred in the complex verb stem 

   - ‘go’. In this clause, instrumentali ed pronoun  s-u-nna ‘by it’ refers to makina 

‘car’ in the imaginary clause. As it has been informed so far, pronoun  s- ‘he’ has stood 

for third person masculine (3MS) pronoun. But in this situation, it is used to mark for 

inanimate things in Ganta. 

5.4.6 Deontic/Obligation   
Deontic mode is expressed by independent item   - ‘see/show/display’. This 

word gets obligatory notion when used in deontic mode constructions in Ganta. The 

future or present obligation can be marked with present continuous and declarative 

marker -e, on the obligatory word, as in   -ss-e ‘must/has to/have to’ as in  40a . The 

past obligation can be expressed by the suffixation of converb - - and followed by 

perfective -d- and present continuous and declarative marker -e as   -ss- -d-e ‘must/had 

to’ in  40b . The complex verb root o ts- ‘work’ is directly attached with infinitive 

marker -oda- and ended in copular focus -kko, as in (40a and 40b).  In the two 

illustrations, adjective    - ‘strong/hard’ is suffixed with converb - - and its final 

consonant n occurs gemination when suffixing with converb. Let us see the following 

illustrations (40). 

(40) a.  n n-i         m nn-             o tsts-oda-kko             b -ss-e       

      you-NOM hard-CONV  work-INFI-COPːFOC must-CAUS-PRESːCONT.DEC    

            ‘ ou must work hard.’ 

b. n n-i           m nn-           o tsts-oda-kko             

you-NOM  hard-CONV work-INFI-COPːFOC  

      b -ss- -d-e 

      must-CAUS-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘ ou had to work hard/ ou had better work hard.’ 
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5.4.7 Epistemic/Probability 
Like potential mode, epistemic probability takes the manner marker -kke in 

Ganta. It is suffixed after third person marker (3MS) and before the focus marker -k(k)- 

in the complex verb stem   ŋ- ‘go’ and ɗ s - ‘sleep’ in  41a-c). See the following 

illustrations (41). 

(41) a. h -nn-i                                 wode          

           this-3FM-NOM                   time      

           h ŋ-e-s-kke-k-u-n-e  

           go-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-MANN-FOC-3PL-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘They may have gone by now.’ 

b. h -nn-i                              wode           

            this-3FM-NOM                time      

            h ŋ-aare-s-kke-k-u-n-e  

      go-NEG-3MS-MANN-FOC-3PL-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘They may not have gone by now.’ 

c. h -nn-i                   wode         

      this-3FM-NOM     time  

      ɗ sk-ade-s-kke-k-u-n-e 

      sleep-PROS-3MS-MANN-FOC-3PL-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘They may be slept by now/They might have slept by now.’ 

5.5 Mood 
Mode/modality is defined as different verbal inflection than that of mood in 

previous discussion. Linguists like Kroeger  2005ː 164  defines mood as “a grammatical 

reflection of the speaker’s purpose in speaking”. In addition to this concept, Kroeger 

(Ibid) and Lieber (2009) further categorized three major mood classes as declarative, 

imperative, and interrogative. Each of them is also related to one of three basic speech 

acts. The declarative mood corresponds to statement whereas command stands for 

imperative speech act. The interrogative mood category is related to request or question 

language form. Based on these theoretical relations, Ganta mood characteristics are 

described in the following sections.  
 

5.5.1 Declarative  
In most linguistic literature, evidences report that declarative mood is usually 

expressed by  ero markers. For example, Payne  1997ː 294  defines declarative clauses 

as “normal, unmarked clause type”. But in Ganta, declarative is marked by -e, as in (42).  

(42) a.   s-i               ma tʃtʃo ʔ ɸ-a-kk-oyi-d-e 

            he-NOM      wife        take-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘He married.’ 

b. b ʃʃ-att-i                             gaay    h m-a-kk-i-d-e   

      girl-3FM.SGːDEF-NOM   market go-IND-FOC-3FM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

      ‘The girl went to market.’ 

5.5.2 Imperative 
In the imperative construction, “the hearer  or addressee  is being told to do 

something”  Kroeger 2005ː 199 . Thus, “...commands are understood to refer to second 
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person subjects”  Payne 1997ː 303 . This means that an expected subject of an imperative 

construction is the addressee or hearer, but the reference to the subject is always omitted. 

Like other languages, Ganta imperative mood is distinct by its verbal suffixes for 

declarative clause. Ganta imperative clause can be illustrated in two forms as strong and 

soft (jussive or hortative) as follow. 

5.5.2.1 Strong imperative 

Like other Omotic languages, Ganta can express strong commands by singular 

(2SG) and plural (2PL) second persons.  Strong command verb marks for number and 

person in Ganta, as in (43).  

(43) a. d ndd- y 

      stand up-IMPERː2SG 

           ‘Stand up ǃ’ 

b.  tt- yo 

            sit down-IMPERː2SG 

           ‘Sit down ǃ’ 

c. m- y- wo 

      eat-STM-IMPERː2SG 

           ‘Eat ǃ’ 

d. ɗ sk- yto 

      sleep-IMPERː2PL 

           ‘Sleepǃ’ 

e. h ŋ- yto 

      go-IMPERː2PL 

           ‘Goǃ’ 

For second person singular (2SG) addressee, imperative instructions are marked 

by three affixes, -   , -  o, and -  o as in (43a), (43b) and (43c). These markers do have 

the same grammatical functions to address instructions. Imperative marker, -  to is used 

for second person plural (2PL) addressee in strong instructions (43d) and (43e). 

In Ganta, as in many Omotic languages, negative strong commands are formed 

using a special negative marker, -dopp-. In this case, an imperative marker is -u for 

second person singular (2SG) and -ite in second person plural (2PL) as in (44a) and (44b) 

respectively. 

(44) a.  ɗ sk- -dopp-u 

      sleep-CONV-NEG-2SG 

            ‘Don’t sleepǃ’ 

b. ɗ sk- -dopp-ite 

      sleep-CONV-NEG-2PL 

            ‘Don’t sleepǃ’ 

5.5.2.2 Soft imperative/Jussive/Hortative 

According to Kroeger  2005ː 201 , “the imperative form of the verb is marked for 

person and can even take first or third person agreement markers”. The same situation is 

observed in Ganta. Soft imperative marks for number, person, and also for gender (in the 

case of third person masculine (3MS) and feminine (3FM).  But, Kroeger comments the 

first person forms as “hortative sense” and the third person forms as “optatives”. The case 

in Ganta seemed to be hortative sense rather than optative. Let us see the illustrations 

(45). 
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(45) a. h ntt- na 

     walk-JUSSː1SG 

           ‘Let me walk ǃ’ 

b. h ntt- nno 

      walk-JUSSː1PL 

            ‘Let us walk ǃ’ 

c. h ntt- wo 

      walk-JUSSː2SG 

            ‘Let you walk ǃ’ 

d. h ntt- yto 

      walk-JUSSː2PL 

            ‘Let you  PL  walkǃ’ 

e. h ntt- yese 

      walk-JUSSː3MS 

           ‘Let him walkǃ’ 

f. h ntt- yisi 
      walk-JUSSː3FM 

            ‘Let her walk ǃ’ 

g. h ntt- yisu 

      walk-JUSSː3PL 

           ‘Let theme walk ǃ’ 

Like strong imperative, soft imperative takes negative marker -dopp-. In this case, 

all person, number, and gender markers can have different forms (for this see negative 

jussive under person markings).  Strong commands can be softened by polite marking 

element -r- with second person singular and plural imperative markers -  o and -  to 

respectively, as in (46). In this construction, item  s  gives a notion that might be 

equivalent to English word ‘please’. The change of position for  s  ‘please’ does not 

bring any meaning difference in the constructions.  

(46) a. t n-a      b -ss-e-r- wo                                                                     us  

      I-ACC  see/look-CAUS-PRESːCONT.DEC-POLT-JUSSː2SG    please 

           ‘Show me, please ǃ’ 

b. us           t n-a          b -ss-e-r- wo 

      please     I-ACC       see-CAUS-PRESːCONT.DEC-POLT-JUSSː2SG          

           ‘Please, show me ǃ’ 

c. t n-a     b -ss-e-r- yto                                                                 us  

      I-ACC  see-CAUS-PRESːCONT.DEC-POLT-JUSSː2PL        please 

           ‘Show me, please ǃ’ 

d. us          t n-a    b -ss-e-r- yto 

      please    I-ACC see-CAUS-PRESːCONT.DEC-POLT-JUSSː2PL 

            ‘Please, show me ǃ’ 

5.5.3 Interrogative 
Ganta has grammatical means of speech acts to request for information rather than 

an assertion. Ganta interrogatives can be expressed by ‘Yes/No’ and ‘Wh-’ question 

forms.  
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5.5.3.1 Yes/No questions 

Ganta Yes/No questions are employed by the reduction of focus -k(k)- and by the 

change of person marker forms in the interrogative constructions. The occurrence of 

-k(k)-in the interrogative verb makes a clause statement, and the absence changes the 

statement into Yes/No question forms. Let us see (47). 
        Statement Yes/No question 
(47) a.   k ɸ-a-k-oti-ttam-e 

wait-IND-FOC-1SG-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘I will wait.’ 

b. k ɸ-a-kk-i-n-e 

wait-IND-FOC-3FM-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘She is waiting.’ 

c. k ɸ-a-kk-u-d-e 

wait-IND-FOC-3PL-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘They waited.’ 

a.  k ɸ-a-ti-ttam-e                          

     wait-IND-1SG-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC            

     ‘Will I wait?’ 

b.  k ɸ-a-ysi-n-e 

     wait-EP-3FM-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

     ‘Is she waiting?’ 

c.  k ɸ-a-ysuyi-d-e 

     wait-IND-3PL-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

     ‘Did they wait?’ 

In the negative statements, negative marker -    - replaces the other negative 

marker -aʔ - in the clauses to form Yes/No questions. Let us see the replacement of 

-    - in the Yes/No column (48).  

        Statement   Yes/No question 
(48) a.  tt-aʔ -se 

sit-NEG-3MS 

‘He doesn’t/won’t sit down.’ 

b.  tt-aʔ -te 

sit-NEG-1SG 

‘I don’t/won’t sit down.’ 

c.  tt-aʔ -ynu 

sit-NEG-1PL 

‘We don’t/won’t sit down.’ 

a.  t-ukk a-se                                                                  

sit-NEG-3MS 

‘Doesn’t/won’t he sit down?’ 

b.   t-ukk a-te                                                                  

sit-NEG-1SG 

‘Don’t/won’t I sit down?’ 

c.   t-ukk a-ynu                                                                

sit-NEG-1PL 

‘Don’t/won’t we sit down?’ 

As it has been observed, the negative marker -aʔ - is replaced by its present or 

future negative counterpart -u    - in the Yes/No question constructions. The negation 

marker -aʔ - is used in the present or future intended negation, while the negative marker 

-u    - is used in present or future questions. 

The reduction of certain segment -aʔ - from past negative marker -  ʔa- forms 

past negative Yes/No questions in Ganta. In this case, the final two segments -ʔa- are 

reduced from statement constructions, as in (49). 

       Statement Yes/No question 
(49) a.  w s s - -b ʔa-te 

      run-CONV-NEG-1SG 

            ‘I didn’t run.’ 

b. w s s - -b ʔa-yisi 

      run-CONV-NEG-3FM 

            ‘She didn’t run.’ 

c. w s s - -b ʔa-se 

      run-CONV-NEG-3MS 

            ‘He didn’t run.’ 

a.  w s s - -b -mma 

    run-CONV-NEG-1SG 

    ‘Didn’t I run?’ 

b. w s s - -b -yisi 

run-CONV-NEG-3FM 

    ‘Didn’t she run?’ 

c. w s s - -b -yese 

     run-CONV-NEG-3MS 

     ‘Didn’t he run?’ 
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Ganta Yes/No question can also be constructed by possibility marker -and-. This 

marker can only happen to create Yes/No question forms rather than statement 

construction in Ganta (50). 

(50) a.  m- y-and-  

      eat-STM-POSB-3MS 

            ‘Might/may he eat?’ 

b. m- y-and-  

      eat-STM-POSB-3FM 

            ‘Might/may she eat?’ 

c. m- y-and-ett  

            eat-STM-POSB-3PL 

           ‘Might/may they eat?’ 

d. m- y-and-in  

      eat-STM-POSB-1SG 

            ‘Might/may I eat?’ 

Yes/No question can be expressed by focus marker -wa. The marker is suffixed to 

the citation form of existential verb   - ‘exist/live’ and adjective   ʔo ‘ok/good’ in  51  

(51) a. dookk -y           hantsts            aw              y -s-a-wa 

dookk -NOM   today              home             exist/live-3MS-ACC-FOC 

‘Is Dookk  at home today?’ 

b. hantsts                  ɸa tʃ e-y                           y -s-a-wa 

      today                     exam (Gamo)-NOM        exist/live-3MS-3MSːACC-FOC 

            ‘Is there exam today?’ 

c. n n-i             l ʔo-wa 

      you-NOM    ok-FOC 

           ‘Are you ok?’ 

5.5.3.2 Tag question 

The particle    is used as assertive “tag” marker in Ganta. It occurs after a clause 

so as to request for confirmation or disconfirmation of directed issue. If the request is 

confirmed, an expected response would be ʔ  /ʔ ʔ  ‘Yes’. The opposite response for it 

will be   ʔ /  ʔ  e ‘No’, for disconfirmation. See the example  52 . 

(52) a. hu ll- -b ʔa-yisi                               m   

     offend-CONV-NEG-3FM               ASS 

           ‘She didn’t offend, did/didn’t she?’ 

b. hu ll-a-kk-i-ttam-e                                                                m   

      offend-IND-FOC-3FM-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC                ASS 

            ‘She will offend, will/won’t she?’ 

c. hu ll-a-kk-i-d-e                                                                       m   

      offend-IND-FOC-3FM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC               ASS 

           ‘She offended, did/didn’t she?’ 

5.5.3.3 Wh- questions 

In Ganta, Wh- question words can appear at the beginning of the clause or at the 

end of a clause. The first strategy is called “Wh- fronting”  Kroeger, 2005ː205 , as in 

(53). 

(53) a.   ode-wa                n n-i          w rg-e-s-i 

      who-FOC              you-NOM want-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-NOM 
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           ‘Who are you wanting?’      

b.  ala/ amma/ lmma n n-i           o tsts-e-s-i  

       what                       you-NOM   work-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-NOM 

            ‘What are you doing?’            

c.  nna-wa                     s-i              h ŋ-ee-s-i 

      where-FOC               she-NOM   go-PA-3MS-NOM 

            ‘Where did she go?’ 

d.  nni-wa             s-i               worg-e-s-i 

      which-FOC      he-NOM      want-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-NOM 

           ‘Which one is he wanting?’ 

e.  yde-wa                n n-i                    aw             h ŋ-ee-s-i 

      when-FOC            you-NOM          home            go-PA-3MS-NOM 

           ‘When did you go to home?’ 

Some Ganta Wh- questions are formed by using different markers. For example, 

‘how’ is one of the Wh- question forms in English. Its equivalent Wh- question in Ganta 

is formed by a combination of nominated gender and focus markers on the word root 

   - ‘how’, in example  54a . But, in example  54b , perfective, converb and focus 

markers are occurred one after the other on the word root.    

(54) a. w y-s-i-wa                      n n-i            ha-y-a               s a ɸ-ee-s-i              

how-3MS-NOM-FOC   you-NOM    this-3MS-ACC write-PA-3MS-NOM 

            ‘How did you write this one?’ 

b. w y-d- -wa                        tin-i                 o tsts-ee-s-i 

      how-PERF-CONV-FOC you(PL)-NOM work-PA-3MS-NOM 

            ‘How did you (PL) do?’ 

Interestingly, the word root of Wh- question    - ‘how’ changes its semantic 

notion into the other Wh- question form ‘why’ when it occurs only with person marker, 

as in (55). 

(55) a.  w y-nn-u-wa                  s-i              ye kk-ee-s-i 

            how-3FM-ACC-FOC   she-NOM   cry-PA-3MS-NOM 

            ‘Why did she cry?’ 

The reason clause Wh- question ‘why’ is also formed on the other Wh- question 

word stem     /     /      ‘what’ by suffixing nominated dative case and focus 

markers, as in (56). 

(56) a.   ala-ssi-wa                      n n-i              tt-ee-s-i 

            what-DAT-FOC              you-NOM    sit-PA-3MS-NOM 

            ‘Why did you sit down?’ 

b.  lmma-ssi-wa      n n-i            t n-a    w rg-ee-s-i 

      what-DAT-FOC  you-NOM   I-ACC want-PA-3MS-NOM 

            ‘Why did you want me?’ 

Wh- questions also occur at the end of a clause in Ganta, as in (57). 

(57) a.  n n-i         o tsts-e-s-i                                             ala-wa 

      you-NOM work-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-NOM what-FOC 

           ‘What are you doing?’ 

b. n n-i             h ŋ-ee-s-i                   nna-wa      

      you-NOM    go-PA-3MS-NOM    where-FOC 

           ‘Where did you go?’ 
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c. n n-i           t n-a    w rg-ee-s-i                  ala-ssi-wa 

      you-NOM  I-ACC want-PA-3MS-NOM why-DAT-FOC 

            ‘Why did you want me?’ 

5.6 Negation 
Payne  1997ː 2 2-294) describes negating parts or structures of many world 

languages. According to Payne’s observation, “a language constituent, clause, lexicon, 

and morphology can operate negation strategies”. Such language structures are also 

involved in negation strategies in Ganta. Therefore, in this part, some negating systems 

are discussed in lexical and morphological categories. Negative of existence is also 

presented in the last part of this section. 

5.6.1 Lexical negation 
The lexical negation strategy in Ganta uses   ʔa ‘not exist/absent’ and ɗ  o 

‘lack/loose’. These items are negative forms of the existence verb   - ‘exist/live’. The 

two lexical negative items are used in different contexts, as in (58).  

(58) a.  t n-i          hantsts           aw          b ʔa 

      I-NOM     today              home        not present 

           ‘I will not be at home today.’ 

b.  s-i-ro                 k a da-y         ɗ w-a-kk-oyi-d-e         

she-NOM-DAT chance-NOM loose-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘She didn’t have chance/She lost her luck.’ 

5.6.2 Morphological negation 
Ganta morphological negations, as in most languages, vary according to the 

speech uttered. For example, it depends on the tense, aspect, and mode operations. In the 

following table, negative markers are listed in relation to the used speech contexts.  

Negation morphemes Used speech contexts 

-ʔ - Future or present declarative 

-kk a- Future or present declarative 

-dopp- Soft command (jussive/hortative) or strong command 

-b ʔa- Past or present declarative 

-a re- Future epistemic probability or potential 

-ba r(e)- Past epistemic probability or potential 

-ontt(e)- Present or past participle  

-b - Past question 

In the following example (59), let us see the use of the negation markers. 

(59) a.  k wʔe m- y-aʔ -te 

            food    eat-STM-NEG-1SG 

            ‘I do not/will not eat food.’ 

b.  ʃ-ukk a-te 

drink-NEG-1SG 

            ‘Don’t/won’t I drink?’ 

c. d ndd- -dopp-u 

      stand-CONV-NEG-2SG 

            ‘ ou should not stand upǃ’ 
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d.  aw       g l- -b ʔa-se 

      home      get in-CONV-NEG-3MS 

            ‘He didn’t get in home.’ 

e. o tsts- -ba r(e)              m- u-dopp-u 

      work-CONV-NEG        eat-STM-NEG-2SG 

            ‘ ou shouldn’t eat unless you work.’ 

f. n n-i               g ʔ-ontte      tsts-u-kko      

      you-NOM       use-NEG     man-ACC-COPːFOC   

            ‘ ou are useless man.’ 

g.  aw           h ŋ- -b -wo 

      home         go-CONV-NEG-2SG 

           ‘Didn’t you go to home?’      

5.6.3 Negative of existence 

Negative of existence is expressed by   ʔa ‘not exist/absent’ or ‘none’ and   ʔe 

‘No’ in Ganta. In the following conversations  60a , negative of existence is illustrated by 

negation   ʔa ‘not exist/absent’. In  60b ,   ʔe ‘No’ is also used to ensure ignorance. 

Compare the following conversation (60). 

(60)  a. B rtteː    n  -ro      s  k'k'e           b ra-y             y -s-a-wa? 

                           you-DAT any/little/few money-NOM exist-3MS-ACC-FOC 

                           ‘Do you have any money? 

            Dookk ː b ʔa-se 

                           NEG-3MS 

                           ‘None’ 

b. Barteː     n n-i             ganta           h m-a-ni-ttam-e 

                           you-NOM    ganta           go-IND-2SG-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

                           ‘Will you go to Ganta?’ 

            Dookkoː  yʔe 

                           No 

                           ‘No’ 

5 .7 Subject agreement marking 
Subject agreement markers are suffixed to augmented verb stems. This “complex” 

verb might also hold gender reflecting markers by which third person singular masculine 

and feminine gender references can be referred. No plural personal categories can refer to 

sex differences, but number. Plural and singular number information might be reflected in 

the verb stems. Plural person marking affixes refer to plural numbers whereas singular 

person markings to singular categories.  

Mostly, Ganta verb features are known for its complex nature. The fact is that 

many morphemes are portmanteau morphemes; the reason that the language has a 

complex nature. A number of suffixes can be attached to verb stems. As result of this 

nature, it is impossible to distinguish out only person or number or gender markers in 

Ganta. Similarly, this complex nature is also prevalent in most Omotic languages. Bender 

 2000ː 15  has asserted the impossibility of picking out even “a single set of person 

markers in Omotic verb affixes”. In this section, attention is given on the subject 
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agreement. To this end, agreement markers in the paradigms of declarative positives and 

negatives, interrogatives, imperatives, jussives, and converbs are analyzed.  

Before analyzing agreement markers, the noteworthy point is observation of word 

orders in the declarative affirmative paradigm structures. For analysis, the researcher has 

used three construction formsː the first one is augmented verb construction; the second 

form includes object with augmented verbs; and the last form includes optional subject, 

object, and complex verbs with time adverbs. Sample of these three forms are presented 

in (1a), (1b), and (1c) respectively below. 

(1) a. h m-a-k-oti-d-e 

   go-IND-FOC-1SG-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

          ‘I went.’ 

b. gaay                      h m-a-k-oti-d-e 

market                   go-IND-FOC-1SG-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘I went to market.’ 

c. t n-i       k  mma     gaay    h m-a-k-oti-d-e 

I-NOM  yesterday  market go-IND-FOC-1SG-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘I went to the market yesterday.’ 

In (1a), the construction only tells us the presence of subject and its role in time. 

Even if the statement is complete, there is no information about the object. The subject of 

the sentence suffixed to the verb stem can be understood by the marker -oti-. In the 

second example (1b), there is an additional lexical item       ‘market’ which represents 

the object of the statement. In this case, there is full information about subject, object and 

verb itself. In the last example (1c) optional subject t    ‘I’ is included even if the subject 

the construction is expressed by inflection -oti- in the augmented verb stem. Without the 

subject t    ‘I’, Ganta can address complete information, as in  1a . So, this subject is not 

very necessary. In the last example (1c) four word classes are presented, there is the 

subject t    ‘I’, the adverb        ‘yesterday’, the object       ‘market’, and the 

complex verb ham-a-k-oti-d-e ‘went’. Thus, Ganta word order is Subject-Object-Verb 

(SOV). 

5.7.1 Person marking 
Ganta person marker occurs in the declarative positive, negative, imperative, 

jussive, and converb. Let us see the person markings in the declarative affirmative 

paradigm. 

5.7.1.1 Person markings in declarative positive constructions 

The form of person markings in the declarative affirmative constructions can be 

decided by the markers -k(k)- or -t(t)- involvement. They are assumed to be ‘focus 

markers’ in Ganta. These markers can be attached to the adverb, object, and verb classes 

to express focusing strategy, and person markers obligatorily occurs after them. In this 

case, person marking suffix forms vary. Both focus markers can replace each other in the 

sentence constructions. But they never appear together at the same time in the sentence or 

speech context of Ganta. When they are used in the sentence constructions, different 

person markers can be observed on the adverb, on the object, and in the verb word 

classes. In such constructions, vowel a, is assumed to be an indicative marker.  It can 

occur during the derivational process before the focus markers in Ganta. Vowel i can 

have lots of roles. It acts as verbalizer, person marker, first past or converb marker. A 

high tone vowel   or converb in combination with the main verb perfective or past marker 
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-d- or -nne, also forms the basis of a second past tense main verb form, which generally 

indicates a recent past event as in (5) or (6) below.   

Person marking with focus -k(k)- 

(2) a.  t n-i      g mmʔu-k-ote   aw   h m-a-m-e 

     I-NOM later-FOC-1SG home go-IND-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘I will go home later.’ 

b. n n-i        g mmʔu-k-unu   aw  h m-a-m-e 

we-NOM later-FOC-1PL  home go-IND-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘We will go home later.’ 

c. n n-i            g mmʔu-k-one         aw        h m-a-m-e 

you-NOM    later-FOC-2SG       home       go-IND-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘ ou (SG) will go home later.’ 

d.  tin-i          g mmʔu-k-iti    aw   h m-a-m-e 

you-NOM later-FOC-2PL home go-IND-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘ ou  PL  will go home later.’ 
e.  s-i          g mmʔu-k-ose    aw    h m-a-m-e 

he-NOM later-FOC-3MS home go-IND-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘He will go home later.’ 

f.  s-i              g mmʔu-kk-i       aw   h m-a-m-e  

      she-NOM   later-FOC-3FM   home go-IND-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘She will go home later.’ 

g.  sun-i          g mmʔu-k-u       aw     h m-a-m-e   

            they-NOM  later-FOC-3PL   home   go-IND-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘They will go home later.’ 

(3) a.    aw -k-ote              g l- -d-e 

      home-FOC-1SG     enter-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘I entered home.’ 

b.  aw -k-unu           g l- -d-e 

home-FOC-1PL    enter-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘We entered home.’ 

c.  aw -k-one              g l- -d-e 

home-FOC-2SG      enter-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘ ou entered home.’ 

d.  aw -k-iti              g l- -d-e 

home-FOC-2PL    enter-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘ ou  PL  entered home.’ 

e.  aw -k-ose              g l- -d-e 

home-FOC-3MS     enter-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘He stayed at home.’ 

f.  aw -k-i                g l- -d-e 

home-FOC-3FM   enter-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘She entered home.’ 

g.  aw -k-u             g l- -d-e 

home-FOC-3PL  enter-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘They stayed at home.’ 
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(4) a.   g ta               gaay        h m-a-k-oti-ttam-e 

      tomorrow      market     go-IND-FOC-1SG-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘I will go to the market tomorrow.’      

b. g ta                   gaay       h m-a-k-unu-ttam-e 

tomorrow          market    go-IND-FOC-1PL-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘We will go to the market tomorrow.’           

c. g ta                 gaay          h m-a-k-oni-ttam-e 

tomorrow        market       go-IND-FOC-2SG-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘ ou will go to the market tomorrow.’ 

d. g ta                 gaay         h m-a-k-iti-ttam-e 

tomorrow        market      go-IND-FOC-2PL-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘ ou  PL  will go to the market tomorrow.’     

e. g ta                gaay       h m-a-k-osi-ttam-e 

tomorrow       market    go-IND-FOC-3MS-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘He will go to the market tomorrow.’      

f. g ta              gaay          h m-a-kk-i-ttam-e 

tomorrow     market       go-IND-FOC-3FM-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘She will go to the market tomorrow.’     

g. g ta               gaay           h m-a-kk-u-ttam-e 

tomorrow      market        go-IND-FOC-3PL-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘They will go to the market tomorrow.’        

Person marking with focus -t(t)- 

(5) a.     mbere-t-ete                 gad-                      h ŋ- -nne 

      last year-FOC-1SG       farmland-INESS   go-CONV-PA 

            ‘I went to field last year.’ 

b.   mbere-t-unu          gad-                        h ŋ- -nne 

last year-FOC-1PL  farmland-INESS     go-CONV-PA 

            ‘We went to field last year.’ 

c.   mbere-t-ene              gad-                       h ŋ- -nne 

last year-FOC-2SG     farmland-INESS    go-CONV-PA 

            ‘ ou went to field last year.’ 

d.   mbere-t-iti              gad-                          h ŋ- -nne 

last year-FOC-2PL    farmland-INESS      go-CONV-PA 

            ‘ ou  PL  went to field last year.’ 

e.   mbere-t-ese                 gad-                       h ŋ- -nne 

last year-FOC-3MS       farmland-INESS    go-CONV-PA 

            ‘He went to field last year.’ 

f.   mbere-tt-i                  gad-                         h ŋ- -nne 

last year-FOC-3FM      farmland-INESS     go-CONV-PA 

            ‘She went to field last year.’ 

g.   mbere-tt-u                gad-                      h ŋ- -nne 

last year-FOC-3PL     farmland-INESS   go-CONV-PA 

           ‘They went to field last year.’ 

(6) a.   gad- -t-ete                                   h ŋ- -nne 

      farmland-INESS-FOC-1SG       go-CONV-PA 

            ‘I went to field.’ 
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b. gad- -t-unu                            h ŋ- -nne 

farmland-INESS-FOC-1PL  go-CONV-PA 

            ‘We went to field.’ 

c. gad- -t-ene                             h ŋ- -nne 

farmland-INSS-FOC-2SG     go-CONV-PA 

            ‘ ou went to field.’ 

d. gad- -t-iti                                 h ŋ- -nne 

farmland-INESS-FOC-2PL     go-CONV-PA 

            ‘ ou  PL  went to field.’ 

e. gad- -t-ese                              h ŋ- -nne 

farmland-INESS-FOC-3MS  go-CONV-PA 

            ‘He went to field.’ 

f. gad- -tt-i                                 h ŋ- -nne 

farmland-INESS-FOC-3FM  go-CONV-PA 

            ‘She went to field.’ 

g. gad- -tt-u                               h ŋ- -nne 

farmland-INESS-FOC-3PL  go-CONV-PA 

            ‘They went to field.’ 

(7) a.   t n-i        gaay         h m-a-t-eti-ttam-e 

      I-NOM   market      go-IND-FOC-1SG-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC  

      ‘I will go to the market.’   

b. n n-i                gaay              h m-a-t-unu-ttam-e 

     we-NOM         market           go-IND-FOC-1PL-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC  

            ‘We will go to the market.’ 

c. n n-i          gaay           h m-a-t-eni-ttam-e 

     you-NOM  market        go-IND-FOC-2SG-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC  

           ‘ ou will go to the market.’        

d.  sun-i          gaay     h m-a-tt-u-ttam-e 

            they-NOM  market  go-IND-FOC-2PL-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC  

            ‘They will go to the market.’     

e.  s-i           gaay       h m-a-t-esi-ttam-e 

     he-NOM  market     go-IND-FOC-3MS-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC  

            ‘He will go to the market.’        

f.  s-i               gaay         h m-a-tt-i-ttam-e 

     she-NOM    market      go-IND-FOC-3FM-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC  

            ‘She will go to the market.’   

g.  tin-i                gaay        h m-a-t-iti-ttam-e 

      they-NOM     market     go-IND-FOC-3PL-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC  

           ‘ ou  PL  will go to the market.’   
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The following table displays person markers of Ganta in the focused declarative 

affirmative paradigm.   

 
As can be observed in the above table, person markers in the focused 

constructions of adverb, object, and verb indicate different linguistic features in the case 

of each personal categories. In the case of first person singular (1SG), marker -ote is 

expected person marker when adverb and object word classes are focused by marker 

-k(k)-. In the same focusing process, morpheme, -oti is marking first person singular 

(1SG) in the verb stem. The focus marker -t(t)-can also be attached to adverb and object 

words in order to yield first person singular (1SG) marking element -ete. But marker -

t(t)- involvement in the verb stem, brings another marker -eti as first person singular 

(1SG) marker in Ganta. 

In the first person plural (1PL) personal category, identical marker -unu is agreed 

in all focused adverb, object, and verb classes. 

Like first person singular (1SG) personal category, second person singular (2SG) 

expresses different personal marking features. When adverb and object word classes are 

focused by -k(k)-, person marking element can be marker -one. This marker can change 

its final vowel (e) into (i) when focusing process is occurred by -k(k)- in the verb stem as 

-oni. Marker -ene is appeared as second person singular (2SG) marker as result of focus 

marker -t(t)- involvement on the adverb and object word classes of Ganta. In the same 

focusing phenomena, verb stem reflects morpheme -eni as person marker.  

Second person plural (2PL) category agrees with the morpheme -iti in all cases. 

This marker cannot be changed into another form even if adverb, object, and verb word 

classes are focused by both markers -k(k)- or -t(t)-. The same invariant featuring is 

observed in the case of third person feminine (3FM) and plural (3PL). Third person 

feminine is marked by morpheme -i whereas third person plural is agreed with marker -u. 

Third person masculine (3MS) category is agreed with marker -ose when adverb 

and object word classes are focused by -k(k)-. In the same phenomena, marker -osi is 

reflected as third person masculine (3MS) marker in the verb stem. But adverb and object 

word groups can be focused in sentence construction by marker -t(t)-. In this case, 

marker -ese reflects third person masculine agreement. In the same focusing process, 

marker -esi is expected agreement marker in the verb stem.    

5.7.1.2 Person markings in declarative negative constructions 

Ganta inflectional negation markers include -aʔ -, -  ʔa-, -dopp- and -ontt(e). 

Each of them is used in different speech contexts. The marker -aʔ - is used to express 

Person Agreement markers in the focused construction 

Adverb    Object      Verb    

focused 

by  

-k(k)- 

focused 

by 

-t(t)- 

focused 

by  

-k(k)- 

focused 

by 

-t(t)- 

focused 

by  

-k(k)- 

focused 

by 

-t(t)- 

1SG -ote -ete -ote -ete -oti- -eti 

1PL -unu -unu -unu -unu -unu- -unu 

2SG -one -ene -one -ene -oni- -eni 

2PL -iti -iti -iti -iti -iti- -iti 

3MS -ose -ese -ose -ese -osi- -esi 

3FM -i -i -i -i -i- -i 

3PL -u -u -u -u -u- -u 
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future intentions whereas morpheme -  ʔa- occurs in the perfective or past actions to 

inform completed negative notion. The remaining markers -dopp- and -ontt(e) can 

appear in the imperative and participle clauses respectively (see participle). Look at the 

following (8). 

(8) a.   t n-i              badall         ʃ ŋ-aʔ -te 

            I-NOM        maize            buy-NEG-1SG 

            ‘I will not buy mai e.’ 

b. n n-i             badall       ʃ ŋ-aʔ -yinu 

we-NOM      maize         buy-NEG-1PL  

            ‘We will not buy mai e.’ 

c. n n-i              badall          ʃ ŋ-aʔ -ne 

you-NOM      maize           buy-NEG-2SG  

            ‘ ou will not buy mai e.’ 

d.  tin-i             badall        ʃ ŋ-aʔ -yiti 

you-NOM    maize         buy-NEG-2PL  

‘ ou  PL  will not buy mai e.’ 

e.  s-i               badall         ʃ ŋ-aʔ -se 

he-NOM      maize          buy-NEG-3MS  

            ‘He will not buy mai e.’ 

f.  s-i                  badall          ʃ ŋ-aʔ -yisi 

she-NOM       maize            buy-NEG-3FM  

            ‘She will not buy mai e.’ 

g.  sun-i              badall        ʃ ŋ-aʔ -yisu 

they-NOM      maize          buy-NEG-3PL  

            ‘They will not buy mai e.’ 

(9) a.   ʃ ŋ- -b ʔa-te 

            buy-CONV-NEG-1SG 

            ‘I didn’t buy.’ 

b. ʃ ŋ- -b ʔa-yinu 

buy-CONV-NEG-1PL 

            ‘We didn’t buy.’ 

c. ʃ ŋ- -b ʔa-ne 

            buy-CONV-NEG-2SG 

            ‘ ou didn’t buy.’ 

d. ʃ ŋ- -b ʔa-yiti 

            buy-CONV-NEG-2PL 

            ‘ ou  PL  didn’t buy.’ 

e. ʃ ŋ- -b ʔa-se 

            buy-CONV-NEG-3MS 

            ‘He didn’t buy.’ 

f. ʃ ŋ- -b ʔa-yisi 

            buy-CONV-NEG-3FM 

            ‘She didn’t buy.’ 

g. ʃ ŋ- -b ʔa-yisu 

            buy-CONV-NEG-3PL 

            ‘They didn’t buy.’ 
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Summary of person markers in the declarative negative affirmative constructions 

Person Agreement marker in the 

Negative future and past 

1SG -te- 

1PL -yinu- 

2SG -ne- 

2PL -yiti- 

3MS -se- 

3FM -yisi- 

3PL -yisu- 

 

5.7.1.3 Person markings in Yes-No questions 

Change of person markers cannot be signaled in the perfective and imperfective 

positive interrogative aspects (10).  

(10) a.   ɗ sk-a-ti-n-e 

            sleep-IND-1SG-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Do I sleep?/Am I sleeping?’ 

b. ɗ sk-a-nuyi-d-e 

            sleep-IND-1PL-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Did we sleep?’ 

c. ɗ sk-a-ni-ttam-e 

            sleep-IND-2SG-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Will you sleep?’ 

d.  ɗ sk-a-yiti-ttam-e 

             sleep-IND-2PL-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

             ‘Will you  PL  sleep?’ 

e.  ɗ sk-a-si-ttam-e 

sleep-IND-3MS-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Will he sleep?’ 

f. ɗisk-a-yisi-ttam-e 

            sleep-IND-3FM-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Will she sleep?’ 

g. ɗ sk-a-yisu-d-e 

            sleep-IND-3PL-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Did they sleep?’ 

In the negative interrogation, different person marking features are observed (11).  

(11) a.   s e ll- -b -mma 

      see-CONV-NEG-1SG 

            ‘Didn’t I see?’ 

b. s e ll- -b -yinu 

      see-CONV-NEG-1PL 

            ‘Didn’t we see?’ 

c. s e ll- -b -wo 

      see-CONV-NEG-2SG 

            ‘Didn’t you see?’ 
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d. s e ll- -b -yito 

      see-CONV-NEG-2PL 

            ‘Didn’t you  PL  see?’ 

e. s'e ll- -b -yese 

      see-CONV-NEG-3MS 

            ‘Didn’t he see?’ 

f. s e ll- -b -yisi 

      see-CONV-NEG-3FM 

            ‘Didn’t she see?’ 

g. s e ll- -b -yisu 

      see-CONV-NEG-3PL 

            ‘Didn’t they see?’ 

Ganta has different person markers in the present or future constructions. The 

negative marker -u    - is used to express future negation in Ganta. Let us see these 

examples in (12). 

(12) a.    h m-ukk a-te 

             go-NEG-1SG 

             ‘Don’t/Won’t I go?’   

b. h m-ukk a-yinu 

            go-NEG-1PL 

            ‘Don’t/Won’t we go?’   

c. h m-ukk a-ne 

            go-NEG-2SG 

            ‘Don’t/Won’t you go?’   

d. h m-ukk a-yiti 

            go-NEG-2PL 

            ‘Don’t/Won’t you  PL  go?’ 

e. h m-ukk a-se 

            go-NEG-3MS 

            ‘Don’t/Won’t he go?’ 

f. h m-ukk a-yisi 

            go-NEG-3FM 

            ‘Don’t/Won’t she go?’ 

g. h m-ukk a-yisu 

            go-NEG-3PL 

            ‘Don’t/Won’t they go?’   

Summary of person markers in the Yes-No or interrogative positive, past and 

future negatives 

Person Agreement markers 
In the 

interrogative 

positive  

In the interrogative past 

negative  

In the interrogative future 

negative  

 

1SG -ti- -mma -te 

1PL -nuyi- -yinu -yinu 

2SG -ni- -wo -ne 

2PL -yiti- -yito -yito 

3MS -si- -yese -se 
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3FM -yisi- -yisi -yisi 

3PL -yisu- -yisu -yisu 

5.7.1.4 Person markings in content or Wh- questions 

In the content or Wh- questions, person marking suffixes are attached on the 

content or Wh- question words in Ganta. Let us see these examples below in (13). 

(13) a.    ode-yisu         w rg- -d-e 

      who-3PL          need/want-CON-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Who did they need?’ 

b.  lmma-te        m ɗɗ-o-n-e 

what-1SG      create-SUBJ-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘What do/will I create?’ 

c.  nna-yinu            y -s-o-n-e 

where-1PL          exist/live-3MS-ACC- IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Where do/will we live?’ 

d.  yde-ne          y  -d-e  

when-2SG      come-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘When did you come?’ 

e.  nno-yiti         w rg- -d-e  

which-2PL      need/want-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Which one did you need?’ 

f.  ala-s-i-se                ʔu k- -d-e  

why-NOM-3MS      call-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Why did he call?’ 

g. w y-d- -si                           o tsts- -d-e 

how-PERF-CONV-3FM    work-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘How did she do?’  

Summary of person markers in the content or Wh- questions 

Person Agreement markers in Wh-question 

1SG -te 

1PL -yinu 

2SG -ne 

2PL -yiti 

3MS -se 

3FM -si 

3PL -yisu 
 
5.7.1.5 Person markings in imperative constructions 

In Ganta, imperative constructions can be marked in the affirmative (14) and 

negative (15) speech contexts. Look at these examples below. 

(14) a.    m- y- yi 

       eat-STM-IMPERː2SG 

             ‘eat ǃ’ 

b. m- y- yo 

eat-STM-IMPERː2SG 

            ‘eat ǃ’ 
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c. m- y- yito 

eat-STM-IMPERː2PL 

            ‘eat ǃ’ 

(15) a.   w s s - -dopp-u 

      run-CONV-NEG-2SG 

            ‘Don’t run ǃ’ 

b. w s s - -dopp-ite 

run-CONV-2PL 

            ‘Don’t run  PL  ǃ’ 

Summary of person markers in the positive and negative imperatives  

Person Agreement marker 
Positive imperative Negative imperative 

2SG - yi/- yo -u 

2PL - yito -ite 
 

Like most languages in the world, the imperative is restricted to the second 

person. In the 15a and 15b above, the two optional imperative markers for the singular 

are used to inform the degree of command information in Ganta. When the marker, -    

is attached to the verb stem, the command nature is somehow stronger than with the 

usage of -  o. Negative command shows marker -u to the second person singular 

addressee in (15a). The second person plural affirmative command marker is -   to in 

(14c) and its negative equivalent is -ite in (15b).  

5.7.1.6 Person markings in jussive constructions 

In Ganta, soft command expressions are used with different person markings. 

Personal markers as -   , -yito, and -yisu are marked for first, second, and third person 

plurals respectively. Marker -   is used to mark for first person singular pronoun. Marker 

-   occurs to indicate second person singular. Masculine and feminine third person 

singulars are marked by -yese and -yisi suffixes respectively. In the following 

illustrations (16), we can see the explained personal markers in the soft command or 

jussive paradigms. 

(16) a.  b ys-a-n  

     sell-IND-1SG 

           ‘Let me sell ǃ’ 

b. b ys-i-nn  

sell-EP-1PL 

            ‘Let us sell ǃ’ 

c. b ys-a-w  

sell-IND-2SG 

            ‘Let you sell ǃ’ 

d. b ys-a-yit  

sell-IND-2PL 

            ‘Let you  PL  sell ǃ’ 

e. b ys-a-yes  

sell-IND-3MS 

            ‘Let him sell ǃ’ 
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f. b ys-a-yis  

sell-IND-3FM 

            ‘Let her sellǃ’ 

g. b ys-a-yis  

sell-IND-3PL 

            ‘Let them sell ǃ’ 

Negative jussive has different person/subject agreement suffixes (17). 

(17) a.   ʔ kk-aʔ -te 

      take-NEG-1SG 

            ‘Let me not take ǃ’ 

b. ʔ kk-aʔ -yinu 

take-NEG-1PL 

‘Let us not take ǃ’ 

c. ʔ kk-aʔ -ne 

take-NEG-2SG 

‘Let you not take ǃ’ 

d. ʔ kk-aʔ -yiti 

take-NEG-2PL 

‘Let you  PL  not take ǃ’ 

e. ʔ kk-aʔ -se 

take-NEG-3MS 

‘Let him not take ǃ’ 

f. ʔ kk-aʔ -yisi 

take-NEG-3FM 

‘Let her not take ǃ’ 

g. ʔ kk-aʔ -yisu 

take-NEG-3PL 

‘Let them not take ǃ’ 

Jussive paradigm can be expressed in other negative constructions to realize 

personal markers. In this case, first person singular and plural markers cannot be 

expressed. The case is that the first person singular and plural agents are acting as 

instruction giver or they address information to the next information receiver. So, 

negative marker -dopp- cannot be applied on the first person singular and plural agents as 

in (18).  

(18) a.   to kk- -dopp-un  

carry-CONV-NEG-2SG 

‘Let you not carry ǃ 

b. to kk- -dopp-it  

carry-CONV-NEG-2PL 

‘Let you  PL  not carry ǃ’ 

c. to kk- -dopp-  

carry-CONV-NEG-3MS 

‘Let him not carry ǃ’ 

d. to kk- -dopp-  

carry-CONV-NEG-3FM 

‘Let her not carry ǃ’ 
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e. to kk- -dopp-et  

carry-CONV-NEG-3PL 

‘Let them not carry ǃ’ 

Summary of jussive positive and negative personal markers 

Person Jussive Agreement Markers 

jussive 

positive  

By jussive negative  (-

ʔ -, or -  ʔa-) 
By jussive 

negative (-dopp-) 

1SG -n  -te - 

1PL -nn  -yinu - 

2SG -w  -ne -un  

2PL -yit  -yiti -it  

3MS -yes  -se -  

3FM -yis  -yisi -  

3PL -yis - -yisu -et  
 
5.7.1.7 Agreement markings in converb constructions 

In the converb construction, person markings are obligatorily occurred after focus 

markers -k(k)- and -t(t)- on the first action expressing verb stems. In this case, the 

converb marker immediately occurs on the verb stems before the focus markers. The 

second action expressing verb stems also occur with converb and with other category 

marking suffixes, like perfective, and present continuous and declarative and past tense 

marking suffixes as in (19) and (20).  

Examples with focus -k(k)- 

(19) a.   t kke    ʃ- -k-ote                          aw  h ŋ- -d-e 

    coffee  drink-CONV-FOC-1SG home go-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Having drunk coffee, I went home.’ 

b. t kke     ʃ- -k-unu                        aw   h ŋ- -d-e 

coffee  drink-CONV-FOC-1PL home go-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Having drunk coffee, we went home.’ 

c. t kke    ʃ- -k-one                        aw   h ŋ- -d-e 

coffee drink-CONV-FOC-2SG home go-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Having drunk coffee, you went home.’ 

d. t kke     ʃ- -k-iti                           aw    h ŋ- -d-e 

coffee  drink-CONV-FOC-2PL  home  go-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT 

‘Having drunk coffee, you (PL) went home.’ 

e. t kke    ʃ- -k-ose                         aw  h ŋ- -d-e 

coffee drink-CONV-FOC-3MS home go-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Having drunk coffee, he went home.’ 

f. t kke    ʃ- -kk-i                           aw   h ŋ- -d-e 

coffee drink-CONV-FOC-3FM home go-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Having drunk coffee, she went home.’ 

g. t kke   ʃ- -kk-u                           aw   h ŋ- -d-e 

coffee drink-CONV-FOC-3PL home go-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Having drunk coffee, they went home.’ 
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Examples with focus -t(t)- 

(20) a.   t kke             ʃ- -t-ete                                     aw            h ŋ- -nne 

      coffee          drink-CONV-FOC-1SG            home          go-CONV-PA 

‘Having drunk coffee, I went home.’ 

b. t kke            ʃ- -t-unu                                    aw          h ŋ- -nne 

coffee          drink-CONV-FOC-1PL            home        go-CONV-PA 

‘Having drunk coffee, we went home.’ 

c. t kke            ʃ- -t-ene                                   aw        h ŋ- -nne 

coffee          drink-CONV-FOC-2SG          home      go-CONV-PA 

            ‘Having drunk coffee, you went home.’ 

d. t kke            ʃ- -t-iti                                      aw           h ŋ- -nne 

coffee          drink-CONV-FOC-2PL           home         go-CONV-PA 

‘Having drunk coffee, you (PL) went home.’ 

e. t kke            ʃ- -t-ese                                     aw          h ŋ- -nne 

coffee          drink-CONV-FOC-3MS          home         go-CONV-PA 

‘Having drunk coffee, he went home’. 

f. t kke            ʃ- -tt-i                                     aw           h ŋ- -nne 

coffee          drink-CONV-FOC-3FM        home         go-CONV-PA 

‘Having drunk coffee, she went home.’ 

g. t kke            ʃ- -tt-u                                   aw             h ŋ- -nne 

coffee          drink-CONV-FOC-3PL        home           go-CONV-PA 

‘Having drunk coffee, they went home.’ 

Summary of converb constructions  

Person Agreement markers in converb 

When verb focused by -k(k)- When verb focused by -t(t)- 

1SG -ote -ete 

1PL -unu -unu 

2SG -one -ene 

2PL -iti -iti 

3MS -ose -ese 

3FM -i -i 

3PL -u -u 
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5.7.1.8 Summary of person markings in different paradigms 

Summary of different person marking paradigms  

 First person singular (1SG) 

As shown in the table, person markings are distinct in the different paradigms. 

First person singular marker -ote is identical in the declarative positive and in the converb 

constructions. This marker always follows the focus marker-k(k)- on non-subject 

constituents in the declarative positive paradigm. In the converb construction, marker -oti 

marks for first person singular when an augmented verb is focused by -k(k)- in the 

declarative positive structure. In this case, the non-subject constituent is marked for focus 

by -t(t)-. The first person singular marker is  -ete-. This marker also occurs in the converb 

construction when a verb is focused by -t(t)-. When this focus marker is suffixed to a 

declarative positive verb stem, the form of first person singular marker becomes -eti.  

First person singular marker -ti- occurs in the interrogative positive paradigm. In 

the negative declarative, future negative interrogative, and in the negative jussive 

constructions, first person singular is marked by suffix -te in Ganta. But in the past 

negative interrogative paradigm, and in the positive jussive situations, it agrees with 

suffixes -mma and -   respectively. Marker -   can cognate to form -na in Koorete 

(Binyam 2008). In Koorete, it marks for second person singular in both declarative and 

interrogative paradigms.  

First person plural (1PL) 

Marker -unu reflects first person plural (1PL) markings in the focused declarative 

positive and focused converb constructions. The other paradigms like negative 

declarative, past negative interrogative, future negative interrogative, and negative jussive 

constructions use identical suffixe -yinu as marker of first person plural. But the two 

paradigms like positive interrogative and positive jussive situations are marked by 

suffixes -nuyi and -    respectively. Akin to first person singular, first person plural 
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on 
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3MS -ose -osi- -ese -esi- -se -si- -yese -se -yes  -se -  - - -ose- -ese 

3FM -i -i- -i -i- -yisi -yisi -yisi -yisi -yis  -yisi -  - - -i- -i 

3PL -u -u- -u -u- -yisu -yisu -yisu -yisu -yis  -yisu -et  - - -u- -u 
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agent cannot be expressed in the imperative (negative & positive) and negative jussive 

when negation marker -dopp- is used in the jussive construction.   

Second person singular (1SG) 

The second person singular has the greatest number of forms. Suffix -one marks 

second person singular when adverb and objective word classes are focused by -k(k)- in 

the declarative positive construction. In the same focusing process, in the converb verb 

stem, the same person category (2SG) is marked by -one. In the declarative positive 

construction, marker -oni is marking for second person singular when verb the is focused 

by -t(t)-. Marker -ene becomes identical in the case of declarative positive and in the 

converb construction. In this case, adverb, object, and verb word classes are focused by 

-t(t)-. Marker -ni- agrees with second person singular in the declarative affirmative and in 

the positive interrogative paradigms. The common morpheme -ne is used in the negative 

declarative, future negative interrogative, and in the jussive negation. Marker -ne 

cognates to accented marker -   in Haro (Hirut 2004) and marks for the same personal 

category. The terminal suffix -wo is used to mark for past negative interrogatives and 

positive jussives in Ganta. But marker -    appears with negative marker, -dopp- in the 

verb stems to mark for second person singular. The terminal suffix -    is attached to the 

end of positive imperative constructions so as to address strong command and to mark for 

second person singular. But marker -  o plays the same role but functions for less strong 

command in Ganta. 

Second person plural (2PL) 

In the focused declarative positive and converb construction, suffix -iti is marking 

for second person plural (2PL) categories. Marker -yiti occurs in the negative declarative 

and negative jussive construction to refer second person plural (when negative markers -

ʔ - and -  ʔa- are used in the jussive verb stems). This marker also used in the positive 

interrogative contexts in Ganta. Past negative interrogative, future negative interrogative, 

and positive jussive paradigms use morpheme -  t  in their corresponding verb stems to 

mark for the second person plural. In the negative marker -dopp- verb stem, negative 

jussive use suffix -ite to indicate second person plural. This sufix is also used to mark for 

second person plural in the negative imperative paradigm in Ganta. But positive 

command agrees with marker -   to.  

Third person masculine (3MS) 

In Ganta, third person singular masculine can be marked by eight markers (-ose, -

osi, -ese,   -esi, -si, -se, -yese, and - ) in the different paradigms. When adverb and object 

word classes are focused by marker -k(k)- in the declarative positive context, third person 

masculine can be agreed with marker -ose. This marker also reflects the same person 

category in the converb construction. In the declarative positive paradigm, agreement 

marker is changed into -osi- as result of -k(k)- focusing.  

Marker -t(t)- can undergo focusing process on the adverb, object, and verb word 

categories. In the case of adverb and object focusing, suffix -ese reflects third person 

masculine in Ganta,   but in the case of verb, -esi can be agreed in the declarative positive 

situation. In the converb case, -ese is agreed. Marker -si can be suffixed to declarative 

positive and interrogative positive situations, but suffix -se occurs in the negative 

declarative, future negative interrogative, and in the negative jussive construction. 

Interestingly, suffix -se cognates to Koorete (Binyam 2008) and marks for more than two 

person categories. But in Koorete, suffix -se marks for three personal categories as first 
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person singular (1SG), third person masculine (3MS), and third person plural (3PL). In 

negative jussive verb stem, morpheme -se appears with negative markers (-ʔ - and 

-  ʔa-). On the other hand, negative jussive verb stem invites accented vowel   -  when 

the other negative marker -dopp- is used in the verb stem. In the past negative 

interrogative and positive jussive construction, verb stems can be used another third 

person masculine marker - es  in Ganta.  

Third person feminine (3FM) 

Like other personal markers, third person feminine singular can be indicated by 

different person markings in Ganta. As we have seen in the above table, the vowel 

marker -i is inserted in the declarative (positive and negative), and converb constructions 

to mark for third person feminine singular. Marker -yisi is widely suffixed to the stem of 

six paradigms to mark for third person feminine as in the negative declarative, positive 

interrogative, past negative interrogative, and future negative interrogative. In the 

positive and negative jussives, finally accented marker -  s  is used to mark for third 

person feminine (when negation markers -ʔ - and -  ʔa- are used in the jussive verb 

stems). The accented marker -  is suffixed in the negative jussive verb stem together with 

negation marker -dopp-.  

Third person plural (3PL) 

Third person plural category agrees with marker -u in the declarative  positive 

and negative , and converb constructions. But in the related language Kor /Koorete 

 Bender 2000ː 7  , morpheme -u is suffixed to mark for first person singular (1SG).  

Marker -yisu is used in declarative negative, interrogative positive, interrogative past 

negative, and interrogative future negative to mark for third person plural.  But in jussive 

positive and negative paradigms finally accented marker -  s  is used to mark for the 

corresponding third person plural in Ganta. Marker -et  is attached to the verb stems to 

mark for jussive negative. But in the case of jussive negative, marker -et  should suffix 

onto negation marker -dopp-. 

5.7.2 Subject marking 
All noun phrases and pronouns which occur in the subject position can agree with 

the subject marker -oyi- that glossed as SUBM in the augmented verb stem in Ganta. 

Look at the following examples in (21). 

(21) a.    m tsts-i      m ntsts-utt-o-k-oyi-d-e 

             tree-NOM break-PASS-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

             ‘A tree/wood was broken.’ 

b. m ydo-y  waatsts   ʃ-o-kk-oyi-d-e 

ox-NOM water      drink-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘An ox drank water.’ 

c.  aw -y                 tʃ  m-a-kk-oyi-d-e 

home-NOM         old-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Home became old.’ 

d. der -y            gaay      h m-a-k-oyi-n-e 

people-NOM market   go-IND-FOC-SUBM-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC                      

            ‘people are going to market.’ 

e. t n-i          hantsts    aw   go-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            he-NOM   today      home  h m-a-k-oyi-d-e 

            ‘He went to home today.’ 
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f. b ʃʃ-att-i                           gaay    h m-a-kk-oyi-d-e    

            girl-3FM.SGːDEF-NOM market go-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC                                     

            ‘The girl went to market.’ 

g. abebe-y        hantsts   aw   h m-a-kk-oyi-d-e 

abebe-NOM today     home go-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC                      

            ‘Abebe went to home today.’ 

As it has seen in the above illustrations (21a, 21b, and 21c) all subjective nouns such as 

  tsts  ‘tree/wood’,     o ‘ox’, and      ‘home’ are agreed by subject marking 

element -oyi- in the complex verb stems in Ganta. This marker is also agreed with 

irregular plural subject  e   ‘societies’ in  21d) and with personal pronoun  s-i ‘he’ in 

(21e). In the same case, gender marking lexical words as in (21f) b   -att-i ‘the girl’ and 

proper subject noun (21g) Abebe ‘name of person’ agree with this marker -oyi- in 

Ganta. Thus, marker -oyi- agree with all subject arguments (animate, inanimate, singular 

or plural persons) in Ganta. 

In Ganta, in some cases, subject marking elements do not occur in the verb stems. The 

case is evident in habitual aspect construction, as in (22). 

(22) a.   m ydo-y      s a g-e 

            ox-NOM      roar-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Ox roars.’ 

b.  s-i            wogg    wogga    gaay -kko             h ŋ-e   

            she-NOM Sunday Sunday   market-COPːFOC go-PRESːCONT.DEC    

            ‘She goes to the market every Sunday.’ 

5.7.3 Gender marking 
Gender information can be expressed on the focused adverbs, objects and in the 

focused or complex verb stems in Ganta. As it has been observed in all illustrations 

above, different paradigms express third person masculine (3MS) and feminine (3FM) 

gender class agreements. The third person singular masculine marker suffixes (-ose, -osi,  

-ese,   -esi, -si, -se, - es  and -   in turn inform two thingsː the first information indicates 

third person singular subject by which singular number can be understood; and the 

second one informs gender difference. The same situation is also observed in the third 

person singular feminine person markers (-i, -yisi, -  s  and - ).  

Like third person masculine and feminine person markers, the other personal 

indicators cannot tell us about gender information in Ganta (see person marking summary 

in the above table under 5.7.1.8).  But we can get information for status of subject and 

number. For example, first person singular (1SG) and second person singular (2SG) 

markers inform us the singularity of subject and number. Here, we don’t know whether 

subject is masculine or feminine. In the plural personal markings (first, second, and third 

plural persons), there is no sex references at all. But the status of subject and plurality of 
number can be expressed in the focused adverb, object and in focused or complex verbs in Ganta.  
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6 Nominal and Verbal modifiers 
 

In the previous sub-section, subject agreement markings were discussed. In the 

following section, the two main functions of adjectives i.e. the nominal and verbal 

modifiers are examined. In Ganta, nominal modifiers are adjectives that are used to 

modify co-occurring nouns with in noun phrases whereas verbal modifiers are used to 

modify verbs and they include some demonstratives (locational and directional) and 

adverbs.  

6.1 Adjectives 
In this section, semantically classified adjectives are primarily discussed before 

treatment of adjective inflections. Adjective derivation from noun and verb is also treated 

before deadjectival derivation.  

6.1.1 Semantically classified adjectives 
Linguists generally describe adjectives according to their semantic functions. 

However, in this study, Ganta adjectives are categorized thereof analyzed in line with 

Dixon’s  2004: 3ff. and 2010: 73-76) semantic based three adjectival classifications. The 

first classification is labeled as ‘large and small’ or sometimes ‘four core semantic type 

adjectives’ which indicate adjectives of ‘dimension, age, value, and colour’. The second 

category of adjectives is indicative of ‘physical property, human propensity, and speed’. 

The final classification associates semantic types with ‘large adjective classes’ which 

include adjectives of difficulty, similarity, qualification, quantification, and ordinals. 

Thus, Ganta adjectival classes are listed in the following table. 
 

Adjectives of dimension, 

value, age and colour 

 

Adjectives of physical property, 

human propensity and speed 
Adjectives of difficulty, 

similarity, qualification and  

quantification 

a. Dimension a. Physical property a. Difficulty                          

aɗ  

s  k'k'e-s-i 

/ʔeer- -s-i   

ɸa    

h ta 

ɸ tʃtʃa 

‘big’ 

 

‘small/little’ 

‘long/tall’ 

‘short’ 

‘wide’ 

s i go 

li k o 

dees   

h mʔe 

tʃ  ƥa 

m no 

ge ʃʃi 

b nna 

m tʃtʃa 

ball /tʃam  

ɗook   

malʔo 

‘hard’ 

‘soft’  for flower  

‘heavy’ 

‘rough’ 

‘wet’ 

‘strong’ 

‘clean’ 

‘between hot  & cold’ 

‘hot’ 

‘bitter’ 

‘sour’ 

‘sweet’ 

a ɸa 

wa ye 

ʃayk  

‘easy’                                                                                  

‘difficulty’                                                                           

‘simple/light’ 

b. Similarity 

mal  

mal- ntte-s-a 

har  

dum 

c.Qualification    
 dda 

s  llo 

g na 

‘like’ 

‘unlike’ 

‘other’ 

‘different’ 

 

‘definite’                                                                          

‘true’                                                                                 

‘appropriate’           

c.Value 

l ʔo 

i ta 

s  llo 

mo  o 

 

‘good’ 

‘bad’ 

‘real’ 

‘strange’ 

b. Age 
o ratstsi 

 

‘new’ b. Hman propensity d. Quantification                                                                                                                        
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6.1.2 Adjective Inflection   

As Selamawit  2004ː 123ff.  has stated, adjectives are inflected for cases 

(nominative or accusative), number, and gender in Ganta. Suffixation of cases like 

nominative derives citation adjectives to noun forms (see section (3.2.3)). Similarly, 

suffixations of plural markers also change citation adjectives to plural noun forms, as in 

(1).  

      Citation adjective Derived noun 

(1) a. la le 

      b. ɸa    

      c. h ta 

‘thin’ 

‘long’ 

‘short’ 

la l-iɗ  

ɸazz-iɗ  

h t-iɗ  

‘thin ones’ 

‘tall ones’ 

‘short ones’ 

In Ganta, adjectives never directly take definiteness and gender marking elements. 

The construction can be expressed by definiteness markers -(a)z- and -(a)tt- when they 

directly suffix to the nominalized adjective stems of number marker, as in (2).  Below, 

the modified analysis of Selamawit is presented. 

(2) a. la l-iɗ -z-i                                     hantsts        gaay            h ŋ- -b ʔa 

    thin-PL-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM  today           market         go-CONV-NEG 

          ‘The thin ones  boys  didn’t go to the market.’ 

b. go b-iɗ -z-a                                                   ha-n                 gaʔ- y 

           intelligent-PL-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC         this-LOC          call-IMPERː2SG 

           ‘Call here, the intelligent ones  boys .’ 

c. h ta-tt-i                               hantsts    h yʔo-kk-oyi-d-e      

short-3FM.SGːDEF-NOM today       die-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC  

          ‘The short one  girl  was died today.’ 

6.1.3 Adjective derivation 
According to Corbett  2004ː 201 , “adjectives are commonly derived from nouns, 

verbs... and less often from other parts of speech”. Nearly in the same manner, Ganta 

adjectives are involved into derivational processes particularly from nouns and verbs, but 

less from other adjectives.  

6.1.3.1 Adjective derivation from noun 

Some Ganta adjectives are derived from nouns by independent item  tsts- ‘man’ and by 

possessive marker -   e. The abstract noun   - ‘know/knowledge’ is suffixed by  tsts- 

‘man’ and formed the derived adjective. On the other hand, noun  tsts   - ‘hair’ is also 

n ʔ-et-a 

tʃ  ma 

g la 

 

d. Colour 
k rtstsi 

bo tstsu 

ʒiluk   

zoʔ  

tʃ olol  

gal lʔo 

sam ye 

‘young’ 

‘old’ 

‘between new 

& old’ 

 

‘black’             

‘white’ 

‘green’ 

‘red’ 

‘gray’ 

‘rose/pink’ 

‘blue’                                  

sal  

uɸ y-s-i 

l ʔo 

go ba 

 ra 

babb  

ʒ dʒdʒara 

geedd ʔa 

hor go 

‘jealous’ 

‘happy’ 

‘good’ 

‘intelligent’ 

‘clever’ 

‘panic’ 

‘greedy’ 

‘proud’ 

‘kind’ 

udd  

lagg  

ʔe re-s-i 

s  k'k'e-s-i 

gi ga/gi g-e-s-a 

m le 

‘all’ 

‘many’ 

‘some’ 

‘a few’ 

‘enough’ 

‘whole’ 

  

 

c. Speed 
k  ra 

ʔees  

d ttʔa 

‘fast’ 

‘quick’ 

‘slow’ 
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suffixed by marker -   e so as to form its counterpart.  See the examples in the (3a) and 

(3b) respectively.     

      Noun Derived adjective 
(3)  a.   r- 

      b. itsts ŋkk- 

‘know/knowledge ‘ 

‘hair’ 

 r- tsts- 

itsts ŋkk- ade 

‘wise’ 

‘hairy’ 

Selamawit  2004ː 126  has identified the morpheme -ant a as adjective forming marker 

in Ganta.  But the modified illustrations with high tone marker are presented in (4) 

bellow.  

Noun Derived adjective 
 4  a.   all  

     b.  o tso 

     c.   he 

‘rock’ 

‘work’ 

‘issue/talk’ 

 all- ntʃtʃa 

o ts- tʃtʃa 

 h- ntʃtʃa 

‘rocky’ 

‘busy’ 

‘talkative’ 

 6.1.3.2 Adjective derivation from verb 

Ganta adjectives are derived from a verb root by the suffixation of series of 

suffixes such as passive -utt-, present continuous and declarative -e, third person 

masculine -s-, and accusative case -a markers respectively, as in (5).  

    Verb root Derived adjectives  
(5) a.   ʃ-  

      ‘drink’ 

 

 ʃ-utt-e-s-a 

drink-PASS-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-ACC 

‘drinkable’ 

b. ʃ g-  

‘wash’ 

 

ʃ g-utt-e-s-a 

wash-PASS-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-ACC 

‘washable’ 

c.  m s'-  

‘observe’ 

 

m s'-utt-e-s-a 

observe-PASS-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-ACC 

‘observable’ 

d. m-  

‘eat’ 

 

m- y-utt-e-s-a 

m-STM-PASS-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-ACC 

‘edible’ 

6.1.4 Deadjectival derivation 
Deadjectival derivation can be applied when inchoativization process is taking 

place by affixes as -t- and -  in Ganta (see inchoative under verb derivation). But in this 

section, high tone vowel - - which marks for middle is introduced and analyzed as 

deadjectivalizing marker. The suffixation of marker - - on the adjective word class forms 

an intransitive verb. In the process, morphophonemic rule deletes the final vowel of each 

citation forms and replaced it by - -. Except for (11b), all high tones of citation adjectives 

are coincided with the middle marker, as in (6). 

     Adjective Derived verb 

(6) a. zoʔ  

     b. la le 

     c. ɸa    

     d. aɗ  

     e. lag  

‘red’ 

‘thin 

‘tall’ 

‘big’ 

‘many’                                                                   

zoʔ- - 

la l- - 

ɸa  - - 

aɗ- - 

lag- - 

‘thing that became red’ 

‘thing that became thin’ 

‘thing that became tall’ 

‘thing that became big’ 

‘thing that became many’   

In the deadjectival process, after subsequent deletion of terminal vowel and 

penultimate segment, the antepenultimate segment r of an item    tsts  ‘black’ is 

assimilated to post alveolar sound ɗ so as to maintain phonological rule in the derived 
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stem in (7a). In the same process, geminated affricate sibilant -tsts- of the word  o tsts  

‘   te’ has replaced by a voiceless alveolar stop -t- before middle marker -  in example 

(7b). Bilabial nasal m is also changed to velar -ŋ- in the word t     ‘old’, as in  7c . See 

the illustrations in (7).  

     Adjective Derived ajective 
 7  a.  k rtstsi 

     b.  bo tstsu 

     c.  tʃ  ma 

‘black’ 

‘white’ 

‘old’ 

k ɗ- - 

bo t- - 

tʃ  ŋ- - 

‘thing that became black’ 

‘thing that became white’ 

‘thing that became old’   

6.2 Demonstratives 
Ganta has three deictically contrastive demonstratives as proximal ha, medial 

ye/ya or hi, and distal so. They are modifying co-occurring nouns. See the following 

examples (8). 

         Proximal Medial                                        Distal 
(8) a.   ha         m ydo 

         PROX ox 

‘This ox’ 

b. ha        b ʃʃo 

PROX girl 

‘This girl’ 

c. ha         aw  

PROX home 

‘This home’ 

ye/ya/hi  m ydo 

MED         ox 

‘Nearer ox’ 

ye/ya  b ʃʃo 

MED    girl 

‘Nearer girl’ 

ye/ya    aw  

MED     home 

‘Nearer home’ 

so     m ydo 

DIST ox 

‘That ox’ 

so     b ʃʃo 

DIST  girl 

‘That girl’ 

so      aw  

DIST  home        

‘That home’  

Ganta demonstratives are inflected for gender and cases (nominative and 

accusative) respectively. Marker -nn- directly occurs on the demonstrative words to 

express feminine sex reference. In this inflectional process, deictical demonstratives are 

marked with a high tone in Ganta, as in (9). 

(9) a.  h -nn-i                        o de-wa 

     PROX-3FM-NOM     who-FOC 

           ‘Who is this girl?’  

b.  h -nn-i                      n         b ʃʃi-wa 

           MED-3FM-NOM    your     girl-FOC 

           ‘Is nearer your girl?’ 

      c.  s -nn-i                       kan         ndd-att-i-kko 

           DIST-3FM-NOM     dog         mother-3FM.SGːDEF-NOM-COPːFOC 

           ‘That dog is female.’ 

d.  s -nn-o                      ʔ kk- wo 

           DIST-3FM-ACC       take (marry)-EP-IMPERː2SG 

           ‘ ou marry that girl ǃ’ 

For masculine sex reference the morpheme -y- is attached to the demonstrative 

words by preceding nominative and accusative cases (10). 

(10) a.  h -y               t        naʔ -kko 

           MED-3MS    my     boy-COPːFOC 

           ‘Nearer is my boy/son.’ 

      b.  s -y-a                      t n-a-ra                  r-us- y 

           DIST-3MS-ACC    I-ACC-COM        know-CAUS-IMPERː2SG 
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           ‘Please, introduce that one  boy  with me ǃ’ 

      c.  do llo       h -y-a                         n n-a-ra                  ʔ kk-             haŋ- y  

           do llo      PRO -3MS-ACC       you-ACC-COM     take-CONV  go-IMPERː2SG  

           ‘do llo, take this one (boy) with you and go ǃ’ 

6.2.1 Locational demonstrative 
Location marker -   and allative case marker -ga are suffixed to demonstrative 

words to express locational demonstratives. In this case, marker -   is directly attached 

to the demonstrative words. Interestingly, in the suffixation process, the domenstrative 

words cannot take a high tone, as in (11a-b). But, allative case marker -ga occurs in the 

series of suffixes next to the last occurring copular focus -kko in (11c). But in (11d), it 

occurs at the end position. Look at the following illustrations (11c-d)). 

(11) a.  n n-i               ha-n                y w- y  

            you-NOM      PROX-LOC    come-IMPERː2SG 

            ‘ ou come here ǃ’ 

        b. bo nʔa   so-n -ɸa               t  -ro          ho ke   ʔ kk-               h ŋ- y 

            bo nʔa   DIST-LOC-ABL my-DAT      axe       take-CONV    go-IMPERː2SG 

            ‘Bo nʔa, go and take me an axe from there ǃ’ 

        c.  tolkk -y            h -nn-i-ga-kko                                      

             heyna-NOM     PROX-3FM-NOM-ALLA-COPːFOC  

             h yʔ- -d-e 

             die-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

             ‘A hyena died here.’ 

         d. n n-i            s -y-i-ga                                                    tt- y                     

             you-NOM   DIST-3MSːNOM-3FMːNOM-ALLA      sit-IMPERː2SG  

             w  e         n n-a 

             please        you-ACC 

             ‘Please, you sit down there ǃ’ 

6.2.2 Directional demonstrative 
Ganta directional demonstratives are expressed on the three deictical words (ha, 

hi and ye), and on the one directional word (wo) by using marker -kk-. Horizontal 

directions (closest horizontal   -ŋ  - ‘toward’ and farest hori ontal   -ŋ  - ‘forward’  

take the marker after inserted velar nasal, but vertical directions (upward   -kk- 

‘upward’ and   -kk- ‘downward’  take the marker directly. To express directions, the 

marker -kk- suffixes onto high tone segments of demonstrative and direction words. In 

the process, accusative case occurs after the marker, preceding and following the copular 

focus in (12a-b), but nominative case occurs following the marker (112c-d). Look at the 

following illustrations (12). 

(12) a.  so              b ʃʃ-att-i                                     h -ŋkk-u-kko                              

            that            girl-3FM.SGːDEF-NOM          this-DIR-ACC-COPːFOC  

            w s'-a-m-e 

            run-IND-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘That girl will run toward there.’ 

       b.  m yd-as'-i             s -kk-u-kko                                 

            ox-PL-NOM         that-DIR-ACC-COPːFOC  

            h ŋ- -d-e 
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            go-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Oxen have gone away  forward .’ 

       c.  w -kk-i                     i ta                b gga-kko    

            up-DIR-NOM          bad               direction-COPːFOC 

            ‘Upward is bad direction.’ 

       d.  n n-i                  g ta            y -kk-i                       y w- y  

            you-NOM          tomorrow   down-DIR-NOM      come-IMPERː2SG 

            ‘ ou will come downward tomorrow ǃ’ 

6.2.3 Manner demonstrative    
Manner marking suffix -kke occurs at the end of the demonstrative words after 

gender and nominative case marking suffixes respectively. See the following illustrations 

(13). 

(13) a.  s-i                   h -nn-i-kke                          i ta      b ʔa 

           she-NOM         this-3FM-NOM-MANN     bad     NEG 

           ‘She is not as bad as this one  girl .’ 

       b.  s-i            s -y-i-kke                         hor go atsts-u-kko 

           he-NOM   that-3MS-NOM-MANN  kind     man-ACC-COPːFOC   

           ‘He is as kind as that man.’ 

       c. d ŋkka-y         h -y-i-kke                       n ʔ-et-a               b ʔa 

           d ŋkka-NOM this-3MS-NOM-MANN boy-INCH-ACC NEG 

           ‘D nkka is not as young as this one  boy .’ 

Demonstratives that directly suffix feminine marker -nn- also occur with dual 

marker -ons'- and accusative case -u- respectively before manner marker -kke, as in   

(19a-b). The interesting thing is that numbers more than two cannot be marked on the 

feminine marker in this case. But masculine marker -y- can take dual and more than dual 

number markings after nominative case. In this case, dual and definite marker -ons'- 

directly comes after more than dual number marker -dd- which is glossed as (PL), and 

before accusative case -u-. The manner marker -kke occurs at the final position of all 

these markers in (14c-d). Compare the following examples in (14). 

(14) a.  s-i                 h -nn-ons'-u-kke                                    ɸa   -kko 

           she-NOM       this-3FM-DULːDEF-ACC-MANN      tall-COPːFOC 

           ‘She is as tall as these two  girls .’ 

       b. t      b ʃʃ-as'-i          s -nn-ons'-u-kke                                    go ba-kko 

           my   girl-PL-NOM  that-3FM-DULːDEF-ACC-MANN     intelligent-COPːFOC 

           ‘My girls are intelligent like those two  girls .’ 

       c. n n-i              s -y-i-dd-ons'-u-kke                                          wos s - wo        

          you-NOM      that-3MS-NOM-PL-DULːDEF-ACC-MANN run-IMPERː2SG   

          ‘ ou run like those two  men ǃ’ 

      d. t n-i            h -y-i-dd-ons -u-kke                                          i ta     b ʔa 

          I-NOM       his-3MS-NOM-PL-DULːDEF-ACC-MANN  bad    NEG 

          ‘I am not bad like these two  men .’ 

6.2.4 Recognitional demonstrative 
According to Diessel (1999: 6), demonstratives that are used for recognitional 

purposes are involved to indicate speaker and hearer shared experience with the familiar 

referent. In relation to this observation, in Ganta, distance oriented medial ye is used to 
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indicate the speaker’s and hearer’s familiar information of a situation. In the following 

speech context (15), the speaker used ye to indicate that the listener can identify the 

information referent based on the specific common experience. Thus, here, medial ye is 

used as English equivalent demonstrative ‘that’. See the example below. 

(15) a.  n ʔ-            t n-i          ye                   wod           lag -k-ote                  

            boy-VOC    I-NOM     RECːMED      time           lot/many-FOC-1SG   

             ʃ- -d-e                                                       n n-i                                                           

            drink-CON-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC     you-NOM  

            ba re-s-a-kko                               ye                mi ʃʃe-y                 t n-a                  

            NEG-3MS-CC-COPːFOC          RECːMED  thing-NOM           I-ACC    

            b tʃtʃ-a-kko-(y)aʃʃ-e   

            harm-IND-COPːFOC-OPT-PRESːCONT.DEC                

            ‘...you boy ǃ In that time I drank too much. If you weren’t there, that thing might     

            harm me.’ 

6.2.5 Temporal demonstrative 
Proximal ha and medial ye demonstratives modify time adverbs so as to express 

temporal distance oriented event in the speech context (16).   

(16) a.  ha      wod -y          i ta-kko 

            this    time-NOM    bad-COPːFOC 

            ‘This time is bad.’ 

b. ha         l yitstsi   gidd-                 t n-i        l go             o tso-k-ote              

            this       year         inside-INESS    I-NOM   lot/many     work/job-FOC-1SG   

            o tsts-a-m-e 

            work-IND-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC    

            ‘This year, I will do many works.’  

c. ha    w ntta-y        tʃ  m-as'-u-ssu             l ʔo-kko 

            this  day-NOM     old-PL-ACC-DAT    good-COPːFOC 

            ‘This day is good for olds  people .’ 

Like proximal ha, in the temporal usage, the medial ye is also semantically 

equivalent to ‘that’ when modifying a co-occurring noun (17). 

(17) a. ye   wod        t n-i               t ŋa-kko                        

           that time        I-NOM          addis ababa-COPːFOC  

           y -s- -ʃʃ-e 

           exist-3MS-CONV-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 
           ‘That time I was in Addis Ababa.’ 

b. ye       l yitstsi        t  -ro                i ta-kko  

            that    year              I-DAT              bad-COPːFOC 

            ‘That year was bad for me.’ 

c. ye      w ntta-ga                        s-i             ʃa to-kko  

            that   time (early)-INESS         he-NOM    child-COPːFOC 

            ‘That time he was a child.’ 

Some adverbial time expressions are formed on the proximal stem ha and used to 

express proximity of an event in relation to used speech contexts. As in (18), except for 

example (18c), the first two constructions (18a) and (18b) are marked by a high tone on 

the proximal stem in Ganta. Compare examples in (18).  
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(18) a.  h -tte        ‘now’ 

b. h -bere      ‘this year’ 

c. ha-ntsts    ‘today’ 

As it has been observed in the above (6.2.2), high tone directional stem   - is 

used to point out upward direction by attaching itself with direction marker -kk-. In the 

same manner, here, it also takes some distinct segments to form distant adverbial time 

expressions in Ganta, as in (19). 

(19) a.  w -ntta  ‘early past time’ 

        b. w -ndde ‘before’  

6.3 Numerals  
In this section Ganta cardinal and ordinal numerals are discussed. 

6.3.1Cardinal numbers 

bi   /s  to/s  nnʔo 

n mʔu 

h yd d i 

 yddu 

 tʃtʃ tʃi 

i  ppu 

la ppu 

l ŋkkutʃe 

t ntsts ndde 

t mmu 

n mʔu t mmu 

h yd d i t mmu 

s e ti 

ʃ ʔa 

‘one’ 

‘two’ 

‘three’ 

‘four’ 

‘five’ 

‘six’ 

‘seven’ 

‘eight’ 

‘nine’ 

‘ten’ 

‘twenty’ 

‘thirty’ 

‘hundred’ 

‘thousand’ 

Counting numbers after tens are preceded by modifier t   - ‘ten’ and joined 

with marker -  which expresses frequentative notion as in t   -  ‘ten times’. Inclusive 

marker -nne ‘and’ is occurred after frequentative marker so as to serve as connector as in 

(20). 

(20) a.  t mm- -nne           bi    

ten-FERQ-INCL   one 

‘Eleven’ 

b.  t mm- -nne          n mʔu  

ten-FERQ-INCL   two 

‘Twelve’ 

c. n mʔu  t mm- -nne           bi    

two      ten-FREQ-INCL   one 

‘Twenty one’ 

d. h yd d i   t mm- -nne            n mʔu 

three         ten-FREQ-INCL    two 

‘Thirty two’ 

e.  yddu t mm- -nne               yddu 

four      ten-FREQ-INCL    four 

‘Forty four’ 
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 In the long counting systems frequentative -  and inclusive conjunction -nne 

‘and’ are respectively used after tens, hundreds, and thousands  21). 

(21) a.   n mʔu      s e t- -nne                     bi     

two          hundred-FREQ-INCL  one 

 ‘Two hundred one’ 

b.  yddu  s e t- -nne                         yddu  

four     hundred-FREQ-INCL     four 

‘Four hundred four’ 

c.  yddu  s e t- -nne                       n mʔu t mm- -nne            bi     

four     hundred-FREQ-INCL    two      ten-FREQ-INCL   one 

‘Four hundred twenty one’ 

d. s e t- -nne                       bizzi            t mm- -nne                     tʃtʃ tʃi  

hundred-FREQ-INCL    one               ten-FREQ-INCL            five 

‘One hundred five’ 

e.  tʃtʃi   s e t- -nne                      h yd d i   t mm- -nne              n mʔu  

five   hundred-FREQ-INCL    three         ten-FREQ-INCL      two 

‘Five hundred thirty two’ 

f. ʃ ʔ- -nne                           bi     

thousand-FREQ-INCL     one 

‘One thousand one’ 

g. n mʔu   ʃ ʔ- -nne                        h yd d i s e t- -nne   

            two        thousand-FREQ-INCL three  hundred-FREQ-INCL  

             tʃtʃi t mm- -nne          yddu 

            five ten-FREQ-INCL  four 

            ‘Two thousand three fourteen’ 

h. l ŋkutʃe ʃ ʔ- -nne                        yddu  s e t- -nne                       t ntsts nde  

            eight      thousand-FREQ-INCL four     hundred-FREQ-INCL    nine         

            t mm- -nne                    i  ppu  

            ten-FREQ-INCL           six 

            ‘Eight thousand four hundred ninety six’ 

For cardinal number,       ‘one’, the final tonal vowel -  is replaced by a vowel i 

when it modifies noun in the speech contexts. In this case, the high tone shifts to the back 

and rested on the second segment, as in (22). 

(22) a.   s-u-ro                    b   i bira        ŋ- y 

he-ACC-DAT        one    money  give-IMPERː2SG 

‘Give to him one birr.’ 

       b.  dookk -y               b   i    miis-u-kko                  ʃ m-a-m-e             

dookk -NOM       one      cow-ACC-COPːFOC buy-IND-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Dookk  will buy one cow.’ 

6.3.2 Ordinal numbers 

All Ganta ordinal numbers are derived from cardinal equivalents with morpheme 

-  tsts  which replaces the final vowels of each cardinal numbers (23). Ganta uses 

    o ‘first/beginning’ as option instead of    z-  tsts  ‘first’.  

(23) a.  b   -untsts  

n mʔ-untsts  

h yd d -untsts  

‘first’ 

‘second’ 

‘third’ 
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 ydd-untsts  

 tʃtʃ tʃ-untsts  

i  pp-untsts  

la pp-untsts  

l ŋkutʃ-untsts  

t ntsts ndd-untsts  

t mm-untsts  

‘fourth’ 

‘fifth’ 

‘sixth’ 

‘seventh’ 

‘eighth’ 

‘ninth’ 

‘tenth’ 

Ordinal numbers that are formed after ten take obligatorily frequentative marker -

  on the cardinal number t   - ‘ten’ in one case. On the other hand, it takes inclusive 

coordination as optionally after frequentative marker. Compare (24a-b) with (24c-d) 

below 

(24) a.  t mm-         b   -untsts   

      ten-FREQ    one-ORD 

      ‘eleventh’  

b. t mm-          n mʔ-untsts   

            ten-FREQ    two-ORD 

      ‘Twelfth’  

c. t mm- -nne            bi  -untsts   

      ten-FREQ-INCL    one-ORD 

      ‘Eleventh’ 

d. t mm- -nne            n mʔ-untsts   

ten-FREQ-INCL    two-ORD 

      ‘Twelfth’  

Ganta ordinal numbers are inflected for definiteness before nominative or 

accusative cases in speech context, as in (25). 

(25) a.  t ŋa-ssi            n mʔ-untsts -tt-i                                      b ʃʃi-kko 

            t ŋa-DAT         two-ORD-3FM.SGːDEFː3FM-NOM     girl-COPːFOC  

            ‘The second child is girl for Tunga.’ 

b.  ydd-untsts -z-a                                  t  -ro              ŋ- wo 

            four-ORD-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC    I-DAT            give-IMPERː2SG   

            ‘Give  for  me the fourth one.’  
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6.4 Adverbs 
Like other languages, Ganta adverbs also modify verbs, adjectives, or other 

adverbs. Some adverbs that are formed in relation to demonstrative stems are discussed 

under section 5.2. In this section, five distinct adverbs such as place, direction, time, 

manner, and frequency are discussed. 

6.4.1 Place Adverb 
The following list presents some place adverbs of Ganta as in (26). 

(26) 

a.   aw  gidda    ‘in house/home’ 

     gidd              ‘in/inside’ 

      re                 ‘out’ 

Some place adverbs are suffixed with the inessive case -ga. See the following 

example (27). 

(27) a. n n-i          h ŋ-           h -y-a                  ta    gidd -ga          g dd- y   

           you-NOM go-CONV  this-3MS-ACC   pot    inside-INESS put-IMPERː2SG 

           ‘ ou go and put this one into potǃ’ 

Some place adverbs are formed by process of compounding (28). 

(28) a.   re galla 

  re 

 g lla 

b. all  oommo 

 all  

 oomm  

‘outside’ 

‘out’ 

‘body/ place’ 

‘underground’ 

‘ground’ 

‘under’ 

6.4.2 Direction adverb 
Marker -tsts- indicates semantic notion that is equivalent to English ‘ward’ for 

direction in Ganta when it occurs on the directional items    e ‘up’, s  e ‘down’,    e 

‘forward’  hori ontal away , and ha- ‘toward’  hori ontal closer . The marker occurs 

after series of markers -ŋ  -u-tsts-, when it involves suffixation with the high tone 

proximal item   - ‘toward’, as in  29b). Look at the examples (29). 

(29) a.   p de-tsts- 

             s le-tsts- 

             g de-tsts- 

        b.  h -ŋkk-u-tsts- 

‘upward’ 

‘downward’ 

‘forward’  hori ontal away  

‘toward’  

An independent item       has the literally distinct meaning ‘half’. But in the 

direction pointing speech context, it combines with other directional adverbs so as to 

point direction as ‘toward’  30). 

(30) a.  ge de bagga 

m lle bagga 

l nk e bagga 

gaw /gidd  bagga 

kar / re b gga 

h dursa b gga 

 ʃitʃtʃa b gga 

‘toward back’ 

‘toward behind’ 

‘toward side’ 

‘toward in’ 

‘toward out’ 

‘toward left’ 

‘toward right’ 
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6.4.3 Time adverbs 
The following lists present Ganta time adverbs in (31). 

(31) a.   w ndde 

g mʔu 

k ppi 

br  

tʃ i ta 

tʃ  lindo tʃiita 

ʃ ʔe 

bil he 

si ɸa/g lbba 

ntʃ e ma 

mak kara giddotstsu 

k  mma 

g ta 

  gine k amma/  gine bira wode 

wod  

  gine k'ari k'amma 

  gine 

k  re/ben  

g ta peyʃi 

  mmbere 

k  ri bere 

bill  bilahe 

gid  bere/y - -s-e laytstsi 

l yitstsi 

 yde 

ud  wode 

m ta 

w ntta-so 

‘before certain time’ 

‘later’ 

‘after a moment’ 

‘before’  

‘early morning’ 

‘very early  morning ’ 

‘morning’ 

‘day time 

‘dusk’ 

‘night’ 

‘mid-night’ 

‘yesterday’ 

‘tomorrow’ 

‘a day before yesterday’ 

‘time/coming year’ 

‘two days before yesterday’ 

‘last’ 

‘previous’ 

‘a day after tomorrow’ 

‘last year’ 

‘a year before last year’ 

‘mid-day’ 

‘following/coming year’ 

‘year’ 

‘when’ 

‘daily/all day’ 

‘soon/quickly’ 

‘in the black and dark night’ 

Certain Ganta time expressions like dusk, morning and others can be expressed by 

phrase in relation to animal or other activities (32). 

(32) a.  g yddi       g lo         g lla/g yddi     g l-u-s-u 

cattle         get (in)     on   /cattle        get (in)-PLPER-3MS-ACC 

‘When cattle are getting in the house.’  time used to express dusk) 

b. g yddi       k s-s-o                              g lla 

cattle         get (out)-CAUS-NML      on 

‘When cattle are getting out  from house .’  time used to express late morning) 

c. l kko-y           o ll-u-s-u 

cock-NOM     crow-PLPER-3MS-ACC 

‘When cock crows.’  time used to express dark night) 

d. kaɸ -y        tʃi tʃ-u-s-u 

bird-NOM  song (of bird)-PLPER-3MS-ACC 

‘When bird sings.’  time used to express early morning) 
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6.3.4 Manner adverb 
Manner marker -kke is used to express manner adverb when it occurs after series 

of suffixes, after present continuous and declarative, and third person markers (32a-b). In 

addition to this process, in the focused speech context the marker is followed by focus 

and person markers respectively as in (33c). 

(33) a.  t n-i        h-e-s-kke                                               o tso-z-a                              

I-NOM  speak-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-MANN work-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC  

            o tsts- y 

            work-IMPERː2SG 

            ‘Do the work as I tell youǃ’ 

b.  s-i            y s's'-ee-s-kke             y tsts-az-a                               ka ʔ- yi            

she-NOM sing-PA-3MS-MANN song-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC play-IMPERː2SG     

            ‘Play the song as she sung.’ 

c. n n-i           ʃ-ee-s-kke-k-ote                             ʃ-o-m-e  

            you-NOM drink-PA-3MS-MANN-FOC-1SG drink-IND-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC  

            ‘I will drink as you drank.’    

Instrumentalizing marker -nna is directly suffixed to the citation form verbs by 

preceding copular focus to express manner adverb in Ganta (34). 

(34) a.   s-i          l ppa-nna-kko             m kina                ʃ-e 

he-NOM slow-INST-COPːFOC car  Amharic     drive-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘He drives a car slowly.’ 

b. t n-i           ud  wode         ʔees -nna-kko                   h ntt-e 

I-NOM      all   day            quick-INST-COPːFOC     walk-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘All the time, I will walk quickly.’ 

c. g rmma-y    bus ʔa              hiill -nna-kko                     w ɗ-e 

lion-NOM    animal              care-INST-COPːFOC         kill-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Lion kills an animal carefully.’ 

6.3.5 Frequential adverb 
Most frequential adverbs are formed by complete reduplication of time adverbs as 

in (35). 

       Time Adverb Frequential adverb 
(35) a.  h tte 

ʃ ʔe 

w ntta 

tʃ e ma 

wogg  

k eer  

l ytstsi 

‘now’ 

‘morning’ 

‘day’ 

‘night’ 

‘Sunday’ 

‘Saturday’ 

‘year’ 

h tte hatte 

ʃ ʔe ʃoʔe 

w nta wonta 

tʃ e ma tʃ eema 

wogg  wogga 

k eer  k'eera 

l ytstsi laytstsi 

‘now and then’ 

‘every morning’ 

‘every day’ 

‘every night’ 

‘every Sunday’ 

‘every Saturday’ 

‘every year’ 

Item     ‘all’ occurs with time adverbs so as to form frequential adverb (36). 

(36) a.  t n-i       ud      wode       aw -kko                           ɸ yʃ-e 

I-NOM  all        time       house/home-COPːFOC     stay-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘All the time I stay at home.’ 

b. ud      w ntta  s-i             tama re-so-kko                     h ŋ-e 

all       day      she-NOM  school-PLNML-COPːFOC  go-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘She goes to school all day.’ 
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7 Interjection and Ideophone 

In the previous chapters, noun, pronoun, verb, adjective and adverb word classes 

were treated as parts of speech in Ganta. In this chapter, interjection and ideophone are 

described in two subsections. The first section deals with interjection in different speech 

contexts. The last section describes ideophones according to their function and formation.  

7.1 Interjection 
Ameka  1992, 2006, cited in Hellenthal 2010ː 245  has classified interjections 

into three categories, namely “expressive”, “conative”, and “phatic” communication. 

Hellenthal further explained the use of these interjections. “Expressive” interjection is 

used to express emotional content of the speaker whereas “conative” is used to get an 

effect in addressee, based on the speaker’s will. The function of conative can be 

described by vocatives, etc. The “phatic” interjection is used for building societal 

interactions by requesting someone’s health or by discussing the weather condition in 

contexts that are performed in daily greetings.  

This study, reflection of the speaker feelings such as surprise, anger, fear, 

happiness and pain are grouped under expressive interjection. This is displayed in the 

following sections.  

7.1.1 Surprise 

The following utterances are used to express suddenly seen or heard surprises. 

Some utterances are presented in mono-morphemic words and others are presented in 

phrase or in complex forms 

(1) a.   att ǃ   ‘suddenly producing word when looking at something or someone after        

           long time separation’ 

b. k ʃttǃ  ‘is that’ 

c.  yi            t      b  -  

IDEO       my   God-VOC 

‘Ohǃ My Godǃ’ 

d. ha       w ʃʃe 

this     my life 

‘Ohǃ My life/Ohǃ’  

e. w y          t       b  -att-  

IDEO       my    God-3FM.SGːDEF-VOC 

‘Ohǃ My God/lordǃ’ 

f. w y         t n-  

IDEO      I-VOC 

‘What am I Oh ǃ’ 

g. ha     g d-  

this   miracle-VOC 

‘This miracle/look this miracleǃ’ 

h. ha      murm r-  

this    reverse-VOC 

‘This miracle ǃ’ 
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i. w y        t       njja 

IDEO      my      fate 

‘Ohǃ my fateǃ’ 

7.1.2 Anger 

The following illustrations are used when someone is in state of anger. Most of 

them can be used during disputes or quarrels between people. Some are developed from 

kinship termsː     o ‘mother’,      ‘father’, and on    t t o ‘wife/woman/female’. 

For example, in disputing or insulting conversation, if someone insults by calling a name 

of one’s mother, the situation will show you that he/she is in state of distress. In such 

situation, kinship words are mostly used to reflect someone’s strong feeling of anger, 

though     o ‘mother’ with third person singular feminine marking -tt- is used to 

express love or closeness in normal conversations. Compare the illustrations in (2). 

(2) a.    ti                ndd-att-  

you (PL)    mother-3FM.SGːDEF-VOC 

‘The mother of you.....ǃ’ 

b.  ti              add -tt-  

you (PL)   father-3FM.SGːDEF-VOC 

‘The father of you.....ǃ’ 

c. ha      m atʃtʃ-i            naʔ -y 

this    woman-NOM   boy-NOM 

‘The boy of this woman/female ......ǃ’ 

d. ha      ma tʃtʃ-i             b ʃʃ-i 

this    woman-NOM    girl-NOM 

‘The girl of this woman ......ǃ’ 

e. add -tt-i                                    k  ns  lle/ʔ mma 

father-3FM.SGːDEF-NOM     head 

‘The head of your father...... ǃ’ 

f. add- -z-i                                                     k  ns  lle/ʔ mma 

father-VOC-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM       head 

‘The head of your father...... ǃ’ 

g. t -mma-ne         h -n-e 

my-FOC-2SG   say-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Are you talking to me?’ 

Some anger reflecting expressions undergo contraction process in Ganta. For 

example, in normal case the combination of   e ‘man/husband/male’ and naʔ  ‘boy’ 

can be formed as   e naʔ   so  o     /  s    /   e’. But this combination employs a 

morphophonological process, contraction. For the process, from both words, the final 

segments occur deletion. From   e, the final vowel -e and from naʔ  the final three 

segments -aʔa are deleted. High front vowel i and vocative case marker -  are involved in 

the contracted word so as to maintain phonological rule. Vowel i occurs after   - and 

before n-. The vocative marker -  occurs at the end position, as in     -  ‘you the son of 

          ǃ’ 

7.1.3 Horror/Fear 

Some fear reflecting words occur in mono-morphemic forms.The others are in 

complex forms with their vocative case marker, as in (3). 
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(3) a.  w   (suddenly produced sound when looking at something, which is strange ǃ’  

b. b  -  

God-VOC 

‘Ohǃ Godǃ’ 

c. g r-  

people-VOC 

‘My peopleǃ’ 

d. w      t n-a 

IDEO  I-ACC 

‘W  ǃ I myselfǃ’ 

e. t     wo in /ʃempp-  

my  heart-VOC 

‘My heartǃ’ 

f. t        mar tʃ -  

my    intestine-VOC 

‘My intestine/internalǃ’ 

g. t          add-  

my      father-VOC 

‘My father/Godǃ’ 

h. t          ndd-  

my      mother-VOC 

‘My motherǃ’ 

i.  ʃʃi      er  

ok      ok 

‘Okǃ I will doǃ’ 

7.1.4 Pain 

The following expressions can reflect pain, in (4). 

(4) a.   w  ǃ 

h ʔʔ  

b. w        t n-a 

IDEO   I-ACC 

‘W  ǃ I myselfǃ’ 

c. t          ɗ tte 

my       back 

‘My backǃ’ 

d. t n-a         t n-a 

I-ACC     I-ACC 

‘I myselfǃ I myselfǃ’ 

7.1.4 Pleasure 

Following expressions are used to reflect pleasure in Ganta, in (5). 

(5) a.   haʃʃ        ‘Congra ǃ I am pleased.’ 

b. hawʃʃ     ‘ es, it isǃ  can be expressed by touching heart ’ 

c. gal ta     ‘Thanks to God ǃ’ 

d.  ʃʃi          ‘Ok ǃ’ 

e. ʃempp    ‘The last/endǃ’ 
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f. gal t-utt-  

thank-PASS-SUBJ 

‘Let it be blessedǃ’ 

g. s o ss-i/b  o-y                    ŋ-  

God-NOM/God-NOM      give-SUBJ 

‘Let God give  you ǃ’ 

h. s o ss-i/b  o-y                    ŋ-                n  -ro 

God-NOM/God-NOM      give-SUBJ   you-DAT 

‘Let God give you ǃ’ 

The word      ‘dog’ is used here pragmatically so as to express second person 

singular pronoun ‘you’ in  6a-b). Similarly,   t t u ‘stone’ is used to express the strength 

of somebody while reflecting pleasure in conversation, in (6b). 

(6) a.   kan       go ba-z-i 

dog       intelligent-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM 

‘ ou the brave/intelligent/brilliant one ǃ’ 

b. kan        ʃ tʃtʃ-att-i 

dog        stone-3FM.SGːDEF-NOM 

‘ ou the strong/wise oneǃ’ 

Some words occur contraction in rapid speech context in Ganta. In (7a) and (7b), 

two expressions are used to express the same feelings. In (7b), from the second person 

possessive pronoun   - ‘you’, the tonal segment -  occurs deletion and the remaining 

segment n- is attached with -     ‘father’. The tone of -  is shifted forward on the first 

vowel of contracted word       ‘wonderful/bravo’. Let us compare the two examples 

below. 

(7) a.   h -y-a                    n       add  

      this-3MS-ACC     you    father 

            ‘ ou wonderful/bravoǃ’ 

b. h -y-a                   n dd  

this-3MS-ACC     wonderful/bravo 

‘ ou wonderful/bravoǃ’ 

7.1.5 Vocative  

Some of vocative conative interjections are listed in (8) below. 

(8) a.   naʔ-  

boy-VOC 

‘Oh boyǃ’ 

b. ma tʃtʃ-  

wife/woman-VOC 

‘Oh wife/woman ǃ’ 

c. add-  

father-VOC 

‘Oh father’ 

Combination of imperative expression and vocative case can be used together so 

as to express directive functions in Ganta, in (9). 
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(9) a.   b ʃʃ-         d ndd- y 

girl-VOC  stand-IMPERː2SG 

‘ ou girl, stand upǃ’ 

b. us           ndd-               aw         h ŋ-e-r- wo 

please    mother-VOC  home        go-PRESːCONT.DEC-POLT-IMPERː2SG 

‘Please, mother go home ǃ’ 

Phatic interjection is expressed in sociolinguistic contexts, particularly, in day to 

day social interactions. In the following illustrations (10), one can see phatic 

communications.  

(10) a.   w  -kko 

how-COPːFOC 

‘How is it?’ 

b. loʔ -wa 

good-FOC 

‘Are you ok/fine?’ 

c. ardd -y              w  -kko 

life-NOM  how-COPːFOC 

‘How is life?’ 

d. n  -so-y                         loʔ -wa 

your-PLNML-NOM      good-FOC 

‘Is your family ok?’ 

e. loʔ- -ne                     ak - -d-e 

good-CONV-2SG    stay (at night)-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘How did you spend night?’ 

f. loʔ- -ti                       ɸ yʃ-tt-e 

good-CONV-2PL     stay-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘How did you spend the day?’ 

g. g de-y                       nni-wa         hantsts            meegg  

land-3MSːNOM      which-FOC    today               cold 

‘Why is it cold today?’ 

h. b kk-oda-si-n-e 

rain-INFI-3MS-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Is it going to rain?’ 

7.2 Ideophones 
In Ganta, ideophones represent speech sounds. Particular word classes that 

contain sound-symbols are used for different purposes. In the first, it functions as 

intensifiers. In this case, they occur before or after adjectives. The second function is 

predicative or complementing function.  

In speech contexts, sound-symbolic words are used in different forms. Some of 

them occur in mono-morphemic words. The others occur in reduplicated forms, partial or 

complete reduplication. Still, others occur in complex forms, with another linguistic 

element in predicative or complementing function. Therefore, in this section, ideophones 

are treated according to their role in Ganta. 
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7.2.1 Intensifying ideophones 
(11) a. tʃ  lila  ʒiluk a 

IDEO  green 

‘very green’ 

b. mul        muk'k'a 

circular  IDEO 

‘very circular’ 

c. leell /ɸiʃʃ /leel ʃe/muk  adda   bootstsu 

IDEO                                         white 

‘very white’ 

d. suutsts /s e k a     oʔo 

IDEO                 red 

‘very red’ 

e. tʃ  lila/dumʔʔ      kartstsi 

IDEO                 black 

‘very black’ 

f. tʃ ilindd       tʃ iita 

IDEO          morning 

‘very morning’ 

g. makak ra    giddotstsu 

IDEO          night 

‘very night/mid-night’ 

In rapid or attentionless speech context, intensifying ideophones and intensified 

head words can change their position. In this case, intensifiers occur after heads, as in 

(12).   

(12) a. ʒiluk       tʃ ilila 

green      IDEO 

‘very green’ 

b. k rtstsi  dumʔʔa 

black     IDEO 

‘very black’ 

c. zoʔ      s'eek'a 

red       IDEO 

‘very red’ 

7.2.2 Predicative function of ideophones 

In the predicative function, ideophones are suffixed by copular focs marker -kko, 

as in (13). 

(13) a.    s-i              gapp ta-kko 

he-NOM     IDEO-COPːFOC 

‘He is talkative.’ 

b. naʔ -z-i                                           tʃ oʃʃe-kko 

boy-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM         IDEO-COPːFOC 

‘The boy is inactive/la y.’ 

c. ha     bo ra-y           mekek ra-kko 

this   bread-NOM    IDEO-COPːFOC 

‘This bread is hard  to eat .’ 
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d.             aɸill -y            s e k'a-kko 

her       cloth-NOM      IDEO-COPːFOC 

‘Her cloth is red  very red .’ 

7.2.3 Complement function of ideophones 

In the complement function, ideophones occur before a verb root   - ‘say’ in the 

imperative construction, as in (14). 

(14) a.   s in ni         h -s-                        wo ʔ- y 

IDEO        say-3MS-CONV     pour-IMPERː2SG 

‘pour with thin  water in the narrow container or for hand wash ǃ’ 

b. s ol lu         h -s-                        wo ʔ- yi 

IDEO         say-3MS-CONV     pour-IMPERː2SG 

‘pour as oil like drop  for oil like liquid particles, for gas, oil and for liquid   

honey ǃ’ 

c. bak  ti            h -dopp-u 

IDEO            say-NEG-2SG 

‘Don’t be very fast, be slowly  for running, walking, eating ǃ’ 

d. ɸ rtstsi         h -d-                          y w- y 

IDEO          do-PERF-CONV      come-IMPERː2SG 

‘Come quickly  for walking ǃ’ 

Segment contraction process occurs with ideophones in the rapid speech situation 

in Ganta. When the verb root   - ‘say’ occurs contraction process, third person singular 

masculine marker -s- and converb marker -  shift their occurrence with ideophones. In the 

above example (14a) and (14b), the verb root is occurred with person and converb 

markers. But, in the following examples (15a) and (15b), only the markers occur with 

ideophones. Compare the following examples with above ones. 

(15) a.   s in ni-s-                        wo ʔ- y 

IDEO-3MS-CONV      pour-IMPERː2SG 

‘pour with thin’ 

b. s ol lu-s-                       wo ʔ- y 

IDEO-3MS-CONV      pour-IMPERː2SG 

‘Pour with oil like mood’ 
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7.2.4 Mono-morphemic ideophones 

In the following, let us see mono-morphemic ideophones 

(16) a.  moom   

w rr 

 

 ykka/tʃ ra 

w tstsi 

waah   

h  tstso/h  ya 

ʔ ʃi 

 ʃitti/ ʃi 

k ysi 

h ki 

tʃ ku 

ʔil l 

 

‘echoing sound, foolish or non-sense  for man ’ 

‘calling for cat, producing sound near ear while playing  game of 

children ’ 

‘ordering dog to chase wild animal’ 

‘driving ox’ 

‘ordering oxen while ploughing land’ 

‘ordering oxen to turn in the its back while ploughing’ 

‘driving calf’ 

‘driving goat, sheep’ 

‘driving cow’ 

‘driving donkey/mule/horse’ 

‘driving /chasing hen’ 

‘act of producing trial sound  of woman , particularly, in the 

funeral ceremony when man is performing traditional crying’ 

            metʃtʃ ro 
 

‘talking, shouting, speaking restlessly or nervously  for woman ’ 

 o dutstsu 

honoʃ /horoʃ  

toroʃ  

tondo    

tondoltʃ tʃ  /bandultʃ tʃ  / 

ʔeltʃ tʃ  

g tʃtʃutstsu 

ɸoɗɗor  

gaɸɸ ta 

tonjjoll  

tʃ oʃʃ  

 

 

meeretʃ   

s lle 

 

lam tʃ i/tʃ om ɗu 
 

‘not flexible, hard, straight forward  for tree or human being ’ 

‘easily breakable  for tree, ceramic material ’ 

‘talkative, careless  for woman ’ 

‘very fat, not active’ 

‘offensive, advice ignorant, not manageable’ 

 

‘very weak, inactive, la y’ 

‘huge, very fat, weak  for woman ’ 

‘big and fearful person, substance less man’ 

‘foolish, inactive, innocent, illiterate  of man ’ 

‘very weak, slow in doing something, not wise or active  of man 

or woman), flammable wood (particularly in summer, rainy 

season ’ 

‘hidden, secrete, or mysterious part of someone’ 

‘stepping slowly or silently so as to escape from something or 

from somewhere, or to listen to information or secrete issues’ 

‘eating or munching slowly because of health problem (for person, 

ox, cow, etc’ 

 

7.2.5 Reduplicated ideophones 

Some Ganta ideophones occur complete or partial reduplications. In example 

(17), let us see complete reduplications for calling animal (17a) and for expressing event 

(17b) 

(17) a. h tʃi  h tʃi 
n tʃi n tʃi 

h  ya h  ya 

l kku l kku 

b tʃu b tʃu 

‘calling for dog’ 

‘calling for donkey/mule/horse’ 

‘calling for ox’ 

‘calling for hen’ 

‘calling for dog kid’ 
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b ʔe b ʔe 

b tstsi b tstsi 

b. kotʃtʃuk tʃtʃu 

‘calling for goat’ 

‘calling for sheep (sometimes sound like baʔaʔa can be produced’ 

‘stepping or walking on the dried leaves in the forest’ 

waatʃ I w atʃ i 

ɸantsi ɸ ntsi 

 

todzdzu t d d u 

kortsu k rtsu 

wars'i w rs'i/ 

zalbu   lbu 

zoltu   ltu 

loŋk u l ŋk'u 

hortʃu h rtʃu 

‘gleaming  for metal, gold, can , humorous person’ 

‘limited occurrence  e.g. hair with little white color and with lot of 

black color’ 

‘bouncing  for stone or pumpkin ’ 

‘murmuring or quarrelling  for minor dispute’ 

 

‘running  for python or movement of long thing ’ 

‘walking or moving  for tall person ’ 

‘moving  for thin person or thin tree ’ 

‘grinding  for rough flour ’ 

Some ideophones occur partial reduplication with their internal segments in (18). 

(18) a.  to  o   ru 

me e  ra 

‘bouncing of big thing e.g. pumpkin, stone, etc’ 

‘dried wood, hard or strong material, uneatable bread’ 

mo o  k k u 

ɸo o  k'k'u 
 

‘looking or glancing with big eye  look of big person ’ 

‘reflecting  for light or torch when passing through forest or 

masking objects ’ 

tor    /s'or     ‘pouring with thick liquid  from high position, in the pot/hole ’ 

First two segments of ideophones are reappeared in the middle of sound-symbolic 

word formations in Ganta, in (19). 

(19) a. ɸonddiɸ llo 

 

kondukoltʃ a 

holi  k'k'a 

 
t  olit   ʃʃa/t olit   k'k' 
 

mam  whu 

 

ganddi  ri 

 

ɸoɸ lʔu 

k'ali   ƥƥa 

‘something that cannot die easily, something that is not easy to 

eat’ 

‘unfitable  for material , unagreed or ignorant  for person ’ 

‘fearful person’ 

 

‘unwanted mixture of things  especially, for mixture of crop with 

grass ’ 

‘colliding  for stone to stone collision , quarrelling  minor quarrel 

of mother and father)  

‘walking fast  for person to save himself/herself from falling 

while walking ’  

‘lightening  for thunder ’ 

‘non-sense, substanceless (for person who speaks non-sense 

issues)  
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8 Syntax 

Syntax is “the part of grammar that represents a speaker’s knowledge of sentences 

and their structures”  Fromkin 2007ː 159 . As a science, it is interested in describing and 

explaining the order of morphological elements in a sentence and their relationships to 

each other  Schwekert, 2005ː 6 . Thus, in this chapter, Ganta phrase, clause, and complex 

sentence structures are described in detail.  

8.1 Phrase Structure 
In this part, Ganta noun, verb, and postpositional phrase structures are described.  

8.1.1 The noun phrase  
In this part, noun phrase structures are discussed together with nouns and noun 

modifiers like adjective, demonstrative, numeral, genitive (or possessive), and relative 

clause. Noun phrase with modifying word and with headless relative clause is also treated 

in this section. Finally, noun phrase structure with comitative coordination is discussed as 

part of this topic.  

8.1.1.1 Noun phrase with adjective as modifier 

Ganta adjectives occur before modified heads. The structure of the noun phrase 

takes the form as: adjective-head noun. Look at the following example in (1) below. 

(1) a.   ɸa      ade 

            tall      man 

            ‘tall man’ 

e. bo tstsu     lukko 

white          hen 

‘white hen’ 

b. h ta   naʔa 

short  boy 

‘short boy’ 

f. zoʔ      maaʔo 

red        cloth 

‘red cloth’ 

c. l ʔo   atstsi 

good man 

‘god man’ 

g. m no    mitstsi 

strong  tree 

‘strong tree’ 

d. i ta    miiʃʃe 

bad   thing/material 

‘bad thing’ 

h. ball   kawuʔe 

bitter food 

‘bitter food’ 

8.1.1.2 Noun phrase with demonstrative as modifier 

Like adjectives demonstrative pronouns occur before head nouns which they 

modify. Demonstrative-head noun is the phrase structure of this construction. See below 

in (2). 

(2) a.   ha   m ydo 

this ox 

‘this ox’ 

b.  so     m tstsi 

 that   tree 

 ‘that tree’ 

c. ha   keetsts  

this  house 

‘this house’ 

d. so    ma tʃtʃ 

that woman/wife 

‘that woman/wife’ 
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8.1.1.3 Noun phrase with numerals as modifier 

Like adjectives and demonstratives, numerals precede modified head nouns to 

have structure, numeral-head noun. Except cardinal number      /s  to/s   ʔo ‘one’, all 

cardinals occur before modified plural nouns. The cardinal      /s  to/s   ʔo ‘one’ 

comes before singular nouns. In the modifying process, the final vowel o of them changes 

to vowel i. In the process, a high tone of the terminal vowel       shifts to the back and 

rested on the second segment, as in (3a). Compare the rest examples with (3a) below. 

(3) a.   b   i/ s' ti/s' nʔi    atstsi 

            one                                  man 

            ‘one man’ 

b. n mʔu       s'eg-i 

      two            goat-PL 

            ‘two goats’ 

c. t mmu        mitsts-iɗe 

      ten              tree-PL 

            ‘ten trees’ 

d. s e ti        bira 

      hundred   birr (Amharic) 

‘hundred birr’ 

As in many languages, Ganta ordinal numbers are formed on the cardinal roots by 

an order indicating marker -  tsts . Since, their terminal vowels undergo 

morphophonemic process of deletion when suffixing with the marker. In the modifying 

process, as that of cardinal numbers, ordinal numbers occur before singular or plural 

nouns in Ganta. Look at examples in (4). 

(4) a.   b   -untsts        atstsi 

            one-ORD           man 

            ‘first man’ 

b.  ydd-untsts       naʔa 

            four-ORD          boy 

            ‘the fourth boy’ 

c. l pp-untsts        ad-as'-i 

    seven-ORDM    male-PL-NOM 

    ‘seventh males’ 

d. t mm- -nne                ydd-untstsa               keetsts-iɗe 

     ten-FREQ-INCL      four-ORD                   house-PL 

     ‘fourteenth houses’ 

8.1.1.4 Noun phrase with genitive (or possessive) as modifier 

In Ganta, possessor and possessed nouns are simply juxtaposed. In this case, 

possessor or modifier occurs before possessed or modified head nouns. The noun phrase 

construction gives the structure as, possessor noun-possessed noun. See as in (5). 

(5) a.    de          dere  

aman       society/country 

‘A man’s country’ 

b. naʔ        gitstse 

boy        trouser 

‘A boy’s trouser’ 
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c. ma tʃtʃ-i         ɗiggo 

wife-NOM     bed 

‘A wife’s bed’ 

d. dor    ʔumma 

sheep  head 

‘A Sheep’s head’ 

Complex noun phrases can occur with possessive modifiers which are inflected 

for definite and nominative case markers by having its two phrasal structures.                  

When a possessor noun is suffixed by third person singular masculine and plural 

(feminine and masculine) definiteness -(a)z- the structure will beː possessor 

noun-definite-nominative-possessed noun as in (6a). But when third person singular 

feminine definiteness -(a)tt-, occurs after accusative case on the possessing noun, the 

noun phrase structure takes the formː possessor noun-accusative 

case-definite-nominative-possessed noun as in (6b-c). Compare the following examples. 

(6) a.    de-z-i                                        dere 

man-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM    society/country 

‘The man’s country’ 

b. b ʃʃ-att-i                                   inddo 

girl-3FM.SGːDEF-NOM         mother 

‘The girl’s mother’ 

c. mi s-att-i                                   goyna 

cow-3FM.SGːDEF-NOM         tail 

‘The cow’s tail’ 

8.1.1.5 Noun phrase with relative clause as modifier 

Relative clause is more discussed under ‘complex sentence structure  see below . 

But for the sake of structural gap, here complex noun phrase with relative clause is 

illustrated. First, let us compare structural differences between main and relative clauses. 

In the main clause, as in (7a), a noun harg-z-i ‘the disease’ occurs in subject position and 

has inflected for definiteness (-z-) and nominative (-i) case. In object position, pronoun 

 s-a ‘him’ occurs before the main verb   ɗ-a-k-osi-d-e ‘It is killed’. Here, the main 

verb is suffixed by series of morphemes indicative (-a-), focus (-k-), subject marker 

(-oyi-), tense/aspect marker (-d-), and by present continuous and declarative marker (-e). 

Above all, the word order in the main clause expresses the form S+O+V. But, in the 

relative clause, in (7b), the object pronoun  s-a ‘him’ occurs in place of the subject 

harge-z-i ‘the disease’, and the subject harge-z-i ‘the disease’ also occurs after the main 

verb of the relative clause. Here, the relative verb w ɗ-ee-s-i ‘thing that killed’ occurs 

between object pronoun es-a and subject of the relative clause harge-z-a. In the main 

clause, the subject of the clause is marked by definiteness and nominative case. But, in 

the relative clause, the subject is also marked by the same definiteness (-z-) and by 

another accusative (-a) case. In the relative clause, the verb suffixes with series of 

markers tense (-ee-), masculine gender marker (-s-) and nominative case (-i). Here, the 

difference is that the masculine gender marker (-s-) and nominative case (-i) are newly 

suffixed onto relative verb stem before tense marker (-ee-). As in main clause verb, there 

is no series of suffixed markers indicative (-a-), focus (-k-), subject marker (-oyi-), and 

present continuous and declarative marker (-e) in the relative clause verb in Ganta. But, 

there is tense marker (-ee-) with different form. Furthermore, the structure of word order 
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is different in the relative clause asː O+V+S. The bracketed constructions are referring to 

relative clause and the following ones are referring to the modified domain nominals in 

(7b). In this description, the nominative case -i may serve as relativizer of the clause, as 

in (7b). As in the above examples, relative clause obligatorily occurs before modified 

domain nominal so as to give the noun phrase structureː relative clause-domain nominal. 

Now, compare structures of main and relative clauses in (7a) and (7b). 

(7) a.    h rge-z-i                                             s-a         

disease-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM        he-ACC  

w ɗ-a-k-oyi-d-e                                                          (Main clause) 

kill-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRES.CONTːDEC 

‘The disease killed him.’ 

b.   s-a                  w ɗ-ee-s-i]                  h rge-z-a…   (Relative clause) 

      he-3MS-ACC   kill-PA-3MS-NOM     disease-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC 

      ‘The disease that killed him…’ 

8.1.1.6 Noun phrase with headless relative clause  

In the main clause (8a), a verb   g- ‘wash’ is suffixed by series of morphemes 

passive (-utt-), indicative (-o-), focus (-k-), person marker (-osi-), tense/aspect marker    

(-d-), and present continuous and declarative marker (-e). When we compare the suffixed 

verb stem in the main (8a) and relative (8b) clauses, except for the passive marker, series 

of markers indicative (-o-), focus (-k-), person marker (-osi-), tense/aspect marker    (-d-), 

and present continuous and declarative marker (-e).are reduced in the relative verb stem. 

Instead, after different tense form (-ee-), masculine gender marker (-s-) and accusative 

case (-a) are suffixed onto the verb stem in the relative clause. In this case, the verb is 

derived into a noun phrase by the occurrence of the masculine gender marker -s- and 

accusative case marker -a. The accusative case marker serves as relativizer in the 

complex verb stem. The derived headless relative clause (noun phrase) consists of series 

of affixes that mark for passive, tense, gender, and case as in (8b).  

(8) a.   ʃ g-utt-o-k-osi-d-e 

wash-PASS-IND-FOC-3MS-PERF-PRES.CONTːDEC 

‘It was washed.’  

b. ʃ g-utt-ee-s-a 

            wash-PASS-PA-3MS-ACC 

            ‘One  thing  that was washed.’ 

8.1.1.7 Noun phrase with cases and definiteness markers   

Like many languages, Ganta allows complex noun phrase with modifier. In this 

case, adjectives are derived into nominals by nominative case markers, -i or -y. Because 

of this process, the derived nominals hold the role of noun phrase by having phrase 

structure, adjective-nominative case. In the definite construction, nominative case occurs 

after definiteness markers -(a)z- and -(a)tt- so as to have phrase structureː 

adjective-definite-nominative case. Compare (9a-b) with (9c-d) below 

(9)  a.   k rtsts-i]   h yʔo-kk-oyi-d-e 

            black-NOM     die-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘A black  one  died.’  

       b.  [zoʔ -y]      g l-a-kk-oyi-d-e 

            red-NOM    get-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘A red  one  was married.’ 
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b.  n ʔ-et-az-i]                                                   t n-a-ra                      

            young-INCH-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM         I-ACC-COM    

             h-utt-o-k-oyi-d-e         

            talk-PASS-IND-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘The young  one  talked with me.’ 

c.  bo tsts-att-i]                        h m-a-kk-oyi-ttam-e 

            white-3FM.SGːDEF-NOM  go-IND-FOC-SUBM-FUTːPRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘The white  woman  will go.’ 

8.1.1.8 Noun phrase with comitative case as coordinator 

Ganta allows complex noun phrases by comitative coordination. The comitative 

case marker -ra occurs on the both first and second coordinands. But it comes after vowel 

i in the second coordinand. The noun phrase structure takes the form as, first 

coordinand-comitative case-second coordinand-comitative case. See the following 

illustrations (10).  

(10) a.   de-ra                 ma tʃtʃi-ra 

man-COMːCO    wife-COMːCO 

‘husband and wife’ 

b. naʔ -ra                   b ʃʃi-ra 

boy-COMːCO        girl-COMːCO 

‘boy and girl’ 

8.1.2 Verb phrase  
Ganta complex verb situations are presented in the different analyses of this study 

(for more information, see verb derivation, verb inflection, agreement, complementation, 

verbal predicate). In this section, some examples are given for convenience. Ganta 

locational demonstratives that are inflected for gender, case (feminine and masculine 

nominative or accusative), location, focus, and person precede a verb or verb phrase (11). 

(11) a.  s -y-ga-k-ote                            h m-a-m-e 

that-3MS-ALLA-FOC-1SG     go-IND-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘I will go there.’ 

b. h -y-ga-k-ote                            ʃ- -d-e 

this-3MS-ALLA-FOC-1SG    drink-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘I drank here.’ 

Time adverbs that can be inflected for focus and person also allows verb phrase in 

Ganta when preceding before a verb (12). 

(12) a. g ta-k-ote                        h m-a-m-e 

tomorrow-FOC-1SG       go-IND-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘I will go tomorrow.’ 

b. k  mma-k-ose                h yʔ- -d-e 

yesterday-FOC-3MS     die-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC   

‘He died yesterday.’ 

Ganta locational demonstratives and time adverbs can occur following a verb in 

the sentence (see more under word order). 
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8.1.3 Postpositional phrase  
The positions of postpositional words are “...defined in the syntax in terms of their 

position with respect to the noun phrase”  Dryer 2007ː  2 . In Ganta, postposition words 

occurs after object noun phrase preceding a verb. Let us look at the following in (13). 

(13) a.   o ye-y         m ydo sina-kko             y -s- -d-e 

grass-NOM ox        front-COPːFOC exist-3MS-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

      ‘Grass is in front of ox.’  

b. naʔ -y            m tstsi    oommo-kko          tt- -d-e     

      boy-NOM      tree         under-COPːFOC sit-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘A boy sat down under the tree.’ 

c. oyd         mill-  

       bench      behind-ADESS 

            ‘behind bench’ 

d. bak  lo      aɸa 

      mule          on 

            ‘on the mule’ 

e. keetsts           galla 

      house              on 

           ‘on the house’ 

f. ʃ tʃtʃu         bagga 

      stone           toward 

            ‘toward the stone’ 

g. waay          are 

       ear              around 

             ‘around ear’ 

h. ib          geeda 

      door      back 

            ‘beyond the door’ 

i. kan            bra 

      dog            before/infront 

            ‘in front of the dog’ 

8.2 Clause structure 
In the above section, phrase structures that include noun, verb, and postposition 

were discussed whereas in this section, clause structures are treated. The first section 

treats word order typology under different situations. The second part is aimed to deal 

with focusing strategies in Ganta. Next to focus, copula construction is deeply described. 

Finally, predicative morphology is analyzed in terms of non-verbal and verbal 

counterparts. 

8.2.1 Word order  
Ganta word order is discussed in main clause, noun phrase, verb phrase, 

postpositional phrase, comparative, and in question particles and question words. A 

summary of all discussion is also presented with the respect to word order. 
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8.2.1.1 Word order in main clause 

In this section, subject, object, and verb word order strategies are observed. The 

first strategy involves identifying the order of subject and verb. In the ordinary main 

clause, verb follows subject in Ganta. Let us see the following example in (14). 

(14) a.   abebe-y                 h m-k-oyi-ttam-e 

      abebe-NOM          go-FOC-SUBM-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

    S                        V 

            ‘Abebe will go.’  

b.  s-i                   h yʔ-o-kk-i-d-e 

      she-NOM        die-IND-FOC-3FM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

 S                     V 

            ‘She died.’ 

The second strategy involves identifying object and verb order. Like other OV 

languages, Ganta object occurs before verb in the clause as in (15). 

(15) a.   k wʔe               ʃ m-a-kk-u-d-e 

      food                 buy-IND-FOC-3PL-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

             O                     V 

            ‘They bought food.’ 

b. gaay                  h m-a-k-osi-ttam-e 

      market               go-IND-FOC-3MS-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

   O                    V 

‘He will go to the market.’ 

The position of subject is also discussed with respect to object position in the 

clause. Both of them exhibit flexibility in their position with respect to the verb in Ganta. 

But the order of SO (subject-object) is much frequent than OS (object-subject) in Ganta. 

Compare the following (16). 

(16) a.   do llo-y         gaay     h m-a-kk-oyi-d-e            

             do llo-NOM  market  go-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

  S                  O          V 

           ‘Do llo went to the market.’ 

b. gaay    Do llo-y                 h m-a-kk-oyi-d-e 

market Do llo-3MSːNOM go-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

  O        S                            V 

            ‘Do llo went to the market.’ 

When we observe the order of subject, object, and verb in the main clause, verb 

can have chance to follow either subject or object.  But the basic word order employs 

SOV pattern in Ganta as in (17). 

(17) a.   ʃ w-i        ɗ gg-       ɗ sk-a-k-oyi-d-e 

            child-PL  bed-LOC sleep-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

             S              O             V 

            ‘Children slept in the bed.’ 

b. m tsts-i       ʃ da-kko                    d-e 

      bee-NOM   honey-COPːFOC     make  honey -PRESːCONT.DEC 

S                 O                              V 

            ‘Bee makes honey.’ 
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8.2.1.2 Word order in noun phrase 

As it has stated in the noun phrase above, Ganta head nouns often occurs after 

modifying element. Therefore, prototypical word order in the noun phrase follows M-N 

(modifier-noun) pattern. Though more phrase structural illustrations are presented in the 

above (see noun phrase), here, example (18) is stated for convenience. 

(18) a.  la ɸa       ootso 

      easy         work 

 M            N 

            ‘easy work’ 

b. i ta         atstsi 

      bad        man 

 M           N 

            ‘bad man’ 

c.  yddu          s'eg-i 

      four             goat-PL 

 M                 N 

            ‘four goats’ 

8.2.1.3 Word order in verb phrase 

Locative and manner adverbs show tendency of flexibility to occur before and 

after a verb. Compare the examples in (19a-b) with (19c-d) below. 

(19) a.   s -y-ga-k-ote                          h ŋ- -ʃʃ-e 

      there-3MS-ALLA-FOC-1SG go-CONV-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

Adv                                         V 

            ‘I have gone there.’ 

b.  t-o-k-oti-d- -ʃʃ-e                                                                               so-n                                                     

      sit-IND-FOC-1SG-PERF-CONV-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC     there-DIR                   

 V                                                                                                        Adv                                                                     

            ‘I have sat down there.’ 

a. t n-i        l pp-a-nna-kko                       y  -d-e 

I-NOM   slow-IND-INST-COPːFOC   come-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

S             Adv                                         V 

           ‘I came slowly.’ 

b. t n-i          h ŋ-ee-s-i                    l pp-a-nna-kko  

      I-NOM     go-PA-3MS-NOM      slow-IND-INST-COPːFOC 

S                V                                Adv 

            ‘I went slowly.’ 

Temporal adverbs take complete freedom to occur everywhere with respect to the 

position of subject, object, and verb in Ganta. Look at the illustrations below (20). 
(20) a.   t n-i        gaay              k  mma-tte             h ŋ- -nne 

      I-NOM    market           yesterday-1SG       go-CONV-PA 

S             O                   Adv                         V 

           ‘I went to the market yesterday.’ 

b. t n-i         gaay              h m-a-t-eti-nne                k  mma               

      I-NOM    market           go-IND-FOC-1SG-PA    yesterday       

S              O                   V                                      Adv 

           ‘I went to the market yesterday.’ 
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c. k  mma         t n-i          gaay       h m-a-k-oti-d-e              

      yesterday      I-NOM     market    go-IND-FOC-1SG-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC           

 Adv              S               O            V                                    

           ‘I went to the market yesterday.’ 

d. t n-i        k  mma      gaay       h m-a-k-oti-d-e              

      I-NOM   yesterday   market    go-IND-FOC-1SG-PERF PRESːCONT.DEC                     

 S            Adv           O             V                                    

           ‘I went to the market yesterday.’ 

8.2.1.4 Word order in postpositional phrase 

Postpositional words occur after object noun phrase preceding a verb in the 

sentence. Look at the example (21) below. 

(21) a.   ʃu ro-y       oyd    oommo-kko          y -s- -d-e 

      cat-NOM   bench  under-COPːFOC  exist-3MS-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

  S              O         PP                         V 

            ‘Cat has been under the bench.’ 

b. n n-i                ʔ mma      aɸa       tookk- y 

      you-NOM       head          on         carry-IMPERː2SG 

 S                     O               PP         V 

            ‘ ou carry on the headǃ’  

8.2.1.5 Word order in comparative 

In the comparative construction, standard of comparison (St) is followed by the 

comparative marker of comparison -ɸa. An adjective that is used for comparison occurs 

at the end position in Ganta. Let us see in (22). 

(22) a.   dookk -y                do llo-ɸa             h ta-kko 

dookk -NOM        do llo-ABL         short-COPːFOC 

                               St      COMPR     Adj 

            ‘Dookk  is shorter than Doollo.’ 

c. ʃo ʃ-i                   ʔetstser -ɸa           ɸa   -kko 

      snake-NOM        lizard-ABL            long-COPːFOC 

                            St       COMPR      Adj 

             ‘Snake is longer than li ard.’ 

8.2.1.6 Word order in question particles and question words 

It is true that, in most OV languages question particles occur at the end of the 

sentence. But the case is different in Ganta. In the polar question (Yes/No) formation, 

Ganta employs focus marker -k(k)- or -t(t)- reduction from a verb stem. So that, in 

question statement, constituents do not exhibit position change with respect to the 

original sentence. More of this example is illustrated in the above (see interrogatives). 

Here, example (23) is presented for structural gap. 

(23) a.   t n-i           gaay                 h m-a-k-oti-d-e 

      I-NOM      market              go-IND-FOC-1SG-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

S                O                      V 

            ‘I went to the market.’ 

b. t n-i          gaay          h m-a-ti-d-e                                      

      I-NOM     market       go-IND-1SG-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

S               O               V 

            ‘Did I go to the market?’ 
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But in the content question formation, question words use freedom to move at the 

beginning and at the end of the sentence. Compare illustration (24a) with (24b) below. 

(24) a.   o de-wa           n n-i            w rg-e-s-i 

      who-FOC        you-NOM    want-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-NOM 

            QW                  S                   V 

            ‘Who do you want?’ 

b. n n-i             w rg-e-s-i                                        o de-wa             

      you-NOM    want-PRESːCONT-3MS-NOM      who-FOC            

              S                 V                                                      QW   

            ‘Who do you want?’ 

8.2.1.7 Word order Summary 

Ganta is verb-final language and its word order summary is presented in the table 

as follow. 

 Construction Word order 

a In main clause S-O-V/O-S-V 

b In noun phrase M-N 

c In verb phrase Adv-V/V-Adv 

d In postpositional phrase N-PP 

e In comparative St-COMPR-Adj 

f In content question QW-S-V/S-V-QW 
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8.2.2 Focus 
Ganta focusing strategies are expressed in the declarative and interrogative moods 

by suppletive affixes -kko, -tte, -k(k)-, -t(t)-, -wa, -ma,    , -mma  and -ba. Among 

these markers, the first two groups -kko and -tte frequently occur on the stems of subject, 

object and adverb word classes. But in the verb stems, their final vowels o and e undergo 

deletion because of the following person (or subject) markers. For this reason, finally, the 

form of the markers -kko and -tte will appear as -k(k)- and -t(t)- respectively in the 

complex verb stems. From such changes, someone can suggest one of the forms, the 

former forms or the latter forms, as an underlying form. However, additional 

investigation is needed so as to decide the right underlying forms. But, in the recent work, 

each of them is assumed as suppletive focus affixes in Ganta. Except for subject words, 

the latter forms -k(k)- and -t(t)- directly occur on the object and adverb word stems 

preceding person (or subject) markers. But, in the verb stems, they obligatorily occur 

between an indicative and person (or subject) markers. Marker -wa has simultaneous 

functions. It uses for focusing and requesting strategies in Ganta. Particularly, on the Wh- 

question formation, its focusing strategy is restricted to the Wh- words. Like the other 

markers, it does not move to the constituents of a clause. But, in the course of Yes-No 

question formation, it freely moves from word to word for focusing reasons. Other than 

marker -wa, the remaining variants -ma, -    and -mma express their focusing 

strategies in the positive, negative and/or in the interrogative constructions. These 

variants might be allomorphs of one morpheme. However, their basic form has not 

recently identified in the data. For this reason, further investigation is suggested so as to 

identify their underlying form. In the focusing strategies, they freely move from word to 

word so as to express focused word items. The other marker -ba is only restricted to 

certain word classes in the same way with the marker -wa, for which the focusing 

strategy is only restricted on the Wh- words. Particularly, in the course of focusing 

process, distance oriented demonstratives and directional words are sensitive to the 

marker -ba in Ganta. In addition to the affixation strategies, alternatively, Ganta 

expresses the focusing system by a high tone, sound length and by a word order plus the 

high tone. Therefore, in the following section, the focusing strategies of the words are 

expressed by the affixes, tone, sound length and word order.       

8.2.2.1 Focus in the declarative construction 

Markers such as -kko and -tte are realized as copular affixes (see in section 

(8.2.3) below). But, in this section, they are also used to point out focused subject, object, 

adverb, and verb word classes in the declarative constructions. 

Focus by morpheme -kko 

As it has been stated in section (8.2.2), marker -kko suffixes on the subject, 

object, and adverb word classes whenever a speaker wants to focus one of these speech 

parts. When the marker is suffixed at the end of a verb stem, the function of the marker is 

changed into another role (see adverbial conjunction). Look at the illustrations (25). 

(25) a.    s-kko                            hantsts    t ŋa                 h m-a-mu-s-a 

            she-3MS-COPːFOC     today       addis ababa     go-IND-FUT-3MS-ACC 

            ‘It is SHE who will go to Addis today.’ 

b. add -y          k  mma-kko                s  ga  b ys- -d-e 

            father-NOM yesterday-COPːFOC  goat sell-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Father sold a goat  ESTERDA .’ 
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c. so     m atʃ -i      hantsts   waatsts -kko        k tt-e 

that women-PL today      water-COPːFOC fetch-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Those women are fetching WATER today.’ 

Focus by morpheme -tte 

In the same way with the marker -kko, Ganta subject, object, and adverb word 

classes take marker -tte for focusing strategies, as in (26).    

(26) a.   t n-tte                 ig ne              bus ʔa         w ɗ-ee 

            I-COPːFOC       last time          animal          kill-PA 

            ‘It was I who killed an animal last time.’ 

b. t     tʃe-y                    mbbere-tte                   m atʃtʃo         ʔ kk- -nne 

            I     brother-NOM    last year-COPːFOC        wife               take-CONV-PA 

            ‘My brother married LAST  EAR.’ 

c. ka t-az-i                                   ig ne     k  mma ooll -tte             ʃ ŋ- -nne 

            king-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM last time day       horse-COPːFOC buy-CONV-PA 

            ‘The king bought a HORSE a day before yesterday.’ 

Focus by morpheme -k(k)- 

As it has been reported in section (8.2.2), the marker -k(k)- occurs on the object, 

adverb, and verb word classes. It does not suffix to the subject in the sentence. The 

reason is that the subject of the clause does not directly take the recent form of the marker 

unless the form occurs as the other variant -kko. The marker obligatorily occurs before 

person markers on the object and adverb speech parts. But in the complex verb stem, it 

appears after indicative marker and before series of markers such as person, tense, or 

aspect. See the following examples in (27a-c) respectively. 
(27) a.    n n-i          g ta             aw -k-unu        y -s-a-m-e   

we-NON       tomorrow  home-FOC-1PL exist-3MS-ACC-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC  

            ‘We will be at HOME tomorrow.’ 

b.  s-i       k  mma-kk-i                de  g l- -d-e 

she-NOM   yesterday-FOC-NOM  man get-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘She married  ESTERDA .’  

c.  k o ll-i         l kko    ʃaato    w ɗ-a-kk-oyi-d-e 

eagle-NOM   hen       child    kill-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘An eagle KILLED chicken.’ 

Focus by morpheme -t(t)- 

Like marker -k(k)-, marker -t(t)- obligatorily occurs before person markers on the 

stem of object and adverb word classes. But, in the verb stem, the marker appears after an 

indicative marker and before series of markers. In the same way with the marker -k(k)-, it 

does not also suffix on the subject of the sentence in Ganta. Look at the illustrations (28) 

(28) a.   n n-i         h bere     keetsts -t-unu        kees s - -nne 

we-NOM  this year  house-FOC-1PL    build-CONV-PA 

‘We built HOUSE in this year.’ 

b. n n-i             h bere-t-unu            keetsts     kees s - -nne 

we-NOM      this year-FOC-1PL  house       build-CONV-PA 

‘We built house in THIS  EAR.’ 
c. n n-i              h bere       keetsts         kees's'-a-t-uni-nne 

we-NOM      this year   house          build-IND-FOC-1PL-PA 

‘We BUILT house in this year.’ 
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8.2.2.2 Focus in the interrogative and declarative moods 

In this section, the focusing strategy of a Wh- questions, declarative constructions 

and Yes-No questions are discussed.   

Focus in the Wh- question 

As it has said in the above, the focus marker -wa is only restricted to the Wh- 

words. Since, it does not move to the other constituents in the construction so as to focus 

them. But, in the Yes-No question and declarative clause construction, it freely moves 

from word to word for the focusing strategy in Ganta (see focus in the declarative and 

Yes-No question constructions below).  

Focus by marker -wa 

The marker -wa is suffixed to the Wh- question words to express focused 

question, as in (29). 

(29) a.    nna-wa           ti      inddo-y              h ŋ- -d-e 

where-FOC    you    mother-NOM    go-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘WHERE did your mother go?’ 

b.  lmma-wa    b ʃʃ-att-i                           o tsts-e 

what-FOC   girl-3FM.SGːDEF-NOM  work-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘WHAT is the girl doing?’ 

c.  yde-wa     n n-i  y l-utt-ee-s-i 

when-FOC       you-NOM   bear-PASS-PA-3MS-NOM 

‘WHEN were you born?’ 

d.  lmma-s-i-wa                n n-i          ye kk-e-s-i 

why-3MS-NOM-FOC  you-NOM  cry-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-NOM 

‘WH  are you crying?’ 

e. o de-wa     s -y-i 

who-FOC   that-3MS-NOM 

‘WHO is that?’ 

Focus in the declarative and Yes-No question constructions 

In this section, focus marking variants -wa, -ma, -    and -mma are used to 

express the focusing strategies in Ganta. Each of their functions is discussed in detail in 

the following section.    

Focus by marker -wa 

In the Wh- question formation, marker -wa is only restricted to the Wh- words in 

Ganta.  But, in the Yes-No question, it freely moves from constituent to constituent so as 

to express the focused word categories in Ganta, as in (30). 

(30) a.   abebe-wa       h -y-a                  o tsts-ee-s-i 

abebe-FOC   this-3MS-ACC    work/do-PA-3MS-NOM 

‘Did ABEBE do this one?’ 

b. tolkk -y            w ra-ga-wa                rdd-e 

hyena-NOM     forest-INESS-FOC    live-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Does hyena live IN THE FOREST? 

c. g ta           n n-i           aw    h ŋ-e-s-u-wa 

tomorrow  you-NOM  home  go-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-ACC-FOC 

‘WILL you GO to home tomorrow?’ 

Interestingly, certain pronominal words are focused with -wa in the Yes-No 

question formation. In this case, third person singular feminine and masculine subject 
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pronouns are motivated by the need to express the focusing system with the marker. The 

other subjective personal pronouns may not take the marker. Instead, they suffix with the 

markers like -mma (see the situation in example (34) below). For the former 

construction, look at the following examples in (31a-c). 

(31) a.    s-wa          h -y-a                  d m-a-mu-s-a 

she-FOC    this-3MS-ACC    find-IND-FUT-3MS-ACC 

            ‘Is it SHE who will find this one?’ 

b.  s-i                 h -y-i-wa                    d m-a-m-e                        

she-NOM      this-3MS-NOM-FOC find-IND-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Will she find THIS ONE?’ 

c.  s-i           h -y-a               d ŋ-e-s-u-wa                        

      he-NOM  this-3MS-ACC find-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-ACC-FOC  

            ‘WILL he FIND this one?’ 

Focus by marker -ma  

The marker -ma is also used to focus word categories in the Yes-No questions 

and in the declarative sentences, as in (32a-c) and (32d-e) respectively. It mostly focuses 

words in rapid speech situations. In the focusing strategy, the marker is more sensitive to 

a postpositional word than that of object of the sentence. For example, in (32e), the 

focusing strategy is expressed on the postpositional word rather than object of the clause 

in Ganta. Look at the examples in (32) below. 

(32) a.    k  mma-ma        n n-i          tama re-so                         h ŋ-ee-s-i   

      yesterday-FOC  you-NOM  school(Amharic)-PLNML go-PA-3MS-NOM  

      ‘Was it  ESTERDA  that you went to school?’ 

b. b rtte-ma          zaw       ɸ yʃ-ee-s-i    

      b rtte-FOC       home      stay-PA-3MS-NOM 

           ‘Was it B RTTE who stayed at home?’ 

c. b rtte-y              aw -ma        ɸ yʃ-tt-e 

      b rtte-NOM      home-FOC    stay-PA-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Was it B rtte who stayed at HOME?’ 

d. b rtte-y         aw     ɸ yʃ-o-ma-yi-d-e 

      b rtte-NOM home    stay-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘Was it B rtte who STA ED at home?’ 

e. g ltʃtʃ-ma          m tstsi   aɸa            tt- -s-a    

      monkey-FOC    tree       on/above   sit-CONV-3MS-ACC 

           ‘It was a MONKE  that sat down on the tree.’ 

f. galtʃtʃ-i            m tstsi   aɸa-ma             tt- -d-e 

      monkey-NOM tree       on/above-FOC sit-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘A monkey sat down ON THE TREE.’ 

     ocus with mar er -m    

The marker -    is used to focus word categories in the slow speech contexts in 

Ganta, as in (33) 

(33) a.   tolkk -m        w ra-ga          h yʔ- -s-a 

      hyena-FOC     forest-INSS    die-CONV-3MS-ACC 

            ‘It was a H ENA that died in the forest.’ 
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b. tolkk -y         w ra-ga-m              h yʔ- -d-e 

      hyena-NOM   forest-INSS-FOC    die-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Hyena died IN THE FOREST.’ 

c. tolkk -y             w ra-ga          h yʔ-aʔ -m   

      hyena-NOM      forest-INSS    die-NEG-FOC 

            ‘Hyena WILL NOT DIE in the forest.’ 

d. n n-a-m              gaay      h ŋ-ade-s-i 

      you-ACC-FOC    market   go-PROS-3MS-NOM 

            ‘Is it  OU that will go to the market?’ 

e. n n-i             gaay      h m-a-m  -ni-ttam-e 

      you-NOM    market    go-IND-FOC-2SG-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘WILL you  GO to the market?’ 

Focus with marker -mma 

As it has been stated in the above, the marker -mma is not motivated by the need 

to focus all subject word classes of sentences in the Yes-No question formations in 

Ganta. For this case, proper names including third person singular feminine and 

masculine personal subjective pronouns are not sensitive to take the marker. Instead, they 

suffix with the other marker -wa (look at example (31) in the above). In this case, the 

marker -mma is   used to focus first and second person singular subjective pronouns, and 

their plural counterparts including third person plural subjective pronouns as well, as in 

(34a-e). But, in the declarative constructions, the marker can focus them when they occur 

in the object position of the sentences. Furthermore, it also marks the adverb and verb 

word classes in the Yes-No questions and in the declarative clauses in Ganta, as in 

(35a-d). Compare examples in (34) and (35) below. 

(34) a.   t -mma-ne       w rg-e 

      I-FOC-2SG     want-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Are you looking for ME?’ 

b. n -mma-se       s e ll-e 

      we-FOC-3MS  look-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘Is he looking at US?’ 

c. n -mma-yisi        ʔu k-k-e 

      you-FOC-3FM    call-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Is she calling  OU?’ 

d.  ti-mma-se                   ytʃ tʃ - -d-e 

      you (PL)-FOC-3MS   ask-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘Did he ask you?’ 

e.  s-u-mma-yiti                     tama r-ss-a-m-e        

      they-3MS-ACC-FOC-2PL student-CAUS-IND-FUT-PRESːCONT.DE 

           ‘Will you teach THEM?’  

In the following illustration (35), the marker -mma is suffixed on the subject, 

object, adverb and verb of the declarative clause and Yes-No questions. 

(35) a.   t n-i           dookk -mma    g ʔ-aʔ  

      I-NOM      dookk -FOC    call-NEG 

            ‘I will not call DOOKK .’ 

b. t n-i       s-a-mma                w rg-o-kk-oyi-n-e               

            I-NOM he-3MS-ACC-FOC want-IND-FOC-SUBM-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 
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            ‘I will not WANT HIM.’ 

c. g ta-mma            t n-i           s-o             ʔ kk-aʔ  

tomorrow-FOC   I-NOM     she-ACC     take-NEG 

           ‘I will not marry her TOMORROW.’ 

d. t -mma     h -y-a                 o tsts-a-mu-s-a 

      I-FOC       this-3MS-ACC  work-IND-FUT-3MS-ACC 

            ‘Is it ME/I who will do this work?’ 

8.2.2.3 Focus on demonstrative and directional words 

As it has been reported in section (8.2.2), the focusing strategy of the 

demonstrative and directional words is expressed by a marker -ba in Ganta. In this case, 

the focusing system of the marker is only restricted to these words.  Look at examples in 

(36). 

(36) a.   h -ba       n      mi si 

      his-FOC  your cow 

            ‘HERE is you cow.’ 

b. y -d-a-ba                       g ltʃtʃi 

            MED-PL-ACC-FOC    monkey 

            ‘THERE  down  is monkey.’ 

c. w -y-a-ba                                ti               adda 

      up/above-3MS-ACC-FOC     your (PL)   father 

            ‘Up THERE is your father.’ 

d. s -y-a-ba                       tolkk      s'e ll- y 

      that-3MS-ACC-FOC    hyena      look-IMPERː2SG 

           ‘Look atǃ That is a hyena.’ 

Focus expressed by gemination 

Ganta focusing strategy is also expressed by the gemination of consonant 

segments. In this case, the segment gemination occurs on citation form words and 

conceptual category marking affixes in Ganta. For the former situation, the process of 

entire segment gemination is expressed on the head word modifiers whereas for the latter 

construction, third person singular masculine nominative case and perfective markers are 

respectively involved for the process. For this reason, in the illustration, the researcher 

has used bold print letters for entirely geminated segments and hyphen (-) for the 

conceptual category markers. Compare example (37a-c) with (37d-f). 

(37) a.   aɗɗ         ger-iɗe-y 

      bigːFOC  people-PL-NOM 

            ‘...FAMOUS people’ 

b. g ndʒdʒ       aɗɗ -z-ussu                                    a ts-ts-       

      stomach        bigːFOC-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-DAT   pass-CAUS-CONV  

             ŋ-e-s-i                                                   si s'anatsts-u-kko 

give-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-NOM    gullet-ACC-COPːFOC 

            ‘...It is a gullet that passes food to the BIG stomach....’ 

c. udd           atsts-iɗe-y                   y  -d- -b ʔa 

      allːFOC     man-PL-3MSːNOM    come-PERF-CONV-NEG 

            ‘ALL men did not come.’ 

d. w -y-y-ga                                 s l-a-nna 

      up/above-3MS-FOC-ALLA     sky-IND-INST 
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            ‘...ABOVE in the sky.’ 

e. muns'a se-y-y                b bb-aʔ  

      muns a se-3MS-FOC    fear-NEG... 

            ‘...MUNS A SE will not fear....’ 

f. h -d-d-                               h ŋ-inno 

      say-PERF-FOC-CONV    go-1PL 

           ‘...let us go in this mood ǃ’ 

In the same way with that of consonant prolonging, Ganta short vowels are 

lengthened to express focus in a speech situation. In this case, the final vowels of the 

word or affix will undergo the prolonging process. Look at the following in (38). 

(38) a.    lmmaa 

      whatːFOC 

            ‘...WHAT?’ 

b. mikina t-iɗ -z-ii 

      case (Amharic)-PL-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM.FOC 

           ‘...the CASES....’ 

c.  amma-se      o tsts-ee 

      what-3MS     work-PRESːCONT.DECːFOC 

           ‘What is he DOING?’ 

d. h ŋ-aʔ -tee 

      go-NEG-1SG.FOC 

            ‘I will not GO.’ 

Focus expressed by vowel lengthening and high tone 

A high tone is used to mark for the focusing strategy in Ganta. In the process, the 

high tone rests on the low tone of the word syllable, on which the high tone was not 

previously marked. For example, in (39b), the high tone rests on the terminal low tone 

vowel e of the word   tte ‘now’. In the marking strategy, a phonological process of 

vowel lengthening is expressed so as to adjust the vowel sound for the focusing system. 

Compare example (39a) with (39b). 

(39) a.   h tte    muns'a se-y-y                  b bb-aʔ  

      now     muns a se-NOM-FOC     fear-NEG 

            ‘Now, ...Muns a se will not fear.’ 

b. h tt -        muns a se-y-y                b bb-aʔ  

now-FOC  muns a se-NOM-FOC    fear-NEG 

            ‘NOW, ...Muns a se will not fear.’ 

Normally, distance oriented demonstratives do not take a high tone when they 

occur before the high tonal head nouns in Ganta. But, in the slow attentive speech 

context, the high tone rests on the vowel segments of the distance oriented 

demonstratives in order to express the focusing situation, as in (40a-b). 

(40) a.   h               w ga      h            ba hil-iɗ -z-u-ssi-nne 

      thisːFOC   culture   thisːFOC culture-PL-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC-DAT-INCL 

            ‘THIS culture, for THIS culture, ...’ 

b. s                m ydo 

      thatːFOC   ox 

           ‘THAT ox’ 
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Focus by word order 

Ganta focusing strategy is also expressed by changing the word order of demonstratives 

and nouns they modify. In the process, as in (40) above, the high tone does not rest on the 

stems of demonstrative words. Rather, it shifts forward on the prolonged accusative case 

marker vowel so as to focus the modified nouns. For example, in (41), third person 

singular masculine accusative case is marked by the high tone so as to focus the 

preceding nouns      ‘culture’ and     o ‘ox’ respectively in Ganta. See the 

following.  

(41) a.   w ga        ha-y-   

      culture     this-3MS-ACC:FOC 

            ‘This CULTURE’ 

b. m ydo        so-y-   

      ox              that-3MS-ACCːFOC 

            ‘That O ’ 

8.2.3 Copula 
In Ganta, copulative function can be expressed in two ways. The first function is 

expressed by markers, -kko, -tte, and -ma whereas the second role occurs with the 

copular verb      - ‘be/become’,   - ‘say’, and by existential verb   - ‘exist’. 

Therefore, in the following part, each of such constructions is presented one by one.  

8.2.3.1 Copula with -kko or -tte  

In the non-verbal predicates, marker -kko or -tte play copulative role and serve as 

auxiliary verb in Ganta. But in other speech contexts (see focus in the above), these 

markers express both simultaneously, focus and copula. As result of these two functions, 

the term ‘copular focus’ which is glossed as ‘COPːFOC’ is used throughout this work. 

These markers are directly suffixed to predicate nominals, and adjectives so as to change 

them into grammatically verbal counterparts. In (42a-b), predicate nominals are presented 

to employ copula with suffixes. 

(42) a.   t          ŋu -i                    astama re-kko 

my      elder sister-NOM   teacher (Amharic)-COPːFOC 

‘My elder sister is a teacher.’ 

b. t          ŋu -i              astama re-tte 

            my      elder sister-NOM   teacher (Amharic)-COPːFOC 

            ‘My elder sister is a teacher.’ 

Predicate adjectives take copular morpheme -kko or -tte to involve in copulative 

role as in (43). 

(43) a.   n        add -y             h ta-kko 

our     father-NOM     short-COPːFOC 

‘Our father is short.’ 

b. n       add -y              h ta-tte 

our     father-NOM     short-COPːFOC 

‘Our father is short.’ 

In the predicate locative construction, the existential verb   - ‘exist/live’ takes 

markers -kko or -tte in order to function as copula. Like predicate nominals and 

adjectives, markers do not directly suffix to predicate locatives. If the markers directly 

involve into suffixation to the predicate locatives, the role of markers will be changed 
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into focusing rather than copulating. For example, in (44a-b), the markers occur with 

existential verb as   -s-a-  o/  -s-a-tte in the locative predicate clauses to express 

copula. But in the locative predicate, the markers occur after locative markers and the 

existence verb is directly suffixed by converb and perfective markers respectively. In this 

case, the markers are involved in focusing strategy rather than verbalizing role. Compare 

the following examples (44) with examples of locative predicates (52-54). 

(44) a.   b ra-y             ki se-z-u-ga                                             y -s-a-kko         

money-NOM pocket-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC-INESS exist-3MS-ACC-COPːFOC 

‘Money is in the pocket.’ 

b. abebe-y             aw      y -s-a-tte 

abebe-NOM     home    exist-3MS-ACC-COPːFOC 

‘Abebe is in the home’. 

8.2.3.2 Copula with -ma 

In the conversational speech context, markers like -kko, -tte and -ma are used as 

copular verb to give assertive response. But the marker -ma suffixes onto first person 

singular masculine accusative marker -a-. See the following  

(45) a.   Aː o de-wa     ib -z-a                                        tʃ tʃ -e-s-i 
     who-FOC  door-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC  hit-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-NOM 

                 ‘Who is knocking at the door?’ 

b. Bː t n-kko/t n-tte/t n-a-ma 

                 I-COPːFOC/ I-COPːFOC/ I-ACC-COPːFOC 

            ‘It is me.’ 

 .2.3.3 Co ula with ver  ma  '- ‘ e/ ecome’ in the tense/as ect/mood 

As Payne  1997ː 115  reported, “the copula may inflect for tense, aspect and/or 

mode”. In the same manner, independent item     '- ‘be/become’ is used to function as 

copular verb and inflected for series of markers like nominalizer, focus, subject marker, 

future tense, perfective aspect, and for present continous and declarative marker as in 

(46a) and (46b) respectively. 

(46) a.    s-i          astama re              ma k'-o-k-oyi-ttam-e 

he-NOM teacher (Amharic) be-IND-FOC-SUBM-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘He will be a teacher.’ 

b. t       mitʃ-att-i                      h kime     

my    sister-3FM.SGːDEF-NOM       physician (Amharic)  

ma k'-o-kk-oyi-d-e 

be-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘My sister has been a physician.’ 

For the nearest or immediate future, copular verb     '- ‘be/become’ is directly 

suffixed by infinitive marker -oda- and followed by series of affixes like focus, subject, 

imperfective, and present continuous and declarative respectively. In this combination, 

the final consonant becomes geminated in the copular verb root when it takes infinitive 

marker -oda- directly. See in (47) 

(47) a.    s-i          astama re              ma k'k'-oda-kk-oyi-n-e     

he-NOM teacher (Amharic) be-INFI-FOC-SUBM-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘She is going to be a teacher.’ 
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b. s  ga-ssi      gaay -y            ʔ llʔo          

goat-DAT   market-NOM   expensive  

ma k'k'-oda-kk-oyi-n-e 

be-INFI-FOC-SUBM-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘A goat’s market is going to be an expensive.’ 

 .2.3.4 Co ula with ver  h - ‘say’ 

A verb root   - ‘say’ has ‘suppletive’ property. It come after infinitivized copular 

verb     'k'-oda ‘to be/become’ in the declarative and interrogative mood to function 

as grammatical verb of English ‘going to be/become’. Look at the following  4   

(48) a.   t     tʃe-y                 gab re-wa                       ma k'k'-oda 

my brother-NOM   farmer(Amharic)-FOC    be-INFI  

h -n-e 

say-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Is my brother going to be a farmer?’ 

b. ha      naʔ -y        kays -wa    ma k'k'-oda  h -n-e 

this    boy-NOM  thief-FOC  be-INFI        say-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Is this boy going to be a thief?’ 

c.  s-i  astama re             ma k'k'-oda-kko      h -n-e  

she-NOM teacher(Amharic) be-INFI-COPːFOC say-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

            ‘She is going to be a teacher.’ 

 .2.3.5 Co ula with e istential ver  y - ‘e ist/live’ 

As Payne  1997ː 123  reported, “locational and existential constructions can be 

vague in some languages”. But these constructions are clear in Ganta. When semantic 

content is held by the locational predicate, the occurrence of copular focus -kko or -tte 

with locational predicate is used for focusing reason (see locational predicate below). But 

in the case of existential verb, copular focus occurs for copular function as in (49). The 

copulative role of existence verb together with copular focus is also expressed under 

possessive clause (see possessive predicate below).  

(49) a.   gawar -y   s araƥ -z-i                                                    oommo   

cat-NOM  table (Amharic)-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM   under     

y -s-a-kko 

exist-3MS-ACC-COPːFOC 

‘A cat is under the table.’ 
b.  nddo-y              aw     gidd-                y -s-a-kko       

mother-NOM  home   inside-INESS  exist-3MS-ACC-COPːFOC     
            ‘Mother is at home.’ 

According to Dryer (2007), the function of copula is changing non-verbal 

predicates into syntactically verbal ones. The case is similar in Ganta. In the following 

section, copular focus -kko is phonologically bound as a suffix to the non-verbal 

predicates so as to form them into verbal forms (see non-verbal predicates). 

8.2.4 Predicative morphology   
 Ganta predicates are discussed into two sections. The first section discusses 

non-verbal predicates whereas the second section analyzes verbal counterparts. 
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8.2.4.1 Non-verbal predicates 
Ganta non-verbal predicates include adjectival, nominal, locative, possessive, 

genitive, purposive, ablative, and comitative. At the end of this section, numerals and 

quantifiers are presented as non-verbal predicates.  

Adjectival predicate 

In adjectival predicates, the core semantic theme is expressed by an adjective 

 Dryer 2007ː 227 . In illustration  50 , adjectives ɸ     ‘tall’ and    ʔa ‘narrow’ are 

suffixed by copular focus -kko and also hold the main semantic contents of modified 

nouns as in (50a) and (50b) respectively. 

(50) a.   bartt -y            ɸa   -kko 

bartt -NOM     tall-COPːFOC 

‘Bartt  is tall.’ 

b. ha        keetsts -y           k nʔa-kko 

this      home-NOM   narrow-COPːFOC 

‘This house is narrow.’ 

Nominal predicate 

Semantic contents are determined on nouns. For example, in (51), nouns    s  

‘thief’ and  st     e (Amharic) ‘teacher’ are   embodied for semantic contents. The 

nominal predicates are suffixed by copular focus as    s -kko ‘is a thief’ and 

 st     e-kko ‘is a teacher’. 

(51) a.    s-i               kays -kko 

he-NOM      thief-COPːFOC 

‘He is a thief.’ 

b. t n-i        astama re-kko 

I-NOM   teacher (Amharic)-COPːFOC 

‘I am a teacher.’ 

Locative predicate 

Ganta locational predicate is expressed by locational postposition that is inflected 

for copular focus and followed by existential verb   - ‘exist/live’. The locational 

postpositions       ‘on’ and aɸ  ‘above’ carry the main semantic contents. In this case, 

the copular focus role is focusing rather than verbalizing.  See the following (52). 

(52) a.   ʃaat -y          oyd     galla-kko         y -n-e 

child-NOM  bench   on-COPːFOC  exist-IMPERFːPRESːCONT.DEC 

A child is on the bench.’ 

b. add -y          bak  lo  aɸa-kko          y -s- -d-e 

father-NOM mule     on-COPːFOC exist-3MS-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Father is on the  back of  mule.’ 

The secondary types of locational constructions are formed by using locative 

(inessive) markers -  and -ga. These markers are suffixed to the main semantic carrying 

words like  t  ‘pot’ and    se ‘pocket’. When the process of suffixation is involved, the 

final vowel of the content carrying words is dropped for the inessive case - , but not for 

the marker -ga. Compare (53a) and (53b) bellow. 

(53) a.   waatsts -y      t- -kko                        y -n-e 

water-NOM  pot-INESS-COPːFOC exist-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘There is water in a pot.’ 
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b. b ra-y                ki se-ga-kko                           

money-NOM    pocket(Amharic)-INESS-COPːFOC      

y -s-a-m-e 

exist-3MS-ACC-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Money will be in a pocket.’ 

Like locative markers, independent locative (inessive) item       ‘inside’ occurs 

after a noun that contains the main semantic content for the locative predicate. In the 

process, its final vowel is deleted and replaced by the inessive case marker - , as in (54). 

(54) a.   bi lla-y          ta gidd- -kko                        y -n-e 

drink-NOM pot inside-INESS-COPːFOC exist-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘A local drink is in a pot.’ 

b. maaʔ -y        saas  ne                gidd- -kko                         

cloth-NOM   box(Amharic)      inside-INESS-COPːFOC  

y -n-e 

exist-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Cloth is in a box.’ 

Possessive predicate 

In many languages, existential clause is used to express possessive predicate. The 

is true for Ganta when the possessor is inflected for dative. But the semantic content for 

the possessor rests on the existential verb   - ‘exist/live’ which is suffixed by the copular 

focus, as in (55). 

(55) a.   abebe-ssi         b ra-y                  y -s-a-kko 

abebe-DAT     money-NOM      exist-3MS-ACC-COPːFOC 

‘Abebe has money.’ 

b. s  ga-ssi         katʃ  -y             y -s-a-kko 

goat-DAT      horn-NOM      exist-3MS-ACC-COPːFOC 

‘A goat has horn.’ 

Genitive predicate 

Ganta pronominal possessive modifications are expressed by the basic pronouns 

t  ‘I’,    ‘we’,    ‘you (singular ’,  t  ‘you (plural ’,   ‘he’,   ‘she’, and   ‘they’ 

whenever they come before nouns. For example, the use of t  ‘I’ as possessive modifier 

of a noun is described in (46a). It is also used as a predicate when the noun      ‘home’ 

is suffixed by the copular focus -kko onto accusative marking predicate in (56b). 

(56) a.   t      ʔumma  

I       head 

‘my head’  

b. h -y-i                       t      keetsts-u-kko 

this-3MS-NOM       I       home-3MSːACC-COPːFOC 

‘This is my home.’ 

Purposive predicate 

The purposive predicate occurs when copular focus -kko is suffixed onto 

infinitive marker -oda, as in (57). 

(57) a.   ha         ʃ tʃtʃ-i            ke s's'-oda-kko                         

this       stone-NOM   build-INFI-COPːFOC            

‘This stone is for building.’ 
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b. ha   s  ga-y           ʃ kk-oda-kko                      

this goat-NOM    slaughter-INFI-COPːFOC  

ʃ m-utt- -d-e 

buy-PASS-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘This goat was bought for slaughtering.’ 

Purposive predicate is also formed by dative marker -ssu. The marker is suffixed 

onto nominalizing vowels before accusative case in the verb stem. Copular focus comes 

at the end position of the augmented verb. See in (58).   

(58) a.   so            s' ga-y            b ys-o-ssu-kko 

that         goat-NOM      sell-NML-DAT-COPːFOC 

‘That goat is for selling.’ 

b. ha         k wʔe-y             m- y-e-ssu-kko 

this       food-NOM        eat-STM-NML-DAT-COPːFOC 

‘This food is for eating.’ 

Ablative predicate 

“A predicate denoting origin”  Dryer 2007ː 24   is called ablative predicate. In 

Ganta, this predicate is formed when the copular focus is suffixed onto the ablative 

marker -ɸa, as in (59). 

(59) a.   ha       de-y             ganta-ɸa-kko 

this    man-NOM    ganta-ABL-COPːFOC 

‘This man is from Ganta.’ 

b. so       miiʃʃ -y           zaw -ɸa-kko 

that   thing-NOM      home-ABL-COPːFOC 

‘That thing is from home.’ 

Comitative/Associative predicate 

Basically, Ganta comitative predicate is developed on the objective pronoun or 

noun. Comitative marker -ra is attached with the copular focus so as to form focused 

comitative predicate rather than copulative one, as in (60). 

(60) a.    s-i           t n-a-ra-kko                        y -n-e              

he-NOM  I-ACC-COM-COPːFOC    exist-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC       

‘He is with me.’ 

b. n n-i             k mbbo-ra-kko                  h m-a-m-e 

you-NOM    k mbbo-COM-COPːFOC  go-IND-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘ ou will go with K mbbo.’ 

 Numerals and quantifiers as predicate 

In some languages, as Dryer  2007ː 247  has reported, numerals are categori ed 

into verbal predicates. The case is opposite in Ganta. Morphologically, numerals and 

quantifiers are not verbs; but they can be used freely as predicates with the occurrence of 

copular focus. See illustrations in (61). 

(61) a.   ma tʃ -az-i                                        n mʔu-kko 

wives-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM       two-COPːFOC 

‘The wives are two  in number .’ 

b.          biʃʃ-as'-i               yddu-kko 

his      girls-PL-NOM   four-COPːFOC 

‘His daughters are four  in number .’ 
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c.            gayddi            lag -kko 

his       cattle (PL)    many-COPːFOC 

‘His cattle are many.’ 

d. kiɸile                  tama r-iɗ -y                            ʔe r-e-s-kko 

class(Amharic)   student (Amharic)-PL-NOM   a few-MID-3MS-COPːFOC 

‘Class students are a few.’ 

 

8.2.4.2 Verbal predicates 
Ganta verbal predicates include transitive (monotransitive, ditransitive, and 

semitransitive), and intransitive (zero intransitive, stative intransitive, non-stative 

intransitive) clauses. Each of them is presented in the following sections. 

Monotransitive 

Monotransitive clause consists of subject and object arguments. In this 

construction, Ganta object argument precedes complex verb. In (62a), complex verb   - 

‘drink’ is immediately followed by unmarked direct object    tsts  ‘milk’. The action 

recipient or nominated subject argument     o ‘cat’ precedes the direct object. Ganta 

direct object can be marked for accusative case onto third person singular masculine and 

plural (feminine and masculine) definiteness marker -(a)z-. In (62b), complex direct 

object      ‘donkey’ occurs before complex monotransitive verb root   ɗ- ‘kill’ and 

suffixed by series of affixes, definite and accusative markers. The subject argument 

to     ‘hyena’ is marked for nominative in the construction. 

(62) a.   t    ʃu ro-y        ma tstsi    ʃ-o-kk-oyi-d-e 

my cat-NOM     milk        drink-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘My cat drank milk.’ 

b. tolkk -y              hare-z-a                                        

hyena-NOM       donkey-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC  

w ɗ-a-kk-oyi-d-e 

kill-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘A hyena killed the donkey.’ 

Ditransitive 

Ditransitive clause contains two non subject arguments  Dryer 2007ː 256 . The 

case in Ganta shows similar situation. But indirect object is occurred with dative case 

while direct object remains unmarked for accusative case. See the examples (63) 

(63) a.   t n-i   dookk -ssu    badall    m-a-k-oti-d-e 

I-NOM dookk -DAT maize    give-IND-FOC-1SG-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘I gave mai e to Dookk .’ 

b.  s-i             nddo-ssu       ki ta  h-o-k-i-ttam-e 

she-NOM mother-DAT order tell-IND-FOC-3FM-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘She will tell the message to the mother.’ 

c. naʔ -z-i                                     b        mitʃo-ssu         og             

boy-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM    his      sister-DAT      road/way  

b -ss-a-kk-oyi-d-e 

show-CAUS-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘The boy showed a way to his sister.’ 
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In ditransitive construction, direct object can be marked for third person singular 

masculine accusative case onto definite case marker. In this case, definite marker is 

obligatorily suffixed to the direct object as in (64). 

(64) a.   t n-i          nddo-ssu          b ra-z-a                              

I-NOM     mother-DAT     money-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC  

 m-a-k-oti-d-e 

give-IND-FOC-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘I gave the money to the mother.’ 

 

b.  sun-i         mas a ɸa-z-a                                               ʃ w-ussu                              

they-NOM book (Amharic)-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC   children-DAT 

b ys-a-kk-u-d-e 

sell-IND-FOC-3PL-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘They sold the book to the children.’ 

Noteː direct or indirect object can employ position change in Ganta. In the construction, 

direct object can immediately precede a verb, or it can also precede indirect object when 

indirect object precedes a verb. 

Semi-transitive 

Ganta semi-transitive constructions occur with cognate nominals and verbs. Series 

of morphemes that  are used to mark for tense, mood, mode, aspect, and person are 

together attached after one another to noun roots so as to change this noun roots into 

verbal counterparts. As result of this process, the noun and the changed verb roots 

become similar, or in other words direct object and semi-transitive verb roots are 

identical. Similar characteristic is observed in Dime (2008). In (65a-d), similar roots are 

presented for objects and semi-transitive verbs.  

(65) a.   t n-i           maaʔ        ma ʔ-a-k-oti-d-e 

I-NOM      cloth         wear-IND-FOC-1SG-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘I wore a cloth.’ 

b.  s-i            biill              biill-a-kk-i-d-e 

she-NOM drink (local) brew-IND-FOC-3FM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘She brewed local drink.’ 

c.  nddo-y           k tstsa k tsts-a-kk-oyi-ttam-e 

mother-NOM food     prepare/cook-IND-FOC-SUBM-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Mother will prepare food.’ 

d.  s-i           ma tstsi     ma tsts-a-k-osi-d-e 

he-NOM   milk          milk-IND-FOC-3MS-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘He milked milk.’ 

Verb roots that are similar to object roots can also employ semi-transitive clause 

construction without its objects in Ganta, as in (66). 

(66) a.   t n-i       ma ʔ-a-k-oti-d-e  

I-NOM  wear-IND-FOC-1SG-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘I wore.’ 

b.  s-i           bi ll-a-kk-i-d-e 

she-NOM    brew-IND-FOC-3FM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘She brewed.’ 
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c.  nddo-y            k tsts-a-k-oyi-ttam-e 

mother-NOM   prepare-IND-FOC-SUBM-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Mother will prepare  food .’ 

d.  s-i          ma tsts-a-k-osi-d-e 

he-NOM    milk-IND-FOC-3MS-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘He milked.’ 

Zero intransitive (Ambient) 

Zero intransitive clauses do not “involve any arguments”  Dryer 2007ː 267 . As 

Dryer further explains, zero intransitive clause is typically involved to express situations 

like weather condition reports by a single verb in some languages. In the clause 

construction, non-referential third person singular forms are occurred. Similarly, the same 

case is observed in Ganta. But, in zero-intransitive clause, Ganta employs semantically 

referential third person singular forms  which is different from Dryer’s observation  on a 

verb to express inanimate things. This verb is suffixed by series of complex linguistic 

elements (indicative marker, focus, person, tense, aspect). See the example in (67). 

(67) a.   b k-a-k-osi-n-e 

rain-IND-FOC-3MS-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘It is raining.’ 

b. mo tʃ -a-k-osi-d-e 

cold-IND-FOC-3MS-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘It became cold.’ 

c. ɸog l-a-k-osi-n-e 

hot-IND-FOC-3MS-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘It is getting hot  now .’ 

Stative intransitive  

Like other languages, Ganta stative intransitive verbs denote state or process in 

which an argument of a verb undergoes state of change. See the following illustrations 

(68). 

(68) a.   burtʃ uk'o-z-i                                                     

glass(Amharic)-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM  

m ʔ-a-kk-oyi-d-e 

break-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘The glass is broken.’ 

b. o tso-y           a l-a-kk-oyi-d-e 

work-NOM    finish-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Work is finished.’ 

c. m tsts-az-i                               ʔ mbb-o-kk-oyi-d-e 

tree-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM fall-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘The tree has fallen.’ 

d.  ra-z-i                                         te h-a-k-oyi-ttam-e 

butter-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM  melt-IND-FOC-SUBM-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘The butter will melt.’ 

Non-stative intransitive 

As it has been said, this clause consists of verbs that denote ‘event’, ‘process,’ or 

‘activity’.  Such verbs are also called “unergative verbs” by Foly  2007ː 3 0 . In this 

construction, as Foly states, a single argument acts as “causer” or “initiator”. In the same 
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manner, Ganta subject argument is also presented as actor of something. Look at the 

following examples (69) 

(69) a.   t n-i         h ntt-a-k-oti-d-e 

I-NOM    walk-IND-FOC-1SG-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘I walked.’ 

b. naʔ -z-i                                   w s'-a-k-osi-n-e 

boy-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM  run-IND-FOC-3MS-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘The boy is running.’ 

c. ʃaat -z-i                          ye ɸ-a-k-oyi-n-e 
child-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM  cry-IND-FOC-SUBM-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘The child is crying.’ 

8.3 Complex sentence structures 
In this section, Ganta clause types including complement, adverbial, and relative 

constructions are treated. In the last part of this section, different coordination strategies 

are described by using distinct conjunctions.  

8.3.1 Complement 
Ganta complement clause includes sentence like complement, indicative versus 

subjunctive sentence like complement, infinitive complement, nominalized complement, 

and participial complement. All of them are discussed one by one as follow. 

8.3.1.1 Sentence like complement 

As a rule of thumb, Noonan  2007ː 59  reports that “in a sentence like 

complement, the predicate remains syntactically and morphologically a verb and any case 

marking on subjects or objects will have the same form as that in main clause”. But the 

case cannot preclude the situations in verbal predicate respect to the main clause. In 

Ganta, for example, adjective aɗ  ‘big’ is attached by copular focus -kko so as to 

function as verbal complementation in the main clause in (70). In (71), adjective aɗ  

‘big’ remained independent word and precedes complex copular verb     '- 

‘be/become’ which is used to replace copular focus in the sentence like complement as 

  e-y aɗ      '-k'-ee-s- … ‘…       e   e    ’. When we compare  70  and  71 , 

third person singular masculine nominative case marker -y in the main clause remains 

identical in form to the sentence like complement in (71a). Third person masculine 

marker -s- is suffixed onto past tense marker -ee- on the copular verb stem     '- 

‘be/become’. The third person singular accusative case -a is occurred at the end position 

and it is used as subject complementizer in Ganta. Compare the following illustrations in 

(70) and (71). 

(70) a.    de-y             aɗ -kko 

man-NOM    big-COPːFOC 

‘A man is big.’ 

(71) a.    de-y          aɗ   ma k'k'-ee-s-a                   

man-NOM big   become-PA-3MS-ACC  

             r-a-k-oti-n-e 

            know-IND-FOC-1SG-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

   ‘I know that a man is big.’ 
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8.3.1.2 Indicative versus subjunctive sentence like complement 

In Ganta, indicative and subjunctive sentences differ in the morphology of verbs. 

But both of them can use third person singular masculine marker -s-. Indicative verb has 

occurred with different markers as in (72a), (72b), and (72c) respectively. In (72a), the 

verb      - ‘believe’ is suffixed by present continuous and declarative marker -e, but 

third person masculine marker -s- occurs in subjunctive verb stem    s- ‘steal’ between 

past -ee- and complementizer -kko. In (72b) and (72c), indicative verb has occurred with 

present continuous and declarative marker -e, masculine gender marker -s- and with 

complementizer -i.  The interesting thing is that, when a subjunctive clause occurs within 

an indicative clause or occurs before an indicative verb, the complementizer -kko is 

obligatorily in the subjunctive verb, as in (72a). Otherwise, it occurs in the indicative 

verb stems as in (72b-c). In (72b) and (72c), nominative case marker -i- is used as 

complementizer and occurs onto masculine gender marker -s- in the verb stem      - 

‘believe’. The subjunctive occurs in two forms. In  72a  and  72b , the verb    s- ‘steal’ 

occurs in the past form by taking past tense marker -ee- before third person singular 

masculine marker -s-, which occurs before copular focus -kko. In the final example 

(72c), the verb occurs with indicative marker -a, focus -k-, perfective aspect -d-, present 

continuous and declarative marker -e and with nominative marker -i-. In this example, 

copular focus is attached onto converb in the suppletive verb stem   - ‘say’ in the final 

position.  Compare the following examples in (72). 

(72) a.    de-z-i                                        ma tʃtʃ-att-i   

man-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM          wife-3FM.SGːDEF-NOM          

s  ga-z-a                                      k ys-ee-s-kko                          

goat-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC     steal-PA-3MS-COPːFOC  

 mman-e 

believe (Amharic)-PRESːCONT.DEC   

‘The man believes that the woman stole the goat.’ 

b.  de-z-i                                        mman-e-s-i                                                                                       

man-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM   believe-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-NOM   

ma tʃtʃ-att-i                               s  ga-z-a                                     

wife-3FM.SGːDEF-NOM        goat-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC   

k ys-ee-s-kko                                                               

steal-PA-3MS-COPːFOC           

‘The man believes that the woman stole the goat.’ 

c.  de-z-i                                          mman-e-s-i                                                                                    

man-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM     believe-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-NOM  

ma tʃtʃ-att-i                           s  ga-z-a                                     

wife-3FM.SGːDEF-NOM    goat-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC    

k ys-a-kk- -d-e                                                            h -d- -kko               

steal-IND-FOC-3FM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC       say-PERF-CONV-COPːFOC 

‘The man believes that the woman stole the goat.’ 

8.3.1.3 Infinitive complement 

In this construction, verb     - ‘want/need’ is suffixed with the series of affixes; 

past tense, -ee-, third person singular masculine -s-,  and nominative -i. But infinitive 

marker  -oda immediately occurs on the verb    s- ‘steal’ by preceding copular focus -

kko. In this case, the infinitive complementizer -oda occurs in the subjunctive verb stem 
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rather than indicative verb. The other complementizer -i- occurs in the indicative verb 

stem after masculine gender marker -s-, as in (73). 

(73) a.   de-z-i                                       ma tʃtʃ-att-o                         

man-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM   wife-3FM.SGːDEF-ACC  

w rg-ee-s-i                   s  ga-z-a                                    k ys-oda-kko                       

want-PA-3MS-NOM   goat-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC    steal-INFI-COPːFOC 

‘The man wanted the woman to steal the goat.’ 

8.3.1.4 Nominalized complement 

Ganta nominalized complement occurs when definiteness -(a)z- suffixes to the 

nominalized verb stem by preceding accusative case marker -a. In this case, predicates 

are nominalized and become head noun of the noun phrase. Its subject of the clause takes 

nominative case, as in (74). 

(74) a.    s-i               b        lagge-ra            h-e-z-a                                   

she-NOM    her      friend-COM    talk-NML-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC   

ɗ b-a-kk-i-d-e 

stop-IND-FOC-3FM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘She stopped talking to her friend.’ 

b. t n-i       m kina            k ɸ-o-z-a                                         ʔe h-aʔ -te           

I-NOM  car(Amharic)  wait-NML-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC like-NEG-1SG 

‘I dislike waiting for car.’ 

c.  s-i          s-i-ra                   h ntt-o-z-a                                        ʔe h-aʔ -se                      

he-NOM she-NOM-COM  walk-NML-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC like-NEG-3MS  

            ‘He dislikes walking with her.’ 

8.3.1.5 Participial complement 

As Noonan  2007ː 72  explained, “participles are adjectival or adverbial forms of 

verbs”. As it has been expressed, participles are used as modifiers rather than predication 

in complementation constructions. They modify ‘predication heads’ in complementation. 

Ganta participle complements are employed into adjectival and adverbial strategies. For 

time being, the former one is discussed in this section. In the adjectival participle 

complements, present and past forms of verbs occur. Present form verb is marked by 

short vowel -e- and glossed as “PRESːCONT.DEC” whereas past form verb is indicated 

by long vowel -ee-. Both of them immediately suffix with masculine gender marker -s-. 

Nominative case -i is used to function as participle complementizer by attaching itself 

with the masculine gender marker -s-. In the following examples (75a-d), participle 

complements are used to modify the co-occurring noun phrases in the constructions. The 

reason is that their predicates are adjectivals. Compare examples for present and past 

participles, in (75a-b) and (75c-d) respectively. 

(75) a.   n n-i ud      mi tʃ -e-s-i                                                   

we-NOM   all       lough-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-NOM        

naʔ -z-i                                    galla-k-unu   s e ll- -d-e 

boy-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM  on-FOC-1PL look-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘We all looked at the laughing boy.’ 

b. t n-i          w s's'-e-s-i                 tolkk -kko             

I-NOM     run-PRESːCONT-3MS-NOM     hyena-COPːFOC   

b  -d- -d-e 

see-PERF-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 
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‘I saw the running hyena.’ 

c. n n-i        ud  m ʔ-ee-s-i         burtʃ uk'o-z-i                             

we-NOM all   break-PA-3MS-NOM  glass (Amharic)-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM  

galla-k-unu    s e ll- -d-e    

on-FOC-1PL look-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘We all looked at the broken glass.’ 

d.  s-i              ɸ s'-ee-s-i                       de-z-a                                   

she-NOM   heal-PA-3MS-NOM      man-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC  

w yss-a-kk- -d-e 

visit-IND-FOC-3FM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘She visited the healed man.’ 

e.  s-i         wos's'-ontte   ooll -kko             ʃ ŋ- -d-e 

he-NOM run-NEG       mule-COPːFOC  buy-CONV-PERF- PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘He bought non-running horse.’      

8.3.2 Adverbial clause 
As Hwang and others  2007ː 237-300  have reported, “adverbial subordinate 

clauses can be grouped based on their word substitution strategies”. The first types of 

adverbial clauses are substituted by a single word (that includes time, location, and 

manner). The other categories of clauses cannot be substituted by a single word. Such 

clauses are purpose, reason, simultaneous, concessive, and substitutive. In Ganta, the 

former ones are described under chapter 6 (see nominal and verbal modifiers). In this 

section, therefore, the latter ones are presented.   

8.3.2. 1 Reason 

In Ganta, independent item gi    ‘because’ is used to express reason and it is used 

to combine adverbial clause to the main clause. The item can be presented at the end of 

the reason clause by attaching itself with copular focus, -kko or alone. In the reason 

clause construction, main clause can precede or follow reason clause. In the following 

illustrations, subordinate clauses are occurred in the bracket. Compare examples in (76a-

b) and (76c-f) respectively. 

(76) a.    s-i                 b bb-ee-s-i                    tolkk -y       s -y-i-ga   

she-NOM      fear-PA-3MS-NOM     hyena-NOM that-3MS-NOM-ALLA  

            y -s-ee-s-i                              giʃʃ -kko]                    

            exist-3MS-PA-3MS-NOM    because-COPːFOC  

‘She feared because there was a hyena.’    

b.  s-i          ka sse-z-a                                    ntʃ-ee-s-i                  b    gooba           

he-NOM playing-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC win-PA-3MS-NOM  his  intelligent 

            ma k'k'-ee-s-i                  giʃʃ -kko]             

            become-PA-3MS-NOM  because-COPːFOC 

            ‘He won the game because he was intelligent.’ 

c.  t n-i    g ta          gaay    h ŋ-e-s-i                                           giʃʃ ]     aw    

I-NOM tomorrow market go-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-NOM because home 

y -s-aʔ -te 

exist-3MS-NEG-1SG 

‘I will not be at home tomorrow because I will go to the market.’ 
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d.  tolkk -y      s -y-i-ga                         y -s-ee-s-i                                                                                                   

hyena-NOM that-3MS-NOM-ALLA exist-3MS-PA-3MS-NOM   

giʃʃ -kko]                    s-i              b bb-ee-s-i                                                   

because-COPːFOC     she-NOM   fear-PA-3MS-NOM         

‘She feared because there was a hyena.’    

e.  b -y         gooba       ma k k -ee-s-i                        giʃʃ -kko] 

his-NOM  intelligent become-PA-3MS-NOM      because-COPːFOC      

 s-i              kaass -z-a                                  ntʃ-ee-s-i                                             

he-NOM     play-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC    win-PA-3MS-NOM  

‘He won the game because he was intelligent.’ 

f. t n-i        g ta            aw     y -s-aʔ -te                     gaay      

I-NOM   tomorrow  home    exist-3MS-NEG-1SG   market 

h ŋ-e-s-i                                             giʃʃ ]        

go-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-NOM   because 

‘I will not be at home tomorrow because I will go to the market.’ 

8.3.2.2 Purpose 

Ganta purpose clause is mostly expressed by infinitive marking suffixes (see more 

under infinitive). But like in some other languages, Ganta dative case marker 

-ssi/-ssu/-issi/-ussu carries the notion of English proposition ‘for’ or ‘to’ so as to express 

benefactive or purpose in the purpose clause, as in (77).  

(77) a.    de-z-i                                     der -ssi-kko                    o tsts-e    

man-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM society-DAT-COPːFOC work-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘The man is working for the people.’ 

b. t n-i      ʃaat -z-ussu-kko                                      ʃ ŋ-e                       

I-NOM boy-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-DAT-COPːFOC buy-PRESːCONT.DEC   

‘I am buying for the boy.’ 

c.  tstsi      ʃaato-y            rdda-ssi-kko                o tsts-e 

man       boy-NOM      life-DAT-COPːFOC     work-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Human being works to live.’ 

Purpose clause can also be expressed by infinitive marker -oda. See the following 

illustrations in (78). 

(78) a.    s-i    m tstsi i s's'-oda w ra-kko             h ŋ- -d-e                   

he-NOM tree     cut-INFI forest-COPːFOC go-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘He went to the forest in order to cut a tree.’ 

b. n n-i         s-o          w rg-e-s-i                                             gaay                                    

we-NOM she-ACC want-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-NOM  market        

b -ss-oda-kko 

show-CAUS-INFI-COPːFOC 

‘We want her so as to show the market.’ 

8.3.2.3 Simultaneous 

Ganta simultaneous clause can be expressed when pluperfect marker -u- directly 

suffixes to a verb root by preceding series of suffixes, masculine gender marker -s- and 

accusative case marker -u. The consecutive occurrence of the markers after a clause gives 

the notion of subordination. These grammatical markers are used to modify a verb phrase 

of the entire clause. They also used to combine subordinate and main clause. The 

subordinate simultaneous clause is isolated with bracket in the following illustrations. 
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The occurrence of the accusative case marker -u after the masculine gender marker -s- 

realizes the notion of simultaneity in the clause. In the main clause, a verb is with 

converb -i-, imperfective, -  - and present continuous and declarative marker -e. Look at 

the following examples in (79a) and (79b). 

(79) a.    t n-i       boobb   t kk-u-s-u]                         s-i      badall -kko 

I-NOM   potato    plant-PLPER-3MS-ACC  he-NOM   maize-COPːFOC                 

            ho d-i-ʃʃ-e    

            weed-CONV-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC   

            ‘While I was planting potato, he was weeding mai e.’ 

b.  n n-i        tʃtʃ-u-s-u]                         nddo-y           k wʔe-kko        

we-NOM sleep-PLPER-3MS-ACC mother-NOM food-COPːFOC  

k tsts-i-ʃʃ-e 

prepare-CONV-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘When we were sleeping, mother was preparing food.’ 

First person singular marker -na- can also express simultaneity together with 

copular focus -kko in the verb, as in (80).  

(80) a.    t n-i     m tstsi b yʔ-u-s-u-na-kko]                                    ho ke-y         

I-NOM tree      split-PLPER-3MS-ACC-1SG-COPːFOC axe-NOM    

m ʔ- -d-e                    

break-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘An axe broke, when I was splitting wood.’ 

b.  t n-i       w s's'-u-s-u-na-kko]                                  b ra-y                  

I-NOM   run-PLPER-3MS-ACC-1SG-COPːFOC   money-NOM   

ɗ w- -d-e 

lose-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Money lost when I was running.’ 

Simultaneity can also be expressed by allative marker -ga. Look at the following 

examples (81). 

(81) a.    t n-i          t kke          ʃ-e-nn-i-ga]                                                             

I-NOM      coffee        drink-PRESːCONT.DEC-3FM-3FMːNOM-ALLA  

 s-i            w s'a-kko                 ga tʃ -i-ʃʃ-e 

she-NOM millstone-COPːFOC grind-CONV-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘When I was drinking coffee, she was grinding.’ 

b.   s-i              tt-e-nn-i-ga]                                                y w- y     

she-NOM    sit-PRESːCONT.DEC-3FM-NOM-ALLA com-IMPERː2SG 

‘Come ǃ When she is sitting.’ 

8.3.2.4 Concessive 

Concessive clause uses combination of morphemes in the subordinate clause. In 

this construction, inclusive marker -nne is assumed as subordinator of the construction. 

In (82), we can see series of affix attachments.  

(82) a.     ra-y              b kk-e-s-a-kk-oyi-nne]                                                       aw                    

rain-NOM      rain-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-ACC-FOC-SUBM-INCL home  

h m-a-k-unu-ttam-e     

go-IND-FOC-1PL-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC   

‘Even if it is raining, we will go to home.’ 
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b.  g de-y        ʃ ʔe       ma k'k - -s-a-kk-oyi-nne]                                     market                           

land-NOM   early     become-CONV-3MS-ACC-FOC-SUBM-INCL  gaay  

h ŋ- y 

go-IMPERː2SG 

‘Even though it was early, you would go to the market.’ 

c. [ʃaato-y        s-a         s s - -s-a-kk-oyi-nne]                                   s-i 

child-NOM he-ACC hit-CONV-3MS-ACC-FOC-SUBM-INCL he-NOM    

ʃaat   ʔe h-a-kk-oyi-n-e   

child  love-IND-FOC-SUBM-IMPERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Even if a boy hits him, he loves the boy.’ 

8.3.2.5 Substitutive 

Substitutive clause can be formed in two ways. The first way is by using 

prospective marker -ade- and ablative marker -ɸa on the verb root to express English 

equivalent meaning ‘instead of’ or ‘rather than’   3a-b). The second strategy is by 

attaching ablative marker on the noun and nominalized verb stem. For example, in (83c), 

ablative marker occurs on the noun      ‘money’ to express substitutive clause. But in 

(83d) illustration, a verb occurs two times as nominalized verb of the substitutive clause 

and as verb of main clause.  

(83) a.   t n-i       s-u-ro             b ra       ŋ-ade-ɸa              h -d-                         

I-NOM he-ACC-DAT money  give-PROS-ABL say-PERF-CONV  

miiʃʃ -kko                  ŋ- -d-e            

material-COPːFOC   give-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘I gave him material rather than money.’   

b. t n-i        aw     h ŋ-ade-ɸa         tama re-so-k-ote                                          

I-NOM  home   go-PROS-ABL  school (Amharic)-PLNML-FOC-1SG   

h m-a-m-e 

go-IND-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Instead of going to home, I will go to school.’ 

c. n n-i           s-u-ro             b ra-ɸa           maaʔ      ŋ- y 

you-NOM he-ACC-DAT  money-ABL  cloth       give-IMPERː2SG 

‘ ou give him cloth rather than money.’ 

d. add -y            s-u-ro                m ydo  ʃ m-o-ɸa            mi s-u-kko 

father-NOM  he-ACC-DAT    ox         buy-NML-ABL cow-ACC-COPːFOC 

ʃ m-a-m-e 

buy-IND-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Father will buy for him a cow rather than ox.’ 

8.3.3 Relative clause 
In this section, Ganta external and free relative clauses are discussed. 

  8.3.3.1 External relative clause 

Ganta undergoes external relative clause construction. The domain nominal, that 

“serves as the semantic function of identifying the domain of objects upon which the 

relative clause imposes a further restriction”  Andrews 2007ː 208), occurs outside 

following the clause. In the relative clause construction (84a), the main clause (84b) verb 

shifts its position to the place adjective, and the adjective also changes its position to the 

place of the verb. Here, the past tense/perfect marker -d- of the main clause verb shifts to 

the other form - , and the focus marker -k of the main clause verb shifts to copular focus 
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marker -kko in the relative clause and suffixes to the adjective, in forming predicate. The 

comitative marker -ra, subject marker -oyi-, and present continuous and declarative 

marker -e of the main clause are reduced in the relative clause construction in Ganta. The 

structure of the two clauses would have the formsː S + Adv + Adj + O + V for main 

clause, and S + Adv + V + O + Adj for relative clause. Compare examples (84a) and 

(84b).  

(84) a.   t n-i           k  mma           h ta       b ʃʃ-att-i-ra                         

I-NOM     yesterday        short      girl-3FM.SGːDEF-NOM-COM 

S               Adv                Adj        O 

            de t-a-k-oyi-d-e                                                                             (Main clause) 

            meet-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRES.CONTːDEC 

            V 

            ‘I met with the short girl yesterday.’  

b.  t n-i     k  mma    de tt-ee] b ʃʃ-att-i                            h ta-kko   (Relative clause) 

I-NOM yesterday meet-PA girl-3FM.SGːDEF-NOM short-COPːFOC 

            S           Adv         V             O                                      Adj 

‘The girl with whom I met yesterday was short.’ 

As it has been observed in (84), relative clause is formed by the process of main clause 

word order, tense/aspect form change, reductions of comitative marker -ra, subject 

marker -oyi-, and present continuous and declarative marker -e in Ganta. Furthermore, 

the other strategies like suffixation of gender marker -nn- before nominative case -i to the 

main verb of the clause, reduction of continuative -tta, and suffixation of copular focus 

marker -kko to the subject of the clause, informing predicate, will also take place in the 

relative clause construction. For example, when we compare the main clause (85a) with 

the relative clause (85b), the structure of the main clause has S + V. But, in the relative 

clause, the structure has changed its order and forms V + S. In addition, the suffixation of 

feminine gender marker -nn- before nominative case -i to the main verb in the relative 

clause is another process. Here also, the subject of the main clause suffixes with the 

copular focus -kko, in forming predicate in the relative clause. Compare examples in 

(85a) and (85b). 

(85) a.   b ʃʃ-att-i                            y  -tta-k-oyi-ttam-e (Main clause) 

girl-3FM.SGːDEF-NOM come-CONT-FOC-SUBM-FUT-PRES.CONTːDEC 

‘The girl will come.’  

b. [y w-ade-nn-i]                      b ʃʃ-att-i-kko        (Relative clause) 

come-PROS-3FM-NOM      girl-3FM.SGːDEF-NOM-COPːFOC 

‘A one who is going to come, is the girl.’ 

8.3.3.2 Free relative clause 

Like other languages, Ganta sometimes lacks a domain nominal. In this case, the 

domain nominal can be referred to by third person singular gender markings -nn- and -s-. 

The third person singular feminine and masculine gender markers -nn- and -s- occur with 

relativizing accusative case markers -o and -a respectively in the relative clause when the 

domain nominal is not explicitly stated. In addition to person marking, the gender 

markers -nn- and -s- are used to mark for inanimate objects. The marker -nn- is used to 

mark for feminine and small sized objects whereas the marker -s- uses to mark for 

masculine and big sized objects in Ganta (see gender for more information). For example, 
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in (86a-b), because of the marker -nn-, the domain nominal can be feminine sex referent 

or small sized material.  

(86) a.    n n-a-ra                de tt-ade-nn-o]                    m r- wo 

you-ACC-COM     meet-PROS-3FM-ACC      protect-IMPERː2SG 

‘Advise, the one  girl  who is going to meet with you.’ 

b.   ti    adda-y          ʔ kk-ee-nn-o]          t  -ro        ŋ- wo 

you  father-NOM take-PA-3FM-ACC I-DAT     give-IMPERː2SG 

‘Give me the thing  material  that your father has taken.’ 

As it has been stated, for masculine gender and big sized inanimate noun classes, 

the masculine gender marker -s- is used to indicate domain nominal in the clause. Like 

feminine and small sized inanimate marker -nn-, the marker -s- occurs before nominative 

case -i when the domain nominal is stated clearly. But, when the domain nominal is not 

clearly stated, it occurs with the accusative -a. Compare an example (86) with (87).   

(87) a.    add -y         k  mma     s-u-ra               aw   h ŋ-ee-s-i]    

father-NOM yesterday he-ACC-COM home go-PA-3MS-NOM  

 de-z-i                                        h yʔ-o-kk-oyi-d-e   

man-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM    die-IND-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘The man with whom my father went to home yesterday died.’ 

b.  o ratstsi     maaʔo          ma ʔ-e-s-i]                                                     

new             cloth            wear-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-NOM  

naʔ -z-i                                      ʔe ya-kko 

boy-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM     foolish-COPːFOC 

‘The boy who is wearing a new cloth is foolish.’ 

c.  t n-i     tam re-so-ɸa                                ʔ kk-ee-s-i]                    

I-NOM school (Amharic)-PLNML-ABL  take-PA-3MS-NOM  

mas a ɸa-z-i                                                   l ʔo-kko 

book (Amharic)-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM     ood-COPːFOC 

‘The book which I took from the school was good.’ 

d.  gaay -ɸa      ʃ m-utt-ee-s-i]                         m ydo-y     m ɗɗo-kko 

market-ABL  buy-PASS-PA-3MS-NOM    ox-NOM     fat-COPːFOC 

‘An ox which was bought from the market is fat.’ 

e.  n n-i          s e ll-e-s-a]                                             an  

you-NOM   look-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-3ACC    where it is  

‘Where is a thing that you are looking for?’   

f. [so   g ydd-u-ra            y  -s-e-s-a]                                                  ha-n                 

that cattle-ACC-COM come-3MS-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-ACC this-DIR 

g ʔ- yi   

call-IMPERː2SG 

‘Call that  one  who is coming with cattle.’ 
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8.3.4 Coordination 
Ganta coordination process takes place by different linguistic elements. The 

commonly known coordination strategies are happened by conjunctive, disjunctive, 

adversative, and correlative conjunctions. Conjunctive adverbs and subordinating 

conjunctions are also used in coordination process. Therefore, in this section, each of 

these coordination strategies is described one by one.  

8.3.4.1 Inclusive conjunction 

Ganta mostly uses inclusive marker -nne for coordination strategy. The marker 

enclitically follows both first and second words of the coordinands after third person 

masculine or feminine singular nominative case markers -y(i) when natural and 

accidental coordination happens. Let us see the following in (88). 

(88) a.   t n-i      w rg-e-s-i                                            add -y(i)-nne           nddo-y(i)-nne 

I-NOM need-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-NOM father-NOM-INCL mother-NOM-INCL  

b ʔa    n -ŋkko 

NEG   you-COPːFOC 

‘I don’t need father and mother. I need you.’ 

b. tam -y(i)-nne      waatsts -y(i)-nne     tstsi  ʃaato-ssu    l ʔo-kko             

fire-NOM-INCL water-NOM-INCL man   boy-DAT   good-COPːFOC 

‘Fire and water are good for human being.’ 

c. n n-i          h ŋ-          m   e-y(i)-nne            b ŋa-y(i)-nne           ʃ ŋ- y                          

you-NOM go-CONV sorghum-NOM-INCL barely-NOM-INCL buy-IMPERː2SG 

‘ ou go and buy sorghum and barely.’ 

But in counting numerals (one to hundred ten), marker -nne enclitically follows 

the first word of the coordinand t   - ‘ten’ after frequentative marker -  (refer for more 

information ‘cardinal numbers’ in chapter six . Look at   9  below. 

(89) a.   t mm- -nne          n mʔu 

ten-FREQ-INCL two 

‘Ten and twelve’ 

b.  yddu     t mm- -nne          bi    

four        ten-FREQ-INCL  one 

‘Forty and one/forty one’ 

c. t nts ndde      t mm- -nne                t nts ndde 

nine                ten-FREQ-INCL        nine 

‘Ninety and nine/ninety nine’ 

Like most languages, Ganta does not allow coordination with multiple 

coordinands. See the example below (90). 

(90) a.    s-i            boobb   badall   ʃ ŋkkora     baŋ      h -s- -kko                                    

she-NOM potato    maize    sugarcane   barely   say-3MS-CONV-COPːFOC      

gaay -ɸa           ʃ ŋ- -d-e 

market-ABL     buy-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘She bought potato, mai e, sugarcane and barely from the market.’ 

b. l mmbora    dookk   bartt   h -d- -kko                                tama re-so        

l mmbora    dookk   bartt   say-PERF-CONV-COPːFOC school-PLNML 

h ŋ- -d-e 

go-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘L mmbora, Dookk , and Bartt  were going to school.’ 
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8.3.4.2 Disjunctive coordination 

Morpheme woy- occurs as prepositive bisyndesis in Ganta (91). 

(91) a.   woy-abebe-ssi    woy-kebede-ssi       ha       miiʃʃ                ŋ- y 

CO-abebe-DAT  CO-kebede-DAT   this     material/thing  give-IMPERː2SG 

‘Give this material for Abebe or Kebede.’ 

b. woy-boobb    woy-badall   ʃ ŋ- y 

CO-potato      CO-maize     buy-IMPERː2SG 

‘Buy potato or maize ǃ’ 

c. t n-I      woy-k'eer       woy-wogg -kko            h m-a-m-e 

I-NOM  CO-Saturday  CO-Sunday-COPːFOC  go-IND-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘I will go on Saturday or Sunday.’ 

An independent item ʔ  ʔ  e has negative meaning that is equivalent to English 

word ‘no’. When it is suffixed with copular focus -kko as ʔ  ʔ  e-kko, it gives literal 

meaning of ‘if not’. Therefore, in some speech context, this phrase serves as disjunctive 

coordinator when it occurs between two coordinands. See in (92). 

(92) a.   ha   b ra      abebe-ssi    ʔ yʔ ye-kko       kebede-ssi     g ta           

this money abebe-DAT ifnot-COPːFOC kebede-DAT tomorrow  

 ŋ- y 

give-IMPERː2SG 

‘Tomorrow, give this money to Abebe or Kebede ǃ’ 

As Haspelmath  2007ː 26  has reported, “interrogative disjunction occurs in an 

alternative question by which the addressee is asked to specify one of the alternatives in 

her manner”. Similar to this observation, interrogative disjunction is experienced 

identical properties in Ganta. In this case, the interrogative disjunctive marker -ne 

suffixes to a verb not on the first or second coordinands. Focus marker -wa can occur at 

second coordinand or on both first and second coordinand question constructions. 

Compare (93a) with (93b).  

(93) a.    sun-i          k eer -yisu     h m-a-m-e-ne                                       wogg -wa     

they-NOM Saturday-3PL go-IND-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC-CO Sunday-FOC 

‘Will they go on Saturday or Sunday?’ 

b.  sun-i        k eer -wa         h m-a-m-e-ne                                        wogg -wa          

they-NOM Saturday-FOC  go-IND-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC-CO  Sunday-FOC 

‘Will they go on Saturday or Sunday?’ 

Interrogative disjunction marker -ne involves reduplication process in the 

question constructions. Look at the following example (94). 

(94) a.   t n-i       h tte-te           y w-o-ne-ne                      g mʔu-wa 

I-NOM     now-1SG        come-CI-IND-CO-CO      later-FOC 

‘Shall I come now or later?’ 

8.3.4.3 Adversative coordination 

Morpheme - in is used for adversative coordination. It enclitically occurs after first 

clause, as in (95). 

(95) a.   n n-i        ud   ʃaat      r-a-k-unu-d-e-ʃin                                               

we-NOM all    child   advise-IND-FOC-1PL-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC-CO   

n       re    ʔ kk- -b ʔa-se 

our  advice take-CONV-NEG-3MS 

‘We all advised him, but he didn’t accept our advice.’ 
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b.         h-utt-e-z-i                                        l ʔo-kko-ʃin              ma dd-aʔ -se          

her  talk-PASS-NML-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NO good-COPːFOC-CO help-NEG-3MS 

‘Her talking is good, but it doesn’t help.’ 

8.3.4.4 Correlative coordination/Emphatic negative coordination 

Negative marker   ʔa ‘not’ occurs independently after first and second 

coordinands of inclusive conjunction so as to express emphatic negative coordination 

‘ e t e … o ’ in Ganta  96 .  

(96) a.   hantsts   gaay      h ŋ-ee-s-i              abebe-y(i)-nne         b ʔa  kebede-y(i)-nne  

today      market   go-PA-3MS-NOM  abebe-NOM-INCL NEG kebede-NOM-INCL 

b ʔa 

NEG 

‘Today, neither Abebe nor Kebede went to the market.’ 

b.  s-o-y(i)-nne                 b ʔa   t n-a-y(i)-nne           b ʔa  o tso-z-a 

she-ACC-NOM-INCL NEG I-ACC-NOM-INCL NEG work-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC 

o tsts-ee-s-i 

work-PA-3MS-NOM 

‘Neither she nor I did the job.’ 

8.3.4.5 Conjunctive adverb 

An independent item  ss  ‘also/again’ together with copular focus -kko functions 

for coordination formation in Ganta. Look at the illustration (97). 

(97) a.   t n-i   k  mma            h ŋ-     ass           hantsts             

I-NOM       yesterday         go-CONV   also          today        

h ŋ- -k-oyi-d-e 

go-CONV-FOC-SUBM-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘I went yesterday and also today.’ 

7.3.4.6 Subordinating conjunction 

Conditional marker -    occurs between indicative and copular focus markers so 

as to serve as subordinating conjunction. The series of such markers signal temporal 

sequence relationships between subordinate and main clauses. The first situation is 

expressed by subordinate clause in the bracket whereas the second situation is indicated 

by the main clause, as in (98).   

(98) a.    t n-i     h m-o-kk -kko]                    s-i              y w-ade-s-i     

I-NOM go-IND-COND-COPːFOC  she-NOM   come-PROS-3MS-NOM  

            ‘She will come after I go.’ 

Without involvement of copular focus, the conditional marker -    can also 

express the first event in the subordinate clause in Ganta. Compare (99a) with (98a) 

(99) a.    t n-i       h m-o-kk ]           y w- y 

I-NOM  go-IND-COND    come-IMPERː2SG 

‘ ou come ǃ After I go.’ 

Pluperfect marker -u- also expresses succession of events when suffixed to a verb 

root in Ganta. It precedes focus marker -k(k)- that occurs before person marker. In the 

other speech situation, marker -u- also occurs before copular focus -kko to establish 

subordinating coordination. Compare these examples in (100a) and (100b-c). 
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(100) a.   [ʃaat -z-i                                        tʃtʃ-u-k-ote]                           aw    

child-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM     sleep-PLPER-FOC-1SG       home   

h ŋ- -d-e 

go-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘I went to home after the child had slept.’ 

b. k wʔe-y       d ndd-u-kko]                                                  g de-y         

crop-NOM   harvest(lit. stand up)-PLPER-COPːFOC       land-NOM   

g ʃ-utt- -d-e 

till-PASS-CONV-PERF-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Land was tilled after crop had been harvested.’ 

c.   nddo-y         gaay     h ŋ-u-kko]                  s-i        h yʔ-ee-s-i 

mother-NOM market go-PLPER-COPːFOC sheNO die-PA-3MS-NOM 

‘She died after mother had gone to the market.’ 

 Marker -ɸa normally marks for ablative case in Ganta. But in the subordinate 

clause it also functions as subordinating conjunction so as to compare more than two 

things or persons. It occurs on the second coordinands when comparison activities 

happen between two or more objects. On the other hand, the marker -ɸa is suffixed on 

the second and third coordinands, not to the first coordinand when comparison takes 

place among three things or persons. In this case, the first cordinand is followed by 

nominative cases -y(i) that is also preceded by inclusive conjunction -nne.  Look at 

examples in (101a) and (101b). 

(101) a. dookk -y           do llo-ɸa         l ʔo-kko 

dookk -NOM   do llo-ABL     good-COPːFOC 

‘Dookk  is better than Do llo.’ 

b.  akk -y             m ydo-ɸa-y(i)-nne      har -ɸa-y(i)-nne                 aɗ -kko          

elephant-NOM ox-ABL-NOM-INCL donkey-ABL-NOM-INCL big-COPːFOC 

‘An elephant is biggest of  all  ox and donkey.’ 

The durative marker -mmu is also used to coordinate subordinate and main 

clauses in Ganta. It is equivalent to English word ‘until’. The marker occurs at the end 

position of subordinate verb stem after prospective marker -ade-, as in (102).  

(102) a.   n  add -y          y w-ade-mmu]      t n-i          g de g ʃ- -kko                              

our father-NOM come-PROS-DUR my-NOM land  till-CONV-COPːFOC  

 l-tsts-a-m-e 

finish-CAUS-IND-FUT-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘I will finish farming until our father comes.’ 

b.  tim rtte-y                             ll-ade-mmu]          go ba       tama re-y        

education (Amharic)-NOM finish-PROS-DUR intelligent student (Amharic)-NOM  

l ʔ-atsts- -kko                              n bbab-e 

good-CAUS-CONV-COPːFOC   read (Amharic)-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Intelligent student studies very hard until education over.’ 

8.3.4.7 Comitative conjunction 

Comitative marker -(i)ra is suffixed to the first and second coordinands to express 

coordination. Compare the following examples below (103). 

(103) a.    ndo-ra                   add -ra 

mother-COM        father-COM 

‘Mother and father’ 
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b. tam -ra          waatsts -ra 

fire-COM      water-COM 

‘Fire and water’ 

c. aw -ra              ag nna-ra              

sun-COM         moon-COM 

‘Sun and moon’ 

d. naʔ -ra                b ʃʃ-ira 

boy-COM           girl-COM 

‘Boy and girl’ 

e.  de-ra                  ma tʃtʃ-ira             

man/husband       woman/wife-COM 

‘Husband and wife’ 

8.3.4.8 Converb 

As in many other languages, converb in Ganta uses as conjunctive particle, and 

frequently states sequences of events. For example, a sentence     -   t t - -k-i y  -d-e 

‘She came after father had slept’ has two actions. The first event     -   t t - -k-i 

‘after father had slept, she...’ is constructed with converb - - and the second event is 

constructed with past marker -d- in    -d-e ‘came’.  

In rapid speech, converb - - immediately occurs before past/perfect marker -d- in Ganta. 

Here, someone may not think as right place for converb construction. However, the 

construction is structured by reduction of some linguistic elements from second action 

stating verb. For example, in rapid speech, a sentence       - -     ʔ- -d-e ‘She died 

yesterday’ has the converb marker - - before the tense marker -d- in verb    ʔ- -d-e 

‘died’. But, the final two markers in the verb stem, the past tense -d-, and present 

continuous and declarative marker -e are contracted from second action holder verb stem 

h -d-e ‘said’ when the suppletive verb root h - ‘say/do’ subtracts from the stem of the 

verb in the rapid speech situation as in sentence       - -     ʔ-  h -d-e ‘She died 

yesterday (and said)’.  Here, the occurrence of converb before past tense/perfect marker 

never expresses meaning change. But, it simply occurs as hiatus to support the base to the 

marker -d- in the verb stem. The same formation is also expressed in Amharic 

(Appleyard, 2006), in which converb -o occurs before past marker -all to form base for 

the past tense as in /alk'-o-all/→/alk'
w
all/ ‘It is finished’.  
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9 Summary and conclusion 

This study presents the phonology, morphology and syntactic description of the 

endangered language, Ganta. Its documentation part is presented with the ELAN 

software. The language is spoken by 12,789 people who live mainly in six kebeles. The 

total work including field trip took more than 36 months, since September 2013-October 

2017.  

The first chapter presents the introduction of the study including aspects of the 

people, life and culture. It also discusses the reason why Ganta is endangered and the 

purpose of documentation as well as the scope the study. Works on language death, 

reasons for language death and care, levels of language endangerment, concepts of 

phonology, morphology and syntax, and a review of previous works on Ganta are also 

treated. Lastly, methodological aspects including ethical issues, materials to be collected, 

documentation and description methods, and the project work plan are presented. 

Chapter 2 deals with the phonology of Ganta. In this section, consonant phonemes 

and their descriptions and distributions are separately discussed before vowel phonemes. 

Phonotactics of consonant-consonant sequence and vowel-consonant sequence 

occurrences are discussed in detail before word syllable structure of nouns in Ganta. In 

this discussion, co-occurrence restriction of phonemes in citation form mono-morphemic 

words are attested in vowel phonemes rather than consonant counterparts. But, root form 

words can end in vowel and consonant phonemes. Any word can begin in a vowel or a 

consonant phoneme, except for alveolar liquid -r in Ganta. In consonant-consonant 

sequential restrictions, the rare sequence of affricate-consonant and consonant-glide 

occurrence is also asserted in Ganta. Phonological processes and morphophonological 

rules are treated before tone, by which grammatical and semantical functions of words 

are distinguished, in this chapter.  

Noun inflection including number, gender, definiteness, and cases are treated 

before noun derivation in chapter 3. The Ganta number system is described with number 

marking affixes and with process of reduplication. Ganta also attests third person singular 

feminine and masculine gender marking affixes, -nn- and -s- as default gender. But the 

case is expressed with a single gender marking element in some Omotic languages like 

Sheko (Hellenthal 2010), where the cognate masculine gender marking element -s- is 

realized as default gender. In the definite construction, the two gender sensitive 

inflectional affixes -(a)z- and -(a)tt- are used on the nouns to mark for definiteness. 

Marker -(a)z- is used to mark for third person singular masculine and plural (feminine 

and masculine) nouns in Ganta. But marker -(a)tt- is sensitive and it is only used to mark 

for third person singular feminine nouns. Interestingly, Ganta applies two nominative 

cases -y or -i. In some cases, both of them can also occur on all singular or plural subject 

case nouns or noun phrases. In some Omotic languages as in Haro (Hirut 2004), cognate 

nominative case -i is conservative and it only occurred on the feminine marking word 

classes. It is not predictable as in Ganta. Furthermore, the marker is also used to mark for 

third person singular feminine sex referent in declarative construction by occurring 

obligatorily after focus marker -(k)k- or -(t)t- on the object, adverb and verb word 

classes. The other case, for example, dative case has two distinct markers 

-ssi/-ssu/-issi/-ussu and -ro in Ganta. The former one occurs with all object nouns 

whereas the latter counterpart is only used with personal pronouns. Both of them are 
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conservative on their occurrence. Case “hierarchy” is also asserted in Ganta. In this case, 

the ablative case is suffixed to inessive case so as to form elative case. Some cases occur 

on the postpositional (locational noun) words. For example, superessive case is formed 

when instrumental case marker -nna occurs on the postpositional words. Inessive can 

occur with the postpositional words. In this chapter, cognate nouns and verb roots, 

compound noun, noun reduplication, noun as modifier and types of nouns are also 

discussed. In the discussion, the formation of some compound nouns with the process of 

reduplication, as in         t e ’             ‘grandfather’ is attested in Ganta.  

Pronouns including personal pronouns, reflexive pronoun, and indefinite pronoun 

are presented in chapter 4. In this section, logophor    is used to replace third person 

singular and plural possessive pronouns. It can equally function instead of   ‘his’,   ‘her’ 

      ‘their’ in Ganta. 

Verb, adjective and adverb morphologies are consecutively presented in chapter 5 

and 6. Verb derivations with causative, passive, reciprocal, intensive, inchoative and 

infinitive marking affixes are analyzed in detail in chapter 5. As it has been attested in the 

causative construction, some original verb roots undergo alternation in Ganta. For 

example, the verb root   - ‘exist’ does not express the process of causativi ation on its 

root. Instead, it uses another verb root     - ‘live/exist’ to express causativi ation 

strategy in Ganta. In the description of causativization, more than eight distinct 

allomorphs of morpheme {s} are identified in Ganta. Sometimes the occurrences of these 

allomorphs are determined by the final segments of the verb roots though the case is 

limited to some allomorphs. Some allomorphs directly occur suffix to the verb roots, but 

the others employ the process of sibilant merging if the final segments of the verb roots 

are sibilant. In principle, inchoativization is used to derive nominal and adjectival words 

into verbal concepts. But in some cases, as it has been asserted, certain Ganta nouns 

under go inchoativization process so as to derive themselves into adjectival notion. For 

example, the noun naʔ  ‘boy’ occurs with the inchoative marker -et- together with the 

third person singular masculine accusative case marker -a so as to change itself into its 

adjective counterpart naʔ t  ‘young’. In the process, the high tone of the noun rests on 

the inchoative segment in the derived adjective stem. The third person singular masculine 

accusative case marker occurs in the final position after the inchoative marker. Verbs that 

are inflected for tense, aspect, mode/modality and mood are discussed before negation. 

Next to negation, subject agreement markings such as person, subject, and gender are 

also treated in this chapter. Ganta employs any subject markings for all singular or plural 

noun phrases. Markings -oyi-, -eyi- and -yi- occur on the subject of the verb stems in the 

clauses of different contexts. But, in some constructions like in habitual or general truth, 

verbs never exhibit subject or person markings. They will inflect for tense or aspect in 

Ganta. 

Adjective and adverb morphologies are treated in chapter 6 as nominal and verbal 

modifiers. Adjectives that are used to modify nominals are semantically classified as 

large and small, medium sized and large, and large adjectives. As it has been observed, 

most adjectives occur in citation form in Ganta. But, some exceptional counterparts occur 

with complex linguistic elements. Quantificational word ʔeere ‘few/a few/little’ occurs 

with series of masculine gender -s- and with nominative case -i markers in citation form, 

as in ʔeere-s-i. But, two of the final markers occur deletion when occur with head noun, 

as in ʔeere  tsts      e   e ’. Adjective inflection and derivation is discussed before 
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demonstratives. Demonstratives are presented in five categoriesː locational, directional, 

manner, recognitional and temporal. Like demonstratives, adverbs are discussed as place, 

direction, time, manner and frequency at the last section of chapter 6.  

Interjections and ideophones are discussed in chapter 7. Following this chapter, 

the last chapter of the study, chapter 8, presents the syntax of Ganta. Its discussion ranges 

from phrase structure to the coordination. The first section of this chapter treats noun, 

verb, and postpositional phrases in different contexts. Word orders are discussed before 

focus constructions by which different word classes are described by using its distinct 

forms. In the focusing strategy, person and tense markings are determined by the 

movement of focus markers on the conceptual categories of words. The reason is that 

person markings occur obligatorily with focus markers. They move wherever focus 

marking moves. For example, if the focusing strategy is occurred with first person 

singular on the object and adverb conceptual categories in the future tense, the form of 

first person singular and the future markings will be -ote and -m- respectively. If 

focusing is occurred on the verb stem, first person singular and future tense markers will 

be -oti and -ttam-. But, when focusing strategy is occurred on a subject position word, 

one cannot have person marking element on the verb stem. Only the future tense marking 

allomorph -mu- or prospective aspect marker -ade- will be realized on the verb stem. 

Instead of Person marking, third person singular masculine gender marker (default 

gender) -s- occurs with the third person singular masculine accusative case -a after future 

tense or prospective aspect markers. Copula constructions are also described for nominal, 

adjectival, and existential verb stems in Ganta. Predicative morphology that includes 

non-verbal and verbal predicates are analyzed in detail. Complex sentence structures that 

include clauses like complement, adverbial, and relative are described before lastly 

discussed topic, coordination     
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Appendix A. Text 
Te tː Ho se            o ess 

The process text of ‘cultural house building’ is described with its interlinear 

translation. The area of full stop (pause) in the text is marked by double vertical bars ||. 

(1) keetsts  ke s's'-oda  s' m-ee-s-a                                   ma k'-o-kko||               k yro    

house    build-INFI decide (lit. think)-PA-3MS-ACC be-NML-COPːFOC    first   

all -ssi                           kiiɗ   kaar -ssu    duʃ          ʃ ma  k ma-ssi     s  ŋk'k'a   

wall (lit. ground)-DAT wood roof-DAT   bamboo  buy    cover-DAT grass  

h -s-i                    ʃi ʃʃ-o-k-ose                        w rg-uss-e|| 

say-3MS-NOM   collect-NML-FOC-3MS     need-CAUS-PRESːCONT.DEC  

‘If you decided to build house, firstly, it needs collecting of wall building wood, buying  

of roof building (making) bamboo and covering grass.    

(2) miiʃʃ      m kko-ɸa             gindd ||  keetsts  holl -z-a                     

material preparation-ABL after       house    place-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC 

ba s-oda         g ta-ɸa                   dag       g r-u-kko  

level-INFI       neighbor-ABL       unity      people-ACC-COPːFOC  

g ʔ-utt-                         ba s-e-s-i|| 

           call-PASS-CONV         prepare-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-NOM 

‘After material preparation, people are called for unitary work from neighbor and level the 

surface (make complete flat) of the house building area. 

(3) ba s-utt-ee         holl -z-i                                      ag nna-ssi       woy        

level-PASS-PA place-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM    nmoon-DAT   or                

n mʔu     ag nna-ssi-kko                       sak -z-i                                   

two          moon-DAT-COPːFOC          soil-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM  

w la            gi g-ade-mmu                g mmʔ-e|| 

 each other  agree-PROS-DUR         stay-PRES ːCONT.DEC 

 ‘The leveled area will stay for a month or for two months until the leveled soil agree with 

 each other or become strong. 

(4) holl -z-i                                              s'iig-ade-mmu||             ke s's'-ade       

place-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM           strong-PROS-DUR      build-PROS  

aaw -z-i                                                duʃ           s-ka-kko                    b              

owner-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM            bamboo    cut-INFI-COPːFOC  his     

g ta           k'a g-          k wʔo   k tsts-us-                        ʔ kk-                

neighbor   call-CONV  food      prepare-CAUS-CONV  take-CONV     

duʃ- ade-so                                   h  ŋ-e|| 

            bamboo-POSS-PLNML                go-PRESːCONT.DEC 
            ‘Until the leveled place become strong, the house builder goes with his neighbors to the     

              owner of bamboo in order to cut; the house builder takes lunch with them. 

(5)   s-ka           h ŋ-ee       g r-az-i                                         i s's'-ade    

cut-INFI     go-PA        people-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM  cut-PROS  m yne||       

duʃ- ade- -i                                                      h ntt- -kko                         boundary 

bamboo-POSS-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM         walk-CONV-COPːFOC                                   

mal t-e|| 

 point-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Now, the owner of bamboo shows the area and the type of bamboo up to which the  

people will cut down. 
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(6) h  -ɸa                   gindd -kko||            h ŋ-ee         g r-az-i                                   

say-ABL              after-COPːFOC       go-PA         people-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM  

i s's'-e|| 

cut-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘Then, the gone people start cutting of bamboo. 

(7) b gga-y              duʃ - -a                                                i s's'-u-s-u||            

half-NOM          bamboo-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC         cut-PLPER-3MS-ACC      

 b gga-y            i s'-utt-ee-s-iɗ -kko                           b   i                  

half-NOM         cut-PASS-PA-3MS-PL-COPːFOC   one       

gall       ʃi -ʃʃ-                            g dd-e|| 

 on         collect-CAUS-CONV  put-PRESːCONT.DEC 

 ‘When half of them are cutting the bamboo, the others collect and put together the cut down 

bamboo.  

(8) ʃ m-utt-ee          duʃ -z-i                                          i s's'-utt-        

buy-PASS-PA   bamboo-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM  cut-PASS-CONV  

a l-l-ee-s-u-ɸa                            gindd ||  i s's'-ee  g r-az-i         

finish-CL-PA-3MS-ACC-ABL after        cut-PA  people-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM   

b     k wʔo      m- u-d-                            ɗ gg- -kko                          b  -so                    

their food        eat-STM-PERF-CONV     leave-CONV-COPːFOC    their-PLNML  

h ŋ-e|| 

go-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘After finishing the cutting of bought bamboo, people eat their lunch and go back to their house.  

(9) ha     o tso-ɸa      gindd ||    keetsts- de-z-i                                        ass      dag  

this   work-ABL   after         house-POSS-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM   again   unitary 

g ʔ- -kko                       duʃ -z-a                                         b -y           ke s's'-ade      

call-CONV-COPːFOC  bamboo-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC  his-NOM   build-PROS   

holl    mi ʃ-e||  

place  collect-PRESːCONT.DEC  

‘After this job, the owner of the house again calls people for unitary help and collects 

bamboo to the place where house is built.  

(10)  duʃ -z-i                                             mi ʃ-utt-                      a ll-ee-s-u-ɸa 

bamboo-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM    collect-PASS-CONV  finish-PA-3MS-ACC-ABL 

gindd ||      ke s's'-ade      hiill -y      b -y          s-u-nna             

after           build-PROS  skill-NOM  his-NOM he-ACC-INST  

ke s's'-ade     money her g-utt-                                   k yro gabb ra-kko 

build-PROS  b ra      agree (contract)-PASS-CONV   first    wall (of bamboo)-COPːFOC                                                                               

ʔ s-s-e|| 

stand-CAUS-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘After collecting bamboo, the owner of the house will agree with skilled man  who is going to 

build the house) about payment and the man starts deep rooting of bamboo wall at the leveled 

area. 

(11) gabb re-y                 ʔ ʔ -s-u-ɸa                           h -ŋkk-i||                   

bamboo wall-NOM  deep root-3MS-ACC-ABL   toward-DIR-NOM  

hiill -z-i                                       kaar -kko           gabb ra              gidd-    

skill-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM      roof-COPːFOC   bamboo wall      inside-INESS 

 tʃtʃ-e|| 
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start-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘After bamboo wall construction, the skilled man starts building of the upper part or roof of the 

house in the surrounded wall of bamboo. 

(12)   kaar -y                ke s's'-utt-                 ʃ re     

 roof-3MSːNOM  build-PASS-CONV  turn     

g kk-e-nn-i-ga||                                                gabb re-z-i 

reach-PRESːCONT.DEC-3FM-NOM-ALLA bamboo wall-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM 

gindd         kiiɗ -kko                     ʔ ʔ-e-s-i||     

after           wood wall-COPːFOC  stand-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-NOM 

‘When roof is reached to complete before turning up, wood wall will be deep rooted at the back 

of bamboo wall by surrounding the previously deep rooted bamboo wall. 

(13) gabb ra          kiiɗ -y                 ʔ ʔ-                       a ll-ee-s-u-ɸa       

bamboo wall  wood wall-NOM deep root-CONV  finish-PA-3MS-ACC-ABL 

h -ŋkk-i                       keetsts- ade-z-i                                          um     um        

toward-DIR-NOM       house-POSS-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM      hill      hill    

h ntt- -kko                            kaar        ʃ re-ssi        der      w  -e||                                                           

walk-CONV-COPːFOC        roof         turn-DAT   people  announce/beg-PRESːCONT.DEC 

 ‘When deep rooting of wood wall before bamboo wall is finished, the owner of the house goes 

to the surrounding hills and announce for help to the neighbor people so as to turn up the roof 

(upper part) of the house on the pole.   

(14) der -y              ʃi k'-                    kaar -z-a                                   ʃ re-s-u-ɸa                       

people-NOM collect-CONV roof-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC turn-3MS-ACC-ABL  

gindd || hiill -z-i                                  h ŋ-           gabb ra             gall  g kk-ade-mmu 

after      skill-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM go-CONV wall of bamboo on    reach-PROS-DUR 

kaar -z-u-kko                                              ke s's'-e||  

roof-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC-COPːFOC    build-PRESːCONT.DEC 

‘After turning up the roof, the skilled man builds the roof until it meets to the wall of bamboo. 

(15)   all -ra         kaar -ra      ke s's'-utt-                a ll-ee-s-u-ɸa                        gindd || 

   wall-COM  roof-COM  build-PASS-CONV finish-PA-3MS-ACC-ABL   after 

   ass       k ma-ssi       har      hiill -kko           her g-utt-        

   again    cover-DAT  other    skill-COPːFOC  agree  contract -PASS-CONV       

 k ŋ-e-s-i|| 

 cover-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-NOM 

 ‘When building of wall and roof is finished, the owner of the house agrees contract with another 

skilled man in order to cover the house with grass. Then, the skilled man covers the house   

according to the contract. 

(16) k ma-ɸa           gindd ||        keetsts    gidd        k'ur s'a-kko                      

cover-ABL       after             house      inside       secret room-COPːFOC   

k'ur s'-utt-e-s-i|| 

build-PASS-PRESːCONT.DEC-3MS-NOM 

‘Next to the covering with grass, secret rooms will be built with bamboo in the house.   

(17)  k'ur s'a-y                k'ur s'-utt-                 a llo-kko||   

secret room-NOM  build-PASS-CONV   finish          

keetsts- de-z-i                                       duʃ        b  -ro     b ys-ee    

house-POSS-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM bamboo  his-DAT sell-PA 

aaw -z-a                                      g ʔ-              b ntʃtʃ- -kko 
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owner-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC   call-CONV  respect-CONV-COPːFOC    

keetsts-a-z-u-ga                                           g l-e||                               Ganta  w ga-nna 

house-EP-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-ACC-INESS enter-PRESːCONT.DEC Ganta  culture-INST      

ud   ha   o tso-ɸa                         gindd -kko||        keetsts- de-z-i 

all    this process (lit. work)-ABL after-COPːFOC house-POSS-3MSːSG.PLːDEF-NOM 

ardd       ykk-e 

living     start (lit. catch)-PRESːCONT.DEC 

           ‘After secret room building, the owner of the house cordially invites the owner of bamboo (the     

            man who sold bamboo for the building) before start living in the house. Now, the owner of   

            bamboo blesses for good opportunity and lifelong living. After all of these processes, the owner  

           of house will start life in the newly built house in Ganta culture’. 
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Appendix B.  Wordlist  
Ganta-English word list uses such 

alphabetsː a, b, d, ɗ, e, g, h, i, k, k', l, m, 

n, o, ɸ, ƥ, s, s , ʃ, t, ts, tʃ , tʃ, u, w, y, z, ʒ, 

and ʔ in part 1 below. But English-Ganta 

wordlist uses English alphabets from a-z 

in part 2.   

Abbreviations ː 

adj      adjective 

adjd     adjective with derivational   

            element 

car       cardinal number 

cn        compound noun 

dem     demonstrative 

n          noun 

nd        noun with derivational element 

ni         noun with inflectional element 

np        noun phrase 

ord       ordinal number 

posp     possessive pronoun 

pp        postposition 

pph      postpositional phrase 

pr         pronoun 

prd       pronoun with derivational  

            element 

qua     quantifier 

qw      question word 

v         verb 

vd       verb with derivational element 

vn       verbal nominal 

P  t  ː    t -English 

a 
 ala  qw what 

a lo n end/last/final 

 amma qw what 

 aɸuntstsu n tear 

aaw  n owner 

abb  n lake 

add  adda cn grandfather (of male) 

 dda adv definite, sure 

add  inddo cn grandmother (of male) 

add  itʃe cn uncle 

add  n father 

add tets  n fatherhood              

 de n 1. man, male; 2. husband 

aɗ  adj big 

aɗ  gilʔa cn thumb 

 lgga n bed 

all   pph on the ground; 2. n wall, 

ground 

all  oommo pph underground 

all lle n problem 

all y aɸ y cn everyone, everybody, 

anybody 

 lmma qw what 

 ltstso vn finishing 

 lʔo adj expensive 

am ntstso vd causing to believe                 

 mmano vn believing 

 ne v let (us)   

 ngussu n elder 

 nna qw where 

 nni qw which 

 no adj heavy 

aɸ  1. n sky 

aɸ  pp at, on, above 

aɸill  n cloth 

 ƥƥa adj silly, non-sense 

 ra n butter 

 rbba n Friday                                     

ardd   n life, existence 

 rdo vn living, existing 

 re bagga pph toward out 

 re galla pph outside 

 re pp out 

 rgube n tobacco smoking material    

                (small one) 

as s   n energy, power 

as ra n summer 

ass  adv again, also 

 tʃ e n sand 

atʃtʃ  n tooth 

 tʃtʃo vn staring, beginning 

 tstsi  ʔumma cn everyone 

 tstsi n man 

 tʃtʃo v begin 

aw  n sun                       

aw ssu n uncle 

aw stto n aunt 

 wʔe vn yelping       

 yde qw when 

ayll  n slave          
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 ytstsi vn  catching 

 yʔe v no 

a  lla adj inactive, weak 

a   o 1. v order; 2.n instruction     

b                               
baad  n mouth 

ba so n leveling surface/ground 

ba s'a n mustache 

b bbo 1.v fear, panic; 2.adj frightful 

badall  n maize 

bag de n lake 

b gga 1.pp direction; 2.n half part of  

              something 

bak  lo n mule  

b la n mistake 

bal  n threshold 

balgg  n summer         

b lintʃ o n testicle                 

b lla n branch of tree 

ball  adj bitter 

b ŋga n barely 

b wndde n ten birr        

b yso v sell 

b ytstsi n split of wood, splitting      

b  o meɗo cn genital organ  

b  o n God 

b ʔa v not present,  not exist 

b  posp his, her, or their 

b ga pph inside each other             

b gidd  pph inside each other                       

begidd ga pph inside each other 

ben  adv previous 

b ss  vd caused to look or observe 

b yo vn looking, seeing 

b yta n mark, sign   

biɗ  n food                                                       

biiɗɗ so vd causing to mock 

biill  n local drink 

bi tʃtʃi n urine                     

bil he n day time, mid-day 

bill  bil he cn mid-day 

b nna n between hot and cold  

binn  vd let it be warm 

b ra n money 

bir  pp before  

biʃ  n traditional art 

b ʃʃatto np the girl                                                                         

b ʃʃ  biʃʃo cn grand girl (of female) 

b ʃʃo n girl                                        

b ʃte vn urinating 

b tʃtʃi keetstse cn toilet  

b tʃtʃi n urine                                                     

bi    car one 

bizz-untsts  ord first 

bob lʔa n tree species 

b gge n short (of cloth) 

b lla n father-in-law 

b lloto n mother-in-law 

b ne n winter 

boŋk k   v kidnap, loot                             

b ntʃ tʃ o n leaf                      

b ntʃtʃo n respection           

boobb  n potato 

bood  n weaver 

book  v dig                                                             

bo ra n bread (traditional) 

bo sso v respecting 

bo tstso adjd causing to be white 

bo tstsu adj white 

bootsts  adjd after being white  

bo  a adj lazy 

bo  untt  adjd laziness 

b to v forget 

br  pp in front, before, previously                                                         

br ɗɗe n finger 

b ka v hit                                                                               

b ko vn raining 

b lo n type of vegetation 

b rtʃ uk'o n glass (Amharic) 

buul  v digging of soil (it is act of a bull  

            by its horn or forehead when it      

           wants to defend another bull)   

bu ra n common cold 

bu tʃtʃu v clearing forest for cultivation   

d            
da bura adj weak 

d bbo n relative                     

dabb y all gay cn everyone, everybody,  

          anybody 

d bbuntt  nd relationship 

d ddoda vd to weave  

dag  n unity                      
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daltʃ tʃ   n grass species                     

dand ʔo 1. vn managing, tolerating; 2.  

         be able, can 

d ntʃ tʃ o n belt like cloth (of woman)    

d rbbe n drum 

deem  n eyelash 

de ra n edge (of land) 

dees   adj heavy  

deet  v meet 

d mbba n field 

dem  v find 

d nbba n field                          

d nddo vn standing up 

d ŋkere n name of river            

d nnso vd raising, elevating  

d ntstso vd cause to wake up                                                           

derd d   n divorced man or woman 

der  n people 

der  ʔumma cn everyone, anyone 

d ʒgere vn being cool, calm 

di tstsi n traditional musical instrument              

dinʔ  n backside of house 

d ra n kraal 

d rssa n kraal                                                 

d tʃtʃo vn growing 

d do v able to eat or speak (for patient) 

dog li ma lli cn everyone, everybody,   

             anybody 

dol  n cassava 

d nd d a n adult 

d ntstso vd cause to harm 

d n  a n adult                    

d odo nd being neighborhood 

do tstsu n neighbor 

dor  atʃo cn meat of sheep 

dor  lak'k'a cn kid (of sheep)  

dor  n sheep 

d ttʔa adv slow 

d ʔo vn opening 

d ʔoda vd to open 

dubb ʃa n place where old people meet  

                 to discuss community’s issue 

dumm  n isolate 

d ŋa n piece of old cloth 

duŋ  nd in the pieces of old cloth 

d re adj rich 

d rk'a n big stick (used for security in  

            the night)  

duʃ  n bamboo 

duul ta n discussion 

ɗ 
ɗab  vn leaving, stopping 

ɗ ntstsi n breast                                    

ɗatt  n back 

ɗ wo vn losing, leaving 

ɗ wuso vd causing to lose, leave 

ɗ ggo n bed 

ɗi lla n flour 

ɗik  ro vn hating, disliking, ignoring 

ɗ sko v sleep                                                  

ɗ ʃo vn sneezing 

ɗ lle vn jumping 

ɗ ntstso vd cause someone to be  

            childless 

ɗook   adj sour 

ɗ ss  vd caused to munch 

e 
  posp his                                        

ed d   n circle type playing material (of  

            children) 

eel  n collected water, pool 

eel  v interest 

  so prd his house 

e ʒʒo v let be resembling in behavior 

eɸ  1.v marry; 2.vn taking 

 ra 1. n wise; 2.adj wise 

 ro v know 

es   (Amharic) n chance 

 sa prd him 

 si pr he 

 suro prd for him 

ʔetʃ  re n rat 

etstser  n lizard 

g 
ga le n camel 

g alume n young male cock or  monkey 

ga ra n fourtune 

ga te n servant 

gaatʃ  n ‘teff’  food type  

ga tʃtʃe v grind 

gaay  n market 

ga ya n traditional material for smoking   
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             tobacco 

gabb ra n wall of bamboo 

g de n land, garden 

g de ʔumma cn everyone, everywhere 

gad  vn putting 

g la adj between old and new 

gal lʔo n rose, pink 

g lba n dusk 

g lla n body 

gall  pp at, on, above  

galmm  n tree species        

g ltʃtʃi n monkey   

g lʔa n calf               

gamm  n unconscious mind 

g mmʔu adv later 

g mʔo adv live (long) 

g nde n axe                             

gand  n type of disease (of cattle) 

g ŋo n exile 

gann  n meningise 

g nʒʒe n stomach 

ganʔ  vn insulting 

g ʔo vn calling 

g ɸa n hunger 

gaɸ  n straw of crop 

gar  n tree species 

gar  adj cheap 

g rmma n lion                   

gatʃ  nna n newly delivered woman or  

                 cow 

gaw  n belly, stomach 

g yd ade nd owner of cattle           

g yddi n cattle 

gayll  1. n rib bone; 2.vd giving advice      

ga   vn walking in mass line 

ga g  o n ant species 

geedd ro n boast (negatively) 

geed ʔa 1. n proud; 2.adv slow; 3. adj  

                  weak 

ge de b gga pph toward back 

ge ma n hidden (for place) 

ge ʃʃi n clean, pure 

geeʃʃ  nd  cause to be clean 

g l  vd to marry 

g lo vn getting in 

gembb  n cheating (in work) 

gid  bere n following or coming year 

gidd  pp in, inside 

gidd  b gga pph toward in 

gidd  pp in, inside 

gi ga vn agreement, concord 

gi gesa vd enough 

gi ra n tax 

g na n appropriate  

gindd  1. adv latter; 2.pp beyond                           

giʃʃ  adv because 

gitstse n trouser 

g de pp toward there (horizontal) 

g mppa n structure of body 

gond lle n shield                                     

g nppa n structure of body 

go ba adj intelligent, active, brilliant  

good  vn chasing 

gooɸ na n lung 

goomm  n baboon 

go ʃʃu n crazy                                                     

go tʃtʃo vn pulling        

g rduma n small fox 

gorɸ na n lung 

g rmote n evil eye 

g ʃo n tilling 

g ʃʃ  nd to till 

goʃʃ ntʃtʃa n farmer                 

goʃʃ  n farm land 

goyn  n tail 

g  a  n respection, glory 

go d  n traditionally made ring 

gr  n mouse                                                                                       

g de n miracle 

g jjo v add                                                               

gulb to nd kneeling down 

gur  n umbilical cord 

g rdʒdʒe n tree species 

g ta adv tomorrow 

g ta ɸ yʃi  adv a day after tomorrow 

gut tetsi nd neighborhood         

gu le n cloud 

g ytstsu vn hitting         

g  a n stem of ‘enset’ or false banana 

h 
haas ʔa n speech                                              

h ba dem here you are         
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h dursa b gga  pph toward left 

h la n mistake  

ham  vn going 

han  dem here, toward here 

hantsts  adv today 

h ntta vn walking 

har  adj different, another 

har tto nd the donkey (female) 

harg ntʃtʃa n patient                

harg  n disease                                              

harƥƥ  n trap 

h ta adj short 

h teesa adjd something that become  

                    shorten 

h tte adv now, just 

h tte h tte adv now and then 

h yd d i car three 

h yi dem this (one)   

h yddi dem these ones 

h yid d i t mmu car thirty 

h yid d -untsts  ord third 

h yʔo n death 

ha   n bird species 

h ʔuzo n bird species 

her go vn payment or contract  

               agreement 

hig ʃa n evil spirit 

h ŋkki dem there 

hiill  n skill, art 

holl  n hole 

holl ga pph in the hole  

ho de  n wild grass                                              

ho ke n axe 

hor  n gorge 

hor go adj kind 

h mʔe adj rough  

huull  v offend 

i 
  posp her                                        

ib s o v close 

 bo aaɸe pph in front of door 

ib  n door 

i ro vn cutting by shape 

  so prd her house 

i ta adj bad 

i teesa adjd something that become bad 

i tstsi v cut 

i tut  adjd badness                      

il  n sound instrument (of horn) 

im tstsi n gust, strange 

im  vn giving 

 nddas   nd you females 

 nddo adda cn grandfather (of female) 

 nddo inddo cn grandmother 

ins  re n tongue 

 ns'e vn yelping                

 nʃo vn winning 

 ntʃo vn winning             

 ra n rain 

 si pr she                                        

 so prd her 

 ti add  prd your father 

 ti posp your (2
nd

person PL)                                                     

 tina prd you(2
nd

person PL) 

 tini pr you (2
nd

person PL) 

 tʃetetsi nd brotherhood             

its ŋke n hair 

its  n plea 

itʃtʃ  vn hitting 

 tʃtʃe vn sleeping 

itʃ tʃ   vd after hitting  

itʃtʃ tʃ-untsts  ord fifth 

i  ppu car six 

i  pp-untsts  ord sixth 

iʒ  vn making fine in constructing or 

building something, e.g. house  

k 
kaal  n younger 

kaaro n roof, cilling 

kaass  n playing, game 

ka ti n king 

kaatsts  n testicle 

k llo adj bare 

k ma n cover 

kam  vn musking, covering 

kan  atʃtʃi cn tree species  

kan  n dog                                    

k ɸa vn act of watching, keeping 

kaɸ  keetstse cn nest 

kaɸ  n bird 

k ppi adv after a moment 
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k ra n crop (which is immediately grown 

in the harvested land) 

k rdik'a n complex         

kard d   n new house 

kar  bagga pph toward out 

k re vn cutting tree branch 

k rtstsi adj black                                  

k rtstsiɗ  i adjd the black ones 

kas s   vn rest 

katʃ  ade nd owner of horn       

katʃ   n horn 

k tstsa aaɸe cn cereal crop 

k tstsa n food, crop                                          

k wuʔe keetstse cn restaurant  

k wʔe n food   

k ymma n youth 

k ymme vn searching    

kays  n thief 

k yso vn act of theft                        

keetsts  n house 

keetstsuko pph toward house 

kell  n terracing   

kiiɗ  n wall of wood                                         

ki s  (Amharic) pph in pocket 

ki se (Amharic) n pocket 

ki ta n message 

kirbb  vn traditional dance of girls 

kiʃtt  n dwarf 

k te vn fetching 

k lme n meninges bone  

k ls'e vn protruding      

k l  a n unprincipled   

k ŋk'a n not straight                 

k ntʃ e n fork 

k ntʃ enna nd with fork 

k rnise (Amharic) n ceiling               

k tʃ a n man made hole on the tree (used  

            to climb) 

k kkuro v vibration, shivering 

kuŋk  n nose                                      

k nsa n pregnant (of cow, sheep, goat) 

k nʔa adj narrow 

k tʃe n hand 

ku ʒa n shadow 

k' 
k aad   n chance 

k aar  n ape 

k a tʃ e vn scratching  

k  mma adv yesterday 

k  ne (Amharic) n date 

k  ŋe vn reporting (of sad issue) 

k  ƥe n stick with which fire is taken  

            from stove 

k  ra n active, sharp, fast 

k  re adv previous 

k  ri bere adv a year before last year 

k  ysse v cancel, isolate 

k eer  adv Saturday 

k eer  k eer  adv every Saturday 

k es  n elbow 

k'iɗ  vn tease, mocking 

k  lɸe vn preparation of garden for  

              cultivation   

k  ƥo vn blinking 

k  rƥik  rƥe n ankle                                       

k  rtʃ o n thin stick (used for punishment  

k  ta n dirty, not tidy 

k'litʃ a adj jock                                                           

k oɗ  n porridge 

k ol  n leather 

k oll  n scarf like cloth (which is made  

            by weavers) 

k  ltʃ ante v belch 

k o k'e n blind 

k o ʔe n feeling or sign of disease (of  

              stomach) 

k ot  vn hiding 

k  tʃ a n rust 

k r  n unpleasant taste of something,   

           especially residue of drinks    

k ulbb  n pool 

k  lfe (Amharic) n key 

k  lfenna nd with key 

k  ɸo vn coughing 

k ur s'a n secrete room 

k u le n dinning material(of ceramic) 

l 
l ale adj thin 

la ɸa adj easy, light 

la ppu car seven 

la pp-untsts  ord seventh 

la tʃtʃi v kissing   
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labb na n exhaustion 

l gge n friend 

l ggetetsi n friendship                

lagg  qua many 

l mbba n gas  

l ŋk e b gga pph toward side 

l ŋk'k'e n side of something, lateral 

l ŋkkutʃe car eight 

l ŋkutʃ-untsts  ord eighth 

l ppu car seven 

l ytstsi l ytstsi cn every year 

l ytstsi n year 

l ɸa n gap, pause 

li k o adj soft 

liiƥ  n head 

loodd  n type of disease (of pancreas) 

l ʔo adj good 

l kko n hen 

l kko ʃaato cn chicken 

m 
maad  v help 

ma ga n lord (traditional) 

maah  n serval 

ma k'e v be/become 

ma ti mas'o cn payment (of traditional  

                   vaccination)  

ma tstsi n milk 

ma tʃ tʃ i n women, wives 

ma tʃtʃo n woman, wife 

ma tstso vn milking 

ma ʔ  nd after wearing 

maaʔ  n cloth 

ma ʔo vn dressing, wearing                     

mak kara gidd tstsu cn mid-night 

makk lʔa n miracle 

mak k   v persuade 

m kko v prepare 

mal  n resemblance 

mal ta n point, remark, sign 

mal nttesa adv unlike 

malʔ  adj sweet  

mand ra oge cn high way 

m ŋk'k'o adj poor 

m nssa n male (of dog, cat, donkey,  

               mule, horse) 

mar tʃ e n intestine 

m rd d e (Amharic) n poison 

mars   n skirt, edge of cloth’ 

martʃtʃ  v debate               

m ta 1. adv soon, quickly; 2.adj near 

matʃ  ra n skirt, edge 

m tʃ aro n female (for female dog and  

                 female pack animals) 

m tstsi n honey bee 

m tʃtʃo v sexual intercourse 

mayɗ  n rope type                                 

m ydo n ox 

m ydo-siiɗe n mushroom species 

m ydo a np the ox 

m yne n boundary    

meɗɗ  vd after creating 

m ɗo n creature  

meenn  n buffalo 

meer  n hough 

m he n cattle, money 

mek   kayso cn grass hopper species  

m nso n section of ploughed land 

m ntstso vn breaking   

met  n problem, challenge                                

m ytʃtʃi v biting                 

m ʔesa vd breakable 

m ɗe vn twisting  

mih na n weaving instrument 

miik  rso vn insisting on (negatively) 

mi si n cow 

miiʃʃ  n property, money 

mi ʃo vn collecting, put something  

              together’             

miitʃtʃ  vn laughing              

mill   pp beside 

m lle b gga pph toward behind 

m nne adjd  hard 

m no adj strong 

m rggo n young ox 

m s'e n observation 

miʃ ro n prince 

misk te n genital organ 

m ʃʃi n satisfaction        

mit  vn swallowing 

m tʃo  n sister 

m tʃtʃa 1. v burn; 2.n hot; 3.adj sad 

m tstsi n tree, wood 
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m ye vn eating 

m ɗɗo adj fat 

mol  n fish                                

mooɗ  n diarrhea 

mo ɗe n fat (beef) 

mo le adj straight 

mo so  adj in need of something  

                  (nostalgia) 

moot ntʃtʃa n accusant 

mo to n sue                                                         

mo  o n guest, strange 

m rdʒdʒola n mushroom species  

m rtsts  m llo n chameleon        

m yso vn accompanying  

m   e n sorghum 

moʒ le n type of disease 

m le qua whole 

m rmuro vn reverse, being in opposite  

                    position 

m ro vn advising 

m uso vd cause to eat 

mu ʒo vn diffusing 

m ʔo vn germinating 

n 
n mʔu car two 

n mʔu tammu  car twenty 

n mʔ-untsts  ord second 

narff  (Amharic) n needle 

n ʃʃo vn narrating 

naʔ   naʔa cn grand boy (of male) 

naʔ  n boy                                        

naʔas   ni you boys 

naʔ ta n young 

n  posp your                                     

n ni pr you 

nertʃtʃ  n breakfast 

n  posp our                                      

n ni pr we 

n ny pr we 

n y pr we 

o 
od d  d o n horizon of mountain 

og  n road 

 he vn issue, talking, speaking                        

 hutte vd spoken 

okal  ‘carrying material’ 

 la n war 

 lo vn dropping 

omm  pp under     

 ode qw who 

ooll  n horse 

o ratstsi adj new 

o ʃʃu vn quarrel, dispute 

o tso n work, job 

o ye n grass 

oƥ  n place name where big stones are  

         naturally collected 

 rdde adj fat 

 rge n uncastrated sheep or goat 

ork k   n mud 

oʃ  n dung 

 ʃitʃtʃa b gga pph toward right 

 s's'oda vd to punish 

 ta n pot 

 tʃ tʃ a n mouse  

otsts  n unfarmed land, virgin land 

 tʃtʃu n tree species 

 yddu car four 

  ydd-untsts  ord fourth 

oyd  n bench 

 ʒge n huge in physical appearance 

ɸ 
ɸaatʃ   n exam 

ɸ la n miracle 

ɸ tʃtʃa adj wide 

ɸ tstso vn curing 

ɸa    adj tall, long 

ɸ ntta v boil 

ɸ yʃʃi vn stay for long time or hours 

ɸid d   n short (traditional cloth) 

ɸ ns's'e vn act of running 

ɸ  ʔo n animal species 

ɸog lo n sweat 

ɸ le adv solely 

ɸ lo n achievement   

ɸot  n vagina  

ɸriɸ tstsi n butterfly 

ɸ de pp up  

ɸ ltto n stream of water 

ɸ ns's'a n rough flour of barely (of  

                 porridge) 

ƥ 
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ƥ ɗɗa n type of grass 

ƥ lloso n bird species 

ƥinn  n hockey 

ƥl  n sperm 

ƥ le n name of game like hockey 

ƥuuƥ llo vn laying (egg) 

s 
sabb  n adolescent (for boy) 

sabbiɗ   nd you adolescents (for boys) 

sak  mayne cn everywhere, everyone 

sal  adj jealous 

sal  mayne cn everywhere, everyone 

sam ye (Amharic) adj blue 

saw  adj pleasant smell, odour 

si ɗe (Gamo) n nose 

si ɸa n dusk 

sil  n summer 

sin  n face, fore head 

s s an tstsi n larynx, guullet    

s ye vn hearing 

sobb  bolloto cn tree species 

son  dem forward there 

s nno dem that one (for the known girl 

or small thing) 

so ge n salt 

s yi dem that (one) 

s yiddi dem those ones                                

s le pp down (ward) 

s ntsu n name 

su tstsu n blood 

s' 
s aag  vn roar 

s'a ro n small pot 

s  la adj strong, active 

s eel  vn seeing, observing, visiting 

s e ti car hundred 

s  ga n goat                                    

s  g ade nd owner of goat 

s  gi dokko cn tree species  

s  gi uge cn mushroom species  

s iig  adj hard, strong     

s  k'k'esi qua little, few, a few 

s  llo adj real, true 

s  ndo vn erecting 

s  mppe n torch, light of fire 

s  ŋe vn throwing (of spear) 

s  nʔo car one 

s  ntsu vn act of throwing (e.g. spear) 

s o lintte n star 

s  re n drought 

s  to car one 

s'ɸ  n muscle (of leg) 

s ug  n anus 

s  mo v suppose, think, plan 

s  ns'o vn absorbing 

s  ntso vd causing something to be  

                 narrow 

s  ntsu adj narrow 

s u ge vn burning                                 

s u ss  vd caused to burn 

  
ʃaat  n baby, infant, child, son, boy 

ʃaat  ʃaato cn grandson 

ʃaatʃtʃ  nd something that causes to stay   

               long time 

ʃa tunt  n childhood                   

ʃag la n cheek 

ʃal  n silk  of ‘enset’, or false banana  

ʃam  vn buying 

ʃ wu  nddo cn mother of children 

ʃ wu n children   

ʃayk  adj simple, light 

ʃ ʔa car thousand 

ʃempp  n life 

ʃi ʃi n stool 

ʃi ʃʃo vn collecting 

ʃimppul  n spleen 

ʃ re vn turning up or down side 

ʃoŋkor  n sugarcane 

ʃo ɗo vn slide 

ʃo ge n piece of food (which is left after  

             dinning) 

ʃo raɸa pph from river 

ʃo rega pph toward, in river 

ʃo ʃu maata cn disease (of bone) 

ʃo ʃu n snake 

ʃ ruʃ ɗɗ  n unwanted grass (weed) 

ʃ ʃʃ  vd caused to wash 

ʃ ʃʃo vn washing 

ʃ ʃʃuso vd cause to cause wash 

ʃ ʔe n morning 

ʃ ʔe ʃ ʔe cn every morning 
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ʃuŋk rte (Amharic) n onion  

ʃu ro n cat 

ʃu tʃtʃu n stone 

t 
t  posp my                                       

tam  n fire 

t mm  adv ten times 

t mm  bi  o car eleven 

t mm  hayd d i car thirteen 

t mm nne bi    car eleven 

t mm nne h yd d i car thirteen 

t mm nne n mʔu car twelve 

t mmu car ten 

t mm-untsts  ord tenth 

t nara pph with me                    

t ni pr I 

t ntsts nde car nine 

t ntsts nd-untsts  ord ninth 

t y pr I 

te ra n rape 

t rdʒdʒe vn standing strongly in a place  

              or position while doing    

             something 

ti ra nd become dark 

tiir  n dark    

ti tta n center of road or something 

tinʔ  n stove stone on which kittle or pot 

stay for cooking 

tl ma n last stage of land ploughing  

           strategy before cultivation          

tolkkiɗ  ni hyenas 

tolkk  n hyena 

tolkk -uutstso cn vegetation species 

took  vn carrying 

toor  n spear 

t ke n foot, leg 

t kke n coffee                                                

t ŋa vd let be great 

t nta n soft part of ‘enset’                 

t ss  vd caused to plant 

t ssuso vd cause to cause plant 

t ʃte n grass species 

tu mo n garlic 

ts 
ts tse vn standing up in line (technical  

           word) 

tsi tso vn act of cutting tree (technical  

             word) 

tsi tstsa n disease (of cattle) 

tsots  n roach 

t   
tʃ a lla  adj old (of age) 

tʃ a ʃʃi v bray (for donkey)  

tʃ a tʃ a vn roasting                                           

tʃ atʃo vn harvesting 

tʃ am  adj bitter 

tʃ  ƥƥa adj wet  

tʃ eem  tʃ eema cn every night 

tʃ eem  n night 

tʃ i ta n early morning 

tʃ  ntʃ a adj wise, active, skillful                 

tʃ olol  adj gray 

tʃ  ntʃu vn munching, eating 

tʃ o ʃʃu v vomit  

tʃ uk  v cut                                                                                                             

tʃ  kkoda vd  to cut                             

tʃ  tʃtʃu n saliva                                                    

tʃ uutʃtʃ  n louse 

t  
tʃ ntʃa n dried leaf of ‘enset’ or false  

            banana 

tʃ ntʃe n fifty cents 

tʃi tʃe n bird species 

u 
  posp their                                     

udd  miiʃʃ  cn everything 

udd  qua all 

udd  wode cn daily, all day 

ud mo vn embracing    

ul  n tree species 

ul k'a n type of food (of maize) 

uɸ ysi adj happy 

 ƥƥa adj narrow (of house or material) 

urk k   n mud 

us  adv please 

 ʃesa vd drinkable 

 si pr they                                        

 ʃʃu vn drink 

 suni pr they                                        

 te vn sitting (down) 

utʃtʃ  vn clearing dung 

utʃtʃ  vd after cleaning 
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ut mmʔa n food type  of ‘enset’   

u kkoda vd to call 

u ko vn calling 

  so prd their house 

u tstsu n ‘enset’ or false banana 

u  e adj selfish 

   e n young cow 

 u ʔo vn crowing (of cock) 

w 
wa s'a n pair 

waatsts  n water                                        

wa ye n challenge, difficult 

w nna (Amharic) n capital (of money) 

w bbari dook  mi cn everyone,  

               everybody 

w bbe adj not straight 

wod  n time, coming year 

w ɗo vn killing 

w ga n tradition, culture 

wogg  n Sunday 

wogg  wogga   cn every Sunday 

w la pp each other 

w ligidd  pph inside each other 

wolk k   n power            

wol  n pumpkin 

w lʔa n disease of ‘enset’ or false  

            banana 

w lʔa ʃooʃu cn snake species 

w ndde adv before certain time 

w ns's'aɸa n penis                     

w ntta n day 

w ntta wontta cn every day, daily 

w nttaso nd in the black and dark night 

wo k'a adj rotten 

wo sa vn begging                                           

w ra n forest 

w rbba n tiger 

wordd  adj false  

w rge v want, need 

w s a n millstone 

wotsts  vn running                                            

w yisso v visit (for patient) 

woyll  v sexual intercourse 

w  e vn announcing 

w  en na adv please 

wo in ade nd smart                 

wo  ns'e n fly 

wud ra n daughter (adolescent girl) 

w rdda n case, reason 

w rk'k'a n dispute 

wurtʃ tʃ   n bamboo branch 

w tstse vn bringing down 

y 
y ntʃtʃo n ostrich 

y ʃʃi adj shy 

y da adj free 

yeeɸ  vn crying 

ye se layitstsi n following or coming  

          year 

yeg la n delivering cow 

y lo v bear 

yess  vn existence 

y tstsi n song 

yew  vn coming 

yo ga n infant, young 

z 
 a re n neck 

 add  n rib bone 

  ggo  vn making partion  

 alb te n belt 

 all  n secret room, which made from 

bamboo tree 

zalʔ ntʃtʃa  n merchant            

zalʔ  n  trade 

  lʔo vn trading                  

 aƥ  n stretcher 

 aw  n home 

 aw ade nd owner of home   

  y are n sieve 

  ʔa n crack 

  bba n short wooden handle of plough 

  gine bira wode n a day before  

                              yesterday 

  gine k'amma n a day before yesterday 

  gine k'ari k'amma n two days before  

                                  yesterday 

  gine n last, last time 

  mmbere n last year 

 odd  n wild animal (cat family) 

 ogg  n bridge 

 oldd  adj spherical shape 

 or  n discussion, advice 
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zoʔ  adj red 

  le vn feeling of disease (of stomach) 

 um  n hill 

  ntsu vn crawling 

ʒ 
ʒ are v motive, interest 

ʒ dʒdʒara adj greedy 

ʒal  n milk (water part) 

ʒ ndʒdʒo (Amharic) n  name of spice 

ʒ ŋgare n ladder 

ʒ ŋge n branch of tree 

ʒ ʃʃe vn circulating, running 

ʒi lm lle n rotation 

ʒiitt   nddo cn mother of non-orphan 

ʒ kko n type of traditional vaccination by  

            which poisoned blood is let out 

ʒil  adj anger 

ʒiluk   adj green 

ʒ mppo n ring like material that can be 

put on the spear stick 

ʒ ndʒdʒe vn upsetting, tempering 

ʒ tʃtʃi n ring 

ʒiʔ   nddo cn mother of orphan 

ʒiʔ   nddoy ʒiitt   nddoy cn everyone,  

                                         everybody 

ʒiʔ  n orphan 

ʒiʔ  ʃaatʃtʃa cn vegetation species 

ʒu ʃʃe vn wondering 

ʔ 
ʔa muk'a adj very weak in physical  

                      appearance 

ʔagetsts  n air 

ʔ k'o n wealth 

ʔ la n big ‘enset’ or false banana 

ʔ lʔo adj expensive 

ʔayll  n slave                    

ʔeeh  v love 

ʔeel  v interest 

ʔeem  vn taking            

ʔeer si qua little, few, a few 

ʔees  adv quick 

ʔe untt  n foolishness               

ʔeew  vn bringing 

ʔe ya adj  foolish 

ʔe ʔo vn standing up 

ʔ sso 1. vd deep rooting; 2. vn causing to          

                   boil 

ʔetʃ  n rabbit 

ʔ tʃ ere n rat 

ʔ tʃ erey ʔ tʃ erey cn collection of rats 

ʔiiʔ  vn shouting 

ʔ ʃa vn keeping crop from wild animal        

ʔ ɗe vn pushing                                                            

ʔ mbbe vn falling  

ʔ mma n head 

ʔ ƥƥa adj very narrow container or  

                 house 

P  t 2ː E    s -Ganta  

a day after tomorrow g ta ɸ yʃi  adv 

a day before yesterday   gine bir  wode 

n 

a day before yesterday   gine k  mma n 

a year before last year k  ri bere adv 

able to eat or speak  for patient  d do v 

absorbing s  ns'o vn 

accompanying m yso vn  

accusant moot ntʃtʃa n 

achievement ɸ lo n  

act of cutting tree  technical word  tsi tso 

vn 

act of running ɸ ns s e vn 

act of theft k yso vn                       

act of throwing  e.g. spear  s  ntsu vn 

act of watching, keeping k ɸa vn 

active, sharp, fast k  ra n 

add g jjo v                                                              

adolescent  for boy  sabb  n 

adult d nd d a n 

adult d n  a n                    

after a moment k ɸɸi adv 

after being white bootsts  adjd 

after cleaning utʃtʃ  vd 

after creating meɗɗ  vd 

after hitting itʃ tʃ   vd  

after wearing ma ʔ  nd 

again ass  adv 

agreement gi ga vn 

air ʔagetsts  n 

all udd  qua 

anger ʒil  adj 

animal species ɸ  ʔo n 

ankle k  rƥik  rƥe n 
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announce w  e n                                       

ant species ga g  o n 

anus s ug  n 

ape k aar  n 

appropriate g na n 

at, on, above aɸ  pp 

at, on, above gall  pp  

aunt aw stto n 

axe g nde n                             

axe ho ke n 

baboon goomm  n 

baby, infant, child, son, boy ʃaat  n 

back ɗatt  n 

backside of house dinʔ  n 

bad i ta adj 

badness i tut  adjd             

bamboo duʃ  n         

bamboo branch wurtʃ tʃ   n 

bare k llo adj 

barely b ŋga n 

be able, can dandd ʔo vn 

be/become ma k'e v 

bearing y lo vn 

because giʃʃ  adv 

become dark ti ra nd 

bed  lgga n 

bed ɗ ggo n 

before bir  pp 

before certain time w ndde adv 

begging wo sa vn                                          

beginning, starting  tʃtʃo vn 

being cool, calm d ʒgere v 

being neighborhood d odo nd 

belching k  ltʃ ante vn 

believing  mmano vn 

belly, stomach gaw  n 

belt like cloth  of woman  d ntʃ tʃ o n   

belt  alb te n 

bench oyd  n 

beside mill   pp 

between hot and cold b nna adj 

between old and new g la adj 

beyond gindd  pp 

big ‘enset’ or false banana ʔ la n 

big aɗ  adj 

big stick (used for security in the night)  

              d rk'a n 

bird kaɸ  n 

bird species ha   n 

bird species h ʔuzo n 

bird species ƥ lloso n 

bird species tʃiitʃ  n 

biting m ytʃtʃi vn                 

bitter ball  adj 

bitter tʃ am  adj 

black k rtstsi adj                                  

blind k o k'e n 

blinking k  ƥo vn 

blood su tstsu n 

blue sam ye (Amharic) adj 

boast  negatively  geedd ro n 

body g lla n 

boiled ɸ ntta vd 

boundary m yne n    

boy naʔ  n                                       

branch of tree b lla n 

branch of tree ʒ ŋge n 

braying (for donkey) tʃ a ʃʃi vn 

bread  traditional  bo ra n 

breaking m ntso vn  

breakable m ʔesa vd 

breakfast nertʃtʃ  n 

breast ɗ ntstsi n                                    

bridge  ogg  n 

bringing down w tstse vn 

bringing ʔeew  vn 

brotherhood   tʃetetsi nd           

buffalo meenn  n 

burn m tʃtʃa v 

burn s u ge v                                 

butter  ra n 

butterfly ɸriɸ tstsi n 

buying ʃam  vn 

calf g lʔa n              

calling uuk  vn 

camel ga le n 

cancel, isolate k  ysse v 

capital  of money  w nna (Amharic) n 

carrying material okal  n 

carrying took  vn 

case, reason w rdda n 

cassava dol  n 
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cat ʃu ro n 

catching  ytstsi vn   

cattle g yddi n 

cattle, money m he n 

  someone to be childless ɗ ntstso   

                            vd 

cause to be clean geeʃʃ  nd   

cause to cause plant t ssuso vd 

cause to cause wash ʃ ʃʃuso vd 

cause to eat m uso vd 

cause to harm d ntstso vd 

cause to wake up d ntstso vd                                                           

caused to burn s u ss  vd 

caused to look or observe b ss  vd 

caused to munch ɗ ss  vd 

caused to plant t ss  vd 

caused to wash ʃ ʃʃ  vd 

causing something to be narrow s  ntso  

                                    vd 

causing to be white bo tstso adjd 

causing to believe am ntstso vd                 

causing to lose ɗ wuso vd 

ceiling k rnise (Amharic) n               

center of road or something ti tta n 

cereal crop k tstsa aaɸe cn 

challenge, difficult wa ye n 

chameleon m rtsts m llo n       

chance es   (Amharic) n 

chance k aad   n 

chasing good  vn 

cheap gar  adj 

cheating  in work  gemmb  n 

cheek ʃag la n 

            chicken l kko ʃaato cn 

childhood ʃa tuntt  n                

children ʃ wu n  

circle type playing material (of children)  

                 ed d   n 

circulating, running ʒ ʃʃe vn 

clean ge ʃʃi n  

clearing dung utʃtʃ  vn 

clearing forest for cultivation bu tʃtʃu v           
closing ib s'o vn 

cloth aɸill  n 

cloth maaʔ  n 

cloud gu le n 

coffee t kke n                                                

collect, put something together mi ʃʃo v             

collected water, pool eel  n 

collecting ʃi ʃʃo vn 

collecting mi ʃo vn 

collection of rats ʔ tʃ erey ʔ tʃ erey cn 

coming yew  vn 

common cold bu ra n 

complex k rdik'a n        

concord gi ga vn 

coughing k'uɸ  vn 

cover k ma n 

cow mi si n 

crack   ʔa n 

crawling   ntsu vn 

cra y go ʃʃu n                                                    

creature m ɗo n  

crop (which is immediately grown in the  

                harvested land  k ra n 

crowing  of cock  u ʔo vn 

crying yeeɸ  vn 

curing ɸ tstso vn 

cutting  tʃ uk  vn                                                                                                           

cutting i tstsi vn 

cutting by shape i ro vn 

cutting tree branch k re vn 

daily, all day udd  w de cn 

dark tiir  n   

date k'ane (Amharic) n 

daughter  adolescent girl  wud ra n 

day time, mid-day bil he n 

day w ntta n 

death h yʔo n 

debate martʃtʃ  n  

deep rooting ʔ sso vd              

definite, sure  dda adv 

delivering cow yeg la n 

diarrhea mooɗ  n 

different, another har  adj 

diffusing mu ʒo vn 

digging book  vn                                                            

dinning material of ceramic  k u le n 

direction b gga pp 

dirty, not tidy k  ta n 

discussion duul ta n 

discussion, advice zor  n 
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disease (of bone) ʃo ʃu maata cn 

disease  of cattle  tsi tstsa n 

disease harg  n                                              

disease of ‘enset’ or false banana w lʔa 

n 

dispute w rk'k'a n 

divorced man or woman derd d   n 

dog kan  n                                   

door ib  n 

down  ward  s le pp 

dressing, wearing ma ʔo vn                    

dried leaf of ‘enset’ or false banana  

                  tʃ ntʃa n 

drinking  ʃʃu vn 

drinkable  ʃesa vd 

dropping  lo vn 

drought s  re n 

drum d rbbe n 

dung oʃ  n 

dusk g lbba n 

dusk si ɸa n 

dwarf kiʃtt  n 

each other w la pr 

early morning tʃ i ta n 

easy, light la ɸa adj 

eating m ye vn 

edge  of land  de ra n 

eight l ŋkkutʃe car 

eighth l ŋkutʃ-untsts  ord 

elbow k es  n 

elder  ŋussu n 

eleven t mm  bi  o car 

eleven t mm nne bi    car 

embracing ud mo vn    

energy, power as s   n 

enough gi gesa vd 

erecting s  nddo vn 

‘enset’ or false banana u tstsu n 

every day, daily w ntta wontta cn 

every morning ʃ ʔe ʃ ʔe cn 

every night tʃ eem  tʃ eema cn 

every Saturday k eer  k'eera adv 

every Sunday wogg  wogga  cn 

every year l yitstsi l yitstsi cn 

everyone  tstsi  ʔumma cn 

everyone, many people der   

                    ʔumma cn 

everyone, everybody all y aɸ y cn 

everyone, everybody dabb y all gay cn 

everyone, everybody dog li ma lli cn 

everyone, everybody w bbari dook  mi    

                        cn 

everyone, everybody ʒiʔ   nddoy ʒiitt   

                     nddoy cn 

everyone, everywhere g de ʔumma cn 

everything ud  miiʃʃ  cn 

everywhere, everyone sak  mayne cn 

everywhere, everyone sal  mayne cn 

evil eye g rmote n 

evil spirit hig ʃa n 

exam ɸaatʃ   n 

exhaustion labb na n 

exile g ŋo n 

existence yess  vn 

expensive  lʔo adj 

expensive ʔ lʔo adj 

eyelash deem  n 

face, fore head sin  n 

falling ʔ mbbe vn 

false wordd  adj 

farm land goʃʃ  n 

farmer goʃʃ ntʃtʃa n                

fat  beef  mo ɗe n 

fat m ɗɗo adj 

fat  rdde adj 

father add  n 

fatherhood add tets  n             

father-in-law b lla n 

fear, panic b bbo v 

feeling of disease  of stomach    le vn 

feeling or sign of disease (of stomach)  

                      k o ʔe n 

female (for female dog and female pack  

                       animals  m tʃ aro n 

fetching k te vn 

field d mbba n 

field d nbba n                         

fifth itʃtʃ tʃ-untsts  ord 

fifty cents tʃ ntʃe n 

find dem  n 

finger bir ɗɗe n 

finishing  ltstso vn 
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finishing, end, last a lo vn 

fire tam  n 

first bi  -untsts  ord 

fish mol  n                               

flour ɗi lla n 

fly wo  ns'e n 

following or coming year gid  bere n 

following or coming year ye se layitstsi  

                                         n 

food biɗ  n                                                      

food k wʔe n  

food type  of ‘enset’  ut mmʔa n  

food, crop k tstsa n                                          

foolish ʔe ya adj   

foolishness   ʔe yuntt  n            

foot, leg t ke n 

for him  suro prd 

forest w ra n 

forgetting b to vn 

fork k ntʃ e n 

fortune ga ra n 

four  yddu car 

fourth  ydd-untsts  ord 

free y da adj 

Friday   rbba n                                   

friend l gge n 

friendship l ggetetsi n                

from river ʃo raɸa pph 

gap, pause l ɸa n 

            garlic tu mo n 

gas l mbba n 

genital organ b  o meɗo cn 

genital organ misk te n 

            germinating m ʔo vn 

getting in g lo vn 

girl biʃʃ  n                                       

giving im  vn 

giving advice gayll  vd      

glass  Amharic  b rtʃ uk'o n 

goat s  ga n                                    

God b  o n 

going ham  vn 

good l ʔo adj 

gorge hor  n 

grand boy (of male) naʔ   naʔa cn 

grand girl (of female) biʃʃ  biʃʃo cn 

grandfather  of female   nddo adda cn 

grandfather  of male  add  adda cn 

grandmother  of male  add  inddo cn 

grandmother  nddo inddo cn 

grandson ʃaat  ʃaato cn 

grass hopper species mek   kayso cn 

grass o ye n 

grass species daltʃ tʃ   n                    

grass species t ʃte n 

gray tʃ olol  adj 

greedy ʒ dʒdʒara adj 

green ʒiluk   adj 

grinding ga tʃtʃe vn 

growing d tʃtʃo vn 

guest, strange mo  o n 

gust, strange im tstsi n 

hair its ŋke n 

half part of something n b gga 

hand k tʃe n 

happy uɸ yisi adj 

hard m nne adjd   

hard s iig  adj    

harvesting tʃ atʃo vn 

hate, dislike, ignore ɗik  ro v 

he  si pr 

head liiƥ  n 

head ʔ mma n 

hearing s ye vn 

heavy  no adj 

heavy dees   adj  

helping maad  vn 

hen l kko n 

her    posp                                       

her house   so prd 

her  so prd 

here han  dem 

here you are h ba dem         

hidden  for place  ge ma n 

hiding k ot  vn 

hill  um  n 

high way mand ra oge cn 

him  sa prd 

his   posp                                       

his house   so prd 

his, her, or their b  posp 

hitting b ka vn                                                                              
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hitting itʃtʃ  vn 

hitting g ytstsu vn         

hockey ƥinn  n 

hole holl  n 

home  aw  n 

honey bee m tstsi n 

hori on of mountain od d  d o n 

horn katʃ   n 

horse ooll  n 

hot m tʃtʃa n  

hough meer  n 

house keetsts  n 

huge in physical appearance  ʒge n 

hundred s e ti car 

hunger g ɸa n 

hyena tolkk  n 

hyenas tolkkiɗ  ni 

I t ni pr 

I t y pr 

in front of door  bo aaɸe pph 

in front, before, previously br  pp                                                        

in need of something  nostalgia  m oso  

adj 

in pocket ki s  (Amharic) pph 

in the black and dark night w nttaso nd 

in the hole holl ga pph 

in the pieces of old cloth duŋ  nd 

in, inside gidd  pp 

in, inside gidd  pp 

inactive, weak a  lla adj 

infant, young yo ga n 

inside each other  w ligidd  pph 

inside each other b ga pph            

inside each other b gidd  pph                       

inside each other begidd ga pph 

insisting on  negatively  miik  rso vn 

insulting ganʔ  vn 

intelligent, active, brilliant go ba adj 

interest ʔeel  v 

intestine mar tʃ e n 

isolate dumm  n 

issue, talking, speaking  he vn                        

jealous sal  adj 

jock k'litʃ a n                                                           

jumping ɗ lle vn 

keeping crop from wild animal  ʔ ʃa vn      

key k  lfe (Amharic) n 

kid  of sheep  dor  lak'k'a cn  

kidnap, loot boŋk k   v                             

killing w ɗo vn 

kind hor go adj 

king ka ti n 

kissing la tʃi vn   

kneeling down gulb to nd 

know  ro v 

kraal d ra n 

kraal d rssa n                                                 

ladder ʒ ŋgare n 

lake abb  n 

lake bag de n 

land, garden g de n 

larynx s s an tstsi n   

last stage of land ploughing strategy  

                  before cultivation tl ma n          

last year   mmbere n 

last, last time   gine n 

later g mmʔu adv 

latter gindd  adv  

laughing miitʃtʃ  vn             

laying  egg  ƥuuƥ llo vn 

la iness bo  untt  adjd 

la y bo  a adj 

leaf b ntʃ tʃ o n                     

leather k ol  n 

leaving, stopping ɗab  v 

let  us    ne v 

let be great t ŋa vd 

let be resembling in behavior e ʒʒo v 

let it be warm binn  vd 

leveling surface ba so vn 

life ʃenpp /ʃempp  n 

life, existence ardd   n 

lion g rmma n                  

little, few, a few s ik k  si qua 

little, few, a few ʔeer si qua 

live  long  g mʔo adv 

living, existing  rdo vn 

li ard etstser  n 

local drink biill  n 

looking, seeing b yo vn 

lord  traditional  ma ga n 

losing, leaving ɗ wo vn 
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            louse tʃ uutʃtʃ  n 

love  ʔeeh  v 

lung gooɸ na n 

lung gorɸ na n 

mai e badall  n 

            making fine in constructing or building  

                              something (e.g. house) iʒ  vn 

making partion   ggo  vn  

                 male (of dog, cat, donkey,    

                  mule, horse  m nssa n 

man  tstsi n 

man made hole on the tree  used to 

climb  k tʃ a n 

man, male, husband  de n 

managing, tolerating dandd ʔo vn  

many lagg  qua 

mark, sign b yta n   

market gaay  n 

marry ʔeɸ  v 

meat of sheep dor  atʃo cn 

meeting deet  vn 

meninges bone k lme n  

meningise gann  n 

merchant zalʔ ntʃtʃa  n           

message/order ki ta n 

mid-day bill  bilahe cn 

mid-night mak kara gidd tstsu cn 

milk (water part) ʒal  n 

milk ma tstsi n 

milking ma tstso vn 

millstone w s'a n 

miracle g de n 

miracle makk lʔa n 

miracle ɸ la n 

mistake b la n 

mistake h la n 

mock biiɗɗ so v 

money b ra n 

monkey g ltʃtʃi n   

morning ʃ ʔe n 

mother of children ʃ wu inddo cn 

mother of non-orphan ʒiitt   nddo cn 

mother of orphan ʒiʔ  inddo cn 

mother-in-law b lloto n 

motive, interest ʒa re n 

mouse gr  n                                                                                      

mouse  tʃ tʃ a n  

mouth baad  n 

mud urk k  /ork k   n 

mule bak  lo n 

munching, eating tʃ  ntʃu vn 

muscle (of leg) s'ɸ  n 

mushroom species m ydo-siiɗe n 

mushroom species m rdʒdʒola n  

mushroom species s  gi uge cn 

musk, cover kam  n 

mustache ba s'a n 

my t  posp                                      

name of game like hockey ƥ le n 

name of river d ŋkere n            

name of spice ʒ ndʒdʒo (Amharic) n   

name s ntsu n 

narrating n ʃʃo vn 

narrow  of house or material   ƥƥa adj 

narrow k nʔa adj 

narrow s  ntsu adj 

near m ta adj 

neck  a re n 

needle narff  (Amharic) n 

neighbor do tstsu n 

neighborhood gut tetsi nd         

nest kaɸ  keetstse cn 

new house kard d   n 

new o ratstsi adj 

newly delivered woman/cow gatʃ  nna      

                                        n 

night tʃ eem  n 

nine t ntsts nde car 

ninth t ntsts nd-untsts  ord 

no  yʔe v 

nose kuŋk  n                                     

nose si ɗe (Gamo) n 

not present,  not exist b ʔa v 

not straight k ŋk'a n                 

not straight w bbe adj 

now and then h tte hatte adv 

now, just h tte adv 

observation m s e n 

            offend huull  v 

old (of age) tʃ a lla  adj 

on the ground all   pph 

one bi    car 
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one s  nʔo car 

one s  to car 

onion ʃuŋk rte (Amharic) n 

opening d ʔo vn 

            order, instruction  a   o vn                                 
orphan ʒiʔ  n 

ostrich y ntʃtʃo n 

our n  posp                                     

out  re pp 

outside  re galla pph 

owner aaw  n 

owner of cattle g yd ade nd          

owner of goat s  g ade nd 

owner of home  aw ade nd  

owner of horn katʃ  ade nd       

ox m ydo n 

pair wa s'a n 

patient harg ntʃtʃa n               

payment (of traditional vaccination)  

                ma ti mas'o cn 

payment or contract agreement her go n 

penis w ns's'aɸa n                     

people der  n 

persuading mak k   vn 

piece of food (which is left after  

                    dinning) ʃo ge n 

piece of old cloth d ŋa n 

place name where big stones are 

naturally collected oƥ  n 

place where old people meet to discuss 

community’s issue dubb ʃa n 

playing, game kaass  n 

plea its  n 

pleasant smell, odour saw  adj 

please us  adv 

please w  en na adv 

pocket ki se (Amharic) n 

point, remark, sign mal ta n 

poison m rd d e (Amharic) n 

pool k ulbb  n 

poor m ŋk'k'o adj 

porridge k'oɗ  n 

pot  ta n 

potato boobb  n 

power wolk k   n            

pregnant  of cow, sheep, goat  k nsa n 

preparation of garden for cultivation  

                              k  lɸe vn  

preparing m kko vn 

previous ben  adv 

previous k  re adv 

prince miʃ ro n 

problem all lle n 

problem, challenge met  n                               

property, money miiʃʃ  n 

advising m ro v 

protruding k ls e vn      

proud geedd ʔa n 

pulling go tʃtʃo vn       

pumpkin wol  n 

pure ge ʃʃi n 

pushing ʔ ɗe vn                                                           

putting gad  vn 

quarrel, dispute o ʃʃu vn 

quick ʔees  adv 

quickly m ta adv 

rabbit ʔetʃ  n 

rain  ra n 

raining b ko vn 

raising, elevating d nso vd 

rape te ra n 

rat ʔ tʃ ere n 

real, true s  llo adj 

red zoʔ  adj 

relationship d bbuntt  nd 

relative d bbo n                     

reporting  of sad issue  k  ŋe vn 

resemblance m la n 

respecting bo sso vn 

respection b ntʃtʃo n          

respection, glory g  a  n 

rest kas   v 

restaurant k wuʔe keetstse cn 

reverse, being in opposite position  

                       m rmuro vn 

rib bone gayll  n 

rib bone  add  n 

rich d re adj 

ring like material that can be put on the   

                          spear stick ʒ mppo n 

ring ʒ tʃtʃi n 

roach tsots  n 
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road og  n 

roar s aag  vn 

roasting  tʃ a tʃ a vn  

roof, cilling  kaar  n                                        

rope type mayɗ  n                                 

rose, pink gal lʔo n 

rotation ʒi lm lle n 

rotten wo k'a adj 

            rough flour of barely (of porridge)  

                                 ɸ ns's'a n 

rough h mʔe adj 

running  wotsts  vn                                          

rust k  tʃ a n 

sad m tʃtʃa adj 

saliva tʃ  tʃtʃu n                                                   

salt so ge n 

sand  tʃ  e n 

satisfaction m ʃʃi n        

Saturday k eer  adv 

scarf like cloth which is made by  

                       weavers k oll  n 

scratching k a tʃ e vn 

searching k ymme vn    

second n mʔ-untsts  ord 

secret room, which made from bamboo   

                            tree  all  n 

secete room k ur s'a n 

section of ploughed land m nso n 

seeing, observing, visiting s'eel  vn 

selfish u  e adj 

selling b yso vn 

servant ga te n 

seven la ppu car 

seventh la pp-untsts  ord 

sexual intercourse m tʃtʃo v 

sexual intercourse woyll  v 

            shadow ku ʒa n 

she  si pr                                        

sheep dor  n 

shield gond lle n                                     

short  of cloth  b gge n 

short (traditional cloth) ɸid d   n 

short h ta adj 

short wooden handle of plough   bba n 

shouting ʔiiʔ  vn 

shy y ʃʃi adj 

side of something, lateral l ŋk'k'e n 

sieve   yzare n 

silk  of ‘enset’, or false banana  ʃal  n 

silly, non-sense  ƥƥa adj 

simple, light ʃayk  adj 

sister mitʃ  n 

sitting  down   te vn 

six i  ppu car 

sixth i  pp-untsts  ord 

skill, art hiill  n 

skirt, edge matʃ  ra n 

skirt, edge of cloth mars's   n 

sky, on, above aɸ  n 

slave ayll  n         

slave ʔayll  n                  

sleeping ɗ sko vn                                                 

sleeping  tʃtʃe vn 

slide ʃo ɗo vn 

slow d ttʔa adv 

slow geed ʔa adv 

small fox g rduma n 

small pot s'a ro n 

smart wo in ade nd                

snake ʃo ʃu n 

snake species w lʔa ʃooʃu cn 

sneezing ɗ ʃo vn 

soft li k'o adj 

soft part of ‘enset’ t nta n                

solely ɸ le adv 

something that become bad i teesa adjd 

something that become shorten h teesa  

                   adjd 

something that causes to stay long time  

                          ʃaatʃtʃ  nd 

song y tstsi n 

soon m ta  adv 

sorghum m   e n 

sound instrument  of horn  il  n 

sour ɗook   adj 

spear toor  n 

speech haas ʔa n                                              

sperm ƥl  n 

spherical shape  oldd  adj 

spleen ʃimppul  n 

split of wood, splitting b ytstsi n     

spoken  hutte vd 
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standing up d nddo vn 

standing up ʔe ʔo vn 

standing strongly in a place or position  

          while doing something t rdʒdʒe vn 

standing up in line (technical word)  

                ts tse vn 

star s o lintte n 

starting, beginning  tʃtʃo vn 

staying for long time or hours ɸ yʃʃi vn 

stem of ‘enset’ or false banana g  a n 

stick with which fire is taken from stove  

                                  k  ƥe n 

stomach g nʒʒe n 

            stone ʃ tʃtʃu n 

stool ʃi ʃi n 

stove stone on which kittle or pot stay  

                               for cooking tinʔ  n 

straight mo le adj 

straw of crop gaɸ  n 

stream of water ɸ ltto n 

stretcher  aƥ  n 

strong m no adj 

strong, hard s iig  adj 

strong, active s  la adj 

structure of body g nppa /g mppa n 

sue mo to n                                                        

sugarcane ʃoŋkor  n 

summer as ra n 

summer balgg  n        

summer sil  n 

sun  aw  n                   

Sunday wogg  n 

suppose, think, plan s  mo v 

swallowing mit   v 

sweat ɸog lo n 

sweet malʔ  adj 

tail goyn  n 

take eɸ  v 

taking  ʔeem  vn          

tall, long ɸa    adj 

tax gi ra n 

tear a ɸuntstsu n 

tease, mock k'iɗ  v 

‘teff’  food type  gaatʃtʃ  n 

ten birr b wndde n       

ten t mmu car 

ten times t mm  adv 

tenth t mm-untsts  ord 

terracing kell  n                                           

testicle b lintʃ o n                

testicle kaatsts  n 

that  one  s yi dem 

that one  for the known girl or small 

thing  s nno dem 

the black ones k rtstsiɗ  i adjd 

the donkey  female  har tto nd 

the girl b ʃʃatto np                                                                        

the ox m ydo a np 

their    posp                                   

their house   so prd 

there h ŋkki dem 

these ones h yiddi dem 

they  si pr                                       

they  suni pr                                        

thief kays  n 

thin la le adj 

thin stick  used for punishment  k  rtʃ o n  

third h yid d -untsts  ord 

thirteen t mm  hayd d i car 

thirteen t mm nne h yd d i car 

thirty h yid d i t mmu car 

this  one  h yi dem   

those ones s yiddi dem                               

thousand ʃ ʔa car 

three h yd d i car 

threshold bal  n 

throwing  of spear  s  ŋe vn 

thumb aɗ  gilʔa cn 

serval maah  n 

serval w rbba n 

tilling g ʃo vn 

time, coming year wod  n 

to call u kkoda vd 

to cut tʃ  kkoda vd                              

to marry g l  vd 

to open d ʔoda vd 

to punish  s's'oda vd 

to till g ʃʃ  nd 

to weave d ddoda vd                      

tobacco smoking material (small one)  

                         rgube n 

today hantsts  adv 
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toilet b tʃtʃi keetstse cn 

tomorrow g ta adv 

tongue ins  re n 

tooth atʃtʃ  n 

torch, light of fire s  mppe n 

toward back ge de b gga pph 

toward behind m lle b gga pph 

toward house ke tstsuko pph 

toward in gidd  bagga pph 

toward left h dursa bagga  pph 

toward out  re bagga pph 

toward out kar  bagga pph 

toward right  ʃitʃtʃa b gga pph 

toward side l ŋk k e b gga pph 

toward there  hori ontal  g de pp 

toward here han  dem 

toward there son  dem 

toward, in river ʃo rega pph 

trade zalʔ  n 

trading   lʔo vn                 

tradition, culture w ga n 

traditional art biʃ  n 

traditional dance of girls kirbb  vn 

traditional material for smoking tobacco     

                                     ga ya n 

traditional musical instrument di tstsi n              

traditionally made ring go dd  n 

trap harƥƥ  n 

tree species bob lʔa n 

tree species galmm  n       

tree species gar  n 

tree species g rdʒdʒe n 

tree species kan  atʃtʃi cn 

tree species  tʃtʃu n 

tree species s  gi dokko cn 

tree species sobb  bolloto cn 

tree species ul  n 

tree, wood m tstsi n 

trouser gitstse n 

twelve t mm nne n mʔu car 

turning up or down side ʃ re vn 

twenty n mʔu tammu  car 

twisting m ɗe vn 

two days before yesterday   gine k'ari  

                            k  mma n 

two n mʔu car 

type of disease (of cattle) gand  n 

type of disease  of pancreas  lodd  n 

type of disease moʒ le n 

type of food  of mai e  ul k'a n 

type of grass ƥ ɗɗa n 

type of traditional vaccination by which  

             poisoned blood is let out ʒ kko n 

type of vegetation b lo n 

umbilical cord gur  n 

uncastrated sheep or goat  rge n 

uncle add  itʃe cn 

uncle aw ssu n 

unconscious mind gamm  n 

under omm  pp     

underground all  ommo pph 

unfarmed land, virgin land otsts  n 

unity dag  n 

unlike mal nttesa adv 

unpleasant taste of something, especially  

                          residue of drinks k r  n   

unprincipled k l  a n   

unwanted grass (weed) ʃ ruʃ ɗɗ  n 

up ɸ de pp 

upsetting, tempering ʒ ndʒdʒe vn 

urinating b ʃte vn 

urine bi tʃtʃi n                    

urine b tʃtʃi n                                                     

vagina ɸot  n 

vegetation species tolkk -uutstso cn 

vegetation species ʒiʔ  ʃaatʃtʃa cn 

very narrow container or house ʔ ƥƥa  

                                 adj 

very weak in physical appearance  

                       ʔa muk'a adj 

vibration, shivering k kkuro v 

visit  for patient  w yisso v 

vomit tʃ o ʃʃu n 

wall, ground all  n 

wall of bamboo gabb ra n 

walking h ntta vn 

walking in mass line ga   vn 

want, need w rge v 

war  la n 

washing ʃ ʃʃo vn 

water waatsts  n                                        

we n ni pr 
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we n ny pr 

            we n y pr 

weak da bura adj 

weak geedd ʔa adj 

wealth ʔ k'o n 

weaver bood  n 

weaving instrument mih na n 

wet tʃ  ƥƥa adj 

            what  ala  qw 

what  amma qw 

what  lmma qw 

when  yide qw 

where  nna qw 

which  nni qw 

white bo tstsu adj 

who  ode qw 

whole m le qua 

wide ɸ tʃtʃa adj 

wild animal  cat family   odd  n 

wild grass ho de  n                                             

winning  nʃo vn 

winning  ntʃo vn             

winter b ne n 

wise  ra adj 

wise, active, skillful tʃ  ntʃ a adj                 

with fork k ntʃ enna nd 

with key k  lfenna nd 

with me t nara pph                  

woman, wife ma tʃtʃo n 

women, wives m atʃ tʃ i n 

            wondering ʒu ʃʃe vn 

work, job o tstso vn 

year l yitstsi n 

yelping  ns'e vn                

yelping  wʔe vn     

yesterday k  mma adv 

you (2
nd
person PL   tini pr 

you adolescents (for boys) sabbiɗ   nd 

you boys naʔas   ni 

you females  nddas   nd 

you n ni pr 

you(2
nd
person PL   tina prd 

young cow    e n 

young male cock or  monkey g alume n 

young naʔ ta n 

young ox m rgo n 

younger kaal  n 

your  n  posp                                   

your (2
nd
person PL   ti posp                                                    

your father  ti adda prd 

youth k ymm
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Appendix E. Sample Abstract 

Phonology, Morphology and Syntax of Ganta 
Sintayehu Semu Workineh 

Addis Ababa University, 2017 

This project was concerned with the phonology, morphology and syntax of 

endangered language, Ganta. Thus, the investigation aimed at documentation and 

description of the distributional properties of sound systems, inflectional and 

derivational strategies of words, and also the order of morphological elements and 

their relationships in a sentence. To this end, the total documentation part of the 

project comprised one hour and two minute video text, for which ELAN software was 

used to annotate linguistic features. The description and distribution of phonological 

shapes are expressed by consonant and vowel phonemes in which an exceptional 

Omotic language sequence of consonant-consonant is observed. Phonological and 

morphophonological processes of the language were discussed in detail. Next to the 

sound systems, word inflections and derivations were analysed on nouns, verbs and 

adjectives. Here, Ganta nouns were inflected for number, gender, definiteness and 

case. Other than inflectional processes, morphological affixes are used to derive 

nouns into other forms of nouns. Like nouns, verbs also express inflection, by which 

tense, aspect, mode/modality and mood formations are expressed in Ganta. The issue 

of negation and subject agreement markings are discussed after inflection strategies of 

verbs. The processes of verb derivations are described by causative, passive, 

reciprocal, iterative, inchoative and infinitive marking affixes. The semantic 

classification of adjectives are treated before sections of adjective inflection and 

derivation. Morphology of adverbs that are used to express place, direction, time, 

manner and frequency are described before interjection and ideophone sections. The 

syntactic structures, in which noun, verb, and postpositional phrases of Ganta are 

firstly treated before clause structures. Word order, focus, copula and predicative 

morphology of the language are described under section of clause structures. Next to 

this section, complex sentence structures including complement, adverbial clause, 

relative clause and coordination are also presented in the last, next to the summary 

and conclusion of the project.   
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Appendix F. Sample Table of Contents 
2. Phonology  

2.1 Consonant phonemes 

2.2 Description of Ganta consonants 

2.3 The distribution of consonant phonemes 

2.4 Vowel phonemes 

2.4.1 Distribution of Ganta short and long vowel phonemes 

2.5 Phonotactics 

2.5.1Consonant-consonant sequence and co-occurrence restriction 

2.5.2 Restriction on vowel-consonant sequence 

2.6 Word syllable structure 

2.7 Phonological Processes 

2.9.1 Tone and affixation 

3 Noun  

3.1 Noun inflection  
3.1.1 Number 

3.1.1.1Number on nouns 

3.1.1.2 Number on adjective 

3.1.1.3 Number on demonstrative 

3.1.1.4 Number and vocative case 

3.1.1.5 Number and pronouns 

3.1.1.6 Pragmatic use of plural person markers 

3.1.1.7 Number and gender 

3.1.2 Gender 

3.1.2.1 Lexical gender 

3.1.2.2 Lexical gender as modifier 

3.1.2.3 Gender marking on noun 

3.1.2.4 Morpheme -s- and -nn- as gender markings 

3.1.2.5 Gender marking on verb 

3.1.2.6 Gender marking on adjective 

3.1.2.7 Gender marking on demonstrative 

3.1.2.8 Gender marking in clause 

3.1.2.9 Gender and vocative case 

3.1.2.10 Reverse occurrence of gender markings in lexical gender formation 

3.1.2.11 Gender reverse in interjection 

3.1.2.12 Gender and definiteness 

3.1.2.13 Gender and proper name 

3.1.2.14 Gender and nominative case 

3.1.3 Definiteness 

3.1.3.1 Indefinite 

3.1.3.2 Definiteness on noun 

3.1.3.3 Definiteness on proper noun 

3.1.3.4 Definiteness on verbal noun 

3.1.3.5 Definiteness on adjective 
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3.1.3.6 Definiteness on demonstrative 

3.1.3.7 Pragmatic use of definiteness 

3.1.4 Case 

3.1.4.1 Grammatical or logical cases 

3.1.4.2 Notional or local cases 

3.1.4.3 Exterior or non interior cases 

3.1.4.4 Interior cases 

3.1.4.5 The other casesː Comitative case 

3.1.5 Case and locational nouns 

3.2 Noun derivation  

3.2.1 Abstract noun derivation 

3.2.2 Verb nominalization 

3.2.3 Adjective nominalization 

3.2.4 Instrument nominalization 

3.2.5 Agent nominalization 

3.2.6 Patient nominalization 

3.2.7 Place nominalization 

3.2.8 Manner nominalization 

3.2.9 Cognate nouns and verb roots 

3.2.10 Compound nouns 

3.2.10.1 Compounding for indefinite pronoun 

3.2.11 Noun reduplication 

3.2.12 Noun as modifier 

3.3 Types of Nouns  

4 Pronoun  

4.1 Personal pronoun  

4.1.1 Subjective, objective and possessive personal pronouns 

4.1.2 Nominative case in pronoun 

4.1.3 Accusative case in pronoun 

4.1.4 Possessive pronoun/pronominal genitive 

4.1.5 Dative case in pronoun 

4.1.6 Allative case in pronoun 

4.1.7 Inessive case in pronoun 

4.1.8 Case, possessive personal pronoun and locational noun 

4.1.9 Reflexive pronoun 

4.1.1   e le ive  ronoun and  roclitic    

4.1.11  roclitic    with case and nominali er 

4.1.12 Indefinite pronoun and its formation 

5 Verb  

5.1 Verb roots  

5.2 Verb derivation  

5.2.1 Causative 

5.2.1.1 Causativization of transitive verb 

5.2.1.2 Causativization of intransitive verb 

5.2.1.3 Double causativization 
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5.2.2 Passive 

5.2.3 Reciprocal 

5.2.4   Intensive/Iterative 

5.2.5 Inchoative 

5.2.6 Infinitive 

5.3 Verb inflection  

5.3.1 Tense 

5.3.1.1 Future tense 

5.3.1.2 Present tense 

5.3.1.3 Past tense 

5.3.2 Aspect 

5.3.2.1 Perfective 

5.3.2.2 Imperfective 

5.3.2.3 Perfect 

5.3.2.4 Pluperfect 

5.3.2.5 Completive 

5.3.2.6 Inceptive 

5.3.2.7 Continuative 

5.3.2.8 Punctual 

5.3.2.9 Iterative 

5.3.2.10 Habitual 

5.3.3 Tense-aspect combination 

5.3.3.1 Past tense and past perfect 
5.4 Mode/Modality  

5.4.1 Subjunctive 

5.4.2 Optative 

5.4.3 Potential 

5.4.4 Hypothetical/Imaginary 

5.4.5 Conditional 

5.4.6 Deontic/Obligation 

5.4.7 Epistemic/Probability 

5.5 Mood  

5.5.1 Declarative 

5.5.2 Imperative 

5.5.2.1 Strong imperative 

5.5.2.2 Soft imperative/Jussive/Hortative 

5.5.3 Interrogative 

5.5.3.1 Yes/No questions 

5.5.3.2 Tag question 

5.5.3.3 Wh- questions 

5.6 Negation  

5.6.1 Lexical negation 

5.6.2 Morphological negation 

5 .7 Subject agreement marking  

5.7.1 Person marking 
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5.7.1.1 Person markings in declarative positive constructions 

5.7.1.2 Person markings in declarative negative constructions 

5.7.1.3 Person markings in Yes-No questions 

5.7.1.4 Person markings in content or Wh- questions 

5.7.1.5 Person markings in imperative constructions 

5.7.1.6 Person markings in jussive constructions 

5.7.1.7 Agreement markings in converb constructions 

5.7.1.8 Summary of person markings in different paradigms 

5.7.2 Subject marking 

5.7.3 Gender marking 

6 Nominal and Verbal Modifier  

6.1 Adjectives  

6.1.1 Semantically classified adjectives 

6.1.1.1 Large and small adjectives 

6.1.1.2 Medium sized and large adjectives 

6.1.1.3 Large adjective classes 

6.1.2 Adjective Inflection 

6.1.3 Adjective derivation 

6.1.3.1 Adjective derivation from noun 

6.1.3.2 Adjective derivation from verb 

6.1.4 Deadjectival derivation 

6.2 Demonstrative  

6.2.1 Locational demonstrative 

6.2.2 Directional demonstrative 

6.2.3 Manner demonstrative 

6.2.4 Recognitional demonstrative 

6.2.5 Temporal demonstrative 

6.3 Adverbs  

6.3.1 Place Adverb 

6.3.2 Direction adverb 

6.3.3 Time adverbs 

6.3.4 Manner adverb 

6.3.5 Frequential adverb 

7 Interjection and Ideophone  

7.1 Interjection  

7.2 Ideophones  

8 Syntax  

8.1 Phrase Structure  

8.1.1 The noun phrase 

8.1.1.1 Noun phrase with adjective as modifier 

8.1.1.2 Noun phrase with demonstrative as modifier 

8.1.1.3 Noun phrase with numerals as modifier 

8.1.1.4 Noun phrase with genitive (or possessive) as modifier 

8.1.1.5 Noun phrase with relative clause as modifier 

8.1.1.6 Noun phrase with headless relative clause 
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8.1.1.7 Noun phrase with modifying word 

8.1.1.8 Noun phrase with comitative case as coordinator 

8.1.2 Verb phrase 

8.1.3 Postpositional phrase 

8.2 Clause structure  

8.2.1 Word order  

8.2.1.1 Word order in main clause 

8.2.1.2 Word order in noun phrase 

8.2.1.3 Word order in verb phrase 

8.2.1.4 Word order in postpositional phrase 

8.2.1.5 Word order in comparative 

8.2.1.6 Word order in question particles and question words 

8.2.1.7 Word order Summary 

8.2.2 Focus 

8.2.2.1 Focus in the declarative construction 

8.2.2.2 Focus in the interrogative and declarative moods 

8.2.3 Copula 

8.2.3.1 Copula with -kko or -tte 

8.2.3.2 Copula with -ma 

 .2.3.4 Co ula with ver  h - ‘say’ 

 .2.3.5 Co ula with e istential ver  y - ‘e ist/live’ 
8.2.4 Predicative morphology  

8.2.4.1 Non-verbal predicates 

8.2.4.2 Verbal predicates 

8.3 Complex sentence structures  

8.3.1 Complement 

8.3.1.1 Sentence like complement 

8.3.1.2 Indicative versus subjunctive sentence like complement 

8.3.1.3 Infinitive complement 

8.3.1.4 Nominalized complement 

8.3.1.5 Participial complement 

8.3.2 Adverbial clause 

8.3.2. 1 Reason 

8.3.2.2 Purpose 

8.3.2.3 Simultaneous 

8.3.2.4 Concessive 

8.3.2.5 Substitutive 

8.3.3 Relative clause 

8.3.3.1 External relative clause 

8.3.4 Coordination 

8.3.4.1 Inclusive conjunction 

8.3.4.2 Disjunctive coordination 

8.3.4.3 Adversative coordination 

8.3.4.4 Correlative coordination/Emphatic negative coordination 

8.3.4.5 Conjunctive adverb 


